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SU MMARY

This thesis is a critical edition o f the Old and Middle Irish versions o f Aided  

Chonchohair ‘The violent death o f Conchobar’.

A C  belongs to the aided category o f tales o f the Ulster Cycle. It has been 

transmitted in four recensions, A, B, C and D respectively, copies o f which are preserved 

in a total o f eight manuscripts. Despite largely diplomatic editions and translations o f all 

four recensions of the tale having been published in The Death-Tales o f  the Ulster Heroes 

in 1906, Kuno Meyer was unaware o f the existence o f a copy preserved in NLS 72.1.5, 

and only became aware of RIA C i 2 and Laud Misc. 610 at a later date. Thus, an 

incomplete picture o f the manuscript tradition is provided in Meyer’s edition. Although 

the published edition includes the text of the rose poem Ba aprainn, found in two separate 

recensions, it does not provide a translation. Johan Corthals published a most welcome 

edition and translation o f this poem, as well as a helpful metrical, thematic and linguistic 

discussion. However, his edition is not without shortcomings, the most important being 

that he follows the text preserved in N too closely and thus the edition is not a critical 

reconstruction of the archetyjie. Most recently, ImholT has published an exhaustive 

analysis o f the development ol' AC  and the textual relationship between the recensions 

and discussed the relevance o f the Latin passage pertaining to Conchobar found in Vita 

Sancti Alhei, as well as providing a thematic discussion oi'Ba aprainn and its interpolation 

into LL and N. As it stands, a critical edition o f the recensions as well as an exhaustive 

examination o f their manuscript contexts, orthography and linguistic features has not been 

produced to date and therefore, remains a desideratum.

The first volume consists o f an extensive introduction to the editions proper o f the 

various recensions and Ba aprainn. Chapter one proffers a general introduction to the 

thesis, starting with an examination of previous scholarly editions and translations. An 

overview o f the main literary discussions shows that research to date has focused mainly 

on the sources, development and relationship o f the recensions, with some research 

touching upon the interpretation o f the texts. It illustrates that there is scope for discussion 

o f the manuscript contexts, intertextuality and composition of the recensions. All the 

manuscripts are examined in detail, with the main codicological and palaeographical 

features o f each copy highlighted. For the purposes o f this critical edition, 1 transcribed 

each manuscript copy afresh from the original or digital image. An outline o f the 

orthographical system employed in each copy o f AC  is provided. The (inter)relationships 

between the copies o f the tale are examined and a stemma codiciim is proposed for the



longest recension (A). This shows that the manuscripts o f  A are all independent o f each 

other and descend ultimately from one shared M iddle Irish exemplar, which itself derives 

from an Old Irish archetype. Finally, the editorial policy and rules o f normalisation for 

each restored text are outlined.

Chapter two contains a linguistic analysis to establish the dates o f composition o f 

the archetype for each version. Ba aprainn is dated to c. 700 but has undergone some 

revision in a subsequent exemplar. Recension A is a late Old Irish composition. 

Recension B is also o f  Old Irish origin. Recension C is a Middle Irish compilation, and 

version D is a short early Middle Irish composition. The metrical structure o f  Ba aprainn 

is discussed and it is shown that it is an accentual and highly ornamental composition.

Chapter three examines the composition, structure and style o f the recensions. 

This study establishes that the tale o f  A C  is an important prose saga included in the aided  

category o f tales. It illustrates that recension A was the work o f a careful and educated 

Christian author who consciously crafted his version o f  the talc using traditional material 

and motifs. Version B is written in a different tone and focuses on Conchobar’s 

conversion to Christianity. Version C is a compilation in which a Middle Irish compiler 

has brought together earlier material for antiquarian puqxises. Its constituent elements are 

datable to the Old Irish period and one o f these elements may come from a version which 

is now no longer extant. Version D consists o f  a brief overview o f  the main episodes o f 

the saga.

Volume two contains the editions proper and the indices. Chapter four includes 

the critical edition for each recension, with each text restored according to its previously 

established date o f  composition. The restored text is given, followed by the translation. 

This is accompanied by textual analysis, consisting o f textual notes based on the 

manuscript readings. An appendix is provided which includes an index to the textual 

notes, the continuous m anuscript transcripts and a bibliography.
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CCC Compert Con Culainn (Van Hamel, 1933).

Corp. Gen. Corpus genealogiarum Iliherniae  (O ’Brien, 1962).

CM CS Cambrian M edieval Celtic Studies.

CMM^ Cath M aige Mucruma ( 0  Daly, 1975).

CMT^ Cath Maige Tuired {Gray, 1982).

CRR Cath Ruis na Rig fo r  Boiniie (Hogan, 1982).

De caiisis De causis torchi C o re’ Oche (de Vries, 2012).

OIL Dictionary o f  the Irish language. Com pact edition (Quin, 1976).

EIV The early Irish verb (M cCone 1997, 2"‘* edition).

EIL A guide to early Irish law  (Kelly, 1988).

FB Fled Bricrenn (Henderson, 1899).

Fel. Felire Oenguso (Stokes, 1905).



Fing. R. Fingal Rimain {Grccnc, 1975).

FM Annala rioghachla Eireann (O’Donovan, 1848-51).

GDI Grammar o f  Old Irish (Y\\\imcy?,cn, 1946).

Hdb. Ilandbitch des Alt-irischen (Thumeysen, 1909).

IG T Irish Grammatical Tracts

Im. Brain^ Immram Brain (Mac Mathuna, 1985).

LEIA Lexique Etymologiqne de L ’Irlandais Ancien (Vendryes, 1959-74).

LL The Book o f  Leinster, form erly Lehar na NiiaChonghala (Best et al.,

1954-83).

LMDD Fled Bricrenn ocits Loinges mac nDuil Dermait (Hollo, 2005).

LU  Lehor na hUidre: Book o f  the Dun Cow (Best et al., 1929).

ONN Orcuin Neill Noigiallaig (Meyer, 1900).

RelChron. Towards a relative chronology o f  ancient and medieval Celtic sound

(McCone, 1996).

RIA Cat. Catalogue o f  Irish Manuscripts in the Royal Irish Academy.

SC^ Serglige Con Culainn (Dillon, 1953).

ScCG Scela Cano meic Gartndin (Binchy, 1975).

ScMMD Scela mucce Meic Datho (Thumeysen, 1935).
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TB C I Tain bo Cuailgne (O’Rahilly, 1976).

TBFr. Tain 86 Fraich (Meid, 1965).

TD Poems ofTadhg Dali O hUiginn (Knott, 1922).

TE Tochmarc Etaine (Bergin et al., 1934—8).

Trip.^ Bethu Phdtraic {Mulchrone, 1939).
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Grammatical abbreviations

(def.) art. (definite) article nas. nasalisation

abs. absolute neg. negative

acc. accusative neut. neuter

act. active nom. nominative

adv. adverb obj. object

attrib. attributive part. particle

cond. conditional pass. passive

conj. conjunct p e rf perfect

dat. dative pi. plural

demonst. demonstrative poss. possessive

dep. deponent prep. preposition

deut. deuterotonic pres. ind. present indicative

emph. emphasizing pres. subj. present subjunctive

I'ein. Feminine pret. preterite

fut. future pron. pron.

gen. genitive proto. prototonic

ind. indicative redup. reduplicated

inf. infixed rel. relative

interr. interrogative sg- singular

ipf. imperfect subj. subject

ipv. imperative suff. suffixed

len. leniting vn verbal noun

niasc. masculine voc. vocative

Other

BA Ba aprainn

EM odIr Early M odem  Irish

M idlr M iddle Irish

OIr Old Irish

EO lr Early Old Irish
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Chapter 1 General Introduction

1,1 Background and outline of rcscarch

Aided Clioiichohair (henceforth AC) belongs to a specific category of tales known as 

aideda, or ‘death-tales’, which describe the deaths o f prominent heroes, and heroines, in 

Early Irish literature. This specific death-tale relates the death o f the Ulster king 

Conchobar mac Nessa. The various versions' and numerous manuscripts in which copies 

ol'AC  survive are a testament to the tale’s popularity. Version A, the longest version, is a 

tale of two halves. The first section o f the tale relates how Conchobar mac Nessa is lured 

by Cet mac Magach into battle, who subsequently strikes Conchobar in the head with the 

calcified brain o f the slain king Mess Gegrai. This serves as the end o f the first part o f the 

tale, with it being stated aid a lige and ‘[Conchobar’s] grave is there’ now. Nevertheless, 

the second part o f the tale continues with him still alive. The calcified brain is sewn into 

the king’s head, rendering him blemished permanently, and he remains in a vegetative 

state for seven years. After this period, he learns about the Passion o f Christ. In each 

version o f the saga, Conchobar becomes enraged, vowing vengeance against those who 

harmed Christ. In some accounts, his rage causes him to go into a frenzied attack. In other 

accounts he recites a rose poem. Ultimately, the calcified brain springs out o f the king’s 

head causing him to die immediately. It is even told that he is baptised by his own blood 

and/or enters the kingdom of Heaven. This is a complex and emotive tale which 

encompasses the themes o f kingship, honour, loyalty, vengeance, conversion and death. 

The Old and Middle Irish versions of AC  have survived in 8 manuscripts, the earliest of 

which is the Book o f  Leinster.

AC  was edited by Kuno Meyer in The Death-Tales o f  the Ulster Heroes, in which 

he printed five manuscript copies.^ However, Meyer was unaware o f the existence of 

several further manuscripts that contain a copy o f AC  ai the time o f publication, which 

provided an incomplete picture o f the tale’s transmission.^ Meyer published the copy in

' I refer to the various recensions o f  A C  w hich have been transm itted  dow n to us as ‘versions’ from  here on 

ill, to keep in line w ith previous scliolarly  discussion.

- K uno M eyer, The death-ta les o f  the U lster heroes  (D ublin, 1906), 2 -21  (hereafter cited as The death- 

tales).

 ̂ M eyer w as unaw are o f  tiie follow ing o ther copies o f  A C  w hen he published the edition in The death-tales, 

i.e. RIA C i 2; N LS Adv. 72.1.5 (E i); Laud M isc. 610. M eyer subsequently  printed a d iplom atic edition  o f
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the Book o f  Leinster (henceforth LL), the oldest extant copy, treating it as the codex 

optimiis o f  version A. Although he provided the variants from the copy found in NLS 

Adv. MS 72.1.40 (henceforth Ei) he did not discuss their merits vis-a-vis those o f LL. 

Moreover, Meyer stated that the first page o f  Ei was illegible.** However, when I viewed 

the manuscript, I saw that a large portion o f  the first page is legible.^ Furthermore, 

Meyer’s edition does not include a translation o f  the rose  poem, entitled Ba aprainn and 

found in LL and RIA 23 N 10 (hereafter N). In the meantime, however, Johan Corthals 

has published an edition and translation o f  Ba aprainn.^ This edition includes some 

discussion o f  its contents, metre, style and linguistic dating.^ Corthals’ reconstructed text 

is based mainly on the copy found in N, with readings supplemented from LL.^ In light 

o f  Helen Im hoffs recent discussion o f  the poeni,^ in which she shows that the copies o f  

Ba aprainn in LL and N were intended to be read in different ways, it is necessary to re

evaluate Corthals’ edition to see if  it truly reflects the original. Lastly, while Meyer’s 

edition o f^ C  includes some short linguistic and textual notes,'° it provides no analysis o f

the copy in Laud Misc. 610 (see Meyer 1921, 7). Meyer noted ‘another copy o f  this version ... in the Stowe 

MS. C. 1. 2 fo. 5b-8a’ in his own copy o f  The death-tales (See Bergin’s Addenda and Corrigenda in the 

subsequent reprints o f  The Death-tales).

Meyer (1906, vi) noted that the beginning o f  the latter manuscript was ‘unfortunately illegible’ and again 

‘the version o f  the Edinburgh MS. XL is partly illegible; but it appears to be identical in its opening with 

that o f  the BooA' o f  Leinster' (1906, 2). Accordingly, the variant readings in E | accompany the LL copy 

only ftom paragraph 6 onwards (see M eyer 1906, 6). In his preface to The death-tales, M eyer generally 

acknowledged any person who supplied him with a transcription. M eyer does not attribute the transcription 

o f  E| to any other scholar. Therefore, I assume that he transcribed the copy o f  from E ' h im self The fact 

that he published a survey o f  the manuscript in The Celtic M agazine in 1887 may support this. Interestingly, 

Ewen M acLachlan’s transcription o f  the copy o f  A C  from E| also omits any readings from the first page.

 ̂ See further the discussion o f  the manuscript features in Chapter 1.4.1.

* See Corthals 1989,41-59.

’ Corthals (1989, 43) was the first scholar to examine the copies o f  Ba aprainn critically, suggesting that 

they were transmitted from a shared exemplar but that ‘some scribal errors appear to belong to the 

archetype, indicating that it was probably not identical with the original’.

* Corthals (1989, 44) writes that ‘this procedure implies a choice in favour o f N in cases o f  doubt which, 

however, never really affect the meaning o f  the tex t’. However, this is problematic because each copy o f 

the rose poem reflects seperate redactorial intentions. For further discussion o f  the redactorial intentions in 

LL and N, see Im hoff 2012, 87-92.

’ See Im hoff 2012, 80-90.

'0 M eyer 1906, 43-4.
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diagnostic dating criteria. A useful glossary is provided, but this is not exhaustive. No 

authoritative work has been published to date on the early Irish tale AC  that provides us 

with an in-depth linguistic analysis or discussion. Therefore, a critical edition o f AC  

remains a desideratum.

Thus, my primary concern in this thesis is to address this gap and provide a critical 

edition o f the versions o f AC  that will encompass analysis and discussion o f the linguistic 

and thematic aspects. Chapter one deals with the manuscript tradition and contains a 

codicological and orthographical description o f the witnesses. It includes a detailed 

examination o f the textual variation between the manuscripts to establish their 

independent transmission, and a stcmma is proposed for the longest extant version. 

Chapter two provides a thorough survey o f all the linguistic features within each version. 

This is followed by a discussion on the date o f composition for each version’s archetype. 

Chapter three examines the literary context o f the tale AC, as well as the manuscript 

context o f ccrtaln copies o f AC. It provides a discussion o f the manuscript contexts, 

intertextuality, thematic elements and the style and composition of the versions. Lastly, 

the narratorial techniques o f each version are discussed. Chapter four presents the edition 

proper for each version. Each edition consists of the restored text and translation, followed 

by the textual analysis which contains conservative manuscript transcriptions and detailed 

textual notes. These notes discuss editorial decisions, any unique variant readings and 

comments on translation differing to previous editions.

3



1.2 Previous editions and translations

N um erous translations o f  A C  w ere published in the latter h a lf o f  the n ineteenth century. 

T hese w ere based on the first edition  and translation by E ugene O ’Curry o f  the lon gest  

cop y  o f  A C  as preserved in L L ."  In 1887, K uno M eyer identified  another m anuscript 

co p y  o f  A C ,  n am ely  that in E i, for w hich  he provided  a b r ie f sum m ary.'^ Henri d ’A rbois  

de Jubainville'^ , E leanor H u ll‘s’ and R u d o lf Thurneysen'^  published French, E n glish  and 

G erm an translations resp ective ly  o f  the c o p y  found in LL. Hull included  a partial 

translation o f  Ba aprainn,  aided by that o f  O ’Curry, w h ile  T hurneysen refrained from  

translating it altogether due to its obscure nature.'^ M eyer’s ed ition  and translation, 

m entioned  above, rem ains the m ost ex ten siv e  treatm ent o f  A C  to  date, but it is not w ithout 

its shortcom ings as m entioned  above. C orthals’ ed ition  and analysis o f  the poem  provides  

the first in-depth treatm ent o f  the ros e  poem . H ow ever, h is editorial approach in favour  

o f  N , supplem ented  and em ended by readings from  LL, d oes not provide a balanced  

critical edition.'^  Julia K iihns has edited and translated the previously  unedited cop y  o f  

A C  from E2 , but her ed ition  rem ains unpublished.'** Her ed ition  conta ins textual notes and 

a b r ie f lin gu istic  an a lysis o f  the text, as w ell as a proposed  stem m a.

" O ’Curry 1861, 631-42. O ’Curry (1861, 636-43) noted that LL’s copy o f ^ C  does not contain an actual 

account o f  Conchobar’s death, which he presumed would have occurred after the king’s ‘frenzied address’. 

Although O ’Curry was unaware o f  any other manuscript copies o f  the early Irish tale, the EM odlr version 

in Seathrun Ceitinn’s Foras Fecisa ar Eirinn (henceforth FFE) was known to him and he described it as ‘a 

modified, and less accurate, but fuller version o f  the tale’ (see O ’Curry 1861, 642; also Dinneen 1908, 199— 

205. O ’Curry provides a transcription and translation o f  the ending o f  the EM odlr version.

'■ M eyer 1887, 209-10. M eyer suggested that the version in FFE  closely followed the text in E |.

d ’Arbois de Jubainville 1892, 368-73.

''' Hull 1898, 266-72. Eleanor Hull (1898, 272) noted that the penultimate and final sections in LL were 

added by a later scribe, who wanted to provide ‘a more plausible explanation than that contained in the 

original story’.

Thurneysen 1901b, 69-72.

Thurneysen (1901b, 72) concluded that LL did not contain an actual account o f  Conchobar’s death due 

to the roscad's complexity, which caused the narrator to forget to include the king’s death.

See Corthals (1989, 44-5) for a complete description o f  his editorial policy.

Kiihns, 2004. I am grateful to Julia Kiihns for providing me with a copy o f  her dissertation. In her 

discussion o f  the tale’s manuscript tradition, Kiihns follows M eyer (1906, vi). However, Kuhns was unable 

to consult RIA C i 2 at the time and therefore her proposed stemma is incomplete. However, it is not 

different to the stemma proposed by Clancy (1996, 90). See footnote 19.
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In more recent years, the tale has received renewed interest, hi his literary 

discussion o f  the tale, Thom as Owen Clancy proposed a stem m a for LL, Ei and another 

copy found in NLS Adv. MS 72.1.5 (henceforth E2), based on shared narrative elements.'*^ 

Similarly, Helen Im hoff proposes a stem m a based on her examination o f  the narrative 

elements found not only in LL, Ei and E2, but also in C. Both scholars arrive at the 

conclusion that the Edinburgh m anuscripts descend from a shared, independent exemplar. 

However, there has been no exhaustive comparison o f  the individual m anuscript readings 

to ascertain the relationship o f  tiie manuscripts. Therefore, I propose to address this gap 

and dem onstrate that the stem m a proposed by Clancy and Im hoff is correct. Finally, brief 

linguistic notes have been written on various readings found in Ba aprainn  by Liam 

Breatnach and .lohan Corthals.^*^

1.3 Previous thcmatic discussions

Charles Donahue, Donnchadh O Corrain and Kim M cCone have discussed how 

Conchobar mac Nessa is depicted as one o f the first men to believe in Christ before the 

coming o f  Christianity to Ireland.^’ In his edition o f A C  in The ciealh-lales, M eyer 

provides a brief overview o f the main s to r y l in e s , i .e .  Conchobar learns o f  C hrist’s 

crucifixion from his druid(s); he is told about the Crucifixion by Bachrach; or, Altus, the 

Roman consul, relates C hrist’s Crucifixion to him. Im hoff basically agrees with M eyer 

but she further characterizes the conveyers o f the story o f Christ’s Crucifixion as internal 

(i.e. the druid(s)) and external (i.e. Altus) figures, with Bachrach ‘blurring the lines’ 

between the two.^^ Im hoff posits that conflation has occurred during the transmission o f 

the tale. In his discussion o f  AC , Thurneysen follows M eyer's division o f  the manuscript

See Clancy 1996, 90; ‘My sense is that all three go back ultimately to one version, that the Book o f  

Leinster has introduced the poem and other extraneous material at the end, and forgotten to include the 

denouement, while the two Edinburgh manuscripts, aside from the modemisation o f language and the 

transplanting o f  one scene from the middle to the end, are structurally closer to the original o f  version A’. 

However, Clancy did not refer to RIA C i 2, thereby rendering the stemma incomplete.

Breatnach 1986, 191-3; Corthals 1986, 189-90.

Donahue 1949-1951, 263-277; 6  Corrain 1987, 285-94; McCone 1990, 198.

"  Meyer 1906, 2-3 . It siiould be noted here, however, that Meyer groups the manuscripts together in the 

edition according to tlieir manuscript tradition and refers to the versions as A, B, C and D respectively. 

Imhoff 2012, 67-8.
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versions.^'' Thurneysen also suggests that an older version, such as A, was the source for 

the shorter version B preserved in Moreover, Thurneysen believes that version C is 

a mixture ofmaterial from version A and version James Carney suggests that version 

A consists o f a ‘traditional nucleus’ together with a Christian addition and observes that 

the original tale ended where the text states that Conchobar is buried at Alh Dairi Da 

B dethP  But he stresses that the tale may only ever have existed in written form the way 

it is found in LL?* Furthermore, Carney is o f the opinion that Ba apraitm was composed 

by the writer o f the main text in LL and that the tale was probably written down in the 

eighth century.^^ Cronan follows Carney in assuming the date o f composition to be in the 

eighth century, arguing that Ba apniinn is well integrated into the prose narrative o f 

But neither scholar provides any linguistic evidence to substantiate such a claim. On the 

other hand, Imhoff is more cautious, noting that the idea o f the prose and poem being o f 

the same date is ‘debatable’. '̂ Indeed, Corthals demonstrates in his edition that Ba 

apniinn is in fact an independent composition, datable to c. 700.^^ Furthemiore, the 

linguistic features o f version A places the composition o f the prose archetype closer to 

the Ml. glosses than to the Wb. glosses.^^ Clancy follows Corthals and notes also that Ba 

aprainn forms the ‘real core’ o f version B.̂ "* Imhoff argues convincingly that the rose 

poem has been suited thematically to both LL and Szoverffy, as well as Guyonvarc’h,

S ee  T luirneysen 1921, 5 3 5 -9 . In addition to the m anuscripts used by M eyer, T hurneysen (1 9 2 1 , 5 3 5 )  

also  includes E 2 but does not appear to have consu lted  the m anuscript h im se lf  b ecause he refers to the entry  

in M acK innon’s catalogue on ly .

T hurneysen 1921, 538: ‘ fB] wird w oh l eher se in e  Erzahlung aus der alteren, w ie  s ie  in LL vorliegt, erst 

herausgeschalt haben’.

T hurneysen 1921, 538: '[C ] kennt und versch m ilzt A und B ’.

Carney 1955 , 296 .

Carney 1955, 296 . N everth eless, Im h o ff (2 0 1 2 , 4 8 )  notes that ‘ in all the su rviv ing  version s [the Christian  

ending] is the m ost im portant part o f  the tale, at least by so m e o f  the redactors, g iv en  that N  and the p assage  

in the Vita S. A lb e i  on ly  relate the ev en ts o f  this se c tio n ’.

Carney 1 9 5 5 ,2 9 7 .

30 Cronan 2 0 0 7 , 153.

3' Im h o ff 2 0 1 2 , 4 9 .

Corthals 1989 , 59; 1996, 22 . S ee  a lso  Im h o ff 2 0 1 2 , 81 for a sim ilar conclu sion .

S ee  the lin gu istic  d iscu ssion  in Chapter 2 .2 .2 .

C lancy 1996 , 1 0 1 -1 0 5 ; 102. A lso  C orthals 1 9 8 9 ,4 1 -2 .

35 Im h o ff 2 0 1 2 , 8 3 -9 5 .
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agrees with Carney that the traditional, or original, version o f AC  ended with Conehobar 

dying in b a ttle .S z o v e rffy  further argues that version B is the most original of the 

Christian versions, and was influenced by accounts o f the destruction o f Jerusalem and 

by the apocryphal Vindictu Salvatoris.

Imhoff also examines the relationship o f the extant versions o f AC  focusing on all 

the extant witnesses.^^ She discusses the Latin passage concerning Conchobar’s death and 

conversion found in Vita Sancti Alhei, preserved in the Codex Sahnanlicensis as well as 

the account in Vindicta Salvatoris with regard to their relevance for understanding the 

development o f the different versions o\' AC. Imhoff disagrees with Szoverffy and argues 

that the passage in the Vita perhaps serves as the inOuence for the Altus storyline. Imhoff, 

following Corthals, postulates a lost version oi' AC, which included Ba aprainn, from 

which LL and N copied the rosc?^

Szoverffy 1956, 183-210; 1957, 86 -96; Giiyonvarc'li 1958, 135. 

Im hoff 2012.

Im hoff 2012, 8 1 -2 .



1.4 M anuscript sources

The following section provides an in-depth examination o f all extant witnesses containing 

copies ot' AC. A detailed codicological description o f each manuscript is provided. The 

sources are grouped according to the manuscript tradition, and listed in chronological 

order. The original manuscripts, as well as their digital images, have been consulted 

unless otherwise stated.

1.4.1 Version A

TCD MS 1339 (H 2.18; hereafter referred to as LL), p. 123b40-124b32; 13 x 9; 12"' 

century.^^

The manuscript called Lebor mi Niiachonghcila ‘The Book o f the New Foundation’ is 

more commonly referred to as the Book o f  Leinster. I t  consists o f 187 leaves, o f which 

177 single, unbound leaves are stored in a box at the library in Trinity College Dublin.*" 

The manuscript is on the whole well preserved, except for some leaves which are badly 

stained, making reading difficult.'*^

The manuscript is an important source because it is one o f three witnesses from 

the Middle Irish period written entirely in I r i s h . I t  predominantly contains narrative and 

verse from the Ulster Cycle, some also o f Fenian material, the Invasions o f Ireland and 

Dinnsheanchas material. There is a certain amount o f ecclesiastical material included but 

the manuscript is void o f any devotional texts.'*'*

Richard Irvine Best was under the impression that the manuscript was written by 

one scribe.'*^ However, O ’Sullivan identified at least four hands: A, F, T, U, with two

”  See also LL 1427-14389.

For a discussion on the title o f  the Book o f  Leinster, see Best et cil. 1954, x i-x ii.

Another ten pages, which were formerly part o f  the collection held in the Franciscan Library in Killiney, 

Co. Dublin (i.e. M S. A  3) are now held in University C ollege Dublin. These leaves, which were detached 

before 1627, contain the ‘Martyrology ofT allaght’ and pedigrees o f  Irish saints (o f  Best et al. 1954, xviii). 

C f  Best et al. 1954, xvii.

The other two manuscripts being L ebor na hU idre  ‘The Book o f  the Dun C ow ’ and Rawlinson B. 502. 

The former is now preserved in the Royal Irish Academ y, Dublin.

Mac Eoin 2009, 81. Mac Eoin (2009, 81) points out that ‘the general impression one gets from the book 

is that people who com piled it had little enough interest in piety’.

C f  Best e t al. 1954, xvii (also xv). Best observed the following: ‘The volum e is apparently . . .  the work 

o f  a single scribe. The hand varies considerably, giving at times the impression o f  a second scribe, ranging 

from the formal and elegant book-hand ... to a hurried, careless scr ip t...’



other subsidiary hands, i.e. M and S, at work throughout the manuscript.'*'’ However, in 

the most recent codicological study on the manuscript, Elizabeth Duncan has increased 

the number o f  scribes to a total o f  nine.'*  ̂A C  was penned by hand U, who worked after 

1 147 under the guidance o f  hand A and hand

The story y4C begins on p. 123b40 and ends on p. 124b32, occupying ninety-two 

lines o f  the printed text, written in two columns. It is the only extant copy o f  AC  that 

contains a title.'*'̂  This copy is found amongst a group o f  other death-tales.^*  ̂The text is 

legible and clearly written by hand U. It is evident that U is copying from a larger 

manuscript. For instance, on p. 123b, it can be seen that the scribe compressed the writing 

at the end o f  the line.^'

Letters are rubricated in yellow and red throughout the text. The marker upper 

case Ji. is located on p. 124b indicating the beginning o f the rose poem. It is not 

rubricated. Other instances o f  this marker are seen on pp. 95, 100, 101 where they mark 

formulaic prose with sporadic alliteration.

The following scribal characteristics are noted in the copy ot' AC:^^

a. fhe word-spacing is that o f  Old Irish scribal tradition, i.e. unstressed words are 

grouped with a stressed word that is syntactically connected (G O / § 3 4 ) . For 

instance, babes {ha hes, ‘it was a custom’)̂ "* p. 123b45; clogr- {do gres, ‘always’).

See O ’Sullivan 1966, 6—12.

See Duncan 2012, 27-66.

Duncan 2012, 56, 59. O ’Sullivan (1966, 7) characterizes U ’s style ‘[...] by the frequent use o f  uncial a 

in medial positions’. Furthermore, ‘another prominent feature o f U is the dominance o f a d  with an almost 

vertical tail’ (1966, 9).

The beginning o f  the text is defined by a visually marked title, surrounded by a rubricated box.

For further discussion o f  the compilatory nature o f the material in this section o f the manuscript, see 

chapter 3.

See O ’Sullivan 1966, 9. O ’Sullivan points out this strange scribal feature, writing ‘One o f  the scribal 

oddities o f our manuscript is the ending o f  the line with some words in sm aller more compressed writing 

than the rest. It is as if the copyist were working from a larger manuscript or more likely one with single 

columns and trying to squeeze the contents o f  the lines into his smaller space’.

In the following lists in all the discussions concerning the various manuscripts, the letters and 

abbreviations in question are marked bold to allow for easy identification.

The principal o f  writing words separately comes into practice in manuscripts from the EModIr period 

onwards. Bischoff (1990, 173) noted that this tendency to separate words was first realised by insular 

scribes.

I provide the readings from the restored text o f version A in brackets.



p. 123b53; haruleim {ha nileim , ‘it was a great attack’), p. 124bl 1, etc. However, 

there are some instances where the word-spacing is greater than expected, i.e. a 

lethi arnaharach, (a leth iarnabarach, ‘everyone his own direction’) p. 123b53;^^ 

inte tarthad, {in teturthad, ‘[whether] he could accompHsh’), p. 124a8; this is 

particularly noticeable in the following instances in the rose poem although it is 

not exactly clear as to the reasons which led the scribe to do this (I provide the 

restored text Ba upniinn  in brackets), i.e. leth ainlan (letene lain ‘persecution 

o f the perfect (Lord)’), p. 124bl 1; inarmen moiui {innar nienman, ‘in our pride o f 

mind’), p. 124b 19; crochad rig {crochath fir ,  ‘a man’s crucifixion’), p. 124b 12;^  ̂

races croich {ro ches cniich, ‘who suffered cross’), p. 124b21. 

b. In the prose passages, marks o f lenition arc represented mainly by the spiritus 

asper. Plene h is written on occasion also. The punctiini delens is found marking 

lenition on the le tte rs /an d  s, e.g. oinfir {oinjir, ‘(of a) single man’), p. !23b51; 

fa l l  (Jolt, ‘(of) hair’), p. 124a 18; no fiwnad {ro-fmnad, ‘who used to know’), 

p.l24a40; a fe rg  {a ferg , ‘his anger’), p. 124a49; inna siiidi {inna siddiii, ‘in his 

seat’), p. 124a52. In the rose poem, le n ited /is  omitted in the following instance, 

i.e. heoir {heofir, ‘mankind’), p. I24bS.^^ T hepunctiim delens is also found above 

nasals, e.g. / taxfigere {i tairngiriii, ‘in prophesy’), p. 124a6; mho {mho, ‘cattle’), 

p. 124al0; / ngaliir{i ngalar, ‘in sickness’), p. 124a42; iiii fiih l- {seeht mbliadnai, 

‘seven years’), p. 124a51

M eyer(1906, 43) suggests a lethi arnaharach  is miswritten foi a leth iarnabarach. For furtiier discussion 

o f these words, see the textual note on [3b].

There is a larger space between the words here which may be indicative the scribe was trying to fill out 

the line. The same applies to the following example o f  races croich.

Lenition o f  the le tte r /is  marked only once in Wb, i.e. ind/w, 33c9 (this is dismissed in 7'hes. I, 710, n. d; 

c f  Stem 1908, 545. I am grateful to Jurgen Uhlich for pointing out this example to me) and not at all in the 

Milan glosses. But the punctiim cielen.i is employed in Sg. and later manuscripts. See Strachan 1903a, 5 9 - 

60; Strachan 1903b, 486; GOI §33.3, §231.7 and SnaG  I, §3.18. On occasion, lenited /  was omitted 

altogether in Wb. and Ml., see GOI §231.7.

See GOI §33 .1, 2: the punctiim delens is found above nasals inserted between a final which nasalises and 

the following initial, and this mark is also found on nasals in medial position between consonants.
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c. Hand U has a general tendency to omit the /-glide belbre a palatal consonant, e.g. 

at\\is (uitliis, ‘blemish), p. 124a45; onmil {oiiwtit, ‘jester'), p. 124a3; gen. sg. slebe 

{sleihe, ‘[of] mountain’), p. I24a35; latZ/i;/, (laithiii, ‘day'), p. 124b2.^^

d. Generally the tironian symbol 7 is used to represent the conjunction ocus. 

However, on occasion, plene el is written, e.g. Et {ocus, ‘and’), p. 123b48; El, p. 

124a42; E t^ \  p. 124a48; et, p. 124b5.

NLS MS Adv. 72.1.5 (formerly Gaelic V; hereafter referred to as E2), fol. 7vbl- 

8rbl2; 26 x 19.5cms. 15“' century (?).

This manuscript consists o f 11 leaves o f parchment. Fol. 1 and fol. 11 were originally 

stitched together and attached to the gathering o f  fol. 2-10 by a ‘thong o f parchment’, and 

enclosed in an ‘American cloth wrapper’.'’' There is extensive staining throughout the 

manuscript as a result o f dampness. Furthermore, there is considerable damage due to 

rodents to the bottom left hand side o f the manuscript, resulting in a certain amount of 

textual loss.^’̂  However, an attempt has been made to restore the manuscript. For instance, 

rough, green thread was used to stitch together a tear in the parchment on fol. 5r, and in 

more recent times the entire manuscript has been attended to by a conservator. It is now 

conserved in an acid-free folder, without the original stitching and cover.

The provenance o f the manuscript itself is unknown. According to Ronald Black, 

the manuscript may have been brought to Mull by Fearghal Og Mac an Bhaird or one of

-‘’‘’Other exam ples copied by hand U, with omitted /'-glide, support the suggestion that this is his scribal 

policy rather than having copied it from his exemplar. I have collected the follow ing exam ples from texts 

which immediately follow  A C  (i.e. p. 124b — p. 126a), i.e. A ided  M eidhe\ fla th ius, LL 14400; cualli, LL 

14418; chualli, LL 14423; chichi, LL 14423; ciingid, LL 14430; ch ch e , LL 14430; A ided  D erbforgaill: 

corthe, LL 14450, LL 14451 x 2; tudchid, LL 14523; n-ane, LL 14537; [Noeiiden U lad 7 Emuin Macha]: 

lathe, LL 14550; amser, LL 14554; curthir, LL 14560; luathiu, LL 14562; amsir, I^L 14581; amsir, LL 

14582. See also RelChron. 33 and G O I §86.

“  The capital letter E  is in bold here because it is rubricated in the manuscript. See also the transcription 

policy.

Cf. M acKechnie 1973, 173.

See Ronald Black, The G aelic m anuscripts o f  Scotland, volum e 7; classica l Gaelic, Irish and Welsh 

m anuscripts in the N ational L ibrary o f  Scotland. This is available on the ISOS website. Since this is an 

unfinished draft catalogue, it does not have any continuous page numbers because the intention was to slot 

in more descriptions as they were being prepared. Therefore, I refer to the individual catalogue entry 

without page references and hereafter cite it as ‘Black (cat. ent.)’.
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the Ui Fearghail, and that it belonged to Rev. John Beaton in 1701. It then found its way 

into the Kilbride collection at an unknown date.*’̂

The text is written on both sides o f  the folio, in two columns, th ro u g h o u t.B lack  

(cat. ent.) has identified several hands at work in the manuscript, o f which hand 1 copied 

the text o f/I C. The copy o f begins on fol. 7vbl continuing until fol. 8rbl2.

Black wrote that hand 1 was ‘an insipid hand ... more characteristic o f  medical 

manuscripts’. The scribe had a tendency to use distinctive uncial ‘r’ and ‘u’.'’̂

The following scribal characteristics are noted:^^

a. The double ^-stroke is used, e.g. incinn {inchinn, ‘brains’), fol. 7b7 etc.

b. The punctum delens is used in the following examples: cXxluiche (first dv, 

chliiiche, ‘game’), fol. 7vbl 8; a dighail (a cUgal, ‘his avenging’), fol. 7vb31; don 

leitYx {dond leith, ‘from the side’), fol. 7vh34\ focherdatar (fechair, ‘is fought’), 

fol. 7vb35; giiidhsed {gcukitar, ‘they prayed’), fol. 7vb37; a dixeilbe (a delhae, 

‘his shape’), fol. 7vb38; a chonm iie (a comairli, ‘from advice’), fol. 8 ra l; liiigh 

(liiid, ‘he went’), fol. 8ra2; co thoitchend (co coitchenn, ‘commonly’), fol. 8ra33; 

against the more predominant use o f the spiritus asper, e.g. tairtechta  

{tarrachtain, ‘avenging’(?)),^^ fol. 7vbl9  and with a n i . e .  inj\iest {heist, ‘beast’), 

fol. 7vb20, which is a nuanced spelling for lenited p  o f peisl. There is a tendency 

to omit the mark o f lenition above the cw/-compendium, e.g. a concluibiiir (a 

Clionchohair, ‘Conchobar’), fol. 7vbl l ,  daoinnihid conchiih- {di dinmhit 

Chonchobair, ‘two jesters o f Conchobar’), fol. 7vbl6.

c. The tironian symbol  ̂ ‘et’ is employed for OIr ociis. However, it is used within 

words also, where it can be expanded as eit (seen here with a suprascript punctum  

delens), i.e. / -  /eith {for leth, ‘aside’), fol. 7vb37;/w- /eith (for leth, ‘aside’), fol. 

8ra2.^® Compare with the plene reading: don leith {dond leith, ‘from the side’), 

fol. 7vb34.

See Black (cat. ent.).

However, fol. 4v is mostly blank except for 9 lines written across the page.

I have noted that the scribe departs from this policy in the quatrain at the end o f  the tale, i.e. aenguine, 

fol. 8 r b, I. 11, where the letter u is not uncial and has a v-shaped appearance with the left shaft ascending 

upwards and curving above the letter g.

1 provide the readings from the restored text o f  version A in brackets.

For a discussion o f  this variant, see the textual note on [3d].

For similar instances in a contemporary manuscript, see Breatnach (2012, 129-31).
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d. The Latin abbreviation for esl, which looks like the Arabic numeral 2, is used for 

the nomeii sacrum  Christ, e.g. c/ist {Crist, ‘Christ'), fol. 8ra27.

e. Hair-strokes are employed to distinguish the letter / from the letter n or m, but also 

from another / in the following'’'̂ : a laiw {a hum, ‘out o f the hand’), fol. 7vb27; 

.uii. {seclit, ‘seven’), fol. 8ral 1; Sraint- {sraiiiter, ‘they routed’)™, fol. 8ral 1.

The scribe is generally a careful copyist. The only scribal slips I note are the

following: r f o r / in  roriia (fonici, ‘over the’), fol. 7vb2; a case o f dittography in sin sin 

{sin, that’), fol. 7vb36; or for o, fol. 8ral4; the letter a is written below the baseline in 

forna cliiilibh^' {fornu duilih, ‘over the elements’), fol. 8ra26; a suprascript er- 

compcndium, perhaps standing for ri^^ in an dxirai {in drui, ‘the druid’), fol. 8ra29; no 

for no, fol. 8 rb l; the grapheme d  in da {dd, ‘two’), fol. 8ra4, is seen with a long ascending 

curved stroke, which might be a mistake for the er-compendium. Contrast this with the 

graphic variant of d  with a long ascending straight shaft which generally tends to slope to 

the left. For instance, dona {donaih, ‘to the’), fol. 8ra2; da {dd, ‘two’), fol. 8ral2; etc.

RIA MS 1234 (C i 2; formerly Stowe and Ashbiirnliam collection; hereafter referred 

to as C), fol. 5val2-8rb30; 5 x 4 ;  15"'- 16"' century

This manuscript consists o f vellum fragments, interleaved with paper. It is a composite 

manuscript on which more than one scribe has worked. However, no scribal signature is 

given in full in the manuscript. The catalogue entry remarks that the manuscript appears 

‘to have been transcribed in a bardic school.^'* Its provenance may have been Tyrconnell.^^ 

The manuscript contains a mixture o f prose and ecclesiastical texts.

The text o f AC  begins on fol. 5val2 and ends on fol. 8rb30. It is written in two 

columns and the script is mostly legible, bar some instances where letters have been 

stained because o f ink smudging. There are no tears or physical damage to these folios.

W hen the letter i is fo llo w ed  by a hair-stroke, it is marked in bold.

™ For further d iscu ssio n  o f  the verbal form  and the variant m a id id  found in LL/C , see  the textual note in 

[7a],

In this instance, there is no space betw een /o ra  and du ilibh , w ith tlie letter a  written b e lo w  the letter n, 

w h ich  su g g ests  tliat the scribe m issed  this letter w h ile  cop y in g  the text initially but added it at a later stage. 

For sim ilar use, see  Breatnach (2 0 1 2 , 128).

RIA C at. 3 4 1 4 -3 4 1 8 .

RIA C at. 3414 .

T he p lace nam e G le a n d  G u a il in T ir C o iia ill  is found on p. 10 vb.
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The text appears to have been written continuously by the same steady hand, although at 

times carelessly. For instance, there is an instance o f dittography found on fol. 5vb9, i.e. 

ciimasg asga {con-mescthae, ‘was mixed’) . O n  fol. 7vbl, the scribe leaves out the letter 

e while copying but subsequently adds it, i.e. n a if traigh, {na etniiged, 'he should not have 

sexual relations’).

The following scribal features are noted:

a. The scribe mostly adheres to the OIr policy o f word-spacing, i.e. unstressed words 

are grouped with words that have ‘a single chief stress and have a close syntactic 

connexion’ (see GOI §34).

b. The scribe uses the spiritus asper to mark o f lenition in the text. The piinctum  

delens is also found, e.g. diag\\ (inna diad, ‘after him ’), fol. 6va2; //chair {f'ecliair, 

‘is fought’),^  ̂ fol. 6va5; /ochtach {lochtach, ‘faulty’, fol. 6vb5. Plene h is also 

written. Omission of lenition is seen in: corti {corthe, ‘grave’), fol. 7ra6; co hat 

(co Ath, ‘to [the] Ford’), fol. 7ral0; cac (cach, ‘every’), fol. 7rbl8.

c. The use o f suprascript consonants is found, e.g. co tuc {co tuc, ‘until he took’), 

fol. 6rbl 7 against the use o f suprascript vowels, e.g. datli {datli, ‘colour’), fol. 7va.

d. The scribe employs the elongated grapheme k for the word cath ‘battle’, e.g. on 

fol. 6va5. He also employs the letter q as an abbreviation for colcu, e.g. qnqhar 

(Conchohar), fol. 6ra4; qq (citcu, ‘to them’), fol. 6va3; qdriima {ciitnimmai, 

‘proportion’), fol. 6val7, etc.

e. Hair-strokes are used to differentiate minims. This is most often used to 

distinguish the letter i from the letter n, but also from another /, e.g. incind 

{inchinn, ‘brain’), fol. 5vb2; in inhaidsin {in inhaidsin, ‘at that tim e’), fol. 5vb5; 

dii (de, ‘with it’), fol. 6rbl 5; iiii. {secht, ‘seven’), fol. 7vb6. Moreover, there is one 

instance o f it used to distinguish i from a following letter i', i.e. issin {i-sin, ‘that’), 

fol. 7vb5.

f. The tironian symbol ? is employed for the conjunction ocus ‘and’. However, it is 

used as an abbreviation for et in fol. 6vbl2: a mcih.on (; medon, ‘in the middle’).

g. The scribe employs ceann fa  eite quite frequently to fill line-ends.

h. The scribe has a tendency to employ strange spellings o f vowels throughout the

I provide the readings from  the restored text o f  version  A  in braci<ets here and below . 

F o ra  d iscussion  o f  this variant, see  the textual note on [5d].
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text, with a higher concentration o f such spelling found especially on fol. 7vb̂ **, 

e.g. ciiniraniau {cowrama, ‘contentions’), fol. 5vb4; miwui {ntna, ‘women’), fol. 

7vb2; ro houi {ro hoi, ‘he was’), fol. 7vb4; 7vb5; heou {heo, ‘alive’), fol. 7vb6; 

crochuo {crochaci, ‘crucifying’), fol. 7vbl 1; iieoani {neni, ‘heaven’), fol. 7vbl6.

NLS MS Adv. 72.1.40 (form erly Gaelic XL; hereafter referred to as Ei), pp. 1 .1 -3 .7 ;  

21.5 X 16.5cms; 15"' - 16"' ceiitury.^*^

This manuscript is made up o f five different vellum layers or gatherings, written at 

different periods. The manuscript was originally covered by a tattered piece of deer-skin, 

but today each vellum layer is contained in its own acid-free folder, including a separate 

folder for the original covers. Apart from the damaged covers, the manuscript is in fairly 

good physical condition.***’ However, each layer has considerable staining around the 

outer margins, with the first and last layer being the worst affected, which has led to a 

certain amount of textual loss.

in his description o f the manuscript, Kuno Meyer dated the first layer to the 

fourteenth century on account o f its handwriting.**' However, Black (cat. ent.) 

subsequently dated it to the 15"' century and also suggested that the provenance o f the

It represents a scribal approach aimed to make this section o f  the text appear more archaic, which is 

perhaps further supported by the pseudo-arciiaic use o f  tiie adjective nidr in C against mor in the other 

witnesses (see further the textual notes in f and [I )g]). This particular passage relates the point at which 

Conchobar is informed by his druid about the Crucifixion o f Christ. Thus, the implementation o f  such 

spelling might reflect the importance the scribe has attached to this particular section in the tale. For this 

kind o f  stylistic spelling for antiquarian purposes, c f  Breatnach 2012, 50. See also discussion on this in the 

description o f  23 N 10 in relation to the use o f p  for h and u for lenited h.

I follow Ronald Black’s pagination o f  the manuscript. Black followed Ewen M acLachlan’s system o f  

pagination, rather than Sm ith’s foliation, and extended it to include the covers. The modern pagination is 

found at the bottom o f each page. Black (cat. ent.) provides foliation in brackets for clarification in his 

catalogue. Ronald Black’s catalogue provides us w'ith the most recent and detailed codicological description 

o f  the manuscript and its make-up. Previous descriptions were provided by Smith ( 1805, 310-312); Graves 

(1848, 255-60); Meyer (1887, 208-235). Also, Ewen MacLachlan gives a description in NLS Adv. MS. 

72.3.4 (see manuscript description o f NLS Adv. MS. 72. 3.5 in Chapter 1.4.5) as well as in two letters, 

Ingliston MS. A. i. 3, nos. 4 and 6. I was unable to consult the last two documents due to time constraints.

In the third layer, damage has occurred to the vellum where the large rubricated letter appears in the left 

column. A tear in the page has been stitched in p. 33 and p. 41. The last page o f the second section is badly 

faded, i.e. p. 28, which suggests that it was originally a separate section.

Meyer 1887,208.
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first, third and fourth layers is connected with the Antrim M acD onalds or the Clanranald, 

or both, and that the first layer w as perhaps brought to Scotland when Domhnall mac Iain 

MhCiideartaich and lain, son o f  Brian M acMhuirich, returned from Ireland c. 1650.

Black (cat. ent.) has counted as m any as nineteen hands at work in the manuscript. 

According to Black, the first layer, i.e. pp. 1 -12  (in which a copy o f  A C  is found) was the 

work o f  Ferghal, apparently writing for Seaan mac Cein, and referred to his work as ‘the 

book o f  the grey man from Berraman’.*̂  Black (cat. ent.) suggests that the latter scribe’s 

hand is seen on p. 10 .1-9 .

The text o f  the document is written in one colum n in all layers, except in the 

second and third, where it is written in double colum ns.

The first layer o f  the manuscript is a collection  o f  seven aideda  or 'death-tales’, 

o f  which A C  is the f ir st .U n fo r tu n a te ly , p. 1, on which A C  begins, suffers from severe 

textual loss at the top o f  the page and around the edges.*'* M eyer wrote in The Death-  

Tales that the first page o f  the manuscript was illegible.**^ H owever, when I view ed the 

manuscript m yself, 1 confinned that M eyer’s observation was incorrect. A large portion 

o f  the first page is in fact legible.*^ The text o f  A C  continues onto p. 2, and ends on p. 3.7.

Cf. the fo llo w in g  m arginalia: [ ] r  gtciisi b e rra m a in  7 f i i l  m eoiiir f h i r g a i l l i m ac r ig  E renn , ‘ fthe 

book o f  the] grey [m an] o f  Berram on and blood o f  the finger o f  Fergal, i.e. the son  o f  the K ing o f  Ireland’, 

p. 2 , Ei; o/'aid sunn  clfir /n liu p a ir s i ./'. m / n  m ac cein n  m is ip a d gan  se ir  7,/er^'al a tam  com n uic, ‘A prayer 

here for the man o f  this book , i.e. Sean m ac Cein. I am  a ?boot w ithout a heel and I am [ca lled ] Fergal’, p. 

11 (se e  a lso  M eyer 1887, 213),

S ee  chapter 3 for further d iscu ssio n  o f  the com pilatory nature o f  the m aterial in this section  o f  the 

m anuscript.

Ronald B lack  (cat. ent.) reckons this is due to ‘fr ic tion ’, w h ich  has a lso  occurred on p. 28 and 68 . I am 

o f  the op in ion  that the cond ition  o f  the first page is as a result o f  friction , as w e ll as stain ing. I have consu lted  

the original m anuscript on tw o  separate occa sio n s in the N ational Library o f  Scotland and com pared the 

text on pp. 1 -3  w ith the d ig itised  im age, w hich is availab le  on  ISO S. In several instances, the readings are 

m ore v is ib le  on  the d ig itised  im age, w hereas the m arks o f  len ition  are m ore v is ib le  in the original 

m anuscript. T his su ggests that the text on  p. 1 o f  the m anuscript has already faded som ew iia t s in ce  it was 

d igitised . T his is particularly the case  w ith  the first line on  p. 1 and the text on  the bottom  right co m er  o f  p. 

1 .

M eyer 1906, v i, 2  and 6 , §6. H is variant readings o f  Ei begin  from  p. 2 .2 .

T his w as a lso  observed by M acK echn ie  (1 9 7 3 , 194) w here he w rote that M eyer w as ‘w rong, because the 

M S is quite leg ib le , excep t that at the beginn ing o f  the text, it is som ew h at ind istin ct’. T his w as m ore 

recently a lso  noted by Im h o ff (2 0 1 2 , 55). H ow ever, w e  reached our co n c lu sio n s independently  o f  one  

another.
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A space was left for a large ornate capital letter on p. 1, but this was never completed.*^ 

The first line on p. I is completely illegible due to severe staining.*** The second line is 

only partially better, with a small section legible, but it is mostly stained.

1 present here some o f the more notable scribal characteristics o f the manuscript;*^

a. The text o f/lC  is heavily abbreviated, illustrating that the scribe made a conscious 

effort to save space.’**

b. The use o f a double //-stroke is frequently seen in the manuscript, e.g. a c /iin ,  p. 

1 . 1 0 .

c. The letter q is used as an abbreviation for cu, e.g. ^[..], (compare with qq (ciicti,

‘to them ’), E2), p. 1.6; qairt[.], {cuuirt ‘circuit’), p. 1.11.

d. The letters ac appear as ligatured, and sometimes with a piinctnni delcns or

spiriliis asper above it, e.g. mhii-\\ac\\ {niBuadach, ‘Victorious’), p. 1.3; cach

{cadi, ‘everyone’), p. 1.9; /ochtadi {lochtach, ‘faulty’), p. 1.24; gach {cac/i, 

‘every’), p. 2.8. Across word boundary: aco/;/r«/;;a {i comrania, ‘in contentions’), 

p. 1.6; ac-aisi (/ conu'ies, ‘of equal age’), p. 2 .18.

I

I In contrast, see the large, ornate letter on p. 3.8, wliich serves as the starting point o f Goirc Conaill

Chernciig i Cn'iachain and Aided Ailella ociis Conaill Chcrnaig.

When I consulted the manuscript, it was evident that there was a line o f  text at the top o f  the page which 

is now completely illegible. When I shone light onto the page, there was what can only be described as a 

hint o f  the presence o f  letters there. Unfortunately, when I shone a bright light onto the back o f the folio, 

the staining was still too dark to deeipiier the letters. Furthermore, the first lines o f text on the following 

pages start on a higher baseline than what is now legible on the first page, which also leads me to think that 

there was a line on the top o f  p. I that is now entirely stained.

1 provide the restored text o f version A in brackets.

In his analysis o f  E |, MacLachlan writes ‘The writing is full o f  contractions: while the orthography, 

diction, and phraseology, in almost every page, are so antiquated, as to be hardly intelligible to any ordinary 

Celtic Scholar o f  the present age’ (see NLS Adv. 72.3.4, p. 95). The use o f  abbreviations and contractions 

generally depends on the character o f  the scribe. Edward M aunde I'hompson (1912, 90) suggested that their 

use was more popular in manuscripts containing general literature, rather than technical books. Texts 

intended for public use and reading tended to contain fewer abbreviations and compendia. The use o f such 

features, therefore, was more common in manuscripts intended for private use and it allowed for ‘a inore 

convenient system o f  saving labour and space'. Cf. B ischoff (1990, 25) who observes that the ‘more 

economical way o f  writing’ allowed for more content in a book, while also thinner parchment iielped reduce 

a book’s volume.
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e. Similarly, ligatured ad  is found in the text, e.g. co lancaddv (co tancatar, ‘so that 

they came’)^' p. 1.19; ro genad {ro genair, ‘he was born’), ‘p. 2.18.

f. The letter / is often written below the baseline and ligatured to the preceding 

letter, e.g. gmma (gnima, ‘o f the deed’), p. 2.15. Special attention should be paid 

to the graphic variant cli, which is found as the letter cl with the vertical shaft 

extending downwards, e.g. dt- {didiii, ‘moreover’), p. 2.5; diCi (d'ui, ‘if), p. 2.8.

g. The er-compendium is used frequently by the scribe, e.g. cui/;d^rsit,^^ P-1.7; a 

dcrdis {adeirdis, ‘they used to say’)^ ,̂ p.l .14.

h. The Latin abbreviation for est, which resembles the Arabic numeral 2, is found 

in /?est {beisl, ‘beast’), p. 1.12.

i. The scribe employs an elongated k to represent the noun culh ‘battle’, i.e. p. 1.15, 

20.'̂ '* There is a spiritus asper above the abbreviation in both instances.

j. The f/£f/-compendium for no, e.g. I hitis {no hi'lis, ‘they used to be’), p. 1.6; \ finded  

{no fm nad, ‘he who would know’), p. 2.7 etc.

k. The a/-compendium is found with two horizontal strokes going through the 

vertical shaft in ^arr[ ] {tarraid, ‘overtakes’), p. LIS.

1. The tironian symbol ? ‘e t’ is employed for ociis ‘and’ frequently throughout the 

text. However, it is also used within words where it is expanded as eit, i.e. (with 

suprascript spiritus asper or piinclum delens) don leith {dond leith, ‘from the 

side’), p. 1.19;/6r /eith {for leith, ‘aside’), p. 1.25 (compare with plene reading 

fo leith, p. 1.21); as et, i.e. ciar (eter, ‘both’), p. 1 It is also used in two instances 

with a suprascript «-stroke, which 1 understand to be hypercorrect spelling for 

cenn ‘head’, i.e. cent, p. 2.11.

m. The hypercorrect penchant for orthographic variant t rather than d  is found in the 

following: luit {had, ‘he went’), p. 1.26; heirriti {Berraide), p. 3 .1. Note also one 

instance o f hypercorrect th for final lenited d  in h-ith  {heirid, ‘he brings’), p. 3.2. 

The grapheme m is used for lenited h\ cl-em  {claideh, ‘sword’), p.2.23. Lastly,

For further discussion o f  this variant, see the textual note on [5c].

For a discussion o f  tiiis variant, see tlie textual note on [2],

”  For a discussion o f  this variant, see the textual note on [4a].

This is also seen in the copy o f  A ided  M eidhe  found on p. 6. Cf. Hull 1938, 55. 

For similar instances in a contemporary manuscript, c f  Breatnach 2011, 129-31 .



the scribe also used hypercorrecl c for g  in mis c -  {Mess Gegrai), p. 1.17, p. 2.26, 

p. 3.4 and 5 against regular niisg- {Mess Gegrai), fol. 1.14. 

n. Marks o f lenition are usually represented by the spiritiis asper. The piinctiini 

delens is not used to show le n ited /o r  .v, e.g. uenf- {oinfir, ‘(of a) single man’), 

p. 1.5; { finded {ro-fmnad, ‘who used to know’), p. 2.1 \ dontsl- {dint sluag, ‘from 

the host’), p. 1.9. However, it is possible that these could have faded in the 

manuscript due to deterioration. Lenition is omitted on c in the following 

instances: /t/Z/hc, {fditliclii, ‘green’), p. 1.13; deicell {deichelt, ‘dress’), p. 1.22; 

nemedac {neinedach, ‘dweller in heaven’), p. 2.27; gac {cacli, ‘every’), p. 3.5. 

Lenition is omitted on t also in some instances, e.g. tvat {ira, ‘then’), p.1.24 and 

p. 2.7. An instance o f hypercorrect lenition is found in nidatXx {nidal, ‘they 

cannot’), p. 1.8.

o. 1 found no evidence of the use o f hair-strokes to differentiate minims in the 

manuscript.

The scribe was prone to omitting words and phrases, indicative o f carelessness, 

and adding them above the text. The following are examples o f words omitted and added 

suprascript in AC: nina {mnd, ‘women’), p. 1.25; dia {Dia, ‘God’), p. 3. 4. I have noted 

other examples in texts o f the first layer, also written by hand 1, e.g. hai {-hoi, ‘was’), p. 

3.10; rige {rige, ‘kingdom’), p. 3.17; gac {cach, ‘every’), p. 5.11; liiinges {luinges, 

‘exiled’), p. 6.3;//<a/h«ch {Uathach, ‘Terrible’), p. 6.9; medb {Medh), p. 6.23; iilt-{Ulad, 

‘o f the Ulstermen’), p. 7.17; im arh-aid {immarhdg, ‘boasting’), p. 9.8 etc.'^^

1.4.2 Version B

RIA IMS 967 (23 N 10, formerly Betliam 145, hereafter referred to as N), fol. 16.1- 

31.8 X 5 1/2. 16“' century.’^

This is a 16"’ century vellum and paper manuscript. A late pagination in ink runs 

consecutively through the manuscript. There appear to be frequent misplacements of 

pages, including p. 17.

There were three principle scribes involved in copying the manuscript: a) Aodh 

{Aoudh), who wrote at Baile in Chuimine, i.eBallycummin, in the house o f Seaan O Maoil

A lthough this list is not exhaustive, it is hoped that it provides the reader w ith an idea o f  the exten t to 

w hich the scribe was prone to om itting w ords during the copying process.

”  R IA  Cat. pp. 2769-2780 . A lso B est 1954, i-ix .
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Chonaire, circa 1575. This scribe was the owner o f the manuscript, as he is referred to by 

the other scribes; (b) Duhhthach, stating that he is finishing his part o f the scribal work at 

Baile Tibhaird on Bla Maige in the company o f Seaan 6  Maoil Chonaire on the first 

Monday after the Feast o f Saint John 1575.̂ ** Aodh, who resumes the transcription after 

this point, adds to Dubhthach’s colophon a word o f thanks; (c) Tonui.

A chemical re-agent was used on the manuscript in places, rendering the text 

sometimes very difficult if not impossible to decipher. In 1915, Osborn Bergin took 

photographs o f the entire manuscript, recognizing its poor state, and it is from these 

negatives that the facsimile was produced. Bergin writes that ‘in some places the 

Facsimile is therefore clearer than the MS. as it now is’.'̂ *̂

The text o f AC  is presented on one page (16), beginning on 1. 4, without division 

into columns, most likely transcribed by Aodh.'*’** A space has been left for where an 

initial enlarged letter h was intended to mark the beginning o f the text.'**' The text on the 

last line is poorly faded due to staining on the page.

The following scribal characteristics are noted throughout the text o f  AC  in this 

manuscript:

a. A particular characteristic o f Aodh’s hand is his ‘dropped majuscule B’ seen in 

ha {ha, ‘it was’), p. 16. 8; Ba, p. 16.13.“*̂ Moreover, note the unusual placement 

o f the abbreviation stroke above the t in ashert, isbert etc. instead o f joining the 

stroke to the letter h as is the nonnal scribal practice, e.g. is m b-t {as-hert, ‘he 

said’), p. 16.13.

b. The division o f words is generally that o f the Old Irish scribal system, rather than 

the practice o f writing words separately as in the Early Modern Irish period.

c. The letter / is sometimes written below the baseline, e.g. concreul (co creit, ‘so 

that he believed’), p. 16.1 1; cha rail {dia rdith, ‘instead o f him’), p. 16.24. The 

letter a is seen written below the baseline in the rose poem only, e.g. seafhaxrl-

See B est 1954 , viii.

R .l. B est 1954, vi.

See  RIA Cat. p. 2771; a lso  B est 1954 , v ii, xii.

A sm aller letter b is inserted in the m argin indicating that the scribe had intended to return to this at a 

later point to add the larger initial h.
B est (1 9 5 4 , v ii) su ggests that this trait sh o w s that A odh w as in fluenced  by the exem p lar from w h ich  he 

w a s copying . H ow ever, B est refers to the u se  o f  the ‘dropped m ajuscu le B ’ in m edial and final position  

only.
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(serhairlech, ‘bitlerslaughter’), p. 16.15; geuaii {-gemiinn, ‘1 would have 

assisted’), p. 16.15; fociheaha riun (foci nihehuinn, ‘in which 1 would have died’), 

p. 16.19; lie,, {nDea, ‘God’), p. 16.20); athebuais {at-helmis, ‘we would have 

died’), p. 16.23; cosesceaiid (co sesccii/i/i, ‘so that it sprang’), p. 16.29. The letter 

/ also appears as a direct continuation of the upper shaft o f the letter d  in dni 

{didiit), p. 16.8.

d. The tironian symbol ? is used to represent ocus in the text. However, it is found 

representing et in one instance, i.e. in /^etha {hetho, ‘o f the world’), p. 16.11.

e. The use o f the mark o f length is very inconsistent in the prose and rose poem on 

the page o f the manuscript, e.g. sgel {seel, ‘story’), p. 16.7; g///m {gni'm (‘deed’), 

p. 16.17; hron hais (hion hdis, ‘deadly sorrow’), p. 16.27.

f. The use o f the mark o f lenition is not consistent and omitted very frequently.

g. Aodh has a tendency to use ‘grotesque spelling’, as noted by Best, especially in 

relation to vowels. In the text o f AC, the following scribal nuances are found: p  

for h in inds/p {insih, ‘islands’), p. 16.7; ar belaip {ar belaih, ‘before’), p. 16.29; u 

for lenitcd b in ueth- (bellio, ‘o f the world’), p. 16.7; t for d  in tom {doiii, ‘for 

my’), p. 16.27. There are no instances o f hypervocalic spellings in the text per se. 

However, see discussion in the orthographical section on the spelling o f final 

unstressed vowels as -ai and -ea.

1.4.3 Version C

RIA MS 476 (23 O 48, also known as Liber Flavus Fergusiorum; hereafter referred 

to as F), fol. 52ra3-52rb2; 1 1 x 8 ,  15"' century.’”’

This is a 15‘'' centuiy vellum manuscript. 92 folios of the original manuscript remain and 

are bound in two volumes, the first containing 37 folios, the second 55 folios. The text of 

A C  appears in the second volume. Gwynn was o f the opinion that the manuscript was the 

product of one scribe, written at various s ta g e s .H o w e v e r ,  the catalogue writes that 

‘though the lapse o f time between the transcription o f items | . ..] may account for 

considerable variation in the character o f handwriting [ .. .] ’, it is also possible that ‘several

RIA Cat. pp. 1254-1273; G w ynn  1906, 1 5 ^ 1 .

G w y nn  1906, 15. G wynn notes tiial tlie name A cd  is found on fol. 15vb, vol i, but that it may have been 

added later and therefore cannot conclusively tel! us that this was the name o f  the scribe.
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scribes cooperated in the work o f  transcription’."̂  ̂The provenance o f the manuscript is 

thought to be Connacht.'**^ The manuscript contains a mixture o f secular, ecclesiastical 

and hagiographical works.

The text o f >1C begins on fol. 52 (105) ra3 and ends on fol. 52rb2. It contains 64 

lines o f text and is mostly legible, although staining along the top right edge o f the folio 

obscures some o f the text at the top o f column b.

Caoimhi'n Breatnach provides a comprehensive collection o f abbreviations and 

other scribal features o f this manuscript in his article in Erin 61.''^’ This survey was 

conducted on folios 1-24 o f volume one, written entirely by the same hand."’*̂ This is the 

same scribe who copied AC  in volume two.

The following provides a description o f the copy ot' AC  as it appears in the 

manuscript. The lines drawn by the scribe in preparing the vellum are still partially 

visible. It appears that the text in lines 28-34 of column a was written at a later stage. The 

hand is more relaxed and it is written in a less uniform manner in comparison to the 

writing in the rest o f column a. On one occasion, the scribe leaves out gohh in error, in 

line 34, col. a, and adds it above the line later. The ceann fo  eite is seen twice, i.e. in line 

18 and 34, to indicate that the following text is used to fill out the line.

The following scribal conventions used in the text oi' AC  are worth noting:

a. Hair-strokes are frequently employed by the scribe to distinguish minims, a 

feature which is commonly seen in the manuscript, i.e. to distinguish the letter / 

from the letter n or m, but also from another The following instances occur: 

(i) to distinguish i from n, e.g."** miiirrthuini, fol. 52ra3; ingin, fol. 52ral0; ro 

innis, fol. 52ral3; nuiinihh, fol.52ra; fuinigh, fol.52ral7; innis, fol. 52ral8; 

ceineoil, fol. 52ra2\; fein, fol. 52ra22; in, fol. 52ra23; aiini, fol. 52ra29; (ii) to 

distinguish i from m, e.g. imon, fol. 52ral2; teimheal, fol. 52ra25; eimh, fol. 

52ra30; (iii) to distinguish the letter / from ii, e.g. hiiulhaih, fol. 52ral I .

'°^R1A Cat. p. 1255.

'°^RIA Cat. p. 1256; Gwynn 1906, 15-16.

'O’ Breatnach 2 0 1 1 ,9 5 -1 6 3 .

Breatnach 2 0 1 1 ,9 5 .

Breatnach 2011, 157.

When the letter / is used with a hair-stroke, it is marked bold.
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b. The chief sign employed to denote lenition is the spiritus asper. However, there 

are three words where the piinctum delens is used, i.e.: Iiluhhdaihh, fol. 52ra8; 

forchuaidli, fol. 52ral9; ro gohh, fol. 52ra33.

c. Breatnach notes that a suprascript consonant above a consonant is commonly used 

by this hand and ‘In such cases, a vowel has to be supplied between the consonant 

below and the consonant above’. " ' There are three such instances in this text, i.e.; 

cwcliad, fol. 52ra7 (note that the suprascript d  is above a plene /;); pecadh, fol. 

52ra9; tigcd, fol. 52ral3 (c f liged, vol. i, fol. 4ra5).

d. The letter g  o f  giicomfiaicecid, fol. 52r a 41, is written in a different manner to all 

other instances on this folio. There is an unusual vertical shaft, which descends 

from the rounded shaft o f the regular letter. This could reflect a later 

palaeographical style, or it may be that the scribe is being artistic since the letter 

is on the last line o f the column and it will not interfere with any letters in a 

sentence beneath it.

e. The use o f the double ^/-compendium in /crrg /̂ {I'or fa  irrgi), fol. 52ra32.

f. On occasion, the scribe has a tendency to place a dot after a letter bearing an m- 

stroke or suspension stroke, cf. iar-., fol. 52ral; chr-., fol. 52ral9; accalhiig-., 

fol. 52ra34; aneir-., fol. 52ra40. However, no palaeographical significance can be 

assigned to these marks, other than it being a scribal habit.

g. Generally, the scribe employs the tironian symbol 7 to represent ociis. However, 

he writes et plene on two occasions, i.e. et, fol. 52ra20; fol. 52ra41. In two 

other instances, ociis is written plene, i.e. fol. 52ra6; fol. 52ra35.

1.4.4 Version D

MS Laud Misc. 610, Bodleian Library (hereafter referred to as Laud); fol. 42vdl- 

42vdl3; 33.5-34 x 24.5-25cm; 15"' century."-’

MS Laud Misc. 610 is a double-columned manuscript held in the Bodleian Library. The 

document consists o f parts from two manuscripts, one o f which was written between 1410

F or o ther exam ples, see B reatnach (2011, 117-8).

T his appears rubricated in the m anuscript; hence it is m arked in bold.

"  ’ F or an in-depth descrip tion  o f  the physical appearance and arrangem ent o f  this m anuscrip t see O C uiv 

(2001 , 62 -87).
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and 1452, while the other was written between 1453 and 1454."“’ The scribe o f the earlier 

part, i.e. ff. 59-72, 1 2 3 ^ 6 , is not identified in the manuscript. However, it is believed he 

wrote for James Butler, the White or fourth earl o f Onnond, who had a great love o f 

learning and Irish antiquities."^ The later parts o f the manuscript, i.e. f f  1-58, 73-122, 

were written for Edmund Butler, the nephew o f James Butler."^ The copy o f yiC is 

contained within this part o f the manuscript, i.e. on fol. 42v. The main scribes at work in 

the later part o f the manuscript have been identified as Seaan Buidhe O Cleirigh and 

Giolla na Naomh Mac Aodhagain."^ However, several others hands interject their work 

throughout this part o f the manuscript."* The marginal notes and colophons illustrate that 

the scribes worked on the manuscript in the various houses o f their patron, i.e. Kilkenny, 

Waterford and Tipperary."^

There are serveral sources cited in the manuscript from which material was 

copied. For instance, ‘‘Saltair ChaisiT, ^Lehw Rathain\ ‘‘Leahiir in Prepain' and ‘‘Lihur 

Buidhe Ferna’’ are mentioned. Saltair Chaisil is referred to a total o f seven times 

throughout the manuscript. However it is hard to say what material was certainly taken 

from this manuscript since some of the references to the Psalter appear to have been added 

after the completion o f the manuscript. It could have been that the scribes copied from a 

manuscript ‘masquerading’ under the name o f Saltair Chaisil

The short prose passage o f  AC  is found on fol. 42vd 1, beginning Cet mac Magach 

ro telic in cloich and ending with oc glanad in niaige. It is written in a clear and steady

" ‘‘ O C u iv  2 0 0 1 ,6 2 .

" ^ 6  Cui'v 2 0 0 1 , 62 . For a d iscu ssion  on the provenance o f ‘T lie W hite Earl’s B o o k ’, see  O ’Su llivan  ( 1 9 7 1, 

1 3 4 -1 3 7 ) .

For a d iscu ssio n  on  the provenance o f  these particular sec tio n s in the m anuscript and the life  o f  Edm und  

B utler, see  O ’Su llivan  & O ’Su llivan  (1 9 7 1 , 1 3 7 -1 4 0 ) .

6  C ui' v 2 0 0 1 ,6 2 - 3 .

"* For a descrip tion  o f  these hands and the pages they w orked on, see  D illo n  (1 9 6 0 , 6 4 -7 6 ) ;  O ’Su llivan  &  

O ’Su llivan  (1 9 7 1 , 1 4 0 -2 ).

6  Cui'v (2 0 0 1 , 63); a lso  D illo n  (1 9 6 0 , 6 7 ). A nne and W illiam  O ’Su llivan  (1 9 7 1 , 138) com m en t that the 

inscriptions a lso  sh o w  that the scribes ‘shared their life  w ith their patron, h ow  they had to w a it dinner for 

him , how  they worried about h is health and safety  and the w elfare o f  h is ch ildren , how  he grew  im patient 

w ith their s lo w  progress and drove them  on  to write o n  Sunday and ev en  on G ood  Friday’.

D illo n  (1 9 6 0 , 6 6 -7 ) ;  O ’Su llivan  & O ’Su llivan  (1 9 7 1 , 1 5 0 -1 ).
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hand, believed to be that o f  Gilla na Naomh.'^' There are no remarkable scribal 

characteristics, apart from the use o f  hairstrokes to differentiate minims. The text ends 

with the closing fom iula/m i/, and is underlined in black and red ink, clearly indicating 

that the text ends at this p o i n t . T h e  copy o f  is headed by sulldiw cc, written in red 

ink.'^^ However, it is highly unlikely that it was copied from the original, now lost 

P s a l t e r . T h e  language o f  this short introductory passage indicates it was written in the 

Middle Irish p e r i o d . P a d r a i g  6  Riain suggests that the motivation behind including this 

material as well as secular genealogies in the manuscript lies with Edmund Butler who 

was ‘a man with good literary taste', supported by the fact that he employed scribes who 

themselves were ‘slaves o f  current fashion’. The passage is found on the same page as 

some genealogies o f  Irish saints.

It is worth noting the following scribal characteristics:

a. The scribe frequently employs hair-strokes to distinguish minims, e.g. i//ch;;;n 

{inchiiin, brain’), fol. 42vd3; Muniu {Miiiini), fol. 42vd7'^* ;̂ do laignih {do 

Laigiiih, ‘to Leinster’), fol. 42vdi0.

b. The letter q is used for cu in con(y/>-, fol. 42vd5.

c. There is one example o f  a word written across a word boundary, i.e. laig\nib 

{Laigiiih, ‘Leinster’), fol. 42vdl0.

See Dillon (1960, 70-71). For a description o f the characteristics o f  Gilla na N aom h’s hand, see 

O ’Sullivan & O ’Sullivan (1971, 140-1).

B ischoff (1990, 78) discusses the scribal technique o f using different script to the main text hand ‘to 

bring out the contrast between the material in the margin, headings, etc. and the main text [...]  The emphasis 

on the EXPLICIT could be expressed in a variety o f  ways: through setting apart and wider spacing o f  the 

script, above all by enlargement o f  the w riting’. However, lie also points out that visual markers were used 

to show the end o f  texts: ‘Lines and even words could be alternately written in black or red [...] so that not 

infrequently frames came into existence, f . . . ] ’.

'-■’ O C u iv  2001,72.

The psalter is traditionally dated to the early tenth century due to an ascription o f  the manuscript to 

Cormac mac Cuilennain. See O Riain 1989, 107.

See the linguistic discussion in Chapter 2.2.5. O Riain (1989, 119) comments briefly on the language o f  

this passage, writing ‘The three verbal forms rotheilg  (from MI (eilcid), iid roleig  (from leiciif) and ro-indis 

(from indisid) represent later M iddle-lrish usage’. lie  (1989, 119) also notes that the text cannot originate 

from the original Psalter because in RIA D iv 2 it is attributed to Flann M ainistreach who died in 1056.

See the textual note on [IdJ, in version D for a com ment on this personal name.
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RIA MS 1224 (D iv 2: formerly Stowe collection, hereafter referred to as S), fol. 52 

(54) rbl-52 (54) vb6; 1 1 x 8  l/2cni; 15"' century (?).'^’

This vellum and paper manuscript is generally well-preserved. The manuscript is the 

work o f three scribes, two identified in colophons, i.e. Eoghan O hEachthigheim and Sean 

Mac Aodhagain, as well as an unidentified scribe. The catalogue provides no dating for 

the scribes o f the manuscript except that Sean Mac Aodhagain is considered either 

contemporary with or later than his fellow scribes, noting ‘they were all probably fellow- 

students’.'^* The provenance o f the manuscript is revealed as Co. Offaly by a colophon, 

i.e. i Mainistir Chilli Cormaic, fol. 52 (54) vb l. The friary o f Kilcormac in Co. Offaly 

was established in 1406 and flourished until 1599.'^^ The catalogue suggests that a late 

marginal entry mccc and a faded 1479 at the end o f fol. 2 recto ‘may be ignored’ but no 

reason is given as to why these dates should not be considered. The first instance can 

possibly be dismissed on palaeographical grounds, assuming it is a later addition. It is this 

marginal entry that led Thurneysen to propose a date o f 1300 for the composition o f the 

m a n u s c r i p t , a n d  van Hamel asserted that the manuscript dates ‘from probably the 

fourteenth century’.'^’ 6  Concheanainn (1988, 1 1) refutes the views o f Thurneysen and 

van Hamel and dates the manuscript to the IS"* century, suggesting that Sean Mac 

Aodhagain was probably identical with Sean Mac Conchobair, ollanih to Clann Riocaird, 

who died in 1487.'^^

The tale entitled Oidhedh Concithiiir Meic Nessu, beginning Ceat mac Madach 

rotheilg in cloich inchind Miscedhra righ Laighean for Conciihitr, was penned by 

Eoghan O hAchoideim. It is written in two columns, in a neat and steady hand. The ruled 

lines are still visible on the page. There is no rubrication, but the initial capital o f the text 

is enlarged, i.e. Ceat, fol. 52rb, I. 1.

RIA Cat., 3297-3307.

RIA Cat. p. 3298.

Cf. Gwynn and Hadcock 1970, 289-290.

See Thurneysen 1921, 50.

The reason van Hamel (1933, 17, n. 1) gives for distmsting mccc is that it ‘has been rudely scribbled by 

a late hand on the cover o f the M S’.

He substantiates this by reference to an entry in The Annals o f  the Four Masters: Sean Mac Conchobhair 

Mec Aedaccain ollam Cloiime Riocaird  f ...] (1985, 73 n. 4).
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The tale is preceded by a previously unedited text, i.e Tiunuia N eill m eic Echach  

D ia m hucaibh  and follow ed  by two death-tales, i.e. O ighedh mi Tri iiAedh  and O ighed  

D erhforgaill}^^  T hese three were also penned by Eoghan 6  hAchoideirn.

The text ol'A C  in this manuscript is im m ediately follow ed by two verses attributed 

to Flann Mainistrech ( t  1056), as w ell as a poem A chlocli thall ‘O brain yonder’. The text 

does not conclude with FINIT, as it does in Laud, histead, the text continues with the 

phrase tri lraigh.t\\i sechtmoga? ina fo t ,  ‘seventy-three feet w as his length’. T h i s  serves 

as a prelude to the follow ing tw o verses, which are introduced by the phrase iit d ix itp o e la  

Flann  ‘and the poet said, i.e. Flann’ the first verse beginning coica lxaig\\ed tolaih\\ 

//acht, ‘fifty feet, abundance o f  delights’. The second verse in S is also found interpolated 

in E2, beg. C oncohur cloithecli a celg , ‘Conchobar, fam ous was his gu ile’. Moreover, 

textual unity is provided by the final line o f  the verse, i.e. //<air tri (raighthi sechtmoga?, 

‘he found seventy-three feet [o f  grave s iz e ]’.

The poem A chlocli thall ‘O brain yonder’ is found independently in the Book o f  

L einster  on p. 150a25-47 , where it is surrounded by other metrical c o m p o s i t i o n s . i t  is 

attributed in LL to Cinaed ua hArtacain ( |9 7 5 ) ,  i.e. cinoid .h. artacain  .^ .  Since this 

manuscript predates S by several hundred years, it is most likely that the poem A chloch  

thall w as com posed independently and not as part o f  the A C  tradition. The com piler o f  S 

incoiporated this poem  with the other material related to A C  because o f  the connection  

between Conchobar and M ess G egrai’s brain. The poem A chloch thall is not presented  

in this edition because it lies beyond the scope o f  the present thesis, which is to produce 

a critical edition o f  the early h'ish narratives o f

1.4.5 Other related niniiiiscripts 

The O Loiigniii MSS

Kuno M eyer (1906, vi) noted that, in addition to Seathrun C eitinn’s EM odlr version o f  

the tale in Foras F easa ar Eireann,'^^ there are also copies found in RIA MS 917 (23 G

See M eyer 1910; Iiigridsdotter 2009a.

T his verse is found independently  on fol. 74r in Laud w here it is not connected w ith the introductory 

passage o f  A C  but w ith the M unster genealogies.

A no ther copy o f  the poem  is found in RIA B iv 2, fol. 150.

H ow ever, I am currently  preparing  an  edition for publication.

D ineen 1908, 198-205 , II. 3065 -  3186.6  (hereafter cited as F F ^ .
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21)'^* and RIA MS 184 (23 B 21).'^^ I have further identified three manuscripts which  

also contain copies o f  the EM odlr version in F F E }‘̂  ̂These are as follow s:

•  RIA MS 999 (3 B 11), pp. 213 -  220, 8 9/10 x 5 4/5, 19"’ century.

•  RIA MS 183 (E vi 4; fom ierly o f  the Betham and Ashburnham C ollection), pp. 

300 - 310, 7 1/8 X 4 V4, 19"’ century.

•  RIA MS 650 (23 0 22), pp. 1 4 9 -1 5 3 ,9  / 2 x 7 1/10, IS"'(?) century.

W hile a thorough exam ination o f  the transmission and manuscript tradition o f  the EM odlr 

version found in FFE  remains a desideratum , it lies beyond the scope o f  this thesis.

Brussels 7672-4 Codex Salmanticensis, fols. 90a-94c.

The C odex Salm anticensis holds a collection  o f  Latin Lives o f  Irish saints. O f particular 

interest is the perhaps eighth-century Vita Sancti A lhei which contains a brief Latin 

passage on Conchobar’s conversion and d e a t h . H e l e n  Im hoff has exam ined the textual 

relationship between the Latin passage and the Irish version and suggests that the passage 

in the vita  m ay have influenced the version preserved in An exhaustive exam ination  

o f  the tw o texts is required to determine whether the passage in the vita  is in fact an

See RIA Cat., pp. 2645-2657. This paper manuscript, consisting o f  520 pages, was written by Micheal 

Og O l.ongain. It was written at various dates and places in M unster from 1795 (the scribe’s 29''' year) to 

1797, with later additions until 1828 (see pp. 109 and 380). This manuscript was fom ierly in the possession 

o f  Peadar 6  Longain (Micheal O g’s son), and later belonged to Sir William Betham. A later hand, possibly 

that o f  Eugene O ’Curry, is evident in the manuscript and is responsible for a few corrections, notes and 

emendations. The manuscript is generally in good condition, apart from being soiled and worn at the edges.

See RIA Cat., pp. 502-504. This paper manuscript, consisting o f  328 pages, was written in 1824 by 

Micheal Og 6  Longain and Peadar 6  Longain. The manuscript was written for Uilliam (mac Domhnuill) 

O Duinninn in Cork.

Im hoff (2012, 44) also refers to the FFE  manuscript copies mentioned by Meyer.

See RIA Cat., pp. 2848-50. This paper manuscript, consisting o f  340 pages, was written by Micheal Og 

O Longain at Carraig na bhFear, in 1813, for Henry Joseph Heard o f  Cork. The m anuscript is in good 

condition throughout and written in a clear hand.

See RIA Cat., pp. 501-2. This paper manuscript, consisting o f  384 pages, was written in 1819 by Peattar 

O Longain in Cork for Seamus de Roiste.

See RIA Cat., pp. 2015-2016. This paper manuscript, consisting o f  244 pages, was written by Peattar O 

Longain in 1734 (leg. 1834?) at Carraig na bhFear.

See Heist 1965, 118-9.

Im hoff 2012, 68-80, esp. 76. See also the discussion in respect o f  the date o f  the vita in Chapter 2.1.
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original composition or whether it is a translation o f an Irish passage o f AC. However, 

this lies beyond the scope o f the present thesis.

NLS M S Adv. 72.3.5 (form erly Gaelic LXXXIII), p. 224.4-225.7, 39.5 x 16 cm, 19"' 

century.

This is a paper manuscript, consisting o f vi + 260 pp. It contains transcripts made by 

Ewen MacLachlan in 1812 from nine manuscripts, which were sent to him by the 

Highland Society o f S c o t l a n d . A f t e r  MacLachlan’s death in 1850, the manuscript was 

donated to the Advocates’ Library. One finds the titles An Leahhar Caol and An Diahhal 

Caol in Ewen MacLachlan’s hand on the inside cover, a title which reOects the long shape 

o f the manuscript.

MacLachlan transcribes the text o f AC  preserved in Ei, which he refers to as ‘the 

deer-skin quarto’ or Leahhar Bian an Fheidh because o f its c o v e r . I t  should be noted 

that he does not transcribe the beginning o f the text, i.e. p. 1, but starts only from the fifth 

line o f p. 2 onwards.

The follow ing is found on p. i: ‘copied in the Roman hand by Ewen McLaciilan o f  Fortwilliam, Old 

Aberdeen, Anno 1812'. On p. 232, at the end o f  the transcription o f  the first section o f  N LS Adv. 72.1.40, 

he writes ‘ Abdn. Wed Oct. 14 1812.’

For a com m ent on E i’s covers, see Chapter 1.5.3. Mac Lachlan provides a table o f  contents on page ii, 

w hich includes am ongst others ‘the deer skin quarto'. The full transcription o f  the top margin on p. 224 is: 

O L eahhar Bian an Fheidh A. Bas nan Laoch Eirionnach (I. Conchubar) (See G uthries ’ Grant. Edin. 1807  

p. 353).

''*** Sim ilar to this, in his edition o f  E| in The death-ia les, Kuno Meyer begins here also. See further 

discussion in Chapter 1.4.1 above.
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1.5 Orthography of the manuscripts

The following section provides a description o f the principal later features and 

peculiarities o f the orthography o f the manuscripts. The reading from the manuscript is 

provided first, with the restored text provided in parentheses. The relevant paragraph and 

section number is given in square brackets for reference.

1.5.1 LL

This manuscript contains the most conservative orthography o f the four manuscripts 

which preserve a copy o f version A and generally uses the orthography o f the OIr period. 

However, it does contain some peculiarities and later features which are outlined below;

i. Confusion o f writing final unstressed vowels. This is very common, considering 

the date o f the manuscript, e.g. licithroite (h'alhrditi) [IfJ; itarngere (i tciirngiriii) 

[4d]; cutr-niae (ciitriimmui) [5h]; conidtavla (conicl tarlae) [6c]. However, final - 

ill is preserved in the following instances, i.e. dia c liiM u  {dia chiichiii) [3c]; co 

cliic\\iu {oca cliiichiit) [4a]; isindlathhisa {isiml laithiii-sa) [1 Ig]. Also, final -ii is 

found on some occasions, e.g. ocu [Id]; /.v,n gillu {isiti gillii) [7g].

ii. The writing o f ce for the diphthong ae, whereas in Olr this was used for e only 

{GO! §24.1), e.g. (el (ael) [If]; dth daire dahcet\\ (Ath Dairi Dd Bdeth) [7b].

iii. The writing o f the sound /d/ with double dd e.g. foch -dda t (fo-cerdat) [6e];

arddachad (Ardachad) [Tt].'**^

iv. The writing o f the sound /L/ with double II, e.g. a lldini (a lldim) [4c].

V. The writing o f the sound /m/ with double mm e.g. / m medon  (/ medon) [6a]; /

mmiilach (i midlach) [6c].

vi. The writing o f gg  for /g/ rather than -c(c), i.e. nar nag (n-anuic) BA [ 1 a].'^^ But

note the orthographical variant cc for/g /, \.e. j-lecca im l (fo-reilic) BA [ l ib] .

vii. The writing o f nd  as a variant for /N/ is seen frequently in the manuscript, i.e.

inchind {indium) [Id]; Lechcind {Idechcenn) [3i]. In the rose poem, we find the

writing o f nd  for /N/ before s, e.g. indscib {inscih) BA [13a].'^^ However, nd  is

Seei'w flG III, §2.3. 

'5° S ee5 '«aG III, §2.5. 

See SnaG  111, §2.5. 

See SnaG  III, §2.3. 

See 111, §3.17.
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generally presei'ved in the manuscript before vow els and /, e.g. in d  Idi, ‘o f  the 

day’ [7i]; in d  a  this, ‘the b lem ish’ [9e],

1.5.2 El

The orthographical system  in E2 has undergone far more modernisation than that o f  the 

orthography found in Ei. The follow ing modernisations are observed:

i. The writing o f  h, d, g  for OIr/?, t and c respectively is very com m on, e.g. meisgi 

(mescae)  [lb ]; na o ig  {inna oic) [2]; lialhroid {liathroiti) [11]; do herdis {do- 

hertis) [Ig ].

ii. I'he writing o['dh, hli, gh  for OIr d, h, g  is very com m on, e.g. inhaidli {iiihaid) § 1; 

nohidh {no hid) [4e]; mnaibXx (mndih) [5m]; dighail {digal)  [4d]. A lso mh for m 

in the follow ing; kim\\uih\\ {Icimaih) [Ig]; iaram h (ianim)  [3a].

iii. The confusion o f  lenitcd palatal g  with lenitcd palatal d  is com m on in this

manuscript, e.g. hiigU {liiid) [3b]; nioigidh (niaidicf) [7b]; deighbiacli {deidenach) 

[7c]. And vice versa,  e.g. imcirhaid\\ {immarhdga) [Ic]; hirraigi {Berraide)  [7e]. 

One finds also non-palatal g  confused with d, e.g. sliicid {sluag) [3b].

iv. Loss o f  a final lenitcd dental is seen in the follow ing example; m oidhe {maidid)

[7g].

V. The om ission  o f  le n ite d /is  seen in the follow ing instances, i.e. ardoid ir  {6 t o f i t ir )

[4d]; doinnad (ro-finnad)  [9b]. Although it should be noted this is not a late feature

and occurs in the Old Irish period itse lf {cf.GO I  §237).

1.5.3 C

In com parison with LL, C has a greater tendency to m odernise the orthography and 

predominantly represents the standards o f  the later M iddle Irish period. The follow ing  

later features can be noted;

i. The writing o f  J  and g for Olr t and c  respectively is com m on, e.g. hadar (bdtar)  

[4a], eg  (ec) [9e].

ii. A s is the case with LL, iid  refiects an orthographic variant o f  iin, e.g. cea n d  {cenn) 

[7e]. But w e also find nnd  and 11 as variants for iiii and nd, e.g. ina {inna) [5b];yb// 

inndusa {foa n-indas-sa)  [2]; /;/«^//ar/7;o/■acht {in larmoracht)  [5b].
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iii. The contusion o f leniled palatal g  with lenited palatal d  is common in this 

manuscript/'''* e.g. inci diaig\\ {inna diacl) [5b]; Do lliiig (do-liiid) [5e]; ////^echt 

(tiiidecht) [5t], And vice versa, e.g. im arbaidu (immarhdga) [Ic].'^^

iv. It is common that lenition is graphically represented on the lenited consonants ni, 

h, g, e.g. laimh (Idim) [4c]; indeabaidh (in dehaid) [8a]; liaigh (Haig) [9a].

V. Loss o f final lenited d  occurs in the manuscript, i.e. da rada (do-ratad) [3a];

moidhi (niaidid) [7g].

vi. Lastly, confusion o f proclitic vowels is also seen, e.g. a for i: anti (int-i) [5k]'^^; i

fo ra  e.g. inisin (a n-i-sin) [4b].

1.5.4 El

The orthography used in the copy o f A C  in Ei is generally that o f the OIr system. 

However, it is not without modernisation. The following later features are found;

i. The use o f g  and d  for O lr c, and t respectively is found in the manuscript, e.g. na

hoig (oic) [2]; co tancadar {co torachtatar) [ 5 c ] H o w e v e r ,  c and t are also

found, e.g. no ocii {ocii) [2]; / bitis {no hitis) [ 1 g]; Cet {Cel) [4b], etc.

ii. Lenition is written on d  in the following instances: nati-\\ {tineil) [3b]; ro giiidh 

{gddalar) [51].'̂ ** An instance o f hypercorrect lenition is seen in the following: d a  

^^h«,m {cia gnini) [1 Ig].

iii. The confusion o f lenited palatal g  with lenited palatal d  is common in this 

manuscript, e.g. miiigid {niaidid) [8b]; deigach {deidenach) [7c], and vice versa: 

ro fiiaided {ro iiaiged) [10a].

iv. The confusion o f lenited c with lenited t is seen in cliiithi {chiichiit) [3c].

See SmiG  III, §3.18. Liam Breatnach has observed some examples o f the confusion between lenited d  

and lenited g, especially when palatal, in M idir sources (cf. SmiG  111, §3.18; Jackson ( 1951, 83) dates the 

beginning o f  this confusion to the early twelfth century). However, the confusion o f  -dh and -gh becomes 

more frequent in thirteenth century and later Irish (cf. O ’ Rahiliy, 1926, 164—7 and 187-94; SnaG  IV, 

§2.16).

Generally there is no confusion between non-palatal lenited d  and g  {SnaG  III, §3.18), i.e. magach 

{Magach) [3d], See further discussion o f  this form in the textual note on [3d].

c f  SnaG  III, 3.29 for the former and latter examples.

See the discussion on the emendation to do-roachtatar in the textual note on [5c].

However, generally lenition is not marked on the voiced fricatives and lenited m, i.e. mnaih (mndih) 

[5m]; lamiiih {Idmaih) [Ig]; medcm {medon) [6a]; lagnib (Laignib) [1 Ij],

'5’ See SnaG \W, §2.14.
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V. Loss o f cl (through delenition and assimilation) is found in the following instance: 

coniJe {couid de) [7h].

1.5.5 N

The orthography used throughout the prose o f AC, preserved in N, generally is that o f the 

Old Irish system. It will be seen from the survey below that the orthography o f the rose 

poem is more conservative than that used in the prose passage. The following section 

outlines any modernisations and notes any distinctive orthographical features to the 

contrary:

i. Final -o is written as -a in the manuscript, e.g. gen. sg. ftetha {hetho) [3a] and in 

the rose, arumeda {ar, nni fedo) [13a], However, final -o is written in the rose 

passage, e.g. netho {ni'lho) [2b], neco (n-eco) [ lib ] . Confusion between -o and -a 

begins already in the Wb. glosses, but the former is still predominant, i.e. gen. sg. 

o f /-//<- stems = 115 X -o vs. 65 x The evidence from the St. Gall glosses is 

more evenly balanced, i.e. 47 x -o vs. 44 x -a.'*’'

ii. Diphthongs are generally preserved throughout the text, but the following show 

modernisation: hai (hoi) [la]; cloenielodaih {coimchhklaib) [Ic] against doenai 

{doendai) [2b]. In the rose, the use o f ai is seen in bait {hailh; OIr haeth) [5a]; 

sflir eoh - (soirehohair) [3a], The graphic representation o f o/ and in represent the 

same sound by 700 at earliest,'^^ and therefore, they were both used as variant 

spellings from early on. Thus, in the rose we find: eiehoinlir (ee ehoinlir) [4a]; d -  

eointi (derehoi'nleo) [8a]; roehmnem {-roehuinem) [8b]; duir eoirp {duirehoirp) 

[8c].

iii. The ligature o’ is used frequently in the rose passage, representing e Id  rather the 

later use for ae, i.e. forletence {for letene, ‘against the persecution’) [3b];

Strachan 1903,473, n .l.

I base these numbers on the collection o f  gen. sg. i- and «/-stems given by Strachan (1903, 472—3). 

Strachan attempted to identify different strata in the St. Gall glosses and used the aforementioned gen. sg. 

nouns as a guideline. He found that different sections o f  the codex could be identified by different 

tendencies o f  spelling the gen. sg. vocalism in auslaut. Strachan thereby identified six layers which he broke 

down as follows: pp 1—40, 7 x -o vs. 10 x pp. 50-150, 10 x -o vs. 24 x -a; pp. 150-202, 21 x -o vs. 2 x - 

a; pp. 202-10, 4 x -o vs. 8 x -a\ pp. 215-16, 4 x -o vs. 0 x -a.

SeeC ow gill 1967, 137.
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atiimcichtfv {atum-chichte) [5a]; cichestce {ce cheste) [ 7 a ] .H o w e v e r ,  note the 

following instance where the ligature may stand tor ae, i.e. cance nartrig {chain 

oen-artreg) [4b],

iv. The palatal glide is generally written in the prose passage, e.g. concrad {co creit)

[2c]; mail {maith) [2c]. However, it is omitted on occasion also (of. GOI §86), e.g. 

mamihet {ma mi beith) [3b]; and in the rose also, e.g. bemmis {benunis) [10a], 

More important is the occasional non-writing o f the non-palatal a-glide, a feature 

o f archaic spelling (cf. G O /§103.5), e.g. artrig {artrig) [la];'^"* conciiichtis {con- 

cichlis) [2a]; crochsiti {crochsite) [8c], Corthals suggests that the letter a in the 

following example is scribal, i.e. athelm js {at-belmis) [% ]. See also the collection 

o f other instances with subscript a in Chapter 1.4.2.

V. The writing o f g, d, and b for OIr c, I and p  occurs in the following instances: sgel

{seel) [le]; concreid {co creit) [2c]; conidehilt {condid-epalt) [4b].

vi. The writing o l'nd  for nn /N/ and nn for nd, e.g. indsip (insih), [Id]; innus {indas) 

[2a]; cosesce„nd {co sescainn) [4b].

vii. The writing o f double vowels to show length is found in the rose, e.g. moo (for 

mo) [4b];'^^ dee {Dee or De) [6a]; roosal {-roosat or -rosat) [8c] against scith [7a] 

(cf. sciith, Wb. 18a2). Corthals suggests that the double vowel in beein {beinn) 

[6a] marks ‘a half-long syllable’.H o w e v e r ,  this may be s c r i b a l . T h e  use o f 

double vowels to mark length is an archaic device found in the Cambrai Homily 

and the prima mamts o f Wurzburg glosses, less by the main glossator and not at 

all in the Milan glosses.'^* There is one instance o f double vowels to show length 

in the prose passage, i.e. dee {de, ‘o f him ’) [4c]. On the other hand, the use o f 

double vowels is also a Middle Irish convention, due to the hiatus spelling coming 

back into fashion under the influence o f the likes o f kia  etc. (see SnaG  III, §2.8).

viii. The mark o f lenition is frequently omitted on the letters t and c in the rose, e.g. in

erochat {erochath) [4a]; eroitfmn {erothflnn) [6b]; ruit {raith) [11a]; atiimcichtce

The ligature ce was used to represent e  in the g losses (see G O I  §24.1; e.g. cells, Wb. 28d24, beside eclis,

16d6).

See further the textual note on [la ] for a discussion o f  this word.

LI, also reads moo. See the discussion for this restoration in the textual note on [4b].

Corthals 1 9 8 9 ,5 8 .

See further the discussion in the textual note on [6a].

See RelChron. 2 8 -9 .
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{atiim-chichthe)  [5a]; d-co in ti  {derchowteo)  [8a]; dicm airc {dichmairc)  [lOb].'^^ 

The fact that lenition o f  t  and c  is absent is not necessarily as a result o f  the spiritus  

asper  being lost in transmission but rather an orthographical trait that is likew ise  

seen in Olr sources such as the Wiirzburg glosses apr in ia  inanii,  i.e cetarcoti  (OIr 

cetharchoti)', conUinol {comlhinol)  etc. It should be noted that this occurs in the 

prose passage also, e.g. isin m bit {isin mhith)  [le ];  m ait (maitli)  [2c]; a ciimang, 

{a chumang)  [3a]; crocsiti {crochsile)  [3b].

1.5.6 LFF

The orthography used in this manuscript has undergone considerable modernisation and 

largely rellects the manuscript’s date o f  com pilation, i.e. the fifteenth century. The 

fo llow ing later features are found in the text:

i. N ote the introduction o f  neutral g lide after e,  e.g. e.g. leatha {Letha)  [Ic]; do  

teasragtiin {do ihesarcaiu)  [2c]; do deacliaid  [2c]; leiniheal {teimel)  [4c].

ii. The writing o f  dh, gh,  for OIr d, g, e.g. fbghliiini (Jbglaim)  [lb ]; loighnihh  

{Lcngiiih) [ l b ] .

iii. The writing o f  d, g  for OIr (,  c, e.g. sge l  {seel)  [2a]; rom hadar {ro m bdlar)  [4d].

iv. The writing of/?  f o r /  e.g. fu ihraid \m s {Jiafniigis)  [Ic].

V.  The writing o f  b  for lenited /?;, e.g. dom em  neimh. {noehnim)  [2c].

vi. The use o f  //, nn, ir ,  for continuants /, n and r,  e.g. la hulltu {la bUltii)  [la ];

nniiirlhuiiii {Miiirtheinme)  [la ]; innli {inli)  [4i].

vii. The confusion o f  d  and g  is frequently seen in the text: (a) palatal lenited d{ti)  for

g,  e.g. luigh {laid)  [lb ]; (b) confusion o f  palatal lenited g  for d,  i.e. laigsi {in laid- 

se)  [4j].

v iii. Use o f  < r / / ;  for ///,'^' e.g. fa id lv  {fciithi) [2b].

ix. The use o f  ch  for th and variant d,  e.g. a crand croithi {i crann croiche)  [2e]; a

croid  he  ( /  croich e)  [4f].

X. The loss o f  lenited d  in non-final position, e.g.fdichUi {fdidechtae)  [lb ].

xi. non-historical final d{h)  and g{h),  e.g. doriimidh.'^^

See Thumeysen 1901a, 49.

However, the text also has counter-exam ples, e.g. sccla (scela) [IcJ; do pccachi {do pecaJ) [2c] etc. 

'^ '5 /w G IV , §2.15.

See the textual note on [2b] in version 13.
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xii. Combinations o f the late features mentioned above, e.g. draigh (clnii) [lb ]; ro 

suigh (ro sill) [4c].

xiii. Lenition is frequently omitted, e.g. do teasnigiiin {do thesarcaiii) [2c]; an ceineoil 

(in cheineoil) [2e]; iar na cesadh (I'arna chesatl) [2f].

1.5.7 Laud

The orthography in this text adheres to the OIr orthographical system. For instance c and 

t are written fo r/g / and /d/, i.e. ro teilc [lb], c-tach {ciinitach, ‘cover’) [Id], Lenition is 

generally not written on h, d ,g  or m, i.e. dotabmrt {do thahairt) [ 1 c], rig (rig) [lb], laigen 

(Laigen) [lb ], lamraige {Ldmraige) [If]. However, it is written in inunuigh {imnniig) 

[Id]. Unstressed vowels in final open position were reduced to schwa by the time the 

scribe was writing and therefore, cannot be taken seriously in a manuscript such as this 

dated to the Early Modern Irish period. The scribe is inconsistent in marking lenition. 

Lenition is marked on c and t, e.g. magach {Mdgach) [lb ]; inchinn {inchinn) [lb], and 

daire dc'i bcfl\\ {Daire Dd Baeth) [lb]. However, lenition is omitted in ro teilc {ro theilc, 

‘who threw’) [lb], do tabairt {do thabairt) [Ic], incerd {in cherd, ‘the smith’) [Id], 

fiiacenn {fria chenn) [Id],

1.5.8 S

The orthography has undergone some modernisation, in comparison to the text preserved 

in Laud. The following features are noted:

i. The writing o f o f bh, dh, gh, and mh for OIr b, d, g  and tn is used frequently, e.g. 

dabhcelh {Dd Baeth) [\h \, glanad\i (glanad) [Ig]; Fing\\en {Fingen) [Ic].

ii. The writing o f d  and g  for OIr t and c is used in cumdach {ciimtach) [ 1 d], rot\\eilg 

{ro theilc) [lb].

iii. Confusion o f non-palatal lenited d  and g  occurs in madach {Mdgach) [ 1 b]. There 

is also confusion o f palatal lenited d  and g  in miscedhra {Mesgegra) [lb].

iv. Proclitic vowels are generally preserved, except in ac {oc) [Ig], and amiiich 

{imnniig) [Id].

V.  As is the case with Laud, S is inconsistent in marking lenition. Thus, we find

lenition marked in rotheilg {ro theilc) [lb], do thab-t {do thabairt) Ic, asa chind  

{asa chinn) [Ic]. On the other hand, lenition is omitted in ria cenn {/Ha chenn) 

[Id], do conc/i- {do Chonchobur) [ 1 e].
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1.6 Relationship o f  the witnesses

It is vital for the purpose o f  producing a critical edition to exam ine in detail the 

m anuscripts’ textual differences and shared corruptions or errors in order to establish the 

independence o f  each manuscript. This section endeavours to exam ine the 

(inter)relationships amongst the sui"viving manuscript copies o f  AC, with a v iew  to 

reconstructing the line(s) o f  transmission. A ny intermediate splits in the lines o f  

transmission will also be established. This applies in particular to version A , which is 

found in four manuscript copies.

The follow ing are the corresponding manuscript versions:

1. Ba aprainn: LL, N.

2. V ersion A: LL, C, E i, E2 .

3. Version B: N , LFF.'”

4. V ersion C: LFF.

5. Version D; Laud, S.

1.6.1 Ba aprainn

Corthals (1989, 43) has observed that the cop ies ot'Ba aprainn  preserved in LL and N are 

‘rellexes o f  a lost archetype’. According to him, the possible om ission o f  an /z-stroke in 

niacholochainvnis, LL and niachiilooccaihniis, N (nia cJniton-ocbainnnis [9b]) suggests 

that these cop ies descend from a com m on source that was not an original. Although N  

preserves the more consci*vative orthography reflecting the phonological system  at the 

tim e o f  com position c. 700, this is not conclusive in proving it is independent o f  LL. It is 

on ly  through the presence o f  errors in LL which are not in N, that one can show  N is not 

derived from LL. One such exam ple is perhaps found in [13c], LL does not contain the 

word airin ed  ‘hum bling’ and its sentence begins with doni. I tentatively suggest that LL 

did not copy airin ed  due to liom oioteleuton. The exem plar had airom un a irin ed  and I am 

proposing that the scribe may have omitted the second word as a result o f  eye-skip. This 

interpretation is supported by the fact that the inclusion o f  a irin ed  is required in order to 

fulfill linking alliteration, i.e. the final word o f  [13b] alliterates with the first word o f  the 

next line. Therefore, the presence o f  a irin ed  in N , but not in LL, supports the suggestion  

that N is not copied from LL.

In this version , corresponding text is found intcipolated  in LFF. T herefore, it is necessary to com pare  

thc.se tw o  to m ake sure tiiat ncitlier is a co p y  o f  the otiier.
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1.6.2 Version A

It is evident from the discussion that fo llow s that the four w itnesses w hich contain cop ies  

o f  version A  form tw o independent lines o f  descent from a com m on ancestor.'^'* 1 have 

divided these manuscripts into tw o groups, i.e. LL/C and E 1/E 2 . The follow ing four 

categories highlight the differences between the tw o groups;

I. Material in LL/C not in E 1/E 2, and vice versa:

LL C El

[lc]'^^ mora m om []

[Ic] etarro ctarra -

[Ic] - - [ ]

[Ic] - - mbuaJacIi

[le] - - uair

[2] fon i/inasa fon inndM.va -

[2] on on -

[3d] - - do connachimh

[3e] - - is doco/?/l /̂

[5a] seoHi si/n -

[5a] i/iti inti -

[5a] - ior  creic/i

[5b] in i«rniorac/it liind iarnioracht -

[5b] i/ia diaid ina diaigh -

[5b] - - ro gabsoA?;

[5c] daifo Aond -

E2

curadaib

mbiiadach

ar

as docom la

for creich

ro gabsow;

Helen Im hoff has also examined the relationship between the manuscripts but focuses mainly on the 

narrative elements shared between the witnesses, see Im hoff 2012, 58-68.

The layout and categories o f  the following investigation have been influenced by Vernam H ull’s critical 

edition o f  Noinden Ulad (Hull 1968b, 5-13). In each one o f  the following lists, I mark the readings o f  the 

manuscripts which appear in the archetype in bold. For further com ment on individual readings, as well as 

emended forms, see the conesponding textual note.

The number o f  the line corresponds to where in the textual analysis each word is found, rather than 

manuscript page and line number, to allow for ease o f com parison o f  the readings if  so required. Not only 

unambiguous compendia, but also ambiguous abbreviation-strokes are expanded in italics for ease o f 

reading.
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[5d] - - sin sin

[5f] Conid c^;/iad - -

m do do - -

[51] - - counacht counacht

[6b] IUCS .g. m eas .g/ a. [ ] -

[6e] CO torcharscom CO torc//a/>sim - -

[7b] doridisi dorid isi - -

[9a] tra tra - -

[Hi ] - - donitht'/* dognithf?/'

[ l l j ] ar \n d n ii or in drai - -

[ l l j ] ro geni siu ro genu sa - -

[ l l j ] - - a co/;/ais f/'it si i comaisi f/ it su

11. Use o f different 

with E1/E2, and

words or words with different suffixes in LL/C as compared  

vice versa;

LL C El E2

[ lb] fec/it na/id fecht an/; [ ] fecht naill

[ le] curaid curaid [ ] Ireinfer

[ in a/rt/iib airtaib [ ] fasr lais

[Ig] doib - q[-] qq

[3a] forud forad uat/mi uai//e

[3t] is ami Is and

[31] side sid/ie siu/?/ sen

[5d]] Fec/tair fichfl/r [ ]>- foc//erdata/-

[51] gadatwr gatatar ro guid// ro guid//sed

[5g] Fo bit/i fo bit/i oir air

[5k] inti anti in fer si/i [ ]

[6e] fri \dr fria lar roi//;e a talma/// roim//e man talmui//

[61] Fochc'rddat fo cifrdat Reitit rithaid

[61] ula/V/ ula/V/ na fir na fira

[6t] con\6 con'id CO gu

[7a] M aidid IMoidigh Srainte/- Srainte/-

[7b] Do b^rtar do be/'tar M uidid Moigid//

[7c] mo brithse ass mo breit/i sin Is e i//deigac7/ [ ]dcig//inach
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[8a] C«/i6cbad tY > //b a id ro bas ro bas

[8a] i/i debaid in dcabaid/i acoii dchaid ogan deabaig//

[10c] do do fai t'ae

[10c] etraiged h*'traighi tisac/ tisad

[ l ib] naco cu cusin uair gusi naimsir

[11b] do iudaidib diu iudaigiu ia hiAaib la hiiiilaibh

[Il f] Great Cret Cid Cid

[ l lg] ole olc g/inifii gn\m

[ l l j ] ro gein ro gein ro genad ro genar

[12b] - mac ca/>p/7 mac mai/i mac main

III. Lack of agreement between LL/C and E1/E2 regarding forms of the same

word:

l.L C El E2

[le] assa cendaib asa cean/iaib asa ci«dia asa chind

[2] fnm sa rfrlu/H sa run si nni sa

[3d] la iilto la u\to la hult /̂/7? la hultuib/;

[4b] Ro cluinedar Ro cliiinitir Ro cuala/J Ro clui//

[4d] 0  ro fit/V 0 ro fitir r do feit/7' ar doidir

[5a] tanai lanaig/j tai/i tain

[6d]'^’ nos teilc nos teilg teilgiJ rotelguster

[6d] CO m batar co mbadur [ ] go rabada/'

[9c] as do chi/u/ ass do cin/i asa cend asa ci/;d

[9d] not icfai/td nat iccfiiin/{ ro hicfait//er ro hicfait/)£?r

[9d] duit duit do do

[10a] a e/iend a cean/i hi cent cend conchuhair

[Il f] fria druid ffia draig/i f/ ia druidib f/ ia a druigtib/j

See the the textual note on [6d] for the discussion on these M idir verbal forms.
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IV. Agreement of LL/C in common error not shared by E1/E2:

There are two lacunae in LL/C, due to text having been omitted. The first lacuna occurs 

at tiie end o f  [3b] and tiie beginning o f  [3c]:

Luid cadi a let/n rti-iiabarac/i” ’ dia cluc//iu. Dolluid da/id cet mac matac/? doc/iua//-t 

ect/a la ulto, ‘The next day, everyone went his own direction to his sport. Then Cet 

mac M agach went on a round o f adventures among the U lsterm en’, LL.

luid daito cadi in leait/zi arnabaracli dia cluice. Doluid A\diu ceat mac magach do 

cuairt cachtra la uWtaih, ‘The next day then everyone went his own direction to his 

sport. Then Cet mac M agach went on a round o f  adventures among the U lsterm en’,

C.

The exemplar from which LL/C derives omits a portion o f  text here through haplography, 

caused by hoinoioteleuton. The scribe’s eye sees the first occurring arnabaracli in the 

text. After looking up from the page momentarily, he reverts his attention back to the 

manuscript, and his eye skips to the next arnaharach, omitting not only all o f  the text 

between these two words but also the sccond instance oiarnaharach . The text oinitted in 

LL/C is found in the Edinburgh manuscripts:

I.uid cach in CQiiair arnnmar d o /its l-  do [ ] oi/;n>~ com — dol^ad- a c\nn na tin -

h 7 i/( cai/igen m or doro/iad  \won i;/ci/(;;. B -ait Sjdei;;[ J amac/; arnnm ur—h doclu,t/ii 

naliem na,

‘The next day everyone from the host went in his own path [ ] Conchobar’s fools were 

by the fire and the great fuss that was made about the brain. I'liey can ied [it] outside 

the next day to play in Em ain’, E|.

luig/; cach alethe dontsluad rtniaiiiaruch. A tco;;cad- t/a daoinm/;id c««chub- 

cindtj/ied a/;caingen mor dorig/mcd/i imoncind inoid/;chc sin istig/i 7 nosberad leo 

iarnainarucli am ach diachiuic/ie,

‘The next day everyone from the host went his own direction. Conchobar's two fools 

had seen before the f1re the great fuss that w'as made about the brain that night inside 

and they carried it with them outside the next day to play with it’, Ei.

The text in Ei and E2 represents the more complete and logical version against LL and C, 

which are very abrupt. This passage provides two important narrative elements, i.e. the 

jesters hearing the claim about the brain, as well as explaining how the jesters came to be

I provide the manuscript transcriptions throughout and my own translation both here and throughout the 

introduction unless stated othei'wise.

The word which causes tiie scribe to skip text is marked in bold in the following passages.
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in possession o f the brain. Thus, it allows for better continuity in the nan ative in contrast 

to the short text found in LL and C, which does not develop the storyline.

The next lacuna occurs in [4a]. The text as it stands in LL and C is somewhat 

vague because it is not stated what the fools say and therefore, it is not clear what Cet 

overhears. This is because text has been omitted in LL/C’s exemplar possibly due to error. 

The scribe copies the first araile  and then his eye skips ahead to the last occurring araile, 

and omits the entire passage in between as a result o f  homoioteleiiton:

INtan batar naonmite [o]co cluc/;iu doi«chi/id mes gegrai. IS s« / atbe/l indonmit fn  

araile. Rocluinedur cet anism,

‘Wiien the jesters were playing witii the brain o f  Mess Gegrai, this is what one said to 

the other. Cet hears tha t’, LL.

i/itan bada/' na hoinmidiu oc cluit/;e do incin/i mes gegra. \sed  atbert inoinmit f/ ia 

rtroile. Ro clui/iite/' ceat inis/n,

‘When the jesters were playing with the brain o f  Mess Gegrai, this is what one said to 

the other. Cet hears that’, C.

The full reading is found in the Edinburgh manuscripts; although Ei is partially corrupt 

(see further discussion below);'**®

Anta« haXar nahoi//ni[ ] cl/»'t[ ]\m  las[«/j si/;]'*' niisgcra 7 is ed  adw dis no foet// ri 

d|. Ro cual«/V/ Cet i«isi//,

'W hen the jesters were playing with the [brain] o f  M ess Gegrai and they kept on 

saying, “a king will die from it” . Cet hears that’, E|,'*-

INtan iaram badar nahoi/jmidi icluit/iche doninchind .i, do inchind mesgera for lar na 

faithche isand sin adbe/ed/i i/;oinmid fr/a ara ile  dib sin aso aso ari/ioinm/iid fna ara ili 

agalajgadh ara ceile dofa;th rig// de or ara ile . Roclui/; cet i/misi[.].

I presented these findings in a conference paper at the 14"' International Congress o f  Celtic Studies in 

2011. Helen Imhoff (2012, 55) also suggests that there may be the presence o f  a lacuna  in [4a] o f  LL and 

C. Im hoff (2012, 55) correctly points out that the dialogue between the fools is abrupt in LL and C, when 

compared with the other dialogue passages found in the tale, noting also that ‘we are not told what the fools 

actually say to one another’. However, Im hoff (2012, 55) is vague in outlining what text exactly is omitted, 

and writes that ‘the slightly extended version o f  the story o f  the fools in [E2 ] certainly suggests that some 

text may have been lost in L and RIA MS C i 2 ’. M oreover, she fails to identify and discuss in detail the 

exact cause for the om ission o f  this particular passage in LL and C, i.e. eye-skip due to the homoioteleiiton 

in [4a], although she briefly refers to my conclusion that text has been omitted in [3a] due to eye-skip, 

without elaborating on this either (2012, 55 n. 41)).

The text is com jpt and the m anuscript is unclear in this particular section.

It should be noted that the E^’s reading is superior to E |. E i’s scribe has also omitted text due to error on 

this occasion (see further discussion below).
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‘After that, when the fools were playing with the brain, that is the brain o f  M ess 

Gcgrai, in the centre o f  the green, one fool was saying to the other “B ehold, behold”, 

said the fool to the other. “Pass it over!” said his companion. “A king will fall on 

account o f  it”, said the other. Cet hears that’, E2 (trans. by Im hoff 2012, 56).

Therefore, it is evident that there is text missing in LL and C because the text as it stands 

is illogical, i.e. the jesters say something but it is not stated what they say and thus the use 

ro-cluinedar Cel a u-i-sin, ‘Cct hears that’ is unconnected. This is very vague and does 

not enlighten the audience or develop the storyline. In contrast with this, the lull passage 

contained in Ei and E2 provides the reader/audience with what it is that Cel overhears, i.e. 

the utterance by the fools.

Thus, the shared errors in LL and C place these manuscripts together, descending 

from a shared exemplar.'**^ More important, however, is that these shared errors in LL/C 

demonstrate that the Edinburgh manuscripts did not descend from LL, or LL/C’s 

exemplar.

1 turn now to the relationship between Ei and E2 . Helen Imhoff has suggested that 

the Edinburgh manuscripts are closely related and that a ‘close textual relationship is 

confirmed by the strong similarities in wording and structure For instance, she

observes that the absence o f  Ba apraiim  and the shared ending in which Conchobar dies 

in a frenzy sets these manuscripts apart from LL/C. However, it is worth pointing out that 

although Imhoff, and Clancy, are correct in asserting that the Edinburgh manuscripts are 

related, it is only through significant shared innovations that a common descent can be 

surmised. For instance, in relation to the Cenn mBerraide episode, Imhoff (2012, 54) 

suggests that it ‘has been placed nearer the end o f  the tale’.'̂  ̂ This is supported by the 

innovatory phrase found at the beginning o f  the passage in the Edinburgh manuscripts:

It would be difficult to assume that such a com iption would be transferred from one line o f  transmission 

to another which would result in contamination o f  the second branch, cf. Maas (1958 , 8 §10).

Im hoff 2012, 53. See also Clancy 1996, 8 9 -9 0 . Thomas Owen Clancy has observed that LL and the 

Edinburgh manuscripts divide ‘into two streams’ and that E| and E2 are similar in content. However, Clancy 

does not include RIA C i 2 in his discussion.

Im hoff (2012, 94) argues that this episode fits well into LL, which includes Ba apraiiin , and that ‘the 

scene serve[s] as foreshadowment or as sym bolic o f  Conchobar’s eventual relinquishment o f  royal power 

and status’. She (2012 , 95) suggests that its positioning in the Edinburgh manuscripts limits its 

effectiveness. However, I would argue that its positioning here has another narrative purpose which conveys 

a different redactorial interpretation o f  this passage and o f  how Conchobar is depicted at the end o f  the tale. 

See further discussion in Chapter 3.7.
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Ise indeigach adiihdiwt co//chobar, ‘this the last [thing] that Conchobar said’, Ei; Is e 

deighitiach tra [ ]chnh&r, ‘this is the last [thing] then that Conchobar said’, E2. The 

Midir redactor replaces mo hrith-se ass\ ol Conchobar, ‘Let me be carried out o f  this! 

said Conchobar’ with the latter in order to fit it in with the narrative. There are other 

common non-trivial innovations shared between Ei and E2 which suggests that they are 

descended from a common source such as the use o f the MidIr perf. passive o f the 

substantive verb attd ‘to be’ (01 r ro-hoth) against conochad, LL; conhaid, C. For other 

examples, see the shared innovations in the Category II above.

To this can be added a further instance, where a sentence has been transposed, 

most likely in the exemplar to E1/E2. In LL/C we find:'^^

O  rofit/V cet ro  boi itu rhgere do mess gegrai adigail iariiiiecaib. Cach cat// 7  cach 

irga nobi'd dochon/?c/c7;to f/iulto dobered cet i«ni/!c//ind i/jnacZ/riss d«.v i/;te turllmd 

ed it na/nra dultaib do im /;b«J di,

‘For Cet knew that Mess Gegrai’s vengeance after his death had been prophesied.

Every battle and every combat wiiich the men o f  Connacht had with the Ulstermen,

Cet used to cany  the brain in his girdle to see whether he could accomplish killing a 

famous warrior o f  the Ulstermen with it’, LI. |4d] -  [4f).

o ro  fitir  ceat abeit/j atw rrngaire do meis gt%’n i adigail </r/ia ecaib cac/i az/h 7  cac/i 

irgal nobid/i do conachtaxbh fria u\to do beread ceat inincinw ina c/ iss d«i' intaradh 

echt nad/i am /a 6\x\taih do m arhad  dii, C [4d] — [4f]. See above for LL’s translation.

However, we find the sentence, marked in bold, in LL/C at a later point in the text o f Ei 

and E2:

Gach calli 7 irgal t bid a connachtaih fri hult«/7> [do] be/ ed Cet ani«cin« [.]a c/-is da 

fis in roise//) lais ed it eici« bud amra la [ ] di [a]r do feit/r. cet coroibi atflrngiVi

do misct^grrt adigailt,

‘Every battle and every combat which the Connachtmen used to have with the 

Ulstermen, Cet [used to] bring the brain in his girdle to see if he could succeed 

[killing] a famous warrior [of the Ulstermen] with it. For Cet knew that Mess G egrai’s 

vengeance had been prophesied’, E |.

gach ec ?gech conciir irg/;ail iteiged nobid/i ete/-co«nrt<;7)?aib/j 7ulaid/i. dobc'/ id dano 

cet i«inchind lais i«acris dus infuig/ied/i echt amra doulltaib/i do marbad/; de a rd o id ir  

cet robai a t» /r |. . |ir i  donieisgeadra adig/iail fei// iarnacgiiib/>,

‘Every death and every path o f  battle in which he used to go, amongst the Connachta 

and the Ulaid, Cet then carried the brain with him in his belt to see if he was able to 

kill a famous warrior o f  the Ulstermen with it. For Cet knew that M ess G egrai’s own 

vengeance after his death had been prophesied’, Ei.

I mark the sentence in question in bold to make it easier to identify.
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Since botii LL/C and E 1/E 2 descend independently from a shared exemplar, either branch 

can have the original here. It could be that LL/C’s exemplar has moved this text forward 

and that the Edinburgh manuscripts follow the original, as the context allows for both 

scenarios to make sense. On the other hand, given that the exemplar o f  E 1/E2 moved the 

Cenn mBerraide episode, the argument in favour o f E 1/E 2 here is less cogent.

LL/C and E 1/E 2 are clearly interrelated and descend from the same Midlr 

exemplar, as is evident by the following shared readings, for example:

LL C El E2

[Id] coro acilliur coro aigillc/r [ ]ailler gor aigillear

It is perhaps somewhat doubtful that each copyist introduced the exact same post- 

O lr innovation. Thus, these modernisations could indicate that the OIr archetype was 

copied by an intemiediary Midlr scribe, which in turn was subsequently copied by the 

shared source o f LL/C and Ei/ E2 . In [Id], the witnesses have coro acilliur, rather than 

OIr CO n-arlaclar, which sees the ro particle acting as a proclitic conjunct particle (see 

further the textual note on [id]). The Midlr scribe introduces the dat. sg leith for OIr leth 

in [51]. For other linguistic innovations, see Chapter 2 .2 .1.

However, this Midlr common source ultimately derives from an OIr archetype. 

This is supported by the overwhelming number o f OIr readings, such as the retention of 

the superlative ending -am in three witnesses, i.e. andsam, LL; anwiam, C; annsium, 

E,.'«'
The question remains what the relationsiiip between the individual manuscripts in 

the respective groups is.

Turning firstly to LL/C, LL obviously cannot be copied from C because it predates 

C by several hundred y e a r s . W i t h  respect to content, C omits the following words, 

phrases and sentences that are found in LL: Aided choncohaw [la]; doib co mhitis [Ig]; 

iarum  [3a]; J/diu [5a]; to/am [5g]; eter na nnid [6a]; ycorthe fria  chend [6h]; inrig [8a]; 

ein [1 Ih]. However, some instances such as the example in [5a] and [I Ih] may represent 

an addition in LL, since these readings do not receive any stemmatic support from

The com parative ending -11 is already used in superlative function side by side with original -aml-cm  in 

the Felire (see Stokes 1905, xxx).

See Chapter 1.4.1 and 1.4.2.
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Ei/E2 .'**'̂  On the other hand, sometimes C includes words and phrases which are not found 

in LL, i.e. cniinne [If]; dano [3b]; sin [3e]; deilh diiine [5h]; dainib [ 9 b ] . T h e s e  are 

scribal additions because they do not receive support from the other witnesses.

Imhoff (2012, 52) suggests that there is a lacuna in LL against the text as found in C in 

[1 li], i.e. the omission in LL o f the phrase cn'st do crochad is nior However,

neither Imhoff, nor Cronan, explain how this omission has occurred. I agree with their 

suggestion that there is a lacuna in LL. However, matters are complicated by the fact that 

the Edinburgh branch has also suffered during transmission. The reason for this lies in 

the repetition o f words and phrases in the surrounding text. The following are the 

individual manuscript readings;

IS mor ingnim sm ar con c\\-, LL 

ism«/- an giniw cr— do c /o c h -  is mor emit orconcjb-, C  

is gniW mor donith- and .i. c r -  m—c debi do croch - iaiud-, Ei 

isgnim mor i//gniw mor dognitli-and  .i. cri.sl m -c  de bi rocrocliad// iaiiidaib/;, Ei 

Firstly, LL and C agree with the sentence beginning is mor in gnim, apart from E2 and Ei, 

the latter changing the predicative adj. to an attributive one. Secondly, there is support 

from C and E 1/E2 that the Midir intermediary exemplar, or even the original, had Crisl do 

chrochad. Thus, is mor in gnim Crist do chrochad can be restored with support from 

either side o f the stemma.'*^^ Concerning LL’s lacuna, the scribe has omitted the entire 

sentence due to eye-skip, caused by the repetition of/.v mor, i.e.

7.V m or in L’nim C rist do  chrochad'. ‘Is m or em a t Conchohar.

‘Awful is the deed Christ being crucified.’ ‘It is awful indeed’, said Conchobar.

The problem arises when one turns to the Edinburgh manuscripts, because they 

do not include is mor, ol Conchobar, ‘Great is that deed’, said Conchobar’. The lack o f 

this sentence in E 1/E2 is also possibly due to omission as a result o f homoeoarchon.

For a discussion on the possible om ission (or addition in L L ’s case) o f  the title A id ed  C honchohair in 

C, E| and Ei, see the textual note on [la ].

See further com m ent as to these additions on the individual textual notes.

According to Im hoff (2012 , 52), part o f  the dialogue in LL between Conchobar and the druid ‘has not 

been preserved in fu ll’. Indeed, Conchobar is confirming som ething that he has not been told. But Im hoff 

does not go into detail as to why text has been omitted, or indeed does not clarify i f  it could in fact be an 

addition in C. Cronan (2007, 149) observed that M eyer (1906 , 9) supplies ‘who then tells the story o f  the 

C rucifixion’ in his translation, which according to Cronan w as to fill ‘an obvious lacuna in the text o f  the 

principal w itness’. Im hoff (2012 , 52) fails to note Cronan’s observation similar to her own.

See further analysis o f  this sentence, and especially o f  do-gn ilher a n d in the textual note on [11 i].
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On occasion LL and C differ in readings and C preserves a spelling or fonn that 

is superior to LL, e.g.

LL C

[ lb ] ulto ulltaib

[ lb ] fcc/»t na/«d i'eclit an/;

[ I c ] ' ” didiu tan/;

[Ig] Et 7

[Ig] i /7 M iia / 'b a ig inu/ /badib

[2] gal am galaib

[3d] matac// inagach

[3e] i nherz///7 a ncri
[3J-J194 doul taib diull/a/V?

[4a] CO oc

[61] c/zuci cucai

[12a] ro c/ireti ro creit

[12b] 'iiidara indala

[12b] re ria

Some o f the above readings can be shown to be innovatoiy, with sonic introduced 

by LL and others in C, while others are merely orthographic differences, e.g. [Ic], [Ig] 

etc. Some o f the variants in C, albeit somewhat trivial, are superior to LL, i.e. in [2] LL 

has a hypercorrect spelling -m for a lenited -h, as seen in C ’s galaib. In [6f], C ’s cucai is 

found with no lenition o f the initial against LL’s cbuci which has innovatory lenition.'^^ 

Moreover, C ’s intervocalic /g/ has a non-palatal quality, which is later pronounced with 

palatal quality due to influence from the 3sg. fem. ciiiceP^ The quality o f-c -  in LL’s 

example is ambiguous since chuci could represent chuc{a)i or chii{i)ci. However, 

considering LL’s tendency not to write the /-glide, and with final -{a)i usually reduced to

These are both scribal additions because neither o f  these readings receives support from the Edinburgh 

manuscripts.

Although I have marked C as the better reading against LL, C ’s di could reflect a scribal tendency for 

eccentric spelling, especially o f  vow els. It should be noted that the Edinburgh manuscripts have do.  

Nevertheless, the preposition di/de  ‘of, from" is intended here and restored to the text accordingly.

Lenition o f  conjugated prepositions was normal in the M idir period but is also found on rare occasions 

in the OIr glosses (see M cCone 1985, 88).

See M cCone 1993, 173.
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a non-palatal -a, it is likely that it was pronounced as chii(i)ci with a palatal c when copied, 

and with the final -/ representing a reduced palatal schwa spelling. C preserves the short 

dat. sg. a n-eri {Ere), ‘in Ireland’, which is replaced by the long dative Ennn, not only in 

LL, but also Ei and £2.'^^ The most distinguishing feature that perhaps suggests C is not 

descended from LL is indala, C vs. indara, LL. The word indala ‘one (o f tw o)’, with 

earlier / rather than r, is not attested past the early fifteenth c e n t u r y . T h u s ,  it seems 

quite unlikely that if C were copying from LL the scribe would reintroduce an older form.

The evidence discussed above does not allow us to establish with any degree o f 

certainty the relationship between these two manuscripts, although the lack o f the lacuna 

in C in [ 1 1  i] and indala does point to C not being derived from LL. Moreover, that LL 

and C do not differ too markedly in vocabulary indicates that they are closely descended 

from a shared exemplar, without many intermediate copies. LL’s orthography is the most 

conservative o f all four manuscripts. It should be noted that LL is the only manuscript 

which falls into the Midir period, whereas the others manuscripts are later. Furthermore, 

the language in LL’s text tends to adhere to the Olr standard o f  the pronominal system 

and verbal system more so than the others. C, in contrast with LL, demonstrates a higher 

frequency for later forms, although in a few instances the text in C is preferred. C omits 

the rose poem Ba aprainn and the reference to Bachrach, which is at the end o f LL.'^’’ 

The latter may be a scribal addition by LL.̂ *̂  ̂E1/E2 supports the presence o f Ba aprainn 

in the MidIr exemplar because the initial words o f the poem are found in Ei and E2, i.e. 

ha aprainn [...]. The fact that C does not include the rose poem can be attributed to a 

redactorial decision to exclude the poem.

cf. a Here, ‘out o f  Ireland’, Fel. July 31. The replacement o f  the short dat. sg. o f  «-stem  Erin  with the 

long dat. sg. Erenn occuired as early as the tenth century. See O M aille 1910, 148. How ever, the short dat. 

sg. is still attested in the M idir period (see Chapter 2.2.2).

See the exam ples cited in DIL  s.v. indala. The form indala  is found in PH 2803, 2883, 2638, alongside  

indara, PH 7437, preserved in the manuscript known as Leabhar Breac, w iiich is believed to have been  

written between 140 land 1411.

See also Im hoff 2012, 52.

Helen Im hoff (2012, 63, 6 7 -8 )  has observed that LL’s reference to Bachrach, together with a similar 

reference to Bachrach found earlier in the text o f  E |, as well as him being refeired to in LFF and RIA D iv 

2, suggests ‘that the various versions o f  how Conchobar heard o f  Christ’s C rucifixion were conflated to a 

certain extent’.
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However, the above discussion does not allow us to ascertain if Ei and E2 are in 

fact independent o f each other. Moreover, given the ambiguity concerning the 

manuscripts’ dates o f compilation, it is not possible to establish either o f these sources’ 

independent status by date alone. Thus, it is necessary to analyse the text in the 

manuscripts in closer detail, in order to identify any corruptions which will set the 

witnesses apart.

With respect to content, Ei contains the following words, phrases and sentences 

that are not found in E2 : ocon/'marAag [Ig]; na/iemiia [3c]; /echt [31]; do cvuacha/n [4c]; 

eici/; [41]; colmltaih [5a]; agiiuse [51]; ceilt [5h]; a /echt cum [6h]; ise /rath [9b]; 7 naro 

caithed hiad [iOc]; diudmh a/»air5ccha [1 le]; towech [12b]. These are all considered 

scribal additions which do not receive support from LL/C.

E2 contains the following words and phrases not seen in Ei; inoidclie sin isligh  

[3b]; isanghuidhe  [3e]; /?>/• lar nafaithclie [4a]; agalccgiuh\ asa ceile [4a]; irghail ite iged  

[4e]; loigri a ;//taib uHe [5b]; cenav [5b]; inileclit [5t]^‘’‘; a quatrain and a half attributed to 

Flann Mainistrech [6h]; 7 orconiiachiaih siar [Sh]; falh/iaigh  [9a]; I'arsin [9a]; inlin galav 

im bid\\ [9b]; a m b id gach aen  [9b]; infersa  [9c]; cenci [9d]; tri . ..  fa ir  g o m o r d e fe in  

[1 Ic]; /ng/;/m nior [1 li]; icoim gen  [1 Ij]; co(hoitche?id [12b]. These are also considered 

scribal additions and do not receive support from LL/C.

This shows that E2 had a marginally greater tendency to add text to the transmitted 

copy o l'A C compared to E |. While in certain cases, Ei has omitted text, generally E2 adds 

words or phrases to clarify the text. Thus, Ei cannot be a copy o f E2 because it is unlikely 

that it would omit the additions in E2 , precisely at the same point in the text in LL/C, 

without knowledge o f that text. If it were a copy of E2 it would also copy the additional 

material also.

Moroever, the following variant readings in category I and II show that Ei and E2 

descend from a common ancestor:

tuidec/it, LL; lu lgecht ,  C but omitted in Ei.
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I. M aterial in Ei (and LL/C), bu t not in Ei:

LL C El E2

[Id] ocu nacliomra/n ocu nacuwrama ocu naconncima icoraib// imarbad/m 

nacuraid/i

[le] nogatta 1 gata 1 gata rogadaithea

[2] nidat nitad nidat/z mad/;

[3d] doc/jurt/rt do cuairt do qc//>[.] t«/>tec//ta

[3e] beist beist peist ■i. in f/zest

[3e] assandsa/r; is an/isam is an/2sium -

[4e] cach cat/j cach cath. Gach cath gach ec

[51] rogabsat ro gabsat rogabsat rocui/mig/;si

[51] ailgis ailg//.y ailg//.v -

[5m] \anim i a n / m \antm -

[6a] CO w b u i co/?)bai coA«bai -

[7a] sciaid sciaid sciaic/; muine

[7d] mo t/;ecA mo teat/i motech cohemui/!

[71] Do be/rside do b—saide do heniswm uodein gabail

[71] i/jrf in rig bm cowchuba/'

[9a] dobc/ar d o b f / 1 Do herar Do hei'iliar

[9a] CO CO CO docuw

[9c] tuct//ar t//cthi/- iucUiar talitai-

[9e] oldas aecsom oldais aegsuw andas aecso/?; dobeth de inas aeg

[10b] i a a t/i

[11c] tanic tainicc T an/c Doluig

[ l id] mor maru mor -

[ l i e] cenc/?i/jaid ganciwaid c\n ci«aid —

In the above examples, Ei shares material with LL/C, while E2 ’s variants consist 

o f scribal innovations, omissions or substitutions. This shows that Ei was not copied from 

E2.
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I I .  M aterial in E 2 (and LL/C), bu t not in Ei:

LL C El E2

[3b] alet/n in leait/;i ni conair alethe

[3c] dia cluc/nu diacluice docluit/;i diacluic/;e

[3H dolluids/We do luig sid/;e robaisiu/;; doluig/; sen

[4c] be//-id be/rid rue beired

[4f] dus inteta/l/zad d/;.v intaradh da fis \n voisetli dus infuig/;ed/;

[5a] Fec//t and Fcacht and dano Fecht and

[5b] Do na/ raid do nc/; aid iarraid do dofarraid

[5i] rose 7folt 7 gile rosg 7 folt 7 gile omits rosg[ ]

[51] A coma// li acomairli Do comairW ac/;om«;>le

[6h] f/7ac/;ossa f;-ia cosan f; ia bon;; f; i cassaib

[7e] ar a gilla ar a gilla - oragilla

[7f] lo/7/ai// lomai;/ lam lumai;;

[71] no/;; beir nomheir beir\{h nodbeir

[9c] diatalta;- dia tallti;- da tuc'thc/;- datallta;-

[10a] snat/; snat/; snait/;i snath

[10b] fo;;;ti;; foimtin foiditi;; fomtei;;

[ l i b] na;;;ma naman amain na/;;ma

[ l l g] isi;;dlat/;i;«a isinlait/;i seo an;;so isinlaithe siu

[12b] i;;fer aile fear eile - infer aile

In the above examples, E2 contains readings which are supported by LL/C, against 

the innovations in Ei.  This supports the suggestion that E2 does not derive from E| .

Therefore, it is evident from the preceding examinations that Ei and E2 are not 

copies o f one another but descend independently from a common source. Moreover, the 

above two categories suggest that Ei follows the exemplar more closely and that E2 has a 

higher tendency to innovate.

'I'he most telling evidence that E2 is definitely not a copy o f Ei is found in the form 

o f a corrupt passage in Ei:
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Antaw  baU//- n a lio i/;m [ ] c l/( /t [  Ji/;? Ias[/;/; n i i s g e /a  7 is  ^? /̂ad ;̂;•^ îs n o  fo e t// ri

di. R o  cual«/V/ C et i/iisi« ,

‘W h en  th e  je s te r s  w e r e  p la y in g  w ith  the  [bra in] o f  M e s s  G eg ra i and  th e y  k ep t o n  

sa y in g , “ a k in g  w il l  d ie  from  it” . C et hears th a t’, E |,

IN tan  iaram  b a d « /‘ n a h o i//n iid i ic iu itc h e  d o n in c h in d  .i. d o  in ch in d  m e sg e r a  fo r  lar na  

fa ith c h e  isan d  s in  ad h ered /; iw o in m id  fr;a a ra ile  d ib  s in  a so  a so  a r i« o in m /iid  f n a  araili 

aga lasgad h  a sa  c e i le  d ofa ith  r ig // d e  o ra r a ile ’.

‘ A fter  that, w h e n  the  fo o ls  w e r e  p la y in g  w ith  th e  brain , that is th e  brain  o f  M e s s  

G e g r a i, in  the cen tre  o f  the g r e e n , o n e  fo o l w a s  s a y in g  to the o th e r  “ B e h o ld , b e h o ld ” , 

sa id  th e  fo o l to  th e  o ther . “ P a ss  it o v e r !” sa id  h is  c o m p a n io n . “ A  k in g  w il l  fa ll o n  

a c c o u n t  o f  it” , sa id  th e  o th e r ’, E 2 . (trans. b y  I m h o f f 2 0 I 2 ,  5 6 ) .

E l  has aderdis ‘they kept on saying’ rather than expected as-hert in ommit fr i  

araile  ‘the jester said to the other’ with. The matter concerning E2’s aso aso arinoinmhid 

fn a  araili agalcegadh asa ceile dofa;th de oraraile  is not straightforward. The final 

araile  in the sentence had to have been present in the archetype since this allows for the 

absence o f the text in LL/C. This lacuna occurred perhaps because o f  eyeskip, as a result 

o f  homoioteleiiton, i.e. the eye skipped from the first araile  to the last araile, omitting all 

the text in between as well as the last araile. Ei and E2 do agree on supporting do-foeth ri 

de ‘a king will fall on account o f  it’. However, that leaves the passage aso aso 

arix\oinni\\id fru i araili agaloigadh asa ceile  in E2. Is this original to the archetype or has 

it been added by E2’s scribe? It should be noted that this scribe has a tendency to add text 

in an embellishing manner and thus this particular sentence has to be treated with 

caution.^®  ̂ However, it could be that this has been omitted at some stage in E i’s line o f  

transmission, by homoioteleiiton involving the second and third instance o f  araile. 

Nevertheless, it is evident that E i’s text is corrupt here with the first and third araile  

omitted at any rate. It is seems less possible that E2, if  copying from Ei, would have added 

m oinmid fr \a  ara ile ... araile. The following table inay prove useful to follow the 

concordance between the manuscripts:

T h e  tex t is  corru p t and the  m a n u scr ip t is  u n c lea r  in th is particu lar  s e c t io n .  

S e e  fo r  in sta n c e  [3 e ] ,  [5 b ].
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LL C E, E2

IS s -  a tb - t  i«d6nm it 

fri araile

i s -  a tb - t  ino inm it 

fria  c/roile

i s -  ade/'dis ad b -ed /; i/zoinmid 

fria  araile dib  sin

aso aso ari/zoinm/zid 

fr/a araili 

a g a lsg a d h  asa ceile

no foet/z ri di dofaeth rig/; de 

oraraile

T riv ial errors include the loss o f  the suspension  stroke in a n la ch  {for ArdacliacP), 

E i, aga inst liaidacliaci, E2; sim ilarly  w ith  deigach  (fo r deigenacli), E i, w ith  lost 

suspension  stroke against deigh inach  (dedenach), E2.

T here  arc no erro rs in Ei to  show  that Ei is no t a copy o f  E2. T hat Ei is in fact 

independent o f  E2 is show n by Ei presei'ving the orig inal as confirm ed  by  the o ther 

branch, e.g. / gcitci, Ei {110 g a tta  LL /C ), vs. rogudaithea , Ej. It also fo llow s m ore c losely  

the branch  o f  LL/C  than E2 and it also  has few er innovations than E2 (see the list p rovided  

in I above).

In conclusion , Ei and E2 desccnd independen tly  from  a shared exem plar. Both 

m anuscrip ts have had at least one in ten n ed ia ry  source. E2 has a h igher tendency  to 

m odern ise  the  language, as well as the orthography , o f  the tex t as w ell as a tendency  to 

add w ords, ph rases and quatra ins in com parison  w ith  E |.

Summary

In conclusion , the fo llow ing  observations can  be  m ade in regard  to the re la tionsh ip  o f  the 

m anuscrip ts  in version  A:

(i) LL  and C  are clo sely  related  and descend  from  an identical sub-node, y.

(ii) El and E2 are independen t cop ies o f  A C  and are no t derived  from  LL o r C  as p rev iously  

suggested  by  R u d o lf Thurneysen.^®'*

(iii) Ei and E2 descend  from  a seperate  b ranch  to LL/C . T hey  are descended  from  a shared  

sub-node , p.

(iv) Y and  p descend  from  a shared com m on source as is illustra ted  by the  shared  features 

in syn tax  and tex tual structure . M oreover, it is c lea r that this is a M id lr com m on source

Tliurneysen 1921, 535.
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because o f the shared M idir innovations which are not liicely to have been introduced 

independently by each o f the four copyists. However, this MidIr source ultimately 

descends from an Old Irish archetype, given that the Olr nominal and verbal system far 

outweighs the Midir innovations.

As a result o f the above filiations, I propose the following stemmatic diagram for 

version A o f Aided Chonchohair.

X Olr original

tt Midir intermediary

Therefore, the evaluation o f  the evidence supports the relationship o f the 

manuscripts that has been suggested by Helen Imhoff (2012, 58).

The stemma aids the editor to form a basis on which to make weighed selections 

between the manuscript readings. On the basis o f the stemma, the following principles 

govern the selection o f readings available:

The reading in /  is established when the extant readings agree: a) in all four 

manuscripts; b) in any o f the three manuscripts; c) in one o f each o f  the two groups, 

provided the other two manuscripts disagree in their respective readings. The extant 

readings are disqualified if  they agree in shared trivial post-OIr innovations, since this 

could easily have occurred independently. However, if it can be shown that a reading in 

one manuscript constitutes the lectio difficilior against all other manuscripts, then this is 

restored. In the event that the two branches o f the stemma diverge but each provides a 

plausible reading, and none can be identified as the lectio difficilior, LL/C’s reading is 

chosen as this represents the more conservative branch in general.
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1.6.3 Version B and C

Although LFF was compiled before N, it is evident from several superior readings 

preserved in N that it is independent o f L F F , e.g. f-ciiad, N forchuaulh, LFF {for- 

ciiad [2a]); do ro -  N vs. dorinnidh, LFF (do-rosal [ 2 b ] ) . T h e  prose framework of N 

corresponds with certain passages in LFF. I provide a table below with the continuous 

manuscript transcriptions side by side to illustrate the corresponding passages. 

Corresponding passages are highlighted in bold.

For a more detailed discussion o f  the individual words, see the individual textual notes in version B. 

Helen Inihoff (2012, 61) lias pointed out the relationship between N and LFF and has suggested that due 

to the earlier readings in N, that it cannot be derived from LFl'".
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Version B: 23 N 10 Version C: LFF

[ 1 ] bai conc-  m -c nesai I'echtiis 

nan// atfet do altu.vs croch - cr-. 

altMS I —  is he do t/iat/ia ig- co 

cloeinclodaib sed o tibir m -c  

augaist ri roman do conc- m -c  

nesa. ar ba ciiMia b a t-  reachtarea 

rig roman i/in a i//is-sl«  f -  medon 

in ueth - 1  f -  i/fdsip fiiinid i 

twrcbalai co wiba co/;id-b isi/i m bit 

n a -  sgel no/rdirc f-cu//icad an/i.

|2 | b a  d—b diu la conc—

fo/tnin/ti/A' Si/J in c ru t f—cuad c ro c h -  

cr— a r  a t  fet do altMX ba  he c r -  do

[ 1 ] (B)ud/; mor la hulltu amuig/;

muri1//uini do luig/i u ir-  bocrach fili 

ocus draig/z do loig/mib// docuw na 

dala iar Xo\d\cht do a laig/jnib iar 

Ibg/duim filicA/a. fiabraid/n/.v C 0 /7 C u b -  

scela alban ocus Leadia Mog/za do 

[2] a t -  m or eim/; olse do ron«ad/; 

isi// bit/j to ir . .i. crochad rig/i neim//i 

7talm- la hiub/;daib/z 7 ise ro tirc/zansat 

faid//i 7 draid/zt/zi do ic 7 do teasraguin 

daini an domuin do pecad/z adai/zz/z do 

deachaid o na;//; neim/z ‘̂ coro et 

coluin/z omuiri oig I'ngln cen latha/V 

freasguil cor luig/z a crand c/'oit/zi la 

hiud/zaib do iccan cci/zeoil daen/za. 

®imon caisc do cuaid/z uain/z 7 al/ aacht 

isi/z treas lo iar na cesadh .i. roiniiis 

do/t alt{/>' iss e tigid conait/ieasguib/t 

7 cusedaib/i 7 co m ainib/i o tibir 

s/iesair aug/a iist rig/i ro/iian 7 o rig/i 

an dom /iui/i co co/icub— neasa do 

eam /iuin m acha ar ba cu»ia badar 

reac/ifuiread/ja rig/i an donnii/t isi/» 

naimsirsin fn  mead/io/t an beatha 7 a 

nin/tsib fuinig/i grei/ie 7 tnrgabala  

coma co/ndirbh isi/t bith uili nach 

sgel airArech fos c -ad /i an«

|3 | ba derb/i le co/ic^ub/iur  

fonin/{».v si/i an cruth forc/iuaid/i 

crochad c /ir -. do ba he cr—. 

dorin/iid/i neam /i 7 talum /i et is airt
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ros- neiii 7 ta lm - 7 is airi az-foit 

colain/i ar tatli creicc in ci//cda 

doenai ba c-tincc/i altw.v is«//e 

atfed cec iiiait \n c/ och - cr -  

co/icrcid conc-  do cr-

[3] 7 is \a r-  asiiib-t conc— 10

fevrtais' fir in hethu  acu/z/ang oc 

catling- fri hiudci crocsiti cr-  

nianu bet hi com fogus do cr- is 

de is n ib-t co/jcub- [the rose 

pocni is placcd here in the 

manuscript].

arro ct colanii omuiri oig/i ar 

taithcreich ccincoil daen/ia ba 

creidni/ieach do-altt/.v fcin isaire 

atfct ar sgela c r -  co //;aith con 

creid co/icub- a cr—

[4] no is a/7;l— so at cammachair 

he. buid/; co/;cub- i ndail 7 maithi fri 

neir- ui/7/e an la ro c/ ochad/? rcr- an 

{an do dec/mid/i teim/?eal f/isi/; 

ng/-ein 7 rosuig/? esga an dat/; fola ro 

fia/'faid/; co/;cub— im - do cat/zbaid/; 

duss cid ro /;/badar na duile do 

com/;altasa arse in fer ro geanair a 

naenaidc/;i f/ it anosa martar do

c/ oithi iair 7 do radad/; a croidhe 7is 

e si/; canuid a/zni si/; At/ aigi 

Co/;cub— suas la sog/;uin 7 gab - a 

gaisced/; fair 7 atb—t is e si/; eim/; 

olse mo co//;altasa 7 mo co//;ais 7 is e 

ro geanair anae/;oidc/;i f/ iu//; 7  ro gob 

lar— deargail ota si/; co roac/;t isi/; 

[airrg\ 7 co/'luig/; in/;ti co/;ruigi a 

fiacuil is ocin deargail \a r-  ro 

co/;cub- an laigsi ba ap/-ain/; na 

hid/;iul coha/'d \am  eguib/; rig/; rl

[5] Ocns as \ar si/i asb-t 

concwh- ro feasdais fir in bcat/ia 

mo frith hiug/iaid/ib/i tre c/*ochad/i 

cr— dia nibein/> aco/;/fogMA' do
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|4| IS i«rsi/i cotnoscrast- 

an i- bid oc techt hi roi cat/tai 

ar belaip cr- co sesceand asa 

ciAin aniiiciMn meisgcdra i  

t‘<7/iidebilt ind ar%\n is -  isb -  

dee iar- ise gei/itri«si/i docoid 

hi flaith n-ea fobit robad 

batais | |1 doescniai| | 7 rocreit 

I I do cr - Finit [ |

is \ar si/i attracht son 7 rosgob/j 

frisiii dearguii cur sccin/> in cin/i 

mcsgead/ira asa cin/i 7 coii earbailt 

coAicub- fo .c. oir connAh esin adb-t 

na ghsciAhW conaAh \\e co /icu b - c. 

geinittlig/ii docoid/i docu/;i ncim/ii 

aneir- fobith robo bait/tis do infui! 

doliiij |g/i ascin/i Et as an« sin rucad/; 

ai«im concoh- anifrin/; 

gucomtVaicead c r-  friad/za act[ Jbroide 

ahilVin/j co tuc c r -  leis anim co/;cabair 

[ ]mi. Finid.

1.6.4 Version D

Laud was compiled some 20 years before S and has a more conservative orthography. 

Given that version D is such a short passage it is difficult to ascertain S ’s status with 

regard to Laud. The only instance which might demonstrate S is not derived from Laud 

is found in [lb]. Laud omits the prepositional phrase /o/- Conchohar which is expected 

after the verb teilcidP^ Since it cannot be shown conclusively that S is dependent on 

Laud, both texts are printed alongside each other as a precaution.

See Chapter L4.4. and Cliapter 1.5.7 above.

See further the textual note on this sentence. The verb teilcid  is used with the preposition fo r  to express 

the person aimed at (see DIL s.v. do-leci, II (b)).
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1.7 Editorial approach

A major difficulty with producing a critical edition o f  J C  has been the question o f how 

to lay out the e d i t io n .S e v e ra l  traditions have survived in numerous witnesses. The fact 

that a certain copy of / I  C, constituting a certain version, can contain text which is also 

found in another version o f  A C  poses a difficulty. This is particularly the case with N 

(version B). N contains the rose poem which is also found in LL (version A), although 

not in the three other witnesses o f version A. Furthermore, LFF (version C) contains 

parallel sections o f the prose passage found in N (version B). Thus, the editor is presented 

with an organisational challenge as to how to present the edition without causing undue 

confusion or repetition o f the material.

Since there are separate extant versions o f the early Irish tale AC, it would not be 

feasable to reconstruct an archetype common to all traditions, let alone the uncorrupted 

Urlext}^''^ For instance, it would be illogical to impose the ending o f version B onto the 

ending o f LL/C in version A. It would also not make sense to conflate the conclusion 

found in the Edinburgh manuscripts with the text in LL/C, since linguistic dating shows 

this fomier passage was composed in the Middle Irish period. Ba aprainn is preserved in 

one manuscript o f version A (LL) and in the manuscript containing version B (N). Version 

C is compilatory in nature and has taken passages from different sources, most of which 

are now lost. However, it shares strong textual correspondences between some sections 

in version B (N), indicating that they are descended from a shared exemplar. Version D, 

surviving in two manuscripts, although antiquarian in nature, is descended from a now 

lost exemplar.

Thus, I have decided to provide a separate critical edition for each tradition. Where 

more than one witness is extant, I have adopted a ‘Laehmannian’ approach in

F or the m ost recent d iscussion on editorial approaches in early  Irish literature, see M cC one (2000, 41— 

2); M urray  2009, 5 1 -7 0 ; B reatnach (2009, 7 1 -3 ); U hlich (2009 , 5 1 -70 ). Jiirgen U hlich (2006, 228) has 

succinctly  noted: ‘T he objective o f  the critical ed ition  f . , .]  is to  reconstruct the orig inal tex t as far as 

poss ib le  on the basis o f  the availab le  ev idence’.

I apply  M artin W est’s reasoning here. W est (1973 , 70) explains it succinctly  w hen he w rites ‘f . . .]  in the 

case o f  a w ork that survives in m ore than one recension, the ed ito r m ust e ither g ive each recension 

separa te ly  o r chose one as a representative, l ie  m ust not conflate  them  into a hybrid version wiiich never 

ex isted  (though he m ay use one to correct copy ists’ errors in an o th e r) '.
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reconstructing the text.^" Tliis is preferable to choosing one witness as a codex optimiis, 

or ‘best manuscript’, since such an approach rules out the possibility o f  considering that 

a superior reading might be preserved in another related manuscript copy.^'^

The general format for each edition is outlined below:

Firstly, as mentioned above, Ba aprciinn is preserved in two separate manuscript 

traditions. It is found interpolated in prose narratives that were written some time later. 

Even though the extant copies o f  Ba aprainn can be shown to descend from a shared 

exemplar, the overwhelming linguistic evidence shows that it was composed in the late 

seventh century. Since the text may have been modernised by a subsequent redactor, 1 

have decided to produce a critical edition that restores the hypothetical original text. This 

specifically applies to phonological spellings, which require emendation, e.g. arc/rach, 

LL; ar/AT/ch, N: both readings show the development o f  -e- > -a- and neutral -g > -ch and 

1 restore artreg  accordingly. Furthermore, Middle Irish innovations are emended when 

adequately attested fornis from other early sources can substantiate such an emendation. 

In view o f  the rose  poem having been composed separately to version A and B, 1 proffer

This means tliat I iiave employed the techniques o f  recensio, examinatio  and ememkitio. The initial 

process o f  recensio  examines all the witnesses in order to determine the relationship amongst them. This 

allows for the identification o f  any witnesses derived entirely from others and establishes a family tree o f  

manuscripts (stemma codiciim\ see Chapter 1.6.2 above). Any witnesses which are copies o f  other extant 

manuscripts are eliminated. The process o f  examinatio  analyses the texts o f  the isolated witnesses to 

determine which, if any, the original is. If the original has not survived, it is reconstructed throught the 

process o f  emendatio. This process involves the careful evaluation o f  all variants in order to determine 

which reflects the genuine reading or whether corruption has occuired.

This specifically applies to version A, where it would be tempting to choose LL as the codex optimiis. 

Although I do not follow this approach, it must be stated here that in cases o f  doubtful readings or structure, 

LL is used as a guiding manuscript because it is the earliest extant witness. It is necessai"y to bear in mind, 

however, that manuscript witnesses dating several centuries later than the earliest can also contain authentic 

readings. Pasquali termed this recentiores, non Jeteriores (lit. Mater, not inferior’) (quotation cited in West 

(1973, 50). This bears on the procedure o f  eliminatio codicum descriptonim  and the necessity not to rule 

out any later manuscripts without careful evaluation (see Kenney 1974, 126-7. Housman (1905, xv) 

describes the approach o f  following the ‘best m anuscript’ perfectly in his preface to his edition o f  Juvenal. 

‘ a critic [...]  when he employs this method o f  trusting the best MS, em ploys it in the same spirit o f  gloomy 

resignation with which a man lies down on a stretcher when he has broken both his legs’.
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Ba aprainii as a stand-alone hypothetical reconstruction and present it before the editions 

o f version A and B in Chapter 4.^'^

Turning to version A, the linguistic register o f the initial parts o f the tale (i.e. [1]

-  [9]) is more conservative than the passages immediately preceding Ba apniinn  (i.e. [ 10]

-  [12]). The exemplar which all extant copies o f version A are descended from can be 

placed in the early M idir period, as evidenced by several shared Middle Irish forms. 

However, this was only an intermediary manuscript which descended from an OIr 

original, supported by the overall agreement o f forms typical o f the O lr period. Therefore, 

I aspire to reconstruct the hypothetical original text on the basis o f all surviving 

manuscripts. 1 replace shared MidIr forms with their O lr equivalents only when 

adequately attested forms at the same point in the language can support this. I'he 

concluding passages in LL/C have clearly been added by their exemplar, as is evident by 

the late language in comparison to the rest o f the text.^''* Therefore, these have not been 

included in the critical edition but are discussed in the textual notes. This is also the case 

with the conclusion found in the Edinburgh manuscripts which has been added by their 

exemplar, as is evident by its linguistic dating.

Version B is preserved in a single witness, i.e. N, with certain sections interpolated 

into the text o f version C, i.e. LFF. The text can be safely dated to the Olr period. 

Therefore, 1 provide a critical edition of this text, guided by the manuscript readings. 

Since the correlating passages in version C do on occasion contain superior readings, 

there is a need to reproduce the parallel readings from LFF along with those o f N. 

However, the corresponding N readings are not replicated in the textual notes o f LFF, in 

order to avoid repetition.^'*’ Ba aprainn, as discussed above, is provided as a separate 

critical edition.

Version C is complicated. Although found in a single manuscript, it is a 

compilation o f different material deliberately brought together. This is confinned by the

T h is is in contrast to  C orthals’ previous edition  w h ich  opts for the best m anuscript approach, largely  

fo llo w in g  the c o p y  in N  and on  o ccasion  substituting, or supp lem en tin g , readings from  the co p y  in LL.

T h ese  p a ssa g es are offered  by the redactor as a note  to the reader that other version s ex ist.

Chapter 2 .2 .2 . N ev erth e less , this end in g  is o f  interest as it relates a later version  o f  C onchobar’s death 

w h ich  is p o ss ib ly  based on an earlier version  w hich  is no longer extant and su g g ests  further d evelop m en t  

in the tale. W h ile  certain  them atic e lem en ts in tiie Edinburgh co n c lu sio n  are d iscu ssed  in so m e detail in 

C hapter 3, I intend to carry out a m ore exhaustive  study on this later recen sion  at a later date.

C ross-referen ces are provided in the ed ition  o f  version  C to the appropriate sec tio n s in version  B.
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textual correspondence with version B, m entioned above.^’  ̂ Furthemiore, the text in LFF 

consists o f  different strata o f  la n g u a g e .^ T h e  com pilation consists o f  various early M idlr 

material that was brought together in the late M idlr period, c. 1 1"' century. Therefore, I 

provide a critical edition o f  this M idlr text, guided by the manuscript readings. In the 

instance that a sentence is clearly that o f  the com piler, I leave the text as is. A s in the 

editions above, the reader w ill be able to com pare the reconstructed text with the 

conservative diplomatic transcriptions in the textual notes to check all editorial 

decisions.^'^ This w ill illustrate the different layers o f  the language, from Old to M iddle 

Irish.

Last but not least, 1 provide a critical edition o f  the prose passage referred to as 

version D. Although brief, it is datable to the M iddle Irish period.

1 fo llow  the paragraph numbering provided by M eyer in his editions. H owever, 

each sentence, or section, is preceded by a suprascript paragraph number and letter which  

correlates with its particular textual note, i.e [ la ] , [ lb]  etc.

See also Im hoff (2012, 59 and 67).

Ranke de Vries (2012, 194) makes a sim ilar observation about the com position o f Aided Echacli maic 

M aireda. Although the language is conservative in places, there are strands which are o f  a later date. She 

writes ‘If  H was indeed the com piler o f  the text, and was responsible for writing tlie prose sections, the 

difference in language in the prose sections may be due to the various sources he used’.

Karina Hollo produced a ‘critical’ edition o f  Fled Bricrenn ociis Loinges mac nDtiil Dermait, which she 

dates to the late O Ir period (Hollo 2005, 49). Found in one m anuscript only, Hollo (2005, 50) chooses not 

to apply the traditional approach o f  reconstructing the text to its original. Instead, she writes that she 

considers it ‘o f  more value to the scholar or student to have the text in front o f  her or him more or less as it 

stands in the manuscript, with its history, including features which may not have been present when the 

text was first written, intact’. Therefore, this is a sem i-diplomatic, rather than ‘critical’ edition. 

Nevertheless, it is only when one understands the text in its original form that one can understand the true 

nature o f  the subsequent changes which have occurred and been brought about/introduced by scribes in its 

transmission.
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1.7.1 Transcription policy

A conservative policy is adhered to in transcribing the copies from the manuscripts:^^*’

• Length marks are only given where they appear in the manuscript.

• No hyphenation is provided.

• Capitalisation and punctuation is given only as they appear in the manuscript. 

Word spacing is replicated as it appears in the manuscript. In the instance that a 

word is written across a line boundary, it is given as a whole word.^^'

• Rubricated letters are reproduced in bold.

• There are no silent expansions employed in the transcriptions. Unambiguous 

compendia such as suprascript n- and /?;-strokes are expanded in italics. Other 

common contractions and compendia such as for -tis, co{n), er, acht, ar, air and 

ur are also italicized in expansion. The !/e/-compendium is expanded as no. 

However, ambiguous suspension strokes are left unexpanded and are discussed in 

the notes when doubt arises. Suspension strokes are not provided above a letter as 

in the manuscripts, but to the left using the ‘n-dash’, rather than a normal hyphen, 

e.g. d o g s  {do grts), LL 123b.53

• The tironian symbol 7 ‘’eC is left unexpandcd when it stands for OIr ocus. In the 

instance where this sigluni is employed as an abbreviation, it is expanded as 

italicized el or eitP^

• Where a suprascript vowel is written, only the omitted consonant is italicized, e.g. 

t'"' = t/'e. Similary, where a suprascript consonant is found, the omitted vowel is 

italicized, e.g. t*̂ = t?/c.

• Letters written subscript in the manuscript are reproduced as such in the 

transcription, e.g. atbelmais.

Sucli an approach is preferable to providing a semi-diplomatic transcription because it provides as close 

as possible a representation o f how the text appears in the manuscript. Furthermore, it is not necessary to 

go beyond the conservative diplomatic approach in this instance bccause it is accompanied by an edited 

text. I his is in contrast for example to the approach taken by D. A. Binchy in his edition Corpus luris 

Hihcrnici where he provides expansions o f  the abbreviations in order to aid the reader in the absence o f  an 

edited text.

The transcriptions in the appendix follow the line numbers o f  the manuscript and, therefore, words 

written across the line boundary are replicated as such.

This is mainly used in the Edinburgh manuscripts. For a further discussion o f the scribal conventions 

employed in these copies, see Chapter 1,4.3,
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• The spiritus asper is expanded as italicized li. However, tlie piinctum delens is 

represented by a dot above the letter.

•  Punctuation and capital letters that appear in the manuscript are transcribed. 

Rubricated letters are represented in bold.

• Any palaeographical anomalies are discussed in the footnotes.

The following parentheses are used in the transcriptions provided in the critical

apparatus:^^^

[ ] Square brackets represent text that is lost through physical damage in the

manuscript and when the number o f letters cannot be estimated. The space between the 

square brackets indicates the approximate size o f the gap in the manuscript. [...] is used 

when the number o f letters missing can be estimated. The dots correspond to the amount 

o f letters missing.

< > Angle brackets are used to indicate lacunae introduced into the text during

transmission.

In version A, there is a particular passage which has been transposed by the 

Edinburgh exemplar, i.e. the Cenn mBerraide episode is located at the end o f the copies 

o f ^ C  preserved in Ei and In this instance, the transcription o f this passage in the 

manuscripts is provided correlating with the transcription from LL and C, i.e. [7].

I follow  Martin W est’s policy on the use o f  parentlieses in a critical edition (see W est 1973, 8 0 -1 ) . 

See Version A, [3b], [3c], [4a].

See also V ersion A [4d] where a line has been transposed in the Edinburgh exemplar.
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1.7.2 N orm alisation policy

The following general points on nonnalisation are applied to each edition:

• In the event that vowel length is not marked in a manuscript, the standard length 

mark has been added.

• The tironian symbol 7 'e t' is left unexpanded in the normalised text. It is written

in full only when it is seen in the manuscript written plene.

• Hyphenation is provided after preverbal particles, infixed pronouns, before

emphasizing and anaphoric pronouns.

• Punctuation and capitalisation are editorial.

• Lenition has been restored where it would have been expected. Tlie punctiim  

deleits is inserted above/and  ,v when a text is dated to the OIr period.

• The spelling o f proper names and placenames is normalised in the critical editions

and translations, e.g. Mesgegra is normalised to Mess Gegrai or gen. Meisse

Gegrai. Conchobar is used for the nom. sg., the gen. sg. is nomialised as 

Conchohuir and the dat. sg. is given as Conchohur.

However, it is necessary to adopt some different rules per edition because they are 

composed at different periods o f time. I adhere to the ensuing general guidelines for the 

following critical editions:

Iki aprainn

Since the rose poem is dated to the end o f the EOIr period (c. 700), the following 

guidelines are followed:

• Unstressed vowels in auslaut are restored to maintain unifomiity throughout the 

edited text.̂ *̂̂

•  Unstressed vowels in internal position are restored. This is because a (for earlier 

e) for instance could easily have been introduced by a later scribe. Cf. for instance, 

gen. sg. arlrac/i is restored to artreg.

• There is a fluctuation in the spelling o f  glides in both the Camhrai Homily and the 

Wb. prima niaitiis. I restore the /-glide silently to provide uniformity throughout 

the edited text, e.g. soirtliiiigfed, [3a]. Discussion o f such restoration is provided

It should be noted that the copies o f  Ba aprainn  are preserved in later manuscripts, rather than in sources 

contemporary with the date o f  com position, where unstressed vow els in final open position and internal 

position are treated as schwa.
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in the textual notes when deemed necessary. However, when the «-glide is absent, 

this is not restored, as it may reflect the earher spelling, e.g. crothfmn, [6b].^^^

• Double vowels to indicate a long vowel are left as they are found in the manuscript 

because they are sometimes found in the Camhrai Homily, to indicate a long 

v o w e l.H o w e v e r ,  it should be noted that the employment o f doubling to denote 

length occurs again in Midir sources (SmiG  ill, §2.8, due to the contraction o f 

hiatus). Thus isolated cases in LL and N tend to be ambiguous.

• Given that Ba apraitm  is datable to the end o f the EOIr period, 1 restore e and 6 

(for later ia and iid). This is because the diphthongization o f these long vowels 

occurred around the end o f the seventh century.^^^

• An orthographical trait seen in EOIr sources such as the Wb. glosses a prinui 

manii is the lack o f marking o f lenition on c and t, e.g. cetarcoti (Olr cetluirchoti); 

comlinol {comthinol) etc.^^^ However, for consistency, lenition is supplied to t and 

c when lacking.

• Given the likely early date o f the archetype, it is probable that lenition o f / 'o r  s 

was not marked by a piinctiim tielens. Therefore, w h e n /o r  s is lenited, it is left 

unmarked. In instances where len ited /has  been omitted, it is restored to the text, 

e.g. heofir, [lb] {heoir, N); m ufedo, [13a] {mitdia, LL; meda, N).

• The writing o f voiceless -th in auslaut, after an unstressed vowel, can reflect a 

conservative spelling. Final -th is restored when necessary, e.g. di chomhruth, 

[12a] {do c\\oimrid, LL; do comnit\v, N).^^'

See C O /§103.5.

This is also found in other early sources, such as in tiie Wb. prim a manus, e.g. soos, 20a8. M cCone adds 

that ‘the superscript generally employed to denote length in Old and Middle Irish from the main W urzburg 

glossator onwards seems to have been still an experimental device for his ‘prima m anus’ predecessor’ 

{RelChron. 28).

RelChron. 134.

For further discussion o f  this archaic orthographical system, see M cM anus (1986, 11).

There are no examples o f  the sound change o f  -th > -d  found in the Camhrai Homily. However, in the 

Wb. prim a mamis, we find one example with -d, against all others with -th, i.e. dilgid, 1 8 a ll. The 

implication is that this sound change occun ed at the end o f  the seventh century, and McCone (1981, 44, n. 

48) points out that the spelling o f  -th in the '^ h .  prim a manus ‘| . . .] is merely a conservative spelling which 

lags behind actual pronounciation. I f  so, the sound change itself may be rather earlier, but hardly prior to 

the Cambrai H om ily’.
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• Final neutral -g is restored at\er an unstressed vowel to -ch in auslaut (> -g). Cf. 

the example o f  artreg mentioned above.

Versions A/B

• Olr spelling is normalised throughout the restored text to the standards o f the ninth 

century.

• Unstressed vowels in auslaut arc restored to the Classical Old Irish standard to 

maintain uniformity throughout the edited text. Final -o is restored to version B 

(see linguistic section).

•  The aforementioned is also applied to the tme diphthongs, which are treated in 

line with modem editorial practice. Since the archetype is dated to the Classical 

Old Irish period, la and iki are used in the restored text (rather than the earlier 

unbroken monophthongs e and 6).

• Glide vowels are restored where necessary. However, in version B, the c/-glide is 

not restored when it is absent as this may point to an earlier spelling.^-’^

• In the manuscripts, nd is often written /;/; or n, e.g. fa n  iivutsa {fiia n-inJas-sa), 

LL 123b5I. Likewise, sometimes nd is written in the manuscript for the original 

sound Jill, e.g. inchind (iiicliinii), LL 123b44. Although the phonetic distinction 

between n/i and nd  is found diminishing already in the Ml. glosses,^^^ historical 

ud  and nn are supplied in the reconstructed text o f A and B to provide unifomiity.

• The long fonn iiina o f the definite article in the gen. sg. fem., nom. pi. fem. and 

neut., and acc. and gen. pi. o f all genders is restored.

• The preposition de is restored when the manuscripts show confusion of de with 

do.

• Since this edition aspires to reconstruct the hypothetical Olr original, Midlr 

innovations are normalised to standard Olr forms against the evidence o f the 

extant manuscripts.

See G O / §103.5.

Cf. GOI § 1 5 1(c) where Tliurneysen writes ‘In the Felire original nd  rhymes with double liquids 

(s imilar ly  Sg. 1 12 {Thes ii, 290, 5) ni i i in  : L o th l i i id ) ,  and in Mid.Ir. MSS. mi and nn have the same v a lue’.
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Version C

The text contains Early Modern orthography, which is normalised to that o f the Olr 

spelling system.

Version D

This is a very short text. 1 restore the Olr orthography and follow M eyer’s policy on 

capitals and punctuation.

1.7.3 Textual analysis

The layout o f the textual analysis has been largely influenced by Kim M cCone’s edition 

o f Echtrae Chonnlai. The first line, italicized, represents M eyer’s edition or Corthals’ in 

relation to Ba apniinn. This is accompanied by their translations. Below this, the 

manuscript readings are provided. These readings are followed by the restored text, 

printed in bold. Textual notes, discussing matters arising from variant readings and 

methods o f restoration, are provided.

1.7.4 Revised translation

Kuno Meyer published translations accompanying the prose narratives o f version A, B, 

C and D in The death-talesP^  However, 1 give a new revised translation o f the prose 

narratives. I follow Johan Corthals’ translation o f Ba aprainn published the most recent 

translation in his edition o f Ba aprainnP^ Any deviations in translation are discussed in 

the textual notes.

Cf. Maas 1958,22.

See Meyer 1906, 4 -17 . 

See Corthals 1989, 47.
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Chapter 2: The dating of AC

Introduction

This chapter presents the evidence, both external and internal, from the extant versions o f 

AC. It is divided into two subsections. The first subsection investigates all external 

evidence relevant to the tale o f AC. The second subsection proffers a linguistic analysis 

o f each version, which includes a brief description o f any phonological features as well 

as features o f the nominal and verbal systems. Each linguistic survey concludes with a 

discussion o f the linguistic evidence, including any previous conclusions offered by other 

scholars on the dating o f a particular version, followed by my own proposed dating o f 

each version. A final subsection contains a description o f the metrical features in Ba 

aprciinn. The aim o f this chapter is to provide analytical evidence that supports the date 

for the reconstructed text o f each version.

1 apply the following terms when referring to the periods o f the Irish language: 

Early Old Irish (EOIr), Classical Old Irish (OIr), Middle Irish (Midlr), Early Modern Irish 

(EModlr).^^^ Although the EOIr material which has survived is somewhat scarce, the 

Camhrai Homily is tentatively dated to sometime in the seventh century.^^* The other 

major source for EOIr is the Wb. prima mantis, which is conjecturally dated to c. 700.^^^ 

The chronological order o f the main Old Irish sources is understood in the following 

order, i.e. the WUrzburg, Milan and St. Gall glosses. '̂*** The language o f the Middle Irish

The EOIr period refers to tlie piiase o f  language approximately dated from the mid sixth centuiy to c. 

AD 700 (see SnaG  II, § 1.2, § 1.6; G O l § 10), i.e. post-syncope. The Classical O Ir period can be divided into 

an earlier half, i.e. c. 700 - c. 800, and a later half, i.e. c. 800 - c. 900. The M idlr period is a transitional 

period in the language which takes place after the Old Irish period to the end o f the twelfth century. The 

EM odIr period covers the language from the later twelfth centuiy to the middle o f  the seventeenth century. 

See SnaG  111, §1.1 for an overview o f  the previously posited dates.

See Tlies ii, xxvi: ‘The Irish is very archaic, and dates from the second half o f  the seventh or the 

beginning o f  the eighth century’. Padraig O Neill (1981, 147) is the most recent scholar to add to our 

understanding o f Camhrai H om ily's dating. He notes that ‘internal evidence, in the form o f  the passages 

borrowed from G regory’s Homilia  gives at least a terminus post qiiem  o f  c. AD 600’.

C f  e.g. Thurneysen (1901a, 47-8); Thes i, xviii, xxiii-xxv; Pokorny (1915, 36); 6  Neill (2002, 230 and 

232).

The language o f  the main Wb. glosses is thought to be later tiian the glosses a prim a manit but predates 

the Felire Oengusso  and the Milan glos.ses {Thes i, xxv). The language o f  the Milan glosses has been placed 

between 800 A.D. and c. 850 A.D; cf. Thes i, xviii. It has been difficult to pinpoint an exact date, however,
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period reflects a period o f transition, while the language o f the eighth and ninth centuries 

was also in a state o f flux. Evidence from the glosses shows that although written in an 

artificial literary standard, the colloquial forms o f the spoken language are already 

encroaching on the written language at an early stage.^'*'

2.1 External evidence

This section examines the evidence o f references to A C  in Early Irish literature, which 

can provide us with a terminus ante qiiem for the tale, or even the individual versions.

The earliest o f the manuscripts that contain version A is LL. The manuscript itself 

was compiled over an extended period, beginning between 1148 and 1151 and ending 

between 1201 and 1224. '̂*  ̂The copy o f was penned by hand U who worked c. 1148.^''^ 

However, it is clear from the language in the text that this version is much older than the 

twelfth century. A reference is made to Altus informing Conchobar o f  Christ’s crucifixion 

in the Middle Irish tale Senchas na Relec, a copy o f  which is preserved in the early 

twell'th-century manuscript Lehor na hUidre'}'^^

C onid  eseom  in ti es ro creti i nE rind ria  tiachtain Patraxc. C onchohor mac N essa  

diaro  innis Altus do cescid  CVist. MorancP*^ mac C orpri C ind C haitt indarna fe r .

Corm ac in tres, L U 4 0 4 8 -5 1 .

‘And he was the third person who iiad believed, in Erin, before the arrival o f  St.

Patrick. Conchobar Mac N essa, to whom Altus had told concerning the crucifixion o f  

Christ w as the first', Morann, the son o f  Cairbre Cinncait was the second person; and 

Cormac was the third.’ O ’Donovan 1845, 99.

Thus, we are provided with a terminus ante quern o f the early twelfth century for 

the character Altus as a conveyor o f the news and as will be seen in the linguistic section 

below, the language o f the prose frame o f version B in which Altus appears reflects an 

Old Irish date o f composition.

since ‘[ .. .]  it is not alw ays possible to distinguish what belonged to the original g losses from what is due 

to the copyist’, Thes. i, xviii. For a sui-vey o f  the language in these g losses, see Strachan (1903a). The St. 

Gall g losses appear in a manuscript that is dated to October 850 and August 85 i (see 6  N eill (2000 , 17 8 -  

180).

See M cC one 1985.

See Chapter 1.4.1; Best et al. 1954, x v i-xv ii.

-'‘3 Duncan 2 0 1 2 ,5 6 , 59.

For a further discussion o f  the mention o f  Altus in Senchas na R elec, see Chapter 3.8.

M adds the g loss m ac main.
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Vita Sancti Alhei, preserved in the Codex Sahuanticensis (S), preserves a passage in which 

Conchobar is converted and Mess Gegrai’s brain-ball springs from his head, resulting in 

Conchobar’s d e a t h . A c c o r d i n g  to Heist (1965, xxvi and xli), this vita does not belong 

to a consecutive group o f  saints’ lives in S, which are referred to as the O ’Donohue 

g r o u p . H o w e v e r ,  Richard Sharjie argues that the vita does form part o f  the group, on 

the grounds that it is part o f  the same quire o f  the collection. '̂*** Moreover, he argues on 

the basis o f  orthographical evidence that these lives were aiTanged together in an 

exemplar between 750 and 850. '̂*  ̂ However, there has been some debate as to the merit 

o f  the date suggested by Richard Sharpe for the compilation o f  the O ’Donohue group. 

.John Carey argues that the exemplar is more likely a Middle Irish compilation while 

Caoimhin Breatnach illustrates the weaknesses o f  Sharpe’s argument concerning 

orthographical features and suggests internal evidence will provide a more accurate 

means oi'dating them.^^*’ Francis .1. Byrne suggests that the vita may have been composed 

on the occasion o f  the proclamation o f  the Law o f  Ailbe over Munster in 784 (A l)’.̂ '̂ 

Maire I lerbert believes that the vita was composed at the monastery o f  Emiy during the 

reign o f  Cathal mac Finguini as king o f  Munster, between the years AD 721 and AD

See also  llie d iscussion  in C hap ter 1.4.5; H eist 1965, 118-9 .

111 fact, H eist suggests that the O 'D onohue  group  begins w ith the Life o f  Lugaid, o r M olua (see H eist 

1960, 5 2 -6 3 ) . A  scribal note in the form  o f  a m em orandum , concern ing  the loan o f  m aterial from  D erm ot 

O 'D o n o h u e , is found at the end o f  the Life o f  Lugaid, and it is this note that causes H eist to suggest that 

Ihe O ’D onohue group  begins w ith this Life, rather than the L ife o f  A lbei, w hich precedes it. M oreover, 

H eist (1965 , xli) suggests tliat the Life o f  A ilbe form s part o f  a separate  group, w ith the vita  sharing sim ilar 

geographical locations as the L ife o f  Fintan preceding it.

See Sharpe 1 9 9 1 ,2 9 7 -8 .

Sharpe 1991, 329; Sharpe 1989, 391. H e argues that this co llection  o f  L ives preserved in S w as copied  

from  an O ld Irish exem plar, possib ly  w ritten  about A D  800, basing  it on the spellings o f  nam es.

-so See C arey  1993, 2 6 0 -2 ; B reatnach 2005, 101.

See B yrne 1980, 119. Sharpe (1989, 394) acknow ledges B yrne’s suggestion  and concludes ‘the 

appearance  in [the vita] o f  Palladius and V ictor, nam es taken  from  Patrician stories, show s that it w as 

w ritten  in response to the already developed legend o f  St. Patrick. T his m ust suggest that it could hardly be 

earl[ier] than / iD  700, so that the date is secured in the eighth cen tu ry ’. H ow ever, this suggestion  is tentative 

and som ew hat circular. W ithout an exhaustive study and critical ed ition  o f  the vita, it is d ifficu lt to date the 

archetype solely  based on narrative characters and orthographical features.
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742.^^^ Herbert (1999, 182) agrees with Sharpe’s suggestion that the earliest version of 

the vita is best preserved in S. hnhoff (2012, 50) agrees with the dates suggested by 

Sharpe, Byrne and Herbert, suggesting that a story o f Conchobar’s conversion and death 

was current at the time o f the Life’s c o m p o s itio n .Im h o ff  further argues that the passage 

pertaining to Conchobar fits the context and political purpose o f the vita and that the 

passage provides the source for the Altus storyline o f version While recognising the 

previous arguments concerning the date o f the vita, it is clear that a critical edition o f the 

vita remains a desideratum  in order to establish exactly whether the Conchobar passage 

was in the original or whether it could be later interpolation in the vita, as suggested by 

Plummer,^^^ or a translation of the prose text o f version B. Thus, one can only tentatively 

posit a terminus ante qitem o f the later eighth century for the existence o f a story o f AC  

based on this evidence.

There exist references in Early Irish poetry to AC  from the ninth century onwards. 

Thumeysen (1921, 534) observes that a poem attributed to Flannacan mac Cellaig ( |896), 

Innid seel seailter n-airieh, states that Conchobar was struck by Mess Gegrai’s brain 

A iged  in laich, cen dimhaich,

Conchohan, cad la  a chongaih; 

scoltais, ha g iu m radferrda , 

inchind M es G edra glonnaich

‘The death-tale o f  the hero Conchobar -  without gr ie f — dehglttfui iiis company; the 

brain o f  valiant M es Gedra shattered [his skull] -  a manly deed .’ M ulchrone 1949, 83.

See Herbert 1999. Herbert bases this opinion on her own research she has carried out on the text, the 

preliniary results o f  which she presented at the Harvard Celtic C olloquium  in 1994 (see Herbert 1999, 182, 

n. 1). See also Im hoff 2012, 74.

Im hoff also refers to Dr. Bridgette Schaffer who agreed with the date suggested by Richard Shaipe. 

However, I have not had the opportunity to consult her unpublished thesis (Im hoff 2012, 50; Schaffer, 

2006).

-5'' Im hoff 2012, 7 5 -6 .

Plummer 1910, xxix, n.4.

The poem is one o f  three attributed to Flannacan mac Cellaig. Innid see l sca iller  n-airich  was edited  

with an introduction by Kathleen Mulchrone, and the reference to Conchobar is in the sixth stanza (see  

Mulchrone 1949). The poet’s death is mentioned in the Annals o f  Ulster: F lannacan m. Cen/Zaig, ri Breagh, 

a N ordm annis /(/gw/atus est, ‘Flannacan son o f  C ellach, king o f  Brega, was killed by N orsem en’, 896.
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There are also references made to Coiichobar’s death in two poem s attributed to Cinaed 

ua hArtacain (t9 7 5 ). The poem A chlocli thall is in praise o f  M ess G egrai's brain and 

refers to the brain-ball as the weapon used to kill Conchobar, e.g.^^  ̂

ropsa m ind i Iressaib to ir  

dia m ba i c ind m aic N essa nair

‘thou wast a diadem in battles o f  pursuit w hile thou wast in the head o f  the noble son 

o f  N essa ’, Meyer 1906, 18/19,

and also:

do gled fr it chomthach ha gand  

CO torchar and assa chinn,

‘thy struggle against thy comrade was rare, until thou fellest there out o f  his head’,

M eyer 1906, 20/21,

In the poem  Fiam ia hdlar i nEmain, also attributed to Cinaed ua hArtacain, it is 

stated that Conchobar fell at Lettir Lamraige but it is not said how he died:^^*

Alhath macc N essa in ri 

f o r  toeb Lctrach Lamraigi, 

d o s-ce l Slea S liab co rath 

ocus F ach[t]na macc Sencalli

‘(Conchobar) mac N essa the king who died on the side o f  Letir Lamraige. Mount Slea 

graciously hides him and Fachtna son o f  Sencha,’ Stokes 1902, 3 0 4 -5 , §4,

Lastly, there is also a p iece o f  poetry found in E2 and RIA D iv 2, which is 

attributed to Flann Mainistrech ( t l0 5 6 ) ;

Concobiir, cloithech a celg. m ac noil[h]ech niahdherg,

a irdrjgh  Ulad, rodlecht de, dia ro{s]lecht lerg  Lamraidhe.

fna lechi, nJ laim thi liacc, fu a ir  Irl traighthi sechlm ogal.

‘Conchobar, famous was his guile, N ess’ celebrated son o f  ruddy beauty, high-king 

o f  Ulster -  he deserved i t - b y  whom the slope o f  Lamraige was cut down. In his grave 

,,, he found seventy-three feet’, Meyer 1906, 18/19,-^’

This is found independently in the Book o f  Leinster, p, 150a25-47 and incoiporated into the prose 

passage (i.e, version D) preserved in RIA D iv 2, See a more detailed description o f  this in Chapter 1.4.4 

and Chapter 3.9,

See Stokes 1902, 303. For a detailed argument that this poem was written by Cinaed ua hArtacain, see 

Murphy 1952. This quatrain is also discussed in more detail in relation to the placename Lellir Lam raigi in 

Chapter 3.6.

See the textual note in version A [6g] for the analysis o f  this verse and the reading from V.2-
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In conclusion, if  the attributions are taken seriously, then it suggests that 

Conchobar’s death-tale was known by the ninth century at the time o f  Flannacan mac 

Cellaig, with further references made to the tale in the tenth and eleventh century.

2.2 In te rn a l  linguistic evidence 

2.2.1 Ba aprainn

The following archaic features in Ba aprainn  point to it having been composed in the 

Early Old Irish period:^^^

i. The preservation o f  6 (later > iia, cf. GOI §60): {sliiag, N) [2b]; -roosat 

(roosat, N; omitted, LL) [8c]; coirt (coirt, N; cniaid, LL) [10b], The intermediary 

spelling (HI is found in the following examples: chnkidchurad {croud churad, N; 

chniadchitrad, LL) [lb]; oasal (hoasal, N; nasal, LL) [12b]; cloais {clous, N; 

cluas, LL) [12b], However, Corthals (1989, 44) cautiously observes that ckt may 

not necessarily be an older spelling than

ii. The preservation o f  e (later > ia)\ Dee {dee, N; diu, LL) [6a]; m ed {med, N; miad, 

LL) [9a]; mu fedo {meda, N; nnidia, LL) [13a], Note the intermediary fomi eu in 

nDea (nca, N; omitted, LL) [8b]. This spelling occurs as early as the Cambrai 

Homily, e.g. D ea, ‘God’, Thes ii, 246.6. ( c f  GOI §53(a) n.).̂ **̂

iii. The preservation o f  final -di in unstressed position (later > -d, GOI §130c): 

crochath {crochat, N; crochad, LL) [4a]; chomhrnth {comrut\\, N; c\\oim rid, LL) 

[12a].

Individual archaic forms, and attestions, are discussed in the textual notes. See also Corthals (1989, 5 8 -  

9) for a discussion o f  the linguistic features in this text.

It should be noted, however, that there was a tendency for 6 to be retained before gutturals until later in 

the language (i.e. the Ml. and Sg. glosses). See G OI §60.

Corthals provides examples from texts presei-ved in N, including texts which were not com posed in the 

Early Old Irish period, but in the M iddle Irish period onwards. Therefore, it cannot be ruled out entirely 

that perhaps the use o f  6a in the manuscript reflects a scribal tendency. Thus, an exhaustive study is required 

o f  all such scribal features in the entire manuscript to determine whether it is an early feature or ju st a 

tendency o f  Aodh. However, this lies beyond the scope o f  the present thesis. For sim ilar discussion o f  6a 

and ua, see McCone 2000, 36.

In Ba aprainn, Dea refers to God rather than the later meaning o f  ‘idol, false god’. For a  further 

discussion o f  this form and meaning, see the textual note on [8b].
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iv. The preservation o f final unstressed neutral -g (later > cli): artreg {artrag, N;

axdrach, LL) [10a], Cf. GOI §130.1, rigleg, Wb. 23b8 (a prinui niamr, Olr 

n’glhech).

V. The use of the rarer and earlier unstressed e  instead o f the more common i (cf.

GO/ §102.5), [.Q.fochel (fachel, N ;fochil, LL) [ lib ] , 

vi. The older etymologically correct spelling o f nior is preserved in the text: mar,

{war, N; mar, LL) [2 a ] ,H o w e v e r ,  this cannot be used as a dating criterion since 

mar appears also in Ml. 40b9.

Furthennore, Ba aprainn contains linguistic features that do not contradict an 

EOlr date o f composition. For instance, the correct use o f infixed pronouns is seen in the 

text:

• class A: ron-orl [9a]; roti-crdidi [9b],

• class B: atiim - ... —cichtis [lb]; atum-chichlhe [5a]; chuton-ocbaimmis 

{chotochaimmis, LL; chiitooccaihmis, N) [9b]; remit-teised {remileised, LL; 

omitted, N) [12a].2^’̂

• class nad roichem  [8a]; din - ... -rochuinem  [8b]

Similarly, in the verbal system:

• Use o f reduplicated future and conditional: atum - ... -cichtis  [lb]; con-cichHs, 

[2a]; -airreriiin [Ah\,foa mbehainn [6b].

• Use o f the ^-preterite: ron-ort [9a].

• Use o f the vocalic ending in the 3sg. perf o f the W2a tyjie verb crdklid'. ron- 

craidi}^^'^

• Use o f the suppletive future stem rega- in regaiun [1 la].̂ *̂ **

Cf. Gaul, -maro.'s, W. mawr, see RelChron. 59—60.

See further discussion o f  this form and the infixed pronoun in the textual note on [12a].

See the individual discussions on these forms in the relevant textual notes.

The 3sg. conj. ,v-pret. ending -i o f  W2a verbs was replaced by -O  at an early stage, with the latter 

predominating in the Ml. glosses (E IV  57). It should be noted that there is evidence to suggest that there 

was a tendency in the early M iddle Irish period for this vocalic ending to spread to other weak verbs o f  a 

different stem (see SuaG  111, §12.32). However, given the overall preponderance for the language o f  the 

poem pointing to the Early Old Irish period, I take the vocalic ending in -crdidi as an archaism.

In the early Middle Irish period, re- changed to rci-, e.g. no ragdais ‘they would go’, SR  4724 {SnaG  III, 

§3.12).
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• Use o f the early and original formation //7,.v-/a without suppletion o f the verbal 

stem with -ben in the present indicative.^^^

Nasalization is marked after the acc. sg.: cii Artig n-anuic [la]; la Dee nd'dgadag 

[6a]; nad nDea nderagam [8a]; ar dome ndichmairc [ 1 Ob]; fochel n-eco [1 lb],

Corthals observes the use o f the relative with adverbial function in nad roichem 

[8a], and n a d ... roachtmar [9a], In addition to these, I also note the following examples: 

nad n-arnac [la]; con- ... —genainn [3a]; n a d ... roacht [13a], However, these relative 

constructions continue in use in poetry into the late Old Irish period.^^®

Innovations

There is some evidence to suggest that the archetype underwent modernisation during its 

transmission. The preposition la replaces the attested Old Irish use oicon-gni + fr i  ‘assists 

w ith’ in [3a].^^' The manuscripts both read moo (mo) rather than the perhaps earlier form 

*mdu in [4b]. Other changes such as the change o f EOlr unstressed and stressed

II > o^^  ̂ could have happened during transmission.

Summary

In conclusion, the above discussion o f the orthographical, phonological, and linguistic 

features, best preserved in N, support Corthals’ previous assertion that the poem was 

composed c. 700.^ '̂* However, there is also linguistic evidence that may suggest the 

original was modernised in a later exemplar, which LL and N subsequently copied from.

See the textual note on [13b].

-™ Corthals 1989, 58; Breatnach 1981, 55-6.

See further the more detailed discussion o f con-gni + la against earlier con-gni + f r i  in the textual note 

on [3a].

i.e. artreg  [12b]; an/rath, LL; ar/;ach, N. 

i.e. cntich [10b] (cro/th, LL; cra/ch, N).

See Corthals 1989, 59; Corthals 1996, 22.
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2.2.2 Version A 

The nominal system

The definite article

Both Old Irish and innovatory Ibnns o f the definite article are found in version A. The 

use o f na (for OIr inna) is seen throughout the text for the fern. gen. sg. + nom. pi. and 

the fern. acc. + gen. pi o f all genders, e.g. [Id], [4a], [6a], [7a].^^^ There are no examples 

o f masc. nom. pi. nouns with a preceding article in the text. The loss o f the old dat. pi. - 

{a)ih ending is seen in all the manuscripts, i.e. dona mnaih {domiih ninaih) [5m].^^^ LL 

generally preserves final -nd in the prep. + article before lenited /, /,' r, n and any vowel, 

e.g. dond lett\\ {dind leith) [5c],

in relation to the neuter article, most o f the examples are ambiguous, due to the 

orthography. For instance, the nom. sg. neuter article might be preserved preceding neut. 

inchiun in [le], where LL and C have aninchind for a n-inchinn, ‘the brain’. LL is 

generally conservative in the treatment o f proclitic / and a. Therefore, it seems less likely 

that an is a later spelling for the fem. art. in in this manuscript. The acc. sg. neuter article 

is perhaps preserved in LL’s anisin ‘that’ {inisin, C; in isin, Ei; inni sin, E2), but it could 

also reflect a petrified p h r a s e . L L / C  also has the contracted fomi o f/o  + neut. acc. sg. 

art., i.e. fo a  > fo  preceding original neuter indas ‘manner’ in [2].

The article is used with anaphoric function in in Cet, ‘(this) Cet’ [3e] and in Cheit, 

‘(of this) Cet’[51], This suggests a date o f composition in the late half o f the O lr period.

Sucli short forms are ah eady attested in the OIr glosses, and according to McCone (1985, 89-90), this 

dem onstrates that na was already present in the spoken language, witli the longer inna preserved due to 

‘orthographic conservatism ’. The shortened form na is the common form in M idir (of. SnaG  III, 7.6). 

However, the old form inna is still attested e.g. inna n-ingen nEhraide, SR  5908.

This change has already begun in Old Irish with examples found in the Milan glosses (c f  GO! §467; 

McCone 1985, 90). M cCone has suggested that such innovations appearing in the Milan glosses shows that 

such forms had already taken hold in the colloquial register (1985, 90). However, in Middle Irish, forms 

without -(a)ih are common occuirences. See SnaG  III, 7.5 for examples.

SnaG  111, §7.7. See also the description o f  the orthography in LL, in Chapter 1.5.1.

The last attested example o f  the neut. art. a is in the A U  entry for 911 (O Maille 1910, 123). Another 

neut. noun doesn’t show up until 991, at which point the art. is in (O Maille 1910, 123). See also SnaG  III, 

§§7.2, 7.3.

For a more detailed discussion, see the textual note on [3e].
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The Noun

Gender: Although in many instances it is difficult to detemiine the gender o f  an 

original neuter in the text, there are two clear examples where the manuscripts treat an 

original neuter as a masculine, supported by the preceding article, i.e. forsin fo ra d  (OIr 

forsa  foratl) [3a], and in Im (Olr a Un) [9b]. Also, the Old Irish neuter cerui ‘head’ is 

treated as a masculine by all the manuscripts in the personal name Cenn Berraide, e.g. 

cend h-raide, LL (OIr Cenn mBerraide) [7e]. However, as mentioned above cenn is 

treated as a neuter in isa cenn [6d].

Case and stem foiTnation: The historical dative singular spelling is not found in 

the witnesses, i.e. do inchinn, LL (Olr di inchiiinn) [4a]. However, //-infection is 

preserved in some instances, e.g. a oemir, LL [5m]; / ngalur, LL [9b].̂ *̂ *̂

The nouns maintain case and stem formation confonning to Olr usage. There is 

no evidence o f  the dat. pi. ending -(a)ih  replacing the acc. pi. after a prep, governing the 

acc.

The nominative case is always used following a passive verbal form, e.g. talltcir 

in chloch, ‘the stone is taken out’, f9c].

The original o-stem dead  ‘last’ is treated as an a-stem in [5b], i.e. inna diuid  ‘after 

him’, which is attested already in Wb. 13d9. The /o-stem by-fonn lethe  ‘side’ in [3b] 

replaces the acc. sg. i'-stem leth due to the scribal reinterpretation o f  a leth iarnabarach, 

‘their direction the next day’ *̂̂'

The short dat. sg. form Ere ‘Ireland’ is preserved in C [3e].̂ **̂  According to O 

Maille (1910, 148) the short form is last noted in the Annals o f  Ulster in 907 and he 

observes that the short dat. gives way to the long form Erinn early in the tenth century. 

However, as Damian McManus has pointed out to me, the short dat. sg. continues in use 

throughout the Middle Irish period, e.g. [...] 7 cr/ch Temair olcena dojil i n-Eire, ‘[...] and 

every other Temair which exists in Ireland’, Stokes (1894, 444-5).

A diagnostic feature suggestive o f  an Old Irish date o f  composition is seen in the 

nom sg. m escae ‘drunkeness’ [lb ], and the gen. sg. delhae ‘[of'| body’ [5f], where the 

intervocalic consonantal groups -sc- and -lb- resist the analogical spread o f  palatalisation.

Galar retains the u-epenthesis o f the dat. sg. form, which later is replaced by nom ./ acc.sg. form galar, 

under the influence o f  other o-stems who resist u-epenthesis ( c f  GOI §278).

For a further discussion o f  this scribal innovation, see the textual note on [3b].

See 6  M aille 1910, 148
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The noun Iud(a)ei, referring to pi. ‘Jews’, in la lucku  [1 lb] is generally confined 

to Old Irish glosses and is later replaced by ludaide.

Nasalisation is preserved after an acc. sg., e.g. Loegciire mBiiaciach [ 1 c]; lain mho, 

‘a cattle raid’ [5a]̂ **̂ ; rige nUlad, ‘kingship o f Ulster’ [7d].

The Adjective

The use o f the superlative ending -am in ansam ‘easier’ [3e], found in LL, C and Ei, rather 

than being replaced by the the comparative ending -(/)», may suggest an Old Irish date o f 

composition.^*'*

There are five examples o f the attributive adjective in the text,^*^ but none are 

found in a context which would require a dat. pi. There is one example o f nasalization o f 

an attributive adjective following an acc. sg. noun, i.e. echt n-amrae, ‘a famous warrior’ 

[4fJ.

The adverbial construction co ainfela, ‘tumultuously’ in 110c] uses co + the neut. 

acc. sg. rather than the art. + the dat. sg. o f the adj.̂ *̂  ̂However, this formation is already 

attested in the Wb. and Ml. glosses and does not necessarily suggest a later date o f 

composition.

Numerals

In [3b], we find da fo rt// in E2 ’s daoinmhid, a modernisation for expected fem. nom. sg. 

numeral, i.e. di oimnhit. This reflects the Middle Irish generalisation o f the mase. 

nom./acc. sg. form {SnaG III, §8.3). However, since this reading is only found in E2 , due 

to a lacuna in LL/C, and a con'uption in Ei, it is difficult to posit whether this was in the 

original or probably a scribal innovation in E2 .

It should be noted that this nasalisation is not seen in tlie Edinburgh w itnesses.

G O I  §366.3; the comparative forms are already more numerous than the superlative in the Felire  (Stokes 

1905, xxx). By the tenth century, the comparative has taken over from the historical superlative form, which  

becom es obsolete (cf. Breatnach, R. A ., 1990, 1).

I.e. in im arbdga niora, ‘great boastings’ [Ic]; Ualhroiti cruaide, ‘hard balls' [ l f |;  in caingin m oir, ‘the 

great fuss’ f3bj; crilh  mar, ‘a great trem bling’ [ l i e ] ;  gnim  mar, ‘terrible deed’ [I Ig].

G O /§379.

E.g. com m aith, ‘w ell’, Wb. 7b15; com m or, ‘greatly’ Ml. 38c 12; see also for further discussion, M cCone 

(1 9 8 5 ,9 0 ) .
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Pronouns

There are no instances o f the independent object pronoun in the text. The following 

infixed pronouns are used to express the object:

Class A: Isg. nom-hera [7d]; 3sg. masc. do-narraid [5b]; not-her-sa [7e]; no-mbeir [7f], 

Class C; 3sg. conid-tarlue [6c]; conid riicsat [6e].

There are two instances o f the Class C infixed pronoun conforming to OIr usage. 

There are no instances where a Class A is used for a Class C or the other way around. The 

3sg. o f heirid in [7f], i.e. no-mbeir, uses an infixed pronoun rather than a suffixed 

pronoun.^** This might place the text at the end o f the Old Irish period.

The post-palatal fonn -sem o f the emphasizing pronoun is used throughout the 

text, e.g. do-lhdd-sem  [5a]; co torchair-sem  [6d]. The form -som was used after a final 

palatal consonant in the preceding word only in the Wb. glosses. Thus, -sem may suggest 

a date o f composition after the Wb. glosses. '̂^**

The manuscripts contain the later generalised forms o f the 3sg. masc. pronominals 

fein , [5e] andfadein, [7e]. The fo m  fe in , originally for 1 sg. and 2sg., becomes widespread 

in all persons, genders and numbers, surviving into Modem I r i s h . H o w e v e r ,  there are 

two attestations oi'fein found in the glosses, i.e. Wb. 7b 1 and Ml. 84a2. Thus, the fonn in 

the text could well be original. The fadein  occurs due to the spread o f the Isg. and 

2sg. fadein  to the 3sg., replacing QarWer fadeisin. However, since 1 have not encountered 

any instances o f fadein  in the glosses, I suggest that this is an innovatory fonn in the 

witnesses.^^^

Prepositions

The prepositions largely conform to Old Irish usage with the distinction between 

accusative and dative case maintained after the prepositions. The prepositions //•/ and fo r

See G O I  §429.

For a survey o f  the use o f  the suffixed pronoun vs. the infixed pronoun in Old Irish material, see  

Breatnach (1971 , 102-3).

See further discussion in the textual note on [5a] and [6d]. The use o f  post-palatal -sem  becom es frequent 

in the St. Gall g losses, but it should be noted that it is already confirmed by rhyme in the Epilogue to the 

Felire, i.e. cUa thdinsem {.d ilsed), Fel. Ep. 524.

See DIL s.v . fa d e in , 4 .6 6 -7 4 .

See also the textual note on [7e].
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are generally preserved, rather than replaced by their M iddle Irish forms ri, re  and

The conjugated 3sg. m asc. prep. ciic{a)i is preserved in C and E2 in [6e] against 

the later ciiici in analogy with the 3sg. fem.^^''

The confusion o f  /̂/ and do  in proclisis is frequent throughout the text, a 

phenom enon which occurs already at an early stage in the Old Irish p e r i o d . D i is found 

on occasion  but g iven  that it is usually found in a w itness o f  the Early M odem  Irish period, 

it is just as likely to be a pseudo-archaism  as a copied archaism.

An innovatory dental elem ent -th- and dat. pi. ending is seen in the conjugated  

acc. 3pl. form o f  c/r, i.e. airl/iib , LL/C [If] (for expected OIr acc. 3pl. airriu)}'^^ E2 has 

fair, which is a hypercorrect form.^^*

Conjunctions

The conjunction cein  ‘as long a s’ is follow ed  by a nasalizing relative clause in OIr {DIL 

s.v. d a n .  III, 19-20; G O l §892). H owever, in [I la], the nasalization is not found in any 

w itnesses, i.e. cein roho heo, ‘as long as he lived ’.

The temporal conjunction in tan is seen without the nasalizing rel. marker in [Ig]  

and [4aj, which w as not obligatory in Old Irish.

The verbal system^*’'

Present Indicative

Act. 3sg. clo-cuirethar [ I c]; ro-clu inedar  [4b]; ro-fitir  [4d]; etlu iid  [4c]; h eirid  [4c];

n a-indletliar {nosindlethar, LL; nos indleaslair, C; illeg., Ei; rosinnlist—,

See M cCone 1988, 88; 5«aG  III, §§ 13.13, 13.14.

Cf. chucai. Ml. 46c 1; chiicae, Sg. 191a2. Note that the.se are lenited conjugated forms, thus showing that 

this is already seen in the Old Irish glosses (see M cCone 1985, 88).

-’5 See DIL  s.v. de, 129, 38-65 , 130, 1-2.

See for instance the example in [3f].

According to O ’Rahilly (1930, 165), the spread o f  the dental forms in the 3sg. and 3pl. was in analogy 

with the 3sg. fern, forms inte, intiu. For a more detailed discussion o f  this form and the restoration to the 

acc. pi. a in iii, in the textual note on [ l f |.  Sec also SnaG  111, §13.4.

See further the textual note on [If],

See further discussion in the textual note on [1 IcJ.

C O /§505.

I provide the variant readings in parenthesis wherever they differ drastically from the normalised text.
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E2) [6b]; da~leici (nos tedc, LL; nosteilg, C; teilgi-, Ei; rotelgiist-, E2 ) 

[6c]; maidid [7a], [7g]; do-heir [7t]; no-mbeir [71].

Act. 3pl. berait [3c]',fo-cerdat [6e].

Pass. sg. fechair  [5c]; do-berar [9a]; tulltar [9c]; tucthar [9d]; do-gnither [9g],

Pass. pi. do-bertar [9c].

Imperative

2sg. tiicaid[\d].

Imperfect

Act. 3sg. do-bered  [4f]; ro-Jinnad [9b]; no theiged  [9b].

Act. 3pl. no marbtais [le]; do-bertis [Ig].

Pass. 3sg. no gattae [ 1 e]; 7 clion-mescthae {commesctWi, LL) [it] .

Present subjunctive

Active Isg. (a) co n-drladar {coroacilliiir, LL; coro aigillar, C; [ ]ailler, Ei;

goroaigillear, E2 ) [id].

Active 3pl. -dernat [2]; -ndenat [If].

Past subjunctive

3sg. (.y) -tetairsed (tetarthad, LL; taradh, C; /-o/Aeth 'E\', fiiighedh, E2 ) [41]; -

tised {-tisad, LL/C, E 1/E 2 ) [10c]; (s) -digsed [10c]; {a) -etm iged  [10c]; (.s)

-reissed {-rethed, LL/C) [10c].

Future

Act. isg. (e) do-ber [ld \,{e)not-bh--sa[lQ ].

Act. 3sg. do-foeth [4a]; {e) nom-bera [7d].

Secondary Future

Active Isg. {f) not-iccfaind,[9d].
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Preterite/Perfect

(s) =  5-preterite, (t) =  /-preterite, (su) =  su ffix less preterite (without lengthening 

or reduplication), (a) =  su ffix less o-preterite, (/) =  su ffix less T-preterite, (r) =  reduplicated 

preterite.

Act. 3sg. pret.: (su) liiid  [3b], [5m]; (su) do-llidd  [3d], [31], [5a], [5e], [6a]; (t) as- 

hert [4a]; {a) d o -u a rra id  [5b]; na co ciia lae  [ l i b ] ;  idnic  [11c].

Act. 3pl. pret.: (a) g a d a ta r  [5f].

Act. 3sg. perf.: (su) co tiic  [5a]; (s) ro gub-soni [5b]; (su) co lorchair  [6d]; (su) canid-

ta rlae  [6c]; co ta rk ie  [6d]; (su) do-rochu ir  [6f]; (r) co roenuiid  [8b]; (.v) ro  

crilh iia ig  [ l i d ] ;  (r) ro gen air  [1 Ij]; (.v) ro creiti [12a]; (.v) ro clireiti [12b]. 

Act. 3pl. perf.: (su) ad-coudarcu tu r  [3b]; {s) ro-gahsut [51]; (.v) conid-riicsat [6e]; (i) - 

to rach la tar  [5c],

Pass. sg. perf: d o -ru la d  [3a]; d o -rd tw d  [3b]; con -acbad  [8a]; ro icca d  [10a]; ro  

u a iged  [ 1 Oa]; do-ro n a d  [ l i d ] .

The copula

3sg. pres. ind. abs. is  [2], [31], [4a], [6f], [9b], [9e], [1 Ih],  [ Hi ]  x2, [12a], [12b],

3sg. pres. ind. rel. a s  [3e].

3pl. pres. ind. conj. nidat [2].

3sg. fut.: b id  [9d].

3sg. pret./ perf. ba  [ l e ] ,  [10a]; robo  [11a].

The substantive verb 

3sg. pres. ind. an d , [6g].

3sg. imperf. m) h id  [4e], [9b] x2.

3pl. imperf. no bilis  [Ig]; co m bitis  [Ig].

3sg. past subj. co mhelh  [10b].

3sg. pret./ perf. hoi [ la];  ro b o i  [3e], [4d], [Ha] ;  ni rah ae {-rabi, LL; -rcdbhe, C; -raib i, 

Ei; -ro ibe, E2) [5g]; nirbo  [5k], [1 lb]; co nihoi [6a].

3pl. pret. CO m hdlar  [6c].

These abbreviations apply to the verbal system s in version B, C and D also.
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Discussion of the verbal system

The verbal system o f version A generally reflects the Old Irish system, despite the 

presence o f several Middle Irish forms, which will be discussed further below.

The following are some o f the more noticeable features which are diagnostic o f 

an Old Irish date o f composition:

• The deponent verbs that appear in the text preserve the original deponent fomis, 

e.g. clo-cuirethur [Ic]; ro-cliiinedar [4b]; ro-fitir, [4d],

•  The deuterotonic and prototonic fornis o f compound verbs are mostly maintained 

throughout, e.g. do-hered [41], and fo -cenla t [6e].

• The distinction between preterite and perfect adhering to O lr usage is generally 

maintained throughout the text. In some instances, the perfect conforms to Old 

Irish usage expressing resultative, e.g. conid-tarlae [6c], or anterior action, e.g. 

do-ronad  [3b]. However, the use o f the perfect as the historical past is also found 

in the text, e.g. ro crithnciig [ l id] ,

• The preverbal perfective particle ro in conid-tarlae [6c], co torchair [6d], co 

tarlae [6d] and do-rochair [6t], as well as the perfective particle com in digsed  

[lOc].

• The ^-preterite is preserved in as-hert [4a], The 3sg. perf. o f gainithir ‘is born’ in 

[ 1 Ij] is treated as a strong verb rather than as a Middle Irish weak verb, i.e. Olr ro 

genair versus Middle Irish ro geiii. However, ro genair also survives into the 

Middle Irish period, e.g. ro genair, PH 3970 (Sermo ad Reges).

The use o f the ^-preterite and the historical 3pl. flexional ending -atar in gddatar [5t] is 

not indicative o f an Old Irish date because this survives into the early Middle Irish period 

(c f5 « a G  111, §§12.56, 12.64).

The 3sg. p erf o f do-tuit ‘falls, dies’ is seen in the text with a non-historical palatal 

ending, e.g. co torchair-sem  [6d], confirmed by the emphasizing particle -sem (rather than 

-som), rather than the historical form -torchar}^^ This is already seen encroaching 

towards the end o f the Old Irish period, e.g. dorochair, Sg. 29a8. In two instances, ro 

creiti is found in LL, i.e. [12a] and [12b], rather than ro creit. The 3sg. conj. .v-pret. -/ o f

Cf. anna torchar necli, ‘when no one fell’, Ml. 34c 14 (see EIV  54).
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W2a verbs was being replaced by -O  at a very early period, with the latter predominating 

in the Ml. glosses {EIV 57).

The verbal system has undergone several modernisations. Some are trivial and 

could have been introduced by the individual scribes, i.e. the writing o f the prosthetic/in  

ro uaiged [10a], and the 3sg. perfect o f the substantive with a palatal b instead o f rahae 

in [5g]. There is one example o f a deponent verb treated as a simple verb, and this may 

be an early occurence, i.e. ro crithnaig, [ l id] .

Other forms might suggest that the archetype may have been modernised by a 

Middle Irish intemiediary redactor. The 1 sg. pres. subj. co n-arladar in [id] was possibly 

replaced by the later fonn -aicilliur in the manuscripts, and is preceded by a proclitic ro. 

I 'he Middle Irish simplified verb teilcid (a formation o f the Old Irish prototonic stem, EIV  

192) is found rather than the Olr compound do-leici in [6c]. The past subjunctives of 

reithid  and do-etarrel are treated as weak J-subjunctives in [41] and [10c], in all the 

manuscripts, replacing the original .v-subjunctives.

The short prose passage at the end o f LL/C can safely be dated to the Middle Irish 

period. This is supported by the verbal forms in [13a], [13b] and [14], For instance, the 

3sg. perf. ra-iarfuig is conjugated as a weak simplified verb rather than an Old Irish strong 

verb i.e. Olr iarmi-roacht o f larmi-foich?^^ The new Middle Irish formation ro innis [ 13a] 

is based on a verbal noun (Olr ad-fet\ 3sg. perf. ad-cuaid, EIV  193). Also, the preposition 

CO, historically governing the acc., is used with the dat. pi. ending in co Gaedalaih ‘to the 

Gaels’ [14].^*’''

The concluding prose passage preserved in the Edinburgh recension, and not 

found in LL/C, was composed in the Middle Irish period. The following features o f the 

verbal system point towards a date o f composition perhaps towards the end o f or after the 

tenth century:

• Old Irish deponent verbs are treated as Middle Irish simple verbs, i.e. n«b -ta ig

(Olr hertaigid{ir)), Ei p.2.22 and ro fo illsig  {Olrfoillsigidir), Ei p. 3.4. According

304 2gg perf. rel. rochretti, Wb. 5a7, rochreti, 5b21, 24b3; roclireti, Ml. 4 6 a l4  vs. onarocliret. Ml. 33b5; ro 

chreit, L U  4089 {Senchas na Relec). For instance McConc writes that some W 2a verbs with the -i ending 

survive into the Middle Irish period (E IV  226). However, this ending is also seen with old W1 verbs in SR, 

so this is not a mere survival, but even a (temporary) spread o f the vocalic ending {SnG  111, §12.32 on SR 

in particular).

“̂ ^ //a G lll ,  §11. 17.

“̂ 5 /;a G lll ,  §5.1.
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to Strachan, there are only a few examples o f the deponent verb found in Saltair 

mi Rann, and concludes that the deponent verb was practically gone by the middle 

o f the tenth century, and that it was ‘at least well broken up by the beginning of 

the century’.

• The loss o f the reduplicated preterite is seen in ro ling (OIr ro lehlaing), Ei p. 

3.22, [if], and romiiigit- (OIr co roemaiii), Ei p.2.22 and they are treated as s- 

preterites, due to the spread o f the weak stem fomiations.^*^**

• The Isg. clodigelaind, Ei fol.8ra.39 is from the Middle Irish verb diglaid (OIr do- 

fich, EIV  193), with an J-future.^°^

• The distinction between preterite and perfect is not found and the perfect serves 

as the new historical past throughout the text.

Summary

James Carney (1955, 279), followed by Cronan (2007, 153) was o f the opinion that the 

copy o f AC, as found in LL, may have been written in the eighth century. However, there 

is no linguistic evidence to support such a date o f composition. Indeed, the text does not 

preserve any phonological features such as the preservation o f final unstressed -th (later 

-cf), suggestive o f such an early date o f origin.^'® The above analysis o f the linguistic 

evidence, for instance the use o f the perfect for the narrative past, places the archetype in 

the later half o f the Classical Old Irish period or perhaps even in the early Middle Irish 

period. Several shared innovations suggest that the archetype may have undergone 

modernisation by a Middle Irish redactor. The sub-nodes o f the two separate branches, 

i.e. LL/C and E 1/E 2 , also contain forms which were introduced by their respective 

redactors. It is these sub-nodes which introduced the brief final prose passage in LL/C 

and the final passage in E 1/E2 , both o f which are datable to approximately the tenth 

century.

Strachan 1 8 9 3 ,5 5 1 -2 .

308 209. However, the verb ling id  without reduplication in the preterite is seen already at an early stage,

e.g. ro-ling, ScM M D  201.17 (the Rawl. B 512 text has forro -leb la in g).

The sim plified verb is attested as early as Salta ir na Rann, e.g. ro d igail, SR 4465.

For exam ple fo r a d  (earlier fo ra th )  [3a]; deba id  (earlier debiiith) [8a].
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2.2.3 Version B 

The nominal system

The definite article

Since version B is a veiy short text, the number of attested fomis o f the definite article is 

limited.^" There are no instances o f OIr imi before vowels or le n ite d / /, n, r in niasc. 

gen. sg., fern. nom. sg., or neut. gen. sg. There are no instances in the text o f the plural 

article. The instances o f Olr in (later an) confomi to Olr usage, e.g. niasc. nom. sg. in 

criith [2a]; fem. acc. sg. in n-aimsir sin [Id]; neut. gen. sg. in cheineoil [2b]. There are 

two examples o f the article used in combination with a preposition, i.e. masc. acc. sg. isin 

mhith [le]; neut. acc. sg. fo a  n-indus sin ifonninnus SiX\, foninnus sin, LFF) [2a].^'^

The Noun

O f the sixty-nine nouns in this text, the following observations can be made:

Gender: O f the 13 originally neuter nouns found in this text, only one can be 

shown diagnostically to be neuter. The attributive adjective shows nasalization after the 

nom. sg. neut. seel, i.e. see! n-airdire [le].^ ‘̂  On the other hand, this may be considered 

a petrified phrase and therefore, might not rellect the real status o f .see/. The Middle Irish 

pronominal adjective nach, precedes seel ‘story’ in the manuscripts: na-, N; naeh, LFF 

[ 1 e]. In Old Irish, the form used for nom. and acc. sg. neuter is na. The fomi na gives way 

to nach early in Middle Irish {DIL s.v. nach, 4. 75-6).

The Olr neut. inchinn is seen in N written as anineinn (Olr a n~inehinn) [4b].^''* It 

is difficult in this instance to say whether the neut. art. is preserved here or it reOects a 

later orthography (i.e. in vs. an). The noun fuil ‘blood’ is treated as a feminine in the text, 

i.e. it is preceded by the fem. nom. sg. article, i.e. in fuil LFF {indfiiil, ‘the blood’) [4d]. 

Although this noun may have been a neuter in origin, it is attested as a feminine in the 

glosses.^

1 have counted a total o f nine articles, occurring either independently or with a preposition.

The latter example appears in the manuscripts with iiuias treated as a masc. But it should be noted that 

fo  may also reflect the contracted form of/?; + neut. acc. sg. a, i.e. /r; (cf. /?> + the rel. part, a: /i/a > fo ,  GOI 

§492).

Nasalization after a nom. sg. neut, is still found in early M iddle Irish {SnaG  III, §4.13).

Sec the textual note on the formation and gender o f  this word in version A [le].

See further discussion in the textual note on this word in [4d].
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Case and stem fonnation: The nouns in the text largely conform in case and stem 

formation to the standard OIr usage. However, both manuscripts sliow individual scribal 

innovations which deviate from the original forms. For instance, LFF’s reachtiiireadha 

shows the adoption o f the unsyncopated dental stem pi. ending against original nom. pi. 

/o-stem rechtairi [Id].^'^ N shows confusion between nom. and ace. sg. o f the guttural 

stem n  in [Ic].^'^ The long ace. sg. in N ’s talmain is seen replacing the original short acc. 

sg. talam [2b].^‘*

The nouns Iiidae [3b] Roman [Ic] and geintlide [4c] are generally confined to Olr 

usage and are later replaced by ludaide and Romdnach?''^

The adjective

There are no examples o f the degrees o f comparison o f the adjective in the text.

The adjective maith is used in adverbial construction with the preposition co in [2e], 

replacing the earlier construction o f the dat. sg. o f the adj., optionally preceded by the 

article {GDI §379). I lowever, the former construction is seen already in the Wb. glosses, 

i.e. CO mmaith, Wb. 7b15 (see GDI §381; McCone 1985, 90).

Pronouns

Suffixed pronouns: There are no examples o f suffixed pronouns in the prose text. 

However, there are no instances in the text where a suiTixed pronoun could have been 

used in place o f an existing infixed pronoun.

Infixed pronouns: There are three instances o f the Class B in the manuscripts used 

with the verbcid-fet, i.e. at-fet [lb]; [2b]; [2c]. In [ 1 b] it is aproleptic masc. pron. refeiring 

to crochud. In [2b], a neut. pron. anticipates the following clause and in [2c] it is a

I,iam Breatnach notes that this feature is not yet attested in Saltair na Rann (SnaG  III, §5.9).

See SnaG  111, §5 .11: I.iam Breatnach notes five examples o f  confusion o f  acc. sg. rig with nom. sg. l i  

in Harleian 1802, a manuscript which is dated to 1138. However, tiiis could also just be an example o f  a 

phonological feature (i.e. -g > 0 ,  + ensuing hypercorrection o f  -g for 0 ) ,  rather than a morphological 

confusion o f  cases.

See further discussion o f  this form in the textual note on [2b].

See further discussion in the textual notes on [Ic] and [3a].
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petrified inf. pron. A Class B masc. rellexive pronoun is used in cot-noscrastar [4a]. A 

Class C neuter infixed pronoun is used in coiidid-epalt [4b].

Independent pronouns: There are two instances o f the 3sg. masc. independent 

pronoun, i.e. is e [Ic] and is e [4c]. They arc both used as predicative nominatives after 

the copula {GOI §406).

Demonstrative pronouns: The following instances are used anaphorically: in n- 

aimsir sin [ld];ybc/ n-innas sin [2a]. The demonstrative is also found after the preposition 

iar, i.e. lar sin [4a], meaning ‘thereupon, after that’.

Prepositions

The prepositions in the text conform to OIr usage. For instance, the preposition /?;r is 

preserved in [Id] (later ar, see SnciG III, §13.13). Confusion between the prepositions /; /  

and la occurs in Midlr, but this is not the case in version B (see S)uiG III, §§ 13.14, 13 .19). 

The preposition /n  is preserved in [3b] (later ri or ro/ra, see SnaG  III, §13.14). fhe 

expected preposition la is found in [2a], i.e. ha derh la Conchobar (see DIL s.v. derh, 

30.35; SnaG  III, §13.19). The preposition iar in [4a] has not yet been reduced to ar (see 

SnaG  III, §13.16).

The conjugated preposition airi is found in [Id] and [2b]. The preposition iariim 

{iar + 3sg. masc./ neut. pronoun) is used adverbially in [3a] and [4c].

Conjunctions

The conjunction ai7uil is found once in the text. It is used in the sense ‘as if, as though’, 

and it is not followed by a nasalizing relative clause (see textual note on [4a]). The causal 

conjunction /o bith ‘because, for, since’ is found in [4d], followed by a non-relative verb 

in parataxis. This is the preferred construction o f the Wb. and St. Gall glosses (see O 

hUigiiin 1986, 62).

The verbal system 

Present indicative

Act. 3sg.: at-fet [Ib]; [2b]; ad-fet [2c].

Pass. 3sg.: as-berr [4c].

Imperfect
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Act. 3sg.: no thalhaiged {do i\\ul\\aig-, N; tigid, LFF) {\c]\for-ch im icud  [le].

Past subjunctive

3pl. (i) ro-festais [3a].

Preterite/Perfect

(.v) = 5-preterite, (/) = /-preterite, {su) = suffixless preterite (without lengthening or 

reduplication), {a) = suffixless a-preterite, (/) = suffixless T-preterite, (r) = reduplicated 

preterite.

Act. 3sg. pret.: (s) cot-n-oscrastar {cotnoscrastar, N; rt//racht, LFF) [4a]; (/■) co 

sescainn {cosesceaud, N; cur sceinn, LFF) [4b]; (/) ar-roet [2b];

(/) as-hert [3a], [3b]; (/) condid-epalt [4b].

Act. 3sg. perf: (() do-rosat [2b]; (a) do-choid  [4c]; (/) do-n-escnuirt

{dones{.^nui{\ N; dolui{.]g\\, LFF) [4d]; ro creiti [4d].

Act. 3pl. rel: (.v) crochsite [3b].

Pass. 3sg. p e rf : for-ciiad  [2a].

The Copula

3sg. pres. ind. is [Ic]; [3a]; [3b]; [4a]; [4c].

3sg. pret. ha [Id]; [2a]; [2b]; [2c]; mha, [le]; condid, [4c].

3sg. perf. roho [4d].

3sg. past subj. hid [4a].

The Substantive Verb 

3sg. pret. active /)o/ [la].

3pl. pret. active/relative batar [Id].

3sg. past subj. nil heth [3b].
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Summary

I'he prose sections o f version B arc short and therefore, the linguistic evidence that can 

be gleaned for definite diagnostic dating criteria is somewhat limited. But some 

conclusions can be drawn from the foregoing linguistic analysis o f the text. I have 

discussed some individual features, such as the adverbial co maith [2e], and the fem. fuil 

[4d], in the linguistic analysis which may indicate a M idir date o f composition. However, 

it has been shown that these ‘innovations’ are already found occurring in the glosses and 

as such cannot provide us with a definite diagnostic dating tool.

The nominal system is mostly that o f Old Irish. Most notable is the possible neuter 

article re ta in ed 'm fo{a) n-indas [2a] and the neut. see! [le]. Notable also are the words 

liul(a)ei (instead o f later hulaide) and Roman (instead o f later Romanach) used I'or the pi. 

which are largely confined to the Old h'ish period. The verbal system is largely 

conservative. The distinction between deuterotonic and prototonic in the compound verbs 

is maintained, e.g. for-clmnicad  [le]; do-rosat [2b]. There are no (original) deponent 

verbs used in the text, but the form 3sg. pret. cot-n-oscrastar [4a] is worth mentioning. 

The deponent ending with this active verb may not necessarily be a scribal intrusion. 

Examples o f active verbs with normal active endings found interchanging with deponent 

endings are attested in early Irish poetry (see textual note on [4a] for examples and further 

discussion). The perfective particle com is used in formation W\\h for-fen, i.e. for-cuad  

[2a]. The only other attested formation o f the 3sg. perf. pass, is found in Tur. 49. i.e. 

forciiad  ‘has been completed’. U s e  o f the more easily recognizable proclitic ro in the 

perfective fonnation offor-fen  is seen at an early stage. For instance,./. conglohatafarro- 

chiiad (gl. confecta est) ‘zusammengebracht ist’, glosses in Augustine’s Enchiridion 

(Stem 1910, 479).^^' This example has an additional proclitic ro added, together with the 

com particle, in order to identify it as a perfect. This is also witnessed in fo n  uchui, Ml. 

121c24 (see EIV  157). We also find com used in the perfect formation o f do-essiiirc, i.e. 

do-n-escmart [4d] and do-choid [4c]. The form do-rosat, [2b], is maintained which is 

already seen being encroached on by forms based on the prototonic fonns with prosthetic 

f ,  i.e. do-forsat. Ml. 17b2.

The editors o f  the Thesaurus suggest that the language o f  the Turin glosses is more similar to that o f the 

Milan glosses than that o f  the Wb. glosses {Thes i, xxii).

Stern (1910, 479) places the date o f these glosses in the ninth centui^, sim ilar to the date o f the Milan 

and St. Ciall glosses. A thorough linguistic analysis and discussion o f  these glos.ses remains a desideratum .
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The reduplicated preterite is preserved in the text, i.e. co sescainn, [ 4 b ] . T h e  

Huctuation between the 3sg. pret. W2a verb ro creiti vs. co creit may suggest a change in 

the author’s register.^^^ Furthermore, the text employs the correct use o f the preterite to 

mark the narrative past, e.g. co sescainn [4b], crochsite [3b]. The perfect either has a 

resultative function or is used to show anteriority, e.g. do-choid [4c], ar-roet [2b]. There 

are no instances o f the perfect used with the force o f the simple past. For the optional 

deletion o f the substantive verb in [4a], see further the textual note on this construction.

The text obviously underwent some revision during its transmission, as is 

suggested by the presence o f nach (OIr no) in both manuscripts, p ro sthe tic /in  comfogus 

(Olr comociis) [3b], co sescec,nd in N [4b] with a palatal -sc- influenced by the .v-pret, and 

the various innovations in the individual manuscripts.^^** The presence o f these shared 

scribal innovations, however, is not sufficient to suggest a M idir date o f composition. On 

the other hand, there are linguistic archaisms preserved in the text that show it could not 

have been written in the twelfth century. Given the overwhelming conservativeness o f 

the verbal system such as the correct use o f preterite vs. perfect, the perfective particle 

com, together with the neuter article, I propose that version B was composed sometime 

between the Wb. and Ml. glosses, i.e. the earlier half o f the Classical Old Irish period. 

This might be supported by some orthographical features such as the occasional omission 

o f the f/-glide, e.g. crocsUi {crochsite) [3b], and the use o f double vowels to show length, 

i.e. dee (de, ‘o f him’) [4c]. However, there is no compelling evidence to suggest against 

a date o f composition in the ninth century either.

2.2.4 Version C

The pronominal system

The article

O f the instances o f the article in the text, the following are noteworthy o f mention. The 

use o f the shortened form na (for OIr inna) is seen throughout the text for the gen. sg. 

fem., e.g. dochiim na dala [lb], na diiili [4d]. However, there are some articles which 

show no development, i.e. the nom. sg. masc. in fe r  [4e].

The reduplicated preterite becomes obsolete in M iddle Irish but some reduplicated forms survive in early 

Middle Irish {SnciG III, §12.55).

For a more detailed discussion o f  ro creiti vs. ro creit, see Chapter 2.2.2.

These are discussed individually in the textual notes.
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The noun

There is evidence o f the loss o f the neuter gender {SnaG ill, §5.4), i.e. the acc. sg. cen 

lalhair [2d]; in la [4b] preceded by a niasc. article. It isn’t possible to determine the 

gender o f the gen. sg. m cheineoil [2e].

The use o f the dat. sg. c/a/7 as the new nom. sg. (O lr dal) is seen in [ 1 a].

Adjectives

The adverbial foniiation co hard is used in [4k]. This replaces the Old Irish adverbial 

fomiation using the dat. sg. o f the adjective with optional preceding definite article (cf. 

GOI §379). However, the use o f the later formation with co + neut. acc. o f the adjective 

is seen already in Wb. 7b 15, i.e. co mmaith (see McCone 1985, 90).

Pronouns

The verbal Ibmi at-hert [4g] could possibly retain a proleptic neut. inf. pron. but given 

the date o f the manuscript, this could also be a petrified inf. pron.

The ind. neut. pronoun ed  is replaced by the masc. e in [41]. In do-radad i croich 

he [41], the independent pron. is used with the passive verbal fomi {SnaG III, §§10.15, 

10.16). In at-cdenmacair he [4a], the verb contains a petrified inf. pron. and is followed 

by a subj. ind. pron. {SnaG III, § 10.17).

Prepositions

The majority o f prepositions conform to Olr usage and forms. The simple prepositions 

fr i , fo r  and iar are preserved \w forsin [Ac\,fah- \4o\, friw n  [4h], larna [21]. These are 

replaced by ri, ar and ar in Middle I r i s h . T h e  prep, iinme is seen without loss o f the 

initial vowel in |4b], which often is seen as 'nia/ 'mo in Middle Irish.

The correct use o f the acc. and dat. case is seen following the majority o f the 

prepositions. However, the preposition la is followed the dative, rather than the historical 

acc. case, in two instances {SnaG III, §5.1), e.g. la hiiihhdaihh {la hludeu) [2b], la 

hiiidhaih {la hludeu) [2e],

The preposition olhd, used in local relation, is found in [4i], which according to 

DIL s.v. othd, becomes obsolete by the end o f the Middle Irish period.

See.S'/;«G III, §§§ 13.13, 13.14, 13.16. 

See SnaG  III, §13.17.
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Relative clauses

A nasalizing relative clause is possibly preserved in dus cid ro mhatar [4d], with the 

substantive used in the sense ‘to be angry, vexed’ (see GOI §502). The nasalizing relative 

clause becomes obsolete by at least the late M idir p e r io d .H o w e v e r ,  O hUiginn (1986, 

74) writes while it was ‘clearly no longer a productive feature o f the language in the early 

Midlr period, the nasalizing relative clause does not disappear completely. Examples o f 

it are found in later texts, but they are sporadic and must be seen as archaisms for their 

time as the leniting relative establishes itself more and more in these clauses’. DIL s.v. 

atta, 473.58-9 refers to one example from a Midlr text, i.e. Siiidigiid Teltaig Temm: et 

ised donifiicsa co fiiiniud dia f is  cid rohdi gricm (v.l. romhui, LL), ‘and that is what has 

brought me to the setting to find out what ailed the sun’ (Best 1908-10, 140-1). Best 

(1908-10,22) follows the Yellow BookofLecan, writing that it ‘appears to be the better’. 

The variant reading in LL, a late Midlr manuscript, contains the nasal rel. marker, but 

may be such an ‘archaism’.

The verbal system

Present indicative

Act. 3sg. at-raig (atraigi) [4g]; gahuid {gab-) [4g]

Rel. act. 3 pi. chanait {chamtid) [4f].

Past subjunctive:

Act. 3sg. CO comfraiced [5a].

Preterite/ perfect:

Act. 3sg. pret.:(s) Fiafraigis {fiuhrcddhxxs) [Ic], (su) do-luid  [lb ]; (su) co hud (corhiigh) 

[2e]; (/) at-hert [4g]; (su) co luid {cii luigh) [4i].

Act. 3sg. perf.: (d) do-dechaid [2c]; (/) co roet [2d]; («) do-ciiuid [2t]; (r) at-

niacht [2f]; (s) ro sm  [4c]; (/) ro fuirfa ig  {rofiaxfuulh) [4d]; (r) ro 

genair [4e]; (a) ro gab  [41]; (/) co roacht [4i]; (.v) ro gab  [4j]; {s) 

co tiic [5].

hUiginn 1986, 70.
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Act. 3pl. perf.: (.v) ro tirchansat [2b],

Pass. 3sg. perf.: do-ronnad  [2a]; do-ciiirl/ie {do ciiirtlii) [4e]; m ead  [4f].

The copula

3sg. pres. ind. is [2b], [4a], [4h] x2.

The substantive verb 

3sg. pres. ind. act. aid [2a].

3sg. pres. ind. rel. act. mbdtar [4d].

3sg. pret. act.: hoi [la], [4b].

Discussion

The distinction between deuterotonic and prototonic compound verbs is mostly 

maintained in this version, e.g. do-liiid [lb], al-raig {atraigi) [4g], and do-cuired {do 

ciiirthi) [4e]. However, the .v-pret. o f the Midir simple verb iarfaigid {0\r iarmi-foach) is 

found in fiafraigis {Jiahndd\\us) [Ic] and ro fiarfaig  [4d]. Also, the 3pl. pret. o f the Midlr 

simple verb tircliaiiaid (Oh‘ do-cdrcludti) is found in ro tirchansat [2a], The loss o f the 

rel. 3pl. ending -lae is found in chanait, [4(] (see EIV  182-3).

The distinction between the preterite and perfect is maintained on occasion in the 

text, e.g. do-dechaid [2c] and co roet [2d] are used with resultative force, do-cuaid [2f] 

corresponds to the English ‘had’ perfect and ro-sut [4c] expresses anteriority.

In the early Middle Irish text Saltair ita Raiin, a mixture o f compound and 

simplified verbs is used. Thus, on evidence o f the verbal system, it would be reasonable 

to suggest that the different elements of this version can be dated to the early Middle Irish 

period.

However, it is evident that these passages have undergone revision by a later 

M idlr compiler, possibly in the 11"' century. This is supported by the presence o f an 

independent pronoun marking the subject, i.e. No is amlaid so at-cciemnacair he, ‘Or it is
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thus it happened’, [ 4 a ] .A l s o ,  an independent pron. is used with the passive verbal fonn 

in {do-radad i croich he)

2.2.5 Version D

The pronominal system

A neut. inf. pron. is found in at-ch iiaiddo (at-chiiaidh, S; a tdvu iid . Laud) [ if] , although 

this could also be a petrified inf. pron. 

The simple prepositions /?>/' (/^, S; omits. Laud) and //•/ {ria. S', fiia .  Laud) are 

preserved in [lb ] and [Id], which are frequently replaced by ar  and ri, respectively, in 

Midlr.“ ®

The verbal system

This brief passage contains some compound verbal forms which are not yet simplified. 

The 3sg. deut. perf. o f  do-heir, i.e. do-n it [ 1 d], could be taken as an early fonn. However, 

deuterotonic forms o f  are still in use in the Middle Irish period, e.g. do-ratsatar,

SR 3508 etc.^^' as well as in bardic poetry {DIL s.v. do-heir, 202. 74-5; IG T  §14). The 

inherited 3sg. deut. do-rochair is found in [Ig], instead o f  the later ro-thidt o f  Midir 

tidtid?^^ This is still attested in Sultair na Raiui, e.g. do-rochair, SR 1296. The Midlr 

simple verbs teilcid  and indisid  are used in ro theilc [ 1 b] and ro innis [ 1 e], rather than the

3-* According to Strachan (1904, 176 and 177), there are no examples o f the independent pronoun in SR, 

but that based on the evidence o f the use o f the independent pronoun in LU, the independent pronoun was 

in common use by the end o f  the eleventh century.

See SnaG  111, §10.15. There are no examples o f  the independent pronoun used in passive constructions 

in SR. Liam Breatnach suggests that its use with the passive, instead o f  an infixed pronoun, developed in 

the written language in the 11"' century.

^^°SnaG  III, §§13.13, 13.14; DIL s .vv ./o r, 294 .11 -3 ,// ; ,  413.67-71.

For other examples o f deut. do-rat- in Middle Irish texts, see the textual note on this verb in [Id]. In 

quoting from SR, I utilise the unpublished Greene edition (see 

http://www.dias.ie/index.php?option=com _content& view=article& id=4742& ltem id=224& lang=en) 

rather than the diplomatic Stokes edition. If  G reene’s edition differs greatly fi'om Stokes, then 1 write SR  

(Greene), otherwise SR  stands for G reene’s edition.

This verbal form survives into the early M idlr period, e.g. do-rochair, SR  1296, 1353 etc. O Maille 

(1910, 169) obsei'ves that the use o f  prefixed ro ‘did not become general till after the middle o f  the 10"' 

century, and had not fully operated for compounds o f  one preposition at the time o f  SR.'
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OIr compounds do-leici and ad-fet?^^ These simple verbs are not attested in Saltair na 

Ratiii.

The perfect is used as the historical past in the passage, i.e. ro iheilc [lb]. 

However, do-rat [Id] may have anterior force in that particular context. The unstressed 

vowel -o in naro leic [ Ic] is retained, but this could reflect a conservative spelling.

Although the com perfective particle becomes petrified in Midir, the 3sg. perf o f 

ad-fet ‘tells’ is still attested in Middle Irish, i.e. at-chiiaid, SR 6141. The stem formation 

o f this verb continues in Midlr.^^^ This verb presei-ves the ad- preverb as well as do- 

rocluiir [Ig] preserving the original do- preverb. These are later replaced with do- and 

ad- respectively {EIV 198; cf. dochuaid, TBC 5034; alrochair, LL 37959).

Although version D is a short passage, it can be concluded mainly on evidence o f 

the verbal system that it was written in the Middle Irish period. 6  Riain (1989, 1 19) 

suggests that the three verbal forms rotheilc (from MidIr teilcul), ndro leic (from leicid) 

and > o iiuiis (from M idir indisid) represent later M idir usage.

333 fhgse simple verbs are based on the conjunct form and verbal noun o f the O Ir compound verb 

respectively (EIV  192-3).

SnaG  III, §1 1.3. Liam Breatnach suggests that the presence o f  ro may in fact be due to conservative 

spelling and does not necessarily reflect its treatment in the spoken language (see also SnaG  III, §2.1).

■’ 5̂ See DIL  s.v. ad-fel, 53.81-86.
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2.3 Discussion of the metre and style of Ba aprainn

According to Corthals, Ba aprainn is an example o f an experimental metre, with

alliteration not strictly adhered to and without rime.^^^

The poem consists o f 28 lines and can be divided into two verse-line stanzas. Corthals 

suggests o f the poem’s structure:

Each pair o f  verse-lines constitutes a conceptual unit, being set o ff  against tiie next 

pair by an obligatoi^ sentence-border. Within these pairs a sentence-boider is not 

obligatory and we even find one clear case o f  enjambment (12a/b: verb/subject). W e 

are thus justified in discerning a stanzaic structure, each stanza or verse containing  

two verse-lines. Two stanzas marking conceptual turning-points in the poem  (8 and 

13; see p. 51) contain a supplementary line integrated in the alliterative pattern but

having a deviating, disyllabic cadence’, Corthals 1984, 54.

Corthals also observes that the stanzas are connected by means o f  linking 

alliteration, as well as some other alliterative features which will be discussed in further 

detail below. Corthals follows Carney’s metrical rule concerning cadence o f  trisyllabic 

words, or their equivalent^^^ (that is, disyllabic words with internal consonantal clusters), 

even though Carney him self subsequently conceded that his hypothesis was linguistically 

impossible.^^* However, Cotlhals’ argument for a trisyllabic, or its equivalent, cadence is 

not water-tight. Indeed, there are trisyllabic words at the end o f the sentence, but they are 

only found in 1 1 out o f 28 sentences. Moreover, Corthals’ theory o f disyllabic words with 

consonantal groups being counted as trisyllabic is in doubt since Carney him self 

suggested that his own original theory was not possible. The argument for a trisyllabic 

cadence is weakened further because in more than half o f  the lines the cadence involves 

a disyllabic word with a preceding proclitic, e.g. at-helmais [9b], Jut chohair [6a], or 

even a monosyllable, i.e. achto flaith [11a]. Thus, it could be argued that trisyllabic 

cadence is not a metrical requirement in this rose poem.

See Corthals 1989, 5 3 -8 . Corthals compares it to two Leinster genealogical poem s w hich illustrate a 

similar pattern with uneven syllable count, no rime, and stanzas, although both show  consistent internal 

alliteration and have a tendency toward caesura.

Corthals (1989 , 53) writes that Carney’s rule ‘can be stated to mean that, after the syncope, d isyllables 

which were or could have been created through syncope could in this type o f  poetry metrically function as 

a trisyllable’. See Carney 1 9 7 1 ,5 4 , n. 3; 1977-9 , 4 2 1 -3 0 ; 1 9 79 ,428 .

See Carney 1989, 54.
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IJam Breatnach rightly points out ‘the question as to why one should assume any metrical 

requirement for a trisyllabic cadence in the [poem] concerned is nowhere addressed’. 

Indeed, Corthals does not address anywhere the notion that stress may have a function in 

the rose poem. The following section therefore re-examines the metre of the restored text 

with a view to establishing its nature. See p. 110 for the printed restored text with stress 

and alliteration marked.

Syllabic count

The length of the lines ranges between 10 and 12 syllables, sometimes more. [13a] may 

have 14 syllables and [9b] may have 15. Therefore, the syllable count is uneven. The 

following table provides the syllabic count per line in the restored text;

Line no. / no. o f  

syllables

Line no. / no. of 

syllables

Line no. / no. of 

syllables

Line no. / no. of 

syllables

l a -  10 5a -  12 8c -  1 1 1 2 b - 9

l b -  1 1 5 b -  10 9 a -  12 1 3 a -  14

2 a -  10 6a -  1 1 9 b -  15 1 3 b -  11

2 b -  11 6 b -  12^^' lO a -  12 1 3 c -  12

3 a -  12 7a -  1 1 1 0 b -  12

3 b -  12 7 b - 11 1 l a - 9

4 a -  10 8a -  11 1 l b -  10

4 b -  15 8b -  1 1 1 2 a -  10

Table 1. Syllable count and number of syllables of each verse line in the restored text.

This table illustrates that the syllabic count is uneven and confirms Corthals’ 

observation that the majority of lines contain between 10 and 12 syllables, with the 

exception o f  [4b] and [13a], which have 15 and 14 syllables respectively.^'*^

Breatnach 1996, 76.

Red is treated as a hiatus. 

Fod is treated as a hiatus. 

nDea is a disyllable. 

Corthals 1989, 54.
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Number of stresses per line in Ba aprainn

The accentual pattern is now examined to examine if  a pattern exists. In doing this, I 

follow Carney where he states ‘a syllable that would normally be stressed, loses stress 

when it immediately precedes another stressed syllable’.̂ '*'' The following table shows the 

stress pattern o f  the restored text:

Line no. /  stress Line no. /  stress Line no./ stress Line no. / stress

la -  4 5 a - 4 8 c -5'^^ 1 2 b - 4

l b - 4 5b -  4̂ *̂ 9 a - 4 13a-5^'*’

2 a -4 ^ '‘« 6 a - 4 9 b - 4 1 3 b - 4

2b -  4̂ '’̂ 6b — 4 l O a - 4 1 3 c - 4

3 a - 4 7 a - 4 IOb-4^^°

3 b -4^^' 7b -  4̂ 52 1 l a - 4

Cam ey (1971, 65) provides an example from the poetry o f  Cohnan mac Leneni, f  c. 604/6, i.e. crolha 

ban n-cUhech, ainm gossci fer, M ag fe d a  dian, clicin ctiillian clcir. Thus, ban, ainrn, M ag, and dian are 

destressed. Instead o f ‘syllable’, it is perhaps better to use ‘w ord’ since even stressed m onosyllabic words 

can be distressed (see IJhlich 2011).

■*‘'5 In relation to stress concerning instances o f  tmesis, it may be possible here to treat rea as unstressed, 

thus providing the sentence with 4 stresses. However, in lieu o f  any other such examples, 1 leave it as 

stressed. This does not affect the overall stress count o f  4 in the rose poem.

The gen. sg. Coimded  is followed by two asyndetic words creating a syntactic unit. Therefore, I suggest 

Coimded  loses its stress.

The preposed adj. fir  precedes fortach t and therefore loses its stress.

The word cn'tas loses its stress since it precedes the attrib. adj. mar.

In this sentence, two words undergo destressing, i.e. tiitho, sloig. Here, the words are preposed genitives. 

Since I have not come across any other such example in the literature as yet this is a tentative observation, 

but I see no reason why this would not occur in spoken language. However, this is something that is worth 

investigating in the future.

This sees a sentence with seven stresses reduced to four, which might be seen as a drastic reduction. 

However, the reasons are justifiable since oasal Ri, cniich  coirt and dom e ndichmairc are close units and 

thus the initial word in each instance can lose its stress.

Two words are destressed, i.e. gair and lain.

In this sentence, it is optional whether coirp  or Crist loses its stress. However, to allow for complex 

alliteration, it may be better to destress Crist.
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4 a - 4 ” ^ 8a 1 l b - 4

4b -  4 5̂5 8b ^ 1 2 a - 4

Table 5. Stress count o f  the restored text.

It is clear from the above table that the stress count is quite regular. The 

predominant stress is 4 (i.e. 89% ), but in som e instances a line m ay have 5, i.e. 8a, 8c, 

and 13a.^^  ̂This provides a more plausible metre than one with trisyllabic cadence.

O rn am en tat ion  - A lliteration

Since Ba aprainn  is an early poem , the rules o f  alliteration are not as strict as later when  

alliteration occurred only between stressed w o r d s . I n  Bu aprainn, alliteration occurs 

between stressed and unstressed words, w hile on occasion unstressed words can be 

skipped for alliterative purposes altogethcr.^^**

A ccording to Corthals (1989, 54), the alliterative pattern connects each line with 

the final word alliterating with the first word o f  the next sentence, w hile also alliterating 

with the word that precedes it.

Linking alliteration (JicJruicIfrecconiail)^^'^ occurs between the stanzas (that is o f  

the final word o f  one stanza with the first word o f  the next stanza invariably in most

Crochath loses its stress coming before the gen. sg. fir .

If monosyllabic stressed dur  precedes a following stressed syllable o f derchointe, the same principle 

could be applied as in [7b], giving 4 stresses rather than expected 5. This could also be considered as having

5 stresses.

In the phrase mo chorp chain, ‘my fair body’, corp  loses its stress preceding the attributive adj. coin. 

M oreover, den-artreg  undergoes ‘secondary proclisis’ (see Uhlich 2011) since it precedes adamrai 

‘w onderful’. A similar examples is found in a passage in Bretha Nemed Toisech, i.e. ainm n-oingeine De, 

‘the name o f  the only child o f  G od’, where oingeine is destressed to provide two stress counts to the line 

(see Breatnach 1989, 18, §23.

O ther examples o f poetiy with longer lines consisting o f four or fives stresses per line are found in the 

Early Irish legal tracts. In Cain Fhtiilhirbe, an eight-line com position consists o f  lines with four stresses in

6 lines and 5 in the two other, together with linking and internal alliteration (see Breatnach 1986, 41—2). 

The second example contains six lines o f  five stressed words, with alliteration (see Breatnach 1989, 12).

See Kelly 1973.

See for instance: chomruth  / mo chride, [I2a/b],

I follow Carney’s definition o f fid ra d  fieccom a il (see James Carney, ‘Linking alliteration ('fidrad  

freccom a il'Y , Eigse 18/2 (1981), 251-62). Carney (1981, 251) defines linking alliteration as ‘the linking 

together o f  verse units, that is, stanzas, lines, half lines, or, as frequently, lesser units, by the use o f 

corresponding sounds’.
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instances) in ten out o f twelve possible cases, i.e. lb/2a,^^^ 2b/3a, 4b/5a, 5b/6a, 6b/7a, 

7b/8a, 8c/9a, lO b/lla , llb /12a, 12b/13b. Moreover, alliteration linking lines within 

stanzas occurs in 14 out 15 cases, i.e. la/b, 2a/b, 3a/b, 5a/b, 6a/b, 7a/b, 8a/b, 8b/c, 9a/b, 

lOa/b, 1 laA), 12a/b^^', 13a/b, 13b/c. Alliteration can occur between two stressed words, 

e.g. militiu / nuddm, 2a/b, or where ‘one or both alliterating elements are unaccented, 

e.g. congnam  / cain, 5b/6a.

In his edition, Corthals takes f i r  + fiyrtacht as a nominal compound, with the 

second /len ited  and alliterating with the initial word in the following sentence, i.e. //>- 

fortacht Crist / fritiim -lha  [13a]. I have argued that /;> is a preposed dat. sg. adj. and that 

the original read co firfi)rlachl fritnm-tha [13a].^*’̂  In either circumstance, the in itia l/in  

fi)rtacht is actually lenited. This is problematic for the required linking alliteration since 

lenited/does not have a sound value and therefore would not alliterate with the following 

word.^^"* However, the lack o f linking alliteration can be justified with the compensatory 

internal alliteration in rig roachi [13a] and hron bais [13b].

Where linking alliteration is lacking, it is compensated with p a r a l l e l i s m , i . e .  

3b/4a {lain ChoimdecH ha rolan), or through ‘split’ alliteration o f  which Corthals observes 

6 instances o f the latter type.^^^ Thus, ‘if the cadence begins with a pretonic word, this 

word bears the backward alliteration, whereas the tonic part o f the group bears the binding 

alliteration, connecting it with the beginning o f the next line’. He notes that such ‘split’ 

alliteration occurs in 3a/b, 6a/b, 9b/10a, l lb/ I2b,  12a/I2b. However, in one o f these 

examples, I would argue that in fact the regular alliteration can be achieved with editing 

the text as con- gaib -genainn  /  gdir [3a], with the ind. dat. gaih  alliterating with 

genainn?^^

On the exclusion o f  the vocative for purposes o f alliteration, see Schrijver (2005, 94, 95, 99) who has 

suggested this for the roscada passages in the Tain.

In this instance, the unstressed word mo ‘m y’ is skipped.

See Carney 1981,253.

For a further discussion o f  the editorial decisions made in this sentence, see the textual note on [13a]. 

Meyer (1909, 4) argued that alliteration between le n ite d /a n d /w a s  possible. However, Bergin (1921, 

84) disagreed with him arguing that this was not possible as they both have different sound values.

Corthals 1989, 54; See also Carney 1981, 258.

3̂’'' Corthals 1989, 54.

See further discussion in the textual note on [3a].
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Corthals (1989, 54) notes that in hi lino! tairsem  [5a], t should be read as Idl. He 

is mistaken o f course, since III may also be pemiissible in this instance o f loose 

alliteration.^^*

Internal alliteration;

Corthals shows that internal alliteration occurs in more than half the lines but he states 

that this feature is not obligatory, i.e. [3a], [3b], [5b], [7b], [8a], [8b], [8c], [9a], [9b], 

[10b], [11a], [12a], [12b], [13b], [13c], However, I have noted further examples of 

internal alliteration occurring in the middle o f the sentence, e.g. con-cichlis cruas [2a]; 

choiutir crochalh [4a]; oen-artreg adamrai [4b]; Dee ndilgaJag [6a]',forlann fo a  [6b]; 

meninan meici [9a]; crochad Crist [9h\, fo -reilic  fochel [ lib ] ; chride cloais [12b]; mo 

feda inscih [ 13a]; rig roucht [ 13a], Thus, although internal alliteration is not as important 

a feature as linking alliteration, it is evident that it is used more often than not.

C o m p lex  alliteration

According to Sproule, complex alliteration was a feature o f Old Irish accentual poetry.^*’’̂ 

However, Corthals avers that complex alliteration does not play a major role in Ba 

apraiiin, counting only 6 instances in 56 alliterative connections o f the cadence.^^*’ He 

notes the following instances o f complex alliteration: arlrig n-arnac [la]; serhairlech /  

soirthnigfed  [2b/3a]; tairisiiim  / triun [5a/b]; croithfainn / la Crist [6b/7a]; ditr derchointe 

["idi]', fortachl Crist/fritoni- [13a/b].^^'

Furthermore, I observe the following examples: soirthnigfed soirchohair [3a]; 

congnam, cain [5b/6a]; coirp chriud  [7b]; deragam, duirchoirp [8b/8c]; aironnin, 

airiniud  [13b/13c]. Altogether therefore, the poem contains 10 instances of complex

See C an iey  1 9 8 1 ,2 5 4 .

See Sproule 1987, 195. 1 fo llow  S p rou le’s defin ition  o f ‘com plex  alliteration  as occurring  betw een tw o 

o r m ore stressed  w ords in sequence  and betw een a stressed  w ord at the end o f  a line and an unstressed w ord 

at the beg inn ing  o f  the next line (as norm al a lliteration) w hen the initial consonants are the sam e (w hether 

m utated  o r no, as in norm al allite ra tion ) and the second  consonants are the sam e. In the case o f  w ords 

beg inn ing  w ith a vow el, since such w ords alliteratre w ith each o ther in Irish m etrics, com plex alliteration 

can be said to  occur w hen the first consonan ts in the w ord are iden tica l' (1987 , 195).

C orthals 1989, 54.

The exam ple o f  13a is doubtful since tiic initial / 'in /b ;7 a c /! / is lenited.
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alliteration (38%). This suggests that this type o f  alliteration is not accidental but used on 

purpose by the poet.^^^

Ba aprainn: stress and alliteration^’  ̂ Stress Count

[1] “ Ba aprainn nad ndail cu Artrig n-arnac: 4

*’ atum— beoFir hi richt chroadchurad -cichtis 4

[2] “ mo beoil. con-cichlis cruas mar militiu. 5 > 4

maidm nithQ mmd, nemdai sloig serbairlech. 6 > 4

[3] “ Soirthnigfed sofrchobair, fri Cn'st con-gaib  -geninn, 5 > 4

^gai'r baith; ba ru l^m  for letene jain Choimded. 6 > 4

[4] “ ba rolan seel ee cho(ntir crochath fir; 5 > 4

ba in moo mo chorp chain oen-artreg adamrai airrerinn. 6 > 4

[5] “ atum-chichthe gni'm tlr hi tmol tairisium 5 > 4

 ̂triun ^ s a i b  i Coimded coimthecht congnam. 5 > 4

[6]  ̂Cain bdnn  la Dee ndilgadach dia chobair? 4

'’ cain forlann foa mbebainn? Cach comlann crothfinn. 4

[7] “Crfst, ar nemthuir, nibu schh leis ce chcste, 4

^coirp chriad ci'arbo ar Cn'§t cath cumachtach. 5 > 4

[8] Ci'a du dun, nad roichem rM  dur derchoi'nteo. 5

*’ din reil -rochuinem nad nPea nderagam? 4

Duirehoirp crochsite Rjg do -  rea -roosat. 5

[9] “ Ron-ort innar menman med, nad Rig roachtmar. 5 > 4

ron-craidi crochath Crfst: ma chuton-^cbaiinmis, at-belmais. 5 > 4

[10] “ Ba assu nad bemmis iar n-^rtreg £comnart 4

 ̂oasal R1 ro-ches cruich coirt ar dLoins ndichmairc. 7 > 4

[11] “ Dia raith regainn-se bas, achto fl^th, 5 > 4

*’ fo-reilic fochel n-eco, nabu ni. 4

[12] “ Nemthuir necht, remit-t^sed di chombruth 4

Sproule suggests that a percentage liigher than tliat o f  25%  wliicli is found in Bardic poetry suggests a 

‘conscious use’ o f  complex alliteration (see Sproule 1987, 194). He gives the guideline o f  30% for such 

alliteration in Old Irish poetry. According to Sproule, the poem Enna, Lahraid luad cdich has a sim ilar 

percentage to Ba aprainn, i.e. 35%.

Bold letters signify alliteration, e.g. chroadchitrad. Letters underlined with a bold line mark a stressed 

element, e.g. mar. W ords underlined with a wavy line illustrate those which have lost the stress, e.g. cruas.
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mo chride, c l^ is  m ’̂ rtreg  athgubae. 4

[13] Ar, mu I'ido, inscib nad rig roacht co fir fortacht, 

’’ fritum-tlia: feron bais cu n-adbair aii’omun. 

g r i l le d  dom dul druib cen Duilcmon digail.

6 > 5

5 > 4

5 > 4

Stylistic features

The poem Ba aprainii is very stylistic and contains many poetic devices which are found 

in early poetry, e.g. antithetic parallelism, repetition and the poetic re-arrangement of 

words.

The author employs th epliiralis majestutis to heighten the tone in [7], [8], [9] and 

[10a], which are the cmx of rose poem. It is in these sections that we see Conchobar gain 

true understanding that Christ suffered and died for the redemption of humankind, while 

also illustrating Conchobar’s willingness to die. Thus, the stylistic employment o f the 

plunilis majestatis distinguishes these sections from the opening and ending sections 

which use the Isg.

We find antithetic parallelism in [2]:

Corthals notes that the preposed gen. sg. nemdai forms a chiasmus with the 

preceding clause. Furthennore, serhairlech provides antithetic parallelism with [2a]. In 

the first sentence it is shown that the speaker will gain a noble victory over Christ’s 

persecutors by using his words o f ‘great warriot-like harshness’, while the second clause 

demonstrates that the opposition will die a violent death.

The repetition o f  iiemtlniir is seen in [7a] and [12b]. Also, one sees the frequent 

use o f the words implying lament or weep, i.e. ce chointir, ‘that is bewailed’ [4a]; 

derchointeo, ‘o f despair’ [8a]; d in - reil -rochm'nem, ‘wherewith we clearly despair’ [8b].

S ee  for instance M cC on c (2 0 0 0 , 4 5 )  w h o touclies upon the in fluence b ib lical poetry had on Irish scribes  

and authors. B ib lica l poetry  used such sty listic  d e v ice s  as sem antic  and syntactic  parallelism s, ch iasm s, 

paired sy n o n y m s, p lays upon w ords, and antithesis.

“  mo beoil, con-cichlis cnicis m ar militin.

m aidm  nilho nwid, niam dai s lo ig  serhairlech.

“Y ou  w ill stir up, m y m outh, w ith great w arrior-like harshness, 

victory  in a nob le  com bat, bitter slaughter o f  a lustrous(?) host.
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Corthals observes that the verbal noun derchoiniud  forms a figura etyniologica with its 

verb cio-rochoini at the beginning o f  [8b].^^^

The author frequently employs preposed genitives throughout the poem to 

accommodate alliteration. For instance, we find nmmdai sloig serhairlech [2b] instead o f 

expected serhairlech niamdai sloig  to allow for the required alliteration between the final 

word in the sentence with that preceding it. In the cheville achto flaith, ‘a lord o f action’ 

[11a], achto is preposed to allow for alliteration between/7«/7// and fo-reilic, [11b]. There 

is compensatory alliteration in [11a] and [ l i b]  to allow for the absence o f  alliteration 

between achto and flaith. In nad rig  roacht co f i r  fortacht, ‘by which I was not able to 

come to (the) true help o f the King’ [13a], rig  is a ‘pre’ preposed genitive, w'hich allows 

for compensatory alliteration between the two elements due to the lack o f linking 

alliteration b e t w e e n and fritom -tha  in [13b], since fo r  tacht has a lenited in itia l/  

We find examples o f the preposition + genitive + noun governed by preposition 

in the poem,^’  ̂ i.e. iar n-Artreg ecomnart, ‘after the trouble o f the High-King’, [ 10a]; cii 

ii-adhair airomiin, ‘with great (religious) fear o f (its) cause’, [ 13b]; cen Duilemon digail, 

‘without avenging o f the Creator’, [13c].

The absence o f the definite article and ocus is notable in the poem:^’  ̂

coimthecht congnam, ‘accompanying (and) assisting’ [5b]. 

ar Crist cath ciimachtach, ‘our holy (and) noble Christ’ [7b]. 

cruich coin, ‘cross and crown’ [10b].

Syntax

There are several independent datives used throughout the poem, e.g.

• con-cichlis cruas mar militiii, ‘you will stir up with great warrior-like harshness’ 

[2a].

•  con -g a ih  -genainn, ‘... which 1 would have assisted with spears’ [3a].

Corthals (1989, 57) observes that this sentence echoes tlie following glosses; deirchointea derochoinet 

cinicc trechesad tvist, ‘o f  despair wherewith they despair o f  their salvation through C hrist’s Passion’, Wb. 

2 1b l; .i. derchoiniud dorochdinsem ni arnic, ‘i.e. the despair wherewith we had despaired o f  our salvation’. 

Ml. 89a6. Corthals (1989, 58) notes that the figitra etymologica with instrumental m eaning is moribund in 

M iddle Irish (see also 6  hUiginn 1983, 123-33.

C f  Carney 1982-3, 202, e.g. la hUiad n-dnnithu, De Caitsis, §4(02.

For a discussion on the use o f the definite article in poetiy and rose, where earlier ocus and definite 

articles were not used, see Binchy (1966, 4).
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• cloais, ‘upon hearing’ [12b],

• inscib, ‘with words’ fl3a].

The following examples o f Bergin’s Law are found in Ba aprainir?^^

• Cainforluiin fo a  mhehainii?, ‘Would it not have been an unequal combat in 

which I would have died?’ [6b],

• Cach conilann crolhfinn, ‘(But) 1 would have upset any equal opponent!’ [6b]. 

The above two instances involve the conjunct forms o f the simple verbs ha'id and crolluiid 

placed at the end o f the s e n t e n c e . I t  should be mentioned here that there are examples 

o f the conditional used in Ba aprainn in which the verbal form is not preceded by the 

particle no, i.e. soirlhnigfed  [3a]; regainn [1 la].^**° However, in these instances, they are 

not in sentence final position. Thus, I tentatively suggest that the above examples are 

probable Bergin’s Law constructions.

•  ha in man {roldn seel) mo cliorp chain oen-artreg adanirai airrerinn, ‘Much more 

were it (a great story) that I would exchange my fair body in place o f the one 

wonderful Migh-King’ [4b].

The above example o f  Bergin’s Law involves the prototonic form o f the active compound 

verb ar-ren placed at the end o f the sentence.

Tmesis is frequently employed by the author in order to achieve the required 

alliteration:^*'

Tmesis I: alum -  ... —cichlis [lb]; con-  ... -genainn  [3a]; d o - ... —roosat [8c]; d in - ... — 

rochninem  [8b], In these examples, the preverb is seperated from the stressed portion o f 

the verb.

1 understand Bergin’s Law as the definition provided by Bergin (1934—1938, 197); ‘The rule may be 

stated thus: when a verb docs not stand at the head o f  its clause, particularly when it fo llow s its subject or 

object, it takes the dependent form, that is, a sim ple verb has the conjunct ending and a compound verb is 

prototonic’. C f  G O I §513n.

For a discussion o f  B ergin’s Law using active sim ple verbs, see Binchy 1979-1980 , 4 3 -9 . C f  M ag  

M iirlhem ni a lharda  iha sruaim  si iilhborr, LL 13 8 5 8 f ( c f  Bergin 1934-1938 , 201), ‘ancestral M. M. shall 

drink a torrential (?) stream [o f b lood]’, Binchy 1979-1980 , 43.

See also the textual note on ce  cheste, [7a].

Greene (1976 , 23) follow s the definition o f  tm esis as defined by the O xford English D ictionary, i.e. ‘the 

separation o f  the elem ents o f  a compound word by the interposition o f  another word or w ords’. On tmesis 

see also Bergin 1938, 197 ff; C O /§513n .; Wagner 1967, 289 f f
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Tmesis II: n a d ... n-aniac [ 1 a], n a d ... nderagam  [8b]; iia d ... roachtnuir 9a; n a d ... roacht 

[13a].

Summary

Ba apraiiin is a highly ornamental and stylized poem. It is an accentual composition, 

consisting o f 28 lines, which can be grouped into two lines corresponding to semantic 

units. There is no pattern in the syllabic count, nor is there rhyme. The metre o f the poem 

is characterised by the number o f stresses per line (i.e. four or five) and alliteration. While 

internal and complex alliteration are frequent throughout, more important is the linking 

alliteration, i.e. the final word o f a sentence alliterates with the first word o f the next 

sentence. This type o f alliteration occurs between stressed words, but a looser type is also 

seen between stressed and unstressed words. Where linking alliteration is absent, it is 

usually compensated by internal alliteration or parallelism. Thus, Ba aprainn can be 

classified as belonging to the sub-category o f rose, which Breatnach (1984, 452) 

describes as ‘[of the type] o f lines with regular number o f stressed words per line and 

alliteration’.
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Chapter 3 Thematic Chapter 

General introduction

belongs to a specific category o f tales known as aidecki, or ‘violent death-tales’, which 

describe the violent deaths o f prominent heroes, and heroines, in Early Irish literature.^*^ 

While previous scholarship has centred on the manuscript tradition, development and 

possible sources for the versions o f AC, little attention has been paid to the thematic 

elements o f the tale. Therefore, this chapter seeks to establish whether the tale itself can 

be included in the literary category o f aideda by examining the death experienced by the 

protagonist Conchobar. It includes an examination o f the manuscript context for some of 

the manuscript copies which hopes to provide an insight into the reasons why certain 

versions o f AC  were arranged with other similar material. Furthermore, the significant 

characters, locations, themes, motifs and intertextual relationships o f the extant versions 

will be examined. Lastly, the composition and style o f each version is discussed. 

Although this chapter does not provide an exhaustive discussion o f all the aspects o f this 

unique tale, the intention is to complement and balance any previous criticism o f AC. It 

is hoped that it will allow for a belter understanding o f the different authorial and 

compilatoiy intentions behind writing the tale’s versions.

3.1 The literary category o i aided  ‘violent death-tale’

The medieval Irish tale lists present us with a catalogue o f major or primary tales 

(jviniscela) that are grouped into various c a te g o r ie s .T a le  List A and Tale List B, as 

they are conventionally referred to today, are thought to have been recited by professional

382 j enipioy the nom. pi. aideda, rather than the syncopated pi. form oitle (< O Ir *aittea), throughout the 

chapter solely to conform to the convention used by Proinsias Mac Cana in The Learned Tales o f  M edieval 

Ireland  (1980). For a brief note on the stem, formation and attestations o f  aided  see Toner (2000a, 99, n. 

44).

1 use the term ‘category’ here instead o f  genre, following the suggestion o f  Kicki Ingridsdotter (2009a, 

14, n. 20), where she points out that Mac C ana’s use o f ‘genre’ is misleading. The use o f  such aterm  implies 

that there are clearer divisions between the tales than perhaps Mac Cana (1980, 71) him self had even 

intended o f  the term, c f  ‘the system o f  classifying tales according to genres occludes the fact that few tales 

are a straightforward exam ple o f  any one genre’ (1980, 71). Ingridsdotter prefers, therefore, to use O 

C atliasaigh's term ‘storytelling categories’ when referring to the aideda  (see O Cathasaigh 1994, 86).
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poets to kings and lords.̂ **'* The aided category occurs in List A: Aciis is iatso tia 

primsceoil .i. Togla 7 tana 7 tochniarca 7 catha 7 iiatha 7 imrunm  7 o i t t e  7 fessa  {j^forhassa 

7 echtnida  et ailhid 7 airggne. ‘And these are the major tales, viz. destructions, cattle- 

raids, wooings, battles, teiTors, voyages, death-tales, feasts, sieges, adventures, 

elopments, and plunderings’.̂ **̂  List A and B survive independently o f  each other and 

descend from an earlier list, which Mac Cana refers to as List X. The extant lists have 

gone through considerable changes and expansions throughout their transmission, 

resulting in some discrepancies between Lists A and B. For instance. List A contains 14 

aideda but list B does not contain a single aided. According to Proinsias Mac Cana (1980, 

71), the aideda were not originally included in List X and that it was neither necessary 

nor practical to include a list o f aideda in the general tale list, reasoning that they were 

simply so common, and furthermore that they were ‘too numerous for inclusion under a 

single rubric o f the original list’ (Mac Cana 1980, 71-2). However, Gregory Toner 

(2000a, 88-120) has most recently demonstrated in his new analysis o f the tale lists that 

the aided  category is very much part o f the original list.^*'’ Mac Cana agreed with 

Thumeysen that the common core o f list A and B could possibly be dated to the tenth 

century, and Toner (2000a, 97) posits a terminus ante quern for list X o f  no later than the 

second half o f the twelfth century.

A C  is cited in List A, which according to Toner (2000a, 113) is more conservative 

than List B.^^’ That this tale itself was popular is evidenced by the numerous versions and 

manuscript copies that survive today. The tale consists o f two halves. The llrst half relates 

the events leading up to the point where Conchobar is struck in the head with the calcified 

brain o f Mess Gegrai, cast by Cet mac Magach. It is stated then that he is buried where

Indeed in the tale A irec M enman U raird  m ale C oisse, Urard mac C oisse relates List B to the king o f  

Tara, Domnall mac Muirchertaig (see B ym e 1 9 0 8 ,4 3 -8 ) . Furthermore, G regoiy Toner (2000a, 114) infers 

that the alliterative patterns o f  the lists may suggest that these lists were intended to be recited out loud. 

List A  is found in LL and TCD H .3.17. List B is found in RIA 23 N  10, Rawlinson B 512, and British 

Library Harleian 5280. B eside these two major lists, there are fragments o f  minor lists found the A dvocates 

Library, Edinburgh, Ms. VII and British L-ibrary Harleian 432. See Mac Cana 1980, 4 1 -6 5 .

Mac Cana 1980, 41 text and translation. I have marked in bold the relevant text.

3“  See Toner 2000a, 8 8 -120 .

The aideda  listed in tale-list A are as follows: O ilte da inso A id ed  Co F ir D ead; A. Conaill; A. 

Celtchair; A. B la i Briiigad; A. Loegaire; A. Fergusa; A . C /ton coba ir; A. Fiamain; A. M ae! Falharlaig maic 

Ronain; A. Taidc maic Ce/n; A. wiaic Saniain. I provide the list as it appears in LL (see for example Mac 

Cana 1980, 44; Toner 2000a, 116).
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he fell, thereby marking his death. However, the second part o f the tale continues with 

Conchobar still alive. Upon learning o f Christ’s crucifixion, he vows to avenge Christ’s 

death and his anger causes the calcified brain to leap out o f his head. This marks his 

second, or final, death.

Despite Mac Cana’s assertions about the prevalence o f this particular category o f 

tale, relatively little has been written about it until recent times. To date, Daniel Melia has 

undertaken the most detailed discussion on the aiJeda. His research, following the 

Proppian model, focuses primarily on the structural similarities between the aideda?^'^ 

Although M elia’s research is somewhat limited, and much work remains to be carried out 

on the aideda in general, his work provides a starting point for any structural discussion 

o f this category o f tales. Melia (1977/78, 3 9 ^ 1 )  discusses how the death-tales can fall 

into one of two basic narrative groups, i.e. death by ‘woman-revenge’, and death by ‘tabu- 

revenge’. The former sometimes contains a situation involving an illicit sexual encounter 

and death by revenge stemming from that encounter. The latter contains a situation where 

a taboo is broken and the hero is killed by revenge. Melia (1977/78, 44) points out that 

matters are complicated because often a death-tale can contain elements from both 

groups, as is the case with Nevertheless, Melia observes that a recurring pattern is

found throughout the tales. The hero generally dies as a result o f revenge and a woman 

may play a part.^'^' Melia also observes that the hero breaks an important behavioural 

code or social honour-code. Thus, he creates the following formula:

Woman + Man 

Breaking o f  Rules

See further discussion in Chapter 3.3. in relation to A C  being an exam ple o f  an a id ed  ‘violent death- 

ta le’.

See M elia 1977-1978 , 3 6 -5 7 . Shortcom ings o f  M elia’s article have been pointed out by Ingridsdotter 

(2009b , 14), and de Vries (2011 , 18). For instance, M elia’s survey is not exhaustive and is limited to the 

U lster cycle  death-tales mentioned in List A, neither does he exam ine any o f  the various death-tales found 

in the Tain Bo Cuaihige.

In A C , the Connacht w om en lure the king away from his army to gaze at his perfection whereupon Cet 

strikes him with the brain-ball, causing him to die. H owever, the second half o f  the tale continues with 

Conchobar still alive, albeit blem ished. He is ordered him to remain still by Fi'ngen. Upon hearing o f  

C hrist’s crucifixion he w ishes to avenge Christ’s death. His em otions cause the calcified brain to leap out 

o f  his head and to die.

M elia 1 9 7 7 -7 8 ,4 8 .
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Deatli [in Revenge]^’-

In order to convey the complexity o f Conchobar’s two deaths in AC, I provide the 

following formula:

In more recent times, scholars such as Kicki Ingridsdotter and Ranke de Vries 

have made welcome contributions towards a better understanding o f this category o f 

tales.

3.2 The title A ided Chonchobair

The title o f a tale indicates to the reader or audience the expected outcome o f events in 

any given narrative. As mentioned above, the title Aided Chonchobair is given in Tale 

List A, which is listed in LL. In version A oi' AC, the title o f the tale can be found at the 

beginning o f the oldest extant copy, i.e. LL p.l23b40. It appears squeezed into the 

column, preceding the first line o f the text, and is surrounded by a rubricated box. An 

examination o f the neighbouring material in LL shows that other titles also appear 

squeezed in.^^^ Although these may well have been copied from a preceding exemplar by 

a scribe and later decorated by the compiler, it is also possible that the titles were added 

by the compiler o f the manuscript him self Therefore, it is difficult to tell in the case o f

1 disagree with M elia (1 9 7 7 -7 8 , 54) when he infers that Conchobar dies by “accident” . This underscores 

the com plex manner in which his death com es about. Moreover, vengeance is indeed a contributing factor 

to his death, since it is M ess Gegrai’s brain-ball w hich eventually causes Conchobar to die.

in the first h a lf o f  the tale, Cet mac Magach was aware that M ess Gegrai vengeance after his death had 

been prophesied.

See for instance de Vries 2 0 11; Ingridsdotter 2009b.

For instance, the earliest version o f  the tale describing Cii Chulainn’s death, also referred to as Brislech  

M or M aige M uirthem ni (henceforth BM M M ), directly precedes the text o f  A C  in LL. W hile BM M M  does 

not have a title itself, titles are used to mark separate episodes within the tale and are found centred and 

surrounded by a rubricated box, i.e. beochohra  conc///ainn /.s,n dio  fiia ir has, p. 119b24; sicihiirchobrci 

concj/Zainn ilia triu a eitsech ta , p. 122b41; m udlgiiha em ire inso, p. 123a 19. The text o f  A id ed  M eidhe  

(henceforth AM ) com es im m ediately after A C , and its title, i.e. A id ed  meidhe, p. 12b33, is centred and 

surrounded by a rubricated box. This tale also ends with A id ed  m eidhe /  sin, p. 125a23, again suiTounded 

by a rubricated box.

Death I 

prophecŷ ^̂  

women + man

Death 2

death in revenge

man 

breaking o f rules 

death by avenging Christ
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A C  in LL whether the title has been copied or added. A title is not provided in C or E2. 

The first two lines in Ei are illegible due to heavy staining in the manuscript, thereby 

making it difficult to ascertain whether the tale in this manuscript contained a title or not. 

it should be noted that the other versions, i.e. versions B and C, do not contain the title. 

The short prose passage that constitutes version D contains the title at the beginning o f  

the text, i.e. Incipil do a id id  Chonchobair Mac Nessa inso si's, ^Incipit o f  the violent death 

o f  Conchobar son o f  N ess in what follows below’.

3.3 A C  as an example of a tale included in the aided  category.

By its title alone, A C  can o f  course be regarded as part o f  the category o f  tales entitled 

aideda  ‘violent death-tales’. However, matters are complicated wiien one considers that 

the extant versions do not coiTclate entirely as to how, or when, Conchobar dies. For 

instance, the longest version o f  the tale possibly contains Conchobar’s original death 

embedded in the middle o f  the text. His second, or final, death occurs at the end o f  the 

Edinburgh manuscripts, but LL/C omit his death at the end o f  their recension altogether. 

Version B, C and D all mention Conchobar’s death. The only agreement between the texts 

which do contain his death is that Conchobar perishes ultimately as a result o f  Mess 

Gegrai’s calcified brain springing from his head. This section examines in greater detail 

the exact circumstances leading up to and the manner in which Conchobar dies which 

allows it to be classified as an aided  ‘violent death’ as opposed to a death o f  natural 

causes.

The definition given by DIL s.v. aided  is ‘violent death’ and it further notes that 

it can also be used as the title o f  a class o f  stories. Used in a more general sense, it can 

also mean ‘(unpleasant) fate, plight’. M i k h a i l o v a  and Nikolaeva (2003, 110) further 

suggest that the notion o i  a ided  can convey the idea o f  a ‘sudden and unnatural death’ 

rather than ‘violent death’, in some instances in the aided  category o f  tales.^^  ̂ For the 

sense o f  ‘sudden and unnatural death’, they refer in particular to AC, stating that the king

The definition o f aided  ‘violent death ' is also employed by Mac Cana (1980, 71 and 73).

See M ikhailova and N ikolaeva 2003, 93-115. They refer to Aided ChonChidaind, A ided M uirchertaig  

ineic Erca  and Aided Fergusa maic Roich  as examples o f  aided  with the sense o f  ‘violent death’. They 

conclude that the primary meaning o f  aided  was not ‘death’ but ‘ill fate, plight, (2003, 110), and

that Glided is something that comes suddenly, that differs from a certain standard and can be predicted, 

because, logically, only unnatural death is worth to be predicted’ (2003, I I I ) .
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died ‘o f  severe shock’ having heard about Christ’s crucifixion.^^** However, their 

interpretation o f  the term aided  as ‘sudden and unnatural’ in describing Conchobar’s 

second death (i.e. after hearing about Christ’s crucifixion) appears subjective since it does 

not take into consideration M ess Gegrai’s brain-bail or Conchobar’s first (or original) 

death, for which see further below. Translating aided  as ‘sudden and unnatural death’ 

would downplay the dramatic nature o f  Conchobar’s death as well as undermine the 

complex factors that contribute to both deaths. I see no reason why the definition o f  

‘violent death’ or even the broader ‘unpleasant fate’, as provided by DIL, cannot be 

applied in this instance, because although Conchobar’s death upon hearing about Christ’s 

crucifixion is sudden, it is also definitely violent. Therefore, 1 follow DIL and Mac Cana’s 

definition o f  aided  meaning ‘violent death’ and will demonstrate below that Conchobar’s 

death was caused not only by a calcified brain-ball but also by extreme emotion, a m otif 

that features in early Irish literature.^‘̂^

At the end o f  the ‘traditional nucleus’ o f  AC, as tenned by Carney, we see that 

Conchobar falls at Daire D a Bdelh.'^^  ̂ Carney believed that this signaled Conchobar’s 

death and that it marked the original ending o f  the tale. Immediately prior to this event, 

Cet mac Magach fixes Mess Gegrai’s brain-ball into his sling (idhaill) before hurling it

They also refer to the incident in A ided Cheltchair mciic Uthechcur which relates tiiat Celtchar died when 

a drop o f  the hound’s blood which he had slain fell on him (see 2003, 110; M eyer 1906, 30). However, they 

do not provide a detailed discussion to demonstrate clearly as to how they came to the interpretation. 

Interestingly, this tale and share the theme o f  posthumous revenge (see M cCone, 1984 ,2 -3 ), a structual

element which is worthy o f  further discussion at a future date. Furthermore, a more exhaustive study o f  the 

aided  category o f  tales is required in order to postulate the different possible applications o f the term aided, 

but this lies beyond the scope o f  the present thesis.

Kicki Ingridsdotter (2009, 88-95) provides an insightful analysis into this m o tif She writes that the 

m otif o f  death by em otion can be accepted ‘[...] as an expression o f  being human and as a means o f  

articulating that a particular em otion or experience affects us so deeply that we cannot continue living. [...] 

in this manner death is seen as the ultimate superlative’ (2009, 87). 1 understand Ingridsdotter’s use o f  the 

phrase ‘the ultimate superlative’ to mean that in an instance where a person experiences an emotion o f  such 

extreme intensity, the highest degree or manner in which this can be expressed is through death. In the 

following discussion, I will be considering Conchobar’s death only and not the baptism by blood or entry 

into Heaven, as this is discussed in more detail elsewhere.

Carney 1955, 296; SzQverffy 1956, 202. They both reach the same conclusion that the tale consists o f  

two halves and that the first section is in fact an earlier composition, whether oral or written it is difficult 

to say. However, Carney (1955, 297) stresses that A C  may only ever have existed in written form with the 

Christian addition and that ‘the tale was Christianised when it was first w ritten’.
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at Conchobar’s head, in what can only be described as an act o f  aggression or violence.'*^' 

As a result o f this heinous act, the calcified brain strikes the crown o f Conchobar’s head, 

with two thirds o f tiie brain remaining embedded in the king’s head, causing Conchobar 

to fall forward to the ground,

Na-indlethar Cet inchiim M eisse Gegrai isin  tdbaiH. 7 cla-leici com d-tarlae i mullacli 

Coiichobair co mhdlar a dd trian inna chiuivi 7 co torchair-sem asa chiunn, co larlae 

fri Idr.

‘Cet adjusts the brain o f Mess Gegrai in the sling, and throws it so that it hit the crown 

o f  Conchobar’s head, so that two-thirds o f  it entered his head, and so that he fell head

first to the ground’, [6b],

This image must have resonated strongly witli the audience, a society where battle, 

violence and honour were commonplace. As Clancy observes, being hit would have 

implied a loss of status for Conchobar.'**’̂  Moreover, the crown o f the head was regarded 

as one o f the twelve doors to the soul, as is rcHected in the early Irish law tract Bretlia 

Dein Checht (BDC): Atat da donis .x. aiiina f i l  i ciirp duine. mullach cinn ./. a haites no 

in comiiaim  |... |, ‘There are twelve doors o f the soul in the human body: (1) the top o f the 

head, i.e. the crown or the suture, [...]’, §2A (Binchy 1966, 24/25). Binchy (1966, 52) 

suggested, in fact, that onini may be understood in its primitive meaning o f ‘breath, life’, 

rather than being taken as a specific Christian term, and that translating ‘the twelve doors 

o f  life’ is more suitable here. This is further substantiated by §17^ in BDC, where these 

portals are referred to as ‘doors o f death’. T h u s ,  from a medical point o f view, the 

expected outcome o f such a horrific injury as Conchobar’s would have been an immediate 

death."’*’'' However, Conchobar’s head-injuiy in the tale should be viewed as allegorical,

de Vries (2011, 25) has pointed out the important role the sling has to play in several aideda. Cet mac 

Magach carries out this act to avenge Mess G egrai’s death. Cet acts as a proxy figure, on behalf o f  Mess 

Gegrai who him self is dead having been killed by Conall Cem ach in the tale o f  Talland Etair. Therefore, 

M ess Gegrai cannot avenge him self but requires someone else to act as a proxy figure to help him avenge 

his own death.

See Clancy 2005, 175.

na da Jiiil .x. na ndoirrsi amna, ‘viz. the twelve wounds in the doors o f  the soul, [ . . . ] ’, § I 7, see 

Binchy (1966, 32—33). This is glossed by: A. o cech duine idle, no cowad o rigaib ; ndorus bais, ‘from 

every [class of] person, or perhaps [only] from kings, i.e. [for a wound] in one o f  the doors o f  death ', §17-’ 

(Binchy 1966, 33).

Binchy (1966, 52) was provided with medical commentai'y on the head-wound described in Bretlia Dein 

Checht by Dr. Logan: ‘A severe blow on either the crown o f  the head (1) or the back o f  the neck (2) might 

break or dislocate the first two bones o f the neck (atlas and axis), with rupture o f  the spinal cord. A blow
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i.e. his brain injured by a brain-ball, which causes his first (= original in the ‘traditional’ 

tale) death. This image renders the king’s body blemished and ineligible for kingship.

It should be noted that there is an ambiguity as to whether Conchobar died at this 

point in the text, i.e. For hriiA tha Daire Da Baeth is and do-rochuir Conchobar, ‘On the 

brink o f the ford o f Daire Da Baeth it was that Conchobar fell’ f6g]. Certainly, the 

meaning o f do-rochair ‘fell’ is open to interpretation. The verb do-tiiit can mean ‘falls’ 

in a literal sense, but also ‘falls, perishes, is killed’ in reference to situations in battle. 

Either meaning could apply here, i.e. Conchobar fell to the ground at Ath Daire Da Baeth 

or Conchobar died at Ath Daire Da Baeth. However, the concept o f  falling at a ford 

supports the suggestion that Conchobar’s original death occurred here, because the death 

near or in water is a m otif that is commonly found in aideda, as observed by Ranke de 

Vries (2011, 25 and n. 1 1).'“’̂  It is the sentence which comes immediately after this 

sentence, i.e. [6h], that has led scholars, such as Carney, to note that Conchobar died at 

this point. In effect, it is this sentence that acts as the seam between the ‘traditional 

nucleus’ and the Christian addition:'’*’̂

jcUtd a lige ami baile i lore hair 7 chorthe fria  chend 7 corthe fria  chassa.

A nd his g rave is there w here he had fallen, and a p illar-stone at his head, and ano ther 

at h is fe e t’ f6h].

If one follows Carney’s suggestion that the first half o f the tale reflects an older 

tradition, be it oral or written, preserved within a later Christian tale, then Conchobar’s 

original death here surely constitutes an aided, or immediate ‘violent death’, because it is 

caused by a blow to the head with a hardened brain-ball.

The aforementioned sentence, i.e. [6h], clearly disrupts the narrative How in 

version A because it refers to an older tradition, be it oral or written, in which Conchobar

to the tem ple (3) m ight cause rupture o f  the m iddle m eningeal artery. In such a case  the patient m ight 

recover consciousness qu ick ly , and the injury w ould seem  to be a trivial one until, som e hours later, the 

patient w ent into a com a and d ied ’.

De V ries refers to  the exam ple in version D w here C et m ac M agach threw  the calcified  brain at 

C onchobar at A th D aire Da Baeth. In th is version C onchobar fell at M ag L am raige (M eyer 1907 (1937), 

18/ 19).

See C arney  1955, 295—6. He observes that the ‘trad itional n u c leu s’ reflects a sim ilar m anner in w hich a 

native h istorian  w ould have g iven ‘the plain unadorned factual details o f  the death o f  C onchobar’. H e is 

quick to note tliat this leads to  C onchobar being revived in an unconvincing  m anner in the tale. But C arney  

(1955, 297) points ou t that ‘w hile w e m ay see in the early  portion o f  the tale a genu ine  traditional story  it 

cannot be show n that there w as an early  w ritten form  o f  the tale lacking the C hristian  e lem en t’.
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is buried at Daire Da Baeth after his original death.'*®  ̂This sentence should be understood 

as a narrative inconsistency, rather than an intrusion, which the author failed to omit when 

he conflated the material into the new Christian composition.

Certainly, if one excludes [6f] and [6h], the narrative continues to flow with the 

Connachtmen and Ulstermen toing and froing in battle until the Ulstermen are defeated. 

Conchobar is rendered immobile from his injury, requiring his men to carry him away 

from the battle. iM'ngen heals him then and orders the king to remain pennanently 

motionless. The undisturbed order o f the narrative plotline further suggests that the author 

was unailistic when he modified the original tale, i.e. the exclusion o f [6f] and [6h]. 

Moreover, it rids the text o f the basic problem of Conchobar’s first death. Furthermore, 

this suggestion does not interfere with the narrative structure that ties together the Ulster 

cycle aideda as put forth by Daniel Melia. Conchobar meets the women o f Connacht after 

they make a demand {dilges) upon him. Me duly obeys and Haunts him self before them 

so that the women may see his faultless appearance and physical perfection.'*'’** Once he 

is hit with Mess Gegrai’s brain (an act o f (prophesied) revenge), he remains alive but is a 

blemished king (a taboo). Ffngen orders him to remain still, which he does for seven 

years. Upon hearing about Christ’s crucifixion, he breaks Ffngen’s prohibitions, and in 

tum the brain-ball leaps out o f his head. Thus, Conchobar’s death, albeit delayed, ends a 

cycle o f  vengeance.'’'*'̂  I ’here are various contributing factors to his death, the main cause

See for instance Carney (1955 , 296). He observes that the autiior ‘cannot abandon the firm tradition tiiat 

Conchobar w as slain by a m issile made from the brain o f  M es G egra’, and that there is a w eakeness in the 

literary adaptation o f  the older tradition since we are asked to believe that although Conchobar dies in 

Emain Macha at the end, he is buried at Daire Da Baeth.

See [5g  - k] for the description o f  Conchobar’s description and attributes.

See M elia (1977/78 , 41), i.e. A C  is an exam ple o f  death by ‘tabu-revenge’ for which see description 

above. To clarify, although his anger and his shock at hearing o f  Christ’s crucifixion contribute to the reason 

for his death, it is ultimately M ess G egrai’s calcified brain which is the cause o f  Conchobar’s sudden death, 

not his anger or anything else. Another parallel for a delayed a id ed  ‘violent death’, rather than ‘sudden and 

unnatural’, is perhaps found in A ided  F ergtisa inaic Raich  (M eyer 1906, 3 2 -5 ) . Lugaid throws a spear at 

Fergus w hich goes through his chest. H owever, Fergus does not die straight away. He draws the spear out 

from his chest, killing A ilill’s hound, and only then is it written that his soul leaves his body { lu id a  ainim  

as, M eyer 1906, 34). A  clearer exam ple o f  a delaved a id ed  is found in Echtra Fergusa niaic Leti. In this 

tale, Fergus m eets a monster (m iiirdris) in Loch Rudraige and becom es disfigured by the sheer horror o f  

seeing it. How ever, the UKstermen decide to leave Fergus as king, albeit blem ished, and thus he remains for
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being primarily the brain-ball and secondarily, his rage or extreme emotions (see further 

below).

As mentioned previously, the death o f Conchobar in avenging Christ is not found 

in LL and C, in contrast to the Edinburgh manuscripts which contain a M idir version o f 

Conchobar’s death. Thurneysen, Clancy and Corthals have suggested that the text in LL 

is lacking an ending as a result o f some type o f error.'"*’ Indeed the presence o f  lacunae 

elsewhere in LL and C may substantiate a claim that the ending has been lost in 

transmission through scribal i n a t t e n t i o n . O n  the other hand, Imhoff and Cronan argue 

convincingly that the king’s death may not have been thematically necessary in the 

version contained in LL and C and was ‘dropped by design’.'*'̂  I agree with their 

hypothesis in this respect and propose that the compiler o f LL and C ’s exemplar made a 

conscious decision to exclude Conchobar’s death and instead chose to include the 

alternative accounts, taking care to place them after the rose poem (in l.L ’s case) so as 

not to distract the audience from its dramatic effect. The redactor’s motivation was to 

place greater emphasis on the fact that Conchobar was one o f the first men o f Ireland to 

be converted to Christianity, in pre-Patrician times. The compiler also places more 

importance on the rose poem, Ba aprainn, which, as Imhoff (2012, 88) has noted, contains 

references to Conchobar’s anger and desire for vengeance, with the compiler viewing the 

death only as secondary and unnecessary.'"^ The compiler o f the LL and C ’s exemplar 

must have viewed the final section of the Ba aprainn as Conchobar’s apotheosis, hideed, 

the ending o f Ba aprainn sees the speaker being humbled to die and offer his own life, 

rather than violently avenging Christ’s death:

seven years. Then, his bondmaid alerts him to his disfigurem ent and he kills her. Fergus returns to the lake 

and fights the monster, whereupon he dies (see B inchy 1952, 3 8 -9 ).

See Thurneysen, 1921, 537. Clancy (1996 , 90) suggests that LL had ‘forgotten to include the 

denoum ent’, w hile Corthals (1989, 42) com m ents that the ‘redactor forgets to mention Conchobar’s final 

death’.

F ora detailed examination o f  the relationship betw een the manuscripts o f  version A, see Chapter 1.6.2.

D ennis Cronan (2007, 153) writes that the them atic concern in LL was not with Conchobar’s death, or 

his baptism by blood, but that he was one o f  two men who believed in Christ before the com ing o f  

Christianity to Ireland; see also Im hoff 2012, 9 0 -1 . H owever, Helen Im hoff (2012 , 91) does concede that 

the tale is entitled A id ed  C honchobair  and that the ancestor o f  l^L and C may have contained Conchobar’s 

death.

In that sense, I agree with Im hoff that LL/C and N  contrast in tone but hasten to add that this is as a 

result o f  compilatorial attitude towards the text.
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Airined dom did dniih  cen Dili lemon di'gciil.

‘It is lowering/humbling for me to go to the abode (= to die) without avenging o f  the 

C reator’ fl3c].

On the other hand, an account o f Conchobar’s death is found in the Edinburgh 

manuscripts, with Conchobar’s brief utterance empiiasising his intent on revenge. 

However, the version o f the death in these manuscripts did not belong to the Olr archetype 

because the linguistic evidence suggests it was written in the Midh' period, possibly 

towards the end o f the tenth century.'” '* In the Edinburgh account, Conchobar is angered 

upon hearing about Christ’s Crucifixion causing him to attack trees in a frenzy. This 

action causes the calcified brain to leap out o f the king’s skull, causing his own brains to 

spew forth, whereupon he dies immediately:

Lasi/! fe/;g sin ro li«g incin/; Meisse Gegrai asa c[h]in/; co tai«ic a i;ic[h]i«d fei/; fair 

gu; bo nw rb de, E| p. 2.25-6.

‘Through that fury the brain o f  Mesgegra sprang out o f  his head so that his own brains 

came upon liim, so that lie died o f it’, M eyer 1906, 11.

This is a very graphic description o f the king’s demise. It is ‘sudden and unnatural’ as 

suggested by Mikhailova and Nikolaeva, but it is also violent. Furthennore, it is Mess 

Gegrai’s brain-ball that springs from Conchobar’s head that causes him to die and thus I 

would argue it is justifiable to classify it as an aided  ‘violent death’.

In version B, a different account o f Conchobar’s death is related but it shares a 

similarity frenzied theme with the Edinburgh manuscripts.'*'^ In this account, Conchobar 

is portrayed as jum ping up suddenly, as if he were about to attack, but in contrast to the 

Edinburgh ending, he does not fell trees:

Is iar sin cot-n-ascrastar am al b id  oc lecht hi roi catha ar helaih Crist co sescainn  

asa chiiinn a n-inchinn M eisse Gegrai t condid-epalt ind or sin.

‘After that he jum ped upwards, as if he were going itUo the battlefield in front o f 

Christ, so that the brain o f  Mess Gegrai sprang out o f  his head and he died at that 

tim e.’ [4a] - [4b].

This passage can be dated linguistically to the Oh' period, and thus predates the account 

given in the Edinburgh manuscripts.'*'*’ While the graphic image o f Conchobar’s brain

See chapter 2.2.2 for linguistic discussion.

For a detailed discussion o f the narrative element o f  frenzy shared between the different versions, see 

lm hoff(2012 , 62-8).

It could be therefore that this account in fact closely resembles the original ending. See also Imhoff 

(2012, 95), who surmises that since the frenzy is found in all accounts except for LL and C, as well as in 

Vita S. Alhei, it probably was ‘part o f  the earliest accounts o f  the ta le’.
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spewing out is not provided, as in tlie Edinburgh versions, it is said that the calcified 

brain-ball sprang out o f his head, causing Conchobar to die immediately. Furthermore, it 

is subsequently stated that the king bled {hidfull do-n-escmart, ‘the blood which he shed’ 

[4d]), providing another violent image.'*'^ Thus, Conchobar’s death in this version is 

violent. Helen hnhoff (2012, 89) interprets Conchobar’s actions at the end o f version B 

as militaristic, with an emphasis placed on vengeance for Christ’s Crucifixion and argues 

that this fits with the beginning o f the tale which portrays Conchobar as a ruler. I suggest 

also that Conchobar’s rising in arms is a mere metaphor for militaristic violence and that 

it is in fact, a manifestation o f his anger. The king is moved to such anger by the violent 

emotions he has experienced in Ba aprainn. He feels anger at Christ’s death but realises 

in Ba aprainn that physical fighting would o f course be improper Christian conduct. He 

jum ps up fervently, with the full knowledge that this deliberate act will result in the 

calcified brain becoming dislodged. Thus, a major contributing factor o f Conchobar’s 

death was his violent emotions.'” * If, as Imhoff has put it, Conchobar is portrayed in a 

role o f power at the beginning o f version B, it is all the more reason for the audience to 

expect his death as being inevitable, serving as his apotheosis.'*'^

In conclusion, Conchobar’s death must be viewed from two perspectives. Firstly, 

if one considers the original death o f Conchobar to be in the ‘traditional nucleus’, this can 

be regarded as a ‘violent death’, i.e. an immediate death as a result o f the original attack 

by Cet. Secondly, Conchobar’s death at the end o f the versions is a delayed reaction to 

the initial attack, with his extreme emotions being a contributing factor. Since Mess 

Gegrai’s brain is the instrument o f Conchobar’s demise, his death in this instance can be 

considered violent. Thus, I translate aided as ‘violent death’ in accordance with DIL. 

Conchobar’s death-tale is a carefully, yet unartistically, crafted saga which builds the 

tension throughout the narrative leading up to an emotional outburst before the 

subsequent dramatic death. This serves not only as the king’s apotheosis but also, as will 

be discussed below, as the salvation o f the king in the eyes o f the aristocratic audience.'*^”

Conchobar is subsequently baptised by his own blood. This is explored in further detail below .

See also for exam ple Ingridsdotter (2009, 89), who considers this as death by anger.

Conchobar’s death would be considered by the audience as the ultimate action, leading to Conchobar’s 

salvation in the eyes o f  the audience.

See Clancy 2005, 163-82.
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3,4 The conipilatorial arrangement of some manuscript copies of A C

In recent times, the field o f Celtic studies has seen a growth in re-evaluating how the 

attitudes o f medieval h'ish authors, redactors and compilers towards their sources may 

have influenced the way in which material was arranged and fonnatted in manuscripts. 

For instance, Abigail Burnyeat has examined Recension 1 o f TBC in Lehor na liUidre 

(LU) to establish if the individual manuscript version can proffer an insight into the 

scribal, authorial or compilatory attitudes which exist towards the copy, rather than the 

Urtext, and perhaps provide a clue as to how the text was received, read and interpreted 

at that particular time."'^' Burnyeat draws on the conclusion o f Martin Irvine, who states 

that a compiler can be viewed as taking material from ‘a larger cultural library’, which 

thus results in the material being arranged in an interpretive manner and that it can also 

reflect ‘the interpretive discourse o f his own community, isolating or bringing into focus 

the larger network o f texts that forms the library’.

1'he manuscript copies ol' AC  are found amongst various works o f hagiography, 

poeti-y, saga and genealogies, and there is nothing in theme or content that connects these 

texts together.'^^^ Neveilheless, when one looks at the manuscript context o f the copies o f 

AC  in LL and Ei, it is noteworthy to see that they are grouped together with other aideda. 

Therefore, it is necessary to exainine the context o f the aforementioned manuscript copies 

ot' AC  in particular, with a view to gaining a deeper understanding o f how the medieval 

Irish compiler may have perceived either o f the two manuscript copies.

A copy o f version A o f AC  is found amongst a group o f other aideda in LL. These 

are Aided Cheltchuir niaic Uithechair'^^'^ (henceforth ACU), Brislech Mar Maige

See B urnyeat 2009 , 3 5 6 -7 4 .

B un iyeat 2009 , 366; cf. Irvine 1994, 241 -2 .

For d iscussion  o f  the indiv idual m anuscrip t copies, see chap te r 1. 4.

A no ther copy is found in N LS A dv M S 72.1 .40 , p .9. T he tale has been edited and translated by M eyer 

(1906 , 2 4 -3 1 ) . T h is deatli-ta le  also contains the death-tale  o f  Blai Briugu.
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Miiirthemni'^^^ (henceforth BMMM), Aided Meidhe^"^ (henceforth AM) and Aided 

Derhforgaill (henceforth AD).*^^ O f these, the latter two are not included in the category 

o f aideda in List A. Ranke de Vries (2011, 24) has shown that these two tales are in fact 

connected structurally and that the female protagonists die as a result o f keeping their 

geis, as opposed to the men who die as a result o f breaking their geis. Thus, she also 

observed that the grouping o f the aideda concerning the two heroines Medb and 

Derhforgaill, characters which are included in the Ulster Cycle, must be significant in 

1 agree with de Vries that there is a significance to these two tales being placed 

beside each other in LL. It may be that these texts appeared side by side in a preceding 

manuscript and were subsequently copied faithfully into LL, or that the compiler o f LL 

understood the similarity between the texts and thought it proper to arrange them next to 

each other.

On the other hand, AC, A C U and BMMM  deal with the deaths o f Conchobar, Blaf 

the Hospitaller, Celtchar son o f Uthechar and Cii Chulainn, respectively. The narrative 

m otif o f death by revenge connects these tales, hi AC, Mess Gegrai’s death is avenged by 

Cet mac Magach who kills Conchobar with Mess Gegrai’s brain-ball. In ACU, Blai 

Briugu was killed by Celtchar, but his death is avenged when Celtchar dies as a result o f 

the three tasks imposed upon him in lieu o f death or exile. In BMMM, Cu Chulainn’s 

death is avenged by Conall Cemach. Because the m otif o f revenge is widespread in death- 

tales generally, this may not have been exactly the motivating factor for the compiler to 

arrange these texts together. Perhaps a more convincing argument may be that they are 

death-tales concerned with the deaths o f heroes from the Ulster Cycle. Nevertheless, it is 

worth pointing out that revenge is concerned in all three tales.

This is the earliest account o f  the death o f  Cu Chulainn, and it survives in LL as an acephalous copy. 

However, a series o f  glossed excerpts are presei-ved in TCD MS H.3.18. The tale has been edited and 

translated by Kimpton (2009, 8 -9), who dates the archetype to the early eighth century, on the strength o f  

early Old Irish features found in both poetry and prose, but suggests that ‘the LL text presents a late ninth- 

or early tenth-century reworking o f  an early eighth-century composition, with later scribal m odernizations’.

A copy is also found in NLS 72.L40, p. 3. The tale has been edited and translated by V em um  Hull 

(1938, 52-61). Hull (1938, 54) is doubtful about the exact dating o f AM , but concludes that the extant 

versions could hardly have been composed before the middle o f  the twelfth century.

Copies o f  this text are also found in RIA MS D iv 2, f f  52v-53r and TCD MS H .3.18. The tale has been 

edited and translated by Kicki Ingridsdotter (2009a). She dates A D  to the tenth century (2009a, 67).

Ranke de Vries (2011, 20) also includes Aided Locha  in this group. The death-tale o f  Locha is included 

in r a C l ,  II. 973-4  (O ’Rahilly 1976, 231, 152) and in TBC LL, 1340-8 (O ’Rahilly 1967,37, 175).
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Kimpton (2009, 4) writes that the tale o f BMMM  ‘adapts a tale o f vengeance to a 

Christian one o f salvation, and depicts a victory over pagan violence’. In a similar sense, 

the version o f AC, as found in LL, contains a prevalent theme o f revenge and violence, 

with Conchobar realising towards the end that such actions are not deemed worthy 

Christian behaviour. In BMMM, Cu Chulainn’s death and resunection is parallel with that 

o f Christ, while in A C  Conchobar learns about Christ’s crucifixion and believes in Him. 

Thus, these two tales complement each other not only due to their thematic content.

According to Erich Poppe (1999, 41), the heroes o f the Ulster cycle were held as 

historical figures by the ‘medieval Irish audience’, which is supported by evidence from 

the Annals where key characters such as Cu Chulainn and Conchobar are given relatively 

exact dates o f birth and death. For example, \\\o, Annals ofTigernach, as well as i\\Q Annals 

o f  Innisfallen, include details o f the birth and death o f Cu Chulainn and the death o f 

Conchobar, which is linked with the crucifixion o f Christ.'*^^ Interestingly, in Scela 

Choncohuir ‘The tidings o f Conchobar mac Nessa’, found in LL, Cathbad, Conchobar’s 

father, states that he was told by prophets, seven years prior to Conchobar’s birth, that 

Conchobar would be born on the same day as .lesus.'*^*’ Therefore, at a time when the 

Christian synchronists were drawing on saga material in order to synchronize the lives o f 

Irish heroes with the birth and death of Jesus, it is not surprising to find BMMM  and AC  

side by side in LL.

Consequently, the fact that these two texts are positioned next to each other in the 

same manuscript needs to be understood from the point o f view o f the medieval Irish 

compiler, and how he intended it to be received by the reader/audience, not through the 

eyes o f a modern critic who might consider them arranged together due to the shared 

theme o f death alone.'*-’ '

See Kellcher 1971, 109-10 and also 121-2; Mac Airt 1944, §§ 202 and 391. For a discussion o f  the 

relevance o f  the entries found in the Annals  which deal with Ulster Cycle material and characters, see Poppe 

1999, 33 -54 , esp. 41 -2 ; Toner 2000b, 1-20, esp. 11-13.

See Stokes 1910, 22-3 , §4. Joanne ['indon (201 I, 43) suggests that this scene and that o f  Conchobar's 

deatli, which is delayed by seven years, ‘activates [the] synchronization o f  pagan past with Christian present 

[ ...]  thus framing his life with the two periods o f  seven years’..

Donnchadh O Corrain (1986, 141) argues that ‘[...] much o f  Irish literature, including the Tain Bo 

Ci'iailgne, must be understood within the context o f the highly developed historical culture o f  the mandarin 

class who produced it".
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I have already mentioned the theme o f vengeance common to these tales, but yet 

another factor that connects BMMM  and is the character Conall Cernach. This Ulster 

warrior connects not only BM M M  and AC  with each other but also connects the two tales 

with T a llam iha ir  (hereafter TallE) which is also found in In BMMM, Conall vows

to avenge Cu Chulainn. When he fights Lugaid he ties his arm behind his back in order 

to meet Lugaid in fair combat, since he has only one arm.‘*̂  ̂Upon killing Lugaid, Conall 

beheads the slain warrior and takes the head with him. In a similar scene in TallE, because 

Mess Gegrai’s arm has been cut o ff by his charioteer {TallE, 194—5), he demands Conall 

Cernach tie his ann behind his back to allow for fair combat between them {TallE, 202- 

4).“*̂"* Having slain Mess Gegrai, Conall orders his charioteer to remove Mess Gegrai’s 

brain and mix lime with it. This connects A C  with TallE because in AC, Conall requests 

his trophy o f Mess Gegrai’s brain-ball to be brought to him. Thus, I suspect that the 

compiler must have been aware o f these thematic similarities when considering the 

arrangement o f the material in the manuscript.

In contrast to LL, Ei is dated some four hundred years later, and the compilatory 

nature o f the material is intended for different purposes, perhaps reilecting the 

development o f book culture in Ireland.

AC  belongs to a group o f  seven death-tales found in the first section o f this 

manuscript. They appear in the manuscript in the following order: AC*^^', Goire Conaill 

Chernaigi Critachain 7 Aided Ailella ociis Conaill Chenudg^^^ (henceforth AAC); Aided  

Fergitsa maic Roich'*^^ (henceforth AFR); Aided Meidbe'^^'^ {AM)] Aided Cheit maic

See 6  Donaill 2005, 13. TallE  is found in LLl 14b and another copy is found in Harleian 5280. In LL, 

the text was copied by hand U  who also copied A C  and the collection o f  tales currently being discussed.

BM M M  469—70. Thurneysen (1921, 549) has also mentioned the similarity betw een the scene in TallE  

and the slaying o f  Lugaid by Conall in BMMM .

BM M M  4 8 0 -2 .

M eyer 1906, 2 -2 1 .

Another manuscript version is found in TCD M S H .2.17, pp. 4 7 5 b ^ 7 6 b . The tale has been edited and 

translated by M eyer (1 897, 102-111). M eyer (1897, 102) writes that the manuscript version in Ei has been  

recopied and modernised, possibly in the thirteenth century, from an older copy.

Edited and translated by M eyer (1906, 3 2 -5 ) . An extract o f  this death-tale is found in TCD MS H. 2.16, 

col. 343, which has been edited and translated by Hull (1930 , 304).

'‘3* Hull 1938, 5 2 -6 1 .
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Mdgach"^^^ (henceforth ACM); Aided Loegairi Buadaig '̂^''^ (henceforth ALB)\ Aided 

Chehchair inaic Uithecliuir'^'^' (ACU). They are copied by the one hand, which evidently 

is not the same as the one who copied material into the other sections o f the manuscript.'*'*^ 

It is striking that such a collection o f material grouped together in a manuscript 

exists. Although a full exhaustive study on the motivation behind the collation o f these 

specific death-tales is required, it remains beyond the scope o f the present thesis. 

However, a preliminary examination shows that the death-tales concern five Ulster 

heroes, one Connacht heroine and one Connacht hero. Therefore, one cannot suggest that 

the motivation o f the compiler was solely to bring together the death-tales o f the Ulster 

warriors. Neither can one speculate that he was inlluenced by the category o f death-tales 

in List A, since AM, ACM  or ALB  is not cited in that list.

One similarity between the texts in this particular section o f the manuscript is that 

they contain formulaic narrative phrases at the beginning and end o f each text.'*'*̂  For 

instance, five o f these tales begin with the formulaic question cid dia ta aided X^w hcnce  

is the violent death o f X ’.'*'*'* It is perhaps worth pointing out that the copy o f AM  found 

in LL also begins with this formulaic question and ends with Aided Meidhe in-sin ‘that is 

the death o f Medb’ (Hull 1938, 56). This may support the suggestion that LL and Ei

‘*■̂9 M eyer 1906, 36-41. This text appears to have been written in the Micllr period. Another two manuscript 

copies are found in RIA MS 23 G 21, p. 140 and RIA MS 23 B 21, p. 174. Tliese are sim ilar to the version 

found in F F E (\ 34).

M eyer 1906, 22-3, A later version appears in RIA MS 23 G 21, 142 and RIA MS 23 B 21, p. 176, which 

is closely related to the version in P'FE.

M eyer 1906, 23-31. A copy is also found in LL, fol, 118b. However, the first column o f the text (i.e. 

fol. 118b) is largely illegible.

See the discussion in Chapter 1.5.4.

As can be seen from the exam ples in the footnote below, some o f  these take the form o f  the question 

and answer formula (see Mac Cana 1973, 107-8, i.e. cid  dia t a ... n i ansa).

See A ided  Fergusa maic Roiclr. Cid dia ta ad— Fcrgusa maic RoicW  Ni ansa, p. 5.18, ‘Whence is the 

tragical death o f  Fergus mac Roich? Not hard to tell’, M eyer 1906, 33t\AM\ Cid dia ta a d -  M edha Cr—han 

.i. in -  Ecli— Feidl— o Temr—, p.6.7, ‘W hat is the cause o f  the violent death o f  Medb, the daughter o f  Eochaid 

Feidlig from Tem air?’, Hull 1938, 56; A ided  Ceit maic M dgadr. Cid dia ta a d -  Ceit maic M ag—1 N i ansa, 

p. 7.10, ‘W hence is the Death o f  Cet mac Magach? Not hard to tell’, M eyer 1906, 37; Aided Loegairi 

Biiadaig: Cid dia ta a d -  Loegairi B uad-1  N i ansa, p. 8.26, ‘Whence is the tragical death o f  Loegaire the 

Victorious? Not hard to tell’, M eyer 1906, 26; Aided Chehchair maic Uithechair: Cid dia ta a d -  Cealtcan  

m aic Uithechair'! Ni ansa, p. 9.12, ‘W hence is the tragical death o f  Celtchar mac UthechairV Not hard to 

te ll’, M eyer 1906, 25.
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copied it from a common source. It is perhaps possible that these were the original titles. 

Unfortunately, the beginning oi'AC  is illegible and therefore it cannot be ascertained if it 

also has a similar formulaic opening. Six o f the seven tales, the exception being AM, 

finish with the formulaic sentence conid hi aided X  [conniiici] sin ‘so this is the violent 

death o f X [so far]’.'*'*̂

This section is a self-contained unit by content, as well as fomiing a distinct layer 

in the manuscript, and can perhaps be referred to as a ‘booklet’.'*'̂  ̂ It must have been 

produced for personal use, which is also suggested by the high frequency o f abbreviations 

used by the scribe.'*'*^ This may also explain why the first and last pages o f this section 

are so heavily stained. The compiling o f these death-tales together is suggestive not o f a 

scribe merely copying, but o f a compiler taking an active role in choosing the texts from 

a ‘cultural library’.

In conclusion, the manuscript copies ot' AC  preserved in LL and Ei should not be 

considered by the modern critic as isolated texts in a manuscript, but viewed from the 

medieval com piler’s point o f view. It can be said that both manuscripts contain “thematic 

clusters” .'*'̂ *̂ The motivation underlying the arrangement o f the material in LL and Ei 

reflects two different compilatorial attitudes. It would appear that LL shows a greater 

awareness o f structural and thematic content for his intended audience, whereas E i’s 

compiler’s primary concern may have been for private use. Further research remains to

AC: conicJ hi a d -  co n ch - connuici sin, p. 3 .6 -7 , ‘So this is tine Deatii o f  Conciiobar as far as that’, M eyer 

1906, 11; G oire C onaill C hernaig  i Criiachain an d  A ided  A ilella  ociis C onaill Chernaig'. a d a id  AihWa 7 

C o n - C -n -  connuici sin, p. 5.7, ‘The Deaths o f  A ihll and o f  Conall the V ictoious as far as that’, M eyer 

1897, 109; A id ed  F ergusa m aic Roiclr. conid hi ad— Fergus connuici i/n , p. 6 .6 , ‘So this is the tragical 

Death o f  Fergus so far’, M eyer 1906, 35: AM', a d -  M eidh i 7 C lotr—i sin  et/-e/iqua., p. 7.9, ‘The death o f  

Medb and Clothru e t ce te ra ', Hull 1938, 61, n. 21; A id ed  C eit m aic Mdgach'. con id  hi a d -  C eit 7 B.C. B. 

cona m acaib insin, p. 8 .25, ‘So this is the Death o f  Cet and o f  Belchi'i o f  Brefne with his sons’, M eyer 1906, 

41; A ided  L oegairi Bi'iadaig: con id  hi ad— Loeg—i conuici i/n , p. 9 .11 , ‘So far the Tragical Death o f  

Loegaire’, M eyer 1906, 23', A id ed  C eltch a irm aic  U ithechair, con id  hi sin a d - B la i  fir— 7 Con-ncwus 7 C e lt-  

m «/c U ith-. Finit. p. 11.21, ‘So this is the Tragical Death o f  Blai the Hospitaller, and o f  Horny-skin, and 

ofC eltchar the son ofU thechar. Finit.’, M eyer 1906, 31.

For an analysis o f  the characteristics o f  what constitutes a medieval ‘booklet’, see Richards (1994 , 2 5 -  

36). See also Hanna 1986, 100-11 . Hanna (1986, 100 -1 ) defines a ‘booklet’ as ‘a group o f  leaves form ing 

at least one quire, [...] presenting a self-contained group o f  texts’.

See further discussion in Chapter 1.5.4.

This term is borrowed from Eric Poppe (2008, 15, 23, n .lO l) who follow s SkSrup (1994).
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be carried out on exploring the creative activity and purpose behind grouping these tales 

together in the manuscripts and whether they can be referred to as a ‘cycle-by- 

transinission’.'*''̂

3.5 The dramatis personae

The leading figures in the tale o f A C  are the Ulster king, Conchobar mac Nessa, the Ulster 

warrior Conall Cernach, and the Connacht warrior Cet mac Magach.'*^*’ While Mess 

Gegrai him self does not feature in this tale, it is his calcified brain that is used to wound 

Conchobar."*^' The other characters mentioned are those who relate the news about Christ 

to Conchobar, namely Bachrach, Altus, and Cathbad, and their roles in the various 

versions have already been discussed by Helen Imhoff and Mark Williams.

C onchobar mac Nessa

This Ulster king is the protagonist o f the tale. Conchobar’s initial downfall comes about 

as a result o f his own vanity and being struck in his head by the calcified brain o f Mess 

Gegrai cast by Cet mac Magach, who acts by proxy for Mess Gegrai.

Emphasis is placed upon Conchobar’s physical appearance {delh) in the tale by 

means o f an alliterative passage that describes his physical and mental attributes as well 

as his attire. Before this passage, however, the narrator makes sure to stress that 

Conchobar’s splendour is o f importance by stating: Fo hUh ni rahae fo r  talam delh dititii 

anial deilh Conchobuir, ‘For there had not been on earth the body o f  a human being like 

the body o f  Conchobar’ 15g], hnmediately after the alliterative passage, the narrator states

Poppe (2008, 15) describes “cycle-by-transm ission” as ‘tiie texts’ actual written transmission. Their 

association as a physical sequence in at least one m anuscript is the main unifying criterion,

However, it should be noted that the latter two characters only appear in the longest version o f  AC, while 

Conchobar o f  course appears in every version.

The calcified brain appears in every version. However, it is mentioned only at the end o f  version B where 

it springs out o f  Conchobar’s head (we are not told how it came to be in Conchobar’s head), similarly with 

version C. In version D, it is stated briefly that Cet mac Magach throws a stone at Conchobar’s head.

For a discussion o f  the characters who relate the Crucifixion o f  Christ to Conchobar, see Im hoff (2012, 

63-69; 68—77). Im hoff considers that conflation has occurred between the druid(s) (mentioned in LL, C, 

and El) and Bachrach (mentioned in LL and E |) and that Altus is an external figure, possibly modelled on 

Palladius. W illiams (2010, 17-20) examines in particular how the druid(s), in version A and C o f  AC, 

perceive the meaning o f the celestial and meteorological signs acconipanying the Crucifixion, and the 

intertextuality these scenes share with Acts 2 :16 -2L
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that the king was not blemished {lochtach), further emphasizing Conchobar’s perfection. 

But this regal appearance is accompanied by an air o f arrogance and vanity, which is 

portrayed in the episode where Conchobar is lured away by the Connacht women so that 

they may see {do deicsin) his delb. Similar episodes o f women interested in the delha o f 

kings and heroes are found throughout the early literature, with the case o f  Niall 

Noi'gi'allach closely resembling the episode in AC, as observed by Damian McManus 

(2009, 65).'*^  ̂ Although, in both tales, the women receive instructions from a third party 

to lure the kings to their side, 1 agree with Damian McManus (2009, 66) when he writes 

‘it is clear that the authors here f...] were drawing on what for them were familiar themes, 

namely the fascination o f the king’s/hero’s splendour for women, and the vanity o f both 

kings and heroes in the early literature.’ It could also be said that this passage concerned 

with the Ulster king’s splendour also serves as a narrative device used by the author to 

build the tension for the audience, since they would anticipate Conchobar’s demise. Once 

struck in his multach ‘crown o f the head’, he dies (marking the end o f the traditional tale).

A significant event involving Conchobar in the second half o f version A is when 

he requests to be carried back to his house, stating that he will bestow the kingship o f 

Ulster upon whomsoever carries him (see Chapter 4, version A [8]). His servant Cenn 

mBerraide places the king upon his back, but dies in doing so.'* '̂' Clancy (1996, 101) 

argues that this scene reflects the folly o f the fools, with Cenn Berraide’s action being a

In the version o f  his death-tale which survives in the dindshenchas o f  Ochonn Midi, it is said: conic/ e 

tiic in chomairle dona mnaihh A. cinngi[d\ deilhe rig in domain do taidhsin doib, coro taiselb /aA uni iarna 

dietgudh doib, ‘so he (Eochaid son o f  Enna Cennselach) advised the women (of France) to ask that the king 

o f the world’s form might be shewn to them. W herefore, after undressing, Niall displayed him self to them ’ 

(Stokes 1894, 295-6); see McManus (2009, 65, footnotes 9 and 10). It should be noted that Niall 

Noi'giallach parades him self naked in front o f  the women, which according to McManus (2009, 65) shows 

that ‘the splendor attaches to the king’s body rather than to his attire’. In contrast to this, it is not stated 

outright in the text o f ^ C  that Conchobar undressed himself, and the alliterative descriptive passage also 

refers to dechelt ‘dress’ and erriiid  ‘raim ent’, as well as various other attributes to his bodily shape. 

Therefore, it cannot be said that there is an emphasis only on Conchobar’s physical shape.

In the Death o f  Cet mac Magach, Conall is injured and Belchii does not kill him but carries him on his 

back and takes him to a house to be healed (Meyer 1906, 38/9, §7). While Belchu does not die right at that 

moment, Conall eventually kills him once he has been healed (M eyer 1906, 40/1, §9). Thomas Owen 

Clancy (1996, 101) has noted this image in other tales and I would agree with him that this would be an 

interesting topic to explore further in order to establish whether this is an element shared in other death- 

tales.
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counterpart to the king’s own actions. Helen lmhoft'(2012, 93) views this differently and 

observes that it shows a king ‘gradually losing and later entirely relinquishing his own 

power and royal authority.’

In the sccond half o f the tale, Conchobar is alive but blemished, thereby breaking 

a major taboo.'*^^ I'he Ulstermen impress upon Fi'ngen that a blemished king is better for 

them than a dead king { ‘Is as.su d u n ’, ol Ulaid, ‘ind ailhis oldas a ec-som  [9e]). Clancy 

describes them as having a ‘corporate voice’, and further implies that Conchobar is no 

longer in possession o f authority.''"’'’

Conchobar’s leech, Fingen, is described as being able to give a prognosis of 

patients by means o f looking at the smoke coming out o f a house.'*^^ Fingen sews 

Conchobar’s wound with gold thread {co sndith dir), matching the king’s golden locks. 

However, he tells Conchobar to remain on guard {co mheth i foim lin) and refrain from 

certain activities such as becoming irate, riding horses, intercourse or running.'* '̂^ 

Conchobar remains thus in a liminal position situated on the threshold o f life, neither alive 

nor dead, for a period o f seven years.

In the account o f the death-tale found in LL/C, and also in version B, Conchobar 

recites a rose poem upon hearing about Christ’s Crucifixion. In this poem, Conchobar 

goes through a range o f  emotions from wishing to avenge Christ’s death through violent

Kelly 1998, 20; COT 250.13-14.

Clancy 2005, 177.

A sim ilar description o f  Fingen is found in Aislinge Oengusso (Shaw 1934,45 §2) and the Stowe version 

o f  the TBC  I 4513—15. However, it should be noted that in A isi Oeng. this Conchobar's leech is referred to 

by the name o f  Fergne. Shaw (1934, 21) argues that Fergne in this text ‘is due to a scribal error in reading 

a contracted form o f  the name Fingen, which doutbiess stood in the original copy’.

5̂8 See M cM anus 2009, 63.

For a discussion o f the prohibitions imposed upon Conchobar, see section 3.9 below.

‘'‘’® This is sim ilar to the episode in BM M M  which sees Cu Chulainn prop iiimself up against a pillar and 

placing his belt around him and the pillar, so that he dies neither lying nor sitting but standing up {BMMM, 

370—2; Kim M cCone 1990, 197-8). McCone (1990, 198) points out that Conchobar ‘thus spends seven 

years in a state o f  limbo between his effective death to his own world and a resurrection to eternal life 

eventually made possible by Christ’s redemptive sacrifice’. In a sim ilar fashion, one finds the character Lf 

Ban in the Vd\e. A ided  Echach maic M aireda  represented as a liminal character from a pre-Christian period. 

She lives for an indeterminate time for the purpose o f  relating inipoi tant information. Once this has been 

carried out, she is allowed to die and subsequently revered as a saint, thereby ‘ensuring the continuity 

between the pre-Christian past and the Christian present’ (de Vries 2 0 12, 42).
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means with his words, coming to the realisation that violent revenge is not con'ect conduct 

for a Christian, learning o f the sacrifice Christ made for the human race, and going 

through a range o f emotions before accepting humility. It shows a vainglorious and 

violent king metamorphosing into a humble and moral king, who is redeemed not only in 

the eyes of the monastic redactor, but also in the eyes o f the aristocratic audience. As 

Helen Imhoff(2012, 87) puts it, ‘the poem as a whole moves away from feelings o f  anger 

and from a desire for vengeance to a deeper understanding o f spiritual salvation, 

becoming quieter and more contemplative in tone.’

Conall Cernach

The prominent warriors o f the Ulster cycle, i.e. Conall Cernach, Cu Chulainn and 

Loegaire Buadach, are introduced at the beginning o f version A  o f  AC. They are depicted 

as drunk and quarreling amongst each other, which must have given the audience a sense 

o f unease and that all was not well. Although Cu Chulainn and l.oegaire Buadach are 

mentioned only this once, the focus is on Conall Cernach, who is portrayed an ideal 

warrior.'*^' Conall is generally portrayed as a powerful Ulster champion, frequently 

decapitating his enemies.'*^^ In this tale, an authorative voice is lent to Conall as he 

demands that Mess Gegrai’s brain be brought to him,'*^  ̂ i.e.

‘T iicaid dam -sa o l Conall, ‘inchinn M eisse G egrai co  n -drladar 6cu inna com raiii 

‘Bring m e’, said Conall, ‘the brain o f  M ess Gegrai, so that I may engage with the 

com peting warriors’ f I d].

As discussed above, Conall Cernach provides a connection between this tale and TallE. 

In that tale, Conall beheads Mess Gegrai, the Leinster king, avenging the deaths o f his 

brothers. Mess Dead and Loegaire. Conall requests his charioteer to bring the head back

See discussion below  on the m otif o f  decapitations and trophies.

See for instance in Scela  M iiicce m eic D a Tho, where Conall states that he never sleeps without the head 

o f  a Connacht man beneath his knee (see ScM M D  16.7). M oreover, in the fo llow ing passage, he takes 

Aniiian’s head out o f  his girdle (criss) and throws it against Cet mac M agach’s chest (see ScM M D  1 6 .8 -  

13). Similarly, for instance in the long version o f  C oir Annmnn, the M idir birth-tale o f  Conall states that he 

w ill not spend one night without the head o f  a Connacht man on his belt and that he w ill kill more than half 

o f  the Connacht men: 7 ni hhiadh uidhchi g in  chenn Connachtaigh fo m  criss  7 m airbhfidh f e r  fox  leth 

Connacht, Arbuthnot (2007 , 69) This is similar to Cu Chulainn who is well known for his gathering o f  

legions o f  heads throughout his life, a particular skill w hich is discerning to his enem ies. N um erous episodes 

exist in R ecension 1 o f  TBC, e.g. T B C 1, 33 0 -5 ; 7 3 9 -58 ; 897 -906 ; 9 4 7 -5 4 .

The imperative is used here to give Conall an authoritive voice ( c f  M cQuillan 2002 , 25).
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to Ulster. Conall orders his charioteer to remove the brain and to calcify it because the 

charioteer was unable to carry the head (see TallE, 234-6). It is this brain that Conall 

holds as prized possession in the tale ol' AC. Subsequently, the fools prophesize that a 

king will die from it.

Cet mac Magach

Conall Cernach’s arch-nemesis, Cet mac Magach, is the antagonist in the tale of 

Cet is described as the most terrible heisl ‘beast’in Ireland.'*'’̂  He is generally portrayed 

in a negative light in early Irish literature. In ScMMd, Cet is described as a fierce warrior, 

i.e.

‘Fochen Cet, Cet m ac Magach, m agen curad, cride n-ega, cthre n-ela, err  tren tressa, 

trethan dgach, cam  tarb lin'ilhacli. C el m ac M agach, § 15,

‘W clcom e Cet, Cet mac M agach, dw elling place o f  heroes, heart o f  ice, plumage o f  a 

swan, strong chariot-warrior o f  combat, liattling sea, fair shapely bull, Cet mac 

M agach!' Watkins 1 9 63 ,239 . 

in C et’s death-tale, Conall Cernach warns the Ulstermen not to fight with him because o f 

his ferocity and fierceness {ara doilghi ja r  a crddaclu).'*^^' It is also stated in this tale that 

he was in the habit o f slaying Ulstermen from a very young age, i.e. inni ha minic lais ./. 

(7/aid do gain, ilair m dechdad asa noendm rlam [ce/;] giiin (7//aig, ‘a thing he often did 

(viz., to slay Ulstermen), for from his childhood he never went without the slaughter o f 

an Ulsterman’ (Meyer 1906, 36-7 , §1).'**’̂  He is seen as a figure o f force, thundering 

across the fields (fuithclu) o f Emain, swinging the heads o f three Ulster warriors 

{Idechcenn) about him. His function in the tale o f is to carry out the revenge for the 

death o f the Leinster king Mess Gegrai (see below). Having overheard what the jesters

In the late M idir birth-tale o f  Conall in C oir Amnann, it is said the Cet mac Magach is C onall’s uncle, 

i.e. he was the brother o f  Finnchaim, daughter o f  Cathbad. Upon hearing the druid’s prophecy that Conall 

w ould kill more than half o f  the Connachtmen, Cet took Conall as a baby and stood on his neck, thereby 

giving Conall a crooked neck (Arbuthnot 2007, 69 §264). H owever, in TallE, Conall places M ess G egrai’s 

head on his own head, thereby causing C onall's deformation to be healed {TallE  217—9).

465 pg,. interpretation o f  heist as ‘beast’, see the textual note in [3d].

M eyer 1906, 36, §3.

W e find a similar description o f  Conall Cemach in his dealh-lale, found in the same manuscript, i.e. Ei: 

/er na dech a id  asa  naindiii riam erat roba i ga i ina laim  gon  ceiiii Connachtaig la is, ‘He was a man who 

never from his childhood so long as there was a spear in his hand went without the head o f  a Connaughtman 

with him ’ M eyer 1897, 105, 108.
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said (see [4a], Cel is aware o f the prophecy o f Mess Gegrai’s avengance, and it is stated 

expUcitly in the text:

6 ro-fitir C el ro hoi i ta irngiriu  do M ess G egrai a  cUgal iarna ecaib.

‘forC et knew that M ess G egrai’s vengeance after his death had been prophesied’ [4d].

Mess Gegrai

The Leinster king, Mess Gegrai, was killed by Conall Cernach in revenge for his brothers’ 

deaths in TallE.'*^^ It is this king’s calcified brain that features as a prized trophy o f  Conall 

Cem ach’s in the tale o f AC. This is subsequently stolen by Cet mac Magach from 

Conchobar’s two fools who play with it..

3.6 Locations

The geographical frame-work, within which the events o f the longest version o f  A C  occur, 

places the tale within the Ulster province. Some locations are well-known, appearing 

frequently throughout early Irish literature, and require little explanation here, such as 

Emain Macluie'*^'^ and Mag Muirthenmi!^^^ Nevertheless, there are some other place-name 

references in the versions o f  A C  that are not as readily recognizable, with one in particular 

having a connection with dindshenchas, and require more detailed attention. The latter 

locations are addressed below in the order that they appear in version A:

Fir Rois

The tem tory o f the Fir Rois is mentioned in the main text o f version A, in an episode 

which sees Cet mac M ^ a c h  going to the Fir Rois upon a cattle raid;'*^'

F echt an d  do-lluid-sem , in t-i Cet, s a ir fo r  creich co  tiic tain mho a F era ib  Ross.

‘O nce, he, the aforem entioned Cet, went eastwards upon a plundering expedition and 

he took a drove o f  cow s from the territory o f  the Fir R ois’ [5a].

TallE  199-210 .

For a discussion o f  this place-nam e within the context o f  the Ulster C ycle, see Muhr (2002 , 3 -1 0 ); also  

6  Mainnin (2009 , 254—56).

In the later com pilation o f  version C, the Ulstermen are seen holding a feast in M ag Muirthemne. ‘The 

Plain o f  Muirthemne’, which is also alternatively known as M ag {or M achaire) C onaill(e) and is associated  

with the tem tory o f  Conaille Muirthemne. See M ac lomhair (1962 , 177-8); Hogan, O nam asticon, 251. In 

version C, Alhii and Letha  are also mentioned, for which see the textual note on [Ic].

It is m entioned again in the ending found in E i, where it is said that Conchobar goes into a frenzied  

attack in M ag Lamraige in the territory o f  the Fir Rois. See discussion below  on Mag Lamraige.
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This sentence begins witii the adverbial phrase /ec7;/ and ‘once’, serving to separate this 

episode from the rest oFthe narrative prose and the text indicates some relation to a cattle- 

raid. Thumeysen suggests that the title Tain Bo Rois, mentioned in Tale-List A, may 

represent another version o f Unfortunately, the tale o f Tain Bo Rois is no longer

extant and it is therefore not possible to validate or refute this suggestion.

Ath Dairi Da mBaeth

In version A, we learn that Conchobar fell {do-rochair) at the edge o f the ford at Daire 

Da mBaeth.''^^ Meyer (1906, 7, n. a) translates this as ‘The Oakwood o f the two foolish 

ones’. S c h o l a r s  suggest that this marks the end o f an earlier version o f the tale, since it 

is stated in the text immediately after this that Conchobar is buried in this place.'*^^ If this 

indeed represents the place where Conchobar originally died, then it signifies a death near 

or in water, a common element shared with other death-tales, as observed by Ranke de 

Vries.'*^'’ See further discussion below on the interpretation do-rochair.

See Aird iiiiia Con

Meyer (1906, 7, n. b) translates this as ‘the Hawthorn o f the height o f the hound (or 

hounds)’. Unfortunately, this place-name has never been successfully identified, and 

there are no references made elsewhere in the early literature to this name. Nevertheless, 

it must have lain west oi' Alh Daire da Bdelh, since the sentence which follows it in the 

text o f version A states that the Ulstermen are routed in the opposite direction to See Aird

See Thumeysen 1921, 535; also Mac Cana 1980, 92.

See version A [6f-g].

One finds the name Doire Dd Bhaotli mentioned in the Early Modern tale Tdruigheaclil Dhiarmada 

agus Glirainne, see Ni' Sheaghdha 1967, II. 265, 288, 329, etc. The aforementioned place-name is located 

in Clanricarde, in south-east Co. Galway, and cannot be the same as the one mentioned in AC, which is 

most likely in Ulster.

See Carney 1955, 296; Szoverffy 1956, 201—2; Guyonvarc’h 1958, 135.

See de Vries (2011, 25, esp. n. 11). Amongst the tales that Ranke de Vries notes, involving death near 

or in water, is the death-tale o f  Cet mac Magach. This is striking because Cet dies also by a ford (afterwards 

named Ath Ceit ‘Cet’s Ford’) in Aided Cheit maic Magach (Meyer 1906, 38-9). She also notes the account 

given in the prose o f  version D o f AC  (Meyer 1906, 18—9). However, she does not mention the event in 

version A o f  AC. Another interesting example is the death o f  Conall Cernach. In iiis death-tale, Conall goes 

into a ford where he fights with the Connaciitmcn, and subsequently gets beheaded by tri Ruadchoin 

Martine (or ‘the tiiree Red-wolves ofM artine’) (Meyer 1897b, 105, 108),
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na Con: Do-hertar Ulaid sair dqfrilhissi co Alh Dairi Da Baelh, ‘Tlie men o f Ulster are 

driven eastwards to the ford o f Daire Da Baeth’ |7b].

Arddachad Sleibc Fiiait

Meyer (1906, 7, n. d) identifies this as ‘“Highfleld”, near Newtown Hamilton, Co. 

Armagh’. Later, Muiray further identified Arddachad as being located at the megalithic 

ruins o f Aughnagurgan, overlooking Tullynawood Lake."*^  ̂ Sli'ab Fuait stretched from 

Newtownhamilton to the Monaghan border, thereby covering a vast territory in the 

middle and west o f Armagh.*'^*

The place-name lore, or dindshenchas, o f Sh'ab Fuait refers to Conchobar’s 

servant, Cenn mBerraide, who is mentioned in version A o f AC. There are two adjacent 

metrical versions o f the place-name lore, or dindshenchas, o f Sh'ab Fuait.'*^^ The second 

version relates how the Milesian invader Fuat mac Fiili planted a sod from Spain in 

I r e l a n d . I n  a retelling of this version, the poet states:

D oairim  t'lci Diiinn chiihe 

fo t  Cinn huilid  Berrauie  

do  sea l co  bechi J a r ' fiia ig  lib  

cert sle ibe  Fiiait, is finnaid.

‘Ua Duinn o f  dark speech told the tale 

o f  the sod o f  bloom ing Cenn Berraide 

when he firmly w ove for you for your instruction

the true story o f  Sliab Fuait — and learn ye it!’ Met. Ds. iv, 168-9.41^'**'

Here, the poet implies that another version exists.

We find a prose passage pertaining to Cenn mBerraide interpolated into the text 

o f the prose account o f the dindshenchas o f  Sli'ab Fuait (recension B o f  Dinnshenchas

See Murray 1933, 7, 12, 14.

See Muhr (2002 , 2 1 -2 2 , 28) for a discussion o f  Sliab Fiiait and Arddachad. Muhr notes that Arddachad 

is mentioned in Annals o f  U lster, under A D  821 and 1010 ( c f  A D  819 and 1009 in i 430, ii 762).

See Me/. D s. iv, 162-9 .

See Met. D s. iv, 166-9 .

The poet G iila na Naom h Ua Duind ( f l  \6Q), fer-le igh in n  o f  Inis Clothrann, has been identified by 

Gwynn ( 1924, 420). Gwynn asserts that this stanza has been added by the ‘com piler o f  the conflate version’ 

(1924, 420). N evertheless, it should be noted that this stanza ends with fin n a id , w hich forms a du n ad  with 

fin n a id  the beginning o f  the poem (G wynn 1924, 166, 1.1, and 1 6 8 ,1. 44).
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Ereim). I provide here the text as found in the Edinburgh manuscript NLS Adv. 72.1.16  

(?15“’), printed by Whitley Stokes:'*^^

No gom ad in fo d  doradad fo r  Ceand m Beiridi do imarchur, ar rothairgsead  Waid 

righe don cen/hir noberadh corp Conchohhair go  hEamain oda M ag Lamhrciidhe gen 

fhidnneadh, go rogabh Ceann Berride fa ir , go  roiscad Sliahh Fiiait, go tard a honn 

fr i  Idr i Sleih Fuail. Adhertadar Ulaid na had ri aire .sin e. Albert som fo d  go leilhead  

a honn do thahairt fa ir. Doradadh on go  / oaclit Emhain. Con;</ ann dohhath, conidh 

deain ala “righe Chind Berride".

‘Or it may be from tiie fot (sod) which was put upon Cenn tJerridi to be carried; for 

the Ulaid had promised the reahn to the one man who should carry (king) Conor’s 

coipse from Magh Lamraide to Emain without laying it down. So Cenn Berridi took 

it up and reachcd Sliab Fuait, and on Sliab Fuait he put liis sole to the ground. For that 

reason the Ulaid declared that he should not be king. He told them to put upon him a 

sod as broad as his sole. This was done, and he got to Emain, but there he (straightway) 

died. Whence is (the proverb), “Cenn Berride’s Kingdom’” , Stokes 1893, 483—4.

This differs from the account in version A of/lC,''**  ̂ in which it is Conchobar who requests 

to be carried back to his house: hrilli-se ass! ’ ar Conchobar. ‘Do-her rige nU lad Jo

neocli nom -bera connici mo th ech \ ‘Let me be carried out o f  this!’ said Conchobar, ‘I 

shall give the kingship o f  Ulster to anyone who will carry me out o f  here’ | 7d].

Mag Lam niigi/ Lcitir Lamraigi

In several versions o f  upon hearing o f  Christ’s Crucifixion, Conchobar goes into a 

frenzied attack and chops down trees in a fury. The place where this event occurs is 

referred to as Mag Lamraige in Ei and the prose text o f  version In E2 , Conchobar 

goes with his army to Fid Lamraige and it is said that he cut the trees down here.'**  ̂ In a 

verse attributed to Flann Mainistreach, interpolated in E2 and in version D, Conchobar

Gwynn also provides a fuller account contained in RIA MS D ii 2, which is dated to the sixteenth century 

(Gwynn 1924, 421). However, since the Edinburgh m anuscript predates this manu.script, 1 provide that 

reading.

See version A [7c]-[7h],

This appears as a nairatorial intrusion in Ei: A4ag Lamraige a Feraib Rii.s, ‘.i.e. in the Plain o f

Lamraige in the territory o f  the Fir Rois’. This reading is not supported in E t.

A ccording to Diarmuid Mac lomhair (1964, 236), the place-name Fid Lamraige survives in a corrupt 

anglicized form known as Flowery, writing that it ‘is the local name for a farmhouse with its surrounding 

land in the townland o f  Ballabony, ju st outside the noi th-west mearing o f  Tullakeel. The hou.se stands on a 

modest hill which runs down on the south-west side, that is, to a point adjoining Tullakeel, into marshy 

ground, as a letlir or wet slope might be expected to do ’. See also Mac lomhair 1962, 152-3.
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fells the trees at Lerg Lamraige. M oreover, in the poem A chloch tiuill, attributed to 

Cinaed lia hArtacain, the calcified brain o f  M ess Gegrai falls out o f  Conchobar’s head at 

Lettir Lamraige ‘the slope o f  Lamraige’ (M eyer 1906, 20, 21).'***̂

T hese place-nam es are also m entioned elsew here in early Irish poetry. In the poem  

Fianna hdtcir i nEmain, attributed to Cinaed ua hArtacain (t9 7 5 ) , it is stated that 

Conchobar d ies at the edge o f  the slope o f  Lamraige. 1 provide below  the reading from  

the earliest manuscript in which it is found, i.e. the B ook o f  L einster, printed by W hitley  

Stokes:

A thath mac Nessa in ri 

fo r  toeh Letrach 

clos-cel Slea sliah co rath 

ociis Fach[t\na  macc Sencath' '̂**

‘(Conchobar) mac Nessa the king who died on the side o f  Letir Lamraige. M ount Slea 

graciously hides him and Fachtna son o f  Sencha’ (Stokes 1902, 304—5, §4).

A s is seen in the poem  Fianna bdtar i nEmain, it is said that Conchobar w as buried at 

SUab S lea, with the g loss in Eg. 1782 referring to it as Sliah Slea, situated in the territory 

o f  the Ulaid, on Loch Laigh (or Belfast Loch, Stokes 1902, 323).'’*̂  ̂ Kay Muhr (2009, 62), 

in agreement with Paul Tempan, suggests that this is M uldersleigh H ill, Island M agee, 

Co. Antrim, also referring to it being mentioned in the M idir text Senchas na R elec  ‘The 

History o f  Burial P laces’: Hi Talltin im no hadnaictis  f//aid  ./. O llom  F olia  cona ch la in d  

CO tanic Conchobox A. a r  is an d  ro thogside a thahairt etcv S lea  7 m itir 7 a ig e d s a ir  f o  d e ig

M oreover, in FFE, Keating names the forest as Coill I.amhruidhe, which is sim ilar to the form in E |, 

and he also places it in the territory o f  the Fir Ross (Dinneen 1908, 204). In addition to this localisation o f  

the forest, Edmund Hogan cites Eugene O ’Curry for the identification o f  Coill Lam hruidhe as being near 

Emain Macha (see Hogan Onomasticon, 281, s.v. ‘coill lam hruidhe’, referring to O ’Curry (1861, 277)). 

While it is am biguous as to where O ’Curry cites this from, 1 surmise it may be in reference to FFE.

In a copy o f  this poem in Eg. 1782, the scribe has inserted a gloss: clia ro sehiidh  Co«chobar Fidh

Lamraige is ann luidh a inchinn M es gedhra asa chirm 7 a e inch ind fein  post, ‘W hen Conchobar cut down 

the wood o f  Lamraige, then Mes Gegrai’s brain went out o f  his (Conchobar’s) head and his own brain 

afterwards’, Stokes 1902, 323, 332.

As above, the scribe has inserted the gloss is ann roadnacht Concopar 7 Fachtna hi Slelb Slea os Loch 

Ldigh hi Sem ni hi n-UUtaih, ‘’Tis there that Conchobar and Fachtna were buried, on Sliab Slea above Loch 

Loigh in Semna in U lster’, Stokes 1902, 323, 332.

This gloss is also cited by Hogan as the only indication o f  where Sliab Slea was situated (see Hogan, 

Onomasticon, 611), and he also identifies Loch Laig with Belfast Loch (Hogan, Onomasticon, 500). For a 

discussion o f  the construction and meaning o f  Sliab Slea, see Tem pan (2009, 72).
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na creitmi ro mboi, L U  4 105, ‘At Tailltin the kings o f  Ulster were used to bury (sic), viz. 

Ollamh Fodhla, with his descendants down to Conchobar, who wished that he should be 

carried to a place between Slea and the sea, with his face to the east, on account o f  the 

Faith which he had embraced’, O ’Donovan 1845, 101.“*'̂ '’

A reference is found in a poem in the longer version o f  Compert Chonchohiiir, 

found in RIA D iv 2, where Cathbad prophesizes that Conchobar will die on the slanting 

plain o f Laini:

‘Conchobur his name, who so will call him.

His weapons will be red, He will excel in many routs.

I 'here he will find liis death, In avenging the pitiable god.

Clear will be the track o f  his sword over the slanting plain o f  Laim’ (Stokes 1885,

176/7, 181).

Finally, a reference to a different place where Conchobar is buried appears in the 

fragmentary poem Iniui hinada, found in LU\ adraclnacht ceiui Conchohiiir for a cholaintl 

i niMaclii, ‘Conchobar’s head was buried upon his body in Macha’, LU  11060-1.

A comment on the narrative opening o f  the versions o f  AC

In early Irish narrative, the expository conditions o f  locus, tempiis, dramatis personae, 

and on occasion causa scrihendi, were employed to set the scene for a following

1 am grateful to Kay M uhr for pointing out this reference to me.

The long a in dr confirm s the length o f  the letter a in hum. However, the palatal quality o f  the final 

consonant in laim  is problem atic resulting in imperfect rhyme. The gen. pi. Idm would be expected, 

representing Lam- in the eponym Ldmraige (a compound o f  Lam  + rige ‘kingdom ’). Perhaps laim  is an 

abstraction from an othei'wise unattested by-form Ldimrige, itself due to reinterpretation o f  the compound 

after n'ge. In this instance, it might be necessary to emend laim  to Idm to allow for perfect rhyme with dr. 

For a com ment on the formation o f  cponmyms with -r(a)ige, see Mac Neill (1911-1912, 67).

I am grateful to Helen Im hoff for allowing me to read her forthcoming edition o f  this poem. Im hoff 

observes that given the am ount o f  variation in the places where Conchobar dies in the versions o f AC, one 

should not be surprised in finding that he is buried in Macha in Inna hinada's account rather than in Daire

Conchobur a aium-sim  

hid derga a airm-sim, 

A ndfogehha  a aididh.

gibe raih ’ga ghairmh-sim, 

con fe ib jidh  mor n-dr 

ac dighail de dhoiUdh,

0 .1  leirg lealrach laim*’’'bidh Icir slicht a cloidhim

Da FJaeth.
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narrative.'*^^ The beginning o f the longest extant version o f  A C  sets the stage for the events 

unfolding in the tale with /ocux (Emain Machae) and dramatis personae {Conchohar, 

Cofiall, Cu Chuktinn and Loegaire Buadach, placing it firmly within the Ulster cycle.'*' '̂* 

While many o f the tales included in the Ulster Cycle typically begin with a sentence 

encapsulating the dramatis personae, locus and tempiis, these literary conditions are 

stated over the span o f several sentences in AC.

In discussing the beginning o f narrative tales in early Irish literature, Mac Cana 

observes that a traditional narrative opener fech t n-and, or some other opening sentence 

which deviates from the normal VSO order, was frequently used.'*^^ Nevertheless, there 

were no set rules or conventions as to how tales should be introduced and Mac Cana has 

been careful to point out that many medieval Irish tales do not in fact open with a specific 

narrative opener and such techniques were not essential requirements to mark or highlight 

the actual incipit o f a narrative or episode, concluding that;

‘[ . . .] many medieval tales and the great majority o f  modern ones do quite well without 

them, and it seem s reasonable to suppose that, w hile these devices were characteristic 

o f  traditional storytelling, they were not essential to it’. M ac Cana 1996, 114.

In version A, the traditional narrative opener fech t n-and  is placed at the end of 

the first sentence. Besides this, we also find the title in LL, possibly added at a later stage. 

The title’s function was to inform the audience about the particular type o f tale they were 

about to hear or read. The opening sentence o f this version introduces the place and people 

involved in the tale, i.e. Boi mescae mar for Ulto [...] / nEmain Machae, ‘f...] a great 

drunkenness came upon the men o f  Ulster in Emain M acha’ [ la]. The protagonist o f  the 

tale, i.e. Conchobar, is not mentioned in the opening section, a feature that was not 

altogether uncommon in early Irish narrative, as pointed out by Proinsias Mac Cana

Irish litera ti em ployed exegetical categories in order to allow  for the interpretation o f  texts. T hese were 

introduced in the eighth century and ultimately derived from Hieronymus (ob. 420). Fifteen conditions, or 

categories, in total were addressed by Irish exegetes and are listed by Bernhard B isch off (1966 , 221).

Barbara Hillers has show n that the tales which constitute the U lster cycle  are all interconnected by shared 

locus, tem piis, and dram atis person ae  (see Hillers 1994, 99). Hillers (1994 , 101) further suggests that the 

presence o f  famed Ulster warriors in the tales seem s ‘less a requirement o f  plot than in invocation o f  the 

heroic world o f  Emain M acha’. For a discussion o f  ‘cyc le ’ as representing a category o f  generic literary 

classification, see Quiggin (1 9 1 0 -1 1 , 625). See also Poppe 2008, 1 -2 . Poppe writes that the main reason  

for placing a tale in a literary cycle depends mainly on its geographical setting, as well as the main 

characters that feature in the narrative.

See Mac Cana 1973, 9 0 -1 2 0 ; Mac Cana 1996, 104-20.
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(1996, 117). Instead, we are introduced to Conall Cernach, Cu Chulainn and Loegaire 

Buadach. I'he latter two characters are mentioned this once only and serve only to invoke 

the heroic world o f Emain Machae. Conall, on the other hand, is significant here as he 

provides a connection to the audience between this tale and TallE, which serves as the 

background story to the particular events in the first half o f the tale. More important 

perhaps is that these warriors are portrayed as drunk and quarrelling. This possibly signals 

to the audience that all is not as it seems and thereby setting the tone o f the tale.

Version B and version C differ from A in respect o f their opening sections, in 

accordance with the authorial intention o f each author/ compiler. Neither o f these versions 

contain the title Aided Clwnchobciir because what is more important for the 

authors/compilers is in fact how the king is converted to Christianity and subsequently 

granted entry into Heaven, rather than his actual physical death.

At the beginning o f version B, the emphasis is placed solely on Conchobar. 

Therefore, this version appropriately begins with Boi Conchobar mac Nessa fechtas n- 

ann, ‘On one occasion, Conchobar mac Nessa was [king]’ [la]. No background story is 

provided as to how the brain-ball came to be in his head. Imhoff (2012, 90) when she 

observes that due to the tale’s popularity the audience would have been aware o f how the 

calcified brain came to be lodged in Conchobar’s head.'*‘̂^

Version C opens with Boi ddil mor la hUltu i Muig Muirllminini, ‘The men o f 

Ulster were holding a great gathering in the plain o f Muirthemne' [la]. Less concern is 

shown by the compiler o f C in the events surrounding the beginning o f the ‘traditional 

nucleus’ and how Mess Gegrai’s brain came to be in Conchobar’s head. On the contrary, 

the com piler’s focus is on the events pertaining to how Conchobar learns o f Christ’s 

Crucifixion and his conversion. Thus, Bachrach is introduced almost immediately in the 

opening section o f the text.

The brief version D does contain the title o f AC, demonstrating that the 

author/compiler on this occasion is more concerned with providing a summary o f the 

events leading up to Conchobar’s death, and with less focus put on his conversion.

It should be noted here that the text o f  version A preserved in C does not contain the title either, which 

would support lin h o ffs  (2012 , 91) suggestion that the redactor o f  this copy is more concerned with 

C onchobar’s conversion than his death.

Im hoff 2012, 90.
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3,7 T hem es and m otifs

The tale o f AC  contains well-known motifs which are interlayed with themes o f loyality, 

honour, revenge and death. Some o f these have already been touched upon in the above 

discussions, such as the m otif o f death by emotion and the theme o f revenge. The 

following section explores further some other themes and motifs within the versions of 

AC, in order to understand the particular functions these literary elements may have in 

the versions.

The m otif of beheading and head trophies.

The m otif o f beheading and keeping head trophies was used to portray themes o f honour, 

valour, justified vengeance, and other concepts which defined the ideal warrior in early 

Irish literature. Scholars have previously argued that this m otif is in fact a remnant o f past 

pagan Celtic usage."*'^* Therefore, that such a m otif appears in the “traditional nucleus” 

may strike some as evidence o f a pre-Christian date o f composition.

In the opening paragraph o f Version A, we learn of the Ulstemien engaging in a 

boasting competition {inimarhdga mora 7 comrama, ‘great boastings and contentions’ 

[Ic]). Conall requests his prized trophy, i.e. Mess Gegrai’s calcified brain, to be brought 

to him (see [Id]). It is stated that it was custom with the Ulstemien at that time to calcify 

the brains o f the warriors whom they had slain {cach ciiraid no marhtais ar galaih omfir 

no gattae a n-inchinn assa cennaih, 7 chon-mescthae del oirriii co ndenad Uathroiti 

cniaidi dih [ le -t]). Conall instracts the other warriors that until they are capable o f 

carrying out such a feat as killing a man in single combat, they are not worthy o f 

competing with him (see [2]). Moreover, Mess Gegrai’s brain is placed in a prominent 

place iforad, ‘sh e lf), in order to display it to the other warriors (see [3a]).

Therefore, the act o f displaying trophies, in this instance a calcified brain, plays 

an important role in the opening scene o f AC  in portraying the warrior ideal, i.e. Conall 

as a powerful warrior. In addition, it places emphasis on honour and pride. It establishes 

an ideological framework within which the events o f the tale take place. Even so, this 

m otif should not be attributed to a pre-Christian period and taken as a sign that the 

“traditional nucleus” is a pagan composition. McCone (1990, 30) has observed that the

H ull 1938, 86; Jackson 1964 , 1 9 -2 1 , 3 5 -7 .
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practice o f beheading was commonplace even in the early Christian period. Furthennore, 

he notes that there are many grotesque images in the Bible itself o f decapitations etc., and 

concludes that ‘f...] the beheading o f enemies for display would hardly, then, have struck 

a medieval Irish churchman as an intrinsically pagan or, as he would have put it, “gentile”’ 

practice’ (1990, 30). 1 agree with Clancy (2005, 169) that the audience at whom this tale 

was aimed was a secular one o f kings and their courts in the Christian period, and would 

add that the author was very creative in bringing together motifs and themes that affected 

the audience emotionally.

The motif of the two fools

In version A o f AC, the author portrays the oinmili ‘fools’ as jesters, providing the 

audience with comic relief as the fools are seen playing with Mess Gegrai’s brain-ball.'*^*^ 

But their function is far more sinister than perhaps perceived by a modern eye. Clancy 

(1996, 97-8) observes that the two fools in AC  in fact signal to the audience that there is 

a sense o f disorder underlying the king’s realm. Moreover, they are portrayed as 

possessing prophetic powers, predicting that a king will die from Mess Gegrai’s calcified 

brain: do-foelh ri de, ‘a king will die on account o f it’ [4a]. The author uses this motif 

cleverly, serving as a signal to the audience o f an impending act o f doom and adding to 

the build-up o f tension in the nairative. Cet overhears their prediction and snatches the 

calcified brain from them, leading him to fulfill the prophecy (see [4b-c]).

A similar example o f a jester juggling and uttering a prophecy is found in TBDD, 

where Taulchaine juggles nine swords, nine silver shields and nine golden apples. 

However, he drops these under Ingcel Caich’s fierce gaze, upon which Taulchaine 

predicts that battles will be faught over \ngce\: fk h  if her calha de, ‘battles are fought 

because o f it’ (referring to Ingcel’s gaze).^'’”

The motif of an (un)blemished king.

McCone (1990, 127) states that a king’s image can be ‘viewed under the three main 

headings of physical appearance {delh, crutli etc.), social and marital eminence {allud,

For an analysis and inteipretation o f oinniil ‘fool, je ste r’, see the textual note on [3b] in version A.

See Knott 1936, 35, II. 1165-80. A similar example is found in AidedEchacli maic Mairecki, where the 

oinniil ‘fool’ recites some verses which warn Eochaid and his family o f  their impending doom (de Vries 

2 0 12, 202, §8); For a discussion o f  the literary significance o f this scene, see also Imho ff (2008, 121).
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orJun etc.), and judgement or discernment {mes, e?'gmie etc.). Each teiTn in this trio 

incarnates the matrix o f functions and attributes in the material, martial (capable o f being 

expanded to social) and mental columns respectively, the whole constituting the //V or 

“truth” essential for the successful exercise o f the monarch’s //c//7//[/».s] or “sovereignty” .

In version A o f AC, Conchobar is described as having all o f the physical and 

mental attributes required o f a king (see [5g-j]). Conchobar was a handsome king, without 

any defects or blemishes. He is perfect in every detail, the author even stating 

emphatically after the descriptive passage: N'lrho lochtach tra int-i Conchobar, ‘that 

Conchobar was faultless indeed’ [5k]. However, the image o f the perfect king is shattered 

immediately when Conchobar is struck with the brain-ball, two thirds o f which remain 

stuck in his head (see [6c-d]). O f course, in the “traditional nucleus” Conchobar died at 

this point. Nevertheless, the Christian author cleverly juxtaposes the m otif o f the 

unblemished king with that o f a blemished king, in composing the new version. A king 

who was physically disfigured was no longer considered an ideal king and it was a taboo 

for a blemished king to rule.^**' In AC, however, FIngen sews up Conchobar’s wound, 

thereby rendering Conchobar blemished permanently (see [9c—d]). The Ulstermen 

interject stating that it is better for them to have the king alive and blemished, rather than 

dead {‘‘Is assii dim ol Ulaid, ‘ind aithis oldas a ec-som' [9e]).

The notion o f a blemished king pemiitted to rule is not unique to AC. The death- 

tale o f Fergus mac Leti, Aided Fergitsa Maic bears a close resemblance to the

motif o f the blemished king in AC. Fergus was blemished after meeting a monster in Loch 

Rudraige. The shock o f seeing such a horrendous creature caused him to suffer a horrible 

facial disfigurement. Nevertheless, his people, just as Conchobar’s, allowed Fergus to 

rule even though he was blemished and it was stipulated that Fergus was not to look at 

his own reflection.

Just as the appearance o f the jesters suggests a sense o f disorder in the king’s 

realm, a blemished king further alerts the audience that not all was well in the Ulster 

kingdom and that more drama is to follow.

The theme of repentance

See also Chapter 3.3. A blemished king was unworthy o f  ruling. 

S eeB in ch y  1952; 33 -4 8 .
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In the conclusion to the Edinburgh recension, the focus o f redemption differs to that in 

the other versions which focus on humility and suffering. Here, it seems that the redactor 

was keen to change this to a more current theme o f the Middle Irish period.

Clancy (2005, 171) has obsei'ved that although the early Irish kingship tales were 

probably composed in the same milieu as the Ulster Cycle, they were set in Christian 

times and chose a ‘Christianised political ethic’. Thus, in some early Irish tales one sees 

that the concept o f justice is closely related to the patronage o f the poor and good relations 

with the Church. Although AC  is from the Ulster Cycle, this Christian attitude is reflected 

in the Middle Irish conclusion to the tale preserved in the Edinburgh manuscripts. In 

LL/C, the rose poem Ba apruinn shows that Conchobar has learnt that his vainglorious 

and violent ways are unacceptable behaviour for a Christian, and demonstrates Conchobar 

becoming humble and willing to sacrifice him self for the Lord, thereby redeeming 

him self in the eyes o f the aristocratic audience. However, in the Edinburgh manuscripts’ 

exemplar, the redactor omits the rose poem with an intention to place greater emphasis 

on Conchobar’s repentant nature being expressed through his generosity to tiiose poorer 

than him. The redactor adds the following phrase:^'*^

7 coiiid  a irc  si»/ ade/ait cacli is ne/?)edach C onchobar t/it an durthac7j/ doroi/;e 

C onchobar, Ei, p. 2 .2 6 -1 .

And hence all say: ‘A dw eller in Fleaven is Conchobar for the wish he has uttered’,

M eyer 1906, 11.

This sentence is immediately followed by the Cenn niBerraide episode. The Edinburgh 

redactor has intentionally transposed this passage from its original place in the centre o f 

the Old Irish archetype to the end o f the tale in the Edinburgh recension. The emphasis is 

placed on Conchobar’s act towards his servant, upon whom he bestows the kingship o f 

Ulster, before Conchobar dies. This is not unique to this recension but seen in other early 

Irish tales. For example, in Cath Cairn Choiiaill, a penitent Giiaire Aidne mac Colmain 

says that he will give the poor gold and silver for the sake o f his soul, upon which he is 

granted a place in heaven:

R o p a d  m aith Hm al-Iaii di o r  7 d-argiit, 7 ni a r sain t in tsdegail, acht d ia  ihindnaciil ar  

m 'anmain do  ndemaih  7 ecailsib  7 bochtaib in domain. D orata  D ia  fo r tach t duit, a 

G uaire! a r  iat. D oberlhar in lalam  duit doidnais a r  t ’anmain, 7 hat nimidech.

The redactor does not seem  to be concerned about the lack o f  textual unity. The added text creates a 

seam  because although Conchobar has died after attacking trees {co r' ba m arb de, ‘so that he died o f  it’), 

he goes on to request som eone to carry him home. See M eyer 1906, 11.
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‘ 1 should like its fill o f  gold and o f  silver; and not for wordly greed, but to bestow  it 

for my sou l’s sake on the saints and the churches and the poor o f  the w orld.’ ‘May 

God give thee help, O Guare!’ say they. ‘The earth which thou w ouldst bestow  for thy 

sou l’s sake shall be given to thee, and thou shalt (after death) be a dw eller in heaven.’

Stokes 1 9 0 3 ,2 1 1 -1 2 , §§13, 14.

Clancy (2005, 171) observes that Christian kingship tales differ from those o f  the 

U lster Cycle in that they focus on repentance and cosm ic justice  and that ‘[...] repentence 

m ay see [the king] gain, if  not his kingdom  back, then at least a seat among the ju st in 

heaven’. However, it would seem that the ending in the Edinburgh m anuscripts also 

contains the same them atic concern, thereby differing to the earlier versions o f  AC.

3.8 Intcrtextual relationships in A C

The tale o f  A C  is interwoven with intertextual relationships and literary parallels. To 

begin with, it has been previously acknowledged that there is a connection betw een A C  

and The audience is m ade aware o f  the coim ection betw een these two tales at

the beginning o f / lC b y  the very presence o f  Conall and his request to have M ess G egrai’s 

brain-ball brought to him.^‘'̂  In order to further em phasise this connection we find a strong 

textual con-espondence between the two tales. In TallE, the following dialogue occurs 

between Conall Cernach and his charioteer, referring to M ess G egrai’s head;

‘G a t Cl inchinn ass o l C onall V im bir claiclch fa ir  7 tiic a  inchinn la t  7 cum m aisc del 

fa ir  co:ndernae liathrdit de

“ ‘R em ove his brain from it” said Conall “and use a sword on it, and take his brain 

with you and mix it together with lime so that you may make a ball o f  it!” ’, TallE  

2 3 4 -6 ; 61.

Apart from a change in syntax, a close textual correspondence betw een TallE  and A C  is 

evident:

[...] cach cu ra id  no m arbtais a r  galaih  oenfir no g a tta  a  n-inchinn assa  cennaib, 7 

chon-m esclhae d e l airriti co ndenad lialhroiti cn'iaidi dib.

‘[...] to take the brain out o f  their heads whom  all wairiors used to kill in single combat 

[ l e - l l .

See 6  Donaill 2005, 6 ; also O ’Connor 1967, 2 4 4 -8 .

It is worth noting here, although perhaps a trivial point, that Conall is not referred to as Conall Cernach 

in AC. Cernach can be interpreted as either ‘angular’ or ‘victorious’ (see DIL  s.vv . 1 cernaclr, 2 cernach). 

In TallE, he is referred to as C onall C lden  ‘Conall the C rooked’. H ow ever, when Conall places M ess 

Gegrai’s head upon his own, his bent neck is rendered straight once again (T allE  217—9).
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O Donaill (2005, 39) dates TallE  to the second half o f the Olr period. When discussing 

the corresponding passages between this text and AC, 6  Donaill (2005, 6) comments that 

A C  is Midlr, and that ‘it is therefore unlikely that TE could have borrowed from [it]’. 

However, he is incorrcct in suggesting that /iC  is Midlr, since it is clearly an Olr text, 

dated also to the later half o f the O lr period (see the linguistic discussion in Chapter 2.2.2). 

This places the texts as contemporary to each other, making it very difficult to sunnise 

which text influenced the other. Conall’s demand in [ Id] for Mess Gegrai’s calcified brain 

to be brought to him before [ le - l]  may support the suggestion that the author o f this 

version o f AC  used TallE as a model. If that is the case, TallE would serve as an 

“ intertext”, a tale which the audience would have had prior knowledge o f to make sense 

o f the references to it here.‘'‘*̂’ On the other hand, due to the close dates o f composition o f 

both texts, it could also be argued that AC  served as the model for the author o f TallE. 

I'he author’s intention in composing the passage in TallE may have been to provide an 

explanation to the audience how Mess Gegrai’s brain came to be calcified and in Conall’s 

possession in AC. In this instance, A C  would sei-ve as the “ intertext” to TallE.

Even though it is difficult to say which text inOuences the other, it is evident that 

the characters sei've as a connection between the two stories, despite the two tales having 

self-contained plot-lines. It shows that the authors o f these texts were aware o f other 

literary material at the tiine o f composition and supports Barbara Hillers’ suggestion that 

the ‘make-believe world o f the Ulster Cycle seems to have been a collaborative effort, 

involving a large number o f narrators, redactors, and copyists’ over time’ (1994, 101).^®^

As has been discussed in Chapter 3.7, the king’s handsome appearance, martial 

prowess and social distinction were tantamount to his sovereignty. A king was expected 

to have a perfect body, free from blemish. Damian McManus (2009, 58-9) has observed 

that A C  has a specific textual affinity with Togail Bniidne Da Derga. In both texts, the 

respective king’s splendour is described in a formulaic sequence:

In using  ‘in te rtex t’, I follow  M ichael R iffa terre’s defin ition  o f  the w ord as ‘t- ..]  one or m ore texts w hich 

the reader m ust know  in o rder to  understand a w ork o f  literature in term s o f  its overall sign ificance as 

opposed  to the d iscre te  m eanings o f  its successive w ords, phrases, and sen tences’ (1990 , 56).

Poppe (2008 , 1 1) concludes that ‘the intertextual cohesion betw een the m em bers o f  a cycle  is v irtual; it 

resides in the m inds o f  those w ho produced and, by listen ing  o r  reading, received the texts and w ho in these 

processes m entally  reconnected  the individual texts to the narrative universe o f  the overarch ing  literary 

c y c le ’.
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Conaire M or mac Elerscel, is e f i l  ann. ArJrig Herenn tiili. Nicon fit loch/ and  isind  

f i r  eter cnith  7 deilh  7 deceit. Iter meit 7 chore 7 chutrumae. Iter rose 7 fo l t  7 gHi- Iter 

gais 7 dlaig  7 errlahrae. Iter arm  7 erriiid  7 ecosc. Iter dni 7 imud 7 ordan. iter gndis 7 

gaisciiid 7 ceniul, BDD- 32, §102.^®*

‘Conaire Mor, son o f  Eterscei, it is lie vviio is there. High icing o f  all Ireland [is he].

There is not a fault in that man as regards form and appearance and attire, as regards 

stature and symmetry and proportion, as regards eye and hair and whiteness, as 

regards wisdom and manners and eloquence, as regards armour apparel and 

equipment, as regards beauty and wealth and worth, as regards habits and heroism and 

fam ily’, M cCone 1990, 121.

An almost identical passage is found in AC, although the phrase nirbo lochiach  is placed 

at the end:

eter criith 7 deilh 7 deichelt, eter meit 7 choral 7 chutrummae, eter rose 7 fo l t  7 gili, 

eter gals 7 dlaig 7 erlahrai eter arm 7 erriiid 7 ecosc, eter dini 7 immad 7 orddan, eter 

gndis 7 gaiscid 7 chenel. Nirbo lochiach trd int-i Conchohar.

‘both for beauty and figure and dress, for size and symmetry and proportion, for eye 

and hair and whiteness, for wisdom and manners and eloquence, for raim ent and 

nobelness and equipment, for weapons and wealth and dignity, for bearing and valour 

and race. That Conchobar was faultless indeed’ [5g-k].

The use o f./, could suppoil; the suggestion that the narrator^^  ̂has added this passage into 

the text and also placed nirbo lochiach at the end o f  the alliterative passage, serving as a 

concluding point. On the other hand, the corresponding Nicon fil locht and  in BBD^ is 

more smoothly integrated into the text o f  BDD^. It is difficult also to ascertain whether 

A C  copied from the original ninth-century BDD^, or whether BDCP  ̂ copied it from AC. 

Given the frequent tendency o f describing the splendour o f  heroes and kings in early Irish 

literature, it might be that the authors drew this descriptive passage from their ‘cultural 

library’.̂ '*’

The portentious signs found in version A {Tdnic and-side crith m or forsna diiili 7 

ro crithm dg nem 7 talam. At that time a great trembling came over the elements, and

In her analysis o f the development o f  Togail Bruidne Da Derga, Maire West has observed that the 

complex second recension o f  this tale is a composite tale, composed o f  at least three written and oral 

versions and variants o f  the story o f  how the king Conaire Mor died (W est 1999, 413-35). Eleanor Knott 

(1936, xi) states that what is extant in YBL ‘was compiled in the 11 th century [...]’ ‘albeit from two assumed 

9th-ct. versions).

When referring to the narrator o f  version A, I mean the author. See discussion in 3.9 below

This descriptive, partially alliterative sequence o f  triads is perhaps a pre-existent word group, serving as 

a literary marker in any context, with the specific function o f  describing the qualities o f  a hero or king.
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heaven and earth shook’ [1 Ic-d]), and somewhat more elaborately in version C {In tan 

do-dechaid teimel forsin ngrein 7 ro-sui escae i ndath fo la . Now when darkness came 

upon the sun, and the moon turned into the colour o f  blood’ |4c]), provide an intertextual 

relationship with the second chapter o f  the Acts o f  the Bible, as observed by Mark 

Williams (2010, 16-20), who suggests that the audience would have understood the 

intertextual parallel in order to interpret the meaning o f these portentous signs.

The significance of Senchas na Relec

The popularity o f  the tale o f  AC  is clear from the number o f  manuscripts and versions it 

appears in. Hence, it is hardly surprising to find that A C  has influenced authors o f  

subsequent tales. In version A, w c find the following sentence which states that 

Conchobar was one o f  two men who believed in Christ before the coming o f  Christianity, 

the other being Morand mac Main, i.e.

7 is e sin indala fe r  ro chreil lio Dia i nErinn re lichkiin creilme . i. M orand mac Main 

in fe r  aile.

‘and he is one o f  the two men who believed in God in Ireland before the com ing o f 

the Faith, Morand mac Main being the other' ( 12c].

As seen in Chapter 2.1, a similar sentence appears in the Middle Irish text Senchas 

na Relec ‘The Ancient History o f  the Burial Places’, although in this text Conchobar is 

one o f  three in contrast with him being one o f  two m A C .̂ '̂ I provide below the text from 

the earliest extant copy found in Lehor na liUidre (LU), which has been copied by hand 

M. Other copies are found in TCD H .3 .17, cols 7 3 1 ^  and Rawl. B 512, fol. 121:

Conic] eseom in Ires ro cveti i nE rinJ ria liachlain Palraic A. Conchohor mac Nessa  

diaro innis Ahus do cesad  O 'ist. M orand^'- mac Corpri Cind Chailt indarna fer.

Cormac in Ires, LU  4048—51.

‘Consequently he [Cormac mac Airt] is |one o f  three] in Ireland who believed before 

the coming o f  Patrick, i.e. Conchobar son o f  Ness to whom Altus recounted C hrist’s 

passion, M orand son o f Cairbre Cat-head the second man, Cormac the third,’ M cCone 

1990, 73.

Note that the explanatory gloss beginning with ./. is incoiporated into the text in LU, 

which suggests that perhaps it was already in the manuscript from which M copied, rather

The only edition and translation o f this tale is by John O ’Donovan (1845, 97-101). A thorough and in- 

depth treatment or'this text and a discussion o f  the date o f composition is lacking and therefore a critical 

edition o f this text remains a desideratum.

M adds the gloss mac main.
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than introduced by In light o f the uncertain date o f composition o f the original

Senchas na Relec, it is difficult to posit when this gloss was incorporated into the text. 

Nevertheless, there is a noticeable discrepancy in Senchas na Relec's text in contrast to 

version A in that there are three people, rather than two, in question here and that it refers 

to Altus, who features in version B o f ^C , and is referred to briefly as an alternative 

version at the end of LL/C in version A. This suggests that the author/compiler o f Senchas 

na Relec was aware o f the account in which Conchobar was related Christ’s crucifixion 

by Altus, as in version Thus, this might suggest a date not later than 1106 as a 

terminus ante quern for the composition o f  the Altus tradition, i.e. version B, since LU is 

dated to 1106.^'^

In Senchas na Relec, this sentence is preceded by a passage that relates Cormac 

mac Airt had faith in a creator, the One who had shaped and created everything on earth 

rather than in the creatures themselves. According to McCone (2000, 73), Cormac’s 

declared faith was based upon St. Paul’s doctrine (Rom. 1:17-25) that although the faith 

was there to be accepted by anyone, most missed out on this opportunity and instead 

worshipped the creatures and nature. This approach to Faith by Cormac is contrasted in 

Senchas na Relec by the manner in which Conchobar and, periiaps, Morand discover their 

Faith. In this text, Conchobar learns about Christianity through a foreigner bringing news, 

namely Altus, and Morand travels abroad to gain wisdom from St. Paul.^'^ McCone 

postulates that this passage supports the possibility that the Irish could believe in Christ 

even before the advent o f  Christianity with St. Patrick’s arrival in Ireland either through 

travelling abroad or through a foreigner bringing news to Ireland. As McCone (1990, 73) 

writes, ‘[the] pre-Patrician Irish history [can] be seen as an era o f Irish “patriarchs” or 

individuals blessed with faith and a partial revelation o f divine truth even before the 

apostle Patrick brought the full dispensation on Christ’s behalf.’

M is the hand ofM ael Muire, who is recorded as having died in 1106 (see Best 1912 and 1929, xii). 

Version B is datable to the Olr period. See Chapter 2.2.3 for linguistic survey and discussion.

Best and Bergin 1929, xii.

Morand’s episode relates to the passage found in the Olr Senchas Mar. This passage is found in CIH iii 

9 1 5 ,3 8 -9 1 6 ,2 .
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3.9 Composition and style in the versions of AC

An examination o f the narratoria! techniques, style and composition o f  a tale allows the 

modem critic to inteipret and understand the tale in question. It also enables one to assess 

how the author achieved certain effects througiiout a tale’s unfolding events in order to 

captivate the emotions o f an intended audience. Therefore, the following section 

examines how the authors/compilers have written or compiled the versions o f  AC.

Version A

The author o f version A provides the narrative voice throughout the tale, with some 

evidence o f narrative intrusions found throughout the text. An example o f the author’s 

voice intruding is seen at the point where Fingen tells Conchobar to be on his guard {co 

niheth i fbinitin). Here, the author adds: ./. arnd tised a fc rg  do 7 lui digsed fo r  ech 7 ua 

elroiged mmu co anfela 7 ua reissed, ‘that is, that he should not get angry, and he should 

not mount a horse, and he should not have sexual relations, and he should not run’ [lOd]. 

Clancy (1996, 99) observes that these prohibitions are significant and have a penitential 

function, causing Conchobar ‘[to live] a life like that o f a saint or monk, a humble life, 

practicing (3/7a//(e/c/, devoid o f passion’. C l a n c y  also suggests that the seven-year period 

in which Conchobar remains motionless (see [1 la]) has a penitential significance, 

although scholars vary in their opinion o f the significance o f these years. Bart Jaski 

suggests that this seven-year period coincides with the nomial tenureship o f clientship. 

Jaski also points out the biblical significance o f the seven-year period, providing 

examples from the Bible and early Irish literature.^'* On the other hand, Carney (1976, 

297) suggests that these seven years illustrate a chronologist’s attempts to synchronise 

the Ulster heroes such as Conchobar and Comiac mac Airt, with the crucifixion o f Christ. 

Nevertheless, Clancy’s argument that the seven-year period has a penitential function is 

supported by the fact that the rose poem culminates with the speaker, once proud and 

vain, becoming humbled (see Ba apraimi, Chapter 4).

At three pivotal points in version A, we find liminal occasions both in space, time 

and identity and it sees Conchobar becoming a liminal figure. The first instance sees

On the other hand, G uyonvarc'h (1958, 137) sees these prohibitions as gessa. 

See Jaski 2000, 86 and n. 120.
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Conchobar in a Uminal position when he is lured away from the Ulstermen by the 

Connacht women, so that he is at the edge o f the battle. He is neither with his own men 

nor with the Connachtmen, but to the side {for leith). This places him in an unprotected 

position making him prone to attack. The second instance is at the point where he falls at 

Ath Dairi Da Bhaeth, with the ford representing a transitional point in the physical 

landscape. The third instance o f liminality is perhaps even more striking. It is the episode 

where Conchobar is rendered immobile by Fi'ngen’s prohibitions. As discussed above, 

this provides an image o f a penitent king who remains in a vegetative state for seven 

years, neither dead nor alive. However, at the end o f  these seven years, he recites the rose 

poem and becomes transfonned and enlightened. Therefore, the author skilfully utilizes 

these liminal positions to mark significant turning points in the text, adding tension and 

speculation to the prose.

The narrative o f version A lends itself to a paratactic style, interspersed with both 

short and long sentences. The text is very fast-paced in certain places, such as in the battle 

scene after the initial downfall o f Conchobar, with sudden transitions from one scene to 

another (see [7a] and [7b]; [8a] and [8b]). These two sccnes are interrupted by the Cenn 

mBerraide anecdote, which serves to slow down the pace.

The author is very skillful, using certain narratorial techniques to intensify the 

sense o f impending doom throughout the text. This begins at an early stage in the nan-ative 

with the scene with the fools, where they predict the king’s death (see [4a]). This alerts 

the reader/audience to the fact that Conchobar’s fate is sealed. We also find Cet mac 

Magach described as a beast or monster (beist), which would have instilled a sense o f fear 

in the reader/audience. Also noticeable is the author’s use o f the alliterative passage 

describing Conchobar’s mental and physical attributes, thereby placing emphasis on his 

perfection. This interrupts the tempo and acts as a pause, thereby raising the 

reader/audience’s anticipation o f the king’s impending disfigurement. This all points to 

an artistic author, focused on creating a tale with force and purpose, which is bound to 

reel in and carry along the intended reader/audience.

The use o f dialogue amongst the characters also helps to advance the plot. These 

dialogues are generally functional in purpose and not elaborate, such as the dialogue 

between Conchobar and Cenn mBerraide (see [7c-e]). The dialogue between Conchobar 

and his druid in [1 1] slows down the narrative almost to an abrupt halt at a crucial point 

in the version, i.e. when Conchobar learns o f the crucifixion o f Christ.
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Whilst it would seem that the style does not differ between the first half o f the text 

and that o f  the second, it should be noted that there is a higher incidence o f narratorial 

intrusions found in section [11]. However, it is extremely difficult to ascertain whether 

these arc intrusions added by the author him self or by a subsequent scribe during the line 

o f  transmission, especially since the language o f these phrases and sentences does not 

suggest they were written later than the original date o f composition. It is of course 

possible that these are additions by a later scribe, although attributing them to the author 

would be in keeping with the style o f his narratorial voice. Therefore, 1 tentatively leave 

these intrusions in the edition.

Version B

The narrative prose o f this version differs in tone and style from that o f version A. The 

text is not conccrned with how Conchobar came to be struck by the brain-ball, but how 

Conchobar learned o f C hrist's crucifixion and his conversion. Baptism, one o f the most 

important Christian sacraments, could o f course only be granted after the arrival o f 

Christianity in Ireland. Conchobar’s baptism by his own blood, which poured from his 

head wound, places the Ulster king firmly in the Christian present, and sees the author 

turning his own back on the pagan past. After reciting the emotional rose poem, it is 

written Is iar sin col-n-oscraslar anial h k io c  techt hi roi calha ar bclaib Crist, ‘After that 

he jum ped upwards, as if he were going into the battlefield in front o f Christ’ [4a]. Thus, 

Conchobar sacrifices his own life, a move which signals his wish to suffer as Christ did. 

This act also refiects the final line in the rose poem: Airineddom  dul druih cen Duilemoti 

digail, ‘It is lowering/humbling for me to go to the abode (= to die) without avenging o f 

the Creator’ 113c]. In doing sacrificing himself, Conchobar demonstrates his strong faith 

in Christ. Thus, the baptism serves as Conchobar’s rite o f passage.

The prose framework o f the version is brief and the author/narrator does not seem 

interested in making this text more elaborate. This conveys perhaps a realistic nature 

behind the author’s motivation. There is no dialogue in the text. An apparent stylistic 

device that the author uses is repetition. For instance, at-fel occurs three times, i.e. [lb , 

[2b] and [2c]; rig Roman is seen twice, i.e. [ Ic] and [Id]; as-hert is used twice before the 

rose poem, i.e. [3a] and [3b]. The author makes a concerted effort to incoiporate the rose 

poem into the text, in order to present a unified text. This demonstrates that he understood
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the meaning and intention o f the poem.^'^ One way in which he achieves this is by 

repeating verbs from the poem in the text, i.e. do-rosal nem 7 talani, ‘who had created 

heaven and earth’ {do- rea -roosat, ‘who has created the spaces’ f8c]);/r/ hliideu crochsite 

Crist, ‘against the Jews that had crucified Christ’ {didrchoirp crochsite Rig, ‘they are base 

bodies wiio crucified the King’ f8c]). Another way is by repetition by text which shows 

parallel meaning, i.e. ma mi mbeth hi comocus do Christ, ‘if he were near Christ’ f3b] 

{Ba aprainn nadnddil [...] armic, ‘Alas that I did not get to meet f . . .] ’ f la]).

Version C

Little scholarly attention has been paid to this particular version, with some scholars 

referring to it being a compilation o f versions A and B, or that it is antiquarian in nature.^^*’ 

This does not do this particular text justice, because it does have some merits. Moreover, 

since it is a tale that brings together various traditions, it may have been perceived as 

aesthetically unpleasing to the modern reader since it does not have a defined structure. 

As discussed in the introduction to this section, recent studies observe that aesthetics may 

not have been as important to the medieval compiler as they are to the modern critic, who 

prefers texts to conform to the ‘neo-Aristoteleian conceptions’ o f what a text should look 

like.^2'

At first glance, version C looks like the work o f a hasty compiler, who was clumsy 

in stitching together the m a t e r i a l . H e  combines everything he finds in different versions 

known to him, a process that results in a major narrative inconsistency. Thus in C, we 

find Bachrach, Altus and Cathbad infonning Conchobar o f  Christ’s crucifixion and 

therefore, the accounts contradict each other. The compiler’s primary concern appears to

This was suggested also by Corthals 1989, 52.

See Thumeysen 1921, 538; Clancy 1996,91.

See O ’Connor (2013b, 2). O ’Connor (2013b, 7) uses the term “neo-Aristotelian conceptions” referring 

to the manner in which modern day readers would perceive a text, placing importance on the structure and 

coherency o f  a tale. He further clarifies this in respect to Irish sagas by explaining ‘the concept o f  coherence 

needs to be treated with caution when discussing the composition and use o f  Irish sagas, as with other 

branches o f  medieval narrative: we should not expect this literature to conform to the neo-Aristotelian and 

neo-Platonic notions o f  literary decomm current since the Renaissance. Irish sagas typically display very 

different forms o f  coherence than what we would expect from a work o f modern prose fiction’.

O’Connor (2013a, 12) comments that scholars were previously o f  the opinion that the saga BDD- was 

also an unstructured compilation containing nanative inconsistencies.
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have been to combine as much source material relating to Conchobar’s death, or more 

appropriately his conversion, as was available to him, regardless o f the contradictory 

details. Thus, the compiler allows the reader/audience choose which version they believe.

The compilation o f version C is not designed to be seamless, with the compiler 

carefully and intentionally bringing together different versions. He introduces the 

altemative accounts with ./. ro iiiiiis Altii.s, ‘that is, Altus to ld ...’ and no is am laidso at- 

cdemnacair he, ‘or it is thus it happened’. The compiler’s creativity is reflected in the use 

o f repetitive phrases such as com  et cohiinn omuiri oig ingin {co roe! colainn 6 Miiiri 

oigingin) [2d], vs. arro et colann omuiri o/^^h {ar-roel colainn) [4b]. In inteipolating the 

section o f text from the shared exemplar with N, the compiler recycles a sentence from 

another portion o f the text and places it in that text corresponding with N, i.e. rosgoh\\ 

frisiii dearguil {col-n-oscrastar amal hid oc techt hi roi catha ar helaih Crist) [4a]. This 

sentence is found in [4i] and [4j]: ro gab iantm dergail [4i] and Is oc in dergail iarum ro 
gab  [4j].-‘̂23

The compilation o f this material in version C rellects a conscious attempt by the 

com piler who employs an active literary strategy. Although the text is not aesthetically 

pleasing to the modem critic, the compiler was motivated by antiquarian considerations, 

collecting material in order to fuse together the various accounts for historical purposes 

and allowing the reader to decide for him self which version was true. This version is 

important because sections [1] and [4] seem to belong to another tradition. It may well be 

that the Edinburgh common source drew on this earlier tradition. While this remains 

beyond the scope o f the present discussion, it would be worth investigating the 

significance o f this version in more detail at a later date.

Version D

The brief prose passage o f version D, preserved in S and Laud, recapitulates the events 

o f a lost version o[AC. This passage, economical and verisimilitude in style, employs not 

one but four nominativiis pendens constructions in the first four sentences. Its main 

purpose is to provide an overview o f a specific tradition which was known to the redactor 

at the time. It includes locus (Ath Daire Da Baeth) and personae (Cet mac Magach, Mess 

Gegrai, Conchobar mac Nessa) in the first sentence. It relates that it was Fi'ngen who 

advised that the calcified brain should remain in Conchobar's head. Munnu, defined as a

S ee  a lso  the con tin u ou s consei'vative transcription o f  tliis m anuscript provided in the appendix.
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cerd, is the person who covered the wound. Bachrach relates to Conchobar the story about 

Christ’s Crucifixion. His role is ambiguous since it is not said whether he is a poet or a 

di'uid.^ '̂* Conchobar goes into a frenzied attack at Mag Lamraige, where he subsequently 

falls while clearing the plain.

The contents o f the passage alone support the suggestion that it may descend from 

a tradition unknown to us. The following reasons would support this: a) Fi'ngen’s role 

differs from that which he has in version A. In version D, it is only staled that Ffngen 

would not let the brain-ball be taken out, while in version A, it is he who advises the king, 

heals and stitches Conchobar’s wound; b) the artificer, Munnu, who actually heals 

Conchobar in version D, is introduced for the first time in this prose passage, whereas he 

is not mentioned in any other version; c) Conchobar is told o f Christ’s crucifixion at Mag 

Lamraige. In version A, he is told in Emain Machae, whilst in version B the location is 

not provided and in version C, Bachrach tells Conchobar in Mag Muirthemne. 

Additionally, there is no evidence to suggest that this text, or its predecessor, contained 

the rose poem Ba aprainn.

M eyer’s edition^^^ o f this “version D” is somewhat misleading because it gives 

the impression that the prose passage, the two verses attributed to Flann Mainistrech, and 

the poemyi chloch thall attributed to Cinaed ua hArtacain, form part o f  the same tradition.

Thomas Owen Clancy is o f the opinion that “version D” is ‘antiquarian in intent’ 

and focuses on A chloch thall as the true version D, writing ‘it is a narrative poem 

addressed to the brain o f Mess-Gegra in its reincarnation as Buite mac Bronaig’s pillow 

and gravestone, meditating on its history’.

The most recent discussion o f  “version D” is that by Imhoff (2012, 61—2), who 

discusses the manuscript tradition o f version D. She agrees with Clancy (1996, 91, 108- 

11), that greater emphasis is placed on Mess Gegrai’s brain in the text in S that the other 

versions. She concludes:

This is noted as a variant hne in Ei: Bachrach f ili  do Lagnih ise ro-inclis do Chonchohur Crist do 

chrochad, ‘Bachrach, a Leinster poet, he told Conchobar that Christ had been crucified’; and also cited at 

the end o f LL: [...] ro-iimis Bachrach driii de Lagnih do Chonchohar Crist do chrochad', Bachrach, a 

druid o f  Leinster, told Conchobar that Christ had been crucified’. At the beginning o f  version C, preserved 

in IjFF, Bachrach, as well as Altus, relates Christ’s crucifixion to Conchobar.

” 5 Meyer 1906, 18-21.

See Clancy 1996 ,91-2 .
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‘ It is p o ssib le  that the prose section , w h ich  is shared by RIA M S D iv 2 and Laud 

M isc. 6 1 0 , form ed the b asis to w h ich  the p o em s attributed to Flann M ain istrecli and 

C inaed ua hA rtacain w ere added to create the version  w h ich  su rv ives in RIA M S D  iv  

2 ’ 2 0 1 2 , 62 .

Im hofPs suggestion can be expanded further. There is strong evidence to suggest that tiie 

two verses as well as A cliloch thall were not originally related to the prose passage and 

in fact represent independent compositions. For instance, the first quatrain beginning 

Coica lY aiged  to la ih  tlacht concerning Tadc son o f  Cian son o f  Ailill Olom is not related 

to Conchobar’s death at all (Meyer 1906, 18). In Laud, a manuscript which predates S, 

Coicu IraigecI tolaih tlacht is found independently on fol. 7 4 ra l-3 .  It is preceded by three 

poems that appear to be connected with the Munster g e n e a l o g i e s . T h e  poem Fianna 

hatar ur Eirinn is also found on this page, i.e. fol. 74rb 1, which is attributed to Cinaed ua 

hArtacain. Moreover, the second quatrain beginning Concohiir, cloithech a celg  in S is 

found interpolated into E2 [6h].^^*  ̂This is not found in Laud.

The story o f  Conchobar being struck by Mess Gegrai’s brain-ball was well 

established by the late M idlr period, as is seen with the extant versions and numerous 

manuscripts in which they are preserved. The prose, the verse beginning Concobiir, 

cloithech a celg  and A clock thall were associated in the mind o f  the scribe o f  S. Thus, 

the material as it is found in S reflects the scribe’s effort to bring together materials which 

share the common element o f  Conchobar’s death. The exception to this being the stanza 

referring to Taidhg mac C ein’s death. Thus, it can be said that the stanzas and A chloch 

thall are secondary to the prose text in Laud and S

i.e . N ot m eicc  d e c  A ile lla  A iilu im , fol. 7 3 r a l-v a I 5 ;  C la im  A ile lla  O lu im  u ill, fol. 7 3 v a I6 ;  A b h a ir  f r i  S il  

iiE ogciin  M o ir,  fo l. 7 3 v b 5 . S ee  further d iscu ssio n  by Jaski (2 0 0 3 -2 0 0 4 , 3 2 7 -3 3 0 ) .

It is not found in LL, C or E i. In relation to E2, the redactor inserts this verse  in the k n ow led ge  that it 

refers to an a lternative accou nt o f  C on ch obar's death at M ag Lam raige, w h ich  is incid en tly  found in the  

co n c lu sio n  to the Edinburgh m anuscripts. T hus, the redactor is siio w in g  his aw aren ess o f  alternative  

v ersio n s and an autliorative v o ice  is lent to the verse  it s e lf  liecause it is introduced by the attributed poet, 

i.e . 7 is  d e  i lb e r t  f la n d  m a iiiis tr iech , ‘and it is o f  it Flann M ain istreach sa id ’ (se e  version  A |6 h ]) . G regory  

lo n e r  (2 0 0 5 , 6 8 ) refers to  sucli in stan ces o f  verse  as authorative and w rites that’ w h atever ulterior reasons 

tiie c iters m ay have had, it is the verse citation a lone  that is presented as authorization for their p refen ed  

version .
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Chapter 4 Critical editions

This chapter contains the editions proper o'l Ba apniiiin, version A, version B, version C 

and version D.

Firstly, the restored text is presented followed by the translation. The textual notes follow 

thereafter.
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Ba aprainn: restored text

[ 1 ] “ B a  a p ra in n  nad  ndail cu  A r t r ig  n -a rnac :

*’ a t u m -  b eo f ir  hi riciit c h ro a d c h u ra d  - c i c h t i s

[2] “ m o  beo ii ,  c o n -c ic h i is  c m a s  m a r  mi'litiu.

’̂ m a id m  ni'tlio m o id ,  m 'am dai s lo ig  se rb a ir lech .

[3] “ S o i r th n ig fe d  so i 'rchobair ,  fri C n 's t  c o n -  g a ib  - g e n a i n n ,

*’ gai'r baitii: ba  ru lc im  for ic tenc  lain C h o in id e d .

[4] ba  ro lan  seel ee  e h o in t i r  e ro c h a lh  fir;

*’ ba  in m o o  m o  c h o rp  ch a in  o e n -a r l r e g  a d a m ra i  a ir re r inn .

[5] a tu m -c h ie h lh e  i n g n im  fir  hi t ino l ta i r is iu m  

'’ t r iu n  u asa ib  i C o im d e d  c o lm th e c h t  e o n g n a m .

[6] '‘ C a in  b e in n  la D ec  n d i lg a d a c h  d ia  c h o b a ir?

'’ ca in  fo r lonn  foa  m b c b a in n ?  C a c h  c o m la n n  c ro i th f in n .

[7] La Cn 's t,  a r  n e m th u ir ,  n ib u  sci'th ce  ches te ,

'’ c o i rp  ch r iad  ci 'arbo a r  C r is t  ca th  c u m a c h ta c h .

[8] C ia  d u  d u n ,  nad  ro ic h e m , rad d u r  d c rc h o in te o ,  

d i n -  reil - r o c h i i i n e m  nad n D e a  n d e ra g a m ?

D u irc h o irp  c ro c h s i te  R ig  d o — rca  - r o o s a t .

[9] ''' R o n -o r t  inna r  m e n in a n  m e d ,  nad R ig  ro a c h tm a r ,

'’ ron -c ra id i  c ro c h a th  C ris t :  n ia  c h u to n -o c b a im m is ,  a t -b c lm is .

[10] B a  a ssu  n a d  b e m m is  ia r  n -A r t re g  c c o m n a r t  

'’ h o a sa l -R i  ro -ce s  c ru ic h  co ir t  a r  d o in e  n d ic h m a irc .

[11] “ D ia  ra ith  no re g a in n  bas ,  a c h to  fla ith ,

fo -re il ic  fochel n -e c o ,  n a b u  ni.

[12] N e m th u i r  nech t ,  r e m it - te is e d  di c h o m b ru th  

*’ m o  ch r id e ,  c lo a is  m ’A r t re g  a th g u b a e .

[13] “ Ar, m u  fedo ,  in sc ib  nad  r ig  ro ach t  co  fir  tb r tach t ,

f r i tum -tha :  b ro n  ba is  cu  n -a d b a ir  a i ro m u n .

A ir in ed  d o m  dul d ru ib  cen  D u i le m o n  digail .
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Ba aprainn: translation

[ 1 ] “ Alas that it was not I who got to m eet the High-King:

m ankind would have seen me in the shape o f  a harsh wairior.

[2] “ You will stir up, m y m outh, with great w arrior-like harshness,

victory in a noble combat, bitter slaughter o f  a lustrous(?) host.

[3] ^The noble help, with which I would have assisted Christ with spears, w ould have 

eased

 ̂ (my) foolish cry (o f grief): it w ould have been a great attack against the 

persecution o f  the perfect Lord.

[4] “ It would have been (was) a great story that a K ing’s crucifixion is bewailed.

^Much more were it (a great story) that 1 would exchange m y fair body for that o f 

an incom parable wonderful High-King.

[5] 1 would have been seen doing a m anly deed, w ithstanding com panies,

'’ as a strong m an above them, accom panying and assisting the Lord.

[6] “ W ould I not have been on the side o f  a forgiving God to help Him?

'’W ould it not have been an unequal com bat in which I would have died? (But) 1 

would have upset any equal opponent!

[7] “ Christ, our heavenly Hero, was not unwilling to be caused to suffer,

'’although He was m ade o f  an earthen body, our holy, m ighty Christ.

[8] “ W hat is the use for us, when we cannot approach (or: do not reach) Him , o f  our

bitter talk o f  despair,

w herewith we clearly despair thereof that (or: despair while) we cannot avenge 

God?

They are base bodies who crucified the King who has created the heavens.

[9] “ We have been slain in our pride o f  m ind, while we d idn’t reach the King;

'’ the crucifixion o f  Christ has afflicted us; if  w e had risen (in support), w e would 

have died.

[10] “ It w ere easier, had we not lived after the trouble o f  the High-King,

'’ the noble King, He suffered cross and crow n in redem ption o f  the w rongdoing 

o f  hum ankind.

[11] “ For Him I would die [lit. go (to) death], a lord o f  action,

'’m ay 1 let down apprehension o f death , and m ay it be nothing.

[12] Pure heavenly Hero, upon hearing o f  the great lam entation o f  m y High-King, 

would that my heart excitedly had preceded Him.
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[13] For, oh m y Lord! with words by which I was not able to com e to (the) true help 

o f  the King,

 ̂ m y Lord heals me: deadly sorrow together with great (religious) fear o f  (its) 

cause.

It is low ering/hum bling for me to go to the abode (= to die) without avenging o f 

the Creator.
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Bu aprainn: textual notes

11 a| Ba haprainn nan ckul cit Arlrig n-arnac:^^^

Alas that I did not get to meet the Fiigh-King:

LL: Ba//aprai«d nadail cuc/rdn'g nar nagg

N: ba haprain« nandail cuartrig narnaic

Ba aprainn nad ndail cu Artrig n-arnac:

Alas that it was not I who got to meet the fligh-King:.

ba aprainn; The sound /h/ was not graphically represented in Old Irish orthography and 

it was not until the Early Modern Irish period that the letter //- was generally used to 

graphically represent /h/. On the other hand, a ‘cosmetic’ h- could be prefixed to vowels 

in Old Irish orthography.^^® On the evidence o f Modern Irish, ‘the pret. ha o f the copula 

actually did prefix /h/ to a following predicate’ (McCone 2000, 181). Thus, aprainn was 

most likely pronounced /haprainn/. Given that these copies o f the rose poem are not 

preserved in manuscripts contemporary with the poem’s date o f composition, it seems 

more likely that the /?- was introduced by later scribes, rather than it representing an 

original h- with zero sound-value.^^' Thus, the h- is removed editorially, 

nad ndail: According to Corthals (1989, 57), N ’s nan could be taken as the the negative 

particle + 3sg. pres. ind. cop. nan(d) ‘that (it) is not’ {DIL s.v. nan, 13.37; GOI §797), 

with the copula in this construction being m ean in g le ss .H o w ev er, it is possible also that 

the original had the negative particle nad, with a following nasal relative marker on dail, 

i.e. -d nd-. This would account for the readings in both manuscripts, with the consonantal

In Corthals’ edition, alliteration is marked by bold letters. However, for the purposes o f  reproducing his 

edition here, sentence by sentence, I do not reproduce the bold markings here since they only make sense 

when seen in a continuous printing o f  the poem.

” 0 See GOI §25; SnaG  I, §3.14; 247-248.

See also Corthals 1989, 58. A sim ilar instance occurs in ha assit [10a].

For a discussion o f the negative used with a (meaningless) copula in a sentence with final-verb 

construction, see Bergin (1938, 211-212). C f  dursan nad Eirrge Echhel -arnic ‘woe that Eirrge Echbel did 

not arrive’, BMM M, §34, 1. 646.
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group simplified to -nd- in N, or -d-d-, represented orthographically as -d- in This

would also provide tmesis II with relative mid  seperated from the prototonic o f ar-icc 

which is placed at the end o f the se n te n c e .F u rth e rm o re , this allows for complex 

alliteration between arlrig and -arnacc.

The verbal noun dal ‘meeting’ is attested mainly with the preposition fri {DIL s.v. 

dal, 43.12-26), and inore rarely with co ‘to’. LL and N agree in reading dal + co ‘to’ here, 

rather than expected dal + fri ‘a meeting with’. Ddlaid  in intransitive use is attested with 

both //7 and co ‘to’ with the meaning ‘makes a tryst with’ {DIL s.vv. ddlaid + fr i, 50.14- 

22, ddlaid  + co, 50.23-34). A similar expression is seen in Aided Echach Maic Maireda, 

i.e. dia innisin dtiit-siu mo dala c\\uciit-su, ‘to tell you o f my meeting with you’ (de Vries 

2012 ,216-7 , §13).

cu A rtrig : The manuscripts support cii, rather than co, with an original u, i.e. *k"'iit-s > 

*ku > cu and Old Irish co (c f  RelChron. 44; GOI §829; cf. ciirrciru, ‘to Reiriu’, Thes ii, 

238.8).

I'he form ardrig!arlrig in the manuscripts is ambiguous as it could represent either 

the early compound with a non-palatal consonantal cluster, i.e. arlr{a)ig, gen.sg. artruch, 

or the later re-compounded fomi a{i)rdrig o f ardri ‘High-King’.”’̂ *’ The length mark in 

LL’s reading suggests that the copyist understood it as the later recompounded form. On 

the other hand,'N’s scribe is generally not consistent in writing length-marks.^^*’ Therefore 

it cannot be adduced whether this is an original or later fomiation. In this doubtful case, 

I follow N.

n -arnac: LL preserves the non-palatal quality o f the Isg. pret. ar-dnad -aniac o f ar-icc 

‘comes upon, meets, finds’, while N takes it as the 3sg. pres, ind.^^^ LL’s nagg shows the 

Middle Irish orthographical tendency o f writing -gg for /g/ rather than -c(c) {SnaG, III, 

§2.3).

N asalization was pusiied out between two dentals in Old Irish, see GOI §236.

See Chapter 2.2.1.

For a discussion on ardri as an old compound o f  ard/t ‘high’ -i ri ‘k ing’, see Breatnach (1986, 192-3). 

The definition cited by DIL  s.v. ardrach is ‘meaning uncertain, perh. leader, chief, monarch'.

See Chapter 1.4.2 and 1.5.5.

There are no examples o f  the Isg, pret. cited in DIL s.v. ar-icc. However, ro-icc ‘comes, reaches’ has a 

sim ilar Isg. form in the preterite, e.g. ranac-sa, SC~ 11.466, 537; ni rdnac, LU 10760 (TE).
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Ilb] atiim heo-ir hi richt chroadchiimd —cichtis.

mankind would have seen me in the shape o f a harsh warrior.

LL: atumbeoir i rric/it c/;ruadc/mrad cic//tis cicAtis

N: atumfir hwicht croad c/mrad cic//tis

atum - beofir hi richt chroadchiirad -cichtis.

See above fo r  Corthals ’ translation.

atum- ... -cichtis: The witnesses agree in reading the 3pl. sec. fut. oi' acl-ci ‘sees’ + Isg. 

inf. pron. However, the fomi seen here contains irregular -cichtis, with loss o f the radical 

vowel, similarly in -cichthe, 5b, rather than expected *atiim-chichitis (c f  udcicbhis, Wb. 

7a2) and *atiim-chichithe. Corthals (1989, 48) suggests that this is an early example of 

analogical spread o f syncopated -tis, rather than expected -itis {*k"‘i-k"'[s-ont-Vs-X). The 

preverb and verbal stem are seperated by tmesis 1 to allow for the required alliteration.^^** 

Ll-’s cichtis cichtis is an instance o f dittography, with the first cichtis written at 

the end o f the line and the scribe then writing cichtis at the beginning o f the following 

line also.^^^

beofir: Corthals (1989, 57) suggests this is a compound of/>t?o ‘living’ and fer  ‘m an’, 

instead o f the more straight-forward and attested //V hethu ‘mankind’, and that this is an 

example o f the author’s tendency to use poetic l a n g u a g e . T h e  first element o f the 

compound is omitted in N and reads //r  ‘men’ only. LL’s heoir omits the lenited /^, which 

has zero sound value The le tte r / is  restored as per the editorial policy. However,

lenition o f / 'i s  not marked by a pimctiim delens as discussed in the editorial policy (see 

Chapter 1.7.2). LL presents us with the rarer compound and this is adopted. I have not as 

yet come across any other attestations o f this compound.

chroadchurad: Corthals (1989, 46) adopts N ’s -oa- in croad  ‘harsh’, since it may 

represent an intermediary pronunciation between earlier 6 and t/a in stressed position (cf.

See Chapter 2.2.1. for a collection o f  all exam ples o f  tm esis in the text. See also Chapter 2.3 for a 

discussion on alliteration in S a  aprainn.

See the conservative transcript o f  the manuscript in the appendix, i.e. p. 124b8-9 .

5“'° C f  DIL  s.v. hith, 106 .76-9 .

Lenited f -  was omitted on occasion in Old Irish sources, e.g. m 'oisiiiii ‘my con fession ’, M l. 46b 12 (G O /  

§231.7). C f  arum eda (ar, a m ojecio, ‘Since, o my Lord’), N  [13a].
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GOI §60).^''^ N omits lenilion after the dat. sg. richt ‘form, guise’, which is common 

practice by this scribe (see chapter 1.5.5).

See Chapter 2.2.1 for further discussion. O ther instances o f  oa  is found in oasal, N; nasal, LL [12b]; 

cloas, N; cltuis, LL  [13b].
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|2a| mo heoil, con-ci(ii?)chlis cruas mcv' milit(h)a

You will stir up, my mouth, great warlike harshness,

LL: mo beoil co^cic/ilais cruas mor miled.

N: co//ciuc/zlis mar milit//a

mo beoil, con-cichlis cruas mar mi'litiu,

You will stir up, my mouth, with great warrior-like harshness,

mo beoil: N omits mo beoil. LL has the voc. sg. o f hel with the Isg. possessive pronoun, 

but Corthals (1989, 44) observes that it lacks the expected vocative particle a .  However, 

mo can be used to invoke the vocative with omitted vocative particle

In Old Irish, sg. hel does not generally refer to ‘mouth’ but to ‘lip’ and in pi. ‘lips’ 

or ‘mouth’ (see DIL s.v. hel, I (a)). However, a rare example o f sg. hel meaning ‘mouth’ 

is found in the following, where mouth is better suited to the context than lip; eccid in 

sroin suil hel, ‘See the nose, eyes, mouth’, Ardm. 219b (Stokes 1892, 245) (see DIL s.v. 

hel, I (b)).

Corthals (1989, 51; 1996, 22-3) draws attention to other examples o f  ‘hortatory 

invocations o f Antique and Christian poetry, some o f which, indeed, are addressed to the 

poet’s own mind. Therefore, LL’s mo heoil is adopted here.

con-cichlis; LL’s reading is the 2sg. reduplicated future o f con-clich ‘start, jum p up, 

precipitates oneself. Corthals (1989, 47) translates this as ‘you will stir up’. However, in 

a later publication, he suggests that this is an early transitive use o f con-clich rather than 

the late transitive use o f its derivative cuclaigid, stating that he based his earlier translation 

on the later transitive co n s tru c tio n .C o rth a ls  further notes that the earlier transitive use 

would imply a different meaning to that cited in DIL s.v. con-clich o f ‘starts, jum ps up, 

precipitates’, but perhaps o f ‘fix’ with con- taken with literal meaning, and ‘as a caique 

o f the very old metaphor pungere ‘fix etc.’ = ‘compose a poem ‘about’? ’. Be that as it

In a few  early exam ples, a  is omitted before w o  ‘m y’, e.g. metrically confirmed in mu noiUenan menman  

m ats, ‘my babe o f  goodly m ind’, Thes ii, 291.10 (G O !  §248; Thum eysen 1933, 365).

5 4 4  diilech hlrech a rba ig  mo thenga, ‘Creative God will answer, a corslet o f  which my

tongue boasteth’, Thes ii, 353.

'̂•5 See Corthals 1996, 22, n. 22.
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may, con-cUch is more widely attested as an intransitive (see for instance DIL s.v. con- 

clich) and without any other examples o f a transitive construction in early Irish literature, 

it is perhaps safer to take con-cichUs as an intransitive with a following independent 

dative, i.e. cruas mar mililiii, ‘with great warrior-like harshness’ (see further discussion 

on this in the textual note below).

LL preserves the older stem form o f -ciclil-, even though it introduces an innovatory non

palatal glide vowel a, where the interconsonantal group -chi- is expected to be palatal. In 

Old Irish, *coii-cichl- is expected, with reduplicated stem and support vowel -/-. N 's  -ti- 

is an anticipatory glide.

cruas mar: N omits crikis ‘hardness, harshness’. DIL s.v. cruas provides ‘early’ evidence 

for a-stem behaviour in the ace. and dat. sg., e.g. fr i  criiais (: cluais), Im. Brain §9, while 

later it is treated as a masculine. Thus, cruas were feminine in this instance, it would 

yield ace. or dat. sg. criiais nuiir. According to Thumeysen {GOl §259.4), monosyllabic 

adjectives ending in -//; or - d  fomied abstract nouns with -v(.v), thus providing o-stems, 

e.g. gncilli ‘customary’ and gnds ‘custom’. However, Thumeysen further observes that 

such abstract nouns have masculine //-stem flexion early on {GOI §259.4n.). An example 

is seen in gncis which is attested as a masculine from early on, e.g. acc. sg. ni roacht giuis 

CO marbu, ‘nor reached the known dead’, 887. In Ba aprainn, it can be said that the 

fomi cruas mar is an early rare example o f it being treated as either a masculine o- or //- 

stem.

N ’s mar is adopted against LL’s mor because it is the etymologically older reading 

{GOI §51; RelChrou. 59-60). For the origin o f later mor, see GOI §80n. 

nii'litiu: The manuscripts differ here with N having the adj. milela ‘warrior-like’ (see DIL 

s.v. milcIa, 137.24) and LL having the gen. sg. ot' mil ‘soldier, warrior’. According to 

Corthals, N ’s militha is preferable here, as opposed to LL’s disyllabic gen. sg. o f  mil 

‘soldier, warrior’ because it allows for a trisyllabic cadence.^"*^ N ’s reading is understood 

as a possible independent dative used with the preceding con-cichlis ‘you will stir up’. 1 

follow Corthals here in adopting N ’s reading and restore the historical dat. sg. spelling. 

Note that N ’s h is erroneous due to the fact that delenition has occurred in the adjectival 

fomiation.

Corthals  1989, 54. For a full discussion o f  this type o fc a d e n c e  see Corthals (1996, 33) and C hapter  2.3.
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[2b| maidm nitho moith, ni[a?]mdai sliiaig serhairlech.

victory in a noble combat, bitter slaughter o f a lustrous(?) host.

LL: maidm nit/m muaid nimsloig serba/Hec//.

N: maid/?; netho moitA nimdai sluag searba/V l-

inaidm nitho muaid, niamdai sloig scrbairlecli.

See above fo r  Corthals ’ translation.

nitho; LL’s nitha is the gen. sg. o f mth ‘fight, combat’ (see DIL s.v. mth), albeit with the 

later vocalic ending -a. 1 am unsure what N ’s netho represents. Perhaps the scribe 

understood it as the gen. sg. o f ith ‘corn’ (DIL s.v. ith) but this meaning would not make 

sense in this context.

muaid; The manuscripts differ in their readings here, with the gen. sg. oi' mi'utd ‘noble’, 

found in LL and moith ‘tender’ found in N (see DIL s.vv. muad, nuieth (moeth)). The 

description o f victory in a nohle (rather than ‘tender’) battle is adhering to the theme o f 

the first six sections o f the rose poem, which convey the speaker’s belief that fighting in 

defence o f Christ is a noble act.

Corthals (1989, 44) adopts N ’s moith, misunderstanding it as a form o f muad  

‘noble’, not ‘tender’, with a monophthongous vowel o ( > iia), and suggesting that in LL 

the orthography has been revised, i.e. 6 > iia and -th > However, m uad  was not

pronounced with a final voiceless stop but with a voiced stop, e.g. muad : morsliiag, SR 

5027, 5028 (see LEIA M-68 < *moudo-). Therefore, it appears that LL’s m uaid  has the 

better reading with original -d, while N has a different word altogether. 1 follow LL in 

this instance.

niamdai sloig scrbairlcch; Meyer’s (1906, 12) edition has n-imdai sliiag searhairlcch 

for N ’s reading. It may be that he interpreted imdai as a preposed adj. meaning ‘many, 

numerous; abundant’ etc. (DIL s.v. imdae), preceding ace. sg. sluag. In his glossary,

In his note on moith, Corthals (1989 , 48) refers to G O !  §130.2, providing the reader with the exam ple  

o f  biiailh  for buaid, and also noting another instance in N , i.e. cath  for cdid , [7b]. In the initial section o f  

his statement, Thum eysen provides exam ples o f  more than one syllable, which relate to the developm ent 

occurring at the end o f  the final unstressed syllable. In the latter part o f  the statement, T hum eysen points 

out the sporadic instances o f  -th for -d  after a stressed m onosyllable. These are hypercorrections and do not 

reflect any phonetic reality. For a similar conclusion, see also Hamp (1973, 171-2).
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Meyer (1906, 50) translates serhairlech as ‘orbitter counsel’, a compound o f  serh ‘bitter, 

hurttul’ and airlec/i, ‘counsel’. DIL s.v. airlech ‘counsel’ cites only one example, i.e. nip 

soldi soisil saimiirlech ‘self-opinionated(?)’, which is found in the later tradition o f 

Audacht Morainn, i.e. redaction A (Kelly 1976, 67, § 4 2 ) . In this instance therefore, N ’s 

reading might be translated as ‘an abundant host o f bitter counsel’.

Corthals (1989, 46) reads m'[a?]nuiai sluaig serhairlech ‘bitter slaughter o f a 

lustrous(?) host’. He suggests emending N ’s Uimdai in analogy with other examples of 

monothong e, against the absence o f ia in the text, e.g. \am Dee [6a]; De [8b], m ed  [9a]; 

mu fedo  [13a].‘’‘*'̂  Given the lack o f manuscript support for nenulai, I hesitate to restore 

this form and follow Corthals in this instance. Niamda ‘lustrous, brilliant’ is not attested 

in the glosses (see DIL s.v. niamda).

An alternative reading was suggested to Corthals by Baumgarten o f ‘'*iieimdi ‘(of 

the) venomous (host)’, c f  Mod. Ir. nimhdhe'.^^^

Corthals (1989, 47) translates serhairlech as a compound o f serh and DIL s.v. 2 

airlech ‘act o f hewing down (in battle etc.), slaughter’, i.e. ‘bitterslaughter o f  a lustrous(?) 

host’. He notes that the form ni[a?]mdai is a postpositive genitive, i.e. a proposed gen. sg. 

adjective, thereby forming chiasmus with the preceding clause, i.e. maidm nitho moith, 

‘victory in a noble com bat’. Following Corthals’ reading o f  serhairlech as 

‘bitterslaughter’, instead o f M eyer’s ‘o f bitter counsel’, provides anthithetic parallelism 

with the preceding clause.

LL presei'ves the earlier vocalism a in the compound nijtisloig against ua {GOI 

§60) seen in N ’s sluag.

Placing the gen. sg. adj. before its qualifying word sloig, which itself is a preposed 

gen. sg., allows for alliteration with the following serhairlech.

Airlech  is an adjectival formation o f  airle (see DIL  s.v. I airle, (a) ‘act o f advising, giving counsel; 

counsel, advice '; G O I §347 for the formation o f  adjectives from nouns using the adjectival suffix -acli. 

Corthals 1989,48.

See Corthals 1989, 48. See DIL  s.v. Ineim lhe  adj. poisonous, derived from neim  ‘poison', which cites 

the following exam ple from a Middle Irish text, i.e. sriilh neimihe, LU  2237 (FA) =  sriitli neme marbthaigi, 

IB .
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|3a| Soirt[}i\ni{gyed soirchohair, la Crist con-genimi,

The noble help, with which I would have supported Christ, would have eased

LL: sordnifed soerchobair la c r -  coiigenaiAid.

N: soistnefeit soir cob- la c r -  cowgaib gez/an

Soirthnigfed soirchobair, fri Crist con - gaib -geiiainn,

The noble help, with which I  would have assisted Christ with spears, would have eased

soirthnigfed: This is the 3sg. cond. o f *soirthnigidir ‘makes smooth, easy’, which 

Corthals (1989, 48) suggests is a denominative o'l soraid  ‘smooth, easy’, with omission 

o f the expected verbal particle no. Soraid syncopates to soirth-, see GOI §166n. (c f  DIL 

s.v. soirthe, ‘smoothness, swiftness; ease’). The verbal particle no, which nomially 

precedes the secondary verbal formations, can be omitted in poetry (see GOI §538.1).^^' 

*Soirthnigidir would be an early variant o f the later attested soirthigid {DIL s.v. 

soirthigid). The n has been inserted by analogy with forms created from //-stem nouns, 

e.g. ainm  ‘nam e’; ainnunnigidir ‘names’.

Corthals (1989, 43) suggests that the omission o f -g- may not be due to scribal 

error, referring to dersciddtt, Wb 23b3 {prima mantis), gl. potiora, suggesting that dd 

perhaps stands for N ’s reading soistnefeit is corrupt, with -v- for -r-. The palatal

flexion -feit in N is problematic because a neutral -d!-th is expected for the secondary 

ending {GOI §582). It may have arisen through confusion o f 3sg. abs.y^fut. and 3sg. cond. 

The need for a conditional here is confirmed by the following conditional con-genainn. 

con-gaib  -gcnainn: Corthals (1989,48) suggests ‘an original dat. pi. o f  ga i ‘with spears’ 

would interrupt the cadence’. Moreover, Corthals (1989, 54) notes that a trisyllabic 

cadence can be achieved with the proclitic preverb con-. However, trisyllabic cadence is

A lso, on the om ission  o f  the particle no and further exam ples in poetry and prose, see K elly (1999 , 1 5 7 -  

61); O 'B rien 1 9 3 2 ,8 8 .

See G O I §524 for -n igid(ir) and DIL  s.v. n, 1 .69 -78  for the M iddle Irish spread o f  -n- in the formation 

o f  denominative verbs.

C f  DIL  s.v. clerscaigthe, leg. clersciglhii'?; see also Carney 1 9 77 -9 , 4 2 0 -1 . C f  also Thurneysen 1903,

50.
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not a necessary metrical requirement in the rose (see Chapter 2.3) and, tlierefore, a 

stressed word such as gaih  could also be permitted here. This would also allow for the 

overall regular pattern o f alliteration used throughout the poem, i.e. the last word in the 

sentence alliterating with the preceding word and with the first word o f the following 

sentence, rather than the ‘split’ alliteration as suggested by Corthals (1998, 54).^ '̂* The 

use o f  the independent instrumental dat. pi. gaih  provides for verbal tmesis o f con-gni 

which is stylistically more difficult than the straightforward reading in LL.

Meyer (1906, 12) reads con-geauam  ‘we will assist’, I pi. fut. o f  con-gni. On the 

other hand, Corthals ( 1989,46) has ge{a)nini as the transcription for N. Both are incorrect 

however, since the manuscript has gem,,/; with the //-stroke extending over the subscript 

a. LL reads con-geiiaind with a variant final nd  for /;//, but presei'ves the non-palatal root 

final consonant shown by the presence o f the a-glide.

In Old Irish, the preposition //•/ was used in conjunction with the verb con-gni.^^^ 

Fri was then replaced by the preposition ht from the late Middle Irish period onwards (see 

DIL s.v. con-gni for examples). DIL s.v. con-gni gives this as ‘helps, assists’, while 

Kavanagh (2001, 226) translates con-gni with the preposition //7 as ‘acts together with, 

works with, assists’. The presence o f la in LL and N would suggest that this may already 

have replaced original fri in the line o f transmission. Given the lack o f evidence 

supporting the use o f la with con-gni in the Old Irish period, I restore //7 to the text in 

spite o f the manuscript evidence.

See fuillier discussion in Ciiapter 2.3.

riie Wb. and Ml. g losses contain use o f  con-gn i + f r i,  and not la: .;. congnicini fr ib s i oc td ircud  raith  

sp ir it di'iib con id  h e d fo d e r a  fa i lt i  du ihsi et dunni, ‘i.e. w e work with you in preparing spiritual grace for 

you: so that this causes jo y  unto you and to us’, I4c42; .i. in exem pio et in uirtute domini arcongena dia  

fr ih , ‘for God w ill work together with you ’, 22d9; ato  occom hdig  fr is s  im sechim  a gnim e  et im gahdil 

desim rech te de  conroissinn culnim nnis f r is  et congni som  fr im sa  ocsnidiu, ‘I am contending with Him as 

to imitiating Ilis  deeds and as to taking exam ple from Him, so that I might attain equality with Him; and 

He w oiks with me in th is’, Wb. 26d l 7; nadfil necli congne fr is  on achl d ia , ‘i.e. that there is no one to help 

him but G od’, Ml. 144bl 8. Other attestations, extending into the M iddle Irish period, include: conacnafrim  

a herlam , ‘may her patronage help m e!’ Thes ii 349 .100 . The use o f  con-gn i + f r i  is furtiier supported by 

the verbal noun congnam  f r i  versus la , i.e. do dnm gn am  frim m  anm ain, ‘to work with my sou l’, Fel. Ep. 

296; A deochosa  [...] inna husci do du m gn am  frin i, ‘I beseech the rivers to com e to my help’, TBC  1, 1 160.
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The verb is in relative construction witii the relative marker having the function 

o f an instrumental dative.

|3b| g a ’ir baith: ha riileim fo r  letence km-Choimded.

(my) foolish cry: it would have been a great attack against the persecution o f the 

perfect Lord.

LL: gair bEet/; baruleiw  t -  let// ainlan c/;o»;ded

N: gair bait forletenas la// c o im d -

gai'r baith: ba ruleini for letciie lain Choinulcd.

(my) foolish cry (o f grief): it would have been a great attack against the persecution o f  

the perfect Lord.

bai'tli; For omission o f nasalization after the acc. sg. o f gctir ‘a shout, cry (o f grief), 

exaltation etc.’, see GOI §180 (2), (3). DIL gives baith as ‘foolish, stupid, silly, 

thoughtless’. This word is interpreted by Corthals (1989, 47) and Imhoff (2012, 84) as 

‘foolish’, with the adjective referring to the king’s violent actions, whether these actions 

be physical or verbal. Imhoff (2012, 84) sunnises that the use o f baith signifies that 

Conchobar is already showing uncertainty ‘about whether violence is the correct path o f 

action to take’.̂ ^̂  The diphthongal spelling ai in N is superior to LL’s baet//, which shows 

development o f the neutral consonant.^^* See haid, gl. stultiis, Wb. 8d8 (prima manus), > 

O lr bdeth.

ba ruleini: LL and N vary substantially, with N omitting ha rideim. The 3sg. pret. o f the 

copula in LL is used in a modal sense.^^^ It is followed by the intensive prefix ro ‘great’ 

(for the interchange o f proclitic o and u see GOI § 101).

For examples o f  the dative relative marker, see Breatnach (1980, 2—4). See also Breatnach (1980, 4 -6 )  

for further examples o f  the same basic construction, although the dative in these instances has a locative 

function.

Imhoff (2012, 84) notes that this theme o f foolishness is seen once again in [9], i.e. menman m ed  ‘pride 

o f mind’. See further discussion o f  menman med  in the textual note on [9a] below.

See Chapter 1.5.1 for the orthographical use o f  te to represent diphthongs, whereas in the Olr period this 

represented [e].

55'̂  See Quin 1974, 45-6.
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for letcne: Corthals (1989 , 48) accepts N ’s reading /^  lelence  and suggests lelence  is the 

acc. pi. o f  *leliu  (vn o f  ro-la im ethar,  see DIL  s.v. leiten(a)  ‘(daring or rash) attempt, 

venture; audacity’). '̂’® Corthals (1989, 48) notes that i f  a.' is original in N and stands for 

Id  (com pare cichtce  [5a] and chestce  [7a]), it could be hypercorrect writing im plying  

merger o f - ( a ) e  and M oreover, Corthals (1989, 56) suggests ‘this seem s to be a 

caique o f  Latin ansiis  in its late pejorative sen se’, noting that iium letena  g losses ausits  in 

Ml. 16c2’, used in a context relating to the persecution o f  Christ.

Corthals’ edition reads lelence  in accordance with N , with him possib ly taking 

l.L ’s Clin as a bad spelling for the -en-  in N ’s lelence. Another possib ility  is that LL reads 

f o r  lelh  ‘aside, apart’ and ain  as the adj. a/? ‘brilliant, splendid’ {DIL  s.v. dn, 3 15.11). 

H owever, this provides us with two preposed adjcctivcs. The alliterative pattern supports 

N ’s reading and thus it is restored on this occasion.

I s ' i i i i  C hoim ded: Corthals (1989, 46) treats lan-Choiincled  as a “ loose” com pound. 

H owever, Icin can also be a preposed adj. {DIL  s.v. Icin), in which case the gen. sg. Iciin 

would have to be restored. DIL  s.v. k'ln, 4 8 .20  states that Icin is often prefixed m erely for 

alliterative purposes, which would certainly be the case here as lain C hoim ded  connects 

it with rolchi in the next stanza, i.e. [4a]. The archaic -th  would be expected for -d  in this 

text, as seen in contrath, crochcilh  etc. (cf. G O I  §130c), but the manuscript readings do 

not support this.

Cf. Stuber 1997, 229-31. It is a formation o f  leth + Celtic suffix *-en (< -en). 

See also GOI §99; M cCone 1985, 87.
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I4a| Ba roldn seel ce chointir croehat[h]Jir;

It is a great story that a m an’s crucifixion is bewailed;

LL: lanscel cechoi/itir croc/zad n'g

N: barolan seel cic//oi//tir croc//at fir

ba rolan seel ce clioi'ntir crochatli flr;

It M’otild have been a great story that a K ing ’s crucifixion is bewailed.

Ba: LL omits ha ro, possibly due to ha ru in [3b], which appears in the line above it in 

the manuscript. Ba has the force o f a modal preterite, rather than a straightforward 

preterite, i.e. ‘it would have been ...’ (less literally ‘it w as’).

ce: I follow Corthals (1989, 47) in taking the conjunction ce as an explicative ‘that’ here. 

The verbal form cointir can be either an indicative or subjunctive form here.^^^ Corthals 

(1989, 49) notes that N ’s ci is ‘anomolous’ before the following consonant. In Old Irish, 

ci is used before the vowel a and the le tte r /(se e  GOI §1 15(b); DIL s.v. cia, 170.78-9; 

Kavanagh 2001, 191; e.g. ciashersa, ‘though I say’, Wb. 16a24). Compare also ce, LL 

against ci, N in [7a] before a following consonant, i.e. chestae. The length-mark in LL’s 

ce reflects the fonn ge  seen in the later language {GOI § 178).

chointir: This is either the sg. passive pres, ind or the subj. ol'cai'nicl 'm the sense ‘laments, 

bewails (death of), keens’ when used with personal object (cf. DIL s.v. cainid, (a)). Both 

manuscripts contain the dipthong oi and not the later ai (see GOI §66).^^^ 

crocliath fir: The use o f rig  ‘o f a king’ ov f i r  ‘o f a man’ could be permissable here. 

Corthals (1989,44) follows N ’s text in this instance, noting that LL’s reading ‘could from 

the point o f view o f language and content be adopted as w ell’. In drawing attention to the 

fact that Conchobar ‘has lost effectiveness as a king’ after seven years o f  immobility in

For a discussion o f  the Old Irish explicative cia, see 6  hUiginn (1991, 45-53). The subjunctive is 

generally used after cia/ce (see GOI §§ 429, 909), but there are exceptions where this conjunction is 

followed by the indicative, e.g. ni indrdigne di'iih cininfd lih, ‘it is no detriment to you although we are not 

with you’, Wb. 16 b 9. O hUiginn (1991, 53) explains the aforementioned example is ambiguous and ci 

could also be understood as ‘iT in this instance.

There is already an orthographical shift in the treatment o f  the long dipthong oi in archaic Irish. 

Confusion o f  /ai/ and /oi/ is found as early as the Wiirzburg glosses e.g. maidem  for rnoidem ‘boasting’ Wb. 

17cl4 {prima mamts) ( c f  RelChron. 139). Also see Greene 1976, 2 6 ^ 5 ;  Cowgill 1967, 129-138.
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version A, Imhoff (2012, 94) points out that the use o f  l ig ‘stressfes] the icingly aspect o f 

Christ’. T h u s ,  LL’s use o f rig  could be considered a redaetorial replacement fo r/;r  used 

in this particular instance to emphasize the contrast between Conchobar and Christ. N ’s 

crochat preserves the historically correct -/[//] for /9/ after a posttonic vowel (c f  GDI 

§130 (c)), albeit with omission o f the lenition mark.

|4bl ha in moo mo (rolan seel) eorp ct/[z]/7 cen-artrig n-adamrai

much more were it (a great story) that his/my fine body ... the wonderful High- 

King!

LL: ba moo coirp an' a/ dracA ada/;;rai.

N: bai/? moo mocorp canae n«Krig nada/?;rai na/rrerin

ba ill moo (rolan scci) mo cliorp chain ocn-artreg ndamrai alrrerinn.

Much more were it (a great story) that I would exchange my fa ir  body for that o f  an 

incomparable wonderful High-King.

ba in moo mo chorp: Corthals (1989, 49) suggests restoring the text to ha in moo mo 

(rolan seel) corp ca[i]n a;n- artrig n-adamrai /z-F ‘much more were it (a great story) that 

his/my {mo c{h}orp) fine body ... the wonderful High-King’, with ellipsis o f the predicate 

{rolan seel [in 4a]) in conjunction with anaphora {ba)'. However, Corthals' emendation 

is problematic.^^'’ Corthals inserts a length mark above mo, which is not seen in the 

manuscript, possibly having accidentally transferred tiie length mark from tiie Classical 

OIr mo, which is the standard spelling for the immediately preceding moo. He then takes 

moo mo together, evidenced by his insertion o f rolan seel after mo. I adopt N ’s reading

For another instance o f  the use o f  r i for Christ, c f  conro-choin lis f o r  cach dind, rig  do -rdsa l cach  n- 

oenrind  ‘they might keen on every hill-top the King who created every single star’, B lathm .50, II. 5 8 7 -8 .

Corthals does not include this in the final edited text but discusses it in the notes (see Corthals 1989, 49). 

Liam Breatnach (1986 , 193) found [4b] troublesome, stating ‘I can make little [sense] o f  the first instance’ 

in reference to 4b and the use o f  ardrach, L and artrig , N ’.

Corthals’ (1989, 46) transcription o f  N misrepresents what is actually seen in the manuscript, i.e. ha in 

moo mo Corp. There is no separation between ha ;'n and the letter n is represented by an /i-stroke. This 

approach represents Corthals’ transcription policy. He expands all m- and //-strokes silently in his 

manuscript readings provided in the edition (see Corthals 1989, 4 6 -8 ) ,
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also and understand it as the comparative construction followed by the possessive 

adjective mo.

LL and N support the use o f the double vowel in the comparative moo, which may 

be an orthographical variant representing length, i.e. pronounced Imdl (cf. moo, Wb. 3c35; 

RelChron. 28; EOIr *mdu).^^^ 1 tentatively retain moo rather than restoring the otherwise 

unattested form man here.

caiii: 1 suggest that N ’s came n- is a corrupt reading o f the adjective cain (cf. DIL s.v. 

cain), and den. There is confusion in the word seperation, and in an instance o f creative 

copying, the scribe transfers what he assumes is nasalization o f artrig onto n-adamrai n- 

airrerin. Thus, this reading has been emended to corp ca[i\n oen-artreg. See further 

discussion on airrerinn below.

a rtreg  adam rai; LL contains the superior reading here with the not yet recompounded 

gen. sg. form o f cirtri. I restore unstressed a to e and fmal neutral -g, since artreg would 

easily have undergone revision by a later scribe. For a further discussion, cf. [10a]. 

a irre rinn ; N ’s verbal tbrm ending should be read as -in, with a distinct triangle at the top 

o f the second minim indicating a first stroke, rather than being read as an m or -in. 

Compare this with a regular m which shows a continuous stroke between minims e.g. 

cumachtaigh, p. 16.18 vs. inmain, p. 16.25.̂ ^** Thus, this can be restored as airrerin[n\ a 

verbal fonn o f ar-ren. I understand this to be a Isg. proto, secondary future o f ar-ren (?) 

(cf. DIL s.v. ar-ren ‘pays (more strictly hands over) on behalf o f another or pays over 

(something) in place o f (something else).^^^ The unstressed interior vowel is represented 

graphically as e, rather than / (c f  GOI § 103.1), thereby giving the reduplicated stem -rer- 

. As discussed above, the nasalisation is scribal since it would not be grammatically 

correct with a preceding gen. sg. adamrai. The compound verb has been placed at the end 

o f the sentence in a prototonic form and is an example o f Bergin’s Law.^^*^

For the development o f  the comparative mo, see Uhlich (1995, 38). He suggests that the formation is: 

maios > *nidii > mao > mo. He further notes that there are two attestations o f  mao in the Sg. glosses, i.e. 

Sg. 45al5 .

568 Note that in The death-tales, Meyer writes airerni, which is not a conect transcription from the 

manuscript. Corthals has airrerni (Corthals 1989, 43 and Meyer 1906, 12).

D. A. Binchy (1962, 51-3) suggests the meaning o f  ar-ren can also have the sense o f ‘replaces, makes 

good, compensates’ and notes that several attestations o f  the verb have been classified as tlie better known 

compound as-ren.

See Chapter 2.3 for a collection and discussion o f  examples in Ba aprainn.
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I'lic sen ten ce  dem onstra tes C o n ch o b ar’s pride in h im self, his van ity  and 

vaing lo ry , sta ting  tha t it w ould  be an even  g rea ter sto ry  i f  he w ere  to  sacrifice h im se lf 

instead o f  C hrist.

|5 a | Atiim  — c[li]ichlhce i ngniui fir, hi lino! lairisem

I w ould  have been seen  do ing  a m an ly  deed, w ithstand ing  com panies,

LL: tu/7;cic//t/;e in gnw / i ti//ol ta /risem

N: atum cich ta ; gni//; fir hi tinol tairisem

a tu ii i-c h ic li th c  i iigin'iii f l r  hi tiiio i fairi.siiiin

See ab o ve  fo r  C orlh a l ’.v Iranslalion.

A tiim -c liic litlic : T h e  initial le tter a  is om itted  in LL. T h e  syncope pattern  requ ires *- 

cich ithe  fo r the 3sg. sec. fut. passive  o f  acZ-c/ ‘see s’ e.g. at-chi'chilher, S C C  694 and ad- 

cich itis, W b. 7a2. H ow ever, see the d iscussion  on a lu m -  ... -c ic h tis  in [ lb ] ,  L enition has 

been resto red  to the  verb  afte r the Isg . C lass B infixed pronoun.

giiini fir: C ortha ls  (1 989, 49) suggests  gA7/'/77 //> is an inversion  o f  cuvrcni fer-gn im  ‘m anly 

d e e d ’ crea tin g  a ch iasm u s w ith  the fo llow ing  hi tinol tciirisium.^^' 

tinol: T h e  p reposition  / n- governs the dative  here, w ith  tino l a p reposed  gen. and thus, 

the h istorical sp e llin g  tairisiiim  is restored .

K im  M cC onc lias suggested  to C orthals one cou ld  read /;> ‘true, rea l’ (see C orthals 1989, 49).
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|5b| triun uaisih i Coimded c[h]oimthech( c[h]ongnani.

as a strong man above them protecting (and) assisting the Lord.

LL: treoi/i uasal icoiA»ded coi//;t/;ec//t coiignaw;

N: tnu// uaisib incoimded c//aitA cumat7//aigh

tn'un iiasaib i Coimded comithecht congnam.

as a strong man above them, accompanying and assisting the Lord.

triun: 1 take N ’s triun to be a dat. sg. while LL understands it as a gen. sg. This is in 

apposition to the infixed pronoun o f atiim-chichthae in [5a].

iiasaib: Corthals chooses to retain N ’s reading uaisih against LL’s uasal ‘m an’. LL’s 

uasal may be due to expanding uas-  to uasal rather than uasaih. N ’s uaisib shows scribal 

palatalisation, as opposed to original forms with non-palatal s, e.g. osih Wb. 2b7; uasaih, 

LU  8815 (FB); uassaih, LU  8151 (FB); uasdaih, SR 565. Therefore, uasaih can be 

restored above, with stemmatic support from LL’s non-palatal quality o f i- in uasal. 

coimthcclit; LL’s verbal noun coimthecht is frequently found in phrase with the prep. / 

n- + following genitive, generally meaning ‘accompanying’ (see DIL s.v. coimitecht, 305. 

28-39).^^^ However, in LL, the genitive coimded  is placed before the verbal noun. 

Coimthecht congnam  is in asyndetic juxtaposition, i.e. ocus is not used to connect the 

words. The preposition i n- is used only once and not doubled. N replaces coimthecht 

congnam  with cWdt\\ cumachiaigh, which is also repeated in [7b] ar exist cat// 

cumac/z/oc/z, ‘our holy, mighty Christ’. The gen. sg. o f  a masc. dental stem does not 

historically lenite and therefore, lenition is not inserted in the edition.

Cf. G O I  §251.2  for the use o f  the dative o f  apposition without a preposition.

According to DIL s.v. coim itecht, confusion o f  coim itecht, vn o f  con-eitit, with coim thecht, vn o f  con- 

im thet, occurs at an early stage, e.g. hicoim thecht, ‘in the conjunction’, Thes ii, 16.40 (BCr.). N ote however, 

that in Wb. the form is generally com aitecht (see Kavanagh 2001, 2 1 8 -9 ).
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|6a| Cain beein lam Dee ncUlgodag do chohair?

Would 1 not have been on the side o f my forgiving God to help (Him)?

LL: cai/( be ladia dilgadac/; diac/;oba/r.

N: ca//beei/i la/» dee ndilgodag do cob-

Caiii beiiiii la Dee ndi'Igadach dia cliobair?

Would I not have been on the side o f  a forgiving God to help Him?

caiii: The interior vowel in ca-ni-beein has been dropped resulting in a reduced 

monosyllabic form oi' ca-ni ‘nonne’.”’̂ '* N ’s can is ambiguous as to what the quality o f 

fmal n is. Corthals notes that the general scribal practice in N is to omit palatal glides, 

citing this example amongst others in the text.^’  ̂ Hand U in LL also had a tendency to 

omit palatal glides (see Chapter 1.4.1). However, the fonn seen in LL presei'ves a palatal 

fmal -n on this occasion. The length-mark over a in LL’s cdin is erroneous, given the fact 

that the meaning oi'DJL s.v. cdin ‘law’ would not make sense here.^^'’ 

beiiin; LL omits -ein}^^ The use o f the 3sg. pres. subj. o f the substantive verb at-ld is not 

preferable in this instance considering that the Isg. is used in f6b]. N ’s beein is a peculiar 

spelling for the 1st. sg. past subj. o f the substantive verb at-ld for expected beinn. The 

single fmal n may be an orthographical variant for nn. According to Corthals (1989, 49, 

58) the scribe employs double e here to represent ‘a half-long syllable’, with a final 

unlenited n}^^ The doubling o f vowels is generally an archaic feature used to mark length 

in vowels. It is possible that the double vowel reflects a scribal tendency to write double

Cf. G O I  §117; G O I §465; Corthals 1989, 49; Charles-Edwards and K elly 1983, 144. Similar instances 

are found with the conjunction nid ‘i f ,  i.e. m ain ba, Wb. 4a20; main bed, 6 c3 l vs. m anibad  Ml. 

134b3.Thurneysen states that the reduced form cuin  can only be seen before pretonic ro  (see G O I §465.3).

How ever, it is worth bearing in mind that an exhaustive survey o f  the scribal habits and practices 

em ployed by the main scribe o f  this manuscript, identified as Aodh, has not yet been carried out.

C din  is also used on two more occasions in [6b].

5”  Corthals 1989, 43.

5’* See G O I  §45; Greene 1952, 2 1 3 ^ .
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vowels ( see chapter 1.5.5) and therefore, 1 treat this instance with caution and restore

la: The translation provided by Corthals (1989, 47) suggests that he took N ’s lam as the 

prep, la + the Isg. poss. pron. (e.g. lammenmuin, ‘[with] my mind’, Wb. 3d 13). However, 

LL’s la could also have been in the original and would also make sense here. The N scribe 

could easily have added an m-stroke in this instance influenced by the Isg. -heinn. 

Therefore, 1 would argue that LL’s reading is the superior reading and that it seems less 

likely that the scribe would have omitted the w;-stroke.

Dee: LL’s acc. sg. dia shows the breaking o f e to la (RelCliron. 134), against the earlier 

fomi in N, which also has double e to mark the length o f the v o w e l . N  preserves the 

historically correct nasalization on the following word due to the preceding acc. sg. dee 

(or de).

luli'Igadach: LL’s dilgadach ‘forgiving, merciful, indulgent’ preserves the adjectival 

suffix -ach. Note the normalisation o f the unstressed internal vowel in the second syllable 

in N (between »-quality and a neutral consonant; cf. GOI § 102. 8). 

dia: Corthals (1989, 47) again follows N here, adopting the straightforward do. However, 

LL’s dia, the prep, do + poss. pron., is just as valid a reading, if not the more difficult.

Even Greene (1952, 214) notes that ‘in som e scribal traditions at least, the mark o f  length was used to 

denote half-long syllables (not vow els) [...] It can readily be understood that the device was a clum sy one 

which was gradually abandoned’.

See further instances o f  this orthographical feature used by N , in Chapter 1.5.5.
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|6b | coin forlo iin  fo a  [m\hehaiiiii? Cach comlamt croilhfinn.

W ould it not have been an unequal com bat in which I would have died? (But) 1 

would have upset any equal opponent!

LL: eaiz; f -  lund fob-ai/id. cai/? co/;/lund crot//fi/;d

N; canf-lon/; foabcaba rin// c a -  conilan/; croitfin/;

cain forlonn foa inbebainn? Cach coiiilann croithflnn.

See above for Corlhals ’ translation.

cain: On the restoration o ica in , see the textual note in [6a]. Further down in this sentence, 

LL replaces cuch for cain, the scribe having been inlluenced by cain  in initial position, 

i.e. the second cciin is due to a m echanical repetition error.

foa mbebainn: N ’s foa  consists o f  the preposition fo  + relative particle a", and is 

uncontracted thereby being a hiatus (cf. G D I § 1 14n.).^* '̂ LL has the later contracted form 

fo. The absence o f  the expected nasalization on the following verb m ay be due to the loss 

o f  the »/-stroke. M eyer (1906, 10) expanded the suspension stroke attached to h  in LL’s 

reading as reading/b-/?e/z ‘attacks (insidiously), impairs, spoils’. Best and O ’Brien 

(1956, 460) read this as fohQwincI o f  fo -heir  ‘subdues, im pairs’. Corthals initially 

understood this to be a form of'fo-hd,^^^ but subsequently refuted this.^*^

The scribe in N re-interpretes the sentence, replacing -inn with rinn ‘spearpoint’. 

A subscript a has been added at a later stage in N ’s bcaha. If one takes N ’s rinn 

‘spearpoint’ as an independent instrumental dat. sg., the verb in question here then is Isg. 

reduplicated future oi' fo -hd  ‘d ies’ \.e. foa-he(a)ha rinn ‘by which He will die by a spear’. 

W hile it could be argued that the use o f  an instrumental dative provides the lectio 

difficilior  here, its use would provide an extra stress count, against the regular use o f  

Thus, I restore the Isg. cond. o f  bd'id ‘d ies’.

Cortlials (1989, 55) trea ts/«d  as disyllabic.

Corthals 1986, 189-90.

Corthals 1989, 49.

See Chapter 2.3 for an examination o f  the stress count in Ba aprainn.

See Chapter 2.2.1 for a discussion o f  the examples o f  Bergin’s Law in Ba aprainn.
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croithfinn; The two manuscripts agree in giving the 1st. sg. cond. o f  crotluiid ‘pkinders, 

harasses’ (of. DIL s.v crothaid, (b)). It is positioned at the end o f the sentence in conjunct 

form, providing an instance o f Bergin’s Lavv.^*  ̂ One might expect a non-palatal 

consonantal cluster -thf- here since */kroOafiN7 > */h-oOfiNV > crothf(a)inn.^^^ 

Nevertheless, it should be noted that they^future suffix -f- (*-ifa) has a palatal tendency, 

e.g. mairhfinn vs. marbfairw. Thus, it would appear that LL’s crothfmd  is missing the /- 

glide, N ’s croitfinn is the better reading.

|7al La Crist ar nemlhuir nibii scith ce chestce,

Christ, our heavenly Hero, was not unwilling to be caused to suffer,

LL: c r -  a/nemthuir. nipuscft// ce c//essaili's

N: la cr— amemtir nibuscit/i cic/jestae

La Crist, ar neintliiiir, iiibu sci'tli cc chcstc,

See above for Corlhals ’ translation.

La C r ist... nibu sci'th: N has the preposition la coming before the copula construction, 

whereas LL omits the preposition, having a nominativiis pendens constmction instead. 

The copula + scith, followed by the preposition la (c f  DIL s.v. scith, (c): {is) scith  x la y 

‘y wearies of, is loathe to do, dislikes x ’) is well attested from the Wb. glosses onwards, 

e.g. iscitli linn etarscarad coirp etanme, ‘i.e. it irks us tlie severance o f body and o f 

soul’, Wb. I5cl2 ; ./. niscith limsa istorbe diiibsi, ‘i.e. it irks me not: it is profit to you’, 

23d20.^*** I follow N in this doubtful instance since it preserves the well-attested idiom, 

ar nenithuir; I follow Corthals (1989, 49) in taking this as a compound o f  nem  + dental 

stem tuir ‘pillar > chief, hero’. Tuir ‘pillar’ is possibly used here with an extended notion 

o f it representing someone who is supportive to one’s people.

See Chapter 2.2.1. for a discussion o f  the exam ples o f  B ergin’s Law in Ba aprainn  

W hen a non-palatal consonant com es into contact with a palatal consonant as a result o f  syncope, the 

consonant group remains non-palatal (cf. Rel. Chron. 129).

The Wb. exam ples are taken from Kavanagh (2001 , 798). See also DIL  s.v. scith  for further exam ples, 

e.g. .i. ;//' asscith  leu duodem im , ‘i.e. som ething that they are loath to d o ’. Ml. 48a9; .i. isscith leu deicsin  

innafiridn, ‘i.e. they loathe to see the righteous’. M l. 5 6 d l5  etc.
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In accordance with N’s hi c r -  Coithals (1989, 49) suggests that nemthiiir may 

be understood as a rare nominative o f apposition, comparing it with hoasal-Ri in [10b] 

(cf. GDI §247(c)).

ce clieste; I follow Corthals in taking ce as an explicative ‘that’.̂ *̂  For a discussion o f cia 

or ce, see the textual note on [4a]. Accordingly, chesl{a)e is a pass, past subjunctive, with 

the preceding particle //o omitted. Similarly, in [3a]’s soirthnigfed, the conditional is used 

without tio which would support taking chest{a)e as a pass, past subjunctive here.

Corthals (1989, 49) takes this as an ‘early example o f causative cesaid  (c f  DIL 

C 149.21)’, referring to the examples cited by DIL s.v. cesaid  (b). The attestations are 

from Middle and Modern Irish texts found in later manuscript witnesses, the earliest of 

which is the 11th century synchronisms, attributed to Flann Mainistrech,^*^** in the Book 

o f Ballymote, i.e. ocus secht hliadna deg do a rige hi tan docesad Crist, ‘And seven years 

land] ten [were spent] by him in kingship, the time suffered Christ’ (MacCarthy 1892, 

304, 305). DIL s.v. cessaid  (b) give the overall meaning o f a causative ‘tortures, torments, 

makes to suffer’.

LL’s chessailis shows innovatory lengthening in the 3pl. secondary ending (c f  

SiwG  III, §12.5). The sense o f  the 3pl. does not lit the context here and N ’s use o f the 

3sg. is more appropriate in relation to Christ suffering, even though he had earthen body 

(see [7b]).

5*’ See Corthals 1989, 49, 4a. 

Cf. MacCarthy 1892, 243-^.
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|7b| coirp chriad ci'arho ar Crist caith cumachtoch.

although He was made o f an earthen body, our holy, mighty Christ.

LL: coirp c//riad. cia/ bo ur cr— caid c-ac//tac/i

N: flrcr-cat/; cumac/jtoc/?

coirp chriad ciarbo ar Crist cath cumachtach.

See above fo r  C orthals' translation.

coirp chriad ciarbo; LL’s phrase, omitted in N, consists o f the predicative gen. sg. of 

carp with following gen. sg. o f ere ‘earth’ (cf. GOI §250.3).^^' Corthals (1989, 49) 

provides the following parallel o f an absent copula construction, although m ire  is not 

gen. sg. in this instance: Daith m ire Raiplitine ropo Fiachii forderg, ‘A nimble king was 

the very red (=warlike) Fiachu Raiphtine’ (v.l.: ro-Fiaehii, ‘the great Fiachu’ without 

copula).

cath: N preserves the earlier pronunciation o f the adjective cdd/cath ‘holy, pure, noble’ 

(cf. DIL s.v. I cdid', LEIA C-9)}'^^ Originally an o/<7-stem, it develops a by-fonn cdid  (/- 

stem) at an early stage. '̂ '̂* Corthals (1989, 46 and 49) restores cdith, but provides no 

supporting argument and hints only at the discrepancy between cath and caid, referring 

to Vendryes (1987, 48) and DIL s.v. caid. Perhaps Corthals assumed that N ’s cath omits 

an i-glide as is the scribal tendency in N but preserves the earlier pronunciation, i.e. -th. I

‘earth, clay’ qualifying carp  is seen in the following examples, \.e.. fe r  cain i corp criadglciin, ‘a fair 

man in a chalk-white body’, Im. Brain-, §50; Hidan, idan corpcin criad; cunuin, cuman criith na ndael, rl. 

‘Faithful, faithful, a poor body o f  clay; remember, rem em ber the form o f  the stag-beetles’. Aided  

M uirchertach mac Erca  (Stokes, 1902, 416); ar cliodnach a cholla cliriadh; dar leat do himreadh ilphian, 

‘one would think the head on his earthy body was afflicted with a great pain’ (Dooley, 1985, 145, §37).

C f  Corp. Gen. 72.8; Alt. Ir. Dicht. II 17.

The earlier form cath  is found in Am ra Choliiim Chille, i.e. boi cath, ‘he was w ise’ (Stokes 1899,264.74 

and com m ent on 306). Cath is also found in Broccan’s Hymn, which is thought to have been composed 

towards the end o f  the Old Irish period {Thes ii, xxxviii-ix), i.e. fiia chru don chath Coemgen cloth, ‘under 

his hut was the sage, famous C oem gen’, where cath is glossed dont sna th  ‘to the sage’ in T  (dont [s]riiith, 

F), i.e. sm ith . It is found in O ’Mulc. Gloss. 193, i.e. cath ebraice cades .i. sanctus. Stokes understands cath 

to be from Latin catus. Vendiyes (1987, 48), following Stokes, also suggests that cath  was a Latin loan

word from catus, or perhaps an archaic variant o f  cdid  (see for instance DIL  s.v. cadtis, u and o-stem).

It appears as a by-form  in Corm ac’s Glossary, i.e. Corm. Y 291; 331; 334. C f  L U  1168.
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argue, however, tliat N ’s cath constitutes the lectio difficilior, preserving the original o/a 

stem adjective as well as the spelling representing its pronunciation, while LL has the 

more common by-form cdid. Accordingly, N ’s cath ‘holy, saintly’ is retained in my 

edition, in contrast to Corthals’ cdith. I also restore the lengthmark, since it is a tendency 

for N not to use it (see Chapter 1.4.2).

cuinaclitacli; The asyndetic adj. ciinmchtach is a formation o f  cumachtae + the adjectival 

suffix -ach (< *-ako/a-; Gaul, -aco-, -aca), denoting possession o f a quality {GOI §347). 

N ’s ciimac\\U)c\\ shows the rounding o f « in an unstressed syllable, i.e. /a/, next to a labial 

and a guttural, which is best nonnalised to the far more common -ach.

|8a| Ci ddii dim, nad rochem, rad di'ir derchowle,

What is the use for us, when we cannot approach (or: do not reach) (Him), o f 

our bitter talk o f despair,

LL: cia du dun nadroc/;e/); rad dur derc//oi//te

N: cid duday?;Fdu/; d-coi/;ti

Cia du dun, iiad roiclicin, rad dur dcrclioiiitco,

See above fo r  Corthals ’ translation.

cia dii: Corthals’ reading o f  ci ddu ‘what is the use?’ is misleading given that a space is 

visible in N between cid  and du. The set phrase cia du consists o f the unstressed, or 

weakly stressed, interrogative pronoun cia +  substantive du, with following preposition 

do and used in a figurative sense, meaning ‘what place ist here for ...?; what is the use o f 

...?’ (cf. OIL s.v. du, (d); cf. cia du (gl. quo). Ml. 40c7). LL’s reading is being restored 

due to the attested use o f cia + du in a set phrase against the hypercorrect use o f the old 

stressed neuter pronoun with the fem. du found in

See Strachan 1904, 7, n.2. That du is feminine is supported by the following gloss: in c u m tu h a ir tn a c li  

magen inimfogni imbriatharso friainsid isnaih sahnaih is doruccai 7 melacht teit nach du ;>)!murgu 

inimfogm frifoxlid \. friloharlhid dano /.9 dodigail teit hisuidi. Ml. 27clO, with hisiiid i referring back to du. 

But it should be noted that there are numerous cases where final vowels are confused in the Ml. glosses.
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nad roichem: N ’s Jam F is corrupt and nad roichem rad  is omitted. The negative relative 

particle is used here with the relative marker having the adverbial meaning o f ‘w hen’. 

Moreover, it is possible that nad  contains a 3sg. masc. Class C inf. pron., i.e. for nach n- 

, with occasional nad- instead o i nach (c f GOI §419).

LL’s -roc\\em  is either the Ipl. pres. ind. conj. o i 'saigid  ‘approaches’, with ro of 

potentiality {EIV  108), or the Ipl. proto, oi' ro-saig ‘reaches, comes to, arrives’. It is 

impossible to decide in this instance which verb is intended as both could be used here. 

Therefore, I follow Corthals’ translation which reflects both possibilities. In the verbal 

formation, the final -g o f  saig-/ ro-saig is devoiced to c, due to the devoicing effect of 

lenited s Ihl, which subsequently disappears when syncope occurs (see EIV 1). 

rad: The noun rad  is a nom. sg. following the phrase cki dii do (see DIL s.v. du\ c f  cia 

dll diiit com bdgfri h/Ed, ‘what right have you to compete with /Ed’, Meyer 1913b, 459). 

According to DIL s.v. rcui, this may have been originally a n e u t e r . E v e n  if it were a 

neuter in this instance, it could well be that the nasalisation might have been forced out 

between the two dental consonants (c f  GOI § 180(3)).

derchoi'iiteo; Der- is found without a length-mark in LL and N. Indeed, the etymology 

ot' derchoinle, the vn oi'do-rochoini, dictates that the first e was short in origin (*de-ro-; 

c f  G O /§831 A).^^*

LL’s der- has a non-palatal -r- (from preverb ra; c f  GOI §852) before a neutral 

consonant rather than deir- which is purely orthographical, e.g. deirchointea, Wb. 

2lbl.5‘’‘̂

See Corthals 1989, 49, 58; Breatnach 1980, 4 -6 .

DIL  s.v. r a J  cites the following example containing a nom. sg. rdcl: in racliiihh-sa, rad ndTii[i]t ndian, 

Uga Corhmaic meic Cuilenddin  (M eyer 1915, 46). However, this is incorrect. The text was edited by P. L. 

Henry (1966, 59), who treated it as an acc. sg., i.e. in radiithhsu rad ndiuit ndian, ‘shall 1 make a candid, 

eager and full confession’. The subject is expressed by the Isg. o f  raidid  and rad  is taken as the acc. sg., 

thereby nasalizing the following attributive adjectives. Henry (1966, 222) suggests a ‘late Old Irish’ date 

o f com position for this poem (1966, 222). In /G rD e c . ex. 308, the nom. sg. is seen nasalizing (where it is 

likely to be a petrified neuter), i.e. rddh n-aiceanta (rddh aigenla v .l) .

In Wb. 14d27, there is an instance o f  this verbal noun with long e in derchoinitid, but this was most 

likely influenced by the noun der ‘tear’ (see Armstrong 1976, 67; DIL  s.v. derchoinitid). There are two 

instances in the Wb. glosses where it appears without a lengthmark, i.e. Wb. 14d21; 2 1b l; also, in the Ml. 

glosses, e.g. Ml. 89a6; 90b l9 ; 91bl0 .

GOI §87 n. Other examples o f  such an orthographical palatal glide are found in Wb, e.g. eitach, Wb. 

29al 1; c f  24d l4 ; teichte, Wb. 6a20.
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Corlhals’ (1989, 49) note on the vocalic ending -e is somewhat concise, i.e. 

'derchowte: -i N, older -eo! -e a \  and despite this note, Corthals does not normalise the 

orthography. The manuscript readings both reflect a reduced final vowel h /,  which is 

hardly surprising given that the copies o f the rose poem are found in manuscript sources 

which postdate the Old Irish period.

The question remains, however, as to whether final -{e)o or -{e)a should be 

restored here. Confusion between -o and -a begins already in the Wb. glosses, but the 

former is still predominant, i.e. gen. sg. o f i-/ii- stems = 115 x -o vs. 65 x The 

evidence from the St. Gall glosses is more evenly balanced, i.e. 47 x -o vs. 44 x -a.*’*’' 

indeed, one finds deirchoinfea in Wb. 2 1 b l . In Ba aprainn, two other instances o f final - 

o are seen: nilho [2b\, fochel n-eco [ 1 1 b]. Corthals does not restore the orthography, being 

more conservative in his approach. However, 1 normalise final -o here for consistency, 

supported by the presence o f final -o in [2b] and [ l ib] .  The palatal glide e is retained in 

accordance with the rules o f syncope, which requires that the consonantal group takes on 

the quality o f the first consonant after syncope has occurred (cf. GOI §158; RelChron. 

129).

Strachan 1903,473 n .l.

I base these numbers on the collection o f  gen. sg. i- and (/-stems given by Strachan (1903, 472—3). 

Strachan attempted to identify different strata in the St. Gall glosses and used the aforementioned gen. sg. 

nouns as a guideline. He found that different sections o f  the codex could be identified by different 

tendencies o f  spelling the gen. sg. vocalism in auslaut. Strachan thereby identified six layers which he broke 

down as follows: pp. 1 ^ 0 ,  7 x -o vs. 10 x -a\ pp. 50-150, 10 x -o vs. 24 x pp. 150—202, 21 x -o vs. 2 x 

-a; pp. 202—210, 4 x -o vs. 8 x -o; pp. 2 15—216, 4 x -a vs. 0 x
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|8b| din reil -rochidnem nad  «[D]e nderagam? (i. digal)

wherewith we clearly despair thereof that (or: despair while) we cannot avenge 

God?

LL: omits

N: dinreil roc//Uj«em nadnea nderagam .i. digal

d in - rcil-rochuinem  nad nDca nderagam?

See above fo r  Corthals ’ translation.

d in - ... -rochui'ncni: The Ipl. pres. ind. o f do-rochoini ‘despairs o r  is a relative liere 

because the antecedent derchointea stands at the end o f [8a] in -d figiira etymologica. For 

a discussion o f N ’s iii in rochuinem, see Chapter 1.5.5.

Corthals (1989, 49) suggests that din may contain a ‘proleptic infixed pronoun’, 

i.e. *dind, the preverb de + nasalizing relative marker + anticipatory Class C 3sg. neuter 

infixed pronoun, with loss o f This would be a rare proleptic pronoun, anticipating 

the following clause, i.e. ‘wherewith we clearly despair (it) that we cannot avenge 

G o d ’ .̂ *̂ ^

reil: I take the adjective reil to be in an adverbial construction, in tmesis, and seen here 

without the definite article. Although a dative sg. adjective used in adverbial constructions 

is normally preceded by the definite article, there are instances where in{it) is not used, as

Similar loss o f  a Class C infixed pronoun d  after the nasal relative marker may be seen in the following: 

domenarsa ha m arhpeccadhore nan rairigsiiir, ‘I thought that sin was dead because I have not perceived 

it’ (masc.), Wb. 3c26. However, it should be noted that an object pronoun does not necessarily need to be 

expressed in Old Irish when the object has already been mentioned.

Breatnach (1977, 88) classifies such use o f  a pronoun as ‘Type B ’, i.e. it contains a 3sg. neuter infixed 

pronoun that anticipates a following clause. Another example may be seen in the Old Irish tale Echtrae 

Chonnlai. Pokomy reads at-chitt M see it’, with stemmatic support in favour o f  lenition (except in the 

Egerton manuscripts), and takes it as ‘proleptic use o f  the neut. pronoun with reference to a following 

‘noun’ clause in Old Irish’ (M cCone 2000, 173). However, McCone (2000, 173—4) reads ad.ciu do.reilced 

a thengae di indiu, ‘I see (that) his tongue has been cast o ff from her today’, taking ad-ciu as the ‘more 

straightforward’ verbal form, arguing that the variants ad- in Y and Y- are the earlier forms and at-chiu in 

the other manuscript readings have merely replaced original ad-, since the use o f  the petrified pronoun is a 

common feature in Middle Irish.
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pointed out by Thurncyscn (cf. GOI  §379) . DIL s.v. reil cites one such example from 

Saltair na Raiin, i.e. reil do railini, ‘brightly he shone’, SR 7531.

iiad ... iidcragain; The adverbial negative relative m ui ‘that not’ is seen nasalising the 

following [D]ea in tmesis, which itself is an accusative and thus nasalises the following 

—deragani.

The Ipl. prototonic pres. ind. o f do-Jich, with infixed ro o f potentiality, has been 

separated from the negative relative, resulting in tmesis. The finite verbal fonn is glossed 

by its verbal noun, i.e. digal, which has been incorjiorated into the text. The gloss here in 

Ba aprainn was undoubtedly written by the preceding, or some earlier, copyist and was 

not in the original. Although Corthals places the verbal noun in brackets I omit it from 

the restored text as the intention is to reproduce the text as it appeared in the archetype. 

iiDca: Corthals (1989, 49) nonnalises N ’s nea to the ace. sg. o f Dia, i.e. De, with earlier 

vocalism e, stating that ‘the monophthongous writing’ o f  the long e is retained in ^n[D ]e\ 

comparing it also with Dec [ 6 a ] , H e  surmises that the a in nea is a scribal 

modernisation.^’*’'’ In contrast to the other instances o f subscript closed unligatured a in 

the copy oi' AC  in which Corthals regards as modernisations, the a in nea differs 

palaeographically in that it is an open a, and although written subscript, it is ligatured to 

the preceding e. There is no evidence to suggest that it was written by a later scribe either. 

It is possible then that the scribe copied this spelling from his exemplar, rather than 

introduced it.

If I am correct in assuming that the a in nea is original, the spelling could in fact 

represent the earlier intermediary vocalism ea, e.g. in acc. sg. Dea ‘G od’, later 

This spelling is attested possibly in the Cambrai Homily, where the manuscript reads

rofoirhthichsir  ̂ roreltiis ani rohoi inchlidiu lot ad&, ‘Thou hast perfected and revealed wliat was 

secretly with Thee, O G od’, Ml. 50cl3 ; todocliaidegair hiuc iartain, ‘future shortly afterw ards’, Sg. I47a7. 

Thurneysen points out that such forms occur more frequently in ‘legal language’ but provides no references 

for the examples he gives (G O / §379).

See also Corthals 1989, 58.

See Corthals (1989, 44), and see also his transcription ‘ne(ay  (1989, 47n.).

For a full collection o f  these, see Chapter 1.4.2.

See GOI §53n. On the origin o f  the differentiation between Dia ‘G od’ and dee ‘pagan deity’, see Carey 

(2012 ,33 -42 ).
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leder, and which was emended lo le dea by Thumeysen (1949, 3 6 ) . Contrast le dea 

with fridiu, Wb. 2 0 d l; ladia. Ml. 27dl0, where the full breaking o f e > I'a has occurred.

Given that this spelling is found in a 16th century manuscript witness, one might 

posit that it is not an archaism since dea/ dee/ de abound in later sources. But as Carey 

(2012, 36-39) illustrates, such instances were used in a context where the meaning 

referred to a ‘pagan god’ rather than the Christian God. However, Dea in N is found in a 

Christian context and can only be understood as referring to the Christian ‘God’ and not 

the lexicalised form dea ‘pagan deity’. Therefore, the upshot is that dea was written in 

the archetype, at a time when it was still pronounced as such and had not yet shifted to 

dia as a result o f  ̂  > la. Thus, this earlier intemiediary vocalism is retained in the restored 

text.

The radical D- in Dea has disappeared due to the preceding nasalization, though 

it is not nomial practice, and is restored here.

Similarly, Thumeysen 1909, 36. Cf. also Thes ii, 247, where the editors read le Dea. Carey (2012, 34) 

follows Thes ii, 247. It should be noted that Zeuss (1853, 1007) suggested aleder to stand for Iciithear.

Thes ii, 247.22. The same spelling is found for the dat. sg., i.e. diulea, Thes ii, 246.6; ardea, 247.2. 

Contrast this with hodia, Wb. 14bl3; dodia. Ml. 21dl .  These examples have been collected by John Carey 

(2012, 33^ ) .
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|8c| Duirchoirp crochsiti Rig do rea-roosat.

They arc base bodies who cnacified the King who has created the spaces.

LL: Om.

N: duir coirp c/-oc/;siti rig dorearoosat

Duirchoirp crochsitc Rig d o - rca -roosat.

I'hey are base bodies who crucified the King who has created the heavens.

duirchoirp; The copula is omitted in this instance (cf. GOI §818). The diphthong ui in 

the compound ol'Jo/V (cf. DIL s.v. doir (b) 'base, ignoble, slavish’) H corp represents a 

grapiiic variant of

d o - ... -roosat: do-roosat is the 3sg. perfect of do-fuissim  ‘creates, fashions’. The 

insertion o f rea ‘celestial spaces’ results in tmesis 1, in a relative construction.'*'^ This 

phrase is also found in Inintram Brain, i.e. ondrig  do-rea-riiasat ‘from the King who has 

created the heavens’, //;;. Brain^ §48.^'^ See the textual note below for a discussion on 

rea.

rea; I understand this as the disyllabic acc. pi. o f re ‘celestial spaces’ (cf. the example in 

liiinirani Brain §48 cited above, where the metre requires seven syllables).'^’’'*

The vocalism in acc. pi. rea warrants some discussion, which is not addressed 

anywhere in Corthals’ edition. DIL s.v. /  re gives this as a neuter /o-stem and fem. ia-

' See Chapter 1.5.5 for a survey o f  the orthography in N.

See Chapter 2.3 for a full collection o f  the examples o f  tmesis in this poem.

M eyer (1895, 40) deems dorearuasa! as corrupt, noting ‘as if  it were doruasat with the pronoun o f  the 

P ' pers. plural (-r-) infixed’, translating ‘who has created us’ (1895, 22; see also Meyer 1905, 49). In his 

article on do-rea-n'uisat, Bergin (1916, 99) corrects M eyer and takes disyllabic rea as a noun ‘who has 

created the heavens’, resulting in tmesis. It should be noted that DIL s.v. / re, 2 1.4 incorrectly cites B ergin’s 

article as appearing in ‘'Eriu  v ii’, when it is in fact found in Eriu 8.

Re can be taken to mean ‘space, interval, generally in relation to tim e’ (c f  DIL s.v. / re, (a)). 

Alternatively, it can refer to (b) ‘space or intervening distance’ (cf. DIL  s.v. / re, (b)), e.g. arnaibreih 

ilih (gl. super onmes caelos), ‘over the many spaces' Wb. 22a8; inna rei f i le  iler na sechi nairndrecha  (leg. 

tmirndrethcha) ithe nime cishcrlar and, ‘the spaces that are between the seven planets, these are the heavens 

which are mentioned here, Acr. 2dl {Thes ii, 1.24 f ); hile spatia narree f d  a terra usque ad XII. signa, Bcr. 

18c3 {Thes ii, 12 .3 1 f ), ‘these are the spaces, the spaces which are from earth as far as the 12 constellations’ 

etc.
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stem. It appears in the Ml. glosses as a feminine, i.e. ama\ as reid 7 as cobsiul indroi 

doglennar dosuidiii sic bacobsud indre ingaibthe cech sahn, ‘as the plain which is 

selected for that is level and firm, so the space was firm in which each psalm used to be 

sung’, Ml. 133b7; also Ml. 41 a5; acc. pi. tri rei ciana, MI. 90dl4. However, DIL also 

gives re under the seperate word 2 re ‘the m oon’, even though they suggest ‘prob. 

originally the same word as 1 r e \  The following gloss is cited in 2 re, which clearly shows 

the nom. sg. neuter nasalizing the following word, i.e. isnoichtech re niiiil la aegypiacdu 

isiiibliadinsin hiciiiretar salt, ‘with the Egyptians the month o f July consisted o f  twenty- 

nine days in that year in which they put the leap’ (gl. luna Iiilii), Bcr. 32bl 1.

The etymology o f re is problematic, with scholars offering various suggestions. 

Vendryes (1907, 141) posited resolutely that this was a feminine, derived from *rewya. 

Pedersen suggested that re was an A-stem in origin, with an old hiatus (Ped. ii 96-7, §443). 

In contrast to Vendryes, O ’Rahilly (1946, 392) proposed that re derived from "*reon, 

*rea, (e < ej)’ and that it is related to ‘Ir. rian (<*reno-), “course, route, track, water

course, sea”, and possibly also to raen (<*roino-), “path, way, etc.’” Thus, it is possible 

that re is treated as an o-stem, conceivably because o f its special shape without a final 

consonant and therefore, rea is perhaps a ‘long’ neuter pi. here.

O ’Rahilly’s suggestion would support the vocalism o f rea, rather than it being a 

plebe spelling in N.
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|9al Ron-ort innar meivnan med, ncid Rig roachtaniar,

We have been slain in our pride o f mind, while we didn’t reach the King;

LL: lomoil^/r i/zarmen mona miad nadrig roacZ/tnia/-

N: ronort i/?ni m-ma/z med nad rig roachlamar

Ron-ort innar nicnman med, nad Ri'g roaclitniar,

See above fo r  Corthals ’ tronsladon.

ron-ort: Corthals (1989, 50) adopts N ’s 3sg. pass, perf o f area id ‘slays, kills’, writing 

that ‘in accordance with L ninortar we could read ron~ort[h]ar ... ron-cruide, “May we 

be slain ... may afflict us” . But as I.. Breatnach points out, the preterites give more sense 

in this context’ (for ron-crdide, see |9b] below). Moreover, N ’s reading is preferable 

against LL’s 3sg. pass. pres. subj. which is found with -tar. According to Thurneysen 

{GOI §630), a stressed verbal stem o f the passive .v-subj. ended in -ar in the earliest 

manuscript sources and that -thcir was common latcr.^'^

innar: N ’s hvu is clearly corrupt, with / standing for a, an erroneous possessive pronoun 

(such as the 3pl.), and the /• is missing.'*'^ LL preserves the preposition / n- ‘in’ -( I pi. 

poss. pronoun. See Chapter 1.4.1 for a comment on the word division in LL, particularly 

in relation to the strange word division here, i.e. inarmeti mona. The preposition i n- can 

be understood in an abstract sense, i.e. ‘in the matter of, in respect to ’ (cf. DIL s.v. /, 

A.7).'^'^

mcnnian nicd: I take N ’s med to be the earlier form o f miad (c f DIL s.v. miad, ‘honour, 

dignity, elevation’), seen here preserving e before it was diphthongized to ia, as in LL’s 

reading.^'* Corthals (1989, 57) takes menman as a preposed gen. which qualifies the dat. 

sg. med.

The earliest sense ol'm iad  is ‘dignity, rank, status’, but when used in a subjective 

sense it can also mean ‘elevation o f mind, pride, often in bad sense vainglory’ (cf. DIL

M oreover, if'it did originally iiave -t-, *-org-s-lor results in -orlar, not *orthar.

Corthals (1989, 43) also noted the om ission o f  ar in N as a scribal error.

'’'^C orthals 1989, 47.

Vendiyes proposes that m iad  is derived from *meido-, witii IE *ei > Early Old Irish e (OIr elia) (see 

LEIA M-47; GO I §53).
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s.v. nnad  (a), (b) and esp. (d) for parallels o f miad  + gen. o f menmae). O f the examples 

cited in DIL s.v. (d), the following instance conveys a negative connotation, i.e. nacWit- 

geihed miad menman n5 diiimas, PH 6048, ‘you should not let pride or arrogance take 

hold o f you’, McLaughlin 2012, 140, §12.

Imhoff (2012, 84, n. 135) also notes that menman m ed  could carry negative 

connotations, although she understands m ed  as a form o f me{i)t ‘magnitude, extent’.^'‘̂ 

While the use o f me(i)t is viable here, LL’s miad  would suggest that it is in fact miad, 

‘honour, dignity, elevation’ that was intended here.

nad rig roachtniar; Corthals (1989, 47 and 50) adopted N ’s roachtamar, writing that 

‘the trisyllabic cadence requires either the Old Irish form rochtamar or contracted 

roachtamar (N)’.̂ *̂* However, in accordance with the rules o f regular syncope {EIV  5), 

the loss o f the second and fourth vowel o f  *ro-siacht-ammar (cf. ro-siacht) would give - 

roachtmar, as seen in LL (c f -roaclitmar, Aisl. Oeng. §6). I'h is would also satisfy 

Corthal’s need for trisyllabic cadence (see further Chapter 2.3). N ’s roacMamar shows 

the standard ending variant transferred from forms with the other syncope pattern, e.g. 

do-rochtammar (see GOI §684, similarly also is the 3pl. ending -tar and -atar). Thus, 

both readings are correct, although roachtmar fits Corthal’s required cadence. Moreover, 

both readings contain -oa- which presupposes Middle Irish contraction to -o-, e.g. co 

rocht, SR 3 106; cf. dorochtamair, TE 174, §2; 178, §9. It remains unclear what Corthals’ 

had in mind in suggesting -roachtamar pronounced as a ‘contracted form ’.

Tmesis has occurred with the Ipl. proto, pret. o f ro-saig ‘attains, reach’ separated from 

the negative relative by rig.^^^

The phrase meit menman has an underlying negative connotation, conveying a sense o f  self-confidence 

or arrogance. For instance, in DIL s.v. menma, (c) when in phrase with /ne;7, it is used with a notion o f  

‘overweening, self-confidence or conceit’. The definition provided in DIL s.v. /  meit, (a) meit menman is 

‘high spirit, pride’. The following two examples imply a sense o f  self-confidence or arrogance: Is aire tra 

ro-chomairlec Dia do Petar imarhos do deniim, ndch-a r-gahad met menman, ‘It was for this that God 

allowed Peter to com mit sin— to keep him from assuming pride’, PH 3178; go  ttaimc met menman chuige, 

‘pride o f  spirit came to him ’, Do Foghiim Chonculainn (Stokes, 1908, I lO f, §1).

See chapter 2 for a discussion o f  the metrical structure o f  Ba aprainn.

For a discussion on the relative with meaning ‘w hen/while’, see Breatnach (1980, 4—6).
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|9bl ron-craidi crochad Crist: ma chuti^n'^Yoccaihmis, at-belmis.

the crucifixion o f Christ has afflicted us: if we should have risen (= taken up 

arms?), we would have died.

LL; ronc/ aidi croc/;ad c r -  mac/;otocbai/?/niis

N: ro// craide'’̂  ̂ croch- c r -  mac//utooccaibmis atbelniais

ron-craidi crocliath Crist: iiia cliiitoii-ocbaimmis, at-bclniis.

the crucifixion o f  Christ has afflicted us: i f  we had risen (in support), we would have died.

ron-craitli: Corresponding to ron-ort in [9a], 1 take ron-crdidi as the 3sg. act. perf. o f 

crdidid ‘offends, injures’. The vocalic ending seen in the manuscripts is the 3sg. conj. s- 

pret. ending o f W2a type verbs.'’̂  ̂ 1 restore final -th against LL’s later -d  in crochad (N ’s 

croch— is ambiguous), cf. [4a].

ma chutoii-ocbainiinis; The sense o f con-ocail? in this instance can be taken as ‘supports, 

assists’.^ '̂' N ’s -ooccaihntis bonow s the syncope pattern from the prototonic cum*cah, 

against LL’s -ochaimmis which preserves the deuterotonic stem in accordance with the 

rules o f syncope, i.e. con-oc*h- o f con-ocaib ‘lifts, raises’.T h e r e f o r e ,  the latter has

Corthals' (1989, 47 n. 9) transcription is misleading, reading -crauie. But on another occasion he writes 

-crdide (see Corthals 1989, 44, 1.16). I cannot see any evidence o f a length mark on this word in the 

manuscript.

See E lV  56, GOI §678 and also See Chapter 2.2.1 for linguistic discussion.

Such m eaning is inferred in Ml. 79c5, coiiocha ‘i.e. that He should lift up’. Conocha  glosses 

suhleuandi in subleuiindi obpresos, Tlies i, 290, ‘o f  raising up the oppressed ones’. 1 take ophresos as the 

substantivized masc. acc. pi. o f the perfect passive participle o f  opprimo, i.e ‘the oppressed ones’. OLD  s.v. 

oppressid  defines this as ‘the action o f  pressing against or on’. However, in a transferred sense it can mean 

‘suppression, stifling (o f liberty, etc.)’. The definition provided in OLD  s.v. suhleud  is ‘to raise up or assist 

to rise, lift, hoist’ which corresponds to Irish con-ocaib. But OLD  also defines it as ‘to prevent from falling, 

support, hold up e tc .’ or ‘to help (a person, state etc.) with inaterial or other support, back up, assist, or 

encourage’. Either o f  the two definitions can be applied to suhleuandi in this case. Corresponding with the 

sense o f  suhleuandi, therefore, I suggest that Ml. 79c5 can be interpreted as ‘that He may raise up, i.e. 

support/ assist’ (those weaker than him).

This has been noted also by Corthals (1989, 50), com menting that such innovatory use o f  the prototonic 

stem encroaching the deuterotonic stem is .seen in con-ucahlis. Ml. 68c6 against condamm-uchaitis. Ml. 

39d 11.
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been adopted in the normalised text, contrary to Corthals’ adoption o f  N ’s reading as per 

his editorial policy. Despite LL preserving the earlier stem, it has an analogical d, taken 

from the contracted perfect fonnation o f con-ocaib, i.e. with ro- < ro + iiss (see DIL s.v. 

con-ocaih', c f  condchat, LU  125\ (TBDD).^^^

Corthals’ (1989, 43) tentative emendation to c7 /»/o [a7?]- implies that an ^-stroke 

was omitted in the archetype and that a reflexive Ipl. inf. pron., i.e. -ton-, should be read 

here. Corthals based this on N ’s chutooccaihmis, in accordance with his editorial 

policy,^^^ with the assumption that the ^-stroke is missing above oo.

Alternatively, N ’s -oo- might represent a scribal tendency to write double vowels 

to show length, i.e. oo for o. It may be that there was a neut. in f  pron. here, i.e. cluit- 

ocbaimmis, ‘we raise it up’, but this makes little sense in this context. On the other hand, 

if an ^-stroke has been omitted, it may be a Class B 3sg. masc. anaphoric in f  pron., i.e. 

chiit-n-ochaimis ‘we should have raised Him up’. Nevertheless, the use o f the Ipl. 

reflexive pronoun as suggested by Corthals makes sense in use with the Ipl. verb and I 

restore the Ipl. in f pron. accordingly. Although it should be noted that one cannot aile 

out entirely the 3sg. masc. in f pron. (albeit with nasalization omitted) here either.

The significance o f this sentence was discussed briefly by Corthals (1989, 51), 

and more extensively by Imhoff (2012, 85-6). Corthals suggested that perhaps con-ocaih 

‘rises, gets up, is lifted up’ could be understood as ‘taking up arm s’ (see his translation 

above), acting in defence o f Christ. Imhoff equates this sentence with the episode in Matt. 

26:52.^^* This rhetorical sentence highlights the speaker’s change in attitude, turning his 

back on his prideful manner and desire to act violently in defence o f Christ. He comes to 

the realization that if he were to rise in defence with Christ, it would result in his own 

death. However, this signals the beginning o f his path to conversion because such an act 

o f compassion and suffering counteracts the sin o f pride and vainglory.^^^

See Corthals 1989, 50.

For an outline o f  his editorial policy, see Corthals (1989 , 44).

Im hoff (2000 , 86) suggested that the speaker’s actions o f  defending Christ would result in his own  

spiritual death and that this situation is ironic, concluding ‘rising would in fact mean his death in a situation 

where the death o f  Christ and b e lie f in him lead to resurrection’.

On the sin o f  pride, C onnolly (1995, 122) writes that in order for a penitent to cure h im self he had to 

undergo acts o f  com passion and suffering. He ‘must have as his model the suffering Christ so that join ing  

him self to his passion and death he will also eventually rise with him and be exalted with him ’. Thus, sins
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at-belm is; LL omits at-helmis. It is required for alliterative p u rp o s e s .M o re o v e r , the 

apodosis is required to complement the statement initiated by the protasis. Corthals (1989, 

44) suggested the subscript a is a Mater addition’.̂ -̂ ' However, there is little physical 

evidence in the manuscript to suggest that the non-palatal glide was added later. It is 

written by the same hand, in the same ink, below the line and is attached to the slightly 

descending third stroke o f the letter ni. Neveilheless, it is quite possible that Aodh added 

this himself.

llOal Ba hassu uad hemmis iar n-Artrag ecomnart

it were easier, had we not lived after the trouble o f the High-King,

LL: ba/;assu nad be/7/mis ia/n«/ drac/; eco/;;nai1

N; ba hasa artrag eco/»nart

Ba assu nad beminis I'ar ii-A rtrcg  ccoiiiiiart

See above fo r  Corthals ’ translaliori.

Ba assu nad bemniis: For a discussion o f ha causing h-mutation, see the textual note on 

[ 1 a]. The h- in LL and N was introduced by later scribes, as suggested by Corthals (1989, 

58). Therefore, it is not used in the restored text. For the modal use o f the preterite, cf. 

Quin (1974, 43-62).

1 understand LL’s assu to be the comparative adj. ( ‘easier’) brought forward in 

cleft construction with the modal p r e t e r i t e . O n e  would expect a nasalizing relative 

clause in such a construction as per GOI §§383,498 (b). However, there is no nasalization 

seen on the following 1 pi. past subjunctive o f the substantive verb at-td. This could be an 

example o f the Middle Irish scribe omitting the nasalizing marker since by that stage o f

o f  pride and vainglory were curcd by acts o f  com passion, suffering and acts o f  humility. See further 

C onnolly (1995 , 108-123).

F ora  discussion o f  the alliteration throughout the poem , see Chapter 2.3.

Corthals (1989 , 44) suggested that the non-palatal glide in N ’s cithclniais was a later scribal addition and 

omitted it accordingly. He compared this exam ple with other instances, i.e. scaib- [2b]; geiian [3a] (for 

w hich Corthals reads ge(a)nim , see Corthals 1989, 46); and faahe„ha  [6b].

LL preserves the original vow el o f  the Olr comparative suffix -u ( c f  G O I §369). See Chapter 1.5.1 and 

1.5.5 for orthographical survey o f  final vow els in LL and N.
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copying the leniting relative clause had become w id e s p r e a d .O n  the other hand, the 

nasalizing marker may have been forced out between the two consonants (cf. GOI 

§§236n., 180).

I'ar n-artreg ecomnart; The preposition iar is followed by a preposed genitive 

ardrach/artreg, rather than the expected governed dative ecomnart ‘weakness’. B o t h  

manuscripts show reduced unstressed a (earlier < e), which may have been introduced by 

an intermediary scribe and does not represent an Early Old Irish s p e ll in g .T h e re fo re , I 

restore the Early Old Irish vocalism. N preserves the earlier final non-palatal -g  against 

the later -ch in LL.

For instance, tiie following example shows a fronted com parative mo  without the nasalizing relative 

marker, i.e. ni mo heras buaid ... duit-siii, ‘not more shall it bring advantage to you’, TBC  LL 3765 

(O’Rahilly 1970, 104). Nevertheless, it could be a leniting relative clause by this stage, with lenition not 

shown orthographically. Moreover, O hUiginn (1987, 72) writes that there are no instances o f  the nasalizing 

relative clause construction found in Ccith Riiis na Rig  or Togail Troi (both in LL) or Fis Adom nain, Scela  

Lai Drdtha, or Scela na Esergi (found in LU), thereby showing that such a construction was moribund by 

the middle to the end o f  the twelfth century.

Breatnach (1986, 193) suggests taking artrach as a preposed gen.

Breatnach (1986, 192) notes this sound change o f  internal unstressed vowels in ardrech > ardrach.
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llObI hoasal-Ri ro-cYh\es croich coirl ar chine ndic[li]mairc.

the noble king who suffered the cross (and) the ring (= the crown?) in redemption 

o f the sin o f mankind.

LL: uasal ri roces croic/; cruaid a/ doi//e digmaig

N; hoasal ri roces c/ oic/; coirt ar doi/;e ndicma/rc

hoasal Ri ro-ces cruich coirt ar dome iidi'chiiiairc.

The noble King, He suffered cross and crown in redemption o f  the wrongdoing o f  

mankind.

hoasal Ri ro ces: Corthals (1989, 50) suggests hoasal-Ri is a nominative o f apposition, 

comparing it with ar nenUhuir in [7a]/’̂ *’ However, oasal may also be a preposed 

adjective, in attributive relation to ri, i.e. ‘a noble king who ...’. it has been brought 

forward not only for emphasis, but also for alliterative purposes, i.e. oasal alliterates with 

the final word in [10a]. Alternatively, this is predicative with the copula omitted, i.e. 

‘noble is the king who with normal ordering.

Corthals restores the len. rel. marker because it connects hoasal ri syntactically to 

the following clause. However, the adj. uasal + ri may be taken as a compound also, a 

nominativus pendens, and therefore followed by a non-relative verb, ‘the noble king, he 

...’. LL’s copyist is generally consistent in marking lenition, while N is slightly more 

haphazard in doing so.'’̂  ̂ Therefore, the fact that the two manuscripts agree in omitting 

the lenition perhaps points to it not having been present in the archetype.

The h- in N ’s hoasal is possibly original, representing a ‘cosmetic’ h {GOI §25). 

LL’s copyist may have dropped the original h-, especially since the writing o f //-, 

representing the sound /h/, was common practice in later sources. Therefore, N ’s reading 

is followed. See Chapter 2.2.1 for a discussion on the intermediary spelling o f oa seen in 

N (against the later spelling ua in LL’s reading).

Tor tlie nominative o f  apposition, see G OI  §247. 

See Cliapter 1.4.1 and 1.4.2.
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criiich coirt: The manuscripts agree in reading the modernised acc. sg. croich against 

eariier cniich  which is attested in the Cambrai Homily, i.e. cniich, Thes ii, 245.5.'’̂ ** I 

restore cniich  here as croich could easily have been introduced by an intennediary scribe. 

The former already appears in the Wurzburg glosses, e.g. croich cvist, 20a 11; triachroich, 

fricroich, 20dl3. One can compare Ba aprainn's ro-c[h]es croich here with a 

similar reading in The Poems o f  Blathmac: [...] Crist [...] ro -chh  croich [...], ‘Christ [...] 

who has suffered cross Blathm. 11. 541-2.^^^

N ’s coin  preserves the phonologically older pronounciation o (> ciiairt) and it 

stands in asyndetic position with croich.^'^^ LL’s copyist replaced coirt with the attributive 

adj. cruaid ‘harsh’. N ’s reading, which constitutes the lectio difficilior, is adopted in the 

edition.

I agree with Corthals’ understanding o f coirt as referring to ‘crow n’. Corthals 

suggests the use o f this word is an example o f  the author’s tendency ‘toward poetic or 

abnormal vocabulary’.^'" Although I have not come across any parallels for cuairt 

meaning ‘crown’, the word appears to be used with various extended meanings, in Ml. 

39al2, we find it referring to the eyes: in Ml. 39al2, it refers to the eyes: in chiiartai 

frithsuidighthi A. fd e  etir forhrii 7 gruade, ‘the circles opposed, i.e. that are between 

eyebrows and cheeks’. Ml. 39a 12.

ar doi'ne iidi'chniairc: The preposition ar is used here in the sense o f  ‘on account of, 

because of’. 1 follow Corthals (1989, 57) in taking doine ‘mankind’ as a preposed gen. 

pi., thereby justifying the nasalization on following dat. sg. dichmairc.

The definition provided by OIL s.v. dichmairc, as seen in N, is ‘without asking, 

without permission’, i.e. insubordination. It is a compound formation (/-stem; cf GDI 

§345) based on comarc. Corthals (1989, 57) suggested that the use o f dichmairc in Ba 

apraitm  was intended as a secular counterpart to a specific Christian term such as cin 

‘sin’.

For a discussion on the formation and inflection o f  the loan-word croch  (Lat. crux), see M cM anus (1983, 

56, n.91).

1 am grateful to Jurgen Uhlich for pointing out this reading to me.

Another instance o f  the archaic spelling 5  occurs in the prim a  m am ts o f  the Wb. g losses, i.e. coirt-tobe  

(gl. circiim -cissio), Wb. 23d24.

For other exam ples o f  abnomial vocabulary in Ba aprainn, see Corthals (1989, 57).
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LL’s copyist replaces dichnuiirc with the adjective dwiviiaig, which seems 

unsuitable in this context/’'*̂  Unfortunately, DIL s.v. tUchmaig does not provide a 

translation for this word. The earliest attestations o f this word cited in DIL are found in 

the Middle Irish poem Sultair na Rann, i.e. hi rl ro hetmach sech cach, Daii'id fri hellach 

oUgrad, sechi de ba dTchmaig cen dilh, is dilhraih i mbai Dauid, ‘The King blessed David 

beyond all others with joining o f  great dignities; seven days he was [ ] without loss in the 

desert in which David w as’, 6335; Daiad dTchmaig, 6339; Dauid dTchmaig dil, ‘dear f ] 

David’, 6 4 0 1 In all these instances, it would seem that the context shows that dTchmaig 

is used to describe David in a positive light. Greene wrote in his notes on Saltair na Rann 

that ‘it is hard to find a meaning for dichmaig’’ and pointed out that ‘it occurs in SR only 

in rhyme with the dative sg. d i l h n i i h ' Perhaps dichmaig can be taken as a compound 

o f the intensive di {DIL s.v. 2 di) + either combdg ‘combat, strife’ or combdid  ‘affection, 

sympathy’, i.e. very combative or very affectionate. For instance, in the poem Oclian 

attributed to Cinaed lia hArtacain, dichmaig can be understood in a positive attribution to 

Ni'all, son o f [iochu, i.e. Niall was ilavvless and strong: 6s lech! f i r  dein dichmaig diiir, 

‘over the grave o f a man keen, ... , strong’. Met. Ds. ii, 36.2.

See Corthals 1989, 44.

Another example cited in DIL  s.v. dichmaig  is from the M iddle Irish tale Echtra M ac Echdach  

Mugnieddin: ni hia dehaiddichm aig de, ‘no stern (?) strife shall arise from th is’ (Joynt 1910, 1 08).

See SR  63.35 n. (Greene).
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I lla l  Did rdith no-regainn hi mbds asnni(?) jhiith.

Because o f Him I would have gone into death out o f (?) my lordship,

LL: diaraith ragaindse has ac/;tu flait/;

N: diarait '̂*^ no regain// himbas aium flait

Dia raith no regainn bas, aclito flaith,

For Him I  would die [lit. go (to) death], a lord o f  action,

dia raith: I take dia as the preposition de + 3sg. masc. possessive pronoun and understand 

de rdith in the sense o f ‘on behalf o f  (cf. DIL s.v. rdith: ‘in place of, instead of, on behalf 

o f  j  ^ j | j  y g g  literal translation provided by DIL, i.e. ‘on behalf o f’, used in the 

sense o f ‘for’, as against Corthals’ ‘because’, which is somewhat misleading because it 

implies a sense o f ‘by reason of, on account o f .

no regainn bas: 1 follow N ’s no regainn here, which preserves the older reading against 

I.L’s ragaindse, which demonstrates the vocalic sound change o ire -  > ra- (as well as the 

variant -nd  in the 1 sg. secondary ending). LL omits the particle no before the verbal stem, 

possibly influenced by the other instances in the rose, cf. soirthnigfed, [3a] (3sg. sec. fut.); 

cheste, [7a] (3sg. pass, past subj.).^"*^

Corthals (1989,44) adopted N ’s no regainn i mbds ‘I would have gone into death’, 

rather than transitive teit + accusative has found in LL, noting that the latter was a scribal 

r e p l a c e m e n t . M a c  Cana (1997, 469) has shown that the periphrasis o f teit ‘go’ + hds 

‘dies, meets one’s death’, lit. ‘goes [to] death’ or ‘meet death’, is widely attested in Old

Meyer (1906, 12) incorrectly transcribed N ’s rait as sail.

A similar construction is found in the epilogue o f  the Felire, .i.e. am rdthsa dia railhsiiini, ‘1 am surety 

for the grace o f  him’, Fel. Ep. 165. In his glossary, Stokes (1905, 354) suggests the meaning o f  dia rdith  is 

‘for his sake’. Similarly, in the following example dirdith  is followed by the gen. sg. o f  Dia  ‘God’, which 

1 take to mean literally ‘on behalf o f  God’: niarichthi occo arisdirdith dee dobeir digail fort, ‘he is not to 

be blamed therein, for it is for God that he inflicts punishment upon thee’, Wb. 6al4.

The no particle is omitted in both manuscripts in these examples.

He compared N ’s reading with SR 7757-8: “Ri do-choid ...as a doenacht 'na deachl", which he translates 

as “‘The king who went out o f  manhood into godhead’” (1989, 50). For a list o f  replacements in LL, see 

Corthals (1989, 44).
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and Middle Irish/’'*̂  In such constructions, the verb is transitive and the following noun 

stands, o f course, in the accusative, e.g. .i. liagail baas nanapaig ./. gairle sdigiiil ‘i.e. 

they go to premature death i.e. shortness o f life’, Wb. 1 Id 12;./, amhas liagmeni dodirci 

belhidduihsi .i. is arbelhiddiiihsi tiagmini bas, ‘i.e. the death to which vve go causes life 

unto you; i.e. it is for the sake o f life to you we go to death’, 15b28; o rogab gaisced co 

n-deochaid bds, ‘from when he took up arms, until his demise’, FB 100 (however, this 

might better be translated as ‘from when he took up arms, until he died’); Mairc doclniaid 

bds ar Dia, ‘Mark went to death for God’, Cn'st Rocrochad  (6  Maille 1907, 196). 

Moreover, the verbal noun dul can be used with an obj. gen., representing transitive use 

o f i . e .  .i. irlaim dodul bais cachdici, ‘i.e. ready to go to death every day’, Wb. I6a3; 

c f  also; gan bas do dul, Lee. 346b31. 1 have not encountered any examples o f leil used 

intransitively with bds, apart from Corthals’ example in SR 7757-8. However, the use of 

the prep. / in N may here be specially motivated to create fomial parallelism with its 

countcrj^art asa doenacht. However, it seems that later the verbal noun dul is used 

intransitively (cf. DIL s.v. dul, II (b), where no examples from the glosses are cited), e.g. 

dul i ntbds, Ph 402.'’“’*’ I have also noted the following example found in M 'oenaran ini 

aireglan, i.e. via ndul a nddil beds, ‘before going to the tryst with Death’ (Meyer , 1905, 

55).

The examples cited above show that transitive teH + bds was in use until the 

Middle Irish period, but this was then superceded by the intransitive use, perhaps 

influenced by the verbal noun construction. Therefore, the text in N may have been 

modifled during transmission to the transitive teit + acc. o f destination, i.e. bds.^^^

Sim ilar periphrastic use o f  leil + ec is attested also, e.g. co n-dechaidli eg 'n-a aenur ‘until he died he 

was alone’, Successions fro m  llie Booii o f  Baliymole (M acCarthy 1892, 420); co ndiged ec dill a mhoi, Aisl. 

M C ' 304, ‘until he should die where he w as’; is cumma damsa cia b a d e  ecc tiasa oi at-heia chenaeo, BDD~ 

43, ‘It does not matter to me i f l  die for 1 shall perish in any case’; doclniaid ecc do ihdm 'na tig  ‘(Cnucha) 

died there o f  a sickness in her hom e’, Cnucha II (Gwynn 1924, 266). Other instances include: na liastais 

aided ngorla  ‘so that they should not die o f  hunger’, SR  3407.

Similarly with ec: dia imlinis iar ndul fo r  cel ‘to lead him, after dying’, SR  2095; do dual do ecaih, Mon. 

Tall. 146.

I'o r a discussion o f  tiie accusative o f  destination used with verbs o f  motion in early Irish, sec Mac Cana 

1990, 27—36. Mac Cana (1990, 30) writes early Irish made no formal distinction between the 

accusative o f  destination/ direction with a verb o f  motion and the direct object o f  a transitive verb.’
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achto; Corlhals (1989, 50) tentatively emended asmii, suggesting ‘a faulty reading o f i’ in 

N and an intermediary stage with ^/-stroke being read for s = (a)cht in L’. Furthermore, 

Corthals cautiously translated it as the preposition a ‘out of, from ’ + Isg. possessive 

pronoun mo, i.e. ‘out o f (?) my lordship’. Unfortunately, Corthals’ emendation seems 

overthought. Emending N ’s t to s (with misplaced m-stroke) seems doubtful to me 

because t and minuscule a- do not look similar to each other and therefore, it is difficult to 

imagine a trained scribe mistaking an original .v for a t. O f course, ‘out o f my lordship’ 

does suit the context.

But perhaps LL’s reading is closer to the original than N. A possiblity is that this 

is a preposed gen. sg. o f DIL s.v. 2 acht, which it defines as ‘action, act’.̂ ^̂  In 

etymological glosses, it is seen glossing gww ‘acting, action, activity, w ork’. For instance 

in Cormac’s Glossary: M enicht quasi m er-ich t./. icht mer A. gnimh mer, ah eo est actus 

(./. ‘i.e. a mad (wc^r) issue (/c7/0, a mad act’, Corm. Y 891 (O ’Donovan 1868, 114).

Vendryes, following Pedersen, also suggested it is a loan-word from Lat. actus (see LEIA 

A -11).̂ ^  ̂ Choosing LL’s reading would require no editorial interference, except for the 

normalisation o f the final vowel. But in view o f any hard evidence to support this being 

a gen. sg., I only tentatively provide this reading as an alternative to Corthals’. 

Furthermore, the phrase achto flaith may serve as a cheville here.

This would suggest that ach t is a (/-stem. However, there are no other attested forms o f  this word to

support this. A lthough, DIL  s.v. 2 acht notes this word is ‘only in artificial etym ologies, g lossing  gnim '.

C f  also DIL  s.v. 2  icht (Lat. ictus), (a) a deed, an act ?

Ped. i 229 translates acht, acht as ‘an act, law ’ from Lat. actus.
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111 b| fo -le ic ib  facheJ n-eco. — Niha ni.

I will let down apprehension o f  death. —  It will be worth nothing.

LL: f—leccai/zd foc/ni neca nabuni

N: f-leicib  fac/;el neconibai/ze

fo-reilic focliel n-eco, iiabu iii.

may I let down apprehension o f  death , and may it he nothing.

fo-reilic: The palaeographical practice o f  the scribes in LL and N is generally that /  + 

horizontal stroke (= f  ), graphically represents the letters Therefore, it seems

unusual to expand the horizontal stroke as a vowel in this instance, as Corthals has done. 

Although the verb fo -lec i  was brought to Corthals’ attention by Gearoid Mac Eoin, 

Corthals (1989, 50) fails to address the palaeographical evidence that supports expanding 

it as f o r . I propose that this is in fact the preverb /o  + the Isg. pres. subj. -leic with 

optative ro  (cf. GDI §53! 3) expressing a wish. Obviously, the verbal forms seen in the

M eyer’s transcription in The dealh-tales is incorrect, due to confusion o f  minims, i.e. mhaine (M eyer 

1906, 12). Corthals (1989, 48) places ne in the following sentence, i.e. ne inmain ar triiin, N [12a]. 

However, n is attached to the previous hai since it is written in suspension over the i and therefore not part 

o f  a new word. Thus, I have left it with this sentence.

Certainly this seem s to be the scribal practice in use in other medieval Irish manuscripts, such as Lehor 

na liUiJre and the Yellow  Book o f  Lecan ‘proper' ( c f  Best, Bergin 1929, xxiv; Best 1914, 119; Oskanip 

1975, 107).

It should be noted here that there is no entry provided in DIL for for-leci. I'lie editors suggest DIL s.v. 

fo -leci, a variant o f  do-leci, is used here in the sense o f ‘throws off, rejects’ ( c f  DIL  s.v. (c)). The following 

examples are cited under DIL s.v. fo -lec i ‘sinks, lets dow n’: fosrolaic in tarmchossal ‘the transgression cast 

them dow n(?)’, Thes ii, 317.1 (see Strachan (1895, 193) where he suggests that ifthe  verb was fo-leici, one 

should expect fo-s-relic. The varia lectio reads fosrolaich  which Strachan suggested came from ‘fo a lg im ’ 

( c f  DIL s .v .fo -d lg i ‘lays low, prostrates, throws dow n’); m adga irit immorro a re fo s  le d  sis do sliac co 

grian, ‘If his life is to be short it sinks down suddenly to the bottom (o f  a w ell)’, Todd 1848, 196; n ifarla ic  

C afhair Cannain  /  acht dia maicne, ‘Cathair o f  Carmun left nothing save only his mighty offspring’, 

C annun {Met. Ds. iii, 16.197). Similarly, in the prose Dindslienclias o f  Carmun, one finds ni farla ic Cathair 

immorro acht [d]o tellaigib fodesion, ‘Cathair, however, left it to his own hearths only’ (Stokes 1894, 4 12)). 

However, Kuno M eyer (1930, 327) took ni farla ic  as the 3sg. p e rf o ffo r-le ic i on strength o f  two entries in 

Saltair mi Rann, i.e. dianfar.sclaic Dia trialathar, ‘when God released him through His strength’, SR  7319; 

dianfovslaic angel De dil, ‘when the angel o f  dear God released him from beds’, 7399.
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manuscripts have undergone various scribal emendations. The fact that ro appears as a 

reduced forni in both manuscripts suggests that an innovation has occurred in the 

exemplar, with the copyist understanding it asfor^-leic (rather than OIr *fo-reilic/-rolaic; 

cf. G Ol §39).

In the early Middle Irish period, the Isg. conj. pres. subj. is still found with no ending. 

However, towards the end o f this period, the deponent ending -ur spread to active verbs 

and eventually replaced it completely.^^^ Therefore, it is not surprising that both 

manuscripts have introduced new endings to an original Isg. conj. pres. subj. On the one 

hand, N ’s reading, although retaining the palatal quality o f  the root final, has the 1 sg. fut. 

ending (with loss o f u-affection)^^* showing that the redactor takes it as a future perfect. 

On the other hand, LL’s -leccaind is a past subj. (for -leicinn). The redactor adds the 1 sg. 

secondary ending in an attempt to match it with regainn in [11a]. In conclusion, the Isg. 

conj. pres. subj. personal ending was obsolete by the time the text reached LL and N, 

leading them to add the variant endings.

Therefore, the archetype \\ad fo-relic, with this being miscopied io forleic  in the 

first instance, and then the new endings added individually. Thus, I propose em ending/o- 

reilic, the Isg. pres, subj, with optative ro, o ffo-leci, based on the pattern oi'clo-leci (see 

DIL s.v. do-leci, 329.46, (c) as in sense o f reject, throws off), i.e. ‘let me/hopefully I will 

let down’.

fochel n-eco: LL and N have the acc sg. offochell (cf. DIL s.v. \ fochell, (b) ‘anticipating, 

preparing for; o f being in readiness for; being prepared to face (dangers, enemies etc) 

with obj. gen.’), with grammatically correct nasalization seen on the following gen. sg. 

o f ec ‘death’. N preserves the earlier final vocalism o f the gen. sg. o f  Given that 

fochel{[) is an a-stem, one would expect the acc. sg. to have a palatal final. It should be 

noted that a guttural after a round vowel resists palatalization, as is the case here (cf. GOI 

§ 166(a)). Thus one would expect foch(ci)il{[). Corthals (1989, 50) points out the rare, and

See SnaG  III, §12.79. Liam Breatnach notes that four instances o f  the Isg. deponent ending in active 

verbs is already seen in Saltair mi R am .

The loss o f  u-affection occurs already in the early sources, where it reflects the author’s speech at the 

time o f  writing, rather than a higher register. See McCone (1985, 86) for a discussion on the loss o f  u- 

epenthesis. McCone cites the following examples from the Isg. conj./-future: -pridchih, Ml. 45a8; -ainih. 

Ml. 5'ih^ Jo-dalih , Ml. 78alO.

DIL s.v. ec cites this as a masculine but Quin has suggested that it was a neuter i/-stem (see Quin 1964, 

52). Indeed, N ’s reading can be taken as a H-stem, evidenced by its vocalic ending.
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early, occurence o f e in a closed unstressed syllable in N ’s fachel against the more 

common / (cf. GOI §102.5). However, Corthals fails to note original stressed o is 

retained between lab ia l/an d  ch in LL’s /oc7;//. Therefore, I emend fochel for the edition, 

iiabu III :  Clearly the reading in N has been corrupted. The fact that neconihuine appears 

written together in the manuscript demonstrates that the scribe was unsure o f which words 

were stressed or not. I suggest that there should have been a space between niha and /, 

with a missing /j-stroke, thereby reading ni ba ni.

I disagree with Corthals’ adoption o f the negated copula niba based on N ’s nihai. 

He overlooks LL’s syndetic iia meaning ‘and not’, i.e. the negative na + 3sg. pres. subj. 

o f the copula, which constitutes the lectio cUfficilior against N ’s more straighforward 

reading o f the asyndetic ni + 3sg. fut. o f the copula. Thus, 1 have restored LL’s reading 

accordingly. Corthals translates this as ‘It will be worth nothing’.

Other examples are found in the Wb. glosses, e.g. cretfed , 1 a3; toirsech , 15b 2 1 (jv in m  manus)', so irfed , 

3 2 d l3  {prim a manus); pridclied , 33d I; (contrast whU goritli in the C a m lva i  Homily; daro lged , 2pl. 18a 12, 

beside (d ilg id , Wb. 18al \ ),fu lg e t, 20c5 {prim a maims).
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|12a| Nemthiiir necht remi-teised do chomrath 

See 12b below for entire translation o f 12.

LL: newUhuir necht remiteised doc/joiA??rid

N: inmain a/1;nun do cowrat/j

N em thuir necht, rem it-teised di chom bruth

See below

nem thu ir necht rem it-teised; Corthals (1989, 50) is circular in his argument when he 

writes that he sees ‘no reason for the reading inmain ar triitn N instead o f the probably 

correct reading thiiirnecht remi-teised o f  h  adopted here’, and he provides no explanation 

to the reader why he thinks LL contains the superior reading. Corthals (1989, 54) 

mentions briefly that [12a/b] is an instance o f enjambment. It is also worth noting that 

nemthuir necht is in a nominativiis pendens construction. Moreover, Corthals (1989, 54, 

n. 13) comments only brielly that t- in remi-teised  should be read as kU, to allow for 

alliteration.^^' But he does not explain the grammatical basis for such pronunciation.

LL repeats nemthuir (cf. [7a]). The author recycles this word in order to fulfill the 

required linking alliteration with the previous sentence, i.e. with ni in [11b]. In N, original 

nemthuir necht is replaced with {ne) inmain ar triun.^^^ This reading itself seems faulty. 

If ne belongs to the previous sentence, then the required alliteration is not provided. 

Secondly, a preposed adj. inmain “beloved’ + ‘our’ + the dat. sg. o f tren ‘strong’ (man) 

does not make sense. I take LL’s nemthuir necht as a proleptic object standing in a 

nominativus pendens construction. However, a resumptive, or anaphoric pronoun, would 

be expected in this construction (cf. mairb dosfiusced do bethu, ‘the dead, he awoke them 

to life’, Fiacc’s Hymn {Thes ii, 316.2, 7)).^^^ It is possible that the archetype contained a 

Class B 3sg. masc. inf. pron. (cf. am remitdtet, ‘what precedes them ’, Sg. 197b5; see GOI

However, the alliteration o f  voiced and voiceless consonants is permissible in linking alliteration. See 

further Chapter 2.3.

See the discussion in footnote 124 on N ’s ne in [ l ib ] .  This may in fact signify the beginning o f  following 

nemthuir in the original. But for palaeographical reasons this is presented with the transcription in [1 lb]. 

Mac Cana 1973, 94; Mac Coisdealbha 1998, 83-8 .
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§851).*' '̂* Moreover, the two expected ts are spelled as one. This is a common enough 

feature seen in the glosses (cf. aHa, Wb. 4b 1 1 vs aid, 2b7). In regards to the pronunciation, 

the 3sg. masc. inf. pron. -t- /d/ would clash with the following nasalised t- /d/, resulting 

in assimilation. Therefore, 1 propose to emend to remit-leised.

Corthals’ (1989, 47) translation o f remi-teised do chomralh as ‘should have 

hastened to precede’ suggests he took this as a jussive 3sg. past .v-subj. o\' remi-te! ‘goes 

before, precedes’. However, it is also possible to take this as a rare example o f an optative 

subjunctive in a main clause, without the use o f ro expressing potentiality (c f  the 

following example with a pres, subj.: immun-ljasat ar ihedmain ndchantairle adamiiae, 

‘may they surround us against pestilence, that famine may not come to us! ’, Tlies ii, 300.8 

(Colm an’s Hymn)).^’'̂  ̂The use o f the past subj. in the main clause denotes an irreal wish, 

i.e. ‘would that it preceded/had preceded’. Therefore, I translate nemlhuir necht remit- 

leised  as ‘Pure heavenly Hero, would that it preceded/ had preceded Him’.

Corthals (1989, 54) has noted that [12ab] is an instance o f enjambment, with the 

subject nu) chride placcd at the beginning o f [ 12b], rather than in [ 12a] after renii-leised. 

Mac Giolla Easpaig (1980, 30) writes that such divergence from normal word order ‘f...] 

where the subject or object is removed from its nomial syntactic position the emphasis is 

not primarily on the word so displaced but is borne, rather, by the sentence as a whole’. 

This can be applied to [12ab], with this section carrying extra emphasis due to the 

heightened emotion o f the speaker.

di: It is difficult to decide whether de/di ‘from, by’ with doklii ‘to, for’ is intended here 

(see DIL s.v. I de, di, 129. 38-57).^’*’*’ While do is used in verbal noun constructions, it 

does not provide for a succinct translation and meaning. It is better to take do o f the 

manuscripts as the preposition de because it provides the reason as to why mo chride (see 

[12b]) should precede the Lord.

chom briith ; Corthals (1989, 50) takes this as the dat. sg. o f comriid ‘act o f rushing; 

contending, com peting’ (vn o f con-reilh, cf. DIL s.v. comrith). N preserves the older non

palatal colouring, albeit with a undoubtedly representing post-OIr /a/, against LL’s

It sliould be noted that there are no counter-exam ples attested with Class A. Moreover, one finds one 

exam ple o f  a Class C inf. pron. in a relative construction, i.e. <7/;;ail reniinJcrhaiiamar, ‘as we have said it 

before’ (M eyer 1904b, 215.10).

See McQuillan 2002, 39 ,45 . McQuillan cites another o f  the optative subjunctive without ro in Colm an’s 

Hymn; sndidsiunn M oysi deglhdisech, ‘May Moses the good leader protect us!’ {Thes ii, 300.11).

See also GOI §83 1 .C.
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innovatory reading.'’̂  ̂ Corthals (1989, 50) suggests that coim rith  in LL is a recompound  

form,^^* i.e. with reinstated sim plex -rith. N ’s co m m th  preserves [6 ]  after the unstressed  

vow el in final position, against [6] as seen in LL {G O I  § 130.2).

A lternatively, I propose that this is the rare word com hriith  (vn o f  con-herba  

‘cooks, boils together’) with m b > m in the manuscripts ( c f  G O I  § 152(c)). The definition  

given in DIL  s.v. com m th  is ‘act o f  boiling; heat, fury, anger’, it is cited in O ’Davoren  

234, g lossing briith  ‘heat, anger, fury, excitem ent; fervour, vehem ence, valour’, vn o f  

b erb a id  ( c f  DIL  s.v. I briith  (b); LEIA B -106):'’̂  ̂ briith  ./. tarraiig. iit e s t com bruth fri 

turb A. com  f r i  tarbh da m ugaib A. cath m ugarll (C / / / iv ,  1475.3), ^briith, i.e. a dragging, 

ut e s t ... to a bull, i.e. a dragging equal to a bull with his testicles, i.e. a battle o f  the private 

parts’.̂ ™ Stokes suggests that ‘this g loss is wrong, as briith  here ob viou sly  m eans ardour, 

fury’.

In the R ide o f  A ilbe o fE n ily , the follow ing exam ple is found:^^'

cen ailhis, cen imdergad, cen chi'irsachad ngcirg, 

cen chomrculfri duine mborb, cen giith n-uahair n-ard.

‘W ithout reviling, without reproach, without rough reproof, 

without converse with an arrogant person, without a loud, proud voice’.

“ ^The only attestion cited by DIL  s.v. comrith from the glosses is an acc. sg., with a non-palatal final 

consonant, i.e. .i. ni dene com rudfriss in tilcc arnahad huilcc dihlinciib, ‘i.e. thou shalt not make contest 

with him (i.e. the enemy) in evil lest both o f  you become evil’, Wb. 5d38. Fortunately, rith (also ruth), the 

verbal noun o f  rethid, is clearly a i/-stem. For instance, the examples in the glosses have a neutral final 

consonant in the nom. sg, i.e. riuth, Sg. 106b8; Ml. 89cl0 ; 90bl0 : and the Ml. glosses have two examples 

in the gen. sg. with vocalic ending, i.e. retbo. Ml. 42cI9 ; retha. Ml. 93b4.

*** He writes N contains the ‘old, not yet recompounded form o f coimrith ‘act o f  rushing’.

Vendryes cites corresponding Brythonic examples that are used in a figurative sense, alongside the literal 

sense, i.e. “vbret. brot gl. zelotipiae, m. bret. broiit '(feu) ardent', bret. hroud 'chaiid, ardent'\ gall. 

brwdfrydig ‘ze le’, hrwdfrydedd 'enthousiasm e'"  (see LEIA  B-106 s.v. bruth).

Stokes 1904a, 234.

O ’Neill (1907, 93) writes that ‘the language o f  the Rule is Old Irish, though it contains a few M iddle- 

Irish forms

O ’Neill 1907, 98, §12.
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The variae lectioues for comrad  are as follows: coniradh. A '; combnith, A^; comrath, 

B2 673 o ’jsjeill (1907, I 1 1) emends comrac/writing t h a t o f  A^ would give good 

sense; c f ,  however, Wb.5d38 for an obscure word comriid which may be the correct 

reading here’/ ’’'* However, perhaps combnith  constitutes the lectio difficHior in this 

instance, preserving original -mb- against -m- in the other varian ts/’  ̂ This would then 

read ‘without [excitement with regard to] an arrogant person’.

I suggest that combnith  is intended here, rather than LL’s reading which 

inteipreted it as coimrid  ‘rush’. As is seen from the above examples, combnith can be 

used figuratively in the sense o f excitement, just as bnilh  and its cognate fomis were. It 

conveys an intense emotion, the speaker experiencing passionate emotions on hearing 

Christ’s laments (see ( 12b]).

This text is found in four m anuscripts and O ’Neill assigns into two groups, i.e. A and B. In group A, A ' 

‘nearly always preserves the better reading’. However, O ’Neill (1907, 93) notes that A- sometimes alters 

his text and is not as careful a scribe as A ', ‘but on the whole this latter scribe was both careful and faithful’. 

^ ‘'O ’ Neill 1907, 111.

That is, rather than mb  being a liyperconection or perhaps a later pronunciation o f  -h- springing up 

between m and / ( c f  -nr- > -iicir- in cond-ricc, O hUiginn 2012, 641—50).
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|12bl mo chride a cloas im Artrach at[li\giibai

In hearing about the lamentation o f the High-King

my heart should have hastened to precede the pure heavenly Hero.

LL: moc/jride cluas mardrach hguba

N: mochridea cloasimartrac// atgubai

mo chride, cloais m’ Artreg athgiibc.

Pure heavenly Hero, upon hearing o f  the great lamentation o f  my High-King, would that 

my heart excitedly preceded Him.

cloais; I take this as an independent dat. sg. o f the vn o f ro-cluinethar, with emendation 

required to cloais, for reasons explained below. The final vocalism in N ’s chridea is an 

instance o f the strange treatment o f vowels characteristic o f the scribe Aodh.^^'’ Corthals 

takes chridea as consisting o f cride + preposition a, i.e. ‘upon hearing’ which is suitable 

in this context, although I have not encountered any other such e x a m p le s .H o w e v e r , 

Corthals does not fully analyse both readings and follows N too closely. In taking a as a 

preposition, he fails to normalise to cU)a[i^s. If this were indeed a preposition one would 

expect it to be written together with cloas which receives the chief stress (c f  GOI §34). 

Thus, given the positioning o f « in N, and its absence altogether in LL, it means LL’s 

reading stands as an independent dat. sg., thereby constituting the lectio difficilior.

Since cluas is an ^5-stem, a palatal ending is expected for the acc. and dat. sg.̂ *̂*

However, an intemiediary scribe could easily have mistaken -is in a previous exemplar

as the standard double A-ligature, i.e. cloa{i)s fov cloa{i)ss.

The vocalism in N ’s cloas is taken to represent an intemiediary pronounciation 

between earlier 6 and tia in stressed position (c f  GOI §60). See further discussion in 

Chapter 2.2.1.

m’ Artreg: Breatnach (1986, 193) takes LL’s reading as m'Artrach  ‘o f my high-king’, 

presumably due to a confusion o f minims o f original m written as in. Alternatively, the 

minim error could have affected the final minim o f an original preposition im, i.e. ‘hearing

For a comment on the orthography used in N, see Chapter 1. 5. 5.

See Corthals 1989, 46 and 47.

For the etymology o f  this word, see SnaG  11, §4.5; RelChron 99, 105; Schrijver 1995, 406-15.
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about’ as per Corthals. This preposition would make sense in the present context o f 

course, against say a definite article since the crucifixion did not really constitute a noise. 

However, DIL s.v. ro-cluinethar cites an early example which can be translated as ‘hears 

o f :  nianicioininiis fornclrogscela, ‘unless we should have heard evil tidings o f you’, Wb. 

26b23. Thus, this would support LL’s reading, while it is N that has the confusion o f 

minims. Moreover, all other instances o f artrach in Ba aprainn are found without the 

definite article, i.e.[la], [4b], [10a]. Therefore, the use of the definite article suggested by 

the LL reading is unjustified on stylistic grounds. I restore the internal unstressed a to 

earlier e as outlined in the scribal policy (sec Chapter 1.7.2). For the restoration o f the 

gen. sg. arlreg, see the textual note in [10b].

a thgubae: I take N ’s atgubai to derive from the archetype against LL’s ngiiha. The use 

o f the intensive prefix ath provides the required alliteration with the preposed genitive 

artreg. LL, on the other hand, omits it and takes arclrach as an acc. sg., thereby inserting 

nasalization on the following giiha. Note also the non-palatal quality o f «;[//] before non

palatal g- in the compound cU[h]gnhac (cf. GO! § 159(b)).

Furthermore, this noun is an /o-stem. Strangely, Corthals does not restore the 

vocalic auslaut o f ath-giihai. 1 suggest that this is an acc. sg. since an acc. pi. would not 

make sense here, and restore the vocalism to -ae, rather than acc. pi. albgubu.

F o r  a  d isc u s s io n  o f  the  e ty m o lo g y  a n d  o f  a{ i) th -  (<  *ate),  see  Uli l ich  ( 2 0 0 9 -2 0 1 0 ,  1 4 1 -1 6 0 ) .
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il3ai Armu eda inscib, inna roacht fir-fortacht Crist,

Because o f my words, in which I was not able truly to assist Christ.

N;

LL: ar mudia i/;dscib nadrig roac//t cofir f-tac//t 

aruweda^**** inscib i/ma xoacht fir f-tac7// c r-

Ar, mu fedo, inscib iiad n'g roacht co fir fortacht,

For, oh my Lord! with words by which I  was not able to come to (the) true help o f  the 

King.

ar, mu fedo: Cortiials (1989, 43) suggests that N ’s ar//m is a scribal error for armu, but 

rather than an error, it could also represent one o f two regular features. It could be the 

expected shape o f the disyllabic prep. *are +  elided poss. with u correctly showing 

contextual colour next to m, thus arum ’eda. Or else it could be a spelling for ar, a m ’eda, 

‘for, oh my Lord’. LL’s mo can be taken as the poss. used to invoke the vocative with 

omitted particle a.  This is also used in [ 2 a ] . T h i s  is stylistically the more difficult 

reading against N, whose scribe could easily have inserted the vocative particle, albeit 

spelling it as u. Thus, I follow LL in this instance. For the interchange o f o and u in mo, 

see G O /§101.

Corthals (1989, 57) takes ar as the preposition ‘on account of, because o f ,  

governing inscib, and points out that this is a ‘peculiar example o f nominal tm esis’ instead 

o f ‘am;;/ inscib (mu) \ f \ e d a He suggests that this follows the ‘pattern’ o f mo Choimmdiu 

-coima}^^ However, in reading ar, mu fedo, it provides fo ra  more logical explanation. Ar 

can be understood as a conjunction ‘for, since, seeing that etc’ (cf. DIL s.v. 2 ar). This is 

followed by the voc. sg. mu fedo . The dat. pi. inscib can be taken as an independent dative. 

N ’s eda is a voc. sg. offiada  ‘Lord’ with preceding vocative particle a, i.e. ar, a ni ’eda.

***“ Meyer (1906, 12) and Corthals (1989, 48) also transcribe N ’s reading as arumeda.

For a more detailed discussion o f  this feature and examples o f  omitted vocative particle a, see the textual

Corthals 1989, 51, 57. The example provided by Corthals is a poor example. In dehrath nomchoimmdiii 

coima {Thes ii, 290.11), ‘By gosh, the Lord cherishes m e’, Coimmdiu is syntactically connected with - 

coima. Tmesis o f  nominal phrases is frequently seen, in particular with a genitive, e .g .fr i fregci fd l ,  ‘against 

the fence-wall’, Thes ii, 293.22 (cf. GOI §250.1). In Ba aprainn however, eda  is not a genitive but a voc. 

sg. and is removed from its expected syntactical position at the beginning o f  the sentence.

note on [2a].
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‘for, oh my Lord’.*’*-̂  Furthennore, its spelling reflects the earlier pronounciation, with e 

not yet diphthongized to ia, against LL’s replacement with the more straight-forward Dta 

‘God’.

More important, however, is N ’s spelling o f the final vocalism. This spelling is 

also encountered in the Canthrai Homily, i.e. a r ... arfeclot ‘our Lord ... o f our Lord’ {'flies 

ii, 244. 22 and 32). It should be noted in the first instance o f course that N is a 15th century 

manuscript, compiled at a time when final unstressed vowels had long all fallen together. 

Therefore, any final unstressed vowels in this manuscript should be treated tentatively. 

Nevertheless, N does have a more conservative orthography than LL, such as is seen in 

the gen. sg. nitho, [2b]; n-eco, [1 IbJ.

.lay Jasanoff, and also Aaron Griffith, presuppose that -a \\\ feda  was a regular 

Archaic Old Irish reflex o f inherited nom. sg. *ijedonls, positing that the development o f 

*-onts > *-ants (> *as > -a) was parallel to the development o f the acc. pi. o f pronouns 

and adjectives, i.e. *-ons > Moreover, they suggest that fonns found in the Classical 

Old Irish period with -o occurred as a result o f levelling with oblique cases, e.g. J'uiciii (v.l. 

-o), Thes ii, 351.3;//W o, Sanctan’s Hymn {Thes ii, 353.1).

However, the question still remains if the o in *ijedonts was really subject to the 

othei'wise stem-final change o f o > a. If r; did not change to a, then the fomier is supported 

by the fact that the conservative treatment o f -o is found elsewhere in the text, i.e. gen. 

sg. recto {Thes ii, 2 4 7 . 1 But  the process whereby *o > a in final unstressed syllables 

occurred before the Ogam inscriptions.^’**̂’ Jurgen Uhlich further suggests that even if *- 

outs developed into *-ants > *as > -a (rather than *-dv > -o), it is conceivable that final - 

o was reinstated analogically at a time predating the Cambrai Homily archetyj^e, in 

analogy with gen. sg.Jedot {< *iiedoiits < *uedontos ).*’*̂  fherefore, Jurgen Uhlich has

See further tlie textual note on (a) mo heoil, [2a].

Jasanoff 1988-1990, 178, n. 16; Griffith 2005, 47, 48 n. 6, 63ff

O ther exam ples o f  final -o in early sources are found, i.e. Aido  in A dam nan’s Vita Columhae {Thes ii, 

272.33). M oreover, confusion between -o and -a begins already in the W urzburg glosses, but the former is 

still predominant. C f  Strachan (1903, 473, n .l)  for examples o f gen. sg. o f  /-/ u- stems show that o is still 

more widespread, i.e. 115x -o against 65x -a. See also Chapter 2.2.1.

The process whereby *o was reduced to a in final unstressed syllables occurred in Primitive Irish (cf. 

GOI §90.4- RelChron. 109).

This was presented by Jurgen Uhlich in a lecture entitled ‘On the transm ission o f  the Cambrai Hom ily’ 

presented at the Tiondl2  \ Novem ber 2009, Dublin Institute o f  Advanced Studies (hereafter Uhlich 2009b).
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argued that jed a  may not necessarily have been in the archetype o f the Cumbrai Homily 

but was introduced by an intermediary scribe, who replaced original *fedo with

A  tentative decision has been made, therefore, to restore /cWo on strength not only 

o f the conservative treatment o f the final vocalism in n'ltho, [2b] and n-eco in [ l ib ] , but 

also given the archetype’s date o f composition at a time when final -o was still 

predominantly found in the written language.

nad rig roacht; I follow Corthals in taking roacht as the Isg. act., although roacht could 

also be the pret. pass. sg. o f ro-saig ‘reaches, comes to ’ (cf. DIL s.v. ro-saig, I (a)). 

Nevertheless, the use o f the Isg. act. makes sense in this particular context. The syntax of 

LL’s inscih m id rig roacht is more complex than in N. Firstly, rig  can be defined as a 

‘pre-’ -preposed genitive, which has been brought fow ard  to allow for alliteration with 

the verb, i.e. rig roacht. This is surely the lectio difficilior against N ’s use o f  Crist, both 

by its more poetic positioning and also not interfering with the required linking 

alliteration, which Crist most certainly would. LL’s nad  is the dative relative,^*‘̂ and 

presents as the lectio difficilior against N ’s prepositional relative inna. N ’s redactor 

replaces this construction with inna roacht ‘in which I was not able to assist’.̂ ®̂

N ’s reading consists o f the attributive dat. sg. adjective /z> preposed io fortacht 

‘help, assistance’ (cf. GOl §362n.), while LL has the more frequent use o f  fir  in a 

compound (see DIL s.v. fir). In both constructions the initial / o f fortacht is lenited. Thus, 

it is difficult to argue on the grounds o f alliteration that N is better. Either reading is valid 

here and therefore 1 follow N in this instance.

Uhlich 2009.

See Breatnach 1980, 2-4 .

Unfortunately Corthals (1989, 44 and 47) blindly adopts N ’s reading in accordance with his editorial 

policy, thereby ignoring LL’s lectio difficilior.
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|13b| fritom-thd: bron bdis cu n-adbair airomtin.

my Lord heals me: deadly sorrow together with great (religious) fear o f (its) 

cause.

LL: fntu/;;tha bron bais conatbiur ar omun

N: f/'itombro// bais cuadba/r airomuu

frituin-tha: bron bsiis cu ii-adbair airomun.

See above fo r  Corthals ’ translation.

frituiii-tlia; Corthals takes L U s fxitum-thd  from the original ^orm fris-td  (o f GOI §551; 

OIL s.v. 1 fris-ben  ‘heals’), used here in a spiritual sense, rather than usual iccaid.^’’'̂  ̂ The 

vn /repaid  ‘healing; remedy, cure’ is attested, used in a spiritual sense, in penitential 

passages, e.g. pennatoir [...] freptha; cech pecthce, ‘a penitential [...] remedying o f every 

sin’. An Irish Penitentiaf''^^ (see DIL s.v./repaid  for further examples).

LL contains a unique instance where the present i n d i c a t i v e h a s  not yet been 

contaminated with -ben. According to McCone, the replacement o f -td with -ben in the 

present indicative occurred because the form -bi in other tenses suggested a compound of 

b e { i i ) - The upshot was that compounds o f the substantive verb eventually ended up 

assimilating to those o f benaid. While DIL s.v. /ris-ben  does not cite any examples to 

support an original 3sg. pres. \nd. /ris-td, one can turn to the similar and more widely 

attested verb do-esta ‘is absent, wanting, lacking’, which shows formations o f 3sg. pres, 

stem root -td, beside later analogical use o f -beu (from benaid), e.g. 3sg. pres. ind. 

andiidesta, Wb. Ia9; 14a33; 23d 17; anidodesta, 26d8; doesta. Ml. 35d20; diiesta, 7 lc l9 ; 

testa, 65d6, Thes ii, 13.27 (Glosses on the Carlsruhe Beda); Tlies ii, 33.19 (Glosses on the 

Vienna Beda); vs. do-easban. Laws ii 276.

Therefore, one can conclude from the foregoing examples that LL in fact contains 

a rare example o f the original formation fris-td  (later //7.v-fte//), without suppletion of

Corthals 1989, 47 and 57. Meyer (1906 , 50) suggests that the verb here is fr is - ta it  ‘com es against, is at 

variance with, opp oses’ (from *fris-lo-lel), which is usually used with follow ing do/fri. See DIL s.v . fr is -  

la il which cites this instance, but suggests that it ‘seem s rather a compound o f  the subst. vb .’ .

'̂’-G w yn n  1914, 135.

E IV 206. See also G O I  §§551, 783.
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the verbal stem with -ben in the present indicative. This is seen encroaching already at an 

early period, evidenced by fris-ben att ‘heals the spelling’, Thes ii, 250.11 (The Irish 

Spells in the Stowe Missal). The editors o f Thes ii note that, according to Dr. Kenyon, the 

hands who copied the spells into the Stowe Missal may have been working not any earlier 

than the eleventh century.^'''* There is linguistic and orthographic evidence, however, to 

suggest that the Spells were composed at a much earlier date, probably not later than the 

early part o f the eighth century, i.e. tofasci, Thes ii, 250, 10; benith, Thes ii, 250, 11; 

toslane, Thes ii, 250. 16. Furthennore, the replacement o f -td is found in the Ml. glosses, 

\.Q.. frisbensom  ‘he heals’. Ml. 125c4 (gl. medetxw, ‘heals’). N omits -lha. Perhaps this 

original root was replaced by -ben in an intermediary manuscript, leading N ’s scribe to 

omit it through haplography with bron, as a result oi' homeoarchon. 

cu n-adbair aironiiin: I take N ’s adbair as a preposed gen. sg., with the preposition cii 

n- ‘with’ governing the following airomun. LL’s atbiiir shows an attempt to emend 

original udbir (without neutral glide) to dat. sg. atbiiir, governed by cu However,

in doing so the scribe forgot to omit the /. See also [13c] below for a similar scribal 

emendation in LL. The //-stroke, representing grammatically conect nasalization after 

prep, cu n-, is missing in N.

N ’s airomun is a nominal compound while LL has a prepositional phrase aronnni 

‘for fear’. N ’s reading is the rarer form with a palatal -r- rather than the later common 

variant with a non-palatal -r-, aronnin, auromun etc. (see DIL s.v. ciironnin).^^^ 

Nevertheless, either reading can be used in the present context, as well as providing the 

required alliteration. But due to the following omission oi' airinud  in LL, it suggests that 

the exemplar had airomun (or even uiremun). Thus, I follow N in this instance.

Thes ii, xxviii.

James Carney (1983, 201) writes ‘scribes through inadvertence or ignorance frequently allow the second 

[word] to be governed by the preposition, in which cases we will find in the M SS preposition + dat./ acc. + 

dat. /acc.’. Subsequently, James Carney termed this corruption ‘adjacency’ (see Carney 1989, 47, n.l 1).

This is a formation o f  *airemun. The -o- in airomun shows analogical influence from the simplex omiin 

(orig. with short o; LEIA 0 -22). This led to air- loosing its palatality, yielding the com m on variant ar-.
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|13c| Air inrud(?) dom dul druib cen Duileman di'gail

For it is a trial (?) for me to go to the abode (= to die) without having avenged 

the Creator.

LL: do/;/ dul druib. cendulemai// digail.

N; a/'/'iniud domdrub'’̂  ̂ cen dujlem- djgail.

Airiiied doin dul druib cen Duilenioii digail.

It is lowering/luinihling fo r  me to go to the abode (= to die) without avenging o f  the 

Creator.

nirined dom: Corthals transcribes this as air inriid/''^^ He writes that ‘N siiows clear traces 

of.v or /• rather than the third stroke o f an //; (as read in Death-Tales 12.32: imiid) between 

clearly legible in and Upon inspection o f the manuscript, it is clear that the letter

// is followed by /, which has a long descending shaft, followed by a v-shapcd letter u,  

thereby reading a// iniud.^‘’" Compare the letter / in inscib, p. 16.26; similarly inmain, p.

16.25. Corthals suggested inriid to be from DIL s.v. indred (a) ‘incursion, foray’,

understood in an abstract sense, i.e ‘trial’.

1 lowever, if the transcription is correct, this is the vn o f *air-fiiin, meaning ‘act o f 

lowering’ (see DIL s.vv. airinned, airinniiid). LL omits airiniud due to haplography as a 

result from the preceding aironiiin in its exemplar. The earlier form is preserved in 

airinned  (cf. DIL s.v. fiiined] Lindeman 1985, 191-2). Attested in Middle and Early 

Modern sources, the doubling o f // is an orthographical variant for an unlenited //, and is 

sometimes found with hypercorrect nd. Airinned  and airindiiid both appear as variants in 

the Old Irish monastic text Apgitir Chrabaid  ‘The Alphabet o f Piety’. Vernam Hull 

restored the phrase to airindeth diummusa ‘abatement o f pride’. S i m i l a r l y ,  one finds 

tairinniud, vn o f do-airindi {* to-air-fidn) (cf. DIL s.v. tairniiid). An example o f the earlier 

formation o f the vn is similarly attested in Apgitir Chrabaid, i.e. dreim cen tairinned.

The faint lengthmark seems strangely curved and also directly attached to the left part o f the u. 

Corthals 1989, 48: air innul. It is also mistranscribed by M eyer (1906, 12), i.e. airimud. 

Corthals 1989, 51.

i.e. air innul, Coi thals 1989, 48. It is also mistranscribed by M eyer (1906, 12), i.e. airimud. 

Hull 1968a, 62-3 , I. 38-9.
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‘ascending without relapse’.™̂  Also, there is one attestation in the glosses, i.e. intairinniid 

(gl. cieiectio), Thes ii, 22.40 (Bor 33d4). The verb can be used figuratively meaning 

Mowers, abates, subdues, humbles’, e.g. dorairned diiimiis na mhorb, ‘the vanity o f  the 

proud was brought down’, SR 4495 (see further SR 859; 4394; 6019) and the verbal noun, 

when used transitively and with nouns denoting persons, ‘reducing, bringing low, 

humbling’, e.g. dtigid cach diumsach tairniiul, Aiidacht Moraitm, Recension 2?^^ 

Therefore, the same meaning can be applied here to transitive airined  in the sense that the 

speaker is lowered, or humbled, as a result o f  his actions, i.e. not avenging Christ’s death. 

For the omission o f the copula, see GOI §818.

dul dniib; LL preserves the verbal noun dul, which is lost in N. The phrase diil dri'iib is 

similar to the phrase dul bdis. DIL s.v. drub defines it as ‘delay, staying, abiding’, and 

when in phrase with dul (clo), meaning ‘to die’(?), giving only one example, besides the 

example found in LL, e.g. dul dodruib mete, ‘going to an abode o f  exceeding goodness’, 

Am ni Choluim Chille § 129.™'* The word dn'tb is cited as an o-stem in DIL. However, this 

was an o-stem in origin, c f  cen/bdrubu, ‘without delay’. Ml. 22a6. Thus, the a-flexion is 

possibly secondary having been extrapolated from the expression dul do dri'iib, where 

druib must now be understood as the dat. but it was simply badly adapted from the 

original dul druib with an objective gen. o-stem masc. as seen in LL. 

duilemon; 1 follow Corthals in taking N ’s duilem - as is a preposed gen. sg. Diiilemon 

comes after the preposition cen which governs following digail. N has the superior 

reading and LL shows scribal coiruption making duilem  dependent on cen?'^^

Hull 1968a, 58/9, 1. 5. The variae lectiones are o f  tairinned, but likely imitating the syncope pattern o f  

do-ainiet, i.e. tairnedh, taim e, tarnem, tairnem.

’“ Kelly 1976, 65

Stokes 1899, 406. However, Stokes (1899, 409, n .l) suggested reading dfodriiih , ‘where fodntih  may 

be a cognate with fodnthu'.

See discussion on cii n-adhair above.
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Version A: restored text

[1] A id e d  C h o n c h o b a i r .  Boi n ie scae  in o r  fo r  U ltu  fech t  n -a n d  i n E m a in  M a c h a e .

D o -c u i r e th a r  im m a r b a g a  m o ra  7 c h o m r a m a  e ta rro  .i. e te r  C o n a l l  7 C h o in  C u la in n  7

L o e g a ire  m B u a d a c h .  ‘T u c a id  d a m - s a ’, oi C o n a l l ,  ‘ in ch inn  M e is se  G eg ra i  co  n -a r la d a r  

o c u  inna  c o m r a m . ’ B a  bes  d o  U l ta ib  ind inba id  sin  ca c h  cu ra id  no  m a rb ta is  a r  g a la ib  

o in f i r  no g a t ta e  a  n - in c h in n  a s sa  c e n n a ib ,  '*̂ 7 c h o n -m e s c th a e  ael a i r r iu  co  n d e n a d  h'athroiti 

c r i ia id i d ib . ‘®7 in tan  n o  bi'tis i n - im m a rb a ig  n o  c h o m r a m a ib  d o -b e r t i s  d o ib  co  mbi'tis in n a  

lam aib .

[2] ‘M a i th ,  a  C h o n c h o b a i r ’, ol C o n a l l ,  ‘na  co  n d e rn a t  o ic  in n a  c o m ra m  c c h t  foa  n- 

in d as -sa  a r  g a la ib  o in f i r ,  ni'dat lua i lng i  c o m r a m a  f r iu m - s a ’. ‘ Is f ir  o n ’, ol C o n c h o b a r .

[3] D o -ra ta d  la ru m  fo rsa  Ibrad fora  m b id  do  g re s  a  n - in c h in n .  L u id  c a c h  a Icth 

i 'a rnabarach  d in t  s luag . A d -c o n d a rc a ta r  tra  di o in m it  C h o n c h o b a i r  i c iu n n  ten cd  in ca in g in  

m o i r  d o - ro n a d  im m o n  inch in n .  B era it  leo im m a c h  ia rn a b a rac h  d ia  c lu ich iu .  D o - l lu id  

d a n o  C e t  m a c  M a g a c h  d e  C h o n n a c h ta ib  do  ch u a i r t  e c h tra e  la Ultu. Beis t  as  a n s a m  ro 

bof i n E re  in C et.  Is e d  d o - l lu id - s id e  d a r  fa i thchi in n a  h E m n a e  7 tri l a e c h c en n  leis di 

U lta ib .

[4] In tan  b a ta r  in n a  o in m it i  o c a  c lu ic h iu  di in c h iu n n  M e is se  G e g ra i ,  is ed  a s -b e r t

ind o in m i t  fri a ra i lc ,  ‘A s s o ,  a s s o ’, ol ind o in m i t  fri a ra i le ,  ‘d o - fo e th  ri d e ’, ol a ra ile . ‘**’ R o -  

c lu in e d a r  C e t  a  n - i-s in .  E th a id - s id e  a  lla im  in d a la  n-ai a  n - in c h in n ?  b e ir id  leis, "‘‘̂ o ro- 

fitir C e t  ro  boi i ta i rn g ir iu  d o  M e ss  G eg ra i  a  di'gal I'arna eca ib .  '*‘̂ C ach  ca th  7 e ach  irgal no  

b id  d o  C h o n n a c h ta ib  fri U ltu ,  d o -b e re d  C e t  a  n - in c h in n  inna  ch r is  d u s  in te ta irsed  ech t  

n - a m ra e  di U lta ib  d o  m a rb a d  de.

[5] F e c h t  and  d o - l lu id - s e m ,  int-( C et,  sa ir  for c re ic h  co  tuc  ta in  m b o  a  F e ra ib  R oss.

D a -n -a r ra id  in I 'arm oracht U lad  inna  d iad  7 ro g a b -s o m  fr iu  ^*^co to ra c h ta ta r  C o n n a c h ta

d o n d  le ith  a i le  d ia  th e s a rc a in - s e m .  F e c h a i r  ca th  e ta rro .  D o- l lu id  C o n c h o b a r  fein isin 

ca th .  ^“̂ Conid a n d  s in  g a d a ta r  in n a  C o n n a c h t  d o  C h o n c h o b u r  tu id e c h t  for  le th  d o  d e ic s in  

a  d e lb a e  d o ib .  Fo bi'th n( rab ae  fo r  ta la m  d e lb  du in i  am a l  d e ilb  C o n c h o b a ir .  .i. e te r  

c ru th  7 d e i lb  7 d e ich e l t ,  e te r  m e i t  7 chora i  7 c h u t m m m a e  e te r  rose  7 fo lt  7 gili, e te r  gai's 7 

a la ig  7 e r lab ra i  e te r  a rm  7 err iu d  7 eco sc ,  e te r  a ini 7 im m a d  7 o rd d a n ,  e te r  g n a is  7 ga isc id  

7 c h en e l .  ‘’'^ N irbo  lo c h ta c h  tra  int-i C o n c h o b a r .  A  co m a ir l i  im m u rg u  in C h e i t  ro  g a b sa t
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mna Connacht ailgis de Chonchobur. Luid I'amm for leth a oenur di'a deicsin donaib 

mnaib.

[6 ] Do-lluid Cet immurgu co mboi eter inna mna i mmedon. Na-indlelhar Cet 

inchinn Meisse Gegrai isin tabaill. 7 da-leici conid-tarlae i mullach Conchobair co 

mbatar a da trian inna chiunn, ‘̂'7  co torchair-sem asa chiunn, co tarlae fri lar. Fo-cerdat 

Ulaid cucai conid-rucsat 6  Chet. For bru Atha Dairi Da Baeth is and do-rochair 

Conchobar. ^®7  atta a hge and baile I torchair 7 chorthe fria chenn 7 chorthe fria chossa.

[7] Maidid tra for Connachta co Sciaid Aird inna Con. Do-bertar Ulaid sair do 

frithissi co Ath Dairi Da Baeth. ‘Mo brith-se ass!’ ol Conchobar. Do-ber n'ge nlJlad 

do neuch nom-bera conicci mo thech. ‘Not-ber-sa’, ol Cenn mBerraide, ol a gillae 

fadein. Dobeir-side lomain immi 7 no-mbeir fora muin co Ardachad Sleibe Fuait. 

Maidid a chride isin gillu. ^''Conid de sin ata ‘rfge Cinn Berraide for U ltaib’ .i. in n' fora 

muin leth ind lai'.

[8 ] Con-acbad tra in debaid on tratli co araile dar eis ind n'g. *̂'’ co roemaid for Ultii 

I'arsin.

[9] Do-berar tra a Haig co Conchobar .i. Fingen. Is e-side ro-finnad don diaid no 

theiged don taig a Kn no bid i ngahir isin taig 7 each galar no bid and. ‘M aith’, ol Fingen, 

‘dia talltar in chloch as do chiunn ba marb fo chetoir’. ‘Mani tucthar ass immurgu, not- 

Icfainn 7 bid aithis duit.’ ‘Is assu diin’, ol Ulaid, ‘ind aithis oldas a ec-som ’.

[10] Ro Iccad larum a chenn 7 ro uaiged co snath oir, ar ba cum m ae dath fuilt 

Chonchobair 7 dath ind oir. '“'^7 as-bert in liaig fri Conchobar co mbeth i foimtin .i. 

arna tised a terg do 7 na digsed for ech 7 na etraiged mnal co ainfeta 7 na reissed.

[11] Ro boi dano isin chuntabairt-sin cein robo beo .i. secht mbiladnai, '" ’ 7 nirbo 

engnamaid acht a airisem inna suidiu namma .i. na co ciialae Crist do chrochad la ludeii.

' Tanic and-side crith mor forsna duili ' 7 ro crithnaig nem 7 talam la met in gnima do- 

ronad and, .i. Isu Crist mac De bi do chrochad cen chinaid. ‘Cid so?’ ol Conchobar 

fria druid. “ ^ ‘C lagn lm  mor do-gnlther isind laithiu-sa indiu?’ ‘Is fir o n ’, ol in drul.
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Ms mor in gm'm Cn'st do chrochad’. ‘Is mor em ’, ol Conchobar "j ‘In fer sin’, ol in druf, 

‘i n-6 enaidchi ro genair 7 ro genar .i. i n-ocht calde Enair cenip inunn blfadain.

[12] Is and sin ro creiti Conchobar, '^ '’ 7 is e sin indala fer ro chreiti do Dia i nErinn 

re ti'chtain creitine .i. Morand mac Main in fer aile. [See Chapter 4.1 for the edition o f Ba 

aprainn^.

Version A: translation

[1] ' ‘"The violent death o f Conchobar. "^Once upon a time a great drunkeness came 

upon the men o f  Ulster in Emain Macha. There happens great boastings and contentions 

between them, that is, Conall and Cu Culainn and Loegaire Buadach. ‘Bring me,’ said 

Conall, ‘the brain o f Mess Gegrai, so that I may engage with the competing youths.’ At 

that time it was custom with the Ulstermen to take the brain out o f the heads o f all warriors 

they would kill in single combat, "and  lime was mixed with them, so that hard balls were 

made o f them. Whenever they were boasting or in contentions, they (i.e. the calcified 

brains) were given to them, so that they had them in their hands.

[2] ‘Well, Conchobar’, said Conall, ‘until the contesting warriors perform a deed like 

this in single combat, they cannot contest (lit. are not capable o f  contention) with m e’. 

‘That is true’, said Conchobar.

[3] Then the brain was put upon the shelf upon which it was always kept. ■̂*’The 

next day, everyone from the host went his own direction. Conchobar’s two jesters by the 

fire had seen the great fuss that had been made about the brain. They took (the brain) 

with them outside the next day to play. ■̂‘' Fhen, Cet mac Magach came from the territory 

o f the Connachtmen on a round o f adventures among the Ulstennen. Cet was the most 

troublesome pest that was in Ireland. It was across the green o f Emain that the latter 

came carrying with him three heads o f the men o f Ulster.

[4] When the jesters were playing with the brain o f Mess Gegrai, this is what one 

said to the other. ‘Behold, behold’, said he. ‘A king will fall on account o f it’, said the 

other. Cet hears that. The aforementioned snatches the brain out o f the hand o f one 

o f them (i.e. the jesters) and carries it off; for Cet knew that Mess Gegrai’s vengeance 

after his death had been prophesied. Every battle and every combat which the men o f
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Connacht had with the U ls te n n e n ,C e t  used to carry the brain in his girdle to see w hether 

he could accom plish killing a fam ous w arrior o f  the Ulstermen with it.

[5] Once, he, the aforem entioned Cet, went eastwards upon a plundering expedition 

and he took a drove o f  cows from the teiritory o f  the Fir Rois. The pursuing party o f  

U lstem ien caught up with him and he held out against them, and the m en o f  Connacht 

cam e up from the other side to rescue him. A battle is fought betw een them. 

C onchobar h im self went into the battle. And it was then that the w om en o f  Connacht 

begged C onchobar to come aside so that they m ight see his body. For there had not 

been on earth the body o f  a hum an being like the body o f  Conchobar, both for beauty 

and figure and dress, for size and sym m etry and proportion, or eye and hair and 

whiteness, for wisdom and m anners and eloquence, for raim ent and nobleness and 

equipm ent, for weapons and wealth and dignity, for bearing and valour and race. That 

Conchobar was faultless indeed. It was on the advice o f  Cet that the w om en o f  Connacht 

had importuned Conchobar. Thereupon he went aside alone to be scrutinized by the 

women.

[6] Cet, however, went am ong the women. Cet adjusts the brain o f  M ess Gegrai 

in the sling, and throws it so that it hit the crow n o f  C onchobar’s head, so that tw o- 

thirds o f  it entered his head, ^'*and so that he fell head-first to the ground. ^^The m en o f  

U lster ran towards him, and carried him o ff  from Cet. On the brink o f  the ford o f  Daire 

Da Baeth it was that Conchobar fell. And his grave is there where he fell, and a pillar- 

stone at his head, and another at his feet.

[7] “̂ The men o f  Connacht are then routed to See Aird na Con. ^̂’The men o f  U lster 

are driven eastw ards to the ford o f  Daire Da Baeth. ‘Let me be carried out o f  th is!’, said 

Conchobar. ‘I shall give the kingship o f  U lster to anyone who will carry me as far as 

my house.’ ‘I will carry thee,’ said Cenn Berraide, his own attendant. ^^He puts a cord 

around him, and carries him upon his back to Ardachad o f  the Fews. The attendan t’s 

heart broke w ithin him. Hence is the saying ‘Cenn B erraide’s kingship over U lster,’ 

to wit, the king upon his back for (only) ha lf the day.

[8] However, the fight was kept up after the king from one hour o f  the day to the 

same hour on the next day, after which the men o f  U lster were routed.
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[9] In the meantime, his physician was brought to Conchobar, that is Fi'ngen. '̂’ It is 

he who used to know by the smoke that used to come from the liouse the number o f  those 

ill in the house, and every disease that was in it. ‘W ell,’ said Fi'ngen, ‘i f  the stone is 

taken out o f  your head, you will die immediately. ‘If  it is not removed, however, I would 

heal you and it will be a blemish to you.’ ‘It is easier for us,’ said the men o f  Ulster, 

‘[to accept] the blemish than his death.’

[ 10] His head was then healed; and it was stitched with thread o f  gold, for the colour

o f  Conchobar’s hair was the same as the colour o f  gold. And the physician said to 

Conchobar that he should be on his guard, "’‘̂ that is, that he should not get angry, and he 

should not mount a horse, and he should not have sexual relations, and he should not run.

[11] In that dangerous predicament, then, he was as long as he lived, that is seven 

years , '" ’ and he was not capable o f  action except remaining in his seat only, that is, until 

he heard that Christ had been crucified by the Jews. At that time a great trembling 

came over the elements, ' and heaven and earth had shaken with the enomiity o f  the 

deed that had been done then, even Jesus Christ, the Son o f  the living God, to be 

crucified without guilt. "*̂ ‘What is this?’ said Conchobar to his druid. ‘What terrible 

deed is being done on this day?’ ‘It is true, indeed,’ said the druid. ‘Awful is the 

deed Christ being crucified.’ ‘It is awful indeed’, said Conchobar. *'j‘That man 

moreover,’ said the druid, ‘he was born in the same night as you were born, that is, on the 

eighth before the calends o f  January, though the year was not the same.’

[12] It was then that Conchobar believed. And he is one o f  the two men that 

believed in God in Ireland before the coming o f  the I’aith, Morand mac Main being the 

other man.
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Version A: textual notes

I la | Aided ChonchohiiirJ^^

The Death o f  Conchobar7”̂

LL; .Aided choncoh-.

C: omits

Ei: [ ]

E2 : omits

Aided Chonchobair.

The violent death o f  Conchohar.

The title is found squeezed in at the beginning o f  the earliest witness only, i.e. LL. It is 

omitted in C and E2 , and perhaps also in Ei, although the first two lines o f  the text in this 

manuscript are illegible due to staining and therefore it is impossible to say if  the title was 

present. The reason for the title’s absence in these manuscripts, or its presence in [.L, is 

not readily apparent. Given the tale’s popularity, it may be that a title was not deemed 

necessary because it was recognizable by its contents alone. Moreover, the title may have 

been added by LL’s compiler. The title is included in the renowned Tale-List A, which 

suggests that the text was referred to by this title in the tenth century at the earliest.^*’* 

Therefore, 1 follow LL’s use o f  the title in the critical edition o f  this recension, even 

though it does not receive support from any other witness.

Vendryes, following Pedersen (Ped ii, 514), has suggested that the word aided  is 

the vn o f  ad-eth^ '̂  ̂ ‘goes against, attacks’ {LEIA, A-27, cf. Mac Cana 1980, 73). However, 

Marstrander differed in opinion and suggested that it was related to Sanskrit pddyate  

‘falls, perishes’ o f  the root *ped- (Marstrander 1962, 206; cf. Mac Cana 1980, 73). A ided

The readings in italics are those from M eyer’s edition in The D ea th -ta les  (1906 , 4 -1 1 ) .

The translation im mediately follow ing M eyer’s edition is that o f  Kuno M eyer. My translation is provided 

in italics below  the edited text in bold, on the occasion that it differs with M eyer’s translation.

™  For a general discussion on the tale-lists, the inclusion o f  the category o f  a ideda  ‘death-tales’ and the 

posited date o f  the original list, see Chapter 3.

DIL cites the verb as ad-etha  (s.v. aided, 103.81) and at-etha  (s.v. at-etha , 444 .85) rather than ad-eth  as 

suggested by Pedersen and V endiyes.
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is fern., and probably an tj-slem in origin (see DIL s.v. aided). LL’s aided is a fern. nom. 

sg. and lenites the following gen. sg. Conchohair {GOI §232.2).

1 use the translation ‘violent death’ as given in DIL s.v. aided, rather than M eyer’s 

‘death’. See further discussion on the meaning and interpretation o f  aided in Chapter 3. 

Choiicliobair; According to Watkins (1912, 116), this proper name is a compound ofci? 

+ cohar (< *-kiipro-) ‘desiring, desirer’ (lit. ‘dog-desiring’). The name is generally found 

abbreviated in the four manuscripts, with only two instances found where the ending is 

written plene, i.e. conciihar, C, fol. 6vb5; a conclnihiiir, E2, fol. 7vbl 1. The spelling o f 

the name is normalised henceforth as follows: nom. sg. Concliohar, voc. sg. Conchohair, 

acc. sg. Conchohar, gen. sg. Conchohair, dat. sg. Conchohur.
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Ilbl Bai mesca mor fo r  Ulto fech t n-and i iiEmain Mucha.

Once upon a lime the men o f Ulster were greatly intoxicated in Emain Macha.

LL: Bai mesca mor f -  ulto fec/;t na«d i/jemai« .m.

C: Bui measca mor f -  ulitaib ^echt an / 2  hi naemai« mac/m

Ei: [ ]

E2 : Bai meisgi mor f -  ultuib fechtnaill anemuin macha.

Boi niescae mor for UItu feclit n-and i nEmain Machae.

Once upon a time a great dnmkeness came upon the men o f  Ulster in Emain Macha.

mescae: The nom. sg. mesca in LL preserves the Old Irish neutral consonantal group -sc- 

C ’s measca supports this reading, albeit with modernised ea for e. The palatal 

intervocalic consonantal group in E 2 ’s meisgi reflects the spreading trend o f palatalization 

(see Greene, 1973; cf. Binchy 1907, 57). It is unlikely that LL/C’s exemplar replaced 

meisci with mesca but more likely that E2  (or its exemplar) replaced original mesca with 

meisci, with palatal intervocalic -sc- becoming widespread later on. Therefore, LL’s 

me.sca constitutes the lectio difficilior.

I restore the spelling o f the OIr nom. sg. o f the /a-stem mescae despite the lack o f 

manuscript support, which is due to the manuscripts’ general treatment o f final unstressed 

vowels, in accordance with the editorial policy o f restoring all unstressed final vowels to 

the Classical Old Irish standard. This also applies to the gen. sg. o f macha in the 

placename Emain Machae at the end o f the sentence.

for UItu; There is stemmatic support from C and E2  for the dat. pi. Ultaih after the prep. 

for  ‘on, upon’, which governs both the acc. and dat. However, LL has an apparent acc. 

pi. ulto. Since C and E2  are manuscripts o f the Early Modem Irish period and could easily 

have introduced the dat. pi. ending (SnaG  111, § 5.1), the question arises whether the acc. 

or dat. was intended in the Old Irish original.

Certain consonantal groups, or clusters, such as -sc- were not affected by the process o f  first 

palatalization (see RelChron. 116). Examples o f  mescae with non-palatal -sc- are attested in the glosses, 

e.g. nom. sg. arnicimdil mesce caillech, ‘i.e. for (the) drunkenness o f  old women is not seem ly’, Wb. 

31c3; acc. sg. amal nadftilgam  inmescai indfino [ ...] , ‘i.e. as we support not the intoxication o f  wine 

[ . . . ] ’, Ml. 77d7 etc. It is also cited in the Grammatical Tracts alongside that with the innovatory palatal - 

sc-, i.e. measca meisci, /GT’Decl. §3.5.
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The prep, for  is used here perhaps in the sense o f  ‘affecting’ or ‘afflicting’ o f  

emotions, physical or mental status (see DIL s.v. fo r, 11 (h) 1). In this sense, /or governs 

the dat., e.g. ishe inniachdad insin rohoi forsnaih doirsih, ‘that was the wonder that was 

upon the doors’, Ml. 46al9 . Furthermore, /or is attested in use after the substantive verb 

at/d  ‘is ’ (DIL s.v. alia, 471 .76-84), and is also followed by the dat. in this instance, e.g.

ised  adfel alegend as n dalh g las rohoi forsindsleih fo chosmailius saphirr, ‘i.e. it is 

this that the text relates, that a blue colour, like sapphire, was on the mountain’. Ml. 84d4. 

Both o f  these instances allows for a literal translation o f  ‘drunkenness was on the 

Ulstermen’. Nevertheless, LL’s acc. pi. appears to be the more difficult reading since the 

dat. pi. ending becomes widespread from the Midlr period onwards, which may be the 

case in C and E2 . Lastly, it should be noted that the manuscripts preserve the Olr prep. 

fo r  which is frequently replaced by ar  in later manuscripts due to the loss o f  the Midlr 

lenited in itia l/in  conjugated prepositions {DIL s.v. for, 294.1 1-3). 

fccht ii-and; LL and E2 preserve the older temporal accusative /ec/// with following 

nasalization {GOI §249.3; DIL s.v. fech t, II). C’s variant may represent the later temporal 

dative in this instance, but it may also be that an //-stroke has been lost in transmission.

However, there is disagreement in the manuscripts as to the word coming after 

fechl. LL/C has the prep. / 11- +  masc./neut. su ff pron., meaning ‘once upon a time, on 

one occasion’, e.g. Feet n-and do Ulta\h i Ji-Einmn Maelia, ‘Once upon a time as the 

Ultonians were in Emain’, FB §91 ‘ E2 has n-aill (see DIL s.vv. fecht, 55 .9-20 fecht

n-aile ‘another time, on another occasion’; aile, 117.14). This is an innovatory use o f  the 

neut. adj. aill rather than the anticipated fem. aile, agreeing with preceding fern, fecht, 

e.g. Oh fecht ii-a{i)le, BBr. 15, 78, 93; c f  Atchuala lib in macc mhec sain fecht n-aill i 

Cruachain, ‘1 have heard you speak o f  that little lad once upon a time in Cruachu’, TBC 

LL 719-20 . Since the use o f  n-and  or (a restored) fem. n-aile is plausible here, I follow  

the more traditional and possibly older use o ia n d  in LL/C because this branch is the more 

conservative one in the stemma.

F o ra  discussion o f the plirase fe ch t n-and, as well as fech t n-oin, see riium eysen 1930, 71-5 , esp. 74. 

The use o f  and  appears to be the more traditional (and perhaps older) phrase against the l a t e r n-oin, 

c f  do-rochoir fecht n-and, ‘one time |it] fell’, LMDD, ^2, fech t nand, RBr. 51, 113, 190, 376 (see also DIL 

s .w . fech t, 54.83-55.9 for other examples).
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lie] Do-curidar J/diu immarhaga mora 7 comnima etiirro ./. etir Chonall 7

Coinciilaind 7 Loegaire.

Thence there arise great contentions and comparison o f trophies between them, 

even between Conall and CuChulinn and Loegaire.

LL: docuridar d i-  i«;marbaga mora 7 co/?;ra/?;a eta/TO .i. e t -  chonaU 7 coi/zcul— 7

loeg«/re.

C: do cxinXer tan/i imwrbaidu moru 7 cuimruma etc/rra .i. eiter co//all 7 6o///qlain«

ylasga/re

Ei: ?do cuiret[ ] im«r[ ] loeg -i m bu-ac/i.

E2: Docuired/i iwarbaid/i 7 comrama r-na curadaib .i. e t-  conaW cemdach 7

c'o/V/culuind 7 iaegaire mbuadach.

Do-ciiircthar imniarbaga mora 7 chomrama etarro .i. eter Conall 7 Clioin Ciilainn 7 

Loegaire niBuadacli.

There happens great boastings and contentions between them, that is, Conall and Cu 

Ciilainn, and Loegaire Buadach.

Do-cuiretliar: LL and C preserve the OIr pi. deponent llexion o f tlie verb do-ciiiretliar, 

in the sense o f ‘puts’ + acc., in impersonal construction (see OIL s.v. do-cuirethar, II (a)). 

E2’s do-ciiiredh is a 3sg. act. ipf.. The final dh in E2’s do-ciiiredli is possibly a 3sg. ending 

with scribal lenition. The spelling d  in LL’s -idar might also reflect the Old Irish tendency 

o f changing th to voiced d  between unstressed vowels {RelChron. 133). The pi. would 

not suit the impersonal use but it could reflect the personalisation o f the construction in 

MidIr (see DIL s.v. do-cuirethar, III). Unfortunately the letters following E i’s do cuirit 

are no longer legible in the manuscript due to severe staining. However, Ronald Black 

transcribed 7 do cuirethar imarbag 7 comr This supports the OIr 3sg. dep. flexion 

found on the other side o f the stemma, but with the earlier voiceless -th- against LL’s -d- 

reflecting the later pronunciation.

C ’s tann ‘o f old, once’ is an innovatory spelling {DIL s.v. tan, tain. III (a)), while 

LL’s didiu denotes a temporal sequence, i.e. ‘then’ {DIL s.v. diditi, (d)). Neither o f  these 

readings receives support from the other side o f the stemma. It is probable therefore that

See Ronald B lack’s catalogue entry for E|.
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they have been introduced individually in separate lines o f transmission. Thus, neither 

variant is included in the edition.

imiiiarbaga iiiora 7 chomrama: The Edinburgh manuscripts support the use o f the acc. 

sg., albeit with confusion o f lenited palatal final g  and d  in E2 and case confusion in E |. 

Thus, immarhciig inoir ociis chomrama would make good sense here. Nevertheless, this 

is not supported by the manuscripts overall. In fact, the use o f the nom./ acc. pi. 

immarhaga in LL/C is a lectio difficiUor since it is unlikely that the scribe would have 

changed a sg. to a pi., but rather the other way around to match the preceding sg. verb. 

This would also explain the overall support for an original pi. comrama which remains 

unchanged. Tiierefore, I adopt LI - and C ’s use o f the pi.

DIL s.v. immarbag dellnes it as ‘strife, contention’ or ‘boasting’, with both 

meanings well a t t e s t e d . I  apply ‘boasting’ in the translation as this is more fitting in the 

context o f the events that follow in the narrative below, see for example the following 

sentence. Comram, an old compound o f com + rim, is defined by DIL as ‘contest, 

contention; triumph, victory’. The letter / in C ’s ciiimruma seems enigmatic, and may 

have occurred through the erroneous transference o f the full pre-palatal variant citim- 

from some other word, although which word is unclear.

It is difficult to say whether LL/C added the adj. mor or whether it is omitted in 

the Edinburgh recension. In this doubtful case, where the stemma is split 50/50, I use LL 

as the leading manuscript.

eter Conall 7 Choin Culainii 7 Loegaire niBuadacIi; The proper names fomi a larger 

unit here, governed by the prep, eter ‘between’, and are linked to each other by ocus (see 

G O /§881).

According to Thumeysen, lenition is found after eter only sometimes in the Ml. 

and Sg. glosses, by analogy with air {GOI §§235.3, 835(a), DIL s.v. eter states that it 

lenites in Midir). Thus, the lenition in LL’s Chonall could have been in the original. But 

since lenition is not supported in C and E2 , it might reflect a tendency o f LL’s scribe to 

lenite after eter (see also [5h] below). It should be noted that this involves the mark o f 

lenition above the co/?-compendium, which E2 has a tendency to omit. Be that as it may, 

I do not include lenition in this instance since eter did not lenite historically.

This word is a conipound o f  o f  the intensive prefix immar- {imm- + ro-, see DIL  s.v. immar-) + a-steni 

bag  ‘boast’. The prefix is a formation o f  + ro, with syncope and svarabhakti ( c f  GOI §! 12).
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According to Thurneysen, lenition is frequently absent after et or 7 in Wb. {GOI 

§234.3), but in GOI §878 he states that 7 does lenite, e.g. cuciimtiich 7 chonimbiiid, ‘with 

embellishment and [with] abundance’. Ml. 94bl l .  I restore the lenition after the 

compendium 7 , as outlined in the normalisation policy in Chapter 1.

I include Loegaire’s epithet Bm dach, which is preserved in Ei and E2 , as there is 

nothing to suggest that it is a later addition and because there is a possibility it could have 

been omitted by LL/C’s exemplar. Incidentally, the epithet is written with the historically 

correct nasalization after the acc. sg. Loegaire.
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Ildl ‘ Tucaid dam-sa' ar Conall ‘‘incliiiid Meyi]ssgegra co ro-acilliur ocu na comrani. ’

‘Bring m e,’ said Conall, ‘the brain o f Mesgegra, so that I may talk to the 

competing warriors.’

LL: Tucaid da/;;sa ar co//all i/;chi/;d mess .g. coroacilliur ocu nac/(0/?/ra/».

C: tucaid damsa ar conaW incind meas .g/'a. coro aigilla/' ocu nacu/;;ramau

Ei: Tuc—damsa a r [  Jailler ocu n ac-r-a

E2: Tucaid/; damsa or couaW i/?chind mesgera goraigillear icoraib/; imarbad/;a

nacuraid/;

‘Tucaid dain-sa% ol Conall, ‘iiicliinn Mcisse Gcgrai co n-nrladar ocu iiina coinrain.'’

‘Bring me, ’ said Conall, 'the brain o f  Mess Gegrai, so that I may engage with the 

competing warriors. ’

Tucaid: Full slemmatic support is given to the 2pl. ipv. o f suppletive do-uccai ‘brings’ 

(against regular formation tahraid  ‘give’ from do-heir) + Isg. conj. prep, o f do ‘to, for’, 

expressing the recipient + Isg. emph. pron. (see DIL s.v. do, B I (a)). According to 

Thumeysen, the spelling dam  is found predominantly in the Ml. glosses while dom is 

found in the Wb. and St. Gall glosses {GOI §435).

Although the fonn ar ‘said’ already occurs twice in the Ml. glosses, its 

preponderence in this version is probably due to the Midlr scribe.^’'* Thus, the regular OIr 

fonn ol is normalised throughout the edition against the manuscript evidence.

Meissc Gegrai: This proper name is composed o f two elements, mess + gegrae. Mes{s) 

‘fosterling’ is found often in early Irish literature followed by a genitive in personal 

names, e.g. Mes Buachalla, Mcs Dead {DIL s.v. 3 mes{s)). The gen. sg. is meis{s)e, e.g. 

Conaire mac Mesi (leg. Mese) Buachalla, BDD^ 103-4. Later attestations treat the two 

elements as a true compound, with the second element only being inilected. See for 

instance [ 1 b], version D. It is not clear where Gegrae is derived from, but it is most likely 

to be treated as either an io- or /V7-stem. O Donaill (2005, 84) adopts an /o-stem for 

Gegrae, although he points out himself it ‘is admittedly an entirely unsatisfactory 

solution’. Therefore, 1 normalise the spelling o f the proper name as nom. sg. Mess Gegrai 

and gen. sg. Meisse Gegrai throughout the critical edition.

i.e. Ml. 4 4 b l0 - l  1, 44c20, see Quin I960, 95; see also McCone 1985, 91.
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CO n - a r l a d a r ;  The manuscripts support the Isg. conj. pres, a-subj. o f ad-gUulalhar 

‘addresses, speaks to, converses w ith’ with ro o f potentlahty treated as a proclitic conjunct 

particle rather than a stressed preverb (EIV  187). According to Thumeysen, ad-gladuthar 

originally took the a-subjunctive in Old h'ish, but later forms with s modelled on the s- 

preterite are attested also {GOI §596), e.g. ? conid-n-arladar, ‘[so that I may] speak to 

him’, Bethii Brigte, 13 §38^'^; conid-arlasar, ‘so that 1 may address’, AE, 208 §9(p).^'^ 1 

restore -arladar, with pre-verbal (fixed) ro (GOI §527(b)).

iiiiia comrani: All the witnesses have the short fomi o f the fem. gen. pi. article ria (OIr 

inna). Such short forms are already attested in the glosses, and according to McCone 

(1985, 89-90), this demonstrates that tui was already present in the spoken language, with 

the longer inna preserved due to ‘orthographic conservatism’. However, the long fonn is 

restored here, and henceforth, in accordance with the editorial policy.

I cannot see any reason for the lenition mark in LL’s gen. pi. o f the «-stem 

chonirarn and therefore I do not adopt it.^'^ E2 rewrites original ocii inna comrani as 

goraigillear i coraihh^'^ imarhaclha na curaidh, ‘so that I may compete with the warriors 

in boasting bouts’.

6  hAodha (1978, xxv-xxvii) dates this text to the first half o f  the ninth century at the latest.

This verbal form appears in the poem Fo Loch Echach  in Aided Echach maic M aireda. Rande de Vries 

(2012, 191—2) dates this poem to the end o f  the ninth century or the beginning o f  the tenth century based 

on linguistic evidence.

M eyer (1906, 4 §1) emends the edition to comrani, providing the manuscript reading in footnote 1.

I take coraihh as the dat. pi o f  the vn cor  (o f fo -ceird)  ‘act o f  putting, placing, setting up; throwing, 

casting e tc’ (DIL s.v. cor), and understand it in this context with the meaning ‘bouts’.
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lie] Ba bes d ’UIlaib ind inbaid sin cach ciiraid nomarbdais ar galaib oenfir nogalta 

a n-iucliind assa cendaib.

At that time it was custom with the men o f Ulster to take the brains out o f the 

head o f every warrior whom they slew in single combat,

LL: Babes dultaib i^dinbaid Sj/; ca - curaid nomc/rbdais a/galaib oenfir nogatta

ani//chi/;d assacendaib 

C: ba bes d u ll-  ininbaid sm ca-curaid Im a/bdis argalaib cnf/r 1 gata anincin/?

asacean/;aib

El: uuir ba bes do u lt-  [ ] ma/ bdais argal- ae/;f-1 gata aniz/cinn asa

c//i»dia

E2 : arbabes doulltaib// \n inbaid/; sm gach t/einfcr nomarbdais argalaib a;nfir

rogadaithea ai//ci/;// asachind laisinti romarb/;ad/;

Ha bes do IJItaib iiul inbaul sin cacli ciiraicl no marbtais ar galaib oinfir no gattae a 

n-inchinn assa ccnnaib,

At that time it was custom with the Ulstermen to take the brain out o f  the heads o f  all 

warriors they would kill in single combat,

do Ultaib: Ei and E2 the M idir causal conjunction uairlair ‘for, because, since’ at the 

beginning o f the sentence (Olr gen. sg. ore/uaire; see DIL s.v. iiar, 35.80-36.2)7'^ This 

may have been introduced in their shared common source. In this instance, LL/C is 

followed as this is the more conservative branch. The Edinburgh manuscripts retain the 

vowel o f the prep, do, which is elided in the variants o f LL/C {SnaG 111, §3.27) 

ind inbaid sin: The temporal dative o f inbaid ‘time, period’ is used here to indicate a 

particular point o f time {GOI §251.3). All the manuscripts, apart from LL’s variant nd, 

show the assimilation o f nd  > /;(/?) in the article {GOI § 151 (c)). Nevertheless, ind  is 

restored in the edition preceding the dat. sg. fem. inbaid.

curaid no marbtais: E2 replaces the nom. pi. o f caur ‘warrior with a more 

straightforward txeinfer ‘strong m an’. Since curaid is the subj. antecedent o f the 3pl. ip f 

o{marhaid, a leniting relative clause is expected {GOI §§494). All the manuscripts have 

the modernised orthographical d  for t, which is normalised in the edition.

For a discussion on the confusion o f  or, nir, a{i)r and uair in later Midlr, see Hertz (1933, 274-79).
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no gattae: The 3sg. ipf. pass, o f gatciid ‘takes away, removes’ {DIL s.v. gutaid, (a)) suits 

the context here in view of the use o f the imperfect in [11].

a n-inchinn; DIL s.v. inchinn ‘the brain, brains’ gives this as ‘f.? Earlier n.’, but does not 

provide any examples to support it being a neuter. Unfortunately this word is not attested 

in any Old Irish sources and it is treated as a fem. when attested, e.g. gen. sg. inchinde, 

Corm. Y 1059.22. In discussing the stem-formation o f inchinn, Thurneysen does not 

comment on the gender o f the noun {GOI §345).

The noun inchinn is a rectional compound o f in- ‘in’ + neut. o-stem cenn, meaning 

literally ‘the in-the-head thing’. Greene (1966, 84) suggests that inchinn is an adjectival 

formation in origin comparable with the Welsh equivalent ym{h)ennydd (see also Jones 

1913, 269; cf. Corn, empinion). Ym{h)ennydd is clearly a masc. compound with -ydd < *- 

iio-, and not -edd  from fem. *-iia. For Irish inchinn to be treated as a fem, one would 

expect the formation *enik-enma > inchinn (i.e. with the fem. *-iia, GOI §257) but this 

is not supported by any British counterpart. Thus, this discrepancy points to an old neuter 

in origin. Neuter /-stems are rare in Old Irish (GOI §299). However, due to the general 

abolition o f the neuter gender, the palatal final o f /-stems would have favoured the fem. 

As to exactly why, and when, this change from neuter to feminine occurred in Irish 

requires further investigation. However, in keeping with the Classical Old Irish date o f  

composition, I treat inchinn as an OIr neuter.

The ambiguous an in LL, C and Ei means it could be either the neut. acc. sg. art. 

a or the 3pl. poss. pron. a, both nasalizing. LL is generally conservative in the treatment 

of proclitic / and a and thus it is unlikely that an is a later spelling for the fem. art. in.

E2 ’s sentence shows rewriting with the 3sg. masc. poss. pron. a referring to the 

treinfer ‘warrior’, and subsequently changing the pi. cennaih to the dat. sg. chind. The 

scribe also adds laisinti romarhhadh, ‘by the one who killed him’. E i’s chindia is an 

innovatory acc. pi., showing case confusion after the prep, a ‘out of, from’ which governs 

the dat. Furthermore, the vocalic ending reflects an eccentric way o f spelling fmal reduced 

/a/ o f cinnu refonned after the masc. pattern, rather than the orig. cenna (cf. cinmi, TBC 

I, 539).
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Ilfl 7 commesct[h]a ael airthih co ndenad llathrdile cruade dih.

and to mix lime with them, so that they were made into hard balls.

LL: 7 co/?/mesct/;a^^‘’ sel airthih co//denad liat/zroite cruade di'b.

C: 7 cu/7?asg asga asl a irta ib  co/;denad  liat/;roiti c/Tiinne crua ide  dib

E | : 7 i [ ]ta  liat/'Ojt e ru a id  di

Ez: 7 nae iim aiscea  ail faer iais co/;denad/? lia th ro id  c/Tiaid/; de

7 clioii-inescfliae ael airriu co ndeiiad h'athroiti cruaicli di'b.

and lime was mixed with them, so that hard halls were made of them.

7 chon-nicscthac: LL’s commesctha  can be taken as a 3sg. deut. ipf. pass, oi' con~mesca 

‘inixcs’, continuing on from the preceding use o f the ip f no gattae. However, it is found 

in the manuscript with an /^/-stroke rather than an //-stroke, influenced by the Midh' form 

cummaiscid. Similarly also with C ’s ciimasg asga, albeit with asg  being an instance o f 

dittography. Ez’s cumaiscea is in dependent position with preceding na but supports the 

use o f the ip f  pass, albeit with omission o f -th- reflecting the pronunciation at the time o f 

copying. I restore the OIr 3sg. deut. chon-mescthae ‘and was mixed’ against all 

manuscripts. For a comment on the scribal omission of lenition after the tironian symbol 

7 , see the textual note in [Ic].

The various compounds o f mescaid  are more widely attested with the prep, ar 

‘before, on account of’ rather than the p rep ./o r ‘upon, with, amongst’ (see in particular 

D!L s.vv. eon-niesca, ciimmasc for examples, including some with other prepositions). In 

later manuscript sources,/o r is replaced by ar due to the loss o f the initial /  influenced 

by the lenition o f conjugated prepositions. {SnaG 111, §§13.4, 13.13; DIL s.vv. ar, \\\,fo r , 

294.11-3). There was a tendency to confuse the conjugated fonns fo r  with those o f ar 

already in the glosses {e.g. foriin, Ml. 11 l c l3  against nonrial/b/vz, Wb. 14bl5, influenced 

by the ii in the Ipl. conj. prep, erunn, e.g. W b.l5d3, see McCone 1985, 88-9), although 

ar in place o f /o r is not directly attested in the glosses. Therefore, in the following 

example, it could perhaps be argued that the prep, ar is an early instance showing

It is noted in the diplom atic edition o f  the Book o f  Leinster note tliat ^tha [is] made on ael' (Best et al 

1956, 458). It appears that the copyist began to write ael onto commescth- but erased el, and left a space 

between commesctha  and following ael.
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confusion with original ./. doire aciimm isc aniir, ‘i.e. baseness o f  their being tnixed 

with mould’, Wb. !3d3. Other examples are found in Olr texts preserved in Midir and 

EModIr manuscripts. For instance, con-mescat | . . .] domhlas do ar finacet, ‘they mix f ...] 

gall for him with vinegar’, Bluthni., 1. 236. Conversely, the 3sg. neut. conjugated prep. 

fair  in the following example could be based on an early hypercorrection with ar  ‘on 

account o f ,  i.e. A. a thitol re cach lihiir arna roih cummasc fa ir , ‘before every book its 

title that there be no confusion upon it’, Sg. 2a8. But the prep, is used with and  rather 

than ciimmasc in this instance, ‘there is confusion on it’. In a passage in TallE, the variant 

readings contrast between the conjugated forms air  and MidIr fuirri: cximmaisc cel 

air, L; cumaisc ail fu irri, H (O Donaill 2005, 150, edited as ciimmaisc del fa ir  ‘mix it 

together with lim e’, 51,1.  235; 61). According to O Donaill, H preserves the prep. y?;r 

against LL’s variant which shows the loss o f  initial lenited /.' However, it could also be 

argued that LL preserves the original use o f  ar  and H’s form is hypercorrect, especially 

in light o f  the early example with the bare preposition and exactly same meaning found 

in Wb. together with the various others in later transmission. Cases with /or  are very rare, 

and attested only later, and show different meanings’ '̂ (cf. Sg. 2a8 above). Therefore, it 

is very possible that E l’s fa;r contains a hypercorrect /-  when weighed up against the 

testimony o f  ar  in Wb. 13d3.

LL’s airthib  and C ’s airtaib  have the innovatory dental element -th- (Olr 3pl. dat. 

airih', SnaG  111, §13.4).^^^ Moroever, the dat. pi. ending has been added by I.L/C’s 

exemplar since the acc. is expected after con-mesca which expresses motion. Therefore, 

1 restore the Olr acc. 3pl. airriii.

The imperfect pass, con-mescthae, expressing generality o f  repetition, works 

better with the pi. airriii (referring to all ‘the brains’ -  cf. also cach ciiraid  and assa  

cennaib, — irrespective o f  the stylistic but general singular a n-inchinn). Therefore, the pi. 

in LL/C, together with cennaib, constitutes the lectio difficilior against the sg. in the 

Edinburgh branch. E2 rewrites the clause, which can be translated as ‘and lime was mixed 

on it by him (i.e. the strong man’).

See DIL  s.v. con-m esca, (c); e.g. C olniesca ind Nentain fo rsin  slog , ‘The w ar-goddess attacked the h ost’, 

T B C l 3537; DIL  s.v. ciim asc, e.g. Tecaicl as in ph eccad -sa  fo s  cum asc na fo la  fe n  f o r  a  cheli, ‘From this 

sin there arises also an intermixture o f  b lood’, PH 7789, DIL  writes ‘in consanguinity’.

According to O ’Rahilly (1930 , 165), the spread o f  the dental forms in the 3sg. and 3pl. was in analogy  

with the 3sg. fem. forms inte, intiu.
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liatliroiti criiaidi dib: LL/C and E1/E2 diverge here. The phrase in LL/C, i.e. ‘hard balls 

o f  them ’, is m ade in reference to the preceding pi. airthih (restored to airriu). It m ight be 

argued that the redactor o f  LL/C added dih, having reinterpreted original cniaid de as 

cnuiide, due to the assim ilation o f  initial d-, in order to agree with the pi. airthih. 

However, the previous discussion o f  the pi. w orking better with the im perfect applies here 

also. The Edinburgh branch has changed the pi. to the sg. in reference to Ireinfer in [ le], 

rather than LL/C changing the sg. to the pi. Thus, I follow LL/C in this instance. However, 

it should be noted that L L /C ’s co ndenad is a 3sg. rather than pi. C has an additional 

cniiiiiie ‘c ircu lar’ and since this does not receive support from any other witness, it is 

surely scribal, added purely for descriptive purposes.
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Ilgl Ociis intan nohltis i n-immarhaig no chomraniaih clohertis doib co mhltis inna 

lamaih.

And whenever they were in contention or at comparison o f trophies, these were 

brought to them, so that they had them in their hands.

LL: Et i«tan nobitis \n imma/baig nocAomrawaib dob-tis doib combitis i/ma lamaib.

C: 7 intan \ bitis anim^rbadib I acomromaib/; dob-dis i«a lam/;aib

Ei: 7 i« ian 1 bitis aci/>;arb-1 aco/»r-a do b -tis  q[ ] f-alaw/uib ocom m arh-.

E2: 7 i/?tan ro bidis igimarbaid// \ icomramaib// doberdis qq cumbidis nalam//uib/j.

7 in tan no bi'tis i n-imniarbaig no chomraniaih do-bertis doib co mbitis inna lamaib.

Whenever they were boasting or in contentions, they (i.e. the calcified brains) were given 

to them, so that they had them in their hands.

7 in tan: Meyer emends LL’s et to ocus. However, LL’s et reOects a scribal tendency to 

write plene et rather than the contraction 7 and does not receive support from the other 

witnesses who favour the tironian symbol Thus I adopt the tironian symbol 7 here.

The temporal conjunction in ta{i)n is found in all the manuscripts with a non

palatal final n. According to Thurneysen, this conforms to the Old Irish rule o f 

depalatalization o f proclitics (GOI § 168). However, in the translator’s notes, it is pointed 

out that in tan!tain cannot be regarded as a proclitic {GOI, 675, n. 39). The palatal ending 

o f tan occurs because it is a petrified independent acc./dat. o f time, lit. ‘(at) the tim e’. The 

non-palatal fomi represents the nom. sg. and is already found in some attested acc. sg. 

forms in the glosses (see DIL s.v. tan, e.g. intan, Wb33dlO etc.). 6  hUiginn (1986, 36, 

n .l3 ) shows that the palatal form tain was found in the Wb. glosses and earlier material, 

while tan is the later form found in Ml. and Sg.™

Similarly, et is found in LL, §10. See DIL s.v. ocus, 96.2—5, according to which Lat. et is prefeired to 7 

in Wb., (with 7 occurring four times, i.e. 2b9, 33a2, 6, 33b20, 34a6) but 7 found nearly always in Ml. DIL 

also notes that Lat. et is found in later texts such as TBC  Stowe.

Another example o f  a non-palatal form is found in Echtrae Clionnlai, where it receives full support from 

the manuscripts (see M cCone 2000, 159).
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no bitis: Due to the preceding temporal conjunction in tan, a relative clause is expected 

but a nasalizing rel. marker is not obligatory in this instance {GOI §§497, 505; 6  hUiginn 

1986, 36).

I n-imniarbaig; LL and E2 have the dat. sg. o f imarhag, although Ez’s reading reflects 

the frequent confusion o f  final lenited palatal d fo rg . C ’s form is innovatory, influenced 

by the following dat. pi. comronuiihh. The preposition oc has been introduced by the 

exemplar o f Ei and E2 , replacing / n-, c f  DIL s.v. attd + i n-.

no chomraniaib; C, Ei and E2 support the use o f the prep. / n- ‘in’ against LL. However, 

the suppressed prep, in LL is arguably the lectio difficilior, since the prep, could easily 

have been added by the scribes in the other manuscripts. Another example o f a suppressed 

prep, is found in the Epilogue to the Felire, i.e. cid i caisc no chorgiis, ‘whether at Easter 

or in Lent’, F d .  Ep. 5 6 lP ^  Note that lenition after no in LL is in accordance with GOI 

§234.3.

do-bcrtis doib: The 3pl. ip f  pass, o'i do-beir is followed by the 3pl. conjugated prep, do 

‘to, for’ in LL meaning ‘they were given to them ' (see DIL  s.v. do-heir, 1 (a); c f . ./. duhcr 

soni ainm claidih donaib hriatliraih, 'i.e. lie gives the name o f sword to the words’, Ml. 

H a l) .  C omits the conjugated prep., as well as the following co nihitis possibly due to 

eye-skip due to the repetition of-//.v, i.e. do-bertis ... -tis\ the scribe wrote the first ending 

-tis and then his eye skipped ahead to the next -tis in his exemplar, thereby omitting the 

text in between. The Edinburgh manuscripts have qq, which I expand as the 3pl. 

conjugated prep, cucit ‘to them ’, meaning here ‘they were brought to them ’ (see DIL s.v. 

do-heir. III (a)).™ Since do-heir + do ‘gives’ or do-beir + co ‘brings’ are plausible in this 

context, I follow LL in this instance as outlined in the editorial policy, 

inna: The prep. / n- ‘in’ + 3pl. poss. pron. is found with a single n in C, as well as in E2 , 

albeit with the initial vowel elipsed {SnaG 111, §3.26). Therefore, there is stemmatic

The prep, i n- ‘in, into’ is introduced in som e o f  tlie variant readings, i.e. i corgus, R-, C, F, B; a corgus, 

P against corgus, L, LB (see Stokes 1905, 288, n .l7 ).

The use o f  the sam e al^lireviation in E| and E2, i.e. qq, suggests that they may be c losely  derived from 

the sam e exemplar. 1 tentatively expand qq  as ciicu  rather than the more com m only found chucu, with 

lenition since forms witiiout lenition are attested in som e early M idir texts, i.e. 3sg. masc. cuca, SR  2560; 

3pl. cucu, TBC  LL7608 (see Sm iG  111, §13.7). However, the lack o f  lenition can also be attributed to the 

fact that the word appears in abbreviated fom i and that the spirilus a sper  is not used conventionally in this 

instance, as is also seen with the co/;-com pendium . For a further discussion o f  these inanuscripts’ scribal 

tendencies, see Chapter 1.4.1.
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support for reading ina. Nevertheless, double nn for I N I  before poss. pronouns appears in 

Old Irish sources, which according to Thumeysen, arose out o f analogy with the 3sg. 

masc. and (see GOI §842 C n.), e.g. innandead, Wb. l lalV.  Thus, it is most likely that C 

and E2’s variant with single n is purely an orthographic variant for IN I .
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|2| 'Maitli, a Chonchohttir/ ar Coiiall, "na co ndernat die na comram ed it fa n

Uinas-^syi ar galaih oinfir, nTdat tualhgi eom ram frim -sa.’’

‘Well, O Concliobar,’ said Conall, ‘until the competing warriors perform a deed 

like this in single combat, they are not capable o f  comparing trophies with me.’

LL: Mait/; a ehonch- ar cotvdW nacond-nat oic na co/;;ram ec/;t fon i//nasa ar gala/?/

6i//fir nidat tualngi co///ra/// f/-imsa. IS firon ar conch-.

C: Mait// aqnqb- arca//all no t’o/;dc-ait oic naco///rama Qcht fon innd//.va a/-galaib//

enf/r nitad tualgin// cumru//;a rfriu/?/ sa IS fir on ol qnqb- 

E i: Maith a co//ch- ar con -  cui//dĉ /'Sit nahoig &cht c-r-a [  ]argal- a://f- 7 nidat//

tualai//g c - r - a  r i / ; /S i  is f i r  ar con[ ]

E2 : Maith a co//chubuir or conaW gonderndad/; naoig nahecht comramaso orgalaib

asnfir mad// tailgnc comrama ri/;/sa asfir or conchoh-.

‘Maitli, a Clioiicliobair,’ ol Conall, ‘iia co iidcriiat oic iniia comram edit foa ii-indas- 

sa ar galaib oiiifir, nidat tuailugi comrama frium-sa\ ‘Is fir 6n% ol Concliobar.

‘Well, Concliobar’, said Conall, 'until the contesting warriors perform a deed like this in 

single combat, they cannot contest (lit. are not capable o f  contention) with me ‘That is 

t r u e s a i d  Concliobar.

na CO ndernat: LL preserves the earlier voealism oi na, against later no in C (see DIL 

s.v. no CO.™ It is followed by the 3pl. proto, pres, subj., with preverbal ro o f potentiality, 

o f the compound do-gni ‘makes, does’. According to Pedersen (Ped. ii, 318-9), ‘//a co //- 

’ is used with the subjunctive mood to join a conditional clause to a negative main clause 

(see also SnaG  III, §11.10: nd co is used after a negative main clause). The Edinburgh 

manuscripts replace earlier na co n- with the more straightforward conjunction co ‘until’. 

E2 preserves the subjunctive nderndad, writing nd  for //(//) and modernised -d  for -t, 

whereas Ei has a unique variant dersit (for (?)3pl. p e rf -dernsat, with lost //-stroke).

According to DIL  s.v. no co, examples o f  no for earlier na can be found early on, e.g. no coro dusce 

Coin C(//aind damsa, ‘until he revives Cii Cluilainn for m e’, L U  9225 (Siahurcharpat Con Cuiaind). 

However, Liam Brcatnach notes some exam ples o f  nd  in other texts in LL with a preceding negative main 

clause, e.g. ni .seer... ndco ti, LL3H15H (Bor) etc. {SnaG  IH, §1 1.10).
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foa n-indas-sa; This idiom is omitted in the Edinburgh manuscripts. The prep. /?̂  + indus 

(a neut. in origin, later masc.) is used in the sense ‘in tiie manner of, like’, wiiere the prep. 

fo  governs the acc. {DIL s .vv .fo , II (a); indcis, 1(d)), e.g. is firien  Ira fiianindassin tahart 

diglae foraibsoni, ‘it is then in accordance with that condition to inflict vengeance on 

them’. Ml. 74c20).^^** LL/C have fa n  which suggests their exemplar treated indas as a 

masc. and n reflects the simplification o f tm > n, i.e. fa n  n-indas. Alternatively, it is 

possible that LL/C’s exemplar introduced the contracted form o f/o  + neut. acc. sg. article, 

i.e.faa  > fa  (compare with fa  + the relative particle a, GDI §492). Since the archetype is 

datable to the Old Irish period, I restore the uncontracted form fa a  (supported by the 

example found in Ml. 74c20). It is possible i\\a\. fa a  would be replaced with the contracted 

form fa  in the M idir exemplar given that the neut. gender became moribund in this 

period.™

oi'nfir; The manuscripts all support the common idiom ar galaib o'mfir ‘in single com bat’, 

c f  ar galaib oenfir, TullE 102; TBC I, 1560 etc.

ni'dat tiiailngi; The 3pl. neg. pres. ind. o f the copula is supported in LL, C and Ei (against 

madh, ‘if they be’, E2 ), and is followed by the nom. pi. oi' tualaing ‘ able to, capable o f  

in LL and E2 , c f  ammiliiailhge armhrethre, ‘we are potent in our word’, Wb. 17b5. In 

this gloss, although the final -e oi'tiiailnge could be a predicative gen. sg., it may represent 

a nom. pi. with a rare instance o f  final fa] already in Wb. (i.e. for nom. pi. tiiailngi). Ez’s 

tailgne is found here with metathesis o f Ing > Ign. E i’s reading reflects the later tendency 

to use a nom. sg. tiudaing with a pi. subj. in MidIr copula constructions (see SnaG  III, 

§14.4).

The word tualaing can be construed with a following acc. or gen., e .g ../. astualang 

deacht todiusgud  crist, ‘i.e. that the Godhead is able to raise up Christ’, Wb. 13c 15 {GOI 

§§249.5, 250.2).^^° DIL s.v. comrum  states that the acc./dat. sg. is also occasionally found 

as comram, rather than with an expected OIr palatal ending, e.g. dobered cach a 

chomram, ‘everyone used to bring his triumph’, L U  3233 {Serglige Con Ciilainn), thus 

being inflected like a masc. o-stem which survives into Modlr. Therefore, LL’s comrum

The examples provided in DIL s.vv. /b, 170.28-32, indas, I (d), show that the acc. sg. follows fo ,  in 

phrase with indus, rather than the dat. (fond-), as do the post-Olr examples withfo(a)n  n-, although it should 

be stated that -nn- can sometimes be written for OIr -nd-.

™  C f the prep.To + rel. part, a in monosyllabicfiia  in Fet. Prol. 86: fiia  ro c/ies ar Fiada, ‘whom our Lord 

suffered’.

For an instance o f a gen. sg., see for instance Wb. 17b5 above.
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is a later ace. sg. form. The gen. sg. comm tna  receives support from both sides o f  the 

stenima, i.e. C, Ei and E2 and therefore 1 adopt this reading.

frium -sa: C ’s variant is orthographically superior to the others, retaining the spelling -iu- 

in the Isg. conj. frium-sa  (< *wriss-imi, see SnaG  11, §33.6).^^' The Edinburgh 

variants have later form rim-sa, with loss o f  the initial len ited /(see  SmiG  111, §13.14). 

ol: For a note on the normalisation o f  «/ ‘said’, see the textual note in [2a].

T he conjugated p\c\>. frium  o r fr im  is interchangeable already in the glosses (see M cCone 1985, 86—7; 

DIL s .v .fr i ,  414.7-10; cf. frin i, Wb. 26dl7). 1 have also noted the following example, \sg. frium m , Wb. 

29d8 (see Kavanagh 2001, 476).
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[3a| DorataJ Jarum fors'm forudfora m hiddogres itid inchind.

Then the brain was put upon the shelf upon which it was always kept.

LL: doratad ia r - f-sin  forud f-aw /bid d o g r -s  i»dinc/nAjd.

C; da rada inincin« ia r-  f-s//j forad f-m bid do g -s

Ei: [..]rat- \a r-  [...] f-sanuat/mi f-am bid dog-s.

E2 : Doradad iaram/j in inchind forsanuai//e fora mbid dogres.

Do-ratad I'ariini forsa forad fora mbid do grcs a n-inchinn.

See above fo r  M eyer’s translation.

do-ratad; LL, C and E2 use the 3sg. perf. pass, o f do-beir ‘gives, places'. C ’s preverb 

da- shows confusion o f proclitic a for historic o {EIV 169), and the final lenited -d  is lost 

(see SmiG  IV, §2.11 (2)). 1'he perfect is used here with resultative force, which in this 

case ‘serves to enhance the present import o f a past action’ {EIV  94-5).

All three manuscripts use do-beir with following Olr prep.y?;r (against later ar), 

governing the accusative, meaning literally ‘places/puts upon’ (see OIL s.v. do-heir, 

208.69).

forsa forad: According to DIL s.v. forad, this word was perhaps originally a neuter, c.f. 

nom. sg. fiirad  n-aircdidi, ‘a silver rampart’, LMDD  56/101, %22>\forsa foriith n-abhadh, 

‘the abbot’s mansion’, 883. In this instance, DIL defines fo ra d  as ‘mound, platform ’ 

and describes it as ‘prob. in most cases o f earth, used as a seat or stand for spectators, but 

also as a post o f outlook [...]’ and that it varied in shapes and sizes and could accommodate 

one person, or sometimes a group {DIL s.v. forad, 304. 25-33). DIL cites the example 

from LL and suggests it is meant in the sense o f a repository for weapons, etc. (see DIL 

s.v. forad, 304.61-3). Perhaps the purpose o f such a mound also served to display prized 

trophies such as decapitated heads and calcified brains. However, since 1 have not 

encountered any other examples o f this word in a similar use, this cannot be substantiated.

The Edinburgh manuscripts use uaithne ‘post, prop, pillar’, with the phonetic 

reduction o f -th- in E2 (see DIL s.v. uaithne, (a); SnaG  IV, §2.14). According to Thomas 

O ’Rahilly (1931, 67), this word was a singulative formation o f  iiat ‘wood’, \ater fu a t  + 

the diminutive suffix -ne {GOI §274 (a)). One finds a similar image o f a pillar being used
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to display a decapitated head in CalJi A lm aineP^  The Edinburgh manuscripts treat 

original neut. lia/ne as a later masc. with the later spread o f palatalization seen on -tn-. 

Forsa is found maintaining the letter -s- in all the manuscripts, which is sometimes 

dropped in later manuscripts (see DIL s .v .fo r , 294.30-2). The combined article in the 

Edinburgh manuscripts has the later reduced article in > an. The prep, fo r  ‘on, upon’ 

governs the acc. here, because motion is implied.

1 adopt L.L/C’s reading in this instance and restore the neut. art. in accordance 

with the editorial policy.

a n-inchiiiii; All the witnesses support mbid do gres. The prep, /o r + the relative 

particle ‘upon wliicii’ is followed by 3sg. conj. ipf. o f the substantive verb atld ‘is’. 

More important, however, is the syntax o f the sentence which sees LL placing the subject, 

ind inchinn, at the end o f the sentence. Although C, Ei and E2 support the subject o f the 

sentence being placed after the verb, LL places the subject at the end with the 

prepositional phrase brought foi'ward for emphasis. This represents a stylistic function 

and constitutes the lectio difjicilior since it is more likely that C, Ei and E2 would have 

changed this to the more straightforward syntax than the other way around.

i.e. ‘Foraim arin uaitne til f/ialP, ar M itrchad, ‘Place it upon the pillar yonder’, Cuth AL, 158. This 

sentence refers to an incident where a warrior brings the head o f  Donn Bo to the feasting Leinstermen. 

M urchad requests the warrior to place the head upon a pillar and the head is requested to sing to the 

Leinsterm en, afterwhich it is returned by the warrior to its body.
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|3b| Luid cdch a let hi arnaharach^^^

On the moiTow every one went his own way

LL: Luid cach alet//i amaharach < >

C: Luid d a -  cac/; in ieait/ii amabarac/z < >

Ei: Luid cach in conair amamaP^^ dowtsl- do [ ] oiwm- conc- dobad- acinn

nati-/? 7 in cai/jgen mor doro/md imon 'mc'xnu.

E2 : luig// cach alethe dontsluad amamaruch. Atco/mcad- t/a  daoinm/zid co/zchub—

cindti«ed a/zcaingen mor dorig//ned/z imoncind i//oidche Sjn istig/z

L uid  cach a Ictli I'arnabarach dint s luag. A d -con d arcatar  tra di oinniit Ctioiichobair 

i ciunn teiied in caingin nioir do-ron ad  im m on incliinn.

The next day, everyone from  the host went his own direction. Conchohar's two jesters by 

the fire had seen the great fiiss that had been made about the brain.

cach a leth: The stressed pronoun cdch  ‘everyone’ is preceded by the 3sg. pret. teit

‘goes’ {DIL s.v. cdch (a)). Meyer (1906, 43) suggested that LL’s a lethi arnabdrach is 

miswritten for a leth iarnabdrach. It should be noted that the same reading is also found 

in C and E2 , which suggests that this phrase was already written in the M idir common 

source. However, the conjunction dand ‘then’, preceding cach, in C does not receive 

support from any other witness and therefore likely to be a scribal addition.

According to DJL, the .v-stem leth and the /o-stem by-fonn le{i)the are more 

reliably attested meaning ‘side’ than ‘h a lf  (see DIL s.v. leth, 124.11-15). The by-form is 

already attested in Old Irish, i.e. allethe, MI. 30b2, ‘his own side (direction)’, amongst 

other instances found in later manuscript sources o f Old Irish material (see further DIL 

s.v. for examples).’^̂  This suggests that the by-form was already used colloquially.

Meyer (1906, 4, §3) gives [3b] and [3c] as one complete sentence in his edition following the text o f LL, 

i.e. Luid cdch a lethi arnabdrach dia cluchiu, ‘On the morrow everyone went his own way to his sport’. 

However, I divide this sentence into two, i.e. [3b] and [3c] to allow for a lacuna in LL and C. The lacuna 

is marked by angular brackets < >.

There is staining in the manuscript above the abbreviation o f  second ar  in arnamar. I suspect that a 

suspension stroke for ach is missing here.

Also, in an example found in the Felire, i.e. in f ia l Fer dd lethe ‘the modest Fer da lethe (man o f two  

parts)’, Fel. Dec. 4, DIL suggests the gen. dual lethe may belong to the by-form. The following example
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alongside the more conservative .y-stem, in the Old hish period. Therefore, while it could 

be argued that the by-fomi may indeed have been in the original, it is likely that the Midir 

copyist reinterpreted original a leth iarnaharach as consisting o f the by-form lethi (with 

final -/ representing a reduced schwa spelling), with the later arnaburach (with reduced 

iar > ar, SnaG  111, §13.16). 1'herefore, 1 restore the .v-stem leth and iarnaharach, even 

though the latter form is poorly attested in Old Irish sources (compare araharach, Ml. 

48d l2  against iarnaharach, Thes ii, 329.38; see DIL  s.v. hdrach (b)).

Due to the preceding verb o f  motion, leth is an accusative o f direction (see 

MacCana 1990, 27—36, esp. 32—4; also GOl §249.1).^^^’ For the expression a leth{e) 

meaning ‘in his own direction’, see DIL  s.v. leth. III (a), 125.33-9; c f  In conchiiiri aile, 

cach a leth, ‘The other wolf-packs each |set off] in its ow'n direction’, De causis, 94 -5 

§2. El replaces the more difficult a leth with in conair.

L.L/C’s common source omits the section o f text following iarnaharach due to 

haplography as a result o f honioioteleuton. See Chapter 1.6.2 for further discussion on the 

eye-skip that has occurred in LL/C’s exemplar.

dint slua;'; I ’he prep. + art. dont reflects the confusion that occurs between cii ‘from, ot^ 

and do ‘to, for’ already by the time o f  Wb. (see DIL  s.v. de, 129.38-130.42). However, it 

is normally clear from the context in the text whether di or do is intended. Therefore, 

where di is intended, I restore the original form throughout the edition, as well as with the 

pronominal forms and combinatons o f di + article. As the use o f do for di is common 

throughout the manuscripts, apart from the occasional (possibly scribal) di in C, 1 apply 

the stated restorations henceforth without any further comment. See also the editorial 

policy.

E2 has dont sliiad, showing the later frequent confusion between non-palatal final 

-g and -d {SnaG  111, §3.18). This is found preceding arnamarach in E2 . 1 suggest that dont 

sluag  follows iariiabdrach because it is also part o f the omitted text in LL/C. The 

expansion stroke in E i’s ,sl- is ambiguous as to whether it could be expanded as slog  or

is also cited but its meaning is som ewhat am biguous, i.e. cech tar in da  leilhe sin  ‘each o f  those two parts’ 

Sg. 25b 6.

The collection  o f  exam ples discussed by M acCana consist o f  leth  and con air  acting as the antecedent to 

verbs o f  motion (see Mac Cana 1990, 2 7 -3 6 ) . MacCana (1990 , 34) points out that DIL  treats such instances 

o f  leth as conjunctions because tliey are not preceded by prepositions, but that this disguisefs] the fact

that leth  is in all these instances a noun governed by a verb o f  motion
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sli'iag?^^ The monophthong 6 was diphthongized to iia before a guttural by the time the 

Ml. glosses were written although it is still not found consistently at that point {GOI §60). 

However, 1 see no reason to emend slog  here against the manuscript evidence in E2 , as 

well as the lack o f any other such examples in the text to support this.

Ad-condarcatar: Due to the lacuna in LL/C, this verb is missing on this side o f the 

stemma. Ei is illegible and therefore cannot add any weight to the discussion o f the 

original verb. Thus, we are left solely to rely on E2 ’s reading in this instance. E2 ’s 

atconncadar ‘they saw’ is a Midlr 3pl. perf. o f  the compound ad-ci ‘sees’ (O lr ad- 

condarcatar ‘they had seen’), containing a M idlr petrified neut. inf. pron. {ElV  172-3). 

The lack o f expected lenition rellects this scribe’s tendency to omit the mark o f lenition 

above the co//-compendium (compare with a conctmlmir {a Chonchohair), E2 in [2a]). 

E2 ’s use o f the perfect corresponds to the M idlr use o f the perfect to represent the 

historical past. I emend to the Olr 3pl. perf. ad-condarcatar ‘they had seen’. 

di oiiiniit Clionchobair: On foot o f Pedersen’s etymology o f this word, DIL s.v. oinmit 

suggests it is a fem. ‘Teutonic loan-word through Cymric, cf. ynfyd' (DIL s.v. oinmit, 

122.27-8; Ped. i, 21). However, O ’Rahilly (1942, 150) rejects this and suggests it is a 

compound o f *0 /7, nan ‘lamb’ and *menti or *nintJ meaning ‘one who is lamb-witted’. 

For further discussion o f this word’s etymology, see Sayers (2005, 41—51).

While in the later language this word denotes a simple or foolish person in general, 

DIL writes that it may refer to ‘a natural or half-witted person who might nevertheless 

possess considerable shrewdness and intuition or even occasionally inspiration. The 

oinmit seems to have been sometimes employed as a professional jester or entertainer’ 

{DIL s.v. oinmit, 122.31-6). This description applies to the oinmiti here in A C  because 

they are found playing with the brain-ball, perhaps for the purposes o f  entertaining the 

Ulstennen. For a thematic discussion on the role o f the fools in AC, see Chapter 3.

E2 has the M idlr generalized fonn o f the nom. dual (SnaG  III, §8.3), rather than 

the expected Olr fem. nom. dual form di, which I restore here. Furthermore, lenition is 

expected after the fem. nom. dual noun {GOI §232.5). But the mark o f  lenition is omitted 

in E2 as is the tendency o f the scribe when the 6'o//-compendium is concerned. Thus, 

lenition is also restored to the following gen. sg. o f Conchohar.

i ciunn tened: Helen Imhoff (2012, 56, n. 43) translates E2 ’s cind lined as ‘at the edge o f 

the fire’, taking cind as the dat. sg. o f cenn ‘head’, extending the sense o f ‘at the end of’

There are no other instances in E |’s text o f  this word written plene to a llow  for comparison.
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when used without a preposition to ‘at the edge’ (see DIL s.v. cenn, 122.3-7; cf. GOl 

§§251.3, 859). It should be noted, however, that the examples cited by DIL for the 

prepositionless dat. ofce//// are only found specifically with the temporal meaning ‘at end 

o f ,  e.g. cinn hliadnae, ‘at a year’s end’, Fel. Sept. 17 etc.

On the other hand, E i’s variant aciun iiati-h  contains the prep. / n- (albeit with 

proclitic confusion o f  a for /) + dat. sg. cinn, meaning ‘over against’, or better it can also 

be rendered as ‘by, beside’ (see DIL  s.v. cenn, 125.29-31; c f  i cinn tened, ‘by the Hre’, 

LMDD  §26). Ei includes an intrusive short fem. gen. sg. art., treating original masc. teine 

as a later fem. {OIL s.v. teine\ cf. athigid na tened, BDD^ 1222, ‘frequenting the fire’). 

While it might be argued that E2 ’s reading without the prep, constitutes the lectio 

difficilior, Ei’s use o f  the attested idiom / cinnn ‘by, beside’ is perhaps the better reading 

in view o f a lack o f examples o f the prepositionless dative used in a sense other than with 

a temporal reference. Thus I adopt E i's  reading, without the intrusive article, which is 

also not found in E2 . 1 normalise the dat. sg. fonn cinnn even though d im  is already 

attested in the glosses {SnaG  II, §1 1.4), since cinn becomes widespread in the Midir 

period due to the phonetic reduction o f  in to i {SnaG III, §3.11) and may well reflect a 

scribal intrusion by the shared exemplar o f Ei and E2 , or even go back to the early MidIr 

shared common source to all four witnesses.

ill caiiigiii moir: Caingen is treated as a later o-stem in E2,  as well as the following adj. 

mor (see DIL s.v. caingen). However, considering that caingen is an J-stem  in Old Irish, 

and that this text is an Old Irish composition, 1 restore in caingin moir. 

do-roiiiid; E2 ’s do rignedli has the innovatory active stem -rign-, instead o f the Olr perf. 

pass, stem -ran-, for the 3sg. p e rf passive ol' do-gni ‘makes, does’ {EIV  234; SnaG  III, 

§12.75). El preserves the historical pass, stem -ron-, albeit with confusion of a for o in 

the preverb do {EIV 169). The use o f the perfect here conforms to the Old Irish usage o f 

the perfect to express anteriority to a previous preterite {EIV  100). 

imnion iiichinn; Imhoff (2012, 56, n.43) has observed that £ 2 ’$ cinn should read inchinn, 

writing that ‘the sense is also improved by reading inchind', while also noting that it 

should be the acc. sg. due to the preceding prep. imm. This is supported by the variant in 

E l ,  i.e. inchinn. E2 has in oidche sin istigh ‘that night in the house’ which is added to 

embellish the text.
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[3c| diu cliichiii.

to his sport.

LL: < > dia cluc/jiu.

C: < >  diacluice

Ei: B -ait S id e i«  [ ] amac/; a/Tiamar-/j d o c l u i t / ; i  nahemna.

E2 ; 7 nosberad leo iamamaruch amach diacluic//e.^^*

Hcrait leo in im acli I'arnabarach dia cliiic liiu .

They took {the brain) with them outside the next day to play.

Bcrait leo: E i’s h -a it Sidein is the 3pl. pres. ind. o f heirid  ‘carry’ + the M idir form sidein 

‘they’ (lit. ‘the latter’) (see DIL s.v. sidein, which states that it is a form o f D/L s.v. 2 side, 

influenced by fein). The object, i.e. the brain, is not expressed here. E2 has the 3pl. conj. 

pres. ind. heirid  (with modernised orthographical -d  for -t) + the 3pl. conjugated prep. 

leoP'^ There are two or three letters illegible after .v/VZc?/// in Ei, which could stand for leo. 

The in f pron. in E2 ’s nos-herad leo refers to the object, i.e. the brain.

E l ’s reading, albeit the scribal sidein  referring to the pronominal element in the 

verb, constitutes a lectio difficilior for stylistic reasons because the object, i.e. ‘the brain’, 

is in ellipsis against the use o f the infixed pronoun in E2 which adds clarification to the 

text. The present indicative here is a historical present.

immach ... dia cluichiii; As discussed in Chapter 1.6.2, LL/C omits the text preceding 

dia chliiichiii presumably because of eye-skip, i.e. the text was lost between iarnaharoch 

... iarnaharach. I restore the Olr locative immach because the later form amach ‘out, 

outwards’ (lit. ‘into the plain’) was most likely introduced by the intermediary MidIr 

copyist for earlier immach {DIL s.v. immach, I (a); see also GOI § 130 on the neutral 

guttural spirant -ch). The omission o f amach in LL/C suggests that this word came before

There is an ink stain above the first letter c, which is not to be confused with a piinctum  delens.

See DIL s.vv. heirid, IV ‘carries away, takes (with one) [...] freq. with LA with reference to subject’; la, 

I (g), esp. 3 .8 0 -6 ; c f  iarsindi d im m w sut indoiri leu, ‘ i.e. after they had brought us into captivity with 

them ’. Ml. 9 2 d l)
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larnaharach rather than after it. If the latter were the case, it would be more likely to have 

been copied rather than omitted. Therefore, 1 follow E i’s reading rather than E2 .

The O lr form o f the prep, do ‘to, for’ + 3pl. poss. pron., i.e. diu, is preserved in 

LL/C and E2 against the reduced M idlr form da in Ei {SnciG 111, §3.24).

The O lr dat. sg. spelling of/o-stem  clitiche is preserved in LL, which is usually 

conservative in writing ilnal -(/)». Note also phonetic confusion in Ei with -th- for -cli- 

{SnaG IV, §2.14). Since ETs naliemna receives no support from any other manuscript, it 

is probably a scribal addition.

|3d| Dolliiid demo Cel mac Malach do chuairt ectra la Vito.

Then, Cet, the son o f Matu, went upon a round o f adventures in Ulster.

LL: Dolluid d a - cet m -  matac// docZ/Ui/z/ t ectra laulto.

C: Doluid d i-  ceat m - magach do cuairt caclitra la u ll-

Ei: T an - d a -  cet m -c mag-/; doconiiachimb do qa// [.] lahult-

E2 : Dorala and d a -  cett ma/c madach docoimac/itaihli tc///lec/;ta la hultuib/;.

Do-lluid daiu) Cet mac Magach dc Clioniiachtaib do chuairt cchtrac la Ultii.

Then, Cet mac Magach came from ihe territory o f  the Connachtmen on a round o f  

adventures among the Ulstermen.

do-lluid; This is the 3sg. deut. pret. o f do-tel ‘com es’. LL preserves the Old Irish 

orthographical representation o f double II to show non-lenition {SnaG 1, §3.22; cf. dulluid, 

Thes ii, 241.5). Ei has the 3sg. contracted deut. tunic o f do-icc ‘comes to, approaches’, 

which is a good Old Irish form in itself (ZT/F 3), but also survives into the M odir period. 

E2 has the 3sg. dorala, used in the sense o f ‘happens’ {DIL s.v. do-cuirethar, 233.44—6).

1 adopt LL/C’s use o f the deut. pret. o f do-tet because this was most likely replaced by 

tdnic and dorala in Ei and E2 ’s independent lines o f transmission.

Cet mac Msigach: Meyer (1906, 43) obsei'ves that the original form o f the father’s name 

should read Mdgach here, not Matach as found in LL and E2 , supported by internal

Anollier instance o f  M atach  is found in the LL copy o f  the poem A cliloch lliall, attributed to Cinaed ua 

hArtacain (see Meyer 1906, 18-21). M eyer (1906, 43) also notes that Mdgach should rhyme with drach.
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rhyme required with (ro) lamad  in the poem Fianna halar i nEmain by Cinaed Lia 

hArtacain (see Stokes (1902, 308)). This also confirms that the first a in Mdgach is long, 

do chuairt eclitrae: LL and C have omitted do Chonnachtaih due to haplography, as a 

result o f  homoeoarchon, i.e. do ch ... do ch....

Stemmatic support is provided from Ei reading ciiairt, but it omits echtrae. E2 ’s 

tairtechta is a later form o f the vn tdrrachtain, used here in the sense o f  ‘avenging’ (DIL 

s.v. tdrrachtain, II (a); DIL s.v. tdirthechtain)?^^

la UItu: I translate the prep, la as ‘among’ as defined by DIL s.v. la, V (b). Although -o 

for -II is found on occasion in Old Irish ‘without any apparent reason’ {GOI §95; cf. acc. 

pi. haiillo 7 griimo, ‘members and deeds’, Thes ii, 252.16), I normalise to the OIr acc. pi. 

spelling, i.e. Ullii, throughout the edition, as -o could reflect a scribal tendency o f LL’s 

hand (c f Ulto, LL in [lb]). Apart from LL, E2 has the dat. case after this prep, la, which 

historically governs the acc. (SnaG 111, §5.1).

|3e| Beist ass andsam rohoi i nHerinn in Cet.

This Cet was the most troublesome pest that was in Ireland.

LL: beist assandsaw ro bol i//her- i/jcet

C: Beist is an/;sam ro bai aneri m ceat sin

Ei: pev/ '̂*  ̂ is a n / j s i u w  7 isdoc—1— robai anr— incet S i«

E2 : .i. in f/;est asdocomla 7 isangbuid/ze aneir- an cet sm.

Beist as ansani ro boi i nErc in Cet.

Cet was the most troublesome pest that was in Ireland.

Beist as aiisam; The noun beist is a loan-word (Lat. hestia), found in various fomis, for 

which see for instance the lexical entries DIL s.vv. blast, beist, 95.5-38, piast (peist), 

185.85-46. Beist is perhaps the earlier form, attested in the glosses, e.g. ./. bessti olca 

doesmet fu ili archrodatii, ‘evil beasts who pour forth blood from cruelty’, Wb. 31b2l, 

while piast {peist) is not. According to DIL s.v. piast, beist, blast and piast are found side

See also Imlioff 2012, 56, n.43. 

The ei7-compendium is used here.
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by side in Midlr, but piast is commoner and ultimately prevails. The spelling o f  E2 ’s fest 

reflects a scribal eccentricity o f  w ritin g /for  lenited p.

This word is generally used in reference to wild animals, or (fabulous) monsters 

in early literature. According to DIL s.v. hiasi, it usually refers to ‘fabulous monsters, 

dragons, water-monsters etc.’ in sagas and folklore (see s.w .piast for further applications). 

However, heist in this context describes Cet mac Magach as the most troublesome 

monster in Ireland, alerting the audience to the warrior’s ferocity and villainous nature.

The subject heist is followed by a defining rel. clause, with the 3sg. rel. copula as- 

preserved in LL and Ei. E i’s is is undoubtedly due to the confusion o f  proclitic i and a. 

According to Thurneysen’s rule in GOI §471, a definite article would be expected 

preceding heist when ‘it is made determinate by means o f  a following relative clause’. 

However, .liirgen Uhlich has shown that Thurneysen’s rule is wrong and that a defining 

relative clause must trigger the ‘double article’ rule, e.g. laech as deck f i l  iar cill sceith hi 

tir Ilerend, A /77094, ‘the best hero behind a shield in the land o f  Erin’, BDD  §77 (Uhlich 

2013, 435-8). Note also that the OIr copula + ind. pron. is e is omitted on this occasion 

(cf. GOI §815). F'urthermorc, the superlative is brought forward in periphrasis with the 

rel. fonn o f  the copula, with the following clause probably a leniting rel. clause (see GOI 

§508; c f  innani as deg ro-chreitset hicrist, ‘o f  those who have best believed in Christ’, 

Wb. 31 a6), but owing to the ambiguous orthography o f  the initial letter in -hoi, this cannot 

be certain.

E2 ’s scribe introduces the art. preceding heist. Moreover, since ./. is found only in 

E2 , this is probably a later scribal addition.

LL, C and Ei support the OIr superlative ending -am in ansae ‘hard, difficult’.̂ '*'* 

They demonstrate the later tendency to write iin before s for /TV/, with LL having the 

variant spelling nd  for nn {SnaG  111, §3.17). The word doccumail ‘difficult’ has been

I have not com e across any other instance in early Irish literature o f a warrior being referred to as a heist 

‘monster, worm etc.’. However, DIL s.v. hiaslaide cites one example from Fled Dt'iin na iiGed, where two 

w aniors are likened to two monstrous dogs, i.e. [...] mar do baeglaigitirda brodchoin borba, biastaide, 

bodhae, [...], ‘[...] as two fierce, monstrous, blood-thirsty hounds O ’Donovan (1842, 266 -7). In later 

language, it is found with a transferred sense describing humans as ‘brutes’, e.g. \siia daoine i ndeilhh 

hhiasduidhe, ‘men in the form o f  brutes’, TD 4.102. Peist survives into M odir and is used figuratively to 

describe a person as a ‘w orm ’ (see O D onaill’s Focloir Gaeilge-Bearla, s.v. peisl).

See Chapter 2.2.2 for a discussion o f the superlative ending -a/o, against the innovatory use o f  the 

com parative ending -in for the superlative,
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introduced in the Edinburgh Midir common source. E2 uses the comparative ending -e (< 

OIr -lu) for the superlative in the MidIr form anghaid ‘wicked, fierce, ruthless’ (Olr 

an{c[)gaid ‘fierce, wicked’; DIL s.vv. andgaid] anghaid). This word does not receive 

support from the other manuscripts and therefore, it can be assumed that it was added by 

E2 .

ro boi: The 3sg. perf o f the substantive verb atta ‘is’ in the subordinate clause conforms 

to the Old Irish usage as it can be translated into a Modern English ‘had’ perfect {E IV 99- 

100).

i nEre: C preserves the superior reading with the short dat. sg. o f Eriu, against the long 

dat. sg. Erinn found in the other manuscripts. The nasal long dat. begins to supercede the 

non-nasal short dat. sg. o f «-stems already at the beginning o f the tenth century (see O 

Maille 1910, 148). Therefore, it is unlikely that C would have replaced Erinn with the 

moribund Ere at the time o f copying but that the other witnesses would have replaced 

original Ere with Erinn.

in Cct: C, Ei and E2 support the use o f the art. + proper name + anaphoric demonstr. pron. 

sin, as per standard Old Irish usage, referring to the previously mentioned Get mac 

Magach in [3d] (see GOI §475.1 (b), DIL s.v. sin\ cf. In Fiac sin, ‘that Fiacc’, Thes ii, 

307.3; Fer ciimachta mori dano in tUath mac hnomain sin, L U  9006, ‘A big powerful 

fellow was [that] Terror, son o f Great Fear’, FB  §75). LL has in Cet without the demonstr. 

It could be argued that the scribe omitted the demonstr. on this occasion. However, in this 

instance the use o f the article only in LL is the lectio dijficilior, with the other manuscripts 

containing the ‘easier’ reading seen with an additional sin. DIL s.v. 1 in. III B (a) states 

that the article ‘in Mid. Ir. [...] is sometimes used with anaphoric use, but cites the 

following example from the late (?) OIr saga Scela Cano meic Gartndin: A n-Inis nioccii 

Che{i^n ro-hai in Gartndn, ScCG  1, ‘The aforesaid Gartnan was in Inis moccu Chein’.̂ **̂

Binchy (1975 , xiv) writes tiiat ‘basically the language o f  [5cC G ], prose and verse alike, is Old Irish, but 

it is not earlier than the second half o f  the ninth century’. There are tw o other exam ples o f  the article used 

before a proper name, i.e. in Satan, ScC G , 44  ‘Satan’; in n-Illand, ScC G  377 ‘the aforem entioned Illand 

(king o f  Corcu Loi'gde’). The latter example is another instance where the article has an anaphoric function. 

A  similar exam ple is found \n A idedM eidhe ,  i.e. in C hlothni, ‘Clothra’, LL vs. in C lodira  sin,  ‘that Clothra’, 

E| (see Hull 1938, 55). A ccording to Hull (1938 , 58, n. 1), the article replaces the use o f  in t-i in Midir. 

Thum eysen {G O I  §474 .2n) states that ‘In later M SS. proper names are occasionally preceded by the article 

alone instead o f  by inti, etc .’). The use o f  the article preceding proper names, with anaphoric force, deserves 

further attention but is beyond the scope o f  the present thesis.
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Therefore, this exam ple supports the use o f  the article here with anaphoric function, 

referring to the previously mentioned Cet mac Magach.

|3f| /.ved duUuicl-s\(\e d a r  fa itlc lu  na liEmiui 7 tr\ laechcind  le is  do Ultaih.

T his is the w ay he went, across the green o f  Emain, having with him three 

warriors’ heads o f  the men o f  Ulster.

LL: I S -  d o llu id s—e d w  faidc/?i n a /;cm n a  7 tri laec/;ci/id  le is  d ou lta ib .

C: IS -  do lu ig  Sjd//e ia r  fa it/;c /;e  nea/;;an 7 t/ i la igcin /z la is  d iu l l -

Ei: isan/; robaisiu/?; [ ] iecht d a r  faitAci nahem»a 7 t/ i l-//ci/Ki doult— lais.

E 2 :  ISand doluig/j sen forfait/;che nahemna 7 tri laech chind doultaib leis.

Is ed do-lliiid-sidc dar faitliclii iiina hEmnae 7 f n  laeclicciiii leis di Ultaib.

It w as across the green  o f  Emain that the la tter cam e carryin g  with him three heads o f  

the men o f  Ulster.

Is ed do-lluid-sidc: 1 fo llow  M eyer in expanding the suspension stroke in LL and C as 

the neuter pronoun ed. A lthough the use o f  an d  ‘then’ in the Edinburgh manuscripts 

cannot be faulted in this particular context, it is perhaps likely that the copyist o f  their 

shared M idlr source expanded the suspension stroke to an d  rather than ed, which is later 

superceded by the m asc. e  (although see  S)iaG  111, §10.13 where the use o f  e d  sui"vives in 

certain circum stances in M idlr). The construction o f  the copula + neut. pron. + rel. verb 

o f  m otion is attested in early h ish literature (see Mac Cana 1990, 35).

I'he use o f  the proleptic neut. pronoun after the copula and before the verb o f  

m otion do-te t ‘co m es’, refers in this instance to the route taken by Cet (see DIL  s.v. ed  

VI, 54.17; cf. Is e d  do-ra la  an -a ir do  Dim  S obairchi, Fing. R., I. 65, ‘It was to Dun 

Sobairche that he cam e’ (lit. ‘from the east’). M ac Cana (1990, 35). This provides the 

literal translation: ‘it was across the green o f  Emain that the latter cam e with do-tet 

expressing deilnite m otion towards the Ulstermen. H owever, M eyer renders the verb as 

the later use o f  indefinite m otion, which according to DIL  s.v. do-te t, (e) can mean ‘g o es’. 

1 adopt the literal translation in this instance to remain closer to the original text.
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Note that LL preserves the Old Irish orthographical feature o f doubling the initial letters 

o f the verbal stem in do-lliiid (see SnaG  1, §3.22 and GOI §243.2). The same feature is 

found in [3d].

The anaphoric masc. pron. side is used in LL/C, whereas it is replaced in E2 with 

the later demonst. sen (earlier sin, see SnaG  III, §10.24). Ei replaces the clause with a 

periphrastic phrase, i.e. 3sg. perf ot'attd  + teclit ‘coming’, giving a literal translation o f 

‘it is then that he was coming across the field o f Em ain’.

dar faithchi; LL, C and Ei support the prep, tar/dar ‘across, over’ against E i's fo r , even 

though the latter can also be used in a similar sense o f ‘across, by way o f  (see DIL s.v. 

fo r  297.49-59; c f  fo r  Sligi Midliiachra d l dochoidsi, ‘she went along Slige Midluachra 

then’, TBC I 1489).’'*'’ LL’s dar might be the better reading, preserving original OIr d- 

before the proclitic vowel (i.e. t- >  d-; cf. to > do), against tar in C that is modelled on the 

stressed conjugated forms o f that prep., i.e. 3sg. fem. tairse etc. (see GOI § 178.2; McCone 

1981, 42, including n. 43). '̂*  ̂ But this argument is weakened when one considers that tar 

is also frequently attested in the Wb. glosses (see Kavanagh 2001, 849-50). Dar is also 

attested in the M idir period {DIL s.v. tar, 72.46-59). I adopt dar in this instance since it 

receives support from either side o f the stemma.

According to DIL s.v . faithche, faidche, the spelling with voiced -d- is common 

in LL while other manuscripts support the voiceless spirant -th- {DIL s.v. fdithche, 33.65- 

80; see GOI §126 for the interchangeability oi'{t-)aith-g/ch- and {t-)aid-g/ch-). Note that 

the sound-group thch, or Sch, has not yet been reduced (see GOI § 127; Thurneysen notes 

that this phonetic development ‘has not yet become general’ in the glosses, although it is 

attested more frequently in the Ml. glosses, e.g. thaichur (MS), Ml. 115d9 vs. taidchor, 

117b5).

inna hEmnae: The gen. sg. Enma is treated as an T-stem here {DIL s.v. emow, for a 

discussion on the etymology o f Emain, see Marstrander 1911, 160). 1 restore the Old Irish 

spelling o f the final vocalism for the OIr gen. sg. Note the elided vowel o f the article in 

C ’s neaman showing that it was taken to be something else. I also restore the long fonn

Or perhaps the sense o f ‘on, to, tow ards’ could apply after the verb o f  motion {DIL s.v. fo r ,  I (g)). But 

‘across’ is better suited in this particular context.

McCone (1981, 42) points out Thurneysen’s unfortunate wording which suggests forms with t- are 

archaic spellings. According to McCone, this is incoirect, however, since these forms are actually early 

analogical spellings based on the stressed conjugated prepositions.
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o f the article in accordance with the editorial policy. I’he letter h may be purely cosmetic 

in this instance and represent a copied archaism (see GOI §§ 177, 240), or it could reflect 

the later tendency o f writing /h/. Since it is supported on either side o f the stemma, 1 retain 

it in the edition.

lacchceiiii Icis di Ultaib: Note the delenition o f the second element in the nominal 

compound o f laech + cenn seen in LL, C and Ei (see GOI §231.3). The manuscripts differ 

in relation to the word order here. LL/C’s reading is stylistically more difficult with leis 

positioned immediately after Idechceim  with the emphasis placed on the Ulstermen. The 

Edinburgh exemplar changed original laechcenn leis do Ullaib to the more straight

forward Idechcinn do Ullaib leis ‘heads o f Ulstermen with him’, bringing forward do 

Ullciih.

Given C ’s scribal tendency towards peculiar spellings, especially ofvow els,’'** the 

spelling di must be treated with caution as it may reflect a penchant for writing di for do 

(c f  Breatnach 2013, 44: de/di is written for the prep. do). Nevertheless, since the prep. 

de/di ‘of, from ’ is intended here anyway, I restore the original form as per the editorial 

policy (see also further discussion in [3b]).

There is stemmatic support here for the spelling lais ‘with him ’ rather than leis. 

I ’he two spellings are attested in Old Irish. However, since lais is still in use in the Early 

Modem Irish period (see DIL s.v. la, 1.77), and given that the orthography in C, Ei and 

E2 has undergone more modernisation than LL, I adopt LL’s leis as the normalised 

spelling. See also a similar instance in [4c] below.

See C hapter  1.4.1 for a collection o f  examples.
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|4a) Inlan hatar na onmile ’’co clitchiii do inchind Me[i'\sgegni, m e d  athert ind onmit 

fri aniile.

While the jesters (of Emain) were at play with the brain o f Mesgegra, this is what 

one jester said to the other.

LL: INtan hkXar naoinmite co cluc//iu doi«chi/;d mes .g. ISs- atb-t i//donmit fri araile

< >

C: i/ztan badar na hoinmidiu oc cluit/ie do incin/z mes .gA-a. is -  a tb -t inoinniit fna

flroile < >

Ei: Anta« ba t- nahoi/nn[ ] cl-t[...]i// 7 las«//^‘̂*̂ Si« in isg- 7 is -  ade/dis no foet/z ri dj.

E2 : INtan iaram bad- nahoi/zmidi icluit/zche doninchind .i. do inchind mesgera for lar

nafaithche isand Sjn adb-ed/z i/zoinmid fna  araile dib sin aso aso ariAzoinm/zid f/ ia 

araili agalaegad/z ara ceile dofast/z rig/z de oraraile.

In tan batar inna oinniiti oca cliiichiii di inchiunn Meissc Gcgrai, is ed as-bert ind 

oinniit fri araile, ‘Asso, asso’, ol ind oinmit fri araile, ‘do-foetli ri dc% ol araile.

When the jesters were playing with the brain o f  Mess Gegrai, this is what one said to the 

other. ‘Behold, behold’, said he. ‘A king will fa l l  on account o f  i t ', said the other.

In tan batar; Concerning the non-palatal fonn o f the independent acc./dat. sg. o f time in 

tan, see the textual note in [Ig]. The temporal conjunction in ta{i)n is used generally with 

a following relative construction, but a nasal relative marker is not obligatory in Old Irish 

(GOl §§497, 505; 6  hUiginn 1986, 36). The manuscripts all have the 3pl. pret. o f the 

substantive verb atta ‘is’. In contrast to the ambiguous ending in E 1/E2, LL/C has the 

inherited 3pl. abs. rel. ending rather than the non-relative analogical 3pl. abs., bdtir {EIV 

73).

inna oininiti; All four manuscripts have the shortened fem. nom. pi. article na as opposed 

to the O lr disyllabic form inna. I restore the longer fomi as outlined in the editorial policy. 

The final vocalism in C ’s hoinmidiu is a plebe spelling for a fmal reduced /a/. For a 

discussion on the interpretation o f this word, see the textual note in [3b],

There is a sm all hole in the manuscript due to a defect in the vellum . The scribe tried to write s with a 

superscript stroke where the hole is, but repeated this letter immediately after the hole. Compare with Iasi// 

on p.2, I. 25 ( E l ) .
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oca cluichiu; C ’s oc cluithe and E2 ’s ic {c]luilhche support the use o f the prep, oc ‘at’ 

against LL’s co which is either the prep, ‘with’ or oc + the anaphoric 3pl. pronoun, i.e. 

’co for oca ‘at their gam e’. The latter, i.e. oca, constitutes the lectio difficilior against the 

straightforward use o f  oc + cliiiche in the other witnesses. LL preserves the Olr spelling 

o f  the final vowels o f  tlie dat. sg. /o-stem cluiche. Phonetic confusion o f ch for th is seen 

in C and possibly Ei, although only the letter t is legible in the manuscript. E2 ’s cluithche 

reflects an Early Modern Irish spelling with hypercorrect -th- (see SnaG  IV, §2.13). 

di iiichiunn Meisse Gegrai: The prepositional fomi do shows confusion with dekli 

‘from, o f  (see for example [3b]). E i’s lusnn sin is cornjpt due to a physical defect in the 

manuscript and should read lasiii, which is a scribal replacement for the prep. di. E i’s don 

inchind  is followed by ./. do inchind niesgera w'hich may represent an incorporated 

g l o s s . T h e  Edinburgh manuscripts treat the proper name as a M idir compound. 1 restore 

the Olr gen. sg., i.e. Meisse Gegrai (see the discussion on this proper name in the textual 

note in [Id]).

is ed as-bcrt ind uiniiiit fri araile; The suspension stroke in LL, C and Ei may be 

expanded as either the anticipatory neut. ind. pron. ed or the conjugated prep, and  ‘then, 

there’, found in E2 . LL’s iss suggests the former, i.e. is sed, albeit with MidIr form sed. 

Thus, I expand it as the Olr proleptic ed (see OIL s.v. ed, 1(b)).

The -t- in the 3sg. deut. pret. o f as-heir ‘says’ in LL and C, as well as in E2 ’s 

adhered  (albeit with modernised d  for t), rellects a Middle Irish petrified pronoun, which 

is not suqirising considering that it is written in Middle Irish and Early Modern Irish 

manuscripts {EIV  1 7 1 ^ ), rather than a Class B neut. inf. pron.

E l ’s verbal fonn is a late M idlr/EModIr fonn o f as-heir, which has crept in at a 

later point in E i’s independent line o f transmission (see SnaG  III, § 12.196; c f  ateri-siu, 

LL 34878 {MU)\ SnaG  IV, §7.21). It is written in the manuscript as aderdis which 

represents the 3pl. ipf. E2 has the 3sg. ip f Given the greater tendency towards innovation 

in El and E2 , it is safer to adopt the standard Olr deut. /-pret. in LL and C,  while restoring 

it to as-hert without a petrified pronoun, since it is likely that at-hert was written in the 

Midir exemplar.

LL, C and E2 support the art. + nom. sg. o f oinmit, followed by fri araile. C and 

E2 have the M idir form o f the prep. // / {DIL s.v. fr i,  413.71). As discussed in Chapter

N ote  tlie loss o f  the internal lenited g  in geiv. Sec SnaG  IV, §2.14.
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1.6.2, there is a lacuna in LL/C after the phrase //7 araile caused perhaps by eye-skip due 

to homoioteleutoii, i.e .fri araile ...fr i araile.

Furthermore, E2 ’s aso aso arinoinm hidfria araili is not found in Ei. The text in 

El has suffered during transmission, and the problem may go back a long way. The 

sentence may have been lost due to the repetition o f fr i  araile (see also Chapter 1.6.2). 

Given that the first o c c u r r i n g araile and the final fr i  araile lends itself to the original 

text to explain the lacuna in LL/C, there is a strong possibility that the second fr i  araile 

in E2 also appeared in the original. E2 ’s dih sm is likely to be an addition since it is not 

supported by any other witness and also since this is the later use o f the 3pl. conjugated 

prep. + demonstrative sin, replacing OIr -som {DIL s.v. sin, A (e). Therefore, as strange 

as it is, I adopt this sentence, i.e. asso asso ...fr ia  araile.

The manuscripts all have araile, rather than alaile, showing dissimilation from / 

> r, due to the stress falling on -ail- (G O /§486). I’his development is typical o f the Middle 

Irish period (see Lewis and Pedersen 1937, 74), and thus araile in the manuscripts could 

be scribal, replacing original alaile. However, alaile and araile are seen interchanging in 

the Old Irish period from an early stage already {GOI §486 (b); cf. alailiu, Wb. 2al4 , 

arailiu, 21 a 13). Therefore, 1 hesitate to restore the form alaile against the majority support 

o f the witnesses as this may already have been written in the archetype. See also [4a], 

where the witnesses support araile.

asso: According to DIL s.v. asso, this is a compound o f the prep, a ‘out of, from’ + the 

demonstr. pron. so ‘this’, meaning ‘here is, behold’. However, Vendryes observes that 

this is in fact a fonnation o f the 2sg. ipv. ad-ci + demonst. so (see LEIA: A -12). The 

repetition o f asso does not necessarily represent dittography but could be a stylistic device 

adding emphasis to the jester’s comment.

Since the phrase agala;gadh ara ceile, ‘hurling it at the other’, i s  not found in Ei and 

its absence cannot be justified by any formal copying error, I suggest that it is a scribal 

embellishment in E2 . Therefore, 1 leave it out o f the edition.

do-foeth ... de: Apart from the M idir confusion o f  preverbal do for no in Ei, the 

Edinburgh manuscripts agree in reading the 3sg. fut. o f do-tiiit, meaning ‘falls, perishes, 

is killed’ (see DIL s.v. do-tuit, (c)). The regular Old Irish form was do toeth, but do-foeth 

does occur in the Old Irish period, e.g. do.faeth ri din gai-sin, ‘a king will fall by that

C eile  is used with pronominal force here, see DIL  s.v. ceile , (i) ‘the other’. See also DIL  s.v. leicici 79. 

6—9 for exam ples o f  le ic id  + f o r  meaning 'hurls at’.
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spear’, BM M M  3 15.^^  ̂Thereibre, this fonn is retained in the edition. According to DIL, 

this verb is used often with the prep, la expressing the agent (see DIL s.v. do-tuit, 385.85; 

cf. Dolhuit fe r  cuch lai leis co cend sechtmaini and sin, ‘Then every day for a week a man 

fell there at Cu Chulainn’s hands’, TBC 1, 1552). However, examples are also attested 

followed by the prep, de, expressing the instrument by which one falls, e.g. BMMM  315. 

Breatnach (2003, 135-6) has shown on the basis o f metrical evidence that the vowel in 

the 3sg. masc. pronominal form o f di had a long vowel. Thus, de is restored to the edition.

See G O I §543(b). Tluirneysen writes that the form witii -f- acts ‘as if  combined with to and f o ' . Cf. the 

3sg. pres. ind. d o -fiit, M esse ocus Pangiir Ban {Thes ii, 293.21). According to the editors o f  the Thesaurus 

{Thes ii, xxxiii), the language o f  M esse ocus Pangur Ban suggests a date o f com position after tlie Felire (c. 

800).
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[4b| Rocluinedar Cet ani sin.

Cet hears that.

LL: Rocluinedc/r cet

C: Ro clui/iite;/' ceat inis/n

E i: Ro cu a l- Cet i/nsi«

E2 : Roclui« cet i«nisi[.]

Ro-cliiincdar Cet a n-i'-sin.

See above fo r  M eyer’s translation.

Ro-cluinedar: The 3sg. abs. pres. ind. o f  ro-cluinethar ‘hears’ in LL/C is clearly the 

superior reading because the Old Irish deponent (lexion is preserved. For a comment on 

the less frequent use o f  voiced d, against voiceless -th-, between unstressed vowels in 

deponent verbs, see GOI § 129.

The Edinburgh manuscripts both have innovatory forms. As has been pointed out 

by Breatnach (2011, 113), the intended use o f  a suspension stroke by a scribe can be 

difficult to decipher because o f  its ambiguity, as is the case here with E i’s reading. It is 

uncertain whether the suspension stroke in E i’s c iia l-  should be expanded as OIr -ae or 

innovatory -aid. The latter would provide a Middle Irish verbal fomi, created by taking 

the preterite stem and using it as a present base with an active ending.^^^ E i’s ro clitin is 

treated as a simple verb, with its past tense formed on the present stem. W hile the 3sg. 

pret. o f  ro-cluinethar ‘hears’ could have been in the original, it seems more likely that the 

Middle Irish copyist replaced the original OIr pres. ind. dep. with the more current ro 

ciialaid.

a n-i sin: LL preserves the neut. acc. sg. art. a, which the other witnesses replace with the 

new Midir art. in {SnaG  III, §7.2), followed by the deictic part. / + demonst. sin.

See E IV  237—8; also Bergin 1904, 140-1 . This formation is based on the M iddle Irish reanalysis o f  

vow el-final preterites in analogy with the 3sg. do-c{h)iuiid, -clechaid >  as stem do-c{h)ua-, -deck- plus 

ending -(a)is.
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|4c| Ethaid side in ii-inchiud al-ldim indala n-di 7 berid leiss,

He snatches the brain out o f the liand o f one o f them, and carries it off;

LL: Et//aidside i/nii/?c/n//d aliai/?; i/;dalanai 7 b-id  leis.

C: 7 eit//aitsidi in incin// alaim/; indala noei 7 b -id  lais

Ei: dob-[ ] i/7 dc/ra f -  am/icin/; 7 rue lais do cr-ai/;

E 2 :  Robui alaim indala nai i/;inchind 7 beired lais

Ethaid-sidc a llaim indala ii-ai a ii-iiichinii 7 beirid leis,

I'he aforemenliotied snatches the brain out o f  the hand o f  one o f  them (i.e. the jesters) 

and carries it off;

Ethaid-sidc; For a discussion o f the verb ethaid, and its various compounds, see Zimmer 

(1890, 71-8). The verb ethaid  in LL/C is used here with the meaning ‘seizes, obtains’ 

rather than the more frequently attested sense o f ‘goes, finds’ (see DIL s.v. ethaid II; c f  

ethaid {gaibid, YBL) in Inirg n-iairn robae triasin slabraid  ‘he seized the iron bolt that 

was through the chain’, ONN  86, §4̂ -'*'’). The compound ad-etha is attested more widely 

meaning ‘seizes, takes’ than ethaid  (see DIL s.vv. at-etha, (a), ethaid, II; cf. Ad-etha Cii 

Chidaind iaruni assa Idini 7 da-mbeir fo  sUasait c/i, ‘Cu Chulainn takes it then from her 

hand and places it by his left thigh’, BM M M  241). However, Zimmer (1890, 75) observes 

that the verbal form in LL is not missing a proverb ad- because if were present in the 

archetype then -etha would be expected because compounds take conjunct endings (cf. 

adetha, ‘it attacks’, Ml. 48dl).

'I'he text in the Edinburgh manuscripts has undergone some individual revision. 

Ethaid  is replaced in both manuscripts. E2 has the 3sg. perf. o f benaid  ‘beats, strikes’. 

E l’s do b -  can be expanded as do-bi, paralleling ro bui in E2 , o f either the verb do-ben 

‘takes away’ or benaid  with confusion o f do and ro. The perfect in the Edinburgh branch 

reflects the innovatory M idir narrative tense. It seems unlikely that LL/C would have 

replaced the straightforward substantive verb (or even benaid) with the more unusual 

ethaid  ‘seizes’.

The cilation ii) DIL  for this reference is misleading. It states that this sentence is found in ‘§16’, but this 

actually is the line number o f  the page and not the paragraph (see DIL  s.v. ethaid, 236.58).
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indala n-ai: LL/C and E2 preserve the O lr substantival indula n-cu ‘one o f  thein’ (M idh‘ 

ifular(n)a; GOI §487(c)), with E i’s indarci showing the dissimilation o f  / > r.

Note the difference in word order in LL/C in comparison with the Edinburgh manuscripts, 

where the fonner places the object, i.e. inchinn, after indala n-di (Ei omits a lldim, which 

is supported by LL, C and E2). In this instance, E2 preserves the more stylistic sentence 

with the prepositional phrase coming immediately after the verb, which places emphasis 

on the action being carried out. The scribe o f LL/C’s exemplar is more likely to have 

taken inchinn and placed it after the verb. Thus, 1 adopt the word order from E2 . 

a n-inchinn; LL/C’s exemplar probably treated inchinn as a fem. with a preceding fem. 

acc. sg. art. in. It may be that the Edinburgh manuscripts preserve the more conservative 

reading with an/in. Although, a single n may also reflect an orthographical variant for nn. 

Given the date o f these manuscripts, these spellings must be treated with caution. 

Nevertheless, 1 restore the neut. acc. sg. form o f the art. in agreement with the O lr neut. 

inchinn, for which see the discussion in [le].

bcirid leis; LL/C and E2 support the 3sg. abs. pres, ind o f hcirid + la + 3sg. suff. pron., 

referring to Cet, meaning ‘carries away, takes (with one)’ (see DIL s.v. hcirid, IV; cf. 

hcirthe lais Sacharias, ‘Zacharias takes him’. The Irish Gospel o f  Thomas (Carney 1964, 

96, §23); manimhcra latt, ‘unless thou bring him with thee’, Thes, ii 296.6). The object, 

i.e. the brain, mentioned in the principal clause, is not repeated.

Ei replaces bcirid with the 3sg. perf. rue. This is a scribal addition with the perfect acting 

as the Middle Irish historical past. Also, the phrase do Cruachain does not receive support 

from any other witness and therefore, is more than likely a descriptive scribal addition. 

Concerning leis, see the textual note in [3t] above.
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|4d| o rofilir Cel rohoi i tarngere do Messgegra a digail iarna ecaih.

for he knew that it had been foretold o f Mesgegra that he would avenge him self 

after his death.

LL: O rofit- cet roboi itarhgere do iness .g. adigail iarnaecaib.

C: o ro fitjr ceat abeit/? at(//rngaire do meis .gra. adigail urna ecaib

Ei: r do fe it- cet coroibi ata/ng-i do m isc- adigailt [.]ar[ ]

E2 : ardoidir cet robai ata//-[..]iri domeisgeadra adig/zail fei/; iamaeg/mib/z

6 ro-fitir Cet ro boi i tainigiriu do Mess Cegrai a di'gal I'ariia ccaib.

fo r  Cet knew that Mess Gegrai's vengeance after his death had been prophesied.

6 ro-fitir: In copying from his exemplar, the Edinburgh redactor changed the order o f the 

sentences. See the more detailed discussion in Chapter 1.6.2.^'’̂

The temporal conjunction 6 ‘since’ is followed by the pret. here, conforming to 

Old Irish usage {GDI §893; DIL s.v. 6, 1 (a); c f  ./. hohoi mochland  et mo cheneel 

isocfrecur ceil! dee atda, ‘i.e. since my clan and my kindred came into being, it has been 

engaged in worshipping’, Wb. 29d6). E2 has the conjunction ar ‘for, since’, which cannot 

be faulted as such. E i’s r  is attached to the preceding prep. + fem. suff pron. di and has 

the initial vowel elided (see [4f] below). It is likely that original 6 ‘since’ was replaced 

with ar when the Edinburgh exemplar’s scribe transposed the sentence. Therefore, 1 adopt 

LL/C’s reading o f 6 ‘since’.

For a discussion on ro-fitir, see Krause (1925, 204-5). Meyer took ro-fitir as 

conveying a preterite force, which according to DIL is common especially in the 3sg. in 

Middle Irish, citing examples only from Middle Irish texts (see DIL s.v. ro-fuuiadar, B 

(b)), but it is also found with preterite force in the glosses, e.g. rofitir indiassin, ‘those 

two knew’, Wb. 18d6. However, the preterite with the force o f the present ‘knows’, 

con'esponding to Lat. scire ‘is aware o f f  is more prevalent in the glosses (see DIL  s.v. 

ro-fimiadar, B (a); Kavanagh 2001, 758). Nevertheless, it is preferable to take ro-fitir 

with the force o f the preterite in this instance, to show distance from the present tense

T h is  s e n t e n c e ,  i.e.  [ 4 e ] ,  is  f o u n d  after [41] in E |  and  E i . S c e  a l s o  tiic t ra n scr ip t io n s  in the  a p p e n d ix ,  i.e.  

E | ,  p. 1 . 1 5 - 7  and K2, fo l .  7 v b 2 7 —3 1 ,  for the  o rd er  o f  the tex t  in t l ie se  m a nu scr ip ts .
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used in the previous sentence {DIL s.v. 6, 78 .38-9). Note that the Edinburgh manuscripts 

show the later confusion o f  do for ro {EIV 189-90).

ta irn g ir iu : The word tainigire  (vn o f  do-airngir  ‘promises; foretells, prophesies’) is used 

here in the sense o f ‘prophesying, prophecy’ (DIL s.v. tairngire, (c)). It is in construction 

with the 3sg. perf. o f  the substantive verb altd  ‘is ’ + / n- ‘in’, literally meaning ‘it had 

been a prophecy’ or ‘it had been prophesied’ (DIL s.v. tainigire, 46 .4 -11). The use o f  the 

perfect in this subordinate clause conforms to Old Irish usage as it can be translated into 

a Modern English pluperfect ‘had been’, anterior to the previous ro-fitir with preterite 

force {EIV 99-100). I normalise the spelling o f  the final vowel -e and -/ in the manuscripts 

to the OIr dat. sg. /o-stem ending -in.

iliga l: Both sides o f  the stemma support the Midir use o f the dat. sg. fonn for the nom. 

sg. o f  digal  ‘avenging, punishing; vengeance, punishment’,p r e c e d e d  by a 3sg. masc. 

poss. pron. referring to M ess Gegrai (G O / §251; DIL s.v. digal, 90 .8 -10). E i’s digailt is 

a later forni ol'digal  (see DIL s.v digailt). 1 restore the Olr nom. sg. digal  in this instance. 

I'ariia eca ib : The OIr prep, iar + 3sg. poss. pron. is preserved in LL and E2 against C, and 

possibly El, have the Middle Irish reduced form ar (dr; SnaG III, § 13.16).

For a discussion o f  the gender and intlection o f  ec  ‘death’, see Quin (1964, 52). DIL 

suggests that ec ‘death’ is used especially o f  a ‘natural death’ as opposed to an aided  

‘violent death’ (DIL s.v. ec, 9 .2 -3)P^  According to DIL, the dat. pi. ecaih can be used o f  

a singular death as is the case here (DIL s.v. ec, 9. 24—9; cf. iarnecaih said, ‘after Saul’s 

death’. Ml. 42a6).’5S

’56 According to DIL  s.v. digal, 90.7, this example in /iC  is a later nom. sg. digal! with a palatal final 

consonant identical to the acc. and dat. sg. (SnaG  111, §5.6).

It should be noted that M ess Gegrai did not succumb to a natural death, but was killed as a result o f 

fighting in com bat against Conall Cem ach in Talland E tair (TallE, 11. 205-10).

The original dat. pi. continues as the new singular form in British languages, e.g. Bret, ankou, Welsh 

angheu.
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[4el Cach cath 7 each irga[I] nohici do C/7o/7nachtaib /r / Ullo

In every battle and in every combat which the men o f Conaught had with those 

o f Ulster,

LL: c a -  cat// 7 c a -  irga nobi'd dochon- f/-iulto

C: cac// cath 7 ca— irgal nobid/? do conachtaxbh f/'ia ull—

Ei: G a- cath 7 irg-1  bid a connacht- fri hu lt-

E2 : gach ec 7 gech conair irg/;ail iteiged nobid/z e t-  coimachtaihh 7ulaid/;.

Cach cath 7 cach irgal no bid do Choiinachtaib fri IJItu,

Every battle and every combat which the men o f  Connacht had with the Ulstermen,

Cach cath 7 cach irgal no bid The sentence constituents cath and irgal are brought 

forward in a nominativus pendens construction, with the following 3sg. rel. ipf. o f the 

substantive verb atta ‘is’ + do ‘to, for’, expressing possession {DIL s.v. atta, 471. 66-77).

E2 ’s gach ec 7 gech conair irg\\ail i teiged no bidh etev con/;achta//?h 7 ukiidVi, 

‘every battle and every path o f conflict in which he (Cet mac Magach) would go that 

came to pass between the Connachtmen and the Ulstermen’, uses the prepositional 

relative i ‘in w hich’. But neither this reading, nor the 3sg. ipf. o f /e/7, receive support from 

the other manuscripts. Furthermore, the fact that the rest o f the sentence in E2 differs in 

vocabulary from the other witnesses, as well as the innovatory dat. pi. after eter (which 

governs the acc. in Old Irish), suggests that E2 rewrote the sentence o f the original.

The noun irgal is used here in the sense o f ‘strife, contest, battle’ {DJL s.v. airgal, 

(b); cf. GDI §823 on the interchange ol' air- and //•-). Since cath also means ‘battle’, I 

follow M eyer’s translation in order to avoid repetition.

The O lr prep, fri ‘against’ (implying hostile action; see DIL s.v. fr i, I (c)) is 

preserved in three o f  the manuscripts (apart from C ’s Midlr fria). LL preserves the 

historically correct acc. after the prep. //7 , apart from the scribal tendency to write o for 

11? '̂  ̂The ambiguous suspension stroke in C ’s id -  and E i’s hu lt- can be expanded as the 

acc. pi. -//, or the innovatory dat. pi. ending. 1 adopt LL’s historically correct reading and 

normalise to the standard acc. pi. spelling.

S ee  a lso  a co m m en t on  this in the textual note in [3d].
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|4f| dobered Cet in n-inchind intw chris dus in lelari/uid echt n-amra d ’lJUaih do 

marhad di.

Cet used to carry the brain in his girdle to see whether he could compass a 

famous deed by slaying a man o f Ulster with it.

LL: dob-ed cet i//ni«c/;ind iwnac/jriss dz«- intetaK/md ec/zt na/?;ra dultaib doma/ b -  di.

C: do b-ead ceat inincin/j ina criss dus intaradh echt nad/;am/-a d u ll- do ma/-b- dii.

Ei: [ ] b—ed Cet ani//cin/; c/ns da fls In voiseth lais echt eici/j bud awra la [ ] di

E2 ; dob-id d a - cet i/;inchind lais iwacris dus infuig/zed/j echt amra doulltaib/i do 

marbad// de

do-bcrcd Cct a n-iiicliiiin iiiiia cliriss diis in tctairscd ed it n-amrac di Ultaib do 

niarbad dc.

Cet used to carry the brain in his girdle to see whether he could accomplish killing a 

fam ous warrior o f  the Ulstermen with it.

do-bcrcd; The manuscripts all have the 3sg. ipf. o f do-beir ‘gives, brings’. However, it 

is possible that the M idlr scribe has confused original do for no {EIV  197), and that the 

verb in the archetype was the 3sg. ipf. o f beirid ‘carries’, i.e. no bered. However, the 

Midlr intermediary scribe tends generally to be conservative in the treatment o f the 

particles ro, do and no, apart from one instance o f confusion o f no for ro in [9c]. 

Therefore, I leave do-bered in the edition.

a n-inchinn; Concerning the restoration o f the neut. inchinn, and subsequently the neut. 

art., see the discussion provided in the textual note on inchinn in [le]. The double nn in 

LL’s inn suggests that the scribe took inchinn as a fem., i.e. in n-inchinn. Although the 

use o f n and nd  in these manuscripts is to be treated cautiously, it could be that the acc. 

sg. neut. article is preserved in C, Ei and E2 , albeit with / for a in C and E2 due to the 

merger o f later proclitic vowels as /a/.

inna chriss: Similar to the example in [ I g], ina with a single n receives stemmatic support 

here. However, LL’s inna is preferable because it is more likely that ina has replaced inna 

in the individual manuscripts. For further discussion, see the textual note on inna in [Ig].

T h e  m a n u scr ip t is sm u d g e d  h ere  and  it is  d if f ic u lt  to  m atce ou t the  letter . It a p p ears to b e  a s in g le  le tter  

w ith  a s u s p e n s io n  stro k e  and  a  su b scr ip t a .  It m o st l ik e ly  read s i/m .
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The noun cris is understood here as ‘girdle, belt’ {DIL s.v. cris, 532.30). It is found in 

LL/C with a double final s, after a short vowel, see also Ross, [5a]. This is also seen in 

the Sg. glosses, e.g. ciriss, Sg. 47a8 (Strachan 1903, 484).^'’'

dus ill tetairsed: An Old Irish indirect interrogative clause dus in n- ‘to see, to find out 

whether’ {G O I §463) is supported in LL/C and E2 , followed by the subjunctive. For a 

discussion on the use o f  the subjunctive after dus in Old Irish, see McQuillan (2002, 8 2 -  

3), who observes that the indicative became more widespread in the Middle Irish period 

(2002, 82-3). LL preserves the more conservative reading in comparison with the other 

witnesses, albeit a modernised fomi. It is the 3sg. past subj. o f  do-etarrat ‘accomplishes, 

over-takes, grasps’ {G O I §§463, 912). According to Pedersen, this verb is a fomiation o f  

*to-etar-retli- (Ped. ii, 599), a strong verb with a non-palatal final consonant in the 3sg. 

pres, ind., c f  3sg. pres. ind. duetarrat. Ml. 30c6, ‘he/it encoinpascs’. In Old Irish, one 

would expect the .v-subj. for this verb, with a palatal root final, due to the root vowel being 

e (EIV  87), i.e. *do-etairsed, *-tetairsed. LL/C’s verbal form is a later a-subj., o f  a weak 

verb, with expected -relhad  syncopated to -telairthed, but with neutral th implanted in 

analogy perhaps with a later simple -relhad  (see DIL s.v. reithid). This verbal fonn 

represents scribal innovation introduced in LL/C’s exemplar. I restore -tetairsed  against 

the manuscript evidence given that this version is dated to the Old Irish period.

C ’s taradli seem s corrupt and it may be that the tironian symbol 7 is missing which 

would provide tetarad. E2 'sfuigliedh  is a 3 sg. cond. (for -fnighed) o ffo-gaih  ‘gets, gains, 

procures’. E i’s -roiseth  is the 3sg. o i  ro-saig  with following prep, la meaning ‘succeed 

(in doing), accom plish’ (see DIL s.v. ro-saig  I (c)), which follows the sense in LL.

The manuscripts contain the contracted monosyllabic d m  rather than the 

disyllabic duus < dii {fi)iis ‘to know, ascertain i f  (G O I  §463). Since the contracted form 

is already found in the Wb. glosses, e.g Wb. Ia6 , 10a3, 4, 21 (c f  GOI §114), as well as 

those with a lengthmark, such as dims and duiis, it was probably already contracted 

because the expression diis in n- had become proclitic. Therefore 1 leave diis in the edition, 

ed it  ii-amrae: The definition provided by DIL s.v. echt is ‘a slaying, slaughter; usually 

o f  slaying an enemy in battle’. However, it is more fitting in this context to apply the 

extended meaning referring to a ‘warrior’, anticipating the following do m arhad de  (see 

DIL s.v. echt, II ‘a slain person’, cf. A rd  cach n-echt dorochair and, ‘proud was every

For an exam ple o f  ,si in a non-f1naI accented syllable, see diat/)essa(;cai/!seo/)i {dia thesarcain-seom ), 

LL [5c] (see Strachan 1903, 484).
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slaying that there befell’. Met. Diiids. iv, 44 {OIL translates this as ‘every (warrior) slain 

there’)).

The historically correct nasalization on the adj. amrae, due to the preceding acc. 

sg. echt, is preserved in LL/C, in accordance with Thurneysen’s suggestion that ‘an 

adjective following its noun shows nasalization regularly in Ml. and predominantly in 

W b.’ (GOI §237). This nasalization is not found in the Edinburgh manuscripts, perhaps 

due to the loss o f an //-stroke in their exemplar. E i’s ec/it eicin hud am ni ‘a violent 

slaughter that would be wonderful’ is innovatory with the later gen. sg. o-stem eicin, 

qualifying echt, used in the sense o f ‘force, violence, tyranny’ {DIL s.v. eicen (2)). 

di Ultaib: E2 contains the conservative reading do Ultaih. LL/Cs J ’ultaih shows elision 

o f the short unstressed vowel before the initial vowel o f the following word {SmiG III, 

§3.27).

do niarbad de: The author refrains from repeating inchinn, opting to use the prep, de 

‘from ’ to express the instrument {DIL s.v. de, XXXVII (1), however, only examples from 

M idlr and EModIr texts are provided with marhaid, gonaid  etc.). LL, C and Ei support 

the prep, de + 3sg. fem., with the Midlr use o f double vowels in C ’s dii, to show length 

(cf. Breatnach 2003, 134-5). However, since inchinn is a neuter, it is E2 that preserves 

the correct use o f the prep, de + 3sg. neut. (or masc.), which the other manuscripts have 

replaced with the di, taking inchinn as the later fem.
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I5al Fecht and  J/diu dolluid-seom inli Cet sair co tuc tanai mho a Feraib Ross.

Once then Cet went eastwards until he took a drove o f cows from the men o f the 

Rosses.

LL: Fec//t and di— dolluid sconp^^ i//tf cet sair cotuc tanai liibo aferaib ross.

C; Feacht and do luig sun int, ceat sair cut?<c tanaig/? mbo f-aib// noiss

E l: d -  do luid cet sair f -  creic/i cohult— cotuciist- tai/z bo o t-a ib  riis

E2: Fecht and doluig// cet sair for creich cotard tain bo a fearuibros

Feclit and do-lliiid-sem int-i Cct sair for crcich co tuc tsiiii mbo a Feraib Ross.

Once, he, the aforementioned Cet, went eastwards upon a phindering expedition and he 

took a drove o f  cows from  the territoiy o f  the Fir Rois.

Fcclit and: The independent temporal ddX. fech t is used here, with following pleonastic 

and  ‘then’, denoting a specific time in the past, i.e. ‘once, on one occasion’, rather than 

the temporal acc. fecht n-and  ‘once upon a tim e’ (cf. [la]). LL’s di-, expanded as the 

particle o f transition didiu ‘then, therefore’, is a scribal addition, since it does not receive 

support from any other manuscript.

do-lluid-sein int-i Cct: LL preserves the Old h ish orthographical feature o f doubling the 

consonants to show non-lenition after the preverb do {GOI §243C.2; SnaG  1, §3.22). Note 

E2 ’s confusion o f fmal lenited palatal g  and d.

The 3sg. pret. o f do-tet ‘com es’ is followed by the 3sg. emph. particle, referring 

to the subject o f  the verb in LL and C, both with the later spelling. Furthemiore, the overt 

subject follows the verb + emph. pron. in LL/C. Griffith (2008, 67) states that ‘[...] a nota 

may never appear as subject agreement on a verb when an overt subject is present f . . . ] ’. 

However, there are attestations where an overt subject may stand in apposition to the verb 

+ 3sg. emphasizing pronoun, in the absence o f an infixed pronoun, e.g. Fecht n-and di(X\\i 

hai-seom int-i Noi'si a oemir fo r  doe inna rrdtha, ‘On one occasion, then, the 

aforementioned Noisiu was alone on the rampart o f  the earthwork’, LM U  p. 45,1. 100.

In E l and E2, the more straight-forward do-hiid Cet ‘Cet cam e’ is found with the 

subject o f the verb is expressed independently. LL and C have the stylistically more

A dot appears above the letter ,v in tlie manuscript. H ow ever ,  tliis is more than likely an error since 

em phas iz ing  particles are not lenited as a rule in O Ir  {G O I  § 2 3 1.6).
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complicated sentence with the inckision o f the article and deictic particle, refeiring to the 

character already mentioned in a previous sentence {GOI §474.2), following do-lliiicl- 

sem.

The use o f do-tel ‘comes’, rather than teit ‘goes’, is interesting. It implies that Cet, 

a warrior who repeatedly attacked the Ulstennen (see [41^), returned once again for more 

plundering and pillaging (for the meaning ‘comes back, returns’, see DIL sv. do-tet, 

380.14—15; c f  ./. asindet som tnidecht doib dochiim atire 7 inna loc hirobatar riam  

cidresiii don~dichsitis as indoiri armbad tnoii de son folostais som buit is indoiri, ‘i.e. he 

speaks o f their return to their land and to the places in which they had been before, even 

before they came out o f the Captivity, that they might the better bear to be in the 

Captivity’, Ml. 104c5).

f o r  c r e i c h :  The Edinburgh manuscripts indudc fo r  creich ‘upon a plundering expedition’, 

preserving the OIr prep ./o r ‘on, upon’ (later har/ar, SnaG  111, §§ 13.4, 13.13). This phrase 

is not found in LL and C, having been omitted in their exemplar in anticipation o f the 

following c in co ‘so that’. E i’s co hUltaib ‘to the Ulstermen’ is a scribal addition used to 

clarify the direction Cet is going in.

CO t u c ;  LL/C’s 3sg. perf proto, tiic ot'*to-iicc ‘brings, gets’ is the superior reading against 

the innovatory readings in Ei and E2 . E i’s tiicust-, while supporting the use of*to-ucc, 

has an additional Midir 3sg. dep. ending -astar (E lV  216-7). E2 ’s tard is the later form 

o f the 3sg. perf. -tarat, used in the later sense o f ‘gets, obtains, w ins’ (DIL s.v. do-beir, 

IV (a)).

tain: The vn td{i)n ‘cattle raid’ was an (7-stem in origin but fluctuates between a-, T and /- 

stem flexion (see DIL s.vv. din, lain', GOI §736).’^̂  Confusion between T-, i- and J-stems 

occurred due to the similarity o f the dat. sg. Thus, the acc. sg. vocalic ending of/-stem s 

spread to the a-stems at an early period, c f  the acc. sg. o f o-stem long: Iwigai, A U 920 

(GOI §294 n.6). This confusion o f stem is seen in LL, with C having the later analogical 

guttural stem flexion o f tain. E| and E2 preserve the more conservative reading o f the acc. 

sg. a-stem tain. However, the historically correct nasalization, due to the preceding acc. 

sg., is preserved in LL and C.

This is due to the nom. sg. being replaced by the dat. sg. as a result o f  the common use o f  verbal nouns 

with the prep, do {GO! §§256, 294(b)).
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|5b] Donarraid i ii-Jarmdracht f7/aid ina diaid.

The men o f Ulster overtook him in pursuit after him.

LL: Do nc/7Taid i//ia/Tiiorac//t u l-  i/;adiaid

C: do n(/; aid hindi«/Tnort/c7;/ ul-inadiaig//

Ei: ia n — i[ ] knr  7 rogabso/;; f/'iu \a r-

E2 : dofarraid toir mor fair 7 toig/'i a u l-  uile 7 rogabso/7; a;nar f/'iu

Da-n-arraid in larmoracht Iliad iiiiia diaid 7 ro gab-soni friu.

77/e pursuing party o f Ulstermen caught up with him and he held out against them.

Da-n-arraid: LL and C preserve the Class A 3sg. masc. in f pron., albeit with do- 

replacing earlier da-, which already occurs in the ninth century {GOI § 4 15 n.). I'he verbal 

form shows confusion between *to-air-reth and *to-ad-reth which occurs at an early 

stage (see GO/ §822, DIL s.v. do-airref, ef. don-arraid, CMM^ §56, 1. 283; domdrraidsi, 

LU  9361 {Siahurcharpat Con Cidaind)?^^'^ One would expect perhaps either -a{i)rr- with 

palatal quality or -dr- with d  assimilated before /• if  the distinction was still clear.

E 2 supports LL/C’s reading except for having an innovatory prosthetic /  { E I V

200), as well as no nasalization as seen in LL/C. Ei has the contracted deuterotonic 

tarraid, which is acceptable in Old Irish, but it is seen here without the infixed pronoun. 

Incidentally, the verb in these two manuscripts is used intransitively, meaning ‘comes up 

with, overtakes, tails upon’ with following prep, fo r  ‘on, upon’ + 3sg. suff. pron., (see 

DIL s.v. do-airret, 195.21—35; cf. tdrthetar sluaig 7 sochaide in tire fo r  ru im Theophras, 

TTR.^ 722, ‘Hosts and multitudes o f  the country overtook them about Theophras’). The 

prep, fo r  has the sense o f ‘on, towards’ after the verb o f motion (see DIL s.v. fo r , 1 (f); cf. 

nicon tetarraid heim nd forgah fa ir , ‘no blow or thrust reached [him], TBC /, 1721). 

in I'arm oracht: I take this as the substantive ‘a pursuing party’, with a following gen. 

Ulad {DIL s.v. iarmdracht, c (i)) agreeing with the sg. verb rather than the prep. / n- ‘in’ 

+ iarmdracht ‘pursuit, search’ {DIL s.v. iarmdracht, (a) (i)) as Meyer has done.

Vernam I lull (1949 , 1 31 -2 ) in discussing the 3sg. pres, sutij. do-airl- tair  ‘overtakes, se izes’, agrees with 

riium eysen {G O I  §822) that for ad-  one finds a{i)r-  because o f  their likeness and therefore, one gets 

confusion o f  two similar verbs to-ad-retli  and to-a{i)r-reth.
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Unfortunately the word in Ei is illegible, but given the space in the manuscript, it 

is more likely that it contained the same word as in E2, which shows scribal interference, 

with toir mor ‘a great pursuing party’ replacing larmoracht. E2 also has the additional 

phrase toigri a id -  tiile, most likely for toigri[m] (a) Ulad idle Mn pursuit o f all the 

Ulstermen’. I take toigrim as the vn o f do-greinn, with innovatory palatalization o f -gr-. 

inna diaid: LL/C has the prepositional phrase ina diad  (lit. ‘into the end o f him ’) in 

conjunction with do-airret implying an intent to pursue (see DIL s.v. dead, 175.46-54). 

Since the preposition i n- follows a verb o f motion, the accusative is expected here. The 

spelling in both witnesses shows a palatal final due to the later <5-stem ilexion o f dead,

which is seen as early as Wb., e.g. /o deid, Wb. 13d9, as well as towards the end o f the

Old Irish period, i.e. diaid, Thes ii, 340.3 (Broccan’s Hymn). Thus, since it is already 

attested as early as Wb. I am inclined to leave it in the edition.

For a comment on inna vs. ina, see the textual note on [ 1 g].

The Edinburgh manuscripts have the additional phrase. The 3sg. p erf oi' gaihid  

‘holds out against, resists’ + f f i  is used in the sense o f ‘holds out against, resists’ {DIL s.v. 

gaihid, V (f); cf. ni gehat frih fo r  nach maig i cathaih, i comramuih, ‘they will not visit 

you in any field in battles or combats’, SR 4835).
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|5c| Doriachtatar dano Connachtai dond leith aile dia thessarcain-seom.

Then the men o f Conaught came up from the other side to rescue him.

LL: Doriac/ztatar d a - co7/nac/;tai dondlejt/j aile diat/;essa//'cai//seoH;.

C: do riacat- d o - conconachl qq don leit// aile dia tesaz/'gainsim.

Ei: cotancad-coiuiclit doiAeitil aili dia ti/.vc/rc-

E2 : gotorac/;/ad- coimaclua donleit/z aili datesa/'gain seo/;;.

CO torachtatar Connachta dond leith ailiu dia thcsarcaiii-sem.

and the men o f  Connacht came up from  the other side to rescue him.

CO torachtatar: There is stemmatic support for the 3pl. pret. ol'do-roich ‘comes, arrives’ 

against the 3pl. proto, ol' do-icc in Ei. However, the later deuterotonic fonn o f the verb is 

found in LL and C (see OIL s.v. do-roich, 363. 35; c f  do-riachtatar, TE §3), with -riacht- 

based on the pret. stem siacht- o f the simplex saigid. The use o f the consecutive 

conjunction co ‘and’ in E 1/E 2 with the following prototonic torachlad- in Ez, which is the 

rarer form, is the lectio difjicilior against do-riachtatar dano. LL/C’s exemplar omitted 

CO and inserted dano, the functional equivalent o f the connector co and also used the 

innovatory do-riachtatar.

Connachta; The plurale tantum  «-stem Connachta, referring to the ‘(inhabitants of) 

Connacht’, is preserved in LI. and E2 . The final vocalism in LL represents a schwa 

spelling variant (c f  tanoi, LL |5a]). C ’s concowacht is corrupt, presumably as a result o f 

the scribe writing the co/;-compendium twice by mistake. C and Ei have the variant 

Connacht (cf. DIL s.v. Connachta noiesfiisin tres Con/zacht, Corp. Gen. 153.22). 1 follow 

LL in this instance.

dond leith ailiu: LL preserves the final nd  o f the article before the following leith, against 

the other manuscripts which show assimilation o f -nd  to -n {SnaG 111, §7.7, e.g. don leith 

aile, LL 32663 {TT)).

dia thcsarcain-scni: On a trivial point, E2 has the later reduced form da against the other 

manuscripts which preserve the prep, do ‘to, for’ + 3sg. masc. poss. pron. {SnaG III, 

§3.24). The 3sg. masc. emph. part., referring to the suff. pron. in dia, receives support 

from both sides o f the stemma, albeit with modernised spelling in each witness.
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iSdl F echair ccith eturro.

A battle is fought between them.

LL: F echair caih eta/To.

C: fichfl/rcat/j etarru

Ei: [ Jrsin?

E2 : foc//erdat- cath mor etarda and sin

F echair cath etarro.

See M ey er’s translation  above.

Fechair: The v trh  f ic h id  ‘fights’ is frequently attested in use with cath  ‘battle’ (see DIL 

s .v .J ich id , 1 2 4 .2 1 ^ 0 ; cL fechair cath im m i fo ch e to ir , ‘a battle is fought over him at 

on ce’, TallE, 77). Unfortunately, Ei is illegib le here, but there seem s to be a space for 

approxim ately five letters, possib ly standing for fechair.

E l's  fo c h e rd a t-  might be the 3pl. pres. ind. pass, o i'fo -ce ird  used here in the sense  

o f ‘performs, w ages’ (see DIL s.w. fo-ceird , 190 .45-9; c f  F och arta tar larum  an coin  

coclu\che, ‘then the dogs raced’, CMT^ 2 0 1 -2 ) . it is found with main clause lenition {FIV  

173). In this instance, 1 fo llow  LL/C’s com m on idiom , which represents the more 

conservative branch, rather than reconstructing an unsupported J-pret. oC fo-ceird  on the 

basis o f  E2 ’s reading.

The use o f  m or in E2 is stylistically over-explicit, and does not receive support.
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|5 e | D oU uid Conchubur fein issin calh.

Conchobar h im self went into the battle.

LL: D olluid co n ch -  fei// issi/? cat/;.

C: D ollu ig  co /icu b - fein don catli

Ei; d o l-  coiic— k i l l  ism cath.

E2: doluig/) rr;//chub- fei/; isincat/;.

D o-llu id  C o n ch o b a r fcin isiii catli.

See ab o ve  fo r  M e y e r ’s translation.

fciii: T he manuscripts agree in reading 3sg. m asc. fein  ‘h im self’. In Old Irish, the 3sg. 

m asc. feisiii {ov fessiii) o f  the pronominal /i/t/ew  is expected. A ccording to DIL s.v .Jadein , 

the form / e / > 7 ,  originally for Isg. and 2sg., becom es widespread in all persons, genders 

and numbers, surviving into M odir (see DIL s.v . fadein , 4 .6 6 -7 4 ). A ccording to Schrijver 

(1997, 76), confusion  betw een 3sg. masc. fesin /fadesin  and 3sg. ncul. fe in  occurs in the 

Old Irish period. There are on ly  tw o exam ples o f  the 3sg. fein  found in the glosses, i.e. in 

dom ino fein , ‘'in D om ino  H im self’, Wb. 7b I; dubnith da it an d  fein  secech  talm ain , ‘that 

thou shouldst be in it itse lf beyond every land’. M l. 84a2 (with the latter possibly being a 

2sg.). It is o f  course a possib ility  that the M idlr scribe introduced /em , rep la cin g /em //;, 

since the former is the dominant form that is used from the M idlr period onwards, e.g. 

anm\ a sb erl fe in , L U  4 067 , ‘like he h im self sa id ’ {Senclias na R elec). N evertheless, I 

hesitate to em end the 3sg. masc. pron. /m 5 //;  because the form fe in  is supported by the 

two attested exam ples in the g losses.
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isn  Conid andsin gadatar mna Connacht do Conchohiir tiiidecht fo r  leith do descin a

delba doib.

And it was then that the women o f  Connaught begged Conchobar to come aside 

so that they might see his shape.

LL: Co«id andsjw gadatc/r mna connacht dochonch- tuidec/;t f-leith dodesci/z adelba

doib.

C: conad ann sin gaiaiur mna connacht do qqb- i\x\%echt f -  leit/; do fec/;sain adealba

doib

Ei: Is a n / /S iA j  roguid/i m«a conacht con -  foleit/i dodec/;Sj« agn /«e 7 adelba doib

E2: Isan/; s\n sin ro guid/ised mna connachta con ch u b- imtecht f-\eith  da fec/;sain

ad//eilbe doib

Conid and sin gadatar mna Connacht do Chonchobur tnidccht for Icth do dcicsin a 

dclbae doib.

See above for M eyer’s translation.

Conid and sin: LL/C use cy / ’ + 3sg. pres. ind. cop., although C has the later tbnn with a 

reduced vowel (see DIL s.v. is, 307.68-82). Co functions as a mere sentence-connective 

equivalent to ‘and’ here (see DIL s.v. co, 275.14—24, Luid in fech t n-aile dano araile fer  

dia duscud-soni co mben-som dia diir[n]d ina etan, ‘On another occasion a certain man 

went to wake him and with his tlst Cu Chulainn struck him on the tbrehead’, TBC 1 465; 

c f  GOI §897(b); for further examples o f co in this construction, see Windisch (1880, 

433). This construction is replaced in the Edinburgh manuscripts with the more straight

forward 3sg. pres. ind. absolute fonn o f the copula. Note the instance o f dittography in 

E2 , i.e. sin sin.

gadatar ... do: The OIr 3pl. o-pret. ot'giiidid  ‘prays, beseeches’ is preserved in LL/C, 

against the innovatory use o f the pres, stem in the past fomiation in the Edinburgh 

manuscripts. Furthermore, E i’s ro guidh is the innovatory use o f the singular verbal 

ending with a pi. subject {SnaG 111, §14.2), while E2 ’s ro guidhsed  shows the spread o f 

the .v-pret. to strong verbs such as guidid.

The verb guidid  ‘prays’ is attested with de in the sense o f ‘begging, demanding’, 

(see DIL s.v. de, XIV). However, LL/C have do which reflects the Old Irish confusion 

between de and do, but do is attested in other Old Irish texts also, c f  gaiddo, ‘he besought
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him ’, TBC  I, 661. The Edinburgh manuscripts omit the prep, do possibly due to the 

orthographic similarity between do and co.

tuidecht for loth: LL/C have tuidecht ‘act o f coming, arrival’ (vn o f do-teit ‘comes’), 

against E2 ’s imtecht ‘going; wandering’, while Ei omits the verbal noun altogether.

'I'he ph rase/o r leth, meaning ‘aside’, is widely attested with teit and do-teil (see DIL s.v. 

leth, 127.24.43; cf. Ociis teit lea fo r  leth, ScMMD  §4, ‘And he goes with them aside’; see 

also [5m] below). Therefore, 1 expand/^ in LL, C and Ez as fo r . Ei has fo  ‘under’ instead 

o f /o r  ‘on, upon’.

The acc. form of the .v-stem leth ‘direction’ is expected following the prep, /o r 

‘on, upon’ because the verbal noun implies motion in this instance. But the manuscripts 

all have a palatal fomi reflecting the Midlr spread o f the dat. sg. to the acc. sg. (see SnaG  

111, §5.12). 1 restore the acc. sg. leth on this occasion, supported also by the preserved acc. 

sg. leth in [5q].

do dcicsiii; The manuscript readings represent various M idlr fonns o f Olr deicsiu 

‘looking, gazing, inspecting’ (vn o f do-eccai ‘looks at, beholds, sees’), which in Midlr is 

attested in a large number o f interchangeable forms (see for instance DIL s.v deicsiu, 

3.47-49). The variants in the manuscripts here occurred as a result o f individual scribal 

slips. I restore the O lr deicsin.

The redactor in Ei has added the later gen. sg. form o f the /-stem frnuis ‘face, 

countenance’ (Olr^nw.vo, see DIL s.v.gniHs, 126.21-3).

a dclbac: The gen. sg. «-stem delh ‘form, figure, appearance, shape’ with the Olr neutral 

intervocalic consonantal group Ih is preserved in LL/C and Ei (see Greene 1973, 127- 

136; see also mesca in [lb]). However, -Ih- in E2 ’s deilhe has come under the influence 

o f the later trend o f palatalization.
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|5g | Fohith ni rahi for /a/main delb chiiiii amail deilh Chondiobiiir

For there was not on earth the shape o f a human being like the shape of 

Conchobar,

LL: Fobft/j nirabi f—ta l- delb dui/n am - dcjlb conch-.

C: fo bit/; niraib/;e f -  dealb duine am m l- deilb conqb—

Ei: oimiraibi [ ]n co//c-

E2 : fl/miroibe f-talm//uin dealb con[..^ am - delb/j concViuh-

Fo bith ni rabac for talam dclb duini amal deilb Coiichobair.

For there had not been on earth the shape o f  a human being like the shape o f  Conchobar.

Fo bi'th: The less frequently used causal conjunction /o bith ‘bccause, for, since’ is found 

in LL and C {GOI §905). This is replaced in the Edinburgh manuscripts by the Midir 

variants o f iiair ‘for, because, since’ (see DIL s.vv. 4 or, uar. 111).

Ill rabac; The use o f the perfect in this instance conforms to Old Irish usage expressing 

anteriority to the present point o f time o f utterance, as well as having an expository 

function in this instance (see EIV  97-8). It adds a non-nairative detail to the prose. The 

analogical spread o f palatalization is seen in the 3sg. conj. o f the substantive verb at-ta 

‘is’ in C, E and E2 . This may also be the case with LL’s rabi, with the final unstressed 

vowel reduced to /a/, representing a palatal schwa rather than a neutral schwa for earlier 

-ae (see Chapter 1.4.1 for the scribal tendency in LL to omit the /-glide). I restore the Olr 

form -rabae with the non-palatal b in syllabic anlaut expected in Old Irish (see GOI § 166 

(a)).

E2’s con[..\ could stand for the gen. Connacht ‘men o f Connacht’. On the other 

hand, it may be a corruption that has been inlluenced by the following delbh conchiib-. 

Unfortunately, the text in E| is illegible and therefore, is o f no help in deciding between 

the reading in E2 , or in LL/C. I adopt the reading in LL/C due to the uncertainty between 

the variants in this instance.

for talain; The suspension stroke in LL’s ta l-  is ambiguous as to whether it can be 

expanded for the short dat. sg. talam or the long dat. sg. talmain. The short dat. sg. is 

attested in Old Irish, e .g ../. cachduil dianeperr ainm nathar inim et italam isondathir do, 

‘i.e. every creature which is called by name o f the father, in heaven and on earth, it is 

from the Father’, Wb. 21d4; as intalam fessin, ‘i.e. from the earth itself'’. Ml. 45dl3
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{G O l §329B ; DIL  s.v. talam ), and w hile the short dat. survives into Midir, it is very 

uncom m on {SnaG  111, §5.1 1). Unfortunately, C om its this variant and Ei is illegib le at 

this point and therefore neither can support LL here against E2 ’s long dat. sg. H owever, 

LL also has tu l-  for the nom. sg. lakim  [ l id ] .  Therefore, I expand talam  here, supported 

by the unam biguous nom. sg. tal— in [ l id ] .

Sim ilarly, the short acc. o f  talam  is also a marginal feature is attested in Old Irish. 

Jurgen Uhlich has also pointed out to me an exam ple in the Prologue to the F elire, i.e. ro  

lin Jlaith  D e A th ar : nem, talam  la  trethan, ‘the kingdom o f  God the Father has filled  

heaven, earth and sea ’, Fel. Prol. 216. A lthough the short acc. survives into M iddle Irish, 

it is very uncom m on {SnaG  111, §5.1 1). An exam ple o f  the short acc. sg. talam  is possib ly  

found in the M iddle Irish poem S alta ir  na Raiiii, i.e. RT do-ridm ich t talam  tlaclit, do  

Adaum  iarna tharm thecht, SR  1469. However, G reene translates this as a gen itive on foot 

o f  M eyer’s suggested em endation o f  talam  to talm an, i.e. ‘the king gave the surface o f  

the earth to A dam ’.

aiiial: M eyer ( 1906, 6) expands LL’s a m -  as the archaic spelling or the later form o f  the 

prep. am a{i)l. A m ail is the Early Old Irish form that occurred before the process o f  

dcpalatalization took place in the Classical Old Irish period, e.g. am ail, Thes ii, 245 .14  

(Cambrai H om ily); am ail, W b 2 1 cl0 , 22c24  {SnaG  II, §10.5). Therefore, I expand a m -  

as the OIr am al in accordance with the rule o f  depalatalisation o f  proclitics {G O I  § 168; 

DIL  s.v. am al 206 .24 , for an exam ple o f  am al written p len e  in the Old Irish sources, e.g. 

am al. Ml. 107c8).
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15h| etir chruth 7 deilb 7 dechelt, etir met 7 core 7 ciitrumniae,

both for beauty and figure and dress, for size and symmetry and proportion,

LL: .i. e t-  c//ruth 7deilb 7 dec/ielt. e t-  met ?c6re ?cutr-mae

C: .i. e t-  crut// 7 deilb 7 deit/zcealt 7 e t-  deilb duiue 7 meit 7 coiri 7 qdruma

Ei: etar crut/i 7 ceiil 7 deceilt etar deilb 7 rneiti 7 core 7 [.]ut[..]ma

E2 ; et— cnxih 7 deilbh decei[ ]7  cut/oimad//

.i, eter crutli 7 deilb 7 deiclicit, ctcr meit 7 cliorai 7 cliutriinimai

See above fo r  M eyer's translation.

.i. eter It is difficult to say whether A. is original or whether it is a scribal addition 

since it receives no support from the Edinburgh branch. Nevertheless, the use o f the Latin 

abbreviation ./. (Lat. id est, O lr ed on ‘that is’) does seem perfectly natural here, 

introducing the descriptive passage which explains exactly what constitutes delh diiini 

mentioned in [5g].^'’̂  T h e r e f o r e , i s  adopted in the edition rather than left out.

The words in the following sequences form a co-ordinate group governed by the 

prep, eter ‘between’ and are linked by ocii.s ‘and’, meaning ‘both ... and’ (see G O l §881; 

OIL s.v. eter, Note the M idir lenition o f cruth in LL after the prep, eter (DIL s.v.

eter, 227.30). For a comment on the scribal omission o f lenition after the compendium  7 , 

see the textual note on [ Ic].

criith 7 deilb 7 deichelt: DIL s.v. criith defines this as ‘form, shape, appearance; beauty 

o f form, shapeliness’. It refers to aesthetical beauty in this instance, in contrast to the 

following delb, which is defined in DIL s.v. delb as ‘form, figure, appearance, shape’, 

referring to the physical form o f the person. According to DIL s.v. deichelt, a nominal 

compound o f the prefix de + celt ‘covering, garment’, this refers to the ‘outer garment 

worn by both sexes, robe, cloak’ {DIL s.v. deichelt', cf. Mo mind oir 7 mo fail, mo delge 7 

mo dechelt, ‘my diadem o f gold and my arm-ring, my brooch and my dress’, Meyer 1899, 

134; see also LEIA, D-39).

For a full analysis o f  the grammatical use o f . / ,  in Olr g losses see Dottin (1912 , 1 0 2 -1 0 , esp. 107). For 

a similar examination on the use o f . / ,  in Fingal Rondin, see O Cathasaigh (1985 , 126-9).

See also the similar exam ple in [Ic]: eter C onall 7  Chain Culainn  7 L oegaire m Buadach, ‘among Conall, 

Cu Culainn and L oegaire’.
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The redactor in Ei replaces deilh with ceill ‘sense’, which does not receive support t'rom 

either side o f  the stem m a. histead, deilh is used in the next sequence, 

ctcr nieit 7 chorai 7 chutrummai; The w ord meit refers to the physical size o f  the person 

{DIL s.v. meit (b); cf. iar meit chorpdai, ‘according to bodily s ize’, Stokes 1904, 238). 

E2’s meiti is the later fonn o f  original O Ir meit (see DIL  s.v. meiti, which states that this 

fom i is influenced by the use o f  the gen. sg. in expressions such as is meite). The word 

corae is used here in the sense o f  personal attributes (DIL s.v. corae (b); cf. cruth nd corai 

nd congraim, ‘figure, or grace, or beauty’, FB  §24, 1. 10). The m eaning o f  cutrummae is 

alm ost synonym ous with corae, with DIL s.v. cutrummae defining it as ‘equal weight, or 

am ount, equivalent; eveness, good proportion(s) | . . . ]  o f  personal appearance’; cf. Iter 

meit 7 chore 7 cinitrumae, BDD^ 1075.

C has deilh duine, which is som ew hat supported from the other side o f  the stem m a 

with E l ’s deilh. However, since this passage is m ainly com posed o f  sequences o f  three 

words, 1 follow LL here and do not adopt deilh. Furtherm ore, this would be repetitive 

with deilh already used in the first sequence.
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|5il etir rose j fo lt 7 gile, etir gdis 7 dlaig 7 erlahra,

for eye and hair and whiteness, for wisdom and manners and eloquence,

LL: e t-  rose 7 folt 7gile. e t-  gai's. 7alaig. 7erlabra.

C: e it-  rosg 7 folt 7 gile e t-  gais 7 alaig// 7 urlabi-a

Ei: 7 gile etar gnais 7 all 7 urlab/ a

E2 : e t-  rosg[ ] 7urlabra

eter rose 7 folt 7 gili, cter gai's 7 alaig 7 erlabrai

See above fo r  M eyer’s translation.

eter rose 7 folt 7 gili; The following sequence describes particular parts o f the body. Rose 

refers specifically to the Qyc,folt to the hair, and gile most likely to the whiteness o f  the 

skin. This triad is also I'ound in BDD^ 1076; eter rose 7 fo lt 7 gile.

The mark o f lenition on LL’s /o//, after the tironian symbol 7, is not supported by 

the other manuscripts. This is most likely due to the scribal omission o f the lenition mark, 

which has been discussed already in [Ic]. Ei omits rose 7folt.

eter gais 7 alaig 7 erlabrai; The abstract noun goes (from adj. gdeth  ‘wise, intelligent’; 

cf. GOI §259.4), is defined by DIL s.v. gdes as ‘sagacity, intelligence, acuteness’. DIL 

s.v. dlaig  gives this as ‘habit, behavior, practice’, but it probably is used in reference to 

good manners in this instance. According to DIL, this word is frequently found in use 

with the following airlahrae ‘speech, eloquence’, e.g. iter gais 7 dlaig, errlahrae, BDD^ 

1076. For the spelling er-, rather than air-, see GOI §823. Ei has gnais, possibly for gnu is 

‘face’, as well as all, which I take to be a form for later dilne ‘beauty’ (see DIL s.v. dille, 

126. 19-22; SnaG  IV, §3.15).’ ’̂

A sequence sim ilar to the one found in E| is found in Tiie Triads o f  Ireland: Tri aible adanuat seirc: 

gm'iis, alaig erlahra, ‘Three sparks that kindle love: a face, demeanor, speech’, Meyer 1906, 10/11, §86. 

The variant reading for §80 also reads gnds alaig erlahra, ‘familiarity, fame (leg. allad), speech’.
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|5j| etir erriiid 7 one 7 ecosc, etir arm 7 immad 7 ordda}7, etir gnais 7 gaisced 7 chenel. 

for raiment and nobleness and equipment, for weapons and wealth and dignity, 

for bearing and valour and race.

LL: et-erriud 7ane vecosc. e t-  am i 7 i/»mad 7 orddan. et-gnais 7 gaisced 7c/;en-.

C: e t-  eairad 7 aine 7 ec/'osg e t-  arm 7 imad 7 ordan e t-  gnais 7 gaisgc- 7 cineli

E l: c^/ar arm  7 err— 7 h-usc etar ai//e 7 [ ] gaisc— 7 cej//ol

E2 : e t-  am i7 err[ ] gaisged.

eter arm 7 crriiicl 7 ecosc, ctcr aiiii 7 immad 7 orddaii, etcr gnais 7 gaiscid 7 clicnel.

For weapons and raiment and equipment, fo r  nobleness and wealth and dignity, fo r  

hearing and valour and race.

ctcr arm 7 crriiid 7 ccosc: LL/C’s exemplar has changed the order o f the words in this 

section. The correct word order is found in the Edinburgh manuscripts, supported by the 

same sequence found in BDD^ 1077: iter arm 7 erriud 7 ecosc.

Arm  generally refers to ‘armour, battle-equipment, panoply etc’, but according to

D/L s.v. arm, it can be used collectively in the sense o f ‘weapons’ (see DIL s.v. arm  (a),

which cites this particular example). The word erriud also refers to annour, but in the 

sense o f ‘harness, apparel, dress, attire’ (see DIL s.v. errad). Lastly, the sense o f ecosc is 

somewhat obscure. According to DIL s.v. ecosc, it can refer to ‘equipment, accessories, 

ornament (?)’, suggesting perhaps in the sense o f ‘garb, attire’.̂ *’* Thus, in conjunction 

with arm  ‘weapons’ and erriud  ‘raiment’, it may have to do with some sort o f attire used 

in battle, further supporting that these words should be grouped together in this sequence 

given their similar theme.

aini 7 immad 7 orddan: LL and C have arm  instead o f dni, which is supported by the 

sequence in BDD^ 1077: iter dni 7 imud 7 ordan. Here again, as in the previous sequence, 

the words have been changed. E| has aine, but unfortunately the rest o f the text is illegible, 

as well as E i’s section. DIL s.v. imbed defines this as meaning ‘an abundance o f wealth.

See DIL  s.v. eccosc, 2 1.30^  1; cf. Fethal condiiala ,i.fe t[h ]a lcomdala, iit est ni [co]naefethal conduala 

i. no ni coimedus ecciisc coniduala ./. in merge no in brat sida no in rinde, ‘fe th a l conduala, i.e. ... ,  ut est 

‘a thing that protects an ornamented reliquary’, i.e. what protects a ... form, i.e. the banner or the silken 

cloak, or the rinde (?)’, O ’Dav. 992 (Stokes 1904, 369).
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riches, fund’ {DIL s.v. imbed', cf. GOI § i 52(c) for the phonological development o\'mb > 

mm). DIL s.v. orcI(cl)an gives it as masc. or fem. (//-stem (?)). However, this must have 

been originally a neut., e.g. i.e. BA mar a ii-orddun do Chonchohuv, ‘Great was 

Conchobar’s dignity’, Stokes 1910, 22.^^^ It is used here in reference to the high rank held 

by a person.™

|5k| Nirho lochtach Ira inti Conchohiir.

That Conchobar was faultless indeed.

LL: Nirboloc/(tac/j t/ a i//ti co/;ch-

C: Nibo \ochtach t/ a anti c6>/;cubar

Ei: 7 nirbo \ochtadi t/-at in f -  s\n .i. conc

E2: Nirbo loch[

Nirbo lochtach tra iiit-i Conchobar.

See above for M eyer’s translation.

lochtach: The adj. lochtach ‘faulty, defective’ can refer either to being faulty in a moral 

sense ‘guilty, sinful’, or faulty in a physical sense, i.e. ‘blemished, defective, unsound, 

tainted’ (see DIL s.v. lochtach (a) and (b)). DIL gives this particular instance as an 

example o f the latter meaning, translating [5k] as “Conchobar was without blemish’. 

However, from the context o f the previous descriptive passage, it is evident that the sense 

o f lochtach here refers not only to physical defects, but also to mental attributes, as well 

as attire. Similarly, in BDD^, the substantival locht ‘(physical) blemish’ precedes the 

descriptive passage: Nicon f i l  locht and i.sindfir .sin eter cruth 7 deilb 7 deceit, BDD^ 1074 

, ‘there is no defect in that man whether in form or shape or vesture’, BDD  211. 

int-i Conchobar: The deictic particle / is replaced with fe r  ‘man’ + demonstrative particle 

.sin ‘that’ in Ei, with a following narratorial gloss explaining that the referee is Conchobar.

See also a n-ordun in the version found in the Book o f  Ballymote, published by Hull (1956, 233-5).

™ Thomas Charles-Edwards (1994, 109) observes that OIr ord{il)an corresponds to W elsh urdden, thereby 

refuting Thurneysen’s claim that onl ‘ham mer’ influenced the meaning o f  ord ‘dignity’ (see GOI §925). 

The text at the end o f  the column on this folio is lost due to the vellum being badly damaged.
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Since this does not receive any support from the other witnesses, it can be assumed that 

it was introduced in Ei, replacing OIr int-i ‘the aforementioned.

|51| A comaiiii //?;morro in Cheil rogahsal na mnd uilgis do Chonchohur.

However, it was by the advice o f Cet that the women importuned Conchobar.

LL: A coma/'/'li im— i/zcheit rogabsat namna ailgis doc/;onch-.

C: acomairli inceit ro gabsat na mna ailgw.v do co//ch-

Ei; Do c-airW ceit [ ] mi/; rogabsat mna connacht ailgiw desiU/;/

E2 : ac/;oma/>-le t/-a ceit m -c mad/;ach rocui/;nig/;si mna connacht co/;chuba/-

A coniairli iiiinuirgu in Clicit ro gabsat niiia Connacht ailgis dc Clioncliobiir.

It was on the advice o f  Cet that the women o f  Connacht had importuned Conchobar.

a coniairli; The prep, a ‘out of, from ’ precedes coniai/ie ‘advice’ and is used to introduce 

the instrument o f the following action (sec DIL  s.vv. a, II (b), coniairle, 3 4 1 .8 0 ^ ; c f  a 

comarli, ‘on Ailill’s advice’, TBC  I 15 1 I). It provides the literal translation ‘on the advice 

o f Cet’. While E i’s do could be used here, meaning ‘by the advice’, there is support from 

both sides o f the stemma for the use o f the prep, a in this instance. E2 ’s chomairle contains 

hypercorrect lenition after the prep. a.

immurgu; Unfortunately C ’s text is illegible at this point. However, since the space in 

the manuscript suggests that only two letters are stained, it may be that an abbreviation 

similar to LL’s im -  was employed here. The readings in the Edinburgh branch do not 

support LL. In contrast, E2 has tra while Ei contains nothing at all. Thus, I surmise that 

perhaps the Edinburgh exemplar omitted im -, and E2 subsequently added trd. I expand 

LL’s im -  as the Old Irish fonn immurgu in accordance with the archetype’s Old Irish dale 

o f composition. I translate it as ‘then’, as per DIL s.v. immurgu, 11 (b), against Meyer’s 

‘however’ which implies an adversative force.

in Cheit; As was argued in [3e], the use o f the article with anaphoric force before a proper 

name is the lectio difficilior. In this instance, LL and C preserve the article before the gen. 

sg. Cheit, i.e. ‘the aforesaid Cet’.

T he ink is stained here.
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ro gabsat: The verb gaihid  is used in phrase with following dilges + prep, de ‘from ’, 

meaning ‘demands’ (D/L s.v. dilges, 122.64—76). E2 replaces the original 3pl. perf. o f 

gaihid  with the 3sg. form o f the M idir cuinigid ‘demands, asks’ (OIr con-d'ieig)?^^ 1 take 

the emphasizing particle -si as the later 3pl. fomi -sim {DIL s.v. som, 338. 29), but with 

the ff;-stroke lost in transmission. Since this does not receive support from any other 

witness, it is most likely a scribal addition.

nina Connacht: LL/C have the short fem. nom. pi. article + pi. o f ben ‘w om an’. The 

Edinburgh manuscripts have an additional gen. o f Coiuuichta, ‘women o f  Connacht’, but 

no article. See also the similar phrase gddatar mnd Connacht in [5f]. Connacht was lost 

in LL/C’s line o f transmission and the scribe o f the M idlr exemplar subsequently added 

the article. 1 adopt the reading in the Edinburgh manuscripts, i.e. mnd Connacht, 

supported by the reading in [5f].

ailgis de: According to Thurneysen (1921, 69), dilges is a compound o f a/7 ‘sham e’ + 

geis Schimpf-hitte'. DIL s.v. dilges defines it as ‘a prayer or request, the refusal o f  which 

brings reproach or ill-luck’. In early texts the word dilges is found with a short a {DIL s.v. 

dilges). But in later texts this vowel generally has a length-mark. This is confimied by 

rhyme in Met. Dinds. iii: 62, II. 107-8, where there is internal rhyme o f dilgis with /a/V/- 

lis. Thus, I insert the length-mark above a.

As mentioned above, the verb gaihid  + dilges is attested with following prep, de 

‘from ’. LL and C have do against the better spelling in Ei. For a discussion on the 

normalisation o f de, see the textual note on [3b]. E2 omits the preposition in this instance 

perhaps due to the orthographic similarity between do and co.

For the M idlr tendency to replace a singular verb replacing a plural, see SnaG  III, § 14.2.; cf. at-rdigestar 

f i r  HtvcnA iiiie, ‘all the men o f  Ireland would com e’, TBC LL 10821.
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|5in| Luid larum fo r  lelh a oinur dia descin dona mnaih.

Then lie went aside alone to be seen by the women.

LL; Luid ia r- f-let/; aoi'nur dia desci// donamnaib.

C: luig ia r-  for leit/; aoenur dia fecsain do/mmnaib

Ei; luid ia r -c o iic -a  scnor i - \eith dia dech [ ]a m/mib

E2 : luig// co/;chub- forle//; aasna/- dafechsain donamnaib/;.

Luid I'arum fo r  Icth a ocnur dia dcicsiii donaib mnaib.

See above fo r  Meyer \s Iranslalion.

Luid: Note the phonetic confusion o f final palatal lenited d  and g  in C and E2 {SnaG III, 

§3.18).^^“* There is support from both sides o f the stemma for the temporal adverb iarum 

‘then’.

for leth: The prep, /o r  ‘on, upon’ governs the acc. in this instance due to the preceding 

verb o f motion. The expected acc. sg. of .s-stem Icth ‘side, direction’ (see DIL s.v. leth) is 

presei-ved in LL and £ 2 .^^”* The other readings show Midlr confusion between the acc. and 

dat. sg. after the preposition/o/- which governs the acc. and dat. in Old Irish {SnaG III, 

§5.1).

a oenur: The dat. sg. oenar ‘single individual’ stands in apposition to the preceding 

3sg. poss. pron. a (see GOI §§251.2, 388).

d ia  d c ic s iii:  The prep, de +  3sg. masc. suff. pron. is preserved in LL/C and Ei, whereas 

the reduced fonn is used in E2 {SnaG III, §3.24). For a comment on the interchangeable 

forms o f deicsiu ‘looking’, see the textual note in |5f].

donaib: All four manuscripts have the later fonn o f the prep, do with loss o f the dat. pi. 

ending o f the article {SnaG  111, §7.5). I restore the standard Old Irish fonn donaib in this 

instance.

see C h ap te r 1 for a com plete  survey  o f  the orthograp liy  o f  the m anuscripts.

H ow ever, tliese spellings m ay also  be an  instance w here the /-g lide is not w ritten  (cf. G O I  §86; c f  [5c]).
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|6a| Dolluid Cet //?/morro co mhiii etir na mna immeddn.

Cet, however, went until he was in the midst o f the women.

LL: Dolluid Cet im - co/?/bui e t-  namna iw/medon.

C: Do lluig .u”. inceat cow/bai amethon

Ei: luit cet im - cowbai etzr na m«aib ar medo«

E2 : luig/? xamm cet e t-  na mnaib/j amed/;on

Do-lluid Cet immurgii co niboi ctcr iiina mna i medon.

Cet, however, went among the women.

Do-lluid: LL/C use the 3sg. pret. o f  do-teit ‘proceeds, goes forward’, while the Edinburgh 

manuscripts have the 3sg. pret. o f  teit ‘com es’, albeit with modernised orthography. 

Either verb could be used here, although do-teit might be marginally better in this context 

to express the idea o f Cet moving forwards until he reaches the centre o f the women. 

Moreover, LL and C presei’ve the earlier orthographical feature o f//-, as seen in previous 

examples o f this verb. It is possible that the preverb do has been lost in transmission in 

the Edinburgh recension. As in previous instances where the stemma is divided, LL is 

used as the leading manuscript.

The use o f the article in C ’s in ceat is innovatory and may have been influenced 

by the previous occurence of the article, i.e. [51]. Moreover, there is no support from the 

other witnesses in favour o f the article here.

cter inna mna: LL presei*ves the historically correct acc. pi o f hen ‘w om an’ following 

the prep, eter ‘between’ (see GDI §835). However, the Edinburgh manuscripts show 

confusion o f the acc. with the dat. after this prep. (SnaG  111, §5.1). 1 restore the fem. acc. 

pi. article, as outlined in the editorial policy.^^^ This phrase is missing in C.

™ See Chapter 1.7.2.
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I6b| Nos-indlethar Cel inchind Mesgegra isin tahaill

He adjusts the brain o f Mesgegra in the sling,

LL: NoSi«dIet/z«r cct i/;chi/;d mes .g. isj/ztabaili.

C: nos indleasta/r ceat incin/; meas .g/ a. isintaoobhaill

Ei: [ Jtabaill

E2 : 7 rosin/;list- cet i/;inchi/7d i/;atabaille

Na-iiidletliar Cct iiichiiiii Mcissc Gegrai isin tabaill.

Cet adjusts the brain o f  Mess Gegrai in the sling.

Na-iiidlcthar: Meyer (1906, 50) lakes the verbal form seen in LL as being of 

^ i n d e l l a i m '1 take this to be a late OIr or early M idlr denominative verb indlithir, 

Ibrmed from the verbal noun indell o f in-la ‘inserts’, but with the meaning o f ‘arranges, 

harnesses’ (see Dll. s.vv. indell ‘adjusting, fixing, harnessing’, indlid (b)).™

The Midlr scribe treated inchinn as a feminine and inserted the fem. in f pron. 

before the verbal form. 1 restore the Olr Class A 3sg. neut. proleptic inf. pron. {GOI §421). 

C and E2 replace the 3sg. pres. ind. deponent ending with the innovatory dep. ending - 

estar {E IV216), albeit with C having the palatalized by-form. E2 also shows confusion of 

ro for no (EIV 197).

tabaill: DIL s.v. tdhall describes this word as a ‘sling f...], weapon for throwing a missile’. 

For a brief discussion o f this word and the difference between it and the later tailm ‘sling’, 

see Bauersfeld (1933, 306-7). This weapon was also used in adjusting the piece o f cheese 

which killed Medb: do-beir in riibloig isin tabaill f...], ‘he put the piece [of cheese] in the 

sling Hull (1938, 56/61).

h  may be that this is a printing error for an intended compound ind-ellaim, i.e. 3sg. o f  *iml-ella ‘go into’, 

but since tliere is no such entry cited in DIL, this is probably not the case. On the other hand, it may just be 

an error for imiliin.

™  It should not be confused with the later simple verb indlid  which is widely attested in meaning ‘arranges, 

prepares, adjusts’ a weapon for attack and replaces O lr iii-ld, basing it perhaps upon the prototonic form - 

indie (?) or the vn indell (see E IV  194; DIL  s.v. indlid, (b); as well as the participle indlide: Ro.gab Ere mac 

Cairpri in Irc.s gae indlilhi [...], ‘Ere grasped one o f  the three prepared spears f . . ] ’, BM M M  333.
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This word, an a-stem, is derived from the Latin tahellu ‘a small board’ and a short 

a would be expected (see LEIA, T-3; DIL s.v. However, it is frequently seen

with a length-mark in the manuscripts, as is the case in LL here. The long a is perhaps 

confirmed by rhyme in the Met. Dimls. iii, 258.31: thabaill ; rdmaind?^'^ Thus, I retain 

the length mark in the edition. The vowels aoo  in C’s taoohaill represent an eccentric 

spelling. The gen. sg. -e in E2 ’s tahaille is an error for tdbaill, and without it we can read 

‘in(to) his sl ing’. T h e  acc. sg. o f  tdball is adopted since the gen. makes no sense or 

syntax here.

Hull refers to Thurneysen who suggested that tdball was a ‘small board’ upon which the sling-stones 

were put before they were shot forth (see Hull 1934, 407. n. 5).

L reads rdm aindhui it should be noted that the variae lectiones read: romaind, M and ramaind, etc. 

cf. Cdor iheineadh do thdbhuille, brdon do dheireadh dilinne (x . on dilinn), IG T  ii 1956, ‘the fireball 

o f  your sling is a drop o f  the end o f  a deluge’). The gen. sg. o f  dile makes uailhne shldn  rhyme with 

thdbidlle. However, the second version o f  this citation, IG T  'n 2003, is found in a paragraph which treats a 

series o f  nouns declined like soighidh, i.e. syncopated gen. sg., nom. pi., acc. pi., etc. Listed among them 

is the fem. idbhaitl. Here, the same citation is followed by a note that the form is Idhhaill is incoirect: ./. 

m ed na tdibhle ./. do-rinneadh e, ‘[the form tdbhiiille] is false, m ed na tdibhle  [is the coirect form], [the 

verse] was made incorrectly’. I am extremely grateful to Micheal Hoyne for discussing these entries with 

me and for his helpful suggestions.
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[6c| 7 nosteilc conidlarla imnmUach Conchohiiir co mhdtar a da trJan inna chind

and throws it so that it hit the crown o f Conciiobar’s head, so that two-thirds of it 

entered his head,

LL: 7 nosteilc co/iidta/ ia i/»mullac/; conch.-. co/»bata/' adatrian i//nac/?i«d

C: 7 nosteilg ca/;adas tarla \m m ull- cinn conqhair combadar ada trian ina cin/;

E i: teilgi-^*^ [...Jaria a m ull- Ci / /d  conc- [ ] i/;a incinn

E 2 :  7 rotelg?/.vt- c’o/;tarrluic imulloch co/;chub- gorabad- adat/'ian i/mc/iind.

7 da-lcici coiiid-tarlac i iiiiillacli Coiicliobair co iiibatar a da trian inna chiunn.

See above fo r  M eyer's translation.

da-Ieici: LL, C and Ei have the 3sg. conj. pres. ind. o f the simple verb teilcid {Oh do-leci 

‘throws, cast, hurls' o f missiles; OIL s.v. do-leci, 328.23 and 11, (b)). E2 has the past tense 

with the dep. conj. ending -iistar {E lV 216—7). LL/C’s exemplar introduces the fcm. in f 

pron., attaching it to no, whereas the Edinburgh manuscripts are corrupt with the object 

not expressed, i.e. perhaps evidence fo ra  lacuna. I reconstruct the Old Irish deuterotonic 

form da-leici ‘he throws it’, with a Class A neut. in f  pron. referring to inchinn against 

the manuscript evidence as the simple verb -leilc may have been introduced in the shared 

Midlr common source.

conid-tarlac: The 3sg. proto, resultative p erf o f do-cuirethar ‘puts’, in impersonal 

construction, is supported by LL/C and Ei against E2 ’s form tarlaic which may have been 

influenced by the preceding verbal form. The historical flexion o f a 3sg. suffixless 

preterite ended in an unstressed final vowel, i.e. -{a)e, to differentiate it from Isg. or 2sg. 

-a (see E lV  72). Thus, -ae is restored here.

LL’s con;'J is the superior reading with co n- ‘so that’ + Class C 3sg. masc. in f  

pron. against C ’s conadas which has the reduced vowel a o f the copula + the innovatory 

Midlr in f pron. (see SnaG  III, §10.6).

mullach; The word midlach refers to ‘the crown o f the head’ {OIL s.v. miillach (b)). 

Although there is support from either side o f the stemma for the word cinn ‘head’, i.e. C 

and E l ,  this word was most likely added for clarifaction by the individual scribes. LL and 

E2 constitute the superior reading with nntllach understood as referring specifically to the

Final d  is v e iy  faint. T here m ay a lso  be a su sp en sio n  stroke ab ove  tiie letter i.
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head, cf. nmllach, ‘crown (of the head)’, Gild. Lor. 98 (gl. nieo ergo cum capilis iiertice, 

‘for the crown o f my head with its hair’).

CO mbatar: LL/C preserves the pret. o f the substantive verb attd ‘is’, against the M idlr 

use o f the p erf as the narrative past in E2.

a da trian: The poss. pron. refers to the brain in this instance. Trian ‘third part’ is a neut. 

o-stem in Old Irish (see DIL s.v. trian). The length-mark is added above the dual da as 

per the editorial policy given in Chapter 1.7.2. However, it should be noted that da did 

not have a length-mark in origin {GOI §§48, 385; DIL s.v. da).

inna chiunn; 1 adopt LL’s inna despite stemmatic support for ina with a single n. See 

further the textual note on [ Ig] and [4t] discussing inna vs. ina. For the restoration o f the 

OIr dat. sg. ciiinn, see [3b].
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|6d] 7 CO torch air-seom  isa cemi, co ta rla  fr i Jar.

so that he fell upon his head forward to the ground.

LL: 7 CO tor-seo/?; isacend co  t«/ la f/'ila/-.

C: 7 CO to r - S i i n  asacin// cotarla fria lar

Ei: 7 CO tc/rla a m u l - roi/7/e a ta lm -

Ea: 7 gotarla amullach roim/;e inantalmui;!

7 CO torch air-seiii asa ch iiiiiii, co tarlac fri lar.

a n d  so  tiuit he f e l l  head-first to the ground.

7 CO torchair-scm : The suspension stroke is am biguous in LL/C’s 3sg. proto, perf. t o r -  

o i'd o -tid t ‘fa lls’. The perfect can be justified as expressing resultativity here {EIV  9 3 -6 ) . 

The non-historical palatal ending is already seen encroaching in the Old Irish period, e.g. 

dorochair, Sg. 29a8. Therefore, it could be argued that the archetype had torchair. The 

palatal ending is supported in the fact that -seam , LL, and -y,7», C, are the post-palatal 

variant.

The emph. part, sem  after verbs with a palatal final consonant is rare in the g losses, 

although it becom es com m on in Sg. (see G O I  §403; DIL  s.v. sont, 3 8 .2 1 -3 ; e.g. a sb eir  

soni, ‘he says’, Wb. 4 d l7 ; ashcir sent, ‘he says’, Sg. 39a25).’ *̂  it should be noted that - 

som  is the only form used after a palatal consonant in Wb. (see Kavanagh 2 0 0 1 ,8 1 8 -2 1 ) .  

The post-palatal form is found in LL and C. Thus, sent supports the suggestion that the 

archetype had -torchair. In v iew  o f  the lack o f  manuscript evidence indicating o th e w ise ,  

and the attested forms o f  do-rochairI-torch air  in Old Irish, I expand it as the innovatory 

palatal 3sg. proto, p erf o f  do-tu it ‘fa lls’, i.e. -torchair, as per Meyer, and adopt the emph. 

pron. sem . The 3sg. emph. pron. refers to Conchobar, rather than the brain, thus fulfilling  

its function o f  signalling the change o f  subject.

The text has been rewritten in the Edinburgh recension. The phrase torchair-sem  

isa cenn  is replaced with co tarla  a nndlach  in the Edinburgh manuscripts, with roinie 

fo llow ing m iillach  in both w itnesses indicating that they understood it to mean ‘head

first’.

783 j.'q,. exam ples o f  sem, alongside post-palatal som, in the St. Gall glosses, see Straclian (1903b,

490).
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asa chiunn; I have not come across the idiom do-tuit i cenn meaning to fall head-first 

elsewhere. In this instance, it may be better to follow C ’s asa ‘out o f his’ with following 

dat. sg. cinn used here in the sense o f  Conchobar toppled forward, i.e. ‘he fell head-first’ 

(cf. DIL s.v. a, 11(a)). This is supported by the interpretation found in the Edinburgh 

manuscripts in which the text follows the sense in C (see note on fr i  lar below).

CO t a r l a e :  The conjunction co n- is used here in the sense o f ‘and’ {GOl §897(b)). As to 

the restoration o f the final unstressed vowel in the Olr 3sg. suffixless pret., see [6d] above. 

The use o f the perfect is in keeping with Old Irish usage since it can be translated as ‘was 

put’.

fri lar: LL and C preserve the superior reading with the Olr prep, fr i  ‘towards, against, 

a t’. This sentence gives a literal translation; ‘and it (his head) was put on the ground’.

The Edinburgh variants roime a/nian talnniin reinterpret the original text and 

make sense o f it. Roime is a late Midlr form, replacing earlier riam < Olr riam, i.e. the 

prep, re ‘before, in front o f  + 3sg. masc. poss. pron. {DIL s.v. 6. re, 21.59-60). E2 

introduces the prep, imm ‘by, a t’+ article (DIL s.v. imm, I (c)), with the initial vowel 

elided. Hi uses the preposition i ‘upon’. The sense is that Conchobar’s head falls before 

him at the ground, i.e. he toppled foi"ward to the ground.
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|6e| Focherddat Ulaid chiici conidriicsat d Chet.

The men o f Ulster ran towards him, and can ied him off from Cet.

LL; Foch-ddat u l-  c/;uci c6»/;idrucsat oc//et.

C: fo c-dat u l-  cucai cf;/;/drucsat ur ceat

Ei: Reitit na fir cuici iarsin co rs«t ,h.

E2 : rithaid nafira cuca gunagsad uad

F o-cerdat Ulaid cucai conid-rucsat 6 Chet.

The men o f Ulster run towards him, and carried him off from  Cet.

Fo-cerdat: There is disagreement between the manuscripts. LL/C contains the 3pl. pres, 

ind. oifo-ceird, used intransitively, denoting indefinite motion {DIL s.v. fo-ceird, 11(e)). 

LL’s pretonic proverb shows main clause lenition which is predominant in Midir {EIV 

173-4). However, such lenition is found on rare occasion already in the glosses (see 

McCone 1985, 98; see also [5dJ for examples from the glosses). In this instance it may 

be attributable to a scribal tendency o f hand U as he also inserts main clause lenition in 

ro chrithnaig, [ l i d]  and ro chreti, [12a]. The writing o f dd  may reflect modernised 

orthography with Idl spelt with double dd{SnaG  111, §2.3; cf. orddnide, SR 4130). But the 

orthographical feature o f writing the 3pl. -/(-), pronounced Idl, as dd  when in non-final 

position is already found in the Sg. glosses.’*̂"*

The Edinburgh manuscripts contain the 3pl. pres. ind. o f reithid ‘runs, hastens’ 

(note E l ’s palatal root consonant (OIr reth{a)it) and orthographic replacement o f original 

-t for -d  in E2). It is more likely Ei and E2 ’s exemplar replaced the deut. compound verb 

with simple verb reithid, rather than LL/C’s common source replacing a simple verb with 

a deut. verbal form. Therefore, 1 follow LL/C’s readings here, albeit with normalised 

spelling.

cucai: In Old Irish, the 3sg. masc. pronominal form o f co ‘as far as, up to ’ was ciic(a)i 

with non-palatal Igl, e.g. end , Wb. 9d l4 , eueai. Ml. 38c 1; Thurneysen also cites cuceai.

Tliis is noted by Bergin in the addenda to Straciian’s Old-Irish Paradigms, where lie observes that tiie 

sound o f tiie 3pl. Idl is ‘expressed by dd  in the S. Gall G losses’, when not final, citing ad-cuireddar ‘they 

return’, remi-suidigddis, ‘they used to set before’, see Strachan (1949, 207).
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GOI §433, but does not mention its source. I lowever, tiiis was later replaced by cuici with 

palatal /g/ due to influence from the 3sg. fem. ciiice (McCone 1993, 173).

The manuscripts contain ambiguous forms o f the conjugated preposition in this 

instance. LL has a tendency to omit the palatal glide and moreover, final palatal vowels 

in open position reduced to /a/ are represented as -/ or Therefore chiici was most 

likely pronounced Ichuicil at the time o f copying, rather than lcuc{ci)il. C and E2 ’s ciicai 

and cuca are perhaps more significant. C ’s -tii most likely represents an eccentric spelling, 

while E2’s -a is a non-palatal schwa. Nevertheless, these manuscripts are consistent in 

writing the palatal glide. The upshot is that these manuscripts may preserve a copied 

archaism, i.e. ciica(i), with non-palatal /g/. Therefore, I restore the Old Irish forni ciicai. 

conid-rucsat: LL/C contain the superior reading with consecutive co n- ‘and’ + Class C 

3sg. masc. in f pron., which is omitted in the Edinburgh manuscripts. Nevertheless, there 

is unanimous manuscript support for the 3pl. perf. o f heirid, which is used here with a 

resultative force. Corruption may have occurred in the exemplar to Ei and E2, leading to 

immorro ‘then and the prep. 6 + 3sg. suffixed pronoun being introduced in the respective 

independent lines of transmission. Note also that E i’s rva/ appears to have lost a 

suspension stroke during transmission.

On the other hand, non-palatal schwas in LL’s text o f  A C  are written as -a. See Chapter 1.5.1 for 

com ment on the orthographical system.
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|6f| For hru A t ha Daire Da Bdeth is and dorochair Conchobar.

On the brink oFthe ford o f Daire Da Baeth it was that Conchobar fell.

LL: 1-bri'i at/;a da//-e da baCt// isand do roch- conch-.

C; fa/' b -t // atha daire dabaet// isan// do rodiair conc-

Ei: f -  bru atha doire daboeth 7 isan« a d o r e - conc-

E2: f -  bru atha daire dabajth isind i dorochuir

For bru Atha Dairi Da Hactli is and do-rochair Conchobar.

See above fo r  Meyer \s Iranslalion.

Atha Dairi Da Bacth; The adj. baeth is treated substantivally, meaning ‘fool, idiot’ (see 

D/L s.v. bdeth, II, (a)), referring to the two fools {oinmiti) mentioned earlier in [3] and 

[4], Note that this phrase heads the sentence emphasizing that this is actually where the 

king fell.

do-rochair: The 3sg. deut. p erf o f do-tiiit, with an infixed ro, is found in LL, C and E2 . 

The perfect rellects a resultative force corresponding to the previous action, rather than 

corresponding to an English ‘had’ pluperfect (E IV  93). Regarding the non-historical 

ending in do-rochair (earlier do-rochar), see the textual note in [6e]. The Edinburgh 

manuscripts contain the prepositional relative / n- ‘where’, which is followed by the 

dependent verbal fomi in Ei. According to DIL s.v. do-tuit, lorchair continues into the 

early M odir period in the sense o f ‘was killed’ {DIL s.v. do-tuit, 385.17-20; c f  / torchair, 

Sndm Dd En C idD ia  Td (Marstrander 1911, 222.36). Therefore, E i’s dorc-  is most likely 

innovatory. LL/C and E2 have the superior reading because simple verbs become 

widespread in the M idir period and the particle ro was treated as a conj. part. {EIV 187- 

8, I9 I-4 ) .

The verb do-tuit used in its literal sense can mean ‘falls’. However, it can also be 

defined as ‘falls, perishes, is killed; usually but not exclusively o f death in battle’ {DIL 

s.v. do-tuit, (a), (c); cf. ^iss ed dorochair leiss ar galaib oenfir isin magin sin ./. dd Roth 

|...]’, ‘In that place there fell by him in single combat two men called Roth TBC I  

1557.
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|6g| Aid a lige and haile i torcJuiir 7 corthe fr ia  chemi 7 corthe fr ia  chossa.

His grave is there where he fell, and a pillar-stone at his head, and another at his 

feet.

LL; A t a  a l i g e  a n d  b a i l e  i t o r -  7 C o r t /;e  f n a c / z e n d  7 C o r t /je  f r i a c / ; o s s a .

C: 7 at/m a lie and bail itor- 7 acorti fria cosau

Ei: 7 ata a\echt an« 7 a ligi bail atorc- 7 cort/ji fi-ia ci«d 7 araxW fi-ia bon«.

E2 : 7 ata aligi and i/;abail idorochuir 7 caM he fo chind 7 iraile fri cassaib?

7 atta a lige and baile i torcliair 7 chorthe fria chenn 7 chorthe fria chossa.

And his grave is there where he fell, and a pillar-stone at his head, and another at his 

feet.

7 ... lige; There is support from C,  Ei  and E2 for the tironian symbol 7 ‘and’. The 

manuscripts vary in tenns o f the following word, i.e. Via!lige!lecht. Old Irish disyllabic 

lia ‘stone’ is treated as a later monosyllable in C, and is defined in DIL as ‘standing stone, 

pillar-stone’, usually o f a memorial stone, one marking place o f death or burial’ {DIL s.v. 

lia, 142.77-8). Lecht ‘grave’ is found only in E i .  LL and E2 support the use o f lige used 

figuratively meaning ‘grave, fiat burial space’ {DIL s.v. lige, II (b)). Since it is found in 

LL, and also in E2, lige is retained in the edition.

baile: LL’s baile is the superior reading here, preserving the final vowel, against hail in 

the other manuscripts where final vowel is lost due to elision before the following 

prepositional relative i n- {DIL s.v. 1. haile, (e); This is not to be confused with DIL s.v. 

1. hail. For the idiom hail{e) /, see O ’Brien 1958, 99).

i torcliair: Concerning the expansion o f the manuscript readings to torchair, see the 

discussion in [6e],

At this point in the text, E2 contains the following quatrain and a half, (see E2 , p. 

8 ra 9 - ll) . This is also found in RIA D iv 2, fol. 52 rb l3 -6  (version D).^**’ In E2 , it is 

introduced by 7 is de ithert fland  mainistrech, ‘and it is o f it Flann Mainistrech said’: 

Conchiibw clcethech 7 ceilg  ‘Conchobar, famous was liis guile,

mac noithech nesa niamderg. N ess’ celebrated son o f  ruddy beauty,

airclrigh Ulad roteacht de. high king o f  Ulster [he deserved it]

See further Chapter 1,4.
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diarho leacht learg lamhruidhe by whom the slope o f  Lamraige was cut down.

inalecht ni laimlhe lag In his grave, [...],

/« a ir  tri traighthc is .uii. mocihad. he found seventy-three feet.’ (M eyer 1906, 19)

Note that the piece o f  poetry here is in deihide.
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|7a| Maiclid tra fo r  Connachta co Sciaig A ird na Con.

riie men o f Connaught are then routed to See Aird na Con.

LL: Maidid tra f -  connac/;ta co sciaid aird nacon.

C: Moidig/? tra f— connacht co sciaid aird na con

Ei: Srai«t— conacht cosciaic/7 «r[.] na con s\ar.

E2 : Sraint— tra connachtaigli gomuine ard nacon siar.

Maulid tra for Coniiaclita co Sciaid Aird inna Con.

The men o f  Connacht are then routed to See A ird  na Con.

Maidid; The two branches o f the stemma diverge here. It is difficult in this instance to 

make a firm decision between either side o f the stemma because both readings are 

plausible. LL/C uses the 3sg. abs. pres. ind. o f maidid + prep, fo r  ‘on, upon’, denoting the 

direction in which the Connachtmen fled (see DIL s.v. maidid, 29.29-35; cf. M aidtiform  

sair co hAndobor, Meyer 1907, 141,1. 203, ‘they are routed eastwards to Andobor'). The 

Edinburgh manuscripts have the 3pl. pres. ind. pass, o f srainid, in the sense o f ‘routes’, 

but without an expected prep, fo r  (see DIL s.v. srainid, II (a), as well as (c) which has 

various applications, citing M idir examples; cf. rosrainid Fir Bolg dar in sreb catha, ‘the 

Fir Bolg were driven across the battlefield’, Fraser 1916, 38 §42). It may be that the 

Edinburgh exemplar introduced the later use ot'srainidbut this is difficult to substantiate 

and it could just as well reflect the reading from the archetype. It is worth noting that the 

Edinburgh manuscripts use maidid in the next line, i.e. [7b], whereas LL/C use do-bertar, 

which may point towards maidid being in the archetype. In instances such as this where 

both sides o f the stemma provide plausible readings, I follow LL/C which represents the 

more conservative branch (see Chapter 1.6.2).

Connachta: LL has the acc. o f the a-stem Connachta ‘men o f Connacht’, while Ez’s 

con«achti//g^h has an innovatory guttural ending. C and Ei have the variant Connacht. A 

similar instance is seen in [5c], where LL/E2 have Connachta vs. C/Ei Connacht. I follow 

LL in this instance.

Sciaid Aird Inna Con: There is substantial agreement in the manuscripts in reading 

Sciaid, with E2 replacing sciaid  with miiine ‘brake, thicket’. Meyer emends LL’s sciaid  

to Sciaig and translates it as ‘the Hawthorn o f the height o f the hound (or hounds)’ (1906, 

6/7, §7). According to Thurneysen, the noun see ‘a thorn bush, whitethorn’ may have
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been originally an /a-stem {GOI §320; cf. dat sg. sci, Tlies ii 240.26 (Arm.)), while also 

showing guttural and dental stem flexion. However, Aaron Griffith (2009, 157-8), 

following Binchy (1971, 1 6 3 ^ , n. 65) and O ’Rahilly (1942, 1 19), notes that it is an 

original dental stem and not a guttural stem, i.e. nom. sg. see < *skuiiats (cf. Welsh 

yshyddad  ‘whitethorn’). Therefore, LL/C’s seiciid acc. sg. dental stem is the superior 

reading against E i’s sciaieh which can either be an acc. sg. guttural stem or it reflects 

Midir confusion between a final lenited palatal g  and d {SiiaG 111, §3.18).

The exemplar to Ei and E2 adds siar  ‘westwards’ for clarification.

|7b| Doherlar Ulaid sair doridisi eo A ih Daire Da Bdelh.

The men o f  Ulster are driven eastwards to the ford o f Daire Da Baeth.

LL; Dob-ta/- u l-  sair doridisj cocith daire dababt/;.

C; do l>-t<;//- ul— sair doridisj co hat doire do baet/;

Ei: Muidid d i- f -  u lt-  soir cohath doire d ab it/; uili

E2: Moigid/; d a - f-ulltaib guhath daire da baith sair.

Do-bcrtar Ulaid sair do frithissi co Atli Dairi Da Bactli.

See above fo r  M eyer’s translation.

do-bertar: As above, there is disagreement in the manuscripts in relation to the verb. On 

this occasion, LL/C has the 3pl. pres. ind. pass, o'i do-heir, with the historical non-palatal 

ending -ar. Although non-palatal and palatal conj. 3pl. pass, endings are interchangeable 

in MidIr, a distinction between these is still relatively well maintained in TBCLL  (O’Daly 

1946, 39—40). Therefore, this cannot provide reason alone to adopt LL/C’s reading. The 

Edinburgh manuscripts have the idiom maidid  + fo r  ‘routes’. Both forms show the 

development o f a' > Since it cannot be shown that either verb is that o f the original, 

1 use LL as the guiding manuscript.

LL/C’s doridisi is not supported by the Edinburgh branch. This is the petrified 

fcnn o f the 2sg. poss. pron. do -̂  frithissi, most likely used here in the sense o f ‘again’ 

meaning (OIL s.w. frithissi, II (a), ‘in the reverse direction, back (to the same place) used 

with verbs o f  motion’; cf. fo r  a efdti co seeol gle ni thanic do-ridise, ‘he did not come

i.e. a' (O il )  >  o'(Midir) > « '(EModlr). See SnaG  III, §3.4 and IV, § 2.4.
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back again with the good news’, SR 2556). This word may represent a scribal addition in 

LL/C’s exemplar. On the other hand, it is possible that its absence represents a lacuna in 

the Edinburgh branch, the word having been omitted due to the orthographic similarity 

between do and the following co. Therefore, I adopt l AVC’s reading here and restore the 

lenited f .

|7c| ‘ Mo hrith-se assTar Concliohiir.

‘Let me be carried out o f this!’, said Conchobar.

LL; mo brithse ass ar conch-.

C: m o b r e it / /S iU  a s  a r  concuh-

Ei; Ise i / ) d e ig a c / i  a d u b - t  conc-

E2 : Is- d e ig / j in a c h  tr a  [ j c h u b -

‘Mo brith-se ass!’ ol Conchobar.

See above for M eyer’s translation.

Mo brith-se ass: The Midlr form o f the OIr nom. sg. «-stem hreth ‘carrying, bearing’,

verbal noun ot' heirid, is used here with the function o f an imperative. For a discussion on

the variation between e and i in a-stems, see Breatnach (1997, 49-57; esp. 53-56).

This sentence and the following passage, i.e. [7d] - [7i] is found at the end o f the 

text preserved in the Edinburgh manuscripts: E2 , p. 8ra42 - p. 8rb5; Ei p.2.27 - p.3.3. This 

passage was transposed in the Edinburgh Midlr common source. It is introduced by Is e 

in deighinach aduhairt Conchobar, ‘This is the last [thing] Conchobar said’, with E i’s 

deigach missing a suspension stroke for deidenach ‘last, final’ (note the M idlr confusion 

o f lenited palatal d  and g  in E 1/E2). Concerning the transposing o f the following passage 

at the end o f the Edinburgh manuscripts, see also Chapter 1.6.2.
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I7d| ''Doher n'ge nlJlad do neoch nowbera connici mo thech. ’

‘I shall give the kingship o f Ulster to anyone who will carry me as far as my 

house.’

LL: Dob-̂ *̂ *̂  rige nu l- doneoc// no/7/b-a^*^ co/miei mot/;ec/;.

C: do b-im  rig/; n u l-  do n-e i ml>-a co//icce mo teat/;

Ei: Gidbe no/;;b-asa an  tc;;/-isju/;; fu/;; co/;nuici motech arse

E2: cepe nob/?erad sa gantairisim t-u  orse cohcmui/; [ ]

Do-bcr n'ge iiUlad do neoch noiii-bera coiiiiicci 1110 thech.

See above fo r  M eyer's translation.

do-ber: LL’s dol->-, with a length-mark above the suspension stroke, is the historical 

formation o f the Isg. deut. fut. oi' do-heir. C ’s do h-ini has the innovatory Isg. pres. ind. 

ending. This was used originally with W 1 and S3 tyjie verbs, which eventually spreads to 

strong verbs o f the SI and S2 types {EIV  203-4). While the spread o f this inflectional 

ending to 81 type verbs occurs already in the St. Gall glosses (McCone 1982, I 1-12), the 

sense o f the future indicative fits the context better here.

In moving this passage to the end o f the text in the Edinburgh recension, the 

redactor embellishes the original adding cin tairisium  ‘without resting’. The redactor also 

uses cipe ‘whomsoever’ to introduce the dialogue.

n'ge: LL’s acc. sg. o f  n'ge ‘kingship, sovereignty’ is better suited here since C ’s ace. sg. 

o f 77 ‘king’ is illogical. This may be a corruption with a suspension stroke missing. The 

historically correct nasalization is preserved after the acc. sg. in LL/C. 

neoch noni-bera; According to DIL, the pronominal nech ‘anyone’ is frequently 

followed by a limiting relative clause, which is in the subjunctive mood {DIL s.v. nech, 

18. 23-34; cf. ./. nechhed chare do, ‘i.e. anyone that was a friend to him ’, Ml. 29cl6). 

Although the spelling o f the dat. sg. neuch is historically older, neuch and neoch are 

already interchangeable in Old Irish {GOI §489a; see also GOI §88, where according to 

Thumeysen, o can replace u after e and before ch). However, according to DIL, neuch 

was later replaced by neoch. Thus, LL’s neoch is retained in the edition.

A length mark appears above tlie medial stroke. 

A length mark appears above the medial stroke.
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There is support from LL, C and Ei for the 3sg. fut. + Class A Isg. inf. pron. E2 

replaces the inf. pron. with a len. rel. clause, adding -d onto -hera to fomi the past subj.^̂ ** 

conicci mo thech; LL/C and Ei have connici ‘as far as, up to, till’ (see DIL s.v. conicci). 

E2 replaces connicci mo thech with the more straightforward co hEnuiin ‘to Emain’.

|7e| "Nother-sa, ’ ar Cend Berraide, ar a gilla fadein.

‘I will carry thee,’ said Cenn Berraide, his own attendant.

LL; Not b -sa  ar cend b-raide ar a gilla fadein.

C: N odb-sa e,ar ceand bearraide ar a gilla fadein

Ei: em [..] na [..] b-ai«d rig[.] nu l- nob-sa ar cent beirriti

E2: nobersa rige n u l- do nod/;bersa orcend birraigi oragilla

‘Not-ber-sa’, ol Cenn niBcrraidc, ol a gillac fadein.

See above fo r  M eyer’s translation.

not-ber-sa: The manuscripts support the use o f heirid, although there is confusion ot' no 

and do in C, and orthographical <l for -t in E2. Ei omits the inf. pron.

The Edinburgh M idir common source places the phrase do-her-sa rige n-Ulad, ‘I 

will give the Kingship o f  Ulster’ here, in contrast to LL/C which has it at the beginning 

o f [7d]. E l ’s h-aind  is most likely the Isg. past subj. for ‘1 shall give’, 

ol Cenn niBerraide: There is overall support from the manuscripts to read ar Cenn 

mBerraide here. Since cenn is a neuter in Old Irish, I restore the nasalization on the 

following Berraide. The only trivial point o f observation concerns the orthographical 

confusion o f palatal lenited d  and g  in E2 and the plebe spelling t for lenited t/ in Ei. 

ol a gillae fadein; The use o f the defective verb ol is repetitive, after ol Cenn mBerraide. 

This may represent an earlier explanatory gloss that has now been incorporated into the 

text by the shared MidIr common source to LL, C, Ei and E2. Since this appears in three 

witnesses, I hesitate to omit it from the edition.

Although this could also be an instance where an m-stroke has been lost. For use o f  the Isg. and 2sg. 

Class A  infixed pronouns in relative clauses see G O /§413, Strachan (1904, 155).
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The Olr 3sg. masc. form \s fade{i)siu {DIL s.v. fadeirr, e.g. faclesin, Wb. 6c 18, Ml. 

61bl7).^^' The 3sg. fadeiii occurs due to the spread o f the Isg. and 2sg. fonn similar to 

\sg./2sg. fe in  spreading to the 3sg. Thumeysen observes that the singular for all persons 

is given as fa Jen  in Auraicepf na tiEces 650 {GOI §485 n.). Furthermore, one finds 3sg. 

masc. fadene in the Fel. Ep. 352, confirmed by rhyme with lere?'^^ Fadein continues into 

tiie M idlr period. While it could represent a scribal addition in LL/C’s common source, 

it is most likely original to the archetype since it makes good sense here. The scribe o f Ei 

was not content with the repetition o f ol and chose to omit ol a gilla  altogether.

|7f| Dohen-side lomain imine 7 nombeir fo r  a muin co Arddachad Slehe Fiidil.

He puts a cord around him, and carries him upon iiis back to Ardachad o f the 

Fews.

LL: Dob-Side lo/7;ai/; i/7;me 7 no/?/bcir f-amui/; coc// ddac/;ad slebe fuait.

C: Do b-saide lomai» ime ociis Im b- f-amui/; co «/ dach- sleibc fuait

E i; do b-(/.fu/;/ lam U j/» e  7 b-it/; g -  ha/ dach- tsl-i fuait f -  a m u i / ;

E2 : uodei/z gabail lumai// ui/7/e 7nodbeir f-amui/? cohardachadsleip/;e fuait.

Dobeir-sidc lomain imiiii 7 no-nibcir fora muin co Ardachad Sleibe Fuait.

See above fo r  Meyer \s Iranslalion.

do-bcir-side; LL/C and Ei agree on the use o f do-beir. I,L’s do h— can be expanded as 

the 3sg. pres. ind. do-heir. E i’s foim is unusual with a suspension stroke + iis- 

compendium, do-berii perhaps for do-bera, but the 3sg. pres. subj. or fut. would not fit 

the context here. Ea’s 110 dein gabail is unusual and is perhaps a modernised 3sg. pres, 

ind. o f do-gni ‘makes, does’ + vn gabdl ‘taking’ in the sense o f putting an item around 

him (see DIL s.v. gaibid  I (f)).

riie pronominal/a(/e/;7 can have contrastive, rather than emphatic, meaning here. For a discussion o f  the 

contrastive pronominal, see Schrijver (1997, 7 8 -8 3 ) .

Tlie metre o f  the Felire, i.e. rinnard, requires that eacli line ends in a disyllabic end word or stressed 

portion, i.e. -dene  (see Stokes 1905, xxxix). The variant readings also support reading/bc/ene (Stokes 1905, 

280).
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LL/C contain the unstressed anaphoric pronoun side emphasizing the pronominal 

element o f the verb.

lomain; LL, C and E2 support lomain ‘cord’. It is used in construction with do-beir in the 

sense o f ‘ties up’ (see DIL s.v. lomain, 192.67-70; c f  dadascara a nonhtir 7 doheir lomain 

fo rm ,  Meyer 1921, 176.16, ‘he overthrew his/their nine men and he ties them up’. E i’s 

lam may be corrupt, missing a suspension stroke, or it can also be taken as Idm ‘arm ’, 

immi: The manuscripts have the prep, imm ‘around, about’ + 3sg. masc. suff. pronoun. 

All the spellings support mm < mb. This spelling occurs alongside the consei'vative 

spelling already in the Ml. glosses (McCone 1985, 86; GOI §152). Thus, I retain this 

spelling in the edition and normalise the fmal palatal schwa spelling, 

no-mbeir: LL and C preserve the superior reading with the 3sg. pres. ind. o f heirid + 3sg. 

masc. inf. pron. attached to the particle no. According to Thurneysen, no for na occurs 

already in the ninth century (GOI §415 n.). The readings in Ei and E2 have changed during 

transmission. No-mbeir has become nod-beir in E2 with a M idlr 3sg. dental infixed 

pronoun (see Strachan 1904, 171). E i’s reading may provide the lectio dijjicilior with the 

object in ellipsis, since Conchobar has already been mentioned in the preceding clause. 

However, this argument is weakened by the already corrupted text o f the preceding 

clause. Moreover, the erratic spelling in E i’s b-th  reflects a tendency found in later 

manuscripts for hypercorrect -th in place o f original -d  (c f  McCone 2000, 33-4). 

Nevertheless, since there is support from LL, C and E2 for an infixed pronoun expressing 

the object, it is used in the edition.

Ardachad; E i’s hanlach is missing the final -ad, most likely due to loss o f a suspension 

stroke, against all the other manuscript readings which support Ardachad. E2 ’s sleiphe 

contains the erratic spelling o fph  for b for OIr sleibe, while E i’s tsl-i has a hypercorrect 

t placed on the initial ,y, after the preceding voiceless dental fricative.
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|7gl  M aidid a chride isiii gillit.

The attendant’s heart broke within him.

LL; Maidid ac/;ride isj/; gillu.

C: Moid//i t/ a acruidi isj/; g ill-

Ei; M[..]d[ ] isj/z gillu

E2 : Moid/;e and Sjn icroid//e asingilla

Maidid a chride isin giliu.

See above fo r  M eyer's Iramlalion.

Maidid ... gillu: The manuscripts all support the use o f  the verb maidid. hitransitive 

m aidid  is used here in the physical sense o f ‘breaks, bursts, gives w ay’ {DIL s.v. maidid, 

II (a)). The orthography in LL is more consei'vative compared to the others, while C, Ei 

and E2 all demonstrate orthographical and phonetic c h a n g e s . F o r  instance, C ’s criiidi 

and E2 ’s croid\^e hows the development o f  / > iii/oi respectively {SiiaG IV, 2.4 (10)).

See cliap ter 1.5 for an orthographical survey for each w itness.
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|7h| Conid de sin aid ‘rige Cind Berraidefor UUa\W

Hence is the saying ‘Cenn Berraide’s kingship over Ulster,’

LL: CoAjiddeSiAj ata rige ci//d b-raide t-u l -

C: conade, sin ata rigi cin// bin'uidi f -  u ll-

Ei; 6-o«ide ata rige cem/i b-iti f -  u lt-

E2 : cowad de sin ata rig//i cind birraigi

Conid tie sin ata ‘rige Cinn Berraide for Ultaib’ ...

See above for Meyer's iranslation.

conid de sin: Similar to [7g], there is full support from the manuscripts for this sentence. 

LL preserves the superior reading with conid de sin ‘so that it is o f that’ against later 

comid (see DIL s.v. is, 307.68-82). Ei and C demonstrate the loss of double consonants,

due to delinition o f /d/ before UU, while E2 and C show the reduction o f the vowel in the

proclitic copula, i.e. / > a. Ea’s birraigi shows the merger o f lenited palatal d  and g  in 

MidlrC^z/t/f? Ill, § 3.18).
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|7i| . /. in ri fo r  a mu in leth ind lai.

to wit, the king upon his back for (only) half the day.

LL: .i. \im I—amui/; let// i«dlai.

C: .i. in rig f-a  niui/; leat/; hindlai

Ei: .i. i/;ri f -  a muj// le[..] lai.

E2: .i. co/jchub- f-a  mui// Icat// m lai.

.i. ill ri fora miiiii leth ind lai.

See above fo r  Meyer \s Ircuislation.

The use of the Latin symbol ./. is found in all the manuscripts. This represents a 

naiTatorial intrusion, explaining the previous phrase.

leth ind lai; It is difficult to tell if the gen. sg. la ‘day’ is a neut. or later masc. in this 

instance on account o f  the preceding gen. sg. d e f  art. Since the restored text aspires to an 

Old Irish date o f  composition, 1 treat it as a neut.

LL/C might preserve the spelling nd  of  the gen. sg. art. ind. However, it should be 

noted that given that LL and C are manuscripts written al\er the Old Irish period, nd  may 

also be a variant spelling o f  nn, cf. for example dath innoir, ‘colour o f  gold’, LL [ iOa] 

(Olr dath ind oir).

See also [5h] and footnote 66 for the use o f ./ .
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|8a| Conochad trd in debaid on troth co araile dar eis in rig.

However, the fight was kept up after the king from one hour o f the day to the same 

hour on the next day,

LL; Conochad t/a i«debaid on trat/; coaraile dareis i//r(g.

C; Cowbaid tra indeabaid// on tA-ath coroile iar eiss

Ei: ro bas tra a cond th - on trat// co'^c/raili Aar eis i«rig

E2 : robas tra ogandeabaig// Sin ontrath goaraile dar eis i//rig

Con-acbad tra in debaid on tratli co araile dar eis ind rig.

See above for M eyer's translation.

Con-acbad: LL’s conocbad, the 3sg. perf pass, o f con-gaib ‘keeps (up)’ is the better 

reading against C ’s Midir simplex verb con(g)baid. LL’s reading is incorrectly cited 

under DIL s.v. con-ocaib ‘lifts, raises, exalts’. The long o may be analogical or due to 

contamination with another verb. I restore it to OIr con-acbad (from con + ad  + gab).

The Edinburgh manuscripts diverge from LL/C here and have the MidIr perf. pass, 

o f the substantive verb atta ‘is’ (OIr ro-both), in a periphrastic construction with

following debaid ‘fight’, used in the sense o f the fighting continued, 

in debaid; The manuscripts support the later spelling debaid, rather than historical 

debuith!debuid (a compound o f the prefix di + buith (vn oi' attd ‘is’), LEIA, D-30). Given 

that the archetype was composed in the Classical Old Irish period, it is not surprising to 

find final -d, rather than earlier -th {GOl § 130.2). However, as a result o f internal vowels 

in unstressed syllables being reduced to schwa in Old Irish (see SnaG  11, § 10.6), debaid 

occurs already in the Old Irish period, e.g. indebaid. Ml. 19c 15.

on trath co araile; For the idiom on trath co araile meaning ‘until the same time the next 

day’, see DIL s.v. trath, 1 (c). On the form araile, see the textual note in [4a]. 

dar eis ind rig; The prepositional phrase tar eis ‘after the departure of, in the absence o f  

{DIL s.v. 2 eis, 94.25-35) receives unanimous support from all the manuscripts. LL/C 

and E2 contain the perhaps earlier spelling dar against E i’s tar?'^^ Given that the 

manuscript evidence predominantly supports dar, 1 adopt this in the edition.

See also the more detailed discussion o f  dar and tar in the textual note in [3f].
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|8b| Co raim idfor Ullo Jarsin.

after which the men o f Ulster were routed.

LL: coraimid f-ulto \ar s\n.

C: ce ro moid f— ull-ia/ S i «

Ei: muigid f -  u lt-  iarsm.

E2: cormuig f~ulltaib sair iaram/; 7 orco/?nac/!^aib siar

CO roemaid for UItu larsiii.

See above fo r  M eyer’s iranslalion.

CO roemaid; The manuscripts overall support the use o f the verb maidid, with LL/C and 

E2 further supporting the 3sg. p erf after resultative co ‘so that, until’. In Old Irish, co 

roenmid  with non-palatal intervocalic -m- as per the rules o f reduplication is expected 

(see GOI §687; for a comment on roi-lroe- replacing the redup. pret. in p erf fomiation, 

see EIV  131). However, each manuscript’s verbal form shows some degree o f 

modernisation. C ’s ce represents an eclectic spelling characteristic o f this scribe and is 

treated as a conjunct particle. LL’s co raimid most likely represents an intermediary stage 

between the OIr redup. form and the innovatory s-preterite. This fomi may have arisen 

because by the time the scribes were copying it, the diphthongs 01 and 6e had broken 

down and it is likely that the scribe pronounced the intervocalic -m- as palatal, due to the 

spread o f the .v-pret. formation to strong verbs in the Midir period (SnaG  III, §§12.40, 

12.67: Breatnach points out that this is already seen in Scdtair na Rcinn; cf. co roimidh, 

A U  947 against diar ’ maid, SR 5582).

E2 ’s verb uses the innovatory pres, stem for the perfect formation, as well as loss 

o f  o in proclitic ro {SnaG III, §11.3). While the use o f a historical present could be 

admissable here, as in E i’s muigid (albeit having undergone modernisation, i.e. a' > 

lenited palatal d  > g), it does not receive any support from the other witnesses. Therefore, 

I adopt the 3sg. perf. and restore it to -roemaid.

for Ultu: The acc. pi. in LL is the superior reading against E2 ’s ulltaih which shows Midlr 

confusion o f the acc. and dat. case after prepositions (SnaG  111, §5.1). Unfortunately, the 

medial stroke in C and Ei is ambiguous and could be expanded as either -u or -aih. For 

the nonnalisation o f the acc. pi. ending to O lr -//, see [3d].
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There is support from both sides o f the stenima for ttie adverb la rs in  ‘after that’, but E2 

expands the text stating further ‘and the Connachtmen westwards’.

|9a| Doherar tra a Haig co Conchohur A. Fingen.

In the meantime his physician was brought to Conchobar, even Fingen.

LL: Dob-c/r tra aliaig co conch- .i. fingen.

C; dob-t t/ a ahaig/? co conch- .i. fmgei«

Ei; D ob-ar a aUaig co conc— .i. T\ng\n

E 2 : Dob-t/;c/r aU aig// d ocu m  6'6»«c//ob-iarSi« .i. f in g e i / 2  fa th lia ig //

Do-berar tra a liaig co Conchobar .i. Fingen.

In the meantime, his physician was brought to Conchobar . i. Fingen.

do-berar: There is overall support for the verb d o -h e ir , but the verbal ending vary in the 

witnesses. C has the 3sg. t-pret. and this cannot be faulted as a reading. Ez’s clob-thdLT 

represents either the 3sg. pass. pres, subj., 3sg. pass. fut. or 3pl. pass. pres. ind. None o f 

these make sense in this context. The 3sg. deut. pres. ind. pass, is adopted because this 

receives stemmatic support from LL and Ei, which also preserve the historical non-palatal 

fmal -r. Meyer translates this as the historical present ‘has brought’, behaving 

syntactically as the past.

The conjunction tra ‘then, therefore’ appears only on one side o f  the stemma. It

is possible that it was added by the scribe in LL/C’s exemplar. However, it may also have

been omitted in the Edinburgh branch, especially when one considers the similar letters 

such as r and a preceding the word. Due to the uncertainty in this instance, LL’s reading 

is adopted.

a liaig: E i’s a a is an instance o f dittography. The spelling liaig ‘doctor, physician’ is 

supported in all the manuscripts, against earlier lieig (GOl § 105), which is consistent with 

a Classical Old Irish date o f composition, e.g. acc. sg., liaig, Aisl. Oeng. 4 5 . Contrary 

to the entry in DIL s.v. liaig, which suggests this is a monosyllable, Hamp (1984, 200) 

has suggested that this word was disyllabic in origin, i.e. liaig. While this word appears

The text o f  Aislinge Oengusso appears in one manuscript only which is dated to tiie early 16"' century, 

i.e. Britisii Library MS Egerton 1782.
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in prose here and it therefore cannot be definitively proven (through metrical 

requirements) that it is disyllabic, it is spelled Haig without the length-mark, in keeping 

with an Old Irish date o f  composition.

Fiiigeii: The manuscripts all support the use o f this proper name, while E2 further adds 

faihliaigh  ‘physician, leech’. That Fingen contains a long i is confimied by an example 

with it making internal rhyme with -dirged  in the metrical dindshenchas on Cema {Met. 

Dinds. iv, 202).

|9b| Iss esside nq/innad don diaid notheiged don tig in lin nobid i nga lw  'sin tig ociis 

cech galcir nobid and.

’Tis he who would know from the smoke that arose from a house, how many were 

ill in the house, and every disease that was in it.

LL: ISses-e no fi//nad don diaid notheiged dontig. i/;h'n nobid ihgalur S i / / t i g .  Et ce~

gak//' nobid and.

C: ise s\n \ rin/;ad dondiaig 1 teig/?ead do/? taig/; in lin do dainib bid anga l-  ism taig 7

cac g'c//'} bid and

Ei: eisjdei?/ 7 ise iraih 1 fi/;ded \n diaid 1 tig - do// tig m  li/; 1 bid an ga l- ism tig 7 gac/i

gala/- nobit/; an/;.

E2: iseiside// doin//ad dondiaigh tig/d dontig anlin dobid// anga l-  astig// 7 inlin g a l-

i///bid// 7 gach gal— ambid gach aen.

Is e-sidc ro-finnad don diaid 110 thcigcd don taig a lin no bid i ngalur isin taig 7 each 

galar no bid and.

It is he who used to know by the smoke that used to come from  the house the number o f  

those ill in the house, and eveiy disease that was in it.

Is c-side: The 3sg. masc. ind. pron. is used as the predicate with the copula in a cleft 

constmction, followed by a len. rel. clause {GOI §494). LL and E 1/E2 support the 

anaphoric pron., although E 1/E2 contain the later forms.

ro-finnad: The 3sg. ipf. o f the M idlr \erh  finnaid  (OIr ro-finnadar) is found in the 

witnesses. E2 shows M idlr confusion o f the particles no and do {EIV 197). I restore the 

Olr verbal form ro-finnad. LL’s nofinnad  preserves the punctum delens above the letter / ' 

due to the len. rel. clause. But the other manuscripts do not show this lenition.
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don diaid: LL/C and E2 support don cliaid, i.e. either the prep, do ‘to, for’ or de ‘from, 

o f  + dal. sg. o f de ‘smoke’, apart from the merger o f lenited palatal d  and g  in C and E2 

(SnaG  111, §3.18). Ei replaces the prep. + art. for the article only, which does not receive 

support from the other witnesses.

don taig: The older dat. sg. taig of neut. 5-stem tech is preserved in C (later dat. sg. dg\ 

see SnaG  111, §15.3).

a lin; The basic definition provided in DIL s.v. Un is ‘fiill number, complement’, but it 

can also be used as a quasi-relative ‘as many as’ {DIL s.v. I'm, II (b)). According to 

Thumeysen {GOI §309), confusion occurs in Old Irish between the neuter and masculine 

gender in //-stems, citing Un in particular but does not provide any examples. The 

manuscripts treat Un as a masc., evidenced by the acc. sg. art. in rather than the OIr neut. 

acc. sg. a. In a parallel passage 'mAisUnge Oengiisso, Un is treated as a neuter: cid-gninad 

din dieid no iheiged din tig a Uin no bith co ngalar and, ‘and he could recognize from the 

smoke which would come from the house, the number o f those sick therein’, Aisl. 

Oeng. 45. The textual correspondence between the sentence in AisUnge Oengiisso and 

the sentence found here in Aided Chonchohair represents an intertextual parallel between 

the two texts. Since the text in this version o f A C  has undergone revision by the 

intemiediary Midir scribe, it is possible that he changed the original neut. article a to the 

M idir article in. I restore the acc. sg. neut. art. in keeping with the Old Irish date o f 

composition.

C ’s do dainih does not receive support from any other witness and therefore it is 

safe to assume that it is a scribal addition for clarificatory purposes, 

no bid ... isin taig: There is manuscript support for the use o f the 3sg. ip f  o f the 

substantive verb attd ‘is’, although E2 shows confusion o f no and do. LL’s sin shows loss 

o f the initial proclitic vowel o f the prep. + art. (SnaG  111, §3.26^^*). See previous comment 

on taig vs. tig.

1 am grateful to Christina Cleary for providing me with a translation o f  the text from her recent edition 

(see Cleary 2012).

The shortened form o f  the preposition + definite article is seen in Saltair na Rann e.g. 'sind aircc, SR 

2453; 'sind aidchi adhuair, SR  3966 etc. and also in front o f  dentals and lenited s, e.g. 'sin dechniaid Id, SR  

6327; 'sint sanctdir, SR  4317. See SnaG  III, §7.8 for other examples from the Book o f  Leinster.
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I9cl ‘ M aith,' or Fingen, ‘‘dia lallar in chloch as do chind biat marh fo  chetoir.

‘Well,’ said Fingen, ‘if the stone is taken out o f thy head, thou wilt be dead 

forthwith.

LL: Mait/; or fl/jgcn diataltar i/7chloc/i as doc//i/;d biatma/ b foc/ietoir.

C: Mail/; or fingen dia tallt/r incloc/; ass do cin// bidat marb fo .c. oir

Ei: Mait/; t/« t or fiA ;g in  dia t;/cth- asacend i;;cl-/; bid ma/'b fo cet oir

E2 : Maith t/-a or llngei/; datallta/- asaci;;d i/;cloch bud/; marb/; i;;fersa a .c. oir

‘M aitir, ol Fi'ngeii, ‘dia talltar in chloch as do chiuiiii ba marb fo chetoir’.

‘Well said Fingen, 'i f  the stone is taken out o f  your head, you will die immediately

dia talltar in chloch: Both Ei and E2 show the Midlr reduction o f Oir dia to dd (SnaG 

III, §3.24). LL and C, both descending from the same sub-node, preserve the earlier fomi 

dia.

LL, C and E2 support talltar, the dependent sg. pass, form o f do-alla, the 

suppletive form used for the perfective fomis o f  gataid  ‘removes’ (GOI §764; see also 

Ped. ii, 511; c f  atbel-sa dia talltar in gde as mo chind, ‘1 shall die if the spear is taken 

out o f my head’, TBC  1, 1470). E i’s variant tucthar contrasts with the other witnesses, 

being the dependent sg. pass. pres. subj. o f *to-itcc- ‘brings’, perhaps influenced by the 

same form in the following clause, i.e [9d].

DIL states that stones can be regarded as missiles, sling-stones etc. {DIL s.v. clock, 

(b)). hi this case, Mess Gegrai’s brainball is refeiTed to as clock.

LL and C use the 2sg. poss. pron. do and Ei and E2 use the 3sg. poss. pron. a, 

albeit with no lenition seen on the following noun as is usual scribal practice in both of 

these manuscripts. Although dat. sg. cinn rather than original ciunn is found already in 

Wb. {SnaG II, §11.4), ciunn is restored since cinn is widespread in the Midlr period and 

could easily have been introduced by the scribes.

It is difficult to say whether the Oir archetype had Fingen addressing Conchobar 

or whether he is talking about Conchobar to the Ulstermen. The text in both branches is 

well incorporated. The reading in the Edinburgh manuscripts is perhaps the easier o f the 

two with the redactor changing as do to asa, in an attempt to make the text more cohesive

S e e  a lso  [3b] and [6e] for the norm alisation  to the standard O ir c iunn  rather than cinn  in the w itnesses.
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since it is the Ulstermen who reply I s  asso dun [...] indath is oldds a ec so m \  ‘It is easier 

for us [...] to bear the blemish than his death’ in the following sentence, i.e. f9e]. This 

could likely present as the easier option for a redactor, who changed the text to create a 

dialogue between Fi'ngen and the Ulstermen rather changing it to an isolated statement 

aimed at Conchobar.

ba: The copula and the adj. m a rt  is supported by all the manuscripts. However, there is 

a certain amount o f  variation in the manuscript readings o f  the copula. LL/C have 

innovatory forms o f  the Olr 2sg. fut. abs. copula belha, which is not found attested in the 

glosses (cf. see G O l §808; DIL s.v. is, 315.52-4 , which provides examples from Midir 

texts only). LL’s hiat is a Midlr 2sg. fut. and C ’s bidat is the 3sg. fut. + 2sg. inf. pron., a 

verbal fonn used purely as a 2sg. (see DIL s.v. is, 303.78; see also O Daly 1943, 88)). 

E l ’s bid  is the Olr 3sg. fut. o f  the copula, while E2 has the later form bitdh. The Edinburgh 

exemplar has changed the 2sg. copula to the 3sg. in agreement with the preposition 

mentioned above. 1 reconstruct the Olr cop. ba here against the manuscript evidence 

because the form in each witness has undergone some innovation.

E2 ’s in f e r  sa  is not supported by the other manuscripts and therefore likely a 

scribal addition. This is easily understandable as an additional clarification.
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|9d| ‘ Maui tiicthar ass 7/?7inorro, not-icfaind 7 hid athis diiit. ’

If it is not taken out, however, I would heal thee but it will be a blemish for thee.’

LL: Mani tuct/;c/r ass im - not i'cfai/;d. ?bid at/?is duit.

C: Mu/m t//cth/r ass .h. nat iccfuin/; 7 bid antAaiss duit

Ei: 7 m -a  tf/ct/z-as rohicfait//- biaid at//ais do.

E2 : manatalltar im/?; rohicfait//er 7bud aithis do cena.

‘Mani tucthar ass iminurgu, not-icfainn 7 bid aithis d u it /

‘I f  it is not retyioved, however, I  would heal you and it will he a hlemish to you. ’

IVlaiil tucthar: LL preserves the conservative fomi of the conjunction md ‘i f  + conjunct 

particic /?/, while the others have tinina/ mana, with the final unstressed vowel confused 

with original / {SnaG  111, §1 1.8; cf. manu ihTsal ‘if they don’t com e’ LL 11080 {TBC)). 

LL/C use do-beir ass here rather than the previously used suppletive fomi talltar in [9c]. 

E l’s reading provides stemmatic support to LL/C. Do-heir ass is attested elsewhere in 

early literature with the sense o f taking a weapon out o f a wound, e.g. do: heir Cu 

Chulaind in hgai ass, ‘Cu Chulainn draws the spear out’, BMMM  318 (see DIL s.v. do- 

heir, 211.34; cf. E l’s reading in f9c]). £ 2 ’$ repetition o f talltar was most likely influenced 

by [9c]’s talltar, which occurs almost directly above it in the previous line in the 

manuscript.

not-icfainii; Although the verb iccaid  ‘heals’ is supported in all the manuscripts, there is 

a contrast between act. and pass. sec. fut. forms in the readings. Moreover, they 

unanimously agree on the neutral quality o f -f-, contrary to a perhaps expected palatal 

quality (see GDI §636, /?/F42-3).*“

A problem arises with the treatment o f the personal endings in the manuscripts. 

The LL/C branch has the Isg. sec. fut. o f iccaid + Class A inf. pron. 2sg., i.e. ‘I would 

heal you’, addressing Conchobar. The form found in Ei has a suspension stroke attached 

to the initial letter //, which can be expanded as either -ir, -er or -e. Given the context o f 

the sentence, the sec. fut. is preferable, i.e. the pass. sec. fut. hicfaithe, with a possible ro 

o f potentiality (c f EIV  109), ‘he could be healed’. However, given that the Edinburgh

See also Q u in  (1978, 24—5), for a discussion on the origin o f  the palatal quality - f -  in the Old Irish future, 

and reasons for the subsequent fluctuation between palatal and non-palatal quality.
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manuscripts, and indeed their shared exemplar, has a higher tendency to innovate, ro most 

likely represents an instance o f Midlr confusion o f ro for no (EIV  197) and the use o f the 

inf. pron. and the Isg. o f the verb in LL/C constitutes the more difficult reading here, 

bid: LL/C and E2 support the 3sg. fut. o f the copula. Apart from being outweighed by the 

evidence o f the other witnesses, E i’s hiaid  is the Midlr 3sg. fut. (OIr hieicl) and may show 

confusion between the copula and the substantive. But it may also be correct use o f the 

substantive with following aithis the subject, ‘there will be a blemish’. Since both sides 

o f the stemma support the use o f the copula + predicate, hid is retained in the edition, 

aithis; Aithis is used here in a concrete sense ‘blemish’ referring to Conchobar’s healing

wound (see DIL s.v. aithis, (c); LEIA, A-55). C and Ei have the later athais.

Once again, LL and C have the 2sg. conj. prep, diiit versus Ei and E2 ’s 3sg. do.

|9el ‘ Is Lisso dim ’’ ar Ulaid ‘ind athis oldds a ec-som. ’

‘it is easier for us,’ said the men o f Ulster, ‘to bear the blemish for thee.’

LL: IS asso dun ar u l-  i«dat//is oldas aecsom.

C: ISj/.vu duin// arull- indat/zais oldais aegsu/?;

Ei: IS lisa du/? a/oilt- anathais a«das aecsow.

E2 : ISusa duine o ru l- inathis dobeth de inas aeg.

‘Is assu dun’ ol Ulaid Mnd aithis oldas a cc-soin’.

'It is easier for its, ' said the men o f  Ulster, ‘[to accept] the blemish than his death. ’

Is assu diin: There is support from either side of the stemma for the comparative itsa 

‘easier’. However, LL has the superior reading with the comparative asso ‘easier’, from 

io/ia stem adjective assa{e), ‘easy’, albeit with scribal o for original comparative ending 

-II {GOI §369). The other witnesses have the later form usa (M odlr /z/Ac/). The Edinburgh 

manuscripts and C have the later comparative fonn ii.<i{s)a ‘easier’, taken from the more 

emphatic form airassa ‘easy, lightly’ (see DIL s.vv. airassa, usa which gives examples 

from fourteenth century manuscripts onwards).

ind aithis: LL/C preserve the fem. nom. sg. article ind, although it should be noted that 

final -nd  could also represent a variant spelling for nn, given that LL and C are Middle 

Irish and Early Modem Irish manuscripts respectively.
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oldas: In Old Irish, the comparative + oldaas! oldds ‘than’ + nominative eventually 

replaces the use o f the comparative and the dative.**'*' The manuscripts have the less 

frequently used oldds! indds with a preceding comparative {SiiaG Hi, §6.16). LL/C and 

E l ’s ec is followed by the OIr 3sg. emph. pron. -soni.

llOal Ro-Tccad Tarum a chend ? rofiioged co snath air, ar ha citmnia dalhfiiilt 

Couchohtiir 7 dath inn oir.

His head was then healed; and it was stitched with thread o f gold, for the colour 

o f Conchobar’s hair was the same as the colour o f gold.

LL: Roiccad ia r- ac/;cnd 7 rofuaged cosnat/j oir a /bac-m a dat/; fuilt couch- 7 dat/;

i/nioir.

C: ro hicad \ar— acean/j 7  ro fuaidead/; cosnat/j oir a /‘baco/;/mait// dath fuilt co/;qb-

7d(/th indoir

E i : Rohic- \a r- \n cent 7 ro fuaided co snait/;; oir***’̂  t

E2 : Rohicad/; da— cend cw /chub- rofuaigAed/; cosnathoir arbacomdatha folt

co/jchub- 7 i/;tor

Ro iccad I'aruiii a cliciin 7 ro iiaiged co snath oir, ar ba cu n iin ae dath fuilt 

Choiichobair 7 dath ind oir.

See above fo r  M eyer’s translation.

Ro iccad iaruiii: The witnesses support the 3sg. pass. perf. o f iccaid, with resultative 

force, used here in the sense o f ‘heals, cures, mends’ {DIL s.v. iccaid, 11(a)). In Old Irish, 

ro did not lenite, placing a Ihl before a following vowel in main clauses {GDI §243C.2). 

The verb in C, Ei and E2 is preceded by h- and may be a copied archaism, being purely 

graphic (GOI §25). But it seems unlikely that LL (a I2‘'' cent, manuscript) would omit the 

letter h intentionally because the practice o f writing non-phonetic h continued into the 

M idlr period (SnaG  III, §2.7). The individual scribes are more likely to have added h in

However, Liam Breatnach notes tliat examples o f  the latter use are still found in Midlr , e.g. mo rigaih, 

‘greater than kings’, SR1464 (SnaG  III, §6.16).

The scribe uses a small circular shaped grapheme to show that the marginal entry belongs here. See p. 

3 ,1 .11 for a similar symbol to signal that text written in the margin belongs to this point in this sentence.
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C, El and E2 . Therefore, I om it the letter h in this instance, contrary to the stemmatic 

support. Lastly, there is stemmatic support for adopting iarum  ‘then’, against E2 ’s dano. 

ro uaigcd; The 3sg. pass. perf. o f  u a ig id  ‘so w s’ {OIL  s.v. uaigid, cites this exam ple) is 

supported in all the manuscripts with a prosthetic /-. This might have been written in the 

Old h'ish archetype {EIV  7, 152). H owever, seeing as the use o f /b e c o m e s  quite com m on  

in unlenited forms in the M idir period, it is possible that the M idir intermediary scribe 

inserted this {EIV  199-200). Thus, I restore -ita iged  against the manuscript evidence.

CO snath  oir: LL, C and E2 support the use o f  the co llective dat. sg. snath  ‘thread’ +  dir, 

as is the case here (see DIL  s.v. snath, 299 .26—32).***’̂  Ei has the singulative /o-stem  

sndithe  ‘a thread’, which might be the preferred reading against the co llective snath  

‘thread’ seen in the other w itn e s s e s .H o w e v e r ,  either reading is plausible in this context, 

i.e. ‘with a golden thread’ or ‘with golden thread’. Since there is stemmatic support for 

the co llective sndith , this is used in the edition.

ciim m ac: The equative clause is attached by 7 ‘and’ (G O !  §91 In.; DIL s.v. cum m {a)e, 

621.48; cf. ./. m ad ciim nie im ned dcheli el a im n ed fessin , ‘i.e. if  his fe llo w ’s tribulation 

and his own tribulation be the sam e’, Wb. 20c6). LL’s c -m a  is the superior reading o f  the 

copula with the noun ctininiae (vn o f  con-hen) serving as the predicate in the idiom ‘it 

w as the sam e’. C and E2 ’s variants are innovatory, consisting o f  adjectival com positions 

{SnaG  111, §6.10), e.g. com niaith, C =  com  +  maith {DIL s.v. com m aith , ‘equally, very 

g o o d ’); the predicative genitive com datha, E2 =  com  +  dath {DIL  s.v. com dalh , ‘the same 

colour, equal colour’), follow ed by the referent, i.e. Conchobar’s hair.

(lath ind oir: E i’s copyist om its the text between the first occurring o ir  and the second  

o ir  caused by eye-skip, as a result o f  haplography. The scribe must have been aware o f  

this mistake and subsequently added the omitted text in the margin. See further Chapter 

1.4.1 for a com m ent on the tendency o f  this scribe to om it words and inserting them above 

the line or in the margin.

803 Qi- ‘go ld ’ is also frequently used in a compound with snath, see DIL s.v. or, 151, 6 5 -8 , e.g. Com ba  

sam alta  ra  tetaib orsnaid  dar o r n-indeona f o  Idim siiaci saincherda, ‘so that the sparkle o f  each lock o f  

hair o f  that youth were like strands o f  gold thread over the edge o f  an anvil, BM M M  268.

c f  G O I §274(a). Thomas O ’Rahilly (1931, 67) show s that the suffix -ne (<  *in(i)o) can be used to form 

a singulative, when added to a collective. This is similar to W elsh exam ples e.g. p lan t ‘children’ andplen tyn  

‘a ch ild ’. Oir snathe < *snathne with the n lost through ‘haplology’ (see O ’Rahilly (1931, 68). See also the 

singulative uaithne in [3a],
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Ociis asbert in lia ig fri Conchobar co nibeth i fonUin

And the physician said to Conchobar that he should be on his guard

LL: Et asb-t i/;Haig f/ icw /ch- co/7;beth ifo/;;ti/;

C; 7 isb-t in liaigh f/ ia conc— cumbeith a foimtjn

Ei: 7 isb-t ill Haig co/?;beit// afoiditi/;

Ej: 7 isb-t in liaig/; gombeth tri fointei/; fair

7 as-bert in liaig fri Conchobar co nibeth i foimtin

See above fo r  M eyer’s translation.

7 as-bert; Meyer ( 1906, 8) expands LL’s et to ocus, without italicizing it. However, the 

use o f the Latin plene spelling instead o f the tironian symbol in LL is merely a 

characteristic o f the scribe (see Chapter 1.4.1). Thus, I adopt the tironian symbol, which 

is supported by C, Ei and E2 . The confusion o f proclitic a and / in the enclitic preverb of 

the 3sg. deut. pret. o f as-beir ‘says’ seen in C, Ei and E2 is a mere triviality, 

co nibeth: The conjunction co ‘that’ is followed by the 3sg. past subj. o f the substantive 

verb atta ‘is’ here. LL and E2 preserve the historical form, against the innovatory palatal 

ending in C and Ei. But one cannot rule out that betli could also reOect the non-writing 

o f the /-glide (cf. GOI §86(a)), especially considering the scribal tendency o f LL. 

Moreover, -beitli is already attested for O lr -beth^^^^ In this instance, 1 tentatively adopt 

the historical form -belli since it is supported on both sides o f the stemma, rather than 

restoring a palatal glide.

i foimtin; LL/C and E2 support the dat. sg. o f n-slem foim tiu  ‘being in readiness for; 

anticipating, being on one’s guard against’ (see DIL s.v. foim tin, citing this example 

amongst others). While E i’s \axia.x\\. fo iditin  does not receive stemmatic support, it is 

interesting nevertheless since it can mean ‘bearing, enduring’ or ‘longsuffering, patience, 

forbearance’, generally o f moral quality (see DIL s.v. foditiu  (a) and (b)). This word 

illustrates that the redactor may have interpreted Conchobar’s immobility as representing

See for instance: In Belhii P hdlraic, the 3sg. past subj. is found as -beitli (see M uichrone 1927, 443). 

Fuilhermore, Falconer (1955 , 123) observes that belli is written x4, heith  x 5 and billi x l in the TBC  copy  

preserved in Y.
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a period o f penitence. Be that as it may, since the majority o f the witnesses support 

f o i m t i n ,  this is i<ept in the edition.

|10c| a r  n a  t i s a d  a  f e r g  d o  7 n a  d i g s e d  f o r  e c h  7 n a  e t r a i g e d  m n d i  [7  n d  r o c a i l h e d  

h i a d ]  CO a n f e t a  7 n d  r e th e d .

lest anger should come on him, and that he should not mount a horse, that he 

should not have connexion with a woman, that he should not eat food greedily, 

and that he should not run.

LL: .i. amati'sad aferg do 7 nadigsed t-ec/j 7 naetraiged mnai coanfeta 7 naret//ed.

C: .i. a/natisad afea/'g do 7 na d igs- f -  each 7 nah‘̂ traig/ii mnoui i co anf/jeta 7 na

rit/2ad//

Ei: .i. co//a tis -  f-g  fai 7 natis- for ec// 7 natis-co/?Miai 7 naro caithed biadcoha/;feta

E2 : .i. amatisad/; fearg faj 7 natisad// f-ech 7 tiS«d gonamnai cohanfetha

.i. arna ti'scd a fcrg do 7 na digsed for ech 7 iia etraiged miiai co aiiifcta 7 na reissed.

t h a t  is ,  t h a t  h e  s h o u l d  n o t  g e t  a n g r y ,  a n d  h e  s h o u l d  n o t  m o u n t  a  h o r s e ,  a n d  h e  s h o u l d  n o t  

h a v e  s e x u a l  r e l a t i o n s ,  a n d  h e  s h o u l d  n o t  ru n .

arna tised ... do: There is stemmatic support for adopting the conjunction a r a  n -  ‘(in 

order) that’ + dependent negative ?ia.

According to McCone (1997, 87; 2000, 182), the Olr 3sg. s-subj. o f  d o - i c c  was - 

t i s e d ,  as the colour o f the s  was originally detemiined by the preceding vowel, e.g. 

m a n i t h i s e d ,  Wb. 4c 15. McCone (2000, 182) further adds that forms such as t i s a d  arose 

through confusion with verbs following the pattern o f non-palatal consonance after a 

‘back stem vowel’. Therefore, the form seen in LL/C and Ei could easily have been 

introduced by the Middle Irish copyists, replacing original - t i s e d .  Thus, I restore - t i s e d  

in the edition.

LL/C has the conjugated 3sg. masc. prep, do while the 3sg. fo i  (Olr 3sg. masc. 

acc./o . Ml. 37al4) is reflected in the Edinburgh manuscripts. The verb do-icc is attested 

with do in the sense o f ‘comes to, befalls’ {DIL s.v. do-icc, 300.10-7; cf. co tisadfeth  do, 

‘that a calm night might come to him ’), whilst fo  conveys the sense o f  anger coming over 

Conchobar {DIL s.v. yb, 1 (d) ‘throughout, over’ gen. o f motion). It is difficult in this 

instance to decide on which may have been in the original as both forms would suit here,
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although the Edinburgh manuscripts have a modernised form o f the conjugated 

preposition. Therefore, I follow LL in this instance.

7 na digsed: There is a divide in the stemma with regard to the verb. LL/C have the 3sg. 

past subj. o f teit ‘goes’, with the perfective particle com, expressing resultativity, i.e. ‘he 

might not go upon’. The Edinburgh manuscripts recycle the 3sg. past subj. o f  do-icc not 

only here but also in the next phrase. It is feasible to suggest that the latter was influenced 

by the preceding -Used and therefore, I follow LL/C here.

It could be that the neg. rel. nad ‘that ... not’ (JDIL s.v. 2 ndii) is intended here 

but with the following verb beginning with an initial d-, the final -d  may have been 

dissimilated. However, this does not apply to the following mi elraiged where the 

manuscripts also have na rather than ndd, or the expected arna ‘lest’ (see DIL s.v. 3 nd\ 

GOI §863n.; c f  .i. miimroimser, ‘i.e. lest thou sin’, Wb. 20c4). Tiius, na in these instances 

could possibly be a rare use o f {ar)na.

na etraiged: Once again, there is disagreement in the manuscripts in relation to the verb. 

LL/C has the 3sg. proto. (?) past subj. cHraiged wh\\e E 1/E 2 have the 3sg. past subj. oi'do- 

icc. 'fhe Edinburgh exemplar, inOuenced by the first occurring -tised  in the sequence o f 

prohibitions, replaces the more unusual verb with -tised. LL/C’s verbal form may be an 

otherwise unattested original -igidir deponent.***^’ In Middle Irish, it would o f course be 

treated as a simple verb possibly based on the prototonic form (E lV  192). DIL s.v. etraigid 

defines this as ‘has to do with, has dealings with; interferes w ith’. The earliest attestation 

appears in the early M idlr text Moirlhimchell Eirenn Uile, ‘The great circuit o f the whole 

Ireland’, e.g. nd elrniccidcla'mn Eogain, ‘“oppose” not the race o f Eogan’, 27/26, §27.^^^ 

It is also found attested several times in Sallair na Rann, with one particular example 

used in a similar context to the instance in AC: m hetraigim ddJa ban, ‘I do not frequent

See M eyer (1913a, 451). See also the verbal noun etrdin {DIL s.v. etrain, 1 ‘interference with, meddling 

with, intervening between (persons quarreling)’; c f  Dogni Concohur octis niathi (7/ad olchena a n-etrain 

coro glethe a m -brethugud, LU 8472—3, ‘Conchobar with the nobles o f  Ulster inteiposed with the view o f 

settling upon adjudication o f  the heroes’, FB  33). Strachan (1895-8 , 67) also suggested that it was a 

deponent but questioned ‘can it stand, with the loss o f  one o f  two sim ilar syllables for *etradaigim  (i.e.

*etragaigim  from elradach  ‘libidinosus’, etrad  ‘libido’? ’ (c f  DIL  s.v. elradach, etrad).

This poem is ascribed to Corbmacan. son o f  Mael-Bn'gte, and was composed between 942 and 943 (see

Hogan (1901, 6, 7).
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trysts with women’, SR 3178. Despite the lack o f Old Irish attestations ol'th is verb, this 

does not necessarily mean that this verb did not exist at that time.̂ ®**

CO aiiifcta; LL/C and E2 have the adverbial construction co + anfeta. The adverbial 

formation o f co + the neut. acc. sg. is already found in the Wb. and Ml. glosses (GOI 

§381; McCone 1985, 90; e.g. comnuiith, ‘well’ Wb. 7bl5; commor, ‘greatly’ Ml. 38cl2). 

DIL s.v. ainfeta defines this as ‘tumultuous, turbulently’, while in his glossary to The 

death-tales, Meyer gives it as ‘an-feta violent, a derivative o f an/eth,^^^^ for which see 

DIL s.v. 1 ainfeth ‘unrest, turmoil, tumul t ’. I  provide a modernised translation o f  mi 

etraiged mnai co ainfeta as ‘he should not have sexual relations [with] a w om an’ in 

contrast to Meyer’s translation in order to convey the sense more clearly. The Edinburgh 

manuscripts use the prep, co ‘to’ and co ‘w ith’ after the verb do-icc ‘comes’, with E2 ’s 

gonu  including the poss. a.

Furthermore, E i’s 7 naro caithed biad ‘that he should not eat food’ is a scribal 

addition because it does not receive support from any other witness. Thus, it is not 

included in the edition.

na reisscd: The M idir intermediary scribe replaces the original A-subj. -reissed with a 

Middle Irish «-subj. stem, i.e. -retlied. I restore the Old Irish fonn here. This was omitted 

in Ei/E2 ’s exemplar in anticipation o f the following letter r in ro hoi (see [11a] below).

Indeed, if  one takes Strachan’s suggestion that it it is a denominative formation o f  either etrad  or 

etradach, these words are attested in the Old Irish glosses with the meaning o f  ‘lust, lustful’, e.g. elrcid, 

Wb. 9 d l, 9d9; Sg. 68b9; etradach, Sg. 53a 19. See footnote 109 above.

*o’ See M eyer 1906, 48.

See M eyer 1906, 48.
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I l la l  Rohoi (Jano isin chunlahairt sin cein robo bed ./. secht mbliadna

In that doubtful state, then, he was as long as he Uved, even seven years;

LL: Roboi d a -  isj/;c/;untab<;///-t Si/; cei/z robobeo .i. uii. liibl-

C: Koboui d i-  \s\ii cun/;tab-t issin g e - roboui beou .i. uii. inbl-i

Ei: 7 roboi is\n cu/;tab-t s\n in ce,n robo beo '•

E2 : 7 robai d a -  c'o/;chub- isincun/;tab-t sm ge/; roba beo .i. uii. m bl-a

Ko boi daiio isiii cliuntabairt sin cein robo beo .i. secht mbli'adiiai.

In that dangerous predicament, then, he was as long as he lived, that is seven years.

Ro boi daiio: The 3sg. pcrf. o f the substantive verb atld ‘is’ is used here with resulative 

force {EIV 93-6). C ’s hoiii shows the scribe’s propensity for irregular orthography, 

particularly with regard to vowels (sec the second bold, and also beon (for beo), in this 

sentence).

There is steminatic support for dano rather than C ’s didiii or lack o f either in Ei.*̂ ’' 

E2 ’s conchnb- ‘Conchobar’ reilects a scribal addition since it is not supported by the other 

witnesses.

cein robo beo: In Old Irish, a nasalizing relative clause was not obligatory after temporal 

conjunctions and could be replaced by an independent clause (G O l §§497, 505; c f  also 

in tan batar, [4a] and the textual note on this fomi). However, examples o f the temporal 

conjunction cein ‘(for) as long as’ {DIL s.v. dan . 111 (a)) are found in the glosses with the 

nasal relative marker or with a relative verbal form, e.g. cd n  bas m beo infer, ‘so long as 

the husband is alive’, Wb. I0b23; ./. cein gaibes, ‘i.e. while he holds’, Wb. 26al3.**'^ 1 

have not found any examples o f this particular temporal conjunction used in parataxis in 

the glosses. Nevertheless, 1 follow the manuscripts here since none o f the witnesses 

contain the temporal conjunction with a nasal marker. The perfect marks anteriority here 

{EIV 100). E l ’s in is an instance o f dittography.

Fora discussion on tlie presence o f  the final long vowel in Jano, see Breatnach (2003, 139).

See also Wb. 23b l8 , 33al7 , 33al8; Ml. 33al x2, 33a5, 53d9, 84c5, 107d8. For a full survey o f  temporal 

conjunctions serving as antecedents in the glosses, see O hUiginn (1986, 36—48).
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chiintabairt: DIL  s.v. cuntahart (b) ‘danger, peril’ cites this exam ple. M eyer translates 

it as ‘doubtful state’, which is also applicable in this context.**’  ̂ O ’Rahilly suggests 

although the original m eaning o f  ciintabart was ‘a judgem ent which inclines equally to 

both sides [...] a hesitation to decide in favour o f  either side’, this changed to danger, i.e. 

‘when danger threatens, the event, so to speak, hangs in the balance’. B e a r i n g  

O ’Rahilly’s definition in mind, the use o f  the word in this particular context is significant 

because it signifies the liminal position Conchobar finds h im self in, i.e. neither dead nor 

alive.

The demonst. pron. sin is supported by LL, E | and E2 and adheres to Old Irish 

usage {GDI §475(b)), against C ’s issin for i-sin.

A. secht nibli'adnai: This phrase appears as a gloss in Ei only. In LL/C and E2 it is 

incorporated into the text. It would be tem pting to suggest that Ei has copied this gloss 

from the com m on shared M idIr source o f  all the w itnesses, while LL, C and E2 

incorporated the gloss into the text. However, E i’s redactor has a tendency to omit words 

and phrases.**'^ This weakens the suggestion that it may represent an original gloss and 

m ore than likely is another instance o f  E i’s scribe om itting text through carelessness, 

adding it above the line at a later point. M oreover, the use of . / ,  seems natural here and 

represents a narrative intrusion, with the author explaining to the audience how long 

Conchobar rem ained alive.**'^

*'5 M eyer 1906 ,9 .

See O ’Rahilly 1942, 147.

See also [10a], as well as Chapter 1.4.1 for a complete discussion o f  this scribal characteristic.

See Chapter 3.9 for a further discussion on the significance o f  the seven year period in this particular 

context.
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Il lbl  7 nJrbo ehgnamaid, achi a airishim inna suidi naninia . i. naco cuala Crist do 

chrocluul do ludaidib.

and he was not capable o f action, but remained in his seat only, until he heard 

that Christ had been crucified by the Jews.

LL: 7 nirboehgnamaid acht aairisjum i«na suidi na/7;ma .i. nacocuala c r-  do c/;roc/;ad

do iudaidib.

C: 7 nirbou eagna»;aid acht eirgiu ina suigiu namau .i. cu cualaid c r -  do croc//uo diu

iudaigiu

Ei: 7 nirbo he//gna/?;aid acht \ains\m  i//as/;ujdi amain cus'muair roc/'och- c r-  la iud-.

E2 : 7 nirbo i/zengnama acht airiscm na suig//e na/»ma g//.vinai/;/Sir inrocrochad/; cr—

lahiudaib/;.

7 iiirbo ciignaniaid aclit a airiscm inna suidiu nanima .i. na co cualac Crist do 

clirocliad la Iiidcu.

and he was not capable o f  action except remaining in his seat only, that is, until he heard 

that Christ had been crucified by the Jews.

cngnamaid; DIL s.v. engnaniaid defines this as ‘one proficient in arms; an active 

warrior’, citing this example only. In his glossary to The death-tales, Meyer translates 

engnaniaid as ‘valourous’, while rendering it as the more suitable ‘capable o f action’ in 

the e d i t i o n . T h i s  is a standard agent fomiation {GOI §267), employed adjectivally here, 

derived from a compound o f gnim  (? vn o f unattested verb *in-gnf), with engnani being 

frequently attested in the sense o f war-like action {DIL s.v. engnani, (b) 140.1 ‘an exploit, 

valorous deed, warlike action’). Engnamaid is a hapax legomenon. 

acht a airisium inna suidiu namina: The prep, acht + the strengthening adverb nainmd 

is used here in the sense o f  ‘except ... only’ {GOI §908; DIL s.v. acht, 1(d); DIL s.v. 

nanimd, 13.4—10). The »-stem airisem  ‘resting, remaining, stopping’ (vn o f ar-sissedar) 

receives support from both sides o f the stemma, i.e. from LL and E2 . LL’s aairisium  is 

somewhat problematic. The a represents the 3sg. masc. poss. pron. followed by the dat. 

o f apposition airisium, literally ‘his remaining’. This poss. pron. was omitted in E2 due to 

haplography.

See M eyer 1906, 49 and 9 respectively.
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El replaces airisem  with //-stem tairisem  ‘remaining, staying’, perhaps motivated 

by the final t in the preceding prep. acht. C replaces a airisiiim with eirgiii ‘rising’ (vn o f 

eirgid  (OIr at-reig), and the final vocalism reflects the scribe’s tendency towards 

eccentric spelling.*'*

The witnesses support the prep. / ‘in’ + 3sg. masc. poss. pron., followed by the 

noun siiide ‘seat’ {DIL s.v. snide (c)), albeit the Midir merger o f lenited palatal g  and d  in 

C and E2 (SiuiG III, §3.18). E i’s amain is the MidIr fomi which replaces the earlier 

nammd ‘only’ (see DIL s.v. amain). This phrase translates literally as ‘except his 

remaining in his seat only’.

.i. na CO cualac C nst: The LL/C branch faithfully copy ./.. LL’s iia co (co, C) with the 

following pret. has the sense o f ‘until’ here {DIL s.v. no co). The Edinburgh shared source 

replaces na co ciialae and uses the more straightforward cusin iiair/aimsir ‘until the tim e’, 

la Iiidcu; The Edinburgh branch supports the coirect OIr pi. Iiid{a)ei (see DIL s.v. 

Iiid(a)ei), against LL/C’s Iiidaidih, which in the Old Irish glosses refers only to the 

singular {DIL s.v. hidaide).

See Chapter 1.4.1 for further examples.
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I l l c l  Tunic and side crith ni6r forsna dfdi

At tliat time a great trembling came over the elements,

LL: tanic ands-e crit/; mor F-s na duli

C: Tainicc aundsju crit/; maru f-snat/m dulib

E i: T an- an/zsi/i crit/z mor f-sna duilib

E2 : Doluig da— crith forna duilib/; gomor de fei/;

Tsuiic and-sidc crith mor forsna duili.

See above for Meyer \s Iranslation.

Tanic: Although E2 ’s do-liiig cannot be faulted (apart from the confusion o f final lenited 

d  and g), the contracted deuter. pret. ol' do-icc ‘com es’ receives stemmatic support. C ’s 

tainicc shows innovatory palatalization of/;.

and-sidc: LL/C and Ei support the locative pronominal expression and, which can also 

be used temporally. E2 's  d a -  ‘then, thereupon’ is a scribal replacement. LL’s s -e  can be 

expanded as the enclitic pron. -side. This appears to be a late OIr construction, rather than 

the standard / suidiu  ‘then, on that occasion’ (see GOI §480; cf. ftiiri sidi, Sg. 199a5).*'^ 

C and E l ’s demonstrative sin after the pronominal and  ‘then’ is also an innovative use 

rather than and  alone {OIL s.v. /, 11 2). It could be that both side and sin have been added 

by the individual scribes. However, given the attestation in Sg. 199a5, it is possible that 

side  was in the original and that the scribes o f C and Ei replaced it with the more 

commonly used sin.

mor; LL/C and Ei support the adj. mor ‘great, big’. It might be argued that C ’s niarii 

preserves the older etymologically correct spelling mar (cf. Gaul, -maros, W. mawr, see 

RelChron, 59-60), albeit with an erroneous vocalic ending. Nevertheless, given that this 

form is not supported by any other witness, it is more likely that C ’s mar (see also [1 Ig]

A nother example o f  an early use o f a conjugated prep, with a following enclitic anaphoric pronoun may 

be found in the O lr tale Conipert Mongain: do.dechas iiad-side, ‘a message had come from him ’, White 

2006, 71/78, §2. 1 lowevcr, this example has to be treated with caution as it may well have been introduced 

in the M idir archctype (W hite 2006, 90).
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and [ 11 i] below), reflects a scribal attempt at archaisation.**^'* Thus, mor is adopted. E2 

places the adj. at the end o f the sentence in an adverbial construction, i.e. go mor ‘greatly’. 

(Iiiili; The prep.y?>»r ‘on, over’ governs the acc. due to the preceding verb o f motion. C ’s 

f-snat\\ii contains an innovatory dental element -th- (SruiG 111, §13.13). LL preserves the 

historically correct acc. pi. o f duil ‘element’ against the other manuscript witnesses w'ho 

demonstrate Midlr confusion o f the acc. and dat. case, resulting in the spread o f the dat. 

pi. ending -(a)ib as the new prepositional marker {SnaG 111, §5.1).

111 d| 7 rochrithnaig nem 7 talam la met in gnima daronud and

and the heavens and the earth shook with the enormity o f the deed that was then 

done,

LL: 7 ro c/irit/znaig new ?tal- lamet iwgm'ma daronad and

C: 7 ro c/ it/m - neoam 7 taluin la met in gniwm do ronad and

Ei: 7 rocrit/m - nem 7 ta l-  la meit i/zgnima donith- isi/; lait/;iusj aniu

E2 : gorac/ ithnaigzMt<?r nemh7ta l-  lamed \n gni/»a doronad/; sund

7 ro crithnaig nem 7 talam la met In gnima do-ronad and,

and heaven and earth shook with the enormity o f  the deed that had been done then,

ro crithnaig: The 3sg. resultative perf. o f O lr *crithnaigidir ‘shakes, trem bles’ shows 

loss o f the deponent flexion in LL/C and E |. The general loss o f the deponent flexion 

begins already in the glosses, more frequently in Ml. than Wb. {EIV  75, 216). However, 

the 3sg. conj. deponent ending resisted such changes until the Midlr period {EIV  216). It 

should be noted that the denominative verb crithnaigid is mainly attested with non

deponent endings (see DIL s.v. crithnaigid)}^' E2 ’s verbal ending is most likely a scribal 

innovation because the scribe has a general tendency to add the innovatory 3sg. dep. 

ending -iistar {EIV 216-7), i.e. rosinnlist- [6b], rotelgust- [6c]. M idlr main clause 

lenition is seen after LL’s ro {EIV 171).

Cf. for instance, m or  in [ lb ], [Ic] and [H i].

DIL  s.v. crithnaigid  cites ro-chrithnaigsetur, C R R \6 . H owever, given that this text is a M idlr 

com position, it is iiniii<ely that this is a historical 3pi. .s-pret. deponent ending but most hkely is an 

innovatory ending, influenced by the later hypercorrect use o f  such endings in hybrid forms (^EIV 2 38 -9 ).
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LL, C and E2 support the spelling mel, with the omission o f the /-glide (c f  GOI 

§86(a)).

do-roiiad: The stemma supports la meil in gniina do-ronad and. LL, C and E2 have sg. 

perf pass, do-gni ‘makes, docs’. E i's  variant doiulh— isin lailhiusi aniii ‘is being done 

on this day’ represents a scribal replacement (see [ I Ig] below).

| l l e |  . /. Isii Crist mac De hi do chrochad cen chinaid.

even Jesus Christ, the Son o f the living God, to be crucified without guilt.

LL: .i. I'su c r-  m—c de bi do c/;rochad. cenc//i/;aid.

C: .i. ill- c r-  m -c  de biu do croc/;ad ganci/;aid

Ei: .i. ih -u  c r-  m - debi docroch- cm ci/;aid d iud- amairs-ha.

E2 : .i. isu crxsf’̂  ̂m -c  de bi doc/ ochad/;.

.i. Isu Crist mac Dc bi do chrochad ccii chinaid.

See above fo r  M eyer’s Iranslalion.

•i. ... chinaid: There is unanimous support from the witnesses for this sentence, except 

for the eccentric spelling o f C ’s bin for/?/and E i’s scribal addition d ’ludaidih amairsecha 

‘by the unbelieving Jew s’. This sentence may in fact represent a gloss introduced in the 

shared M idlr common source, since it is seen in both branches. This is suggested by the 

fact that it provides a partially repetitive explanation to the one already given in [1 lb].

T h e es7-cotnpetid iuin  w liich  look s like the A rabic num eral 2 is used here. H ow ever, it is expanded as s t  

b ecau se  the letter i appears a b ove  the letter c.
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Il l f l  ‘Craet so? ’ ar Conchohur fr ia  dr aid.

‘What is this?’ said Conchobar to his druid.

LL: CfaCt so ar conch- iViadruid.

C: Cret so arco«cub- fnad/-aig//

Ei: Cid so or cotic- fria dnjidib

E2 : Cid Sjn orco;;chub- f/ ia ad/ uigtib//

‘Cid so?’ ol Conchobar fria druid.

See above fo r  M eyer's translation.

Cid so: The manuscript tradition shows a clear divide between the reading in LL/C and 

E 1/E 2 . LL/C has the contracted foiTn of the unstressed interrogative celci + ret ‘thing’ 

(M odlr cread, ceard), rather than two separate words, i.e. ciarret, Ml. 48c2; ciadiiret, 

121dl (see DIL s.v. ret). Crdet is attested in early Irish literature, albeit in Midlr and 

EModIr sources, e.g. Coip. Gen. 405.5; Meyer (1907, 238); BMMM  314 (see DIL s.v. 

cret). But, since this version o f /IC  is an Old Irish composition, cret, or even the (rarely) 

attested cia ret, is demanded. On the other hand, the Edinburgh manuscripts use the ‘more 

fully stressed’ form o f cia + neut. pron. + the stressed demonst. pron. so (c f  GDI §456(b); 

DIL s.v. I cia, II (h); Breatnach 2003, 137). Since the latter is attested in use with so, and 

cret is not, it would suggest that the Edinburgh branch preserves the superior reading 

against LL/C. Thus, I adopt cid in this instance.

In relation to the nonnalised fonn ol ‘said’, see the discussion in fid], 

fria druid; There is a conflict between the two branches o f the stemma concerning the 

number o f druids. LL/C has a sg. in the accusative case in accordance with the preceding 

prep. /r/ ‘towards, against’. The Edinburgh manuscripts have a pi. in the dative case which 

shows Midlr case confusion after prepositions {SnaG 111, §5.1). The scribe o f Ei/Ea’s 

exemplar may have confused an original acc. sg. druid  as a nom. sg. (SnaG  III, §5.11) 

and subsequently added the dat. pi., or indeed added the dat. pi ending to an original acc. 

pl. driiidea. This o f course still begs the question as to the number. The evidence o f the 

sg. in [1 Ih] suggests that the original had a sg. in this instance also.
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|H g |  'Cia ole mar dognJihcr isiud lalhiu-sa indiu?

‘Whal great evil is being done on this day?’

LL: Ciaolc inor do gnith- isi/;dlat/;i//.va i/;diu.

C: c ia  o l e  ma/- d ognit /;ar  is /n la it/; /  s e o  innd iu

E i: 7 c ia  gJm\m m o r  d o n i t h -  an //so  aniu

E 2: c ia  gni/7) m o r  d o g n ith e r  ism la ith e  siu aniu

‘Cia gni'iii m ar do-giiithcr isiiid laithiu-sa indi'u?’

‘What terrible deed is being done on this day?

Ci'a giiim mar: The two branches o f the stemma do not agree in the word following the 

interrogative cia. LL/C has the substantivized adj. ole, used here meaning ‘evil, wrong; 

an evil, misfortune’ {OIL s.v. ole. III). E 1/E 2 has gnim  ‘deed’. Neither reading can be 

faulted here. However, gnim  may reilect a repetitive style, while LL/C’s ole could be a 

redactorial replacement, conveying a greater sense o f the negative impact o f the 

portentious sign. Considering the reasons outlined in Chapter 1.6.2 for the omitted text in 

the passage below, i.e. [1 li], 1 follow the Edinburgh manuscripts in this instance.

For a comment on mar vs. mor, see the textual note on [11c].

do-gnithcr; The abbreviation stroke in LL’s do gn ith -  and E i’s n ith -  is ambiguous, but 

E2 ’s verbal form preserves the historical pres. ind. pass. sg. conj. ending expected for a 

H2 type verb, i.e. do-gm  ‘makes, does’ {GOI §589; E IV 81-2). C ’s -t\\ar is an innovatory 

use o f the pres. ind. pass. sg. conj. ending used with SI type verbs. On strength o f these 

considerations, as well as E2 ’s reading, the form do-gnither is used in the edition, 

isiiid laithiu-sa; There is stemmatic support for the phrase isind laithiu-sa indiu, lit. ‘in 

this day today’ (see textual note below on indiu). LL/C and E2 use the word la{i)the, 

which according to Thumeysen is the earlier form o f laa ‘day’.*̂  ̂ LL preserves the 

historical OIr dat. sg. ending -iu. Moreover, it is possible that LL preserves m l in the prep. 

i n- ‘in’ + art. before /- against the later treatment in C and E2 {SnaG 111, §7.7). According 

to the examples given in SnaG  111, §7.7, it seems the -//J o f the definite article in particular

*’3 G6>/§284; see also Ped i, 133.
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is well preserved before initial vowels, / and

LL/C and E2 use the demonstr. pron. according to Old Irish usage with a preceding 

article to express the present time {GOI §475.1(a); DIL s.v. so, 1(a)), with LL preserving 

the earlier spelling after the non-palatal ending in laithiu.

indiu: The temporal dat. imliu ‘today’, a petrified fonnation o f either the prep, i n- or the 

article + dat. sg. o f dieklia ‘day’, is found in LL/C and Ei and £ 2 ’$ aniii reflects the 

the Midir assimilation o f nd to nn, as well as the confusion o f the initial proclitic vowel 

while C ’s inndiii is contains the variant nnd for ml.

| l l h |  ‘Is fir on em, ’ ar in drui.

‘That is true, indeed,’ said the druid.*^^

LL: IS Hron em ar i«drui.

C: IS fir on orindraig/j

Ei; is fir or nadruidi

E2 : isf/iir on bar and/ irai

Ms fir oil’, ol ill drui.

'It is true, indeed, ’ said the dritid.

Is fi'r on: Em “truly, indeed’ is not supported in C, Ei or E2 and therefore, it is likely a 

scribal addition in LL. Concerning the normalisation o f the OIr defective verb ol ‘said’, 

see the textual note on[ld]. The lenition in E l’s fir is hypercorrect. 

ill drill': The nom. sg. o f drui in LL is the superior reading. C ’s dungh. is a MidIr use o f 

the acc. sg. for the nom. sg. {SnaG 111, §5.11). E i’s dnndi is the innovatory M idir use of 

the acc. pi. for the nom. pi. (SnaG III, §5.1 1; cf. do-gnicit druuli indrig, ‘the kings’ druids

Elisa Roma in her Italian edition o f  this SnaG  chapter appears to intimate that this is due to the unique 

setup o f  this -d  introducing a stressed syllable, a fact that may have protected it for a longer period (see 

Elisa Roma, II medioirlande/ M iddle Irish. A Translation into Italian o f  the Gaelic text An M hedn-Ghaeilge 

by Liam Breatnach (2013). 1 am grateful to Jurgen Uhlich for providing this reference to me.

*25 See GOI §§ 2 5 1.3, 340n.; Hdb. ii 98.

M eyer adds after this translation the following which does not correspond to anything in the text: ‘[who 

then tells the story o f  the Crucifixion]’ (1906, 9).
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make’, SR 3849). E2 ’s chirai is corrupt, with a superfluous er-compenciium.*^^ However, 

if one excludes this scribal slip, then it supports the nom. sg. in the LL/C branch.

111 i j ‘Is mor in gnim sin, ’ ar Conchohur.

‘Awful is that deed,’ said Conchobar.

LL: IS mor i/;gni/» Siu ar conch-.

C: ism ar an gini/?; c r -  do c/'och- is mor em/; OKonqh-

Ei: is gnj/7; mor donith- and .i. c r-  m -c debi do croch- laiud-

E2 : isgnim mor i/;gni/?; mor dognith- and .i. c/'i.s7 m -c dc bi rocrochad/; lahidaib//.

‘Is mor in gnim C iist do chrocliad'. Ms iiior cm ’, ol Conchobar.

'Awful is the deed, Christ being crucified. ’ 'It is awful indeed’, said Conchobar.

Is mor in gnim: For a more detailed discussion on the omission o f Is mar in gnim do- 

gnilher and .i. Crist do chrochad  in LL, as well as coiruption in the other witnesses here, 

see Chapter 1.6.2.

In relation to C ’s mar ‘big, great’, see the textual note on this in | l igl- The syntax 

o f IX /C ’s is mor in gnim, containing the copula + adjectival predicate + subject is 

marginally the lectio difficilior on stylistic grounds to the more straightforward use o f the 

attributive adjective in E 1/E2 . Moreover, the scribe in E2 inserts in gnim mor for 

clarification. C ’s gini/?; is corrupt.

C does not have do-gnither and  ./., as in the Edinburgh manuscripts. This 

constitutes the lectio difficilior since the verb is already supplied in the interrogative 

sentence in [1 Ig].**̂  ̂ The Edinburgh exemplar recycled do-gnither from the preceding 

example. It also added and, as well as ./. for clarification.

Both branches o f the stemma support the use o f Crist do chrochad. However, the 

Edinburgh exemplar added mac De bi ‘the son o f  the living God’ and la hludaib ‘by the 

Jew s’ for clarification.

I'or a com m ent on this scribal slip, amongst others, in E2, see Chapter 1.4.1.

Sec G O I  §512. According to Thurneysen, the verb can be omitted where the verb has already been 

supplied in the preceding interrogative sentence.
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The Edinburgh manuscripts do not include is riior em, ol Conchobar, “ ‘It is great 

indeed”, said Conchobar’. This is a scribal omission as a result o f homoeoarchon. But 

since examples o f homoeoarchon are not as well documented than homoiolelenton, this 

is only a tentative suggestion.

|1 Ij] ‘In fer sin dano ar in drui 7 n-oenaidchi rogein 7 regenis-[syii./. / n-ocht ca/de 

Ena\r cen cop imind hliadain. ’

‘That man, now,’ said the druid, ‘was born in the same night in which thou wast 

bom, even on the eighth before the calends o f January, though the year was not 

the same.’

LL: INfersi// d a - ar\n(\\u\ i«oenaidc/ii ro gein 7 rogenisiu .i. \n. uiii. kl e n -  cen

copi«u/)d bl-.

C: IS fir sm d a - orin drai inoenoid/;ci rogein 7 rogenu sa .i. uii kl enair cen cobi/; am;

b l-

Ei: .1. fer rogenad**^  ̂ ac-ais f/itS i. Bacrac/z f i l -  dolagnib ise ro i/jdis do conc-  c r -

docroch-.

E2: fer sen rogenar icoiw/gen 7 icomaisi frit su \ comad isinochtmad b l-  . x x .  flaithus

co//chub- no geined/2 cr—.

‘Ill fer sin daiio’, ol in drui, ‘i n-6enaidclii ro genair 7 ro genar .1. i n-ocht calde Enair 

cenip inunn bliadain.

‘That man moreover, ’ said the druid, ‘he horn in the same night as you were horn, 

that is, on the eighth before the calends o f  January, though the year svas not the same. ’

‘In fer sin dano’: LL, Ei and E2 support fe r , with C ’s IS  f i r  s in ‘it is true’ influenced by 

is f i r  sin in the preceding sentence (see [1 Ih]). The demonstrative pronoun is used in LL 

and E2 and conforms to the Old Irish usage o f the anaphoric demonstrative sin with a 

required preceding article {GOI §475(b)). The particle dano, although seen in LL/C only, 

is retained as it makes sense in this context. Since E i’s ./. receives no support from LL/C, 

one can only assume that it is a later scribal addition.

M eyer (1906, 9) has rogena[ir].
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ol in drui: This is found in LL and C only. Its presence here seems natural when one 

considers that this is a dialogue between Conchobar and the druid, who infomis 

Conchobar that he and Jesus were bom on the same night, albeit different years, 

ro gciiair; Both branches have undergone some modernisation. Tlie 3sg. perf ro gein and 

2sg. rogeni^ '̂'  ̂ in LL/C are Midh' forms o f the weak act. verb { 0 \r  gainithir ‘is born’) with 

.s-pret. formation {EIV 237). E i’s scribe exchanges the -a(i)r ending for the 3sg. imperf. 

ending -ed, with confusion o f  ro for no {EIV  197). E2 ’s rogenar is the 3sg. perf o f the 

deponent verb, apart from the non-palatal ending. The use o f  the perfect here confomis 

to the Old Irish usage o f  the pcrfect in dialogue {EIV  96-7). 1 emend to OIr 3sg. perf ro 

genair  and Olr 2sg. perf. ro genar.

LlVC’s construction o f  the noniimitiviis pendens, i.e. in fer sin, followed by an 

emphatic cleft {is) i n-6enaidchi, provides the lectio difficilior against the Edinburgh 

branch. E| has the substantival o/o-stem adj. comdes ‘contemporary, coeval’ (a compound 

o f  CO/;; + des), while E2 has / conuiisi (for / com aisl), as well as coinigein ‘(?) same birth’. 

DIL s.v. comdes does not cite any examples o f  the construction / comdes. Thus, it is 

probable that the Edinburgh common source has replaced oenaidchi with comdes, 

followed hy fril-sH, with E2 adding coimgein for clarification.

.i. . . .  bliadain: Ei contains the sentence Bacvach f i l -  dolagnih ise ro indis do con c- c r -  

docYoch—. ‘Bachrach, a poet o f  the Leinstermen, it is he who told Conchobar that Christ 

had been crucified’, which does not receive support from any other witness. It represents 

a conOation o f  another version which is no longer extant.*’ ’ LL/C’s A. is in keeping with 

the other instances o f  nairatorial intrusions throughout the text. C ’s uii is a miscount o f  

minims against LL’s .iiiii.

LL/C have the phrase cenco + the 3sg. pres. subj. o f  the copula, meaning ‘though 

it is not’. O ’Rahilly (1971,  113) suggests that cenco is the Midir negative for OIr ceni 

( ‘the negative o f  the concessive conjunction cia, ce  ‘although, even if).**^  ̂ The MidIr 

intennediary scribe most likely replaced original -ip (cf. cenip. Ml. 59a23) with the Midir

M eyer (1906, 8) suggests this is missing a final s, i.e. leg. ro with a normal 2sg. conjunct

ending.

This sentence is found, however, at the end o f  the copy found in LL (see [13] below). For a discussion 

on the conflation, see Im hoff (2012, 67-8).

See also O ’Rahilly (1971, 114) for a discussion o f  the formation o f  cenco, i.e. o f cia + nico(n), with the 

vowel o f  the tiiird syllable lost by syncope.
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Ibrmation -cop, i.e. cencop. Since cenco  is not attested in the Old Irish sources, I em end  

to the earher form here.

The pronominal adj. inium  ‘'ahi<e, equal, the sam e’ is seen in LL with a variant - 

It should also be noted that although an article might be expected, it is not used 

before hUadain, perhaps because the preceding adj. already has a petrified fonn  o f  it. 

Sim ilar usage is attested in the g losses, e.g. is inunn chiall, Ml. 1 14bl (seeD IL  s.v. iniitm). 

LL/C ’s phrase constitutes the lectio  d ifficilior  against E2 ’s straightforward no co m a d  isin 

och tm ad  M adain .xx. fkd thus Conchubair no geinedh  Cn'st, ‘or it was in the twenty-eighth  

year o f  Conchobar’s reign that Christ had been born’.

|12a l Is andsin rochreiti Conchohar.

It was then that Conchobar believed.

LL: IS andsj/; ro c//reiti con ch -.

C: IS an/2Sj/( r o c r - c o / ; c -

Ei: IS a n / 2S i«  docreit 6 y ; / ; c -

E2 ; ISand Sin iru rocreid cw /ch o b -

Is and sin ro crciti C on ch ob ar.

See above f o r  M eyer's translation.

ro creiti: There is overall majority support from the w itnesses for this sentence, apart 

from the trivial confusion o id o  for ro  in Ei {EIV  196). The on ly  discrepancy between the 

manuscripts is the treatment o f  the W 2a type verb cre itid  ‘b e liev es’. The suspension  

stroke in C ’s rocr- is ambiguous. LL’s verbal form has a vocalic ending, with Midlr 

lenition after ro {EIV  173). The 3sg. .v-pret. conj. o f  W 2a type verbs originally ended in a 

vow el and this was most prevalent at the time o f  the Wb. g losses (E IV  5 6 -7 ) . B y the time 

o f  the Ml. g losses, this ending begins to be dropped to m ake it sim ilar to W 2b type verbs 

and to distinguish them from the 3sg. pres. ind. conj. ending o f  weak verbs. N evertheless, 

the vocalic ending is still seen in the early M idlr period, with som e 70  exam ples found in

See G O I  §484. Thum eysen suggests this is a petrified form o f  tiie numeral oin  + the article. Thus, final 

nn is be expected, rather than nd, e.g. inonn, Wb. 7 d l0 .
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Sallair na Rann, with it even seen in use with W1 verbs {EIV 236; SmiG  111, §12.32).**^“* 

Since tliis is an OIr text, LL’s ro chreti could be a preserved archaism. Moreover, the 

fonn -creit in the Edinburgh branch does rellcct the universal later fomi, since -creili did 

not last long past Saltair na Rann.

|12b| Ociis isse sin im iarafer rochred do Dm i nHeriim rla Hachtain creit mi e . i. 

M orand in fe r  aile

And he was one o f the two men that had believed in God in Ireland before the 

coming o f the Faith, Morann being the other man.

LL: Et issesi/? i/;dc//'a fcr roeZ/reti dodia i/;her- riatiacZ/tai// crcjtmi e .i. mora//d i//fer

aile.

C: ise sin indala fer ro crejt do dia in e r-  re tiacZ/tain creidme .i. k a r  eile morand m -

c cairpri

Ei: 7 ise anda/'a f -  tois-Z/ in e r-  docreit do dia re tiacZ/tai/; c/eitnij he 7 moran/; m -

mai/;.

E 2 :  7 ise i/;dala fer docreid//.vtc'/‘ an e ir- dodia riatiachtain c/'eidme cotZ;oitcZ;end

c‘o/;chub— 7 morand m -c main infer aile.

7 is e sill indala fcr ro clirciti do Di'a i iiEriiiii rc tfchtain creitinc .i. Morand mac 

Main in fer aile.

And he is one o f  the two men that believed in God in Ireland before the coming o f  the 

Faith, M orand mac Main being the other man.

1 . . .  indala; 1 adopt the tironian symbol here against LL’s et since this reflects a scribal 

tendency.**-^  ̂ The Edinburgh exemplar omitted sin due to the orthographic similarity o f 

the following letters in o f indala.

The fact tliat tlie vocalic ending is seen with W1 verbs suggests a (temporary) spread o f  this ending, e.g. 

coro legai, ‘so that [it] melted away’, SR  5063. However, M cCone {EIV  236) points out that while this 

ending does not survive into the M odem hish period, such vocalic 3sg. conj. preterite endings in the M idir 

period ‘may well be due to hypercorrections as the weak -a and -i/-e 3sg. pres. conj. came under pressure 

from endingless form s’.

See also [10b] fo ra  siinilar instance.
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The stemma supports earlier indala, against the later indara seen with assimilation 

o f / > r. The form indala is attested in the Passions and Homilies, which is preserved in a 

fourteenth century manuscript, e.g. Nicomet in dala fe r  dec hoi oc cungnam le Isii, 

‘Nicomet, the twelfth man who has been on the side o f Jesus’, PH 2803. However, I have 

found no examples o f indala in later sources (c f  OIL s.v. indala). This supports the 

suggestion that indala in C and E2 , both fifteenth century manuscripts, are copied 

archaisms.

ro chreiti: In relation to the 3sg. perf ro chreit, without the vocalic ending, against LL’s 

ro chreti, see the previous discussion in [12a], The Edinburgh manuscripts show M idir 

confusion o f ro with do (ElV  189-90), with E2 adding the MidIr 3sg. dep. conj. 5-pret. 

ending -aster {EIV 2 \6 - l ) P ^  The lenition o f LL’s verbal form is justified as relative 

clause lenition with a subject antecendent, whereas it is omitted in the other witnesses, 

re ti'chtain creitnie: The form re of the prep, re is generally found in the Old Irish sources, 

with the exception o f Ava ccich, Thes ii 240.19 (Arm.) (see DIL s.v. 6 re, GOI §851C). 

Although re and ria are interchangeable in the Midir period, n’a is the general form later 

{SnaG III, § 13.23). 1 adopt re in the edition as it is more likely that the scribes could have 

replaced it with ria.

The dat. sg. tiachtain (OIr tichtain) has the later vocalism inlluenced by tiag- in 

forms o f teit (see DIL s.vv. tiacht, tichtu). This was most likely introduced by the M idir 

intennediary scribe and therefore, I restore the original vocalism here. Also, LL and Ei 

have an additional innovatory independent pronoun {SnaG 111, §10.14).

Morand mac Main: Part o f the proper name has been omitted in LL/C’s shared source. 

LL’s in fer aile is supported by E2 . C omits in fe r  aile and replaces it with the paternity 

o f Morann for clarification i.e. maic Cairpri. E2 ’s adverbial cothoitcheiul ‘commonly’ 

(with phonetic confiision o f  ̂  for c, i.e. co coitchenn) is most likely a scribal addition since 

it receives no support from any other witness.

The branches o f the stemma diverge here. At this point in the text, the Old Irish archetype 

contained a rose poem, Ba aprainn, that was composed prior to the extant versions. This 

poem is also interpolated into version B. For the restored text o f Ba aprainn, see Chapter 

4. Although LL preserves the rose poem, C ’s redactor chose to omit it. In the Edinburgh 

manuscripts, the rose poem was replaced by a narrative prose passage).

The following brief prose passage is found at the end o f the text in LL/C;

See also a similar instance in [ l i d ]  amongst others.
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|13a| Is and doringui Conchohar in rethoric se dia ro-innis Baclirach drui de Lagnih

do Chonchohur Crlsl do chrochad,

This rhetoric Conchobar made when Bachrach, a druid o f Leinster, told him that 

Christ was crucified,

LL: ISand dori//gni conch- i//ret//oricse diai'oinnis bac/;rac// drui delagnib do chonch

cr— doc/;roc/;ad.

C: [ ]

Is and do-ringiii Conchobar in rcthoiric-se dia ro-innis Bachrach drui de Laignib

do Chonchobur Crist do chrochad,

See above for M eyer's translation.

do-ringni; The 3sg. perf. o ido-gn i ‘makes, does’ contains -ngn-, rather than -gn-, which 

is common in Midir {SnaG 111, §12.197). However, I'hurneysen notes one example from 

the glosses, i.e. doringensat, ‘they did’, Ml. I6d6.*'^^ The perfect represents a MidIr 

historical past here.

ro-innis; The verb indisid ‘tells, recounts’ is a Midir replacement for the earlier 

compound ad-fet (see DIL s.v. indisid)P^

See G O /§ 6 8 In.

Indisid  reflects the new tendency in M iddle Irish to create new simple verbs, replacing compounds, from 

verbal nouns formed from prototonic stems, i.e. indiiisiii (vn o f in-fel or ad-fet), > M idir indisid, replacing 

O Ir ad-fet (see E IV  193). Preverbal ad- often replaced iu- in pretonic position (partially due to their 

appearance as a- before infixed pronouns), which led to ad-fet slowly making in-fet a redundant verb in the 

Old Irish period.
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|13b| dia ru-iarfaig Conchohar: ‘d a ta  ainie ingantacha so ? ’ 7 c.

when Conchohar asked; ‘What wonderful signs are these?’ etc.

LL: diaraii/A-faig conch- ciata c//>de iiigantac/m so. 7 c -

C: do fiarfaid conch- ciada a/rdi in//an//th- so 7 c -

dia ro iarfaig Conchohar, ‘ciata airde ingantacha so’ 7 c-.

See above fo r  M eyer’s translation.

ro iarfaig: LL’s verbal form is a 3sg. perf. o f the Midlr simple verb larfaigid {Q\v iarmi- 

foicli, 3sg. pret./perf. iarmi-foacht). C omits the perfect particle ro (cf. SnaG  111, § 11.30), 

and also has a prosthetic f .  Confusion o f proclitic o f a for original o is seen in LL’s ra, 

due to the reduced proclitic vowel {ElV  169).

airde ingantacha: The nom. pi. of ingnad ‘strange, wonderful’ (c f  ticfuit airde inganta, 

SR 8129; airde inganta, PH 3713) is found in C, and replaces the less widely attested 

ingantacha, as found in LL. C ’s reading is found with a scribal h, where one would expect 

th to be delenited due to the preceding homorganic //, and g  lost by assimilation.
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|14| No dano co mbad e Alius in consul dodechaid a OchtauTn do chungid in chlsa co 

Gcedelaih no-innised do Chonchohur Crist do chrochad.

Or, again, it may have been Altus, the consul who had come to the Gaels from 

Octavian to seek tribute, who told Conchobar that Christ was crucified.

LL: 1 d a -  combade altiw \n co/jsul do dec//aid oocZ/taui// doc/jungid inchisa co

gasdelaib noi/?nised doc/;o/;ch- c r -  dochroc//ad.,

C: 1 da-com ad c alt//.v \n co/zsal do deac//aid o.uiii. fin do cuinc/n in cisa o gaidel- 1

in/?isfed c r-  do croch // fi//id

no CO iiibad c  Altus in consul do dccliaid 6  Oclitauin do cliuingid in cliisa co 

(ilaedelaib no inniscd do Clioncliobur Crist do chrochad.

See above for M eyer’s Iranslation.

cuingid: LL and C have two variants o f the vn ol' con-dieig ‘seeks, requests’ (see DIL 

s.v. cuiiigid). However, C shows loss o f final lenited d.

co Gacdclaib; The use o f the preposition co ‘to ’ makes more sense rather than 6 ‘from’, 

since Altus represents an external figure who comes from Rome. See further version B. 

Note the use o f the dat. pi. ending rather than the expected acc. form (SnaG III, §5.1). 

no inniscd; For the Middle Irish simple verb formation o f indisid, see the textual note on 

this form in 113a]. The use o f the imperfect in l.L suits the context better rather than C ’s 

3sg. conditional.
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Version B: restored text

[1] Boi Conchobar mac Nessa fechtas n-ann. At-fet do Altiis, crochad Cn'st. 

Altus, is e no thathaiged co coi'mclodaib set 6 Thibir male Augaist, rig Rom an, do 

Chonciiobur mac Nessa. Ar ba cum m ae batar reciitairi rig Roman in n-aim sir sin for 

medon in betho 7 i n-insib fuinid 7 turcbalae, '®co mba chomderb isin mbith na seel n- 

airderc for-chumcad ann.

[2] Ba derb la Conchobar foa n-indas sin in cruth Ibr-cuad crociiad Cn'st. Ar at- 

tet do Altus, ba he Cn'st do-rosat nem 7 talam 7  is airi ar-roet colainn ar thaithchreicc 

ceineoil doendai. Ba creitm ech Altus, is airi ad-fet cech maith imm chrochad Cn'st co 

creit Conchobar i Crist.

[3] ^“ 7 is I'arum as-bert Conchobar ro festais fir in betho a chum ang ‘̂’oc cathugud fri

hludeu crochsite Cn'st, ma nu beth hi com ocus do Christ. Is de as-bert Conchobar 

(Conchobar recites the rose  poem at this point in the text: see the critical edition o f  Ba 

aprctinn for the restored text).

[4] Is I'ar sin cot-n-oscrastar amal bid oc techt hi rol catha ar belaib Cn'st co 

sescainn asa chiunn a n-inchinn M eisse Gegrai 7 condid-epalt ind or sin. Is ed as-berr 

dee I'arum, is e cet-geintlide do-choid i flaith nime, “’‘‘ fo bi'th robo baithis do ind fuil do- 

n-escm art 7 ro creiti do Christ. Finit Amen.
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Version B: translation

[1] '“ On one occasion, Conchobar mac Nessa was [king], Altus tells to him the 

crucifixion o f Christ. Altus, moreover, used to visit Conchobar mac Nessa with 

exchanges o f treasures from Tiberius, the son o f Augustus, king o f Romans. For at that 

time, stewards o f the king o f Romans travelled widely, so that every famous story that 

used to happen there was equally known in(to) the world.

[2] Hence, the manner in which the ciucifixion o f Christ had been achieved became 

known to Conchobar. For Altus relates to him it was Christ who had created heaven 

and earth, and it is for this puipose he had accepted human flesh, for redemption of the 

human race. Altus was a believer, therefore he relates every good thing about Christ’s 

crucifixion so that Conchobar equally believes in Christ;

[3] and then Conchobar said that if he had been near to Christ, the men o f the

world would know what he could do in fighting the Jews who crucified Christ. Hence, 

Conchobar said (Conchobar recites the rose poem at this point in the text: see the critical 

edition o f Bu upraiuu for the translation).

[4] After that he jumped upwards, as if he were going into the battlefield in front 

o f Christ, so that the brain o f Mess Gegrai sprang out o f his head and he died at that 

time. This is what one says o f him then, he is the first pagan who had gone into the 

kingdom oi' Heaven, because the blood which he had shed was a baptism to him, and 

(because) he had believed in Christ. Finit. Amen.
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Version B: textual notes

| l a |  Bai Conchohar mac Nesai fechtiis n-ann.

Once upon a time (see [ 1 b] for rest o f translation).

N: bai conc— m -c nesai fechtiis nan«

liui C onchobar mac Nessa fechtas n-and.

On one occasion, Conchohar mac Nessa was [A//jg].

fechtas n-and: The phrase fechtas is used here with the pleonastic preposition / n- + neut. 

pronoun {DIL s.vw. fechtas ‘a turn, time, occasion’, /, 11.2; cf. Fechtas and tra fertha  

oenach la hUltii i mMaig Miirthemni, SC^ §2). It is synonymous with the set phrase fecht 

n-ann ‘once upon a time’ (see DIL s.v. fecht, II), but is less commonly attested in Old 

Irish prose. N retains the historically correct nasalization after the accusative o f time {GOI 

§249.3).

Meyer (1906, 13) presents [la] and [lb] as a unified sentence in his translation. 

In this instance, I follow the text more closely and provide a new translation.
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11 b ] A tjel do A It us crochad Crist.

Altus related to Conchobar mac Nessa the cnjcifixion o f Christ.

N; at fet do aU(/.vs croch- crist

LFF: .i. roin//is d o - altf/.v̂ ^^

At-fet do Altus crochad Crist.

Altiis tells to him the crucifixion o f  Christ.

At-fet do Altus: The syntax in this sentence is stylistic. One would expect the verb +

agent + do, which expresses the person to whom the information is given, i.e. in this

instance it refers to Conchobar in the preceding sentence {OIL s.v. ad-fet, 54.3-43). 

However, here in N we find the subject placed after the prepositional phrase, thereby 

placing emphasis on the newly introduced agent, i.e. Altus.*̂ *"’

N ’s at fet is the superior reading because it preserves the 3sg. pres. ind. deut. o f 

ad-fct ‘indicates, tells, relates’. LFT’s ro iimis demonstrates scribal modernisation with 

the 3sg. perf. ol' indisid ‘tells, recounts, mentions’, replacing the earlier compound ad- 

fet.^^'

It is possible to suggest that the verb contains a proleptic Class B masculine 

infixed pronoun here with reference to the following object, i.e. masc. crochad 

‘crucifixion’ {GOI §421; Breatnach 1977, 88). Given the manuscript was compiled in the 

sixteenth century, however, one cannot rule out entirely the possibility o f at-fet containing 

a petrified neut. infixed pronoun and replacing earlier ad-fet. I have tentatively decided 

to take this as a proleptic in f  pron., which provides the literal translation ‘Altus relates it 

to him (i.e. Conchobar), the crucifixion o f  Christ’.

roinnis dono Altus, ‘viz., Altus also had told this’ (The death-tale.s, p. 14/15, §2). After every 

transcription o f  LFF provided in the main text here, I give Kuno M eyer’s edition o f  LFF (version C) in a 

footnote. This is merely to cater for ease o f  reading because producing M eyer’s edition and translation o f  

LFF in the main text, along with that o f  N, would be cumbersome for the reader. Any discrepancies in 

M eyer’s edition o f  LFF are discussed in the textual notes. M eyer’s edition o fN  is provided in italics in the 

main body o f  the text with his translation provided below each sentence, followed by the manuscript 

readings.

See also [2b] below.

See further discussion o f  this verbal formation in the textual note in [13a], version A.
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Lastly, LFF’s d o -  is for the conjunction Jano replacing original 

Altus: The personal name Altus in N consists o f the jw-compendium and an additional 

miniscule .v, the double ss providing a scribal variant for s {DIL s.v. s, 1.3-5). However, 

Altus is the normalised form throughout the text.

| l c |  Altus /'morro is he dothathaiged co cldemclddaih sed 6 Tihir mac Augaist 
Roman co Conchohar mac Nesa.

Altus, however, used to visit Conchobar with exchanges o f treasures from 

Tiberius, the son o f Augustus the Roman.

N: alti/A' i -  ishe do t/;at//aig- cocloemclodaib sed otibir m -c augaist ri roma/; do conc-

m -c nesa.

LFF; isse tigid conait/zeasguib/; 7 cusedaib// 7 co mainib/2 otibir s//esair aug/;uist rig/; 

ro/»;an 7 orig/i andom//ui/z coco//cub- neasa do eam/zuin macha*̂ '*̂

Altus, imniurgu, is he no tliutliaiged co coiniclilodaib set 6 Thibir mac Augaist, rig 

Roman, do Clionchobur mac Nessa.

Altus, moreover, used to visit Conchohar mac Nessa with exchanges o f  treasures from  

Tiberius, the son o f  Augustus, king o f  the Romans.

imniurgu: Given that the text is datable to the Old hish period, 1 expand N ’s i— as 

immurgu {DIL s.v. immurgu). Meyer translates the Midir form imorro as ‘however’ 

which has an adversative force. This implies a contrast between this sentence and [lb] 

which is not the case in this context. It is more fitting to understand immurgu as 

‘moreover, besides’ with emphasizing force, adding an additional statement to what has 

already been stated about Altus in [lb] {DIL s.v. immurgu, 11(a)). Thus, I change the 

translation to ‘moreover’ accordingly.

Liam Breatnach (2003, 139) lias shown that this conjunction is actually stressed and ends in a long 

vowel, which is confirmed by rhyme, rather than unstressed as Thumeysen mistakenly assumed {GOI § 4 1).

iss e tiged co n-aitheasguihh 7 cu sedaibh 7 co mainibh 6 Tihir Sesair Aughuist rlgh Rdman 7 0 rig an 

domhuin co Conciihiir [mac] Neasa do Eamhidn Macha. ‘’Tis he who used to come with messages and 

with treasures and precious things from Tiberius Caesar Augustus, even the king o f  the Romans, and the 

king o f  the world, to Concobhar son o f  Ness, to Emain Macha’ {The death-tales, p. 14/15, §2).
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no tliathaiged; The syntax o f this sentence is notable in that Altus is a nominativus 

pendens, with a following cleft constmction.

The compound verb do-aithigi is poorly attested and the contracted form taithigicl 

is frequently attested already from an early period {DIL s.v. do-aithigi, (a); cf. no tathigtis, 

CCC  1). LFF replaces original do-uilhiged with tigid {0 \r do-iced! deed). 

coinichlodaib; N ’s eloeniclodaih is a later variant o f the vn coimchloud ‘exchange’.*'*'* 

N ’s reading constitutes the lectio difftcilior, as well as the lectio hrevior, with the more 

unusual word cloemchlod^'^^ LFF’s co n-ait\\easguih\\ 7 cu sedaibVi 7 co mainihh ‘with 

messages, with treasures and with precious things’ is a replacement for the original co 

cloemclodaih sed, omitting cloeniclodaih while retaining the construction with the 

preposition co n- ‘with’. Main ‘treasure’ is attested in use with set ‘treasure’.**'*̂ Thus, N ’s 

variant is restored with normalisation to the OIr form, i.e. coimchUniaih. 

rig Ruiiiaii; N ’s reading o f  the dat. sg. o f r /  demonstrates loss o f final lenited g, whereas 

it is retained in LFF’s //gh. It is in the dative case in agreement with Tihir ‘Tiberius’ 

which is preceded by the prep. 6 ‘from.

The word Roman ‘Roman’ is largely conflncd to Old Irish material, with DIL s.v. 

Roman citing two Middle Irish examples also (see discussion below), and is later 

displaced by the substantivized adjective Romdnach (see DIL s.v. romdnach). DIL s.v. 

Roman cites the following examples, largely confined to the glosses: Wb. 26al0; Sg. 

3 lb5; 33a 11; 41b5.*‘*̂  DIL also cites an example from the early Middle Irish fragment o f

See DIL  s.v. coim chloiu l (b) for the sense o f  exchanging objects between people, i.e. bartering. The 

present exam ple is cited in DIL. The Milan and St. Gall g losses still preserve coim clod, i.e. MI 63d3; 76d l2; 

109d4; Sg. 62a4. There are other attestations cited in DIL  outside o f  the g losses, e.g. c a e m d o d  praindi, 

Mon. Tall. 152.25 ( c f  DIL  s.v. cldechl(>d); coem chlod. Triads o f  Ireland §72 (M eyer 1906b, S); f r i  

caem chliid, Lebor na Cert (D illon  1962, 9). The follow ing are the earliest exam ples o f  cldem ch lod  I have 

found: cen ch loem cM od  (M ac Carthy (1892, 166) and a r cloechlod, Fel. comm. 244.37 (with dissim ilated  

m). But note also coem chlod, TBC  1, 2476.

The principle o f  lectio  hrevior, lectio p o tio r  is that the shorter reading tends to be the better (older) one, 

as scribes had a tendency to em bellish the text.

C f  DIL  s.vv. main (b); 2 .set II. For instance, d i setaih  7 mainih, ‘o f  chattels and treasures’, TallEt 1.35; 

feints m o chom m ain set 7 m aini 7 indm assa fo ra ih , ‘for the excellence o f  my bestowal o f  jew els , treasures 

and w ealth’, CRR I I (Hogan 1892, 16).

Seamas Kavanagh (2001 , 763) also notes an attested form in Wb. 26a5. I have not encountered any 

exam ples in the Milan g losses.
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Bede’s Ecclesiastical History: Is e sin crichJlaitlmsa Roman for Inis Breton, ‘That is the 

end o f the Roman rule over Britain’.*̂'** I take Roman as the gen. pi.

LFF contains the additional phrases 7 6 righ an clomhuin ... do Eamhuin Macha 

‘and from the king o f the world ... to Emain M acha’, which are not found in N. N remains 

closer to the original with the shorter reading.

In relation the preposition do, N, versus co, LFF, both prepositions can be used to 

express the destination o f the verb o f motion (see DIL s.vv. I co, 4; do, A 1). In this 

instance, it may be that do ‘to,’ is perhaps better than co ‘to, towards’. LFF’s co could 

have been influenced by the orthographic similarity o f the initial letters in the following 

concuh-. Thus, N ’s do is adopted here.

Cf. M eyer 1910, 66 (trans. Cox 1910, 147). Cox (1910, 124) dates this text to the beginning o f  the tenth 

century, in contrast to M eyer’s earlier suggestion that it was from the ninth century (1899 , 321). However, 

DIL  also cites the acc pi. Romhanu found in the late M idlr text In Cath C atharda, 1054.
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Ild l Ar ha ctima halav rechtairea rig Roman in n-aiinsir sin for ineddn in uelha 7 fo r  

indsip fu in id  7 tiirchalai,

For at that time stewards oftlie  King o f the Romans were equally over the centre 

o f the world and over the islands o f the west and east,

N: arba cu/?;a ba t- reac/ito/ ea*'*̂  rig roman i/mai/?;s— f-  medon in ueth- 7 f -

i/;dsip fuinid 7 t!// cbalai 

LFF: a/ba  cu/7;abadar reac/f/uireadAa rig/; ando/7(ui// ism  nai/?;sirsin fri mead/;o/i

anbeatha 7 anin/;sib fuinig/? grei/ze 7 tu/ gabala**^^

Ar ba cuiiimac batar rcclitairi rig Romsui in ii-aimsir sin for nicdoii in bctho 7 for 

iiisib fuinid 7 turcbs'ilac,

For at that time, stewards o f  the King o f  the Romans travelled widely,

ciinimac; Cumm(a)e ‘equally, in the same w ay’ serves as the antecedent to the following 

3pl. pret. o f the substantive verb at-td ‘to be’ {DIL s.v. ciimmae, 8). It is difficult to say 

whether the verb in this instance is relative or not since the two fomis sound alike, i.e. 

hdtar, later replaced by analogical bdtir {EIV 73).

When ciimm{a)e is used as the antecedent, a nasalizing relative clause is to be 

expected {GO/ §498(b)). Nevertheless, such a construction is optional in Old Irish and 

can also be replaced by an independent clause (GOI §505). There are five instances o f 

ciimm{a)e in this construction attested in the glosses, i.e. Wb. 24a22; Ml. 3la23; 6la33; 

69al8; Sg. 63bl5 (6  hUiginn 1986, 51-2). O f these, the examples in Wb. and Ml. are all

The scril^e em ploys the letter 5 + the i«-com pendium  j ,  used to represent acht in this instance (cf. 

Maunde Thompson 1912, 8 7 -8 8 , including ,vj for serf ‘but’ = Irish acht). Similar exam ples are found in 

other Irish manuscripts, c f  Breatnach (2008 , 3 n. 7): ‘In B w e may note the use o f  the abbr. for -{d)cht 

which looks like an s + the i/.s-compendium, e.g. bech t (q. 2 3 c )’. A lso see Hoyne (201 1 ,8 1  n. 4b); ‘[...] s + 

a sym bol similar to the «.s-conjunction [.v/c] is used for Latin se d  and Irish ach t in other M SS’.

An abbreviation stroke is seen going through the descending shaft o f  the letter s.

N ote the scribe’s use o f  majuscule s here. For a discussion o f  the scribal features o f  this hand, i.e. A odh’s, 

see Chapter 1.4.2.

A r ha ciim a hadar reachliiireadha rJgh an doinuin isiim aim siv sin fo r  ineadlidn an heatha  7 a n-iw isihh  

fu in idh  greine  7 turgabala. For at that time stewards o f  the king o f  (he world were equally over the centre 

o f  the world and in tiie islands o f  the setting sun and rising sun’ ( The death-ta les, p. 14/15, §2).
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found with nasalizing relative clauses.*^^ However, in Sg. 63b 15, there is no nas. rel. 

marker but there is a rel. verb, i .e . ./. is ciimmae hite diblinaih, ‘i.e. it is in the same way 

that they both are’, Sg. 63b 15. Therefore, a nasal rel. marker, is not necessarily required 

here.

rechtairi.' "N preserves the older form against LFF’s reaohiuireculha which adopts the - 

eda ending of dental stems (SnaG III, §5.9).

rig Roman; The earlier attested word gen. pi. Roman is replaced with an domhuin in 

LFF.

in n-ainisir sin: I follow Meyer (1906, 12) in taking N ’s innaim s- as the acc. sg. definite 

article + temporal acc. sg. o f aimser, expressing a duration o f time {GOI §249.3). LFF 

supplies the preposition i n- ‘in’ for clarity {DIL s.v. /, 11.1(b)). Alternatively, N may 

preserve an independent dat. sg., with a later spelling -nn for earlier -ml. However, the 

temporal dative is generally used to express a particular point of time (cf. GOI §251.3) 

and the sense here is that the stewards travelled far and wide during the span o f time when 

Tiberius was ruler, rather than travelling on a particular day.

for inedon: 1 expand N ’s / -  as the preposition /o r  and understand it in the sense o f local 

relations ‘over, above’ as per Meyer ( 1906, 12; c f  DIL s .v ./w ‘, 1 (a)). In later manuscripts, 

this preposition is usually replaced by ar. LFF’s jr i  is a replacement for original /or. While 

it can also be used in local relation, meaning ‘towards, turning to ’ {DIL s.v. fr i, 1(a)), the 

context suggests that the use o f fo r  ‘over’ as against / / /  ‘towards’ is preferable as it 

conveys the sense that the messengers were all over the centre o f the world at that time. 

Moreover, medon is attested with fo r , not with //7, with /oa- later replaced by ar (see DIL 

s.v. medon).^^'^ N ’s ii- in iietha is a scribal spelling for lenited h/i /v/ (lenited due to

They are as follows: .1. condihcum me donduccam  uili, ‘i.e.so that w e may all understand it equally’, Wb. 

24a22 (I understand donduccam  to contain a Class C infixed pronoun -d-, with the preceding n representing 

the nasal relative m arker);./. is cum m ae m his menma: cech tar de  f r i  togais alali. ‘i.e. the mind o f  each is 

equally bent upon deceiving the other’, Ml. 3 la23; iscum m ae m bis [...] enartae  7 [...] sonartae, ‘ .i.e. 

there is equally f...] weakness and [...] strength’. Ml. 61a33; [ . . . ] con idcu m m e aram her hiulh hua cechret 

fr issacom ra ic  etir  g lan  7 anglan, ‘i.e. so that he enjoys equally every thing that he meets with, both pure 

and impure’. Ml. 6 9 a l8 .

For instance, in Broccan’s Hymn: genais fo r  medon m aige, ‘she wrought in the midst o f  the plain’, Thes 

ii, 328.1 1. However, although fo r  here is used in local relations, it means ‘in, am ongst’ here rather than 

‘over, above’ (DIL s.v. fo r ,  I (f)). Similar meaning is applied to the later fom i ar, replacingybr, attested 

with medon, cf. gach g a id  & gach s la d  & gach saragu d do gn itlii isin ca lhair a r  medhon, ‘every theft and 

robbery and outrage that was committed amidst the city’, C Catli, 1. 55.
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preceding gen. sg. masc. article).*’’̂  LFF’s an beatha shows orthographical 

modernisation, as well as reduction in proclitics resulting in confused spelling o f / and a. 

The readings have been normalised as per Classical O lr spelling standards, 

for insib: The variants show the common spelling o f double nnAul before .v {SnaG III 

§3.1 7). N ’s / -  can again be expanded as the preposition /«/• ‘on, upon, over’. It could be 

argued that N ’s variant was influenced by the preceding /or, thereby replacing original i 

n- ‘in ’ as seen in LFF, which specifies the exact places the stewards went. However, the 

prepositions fo r  and i ii- are both attested in use with inis, albeit the latter more widely 

(see DIL s.v. inis). However,/r;r in the sense o f ‘(all) over’ makes better sense overall in 

this particular context and thus I follow N here (cf. dul for insib mara immach, ‘to go 

forth on islands o f the sea’, Thes ii, 299.15).

fuinid 7 tiircbalae: Fiiined literally means ‘setting, sinking (of sun): sunset’ and can refer 

to the West {DIL s.v. finneci, (b)). The use ol' lurcbal and fiiineci in a set phrase is often 

synonymous with the East and West (see DIL s.v. tiirchal, (b)). Apart from LFF’s 

phonetic confusion between palatal -d and -g in fuinigh {SnaG ill, §3.17), 1 would argue 

that LFF’s variant /////;/gh greine 7 tingabala ‘o f setting o f sun and rising’ constitutes the 

lectio difficilior, with the intentional ellipsis (i.e. not omitted by a copyist) o f the gen. sg. 

oi' grian  in the second instance. N omits greine, having instead fu in id  and liircbdl in close 

conjunction without the use o f qualifying greine.^^^ N ’s reading constitutes the lectio 

brevier against LFF’s use o f  greine which was added for clarification. 1 follow N ’s earlier 

variant turcbdlai against LFF’s t u r g a b a l a Meyer (1906, 13) renders this as ‘west and 

east’. The literal meaning o f  fo r  inedon in betho 7 fo r  insib fu in id  greine 7 turcbdlae is 

‘over the centre o f the world and (all) over the islands o f the setting and rising sun’. 

However, a less literal translation ‘travelled widely’ is better in this instance.

See chapter 1.4.5 for scribal nuances in the text.

See for instance the examples cited in DIL s.v. fiiined , 477.20-3.

See DIL  s.v. turcbdl for examples in the glosses and also o f liirgabdl in later material. Tiircbdl (< *to- 

iio)-uss-gahdl, GOI §849A) and innovatory liirgabdl {<*lo-iiss-ro-gabdl) both occur with regular syncope. 

However, the latter must iiave been influenced by the former at a later stage (see Uhlich (1995, 31-2). This 

latter shows ro in preverbal position rather than coming before tlie preverb uss as expected.
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11 c] CO mba conulerh isin mbit[h] nach sgel n-airdirc forcitmcud unn.

so that every famous story that would happen there was equally known in the 

world.

N; co///ba com d -b  isi// mbit na - sgel na/rdirc f^u/?/cad an/i.

LFF: co//;a comdi/ bh isi«bith uili nach sgel a/Vdrec// fos c-ad// an«**̂ *

CO mba clioniderb isin mbitli na scci n-airdcrc for-chumcad and.

so that every story that used to happen there was equally known in(to) the world.

chomderb: This instance is the only example cited in DIL s.v. conulerb.^^'^ Both 

manuscript readings have an /?;-stroke. Therefore, I follow Meyer (1906, 12) in expanding 

it as the letter m. I understand conulerh to be a compound o f the prepositional prefix com 

‘equal, mutual’ and the o/o-stem adj. derb ‘certain, sure, fixed, determinate’, i.e. equally 

known. Con would be expected before the initial d  against the later general form com 

used before all initials {GOI §830.1). The mark o f Icnition is inserted as per GOI §495(c). 

isin nibith; N treats bilh as an acc., implying motion, with the prep. / n- {DIL s.v. /, B. I), 

i.e. ‘into the world’. Jurgen Uhlich has pointed out to me the competing expression with 

fo , i.e. ro clossfan mhith mhuidnech, ‘fit] has been heard throughout the troopful world’, 

Fel. Oct. 15. However, LFF’s scribe considers bith as a stationary dative which would be 

the more obvious choice for a scribe after the copula and thereby constituting the lectio 

facilior  against the more difficult reading in N.

na sccl n-airderc: As seel ‘story, tale’ is a neut. r;-stem in Old Irish, the pronominal 

adjective na would be expected before this noun. However, both manuscripts have the 

Midir form nach {DIL s.v. 1 nach, 5.45-8). DIL s.v. I nach defines this as ‘any, whatever, 

some ... or other [...], occas. verging on the sense every’. Meyer translates it as the latter 

sense, i.e. ‘every’.

N preserves the historically correct nasalization on the attributive adj. airdirc 

‘well-known, obvious, manifest’ from the preceding neut. nom. sg. seel. DIL cites the

CO m [ b \ a  com hderbh isin bith uili nach sg e l a irderc foscum adh  ann, ‘so  that every fainous story that 

happened was equally known in the w hole world’ {The death-tciles, 1906, p. 14/15, §2). Meyer suggests 

reading ‘was achieved’ for ‘happened’ ( c f  Further Addenda and Corrigenda, 53).

M eyer fails to italicize the suspension stroke expanded as -er.
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variants airclairc, airderc and airclr{a)ic, amongst others. It is a compound o f air + /-stem 

derc (LEIA A-41; GOl §345), with fmal c pronounced Hd and not Ixl. LFF’s airdrech is a 

later form, seen with metathesis and an erroneous mark o f lenition o f final Meyer 

emends LFF's variant to airderc (1906, 14).

Given that scel is a neuter, and because the text is datable to the Old Irish period, 

1 emend nach to the original pronominal adj. na.

for-chum cad: N reads/-c?<mc«c/ and LFF has fo s  c-ad\\. DIL s.w. for-cumaing, 327.30 

‘happens, comes into being’ cites N ’s for-cum cad  as 3sg. imperfect.**’' The regular 

syncope pattern o f this verb (its root being -icc) should o f course result in a palatal 

consonantal cluster -me-. But the non-palatal consonantal cluster is already attested in the 

glosses on (see DIL con-icc', cf. 3pl. pres. ind. aiinadciimget. Ml. 1 12b 16 vs. 3sg. cond. 

ctimcaihed. Ml. 42a32. Meyer (1906, 43) has suggested that LFF’s /?w c-culh may be 

miswritten {'or fbrctinicad. Alternatively, it could also be that the r was taken as the Midir 

rel. marker -v- (cf. Strachan 1904, 169). Furthermore, one cannot rule out LFF’s variant 

fos-cmnad  entirely. It may be irom for-feu  ‘fulfill, achieve, complete (a task, duty)’ with 

-m- acting as a hiatus filler, i.e. a perf. pass, rel (but cL forcViuaitih in [2a] below). The 

sense o( fbr-ciiniaing meaning ‘happens’ fits better to the context here. Therefore, 1 adopt 

N ’s reading and restore lenition due to scel being the subject antecedent.

8(>o W liile (here is sucli a word as airdrech  (a formation o f  drech) cited in DIL, i.e. DIL s.v. /  airdrech, 

‘sprite, piiantoni and DIL  s.v. 2 a irdrech , ‘face, front’, neither o f  tliese would make sense in this particular 

context. Perhaps the lenition in LFF’s airdrech  could also be due to analogy with formations o f  drech.

***' The manuscript reading has a suspension stroke a b o v e /  which I have expanded as the preverb /?;/-.
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|2al Ba derhh 'din la Conchohiir fo n  n-inniis sin in cnit[h^forcua[i'\d crochad CrTst.

Hence, in that way, the manner in which the crucifixion o f Christ was achieved 

became known to Conchobar.

N: ba d -b  diU la conc- fo«nin/?/ii’ s,n in end  f-cuad croc-  c r-

LFF; ba derb/; le co«c/mb//ur fonin/j//.v sin anc/oith forc/zuaid/; crochad chr-}^^

Ba derb didiii la Conchobar foa n-iiidas sin in cruth for-cuad crochad Cn'st.

Hence, in that way, the manner in which the crucifixion o f  Christ had been achieved 

became known to Conchobar.

ba derb didiu la: For further examples o f the copula + adj. derb with the preposition la 

‘with’ meaning ‘he is (feels) sure’, see OIL s.v. derb, 30.35-9.

The shorter foiTn diii o f the particle o f transition didiu ‘hence’ is found in N. This 

has been lost in LFF through haplography. The longer fonn is restored to the text since 

the shorter form is found only in Middle Irish and later manuscripts (O Maille 1926, 155 - 

6).

Given that the archetype is datable to the Classical Old Irish period, it is unlikely 

that le is an archaic fonn o f the preposition la but rather the common form used in later 

manuscripts (see DIL s.v. la, 1.29-32).

foa n-indas sin: See the textual note in [2], version A for a more detailed discussion o f 

fo a  n-indas used in the sense o f ‘in the manner of, like’. The form in N may have 

undergone some modernisation with indas treated as a masc., with preceding fo n  n- 

representing the prep. + masc. acc. sg. article. Similarly, LFF’s fo n  reflects the 

simplification ot' nn > n (cf. the general article an found in Modir). But this could also be 

a contracted form o ffo  + a, i.e ./o  (see Chapter 2.2.3). Since the text is dated to the Olr 

period, the prep, fo  + neut. acc. sg. article, i.e. foa  /?-, is restored. The anaphoric 

demonstrative refers to the manner in which the stories were spread in the preceding 

paragraph. I follow Meyer’s translation o f ‘in that way’, to avoid repetition o f ‘manner’, 

seen in the following phrase in cruth. This phrase, translated as ‘the manner’, is the 

antecedent to the followed by a nasalizing relative clause (GOI §498).

Ba derhh le Conchubhitr fon  inniis sin an cruth forcuaidh crochad Crist ‘In that way the manner in 

which the crucifixion o f  Christ happened became i<nown to Conchobar’ {The death-tales, p. 14/15, §3).
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for-cuad: Meyer (1906, 12) emends N ’s reading io forcua{i]d, but in his i\iv\hQ Y  Addenda 

and Corrigenda, he retracts this emendation (1906, 53). But in his notes, he tentatively 

writes ‘Perhaps instead forcua{i]d we should Ycad forcu{mc]ad as in §1 ’ (Meyer 1906, 

43). However, he is uncertain about this and notes/o/r/zac/ ‘has been completed’ in Tur. 

49.

1 propose taking N 's  variant as a rare instance o f the 3sg. pass. rel. perf. o ffor-fen  

‘fulfill, achieve, complete (a task, duty)’ formed with the perfective particle com, with 

the loss o f -m- (GOI §830 A), causing the two vowels to come together (with o >  u in 

hiatus {GOI §79)). This form is supported by the example in Tur. 49 and also 6 for-cuad  

aurgabcil ‘when capture was completed’, Blath. 1. 194. The use o f the perfective particle 

com is already becoming obsolete in the glosses, as is seen by the use o f more easily 

recognizable proclitic ro in the perfective formation. For instance, ./. conglohata. farro- 

chiiad (gl. confecta est) ‘zusammengebracht ist’, Glosses in Augustine’s Enchiridion 

(Stem 1910, 479, 486). This example has an additional proclitic ro added, together with 

the particle com, in order to identify it as a perfect. This is also witnessed \n forriic/nii. 

Ml. 12lc24. McCone writes that in this ‘proclitic ro has been added as a more easily 

recognised augment’ {EIV  157).

Furthermore, N ’s f-ciiad  presei'ves the superior reading with the Olr pass. perf. - 

a J  against LFF’s /orch;/«/V/li which is a perfect active {SnaG 111, §12.59). See also LFF’s 

reading fos e-adh, [ le]. It may be that the verb intended there is also for-fen.

Since the antecedent designates the manner o f the relative clause, a nasalizing 

relative marker might be expected {GOI §498b), although it was not obligatory {GOI 

§505). It is difficult to say in N ’s instance whether this is a nasalizing relative clause or 

an independent clause since nasalization cannot be orthographically shown on the letter 

c. The lenition in s forchiiaidh is the innovatory use o f a leniting relative clause (O 

hUiginn 1986, 69-75).

The use o f the perfect here is in accordance with Olr usage rather than the M idir 

use o f the perfect for the historical past.
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|2b| Ar atjet do Altus ha he Crist dorosai neni 7 talniain 7 is airi arfdit colainn ar 

lalhcreicc in cineda doenai.

For Altus told him that it was Christ who had made Heaven and earth, and that to 

redeem mankind He had assumed flesh.

N: ar at fet do altjM- ba he c r -  do ro s- nem 7 ta lm - 7 is airi arfoit colain« ar tath creicc

in ci/jeda doenai

LFF: a n o  in«is altiw dobahe cr-. dorin/2id// neam// 7 talum/; et is a ir t arro et colan//

omuiri oig/j artaitha-eich ceineoil daen«a*^^

Ar at-fet do Altus, ba he Crist do-rosat nem 7 talani 7 is airi ar-roct colainn, ar 

tliaithclireicc ceineoil doendai.

For Altus relates to him, it was Christ who had created heaven and earth, and it is fo r  

this purpose he had accepted human flesh, fo r  redemption o f  the human race.

at-fet: This is the 3sg. deut. pres. ind. o f a d fe t  ‘tells, relates’. Note the unusual syntax 

which has already been seen in fib] above. LFF’s variant arroinnis is a scribal 

modernisation (see textual analysis on [lb]). Similar to at-fet in [lb],  this may contain a 

proleptic infixed pronoun, referring to the following clause, i.e. ‘for he, Altus, relates it 

to him...’. However, given the fact that this form is found in a Modlr manuscript, one 

cannot rule out the possibility that this represents a petrified neut. infixed pronoun. 1 have 

restored the proleptic infixed pronoun in this instance.

do-rosat: 1 follow Meyer in expanding N ’s do ro s-  as do-rosat. This is clearly the 

superior reading o f the two manuscripts preserving the inherited 3sg. deut. /-pret. o f do- 

fuissim  ‘creates, builds’, with ‘preverbal’ perfective particle ro (*to-ro-uss-sem-t).^^ The 

innovatory deuterotonic form do-forsat, based on the prototonic form -torsat, is attested 

already in the glosses {ElV  140), e.g. doforsat. Ml. 17b2; doforsat, Sg. 31 b5 (rel.). LFF’s 

do rinnidh is the lectio facilior  here. The scribe replaces the more difficult verbal form

A r ro-innis Altus do ha he Crist dorinni nearnh 7 taliimh. Et is aire arroet colann 0 Mtiiri digh ar 

laithchreich an ceineoil deenna, ‘For Altus told him that it was Christ who had made Heaven and Earth, 

and that He had assumed flesh from the Virgin Mary for the sake o f  redeeming the human race’ (The death- 

tales, p. 16/17, §3).

I use M cCone’s term ‘preverbal’ here {EIV  148).
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ch -rosa t with the more com m on and straightforward verb do-gni. It is seen here with 

assim ilated -g- ( < -ngn-, for which see SnaG  III, § 12.197) and hypercorrect ending -dh. 

talam : I expand N ’s (a im -  as the long acc. sg. o f  lalam , fo llow ing M eyer (1906, 12). I 

understand LFF’s taliim h  to be the short acc. sg. {G O I  §§315, 329 B). For further 

discussion  o f  the short acc./ dat. o f  lalam , see the textual note in [5g], version A. LFF’s 

reading constitutes the lectio  d ifflcilior, with it being replaced in N with the more com m on  

long acc. at the tim e o f  copying.

LFF’s et reflects a scribal tendency o f  writing 7 as et (see Chapter 1.4.3). I restore 

the palaeographical abbreviation 7 in accordance with the editorial policy, 

airi: T his is the preposition a r  ‘on account of, because o f  with suffixed 3sg. neut. acc. 

sg. pronoun which has a later form a ir  (OIL  s.v. ar, 3 6 5 .1 5 -7  and also 3 6 7 .1 3 -2 9 ). The 

manuscripts preserve the earlier form here with the copula + airi, a phrase which is 

attested in OIr g losses, e.g. ./. isa iri inso ro g a b a d  som  liirige, ‘i.e. hence it was that he 

was adopted into the kingship’. Ml. I4a4. The pronoun is proleptic here and anticipates 

the fo llow ing a r  lhailhchreicc  ..., ‘for redemption ...’.

ar-roet; I'he context here dictates that the perfect, corresponding to an English pluperfect, 

should be expected denoting anterior com pletion, i.e. A ltus told him that Christ is dead 

now but he had assumed human llesh  prior to dying {EIV  9 9 -1 0 0 ) . Therefore, it appears 

that LFF has the preferred reading with the 3sg. p erf o f  ar-foUn (> *ar{e)-r'-(f)o-ei7i) 

rather than the 3sg. pret. arfoit in N.

It is d ifficult to decide whether the verb in question is ar-eim  or ar-foim . Pedersen 

(ii 512) does not differentiate between ar-eim  ‘receives’ and ar-foim  ‘accepts, receives’. 

H owever, according to Thurneysen, these are tw o seperate com pound formations {G O I  

§837 A). Armstrong (1976 , 5 9 -6 0 )  has suggested that ar-eim  is the earlier formation and 

this is already being superceded by ar-foim  in the earliest glosses. Therefore, it is more 

likely that the more com m only used ar-foim  is the verb used here, 

coiaiiin : N retains the OIr acc. sg. /-stem  colainn  ‘body, flesh ’, w hile LFF’s colann  is 

treated as a later a-stem  (see DIL  s.v. cokvm ).

ar thaithchreicc: I understand the preposition a r  in the sense o f  ‘for the purpose of, in 

order to obtain’ {DIL  s.v. /  ar, II (f)). This is follow ed by the acc. in the Wb. g losses and 

the dat. in the Ml. g losses. DIL s.v. ta ithchrecc  ‘redemption, salvation’ g ives this as an a- 

and /-stem . In origin it may have been a fem. T-stem (vn o f  do-ailhchren), just like 

fo ch ra icc , and therefore a long acc. or dat. sg. would be expected, i.e. *taithchrici. 

H owever, the T-stem can have short acc. and dat. sg. fom is influenced by the a- and /-
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stem paradigms, which is ah'eady seen occurring at an early period, i.e. occur taithchricc, 

‘at [...] redeeming us’, W b4bl6 (GO/§294(b)).

Neither manuscript marks lenition on the initial t- or -c- in the compound. 

Therefore, I have inserted lenition on the second element {GOI §235.3). The scribe o f 

LFF adds the variant o miiiri oigh. Note that in LFF, this sentence echoes a similar 

sentence seen earlier in the version contained in this manuscript, i.e. co roet column o 

Mitiri oighinchin ....do icc ceineoil daenna ‘and He assumed flesh from the Virgin Mary 

. . . to  save the human race’ (cf. version C, f2d] or The Death-Tales, 14, §2). 

ceineoil doeiulai; N reads in cineda doenai while LFF has the variant ceineoil dcenna. 

Cenel ‘kindred, race’ and ciniitd ‘tribe, race’ are both attested in use with the following 

/o//fl-stem derivative doind(a)e ‘man, human, mortal’. However, the latter is far more 

widely attested in phrase with doindae than cenel (see OIL s.vv. ciniitd, (b) 194.81-3, 

cenel, doenda (a)). It is more likely that the gen. sg. cenel is original and that this was 

replaced by the more commonly used ciniiul. Thus, 1 adopt LFF’s reading as well as 

without the use o f the defmite article (cf. GOI §470). The article could easily have been 

added in N to mark the determinate whole.

Due to the obscuration o f final unstressed vowels in Middle Irish, the io/id-stems 

became indeclinable {SnaG III, §6.6). Furthermore, final vowels in an EModlr. 

manuscript such as N cannot be taken seriously. Therefore, the final vocalism in N ’s 

doenai is to be treated as a schwa spelling, even though the original gen. sg. was doendai.
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|2cl Ba cretmech Ahus, is aire alfed cec[lt] mail[h] im crochad Crist. [3]*̂  ̂ Concreid 

Conchohur do Christ.

Alius was a believer. ’Tis therefore he told every good thing about the crucifixion 

o f Christ. [3] Conchobar beheves in Christ;

N: ba c-tm ec/; alt/M- isa/re atfed cec mait bi c/-och- c r -  co/zcrcid coiic— do c r-

LFF: ba creidni/zeach d o - alt//.v fein haire atfet ar sgela c r -  co/;;aith cocreid**^^ co//cub-
a cr_ * 6 7

Ba creitniech Altus, is airi ad-fct cccli iiiaith iniiii clirochad Crist co creit Conchobar 

I Crist.

Alins was a believer, therefore he relates every good thing about Christ's crucifixion so 

that Conchobar believes in Christ.

ad-fct: The manuscripts contain a petrified infixed pronoun.

ccch iiiaith iiiim clirochad Crist: Apart from N ’s confusion o f an »;-stroke for an n- 

stroke in the preposition im{m) ‘about’, N ’s cech maith in crochad Crist ‘every good thing 

about Christ’ is better suited to the context here ratiier than LFF’s variant atfet ar sgela 

Crist comaith ‘he told the stories o f Christ well’.

CO creit: N mistakenly copicd con from the abbreviated grapheme o, wich was used as 

the abbreviation for con or co. The co//-compendium is left unexpanded in LFF. 1 expand 

this as CO n- ‘so that’ followed by the 3sg. conj. pres. ind. o f creitid ‘believes’, 

i Crist: The verb creitid  is attested more frequently in intransitive construction with the 

following preposition do in the glosses as well as in the later language {DIL s.vv. creitid, 

520.4-15, do, B 1 (b)), e.g. ./. creifite di'mni, ‘i.e. who will believe in us’, Wb. 14c4. On 

the other hand, creitid with / //- + dative, expressing belief in someone or something is 

used less frequently {DIL s.v. /, 6.40), e.g. nicretid hicrist, ‘ye believe not in Christ’, Wb. 

20al 3; dcretein india, ‘their belief in God’, Ml. 97b2. It seems that either preposition can

M eyer (1906, 12) treats tliis sentence as the beginning o f  paragraph 3. However, it is in fact a 

contintuation o f  [2c]. Therefore, I provide M eyer’s reading here.

The manuscript has the c-o/!-compcndiuni which can be expanded either as co or con.

Ba creidmheuch dono Altusjeiu. /.v aire atfet arsgela Crist co maith. Concreid C oncuhw  a Crist, ‘Altus 

himself, however, was a believer. ’Tis therefore he told the stoT-y o f Christ well, and Conchobar believed in 

Christ" (The dcath-tales, p. 16/17, §3).
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be used in this expression, with do perhaps meaning ‘[believes] something’, while / n- 

seems to concentrate on direct faith in God/Christ, thus implying the sense o f ‘[believes/ 

has faith] in’. It may be that LFF’s variant constitutes a marginal lectio difficilior in this 

instance. Since the preposition do supercedes / n- with the verb creitid, it is more likely 

that original / n- was replaced by the more frequent do than the other way around. 

Therefore, I am adopting LFF’s variant.

The textual correspondence between N and LFF is interrupted at this point. LFF 

continues with a prose passage, which I have noted as [...] in the manuscript transcription 

below: No is amlmd so at ccemnacair he, ‘Or ‘tis thus it happened’ ... ‘Ba aprainn na 

hldhuil CO hard iar n-eguihh righ’’ 7 rl., ‘It was a pity that the Jews, highly, after a King’s 

death, &c.’.*̂ * See the critical edition o f version C, [4a]. The two manuscripts correspond 

again below:

See version C [4k] for the textual note discussing my rendering o f  co hard  as ‘iiighly’.
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|3a| 7 is Tannn asiiihert Conchohur rofestais f i r  in hetha a chitmang

and then he said [...] the men o f the world would know what he could do**̂ "̂

N: 7 is \a r-  asiiib-t conc-  rofev/lais*^” fir in be///a acu/7/ang

LFF: [...] Ocus as \ur si// asb-t twzeub- ro feasdais fir \n beat/;a mo cu/»ang*^^'

7 is I'ariini as-bert Coiichobar ro festais fir in betho a chumang

and then Conchohur said  [...] the men o f  the world would know what he could do ...

as-bert: N has the copula construction with iarum being the temporal adverb referring to 

the past tense ‘thereupon, thereafter, then’. The nasalization seen in N ’s as-mhert 

represents a pseudo-archaism. The non-relative 3sg. /-pret. ol'as-heir is restored, 

ro festais: The manuscript readings agree in the 3pl. past subj. o f deponent ro-fitir and 

preserve the historical ending with a short vowel -tais. However, both forms show short 

-e- and do not display a length-mark rather than the earlier -e-/-ia-, this development 

occurring due to the infiucnce o f the preterite passive fonn -Jess (GDI §615). 

a chumang: N ’s indirect speech by Conchobar is adopted in keeping with the style o f 

version B’s prose narrative which does not contain any dialogue. LFF’s redactor changed 

this into direct speech to suit the style o f  the text in version C, which also contains other 

pieces o f dialogue (see version C). This also applies to the readings in [3b] below (cf. 

note on ma nu beth below in [3b]).

I have broken up Meyer’s translation in this instance and the next section below in order to match the 

conesponding Old Irish sections. However, in the restored text, the translation conesponds to the 

syntactical construction.

The Latin abbreviation for e.'it is written here and it resembles the Arabic numeral two (Breatnacli 2012, 

127).

Octis as iarsin asberl Conciihiir: ‘Rofeasdaisfir in bealha mo ciimaug, ‘And thereupon Conchobar said: 

‘The men o f  tiie world would know what I can do { The death-tales, p .16/17, §4, §5).

*^^Cf 6  hUiginn 1986, 84.
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|3bl oc cathugiid fr i  hludaidi croc[h\sili Crist, ma nubet{h\ hi comfogiis do Christ. Is 

de ismbert Conchitbar:

in fighting against the Jews that had crucified Christ, if lie were near Christ. Hence 

Conchobar said:

N: occat/mg- fhhjudei crocsiti c r-  manubet hico/?;fogiw do c r-  isde ism b-t concuh-

LFF: accathug- frith hiug/zaid/;b//'^^^ tre crochad/? c r-  dia mbein/i acomfogits do* '̂̂

oc cathugud fri ludcii crochsite Cnst, ma nii beth hi comociis do Christ. Is dc as- 

bert Conchobar:

in fighting the Jews who crucified Christ, i f  he had been near to Christ. Hence 

Conchobarsaid:

fri li'ideii: Meyer (1906, 12) read N ’s reading as Iiidaidi. This is incorrect as the 

manuscript clearly reads hiiidei, with e ligatured to the shaft of the letter d. The loan-word 

ludae is mainly attested in the Old Irish glosses for the plural ‘Jews’ {DIL s.v. Iud{a)ei). 

No singular form o f this word exists. The substantival adj. ludaide was used in Old and 

Middle Irish referring to singular ‘Jew’, which later came to be inflected also in the plural 

{DIL s.v. hiJ(a)ide). Therefore, it is clear that N preserves the earlier attested form against 

the later reading in LFF.

crochsite: N ’s crocsiti is the 3pl. abs. 5-pret. relative oi'crochaid  ‘crucifies’. N ’s reading 

is reflected in the text o f Ba apruinn preserved in N, i.e. duirchoirp crochsiti Rig ‘they 

are base bodies who crucified the King’, [ 8 c ] . L F F  replaces this with a simplified 

variant tre chrochadh Crist ‘on account o f Christ’s crucifixion’. N ’s reading constitutes 

the lectio dijjicilior by preserving the relative clause construction, and is not lenited since 

it has a spec. rel. ending.

sic. hiughaidhaihh.

ac cathugud f r i  hliidaidhibh tre crochad Crist dia mheinn a comfogtis do., ‘in fighting against the Jews 

for the sake o f  the crucifixion o f  Christ, if  I were near H im ’ {The death-tales, p. 16/17, §5).

Corthals (1989, 52) comments that ‘this version [B] shows some agreements with the poem ’ and that 

‘the prose context o f  N must have been written by someone who was fully aware o f  the meaning and the 

intention o f  the poem ’. Note that LL omits this sentence in its text o f  Ba aprainn.
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ina iiu beth: N and LFF differ in syntax and the person o f the substantive verb, i.e. 3sg. 

past subj. in iiianiihet, N, vs. Isg. past subj. in dia mheinn, LFF.*^^ The substantive verb 

is used here with the preposition i n- and following comocus (DIL s.vv. alia, 472.6-39 

and coni{f)oci(s).

For the interchange o f o and ti in the proclitic no, especially between another 

particle and verb, see GOI §101.

hi comocus: N ’s / ‘in’ is found with a prefixed //-. It is left in the edition since it would 

not have been pronounced //;/ with preceding -heth, and thus represents a copied archaism 

by default. See the textual note on li- in [ 1 a], BA.

The prepositional compound comocus {com + ocus) is found in both manuscripts 

with an p rosthetic/(see DIL  .v.v'v. ocus and comfocus). It is used in a phrase here with the 

preceding preposition / and followed by do, meaning ‘near to’.

as-bert: N ’s ismli—l shows confusion o f proclitic vowels which is typical o f later use.*^^ 

See further the textual note on as~bert, [3a], in relation to the pseudo-archaic nasalization.

At this point in N, the text continues with the poem Ba aprainn. LFF does not 

include the entire rose poem. However, it does contain a variant o f the first line o f the 

poem (see version C, [4k]). It then continues with is iarsin atUaacht [...], ‘then he rose 

up [...]’. The correspondence between N and LFF resumes on par after the rose poem 

ends in N, as follows in [4] below:

Corllials (1989, 52) draws attention to the agreement o f  the prose text here with the rose poem, i.e. o f  

ma nuhelli hi comfogus do Christ, ‘if  he were near to C hrist’ with fla]: ha aprainn nad nddil ... arnac, 

‘Alas tiiat I did not m eet’.

C f  McCone 1996, 142-3; McCone 2000, 145.
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|4a| Is iar sin cotnoscrastur amaW hid oc techt hi rui calhai ar helaip Crist

Thereupon he shook himself(?) as if he were going into a battlefield in the 

presence o f Christ,

N; IS i«/-siAj cotnoscrasta/' am - bid oc iecfit hi roi cat//ai ar belaip c r-

LFF: [...] is uir si« ailracht 7 rosgob/; f»rsin dearguil*^*

Is I'ar sin cot-n-oscrastar amal bid oc techt hi roi catha ar belaib Crist

After that he jum ped upwards, as i f  he were going into the hattlejiehl in fro n t o f  Christ,

Cot-n-oscrastar: Meyer (1906, 15 footnote a) suggests that the form comes from *con- 

oscra {"*con-od-scaraim') and translates ‘he shook himself(?)’. It should be noted here 

that N ’s variant is incorrectly cited in DIL s.v. con-oscaigi, 455.67-9, with ‘? ’ ‘moves, 

changes; removes, shakes’, since the presence o f the intermcdial -r- suggests that it is 

derived from a different verb.^^‘̂

Meyer follows Pedersen in taking the preverb here as However,

Thumeysen, followed by Vendryes, refer to this as Celtic * //.sv v -/* o .sv y -.* * * ' Thus, 1 construe 

the verb to be *con-uss-scar, with preverb uss- having a spatial function i.e. ‘up, upwards’ 

in this instance.

The words oscar ‘not belonging’ or oscor ‘a leap, bound’ may give a clue as to 

*con-oscra’’s meaning in N. Pedersen suggests that oscar, with the original sense being 

‘not belonging’, is a derivative ot' scaraid ‘seperates’ (Ped. ii, 615; DIL s.v. I oscar). 

Furthermore, Pedersen suggests that oscor was the verbal noun o f *od-scar-, or better 

*uss-scar- (Ped. ii 614; DIL s.v. oscor). Perhaps oscar ‘not belonging’ and oscor ‘a leap.

Is iarsin aUraacht 7 rosgohh forsin deargail, ‘Then he rose and made the onslaught’ {Death-Tules, p. 

16/17, §5). See the textual note below on the transcription o f  attracht vs. Meyer’s attracicht.

The form in DIL s.v. con-oscaigi is in fact incorrectly abstracted from the attested prototonic forms, 

instead o f  correct deuterotonic con-oscai\ proto, -ciimscaigi. The verb scitchciid is a strong verb but its 

compounds are inflected as weak /-verbs {GOI §522). In accordance with the rules o f  syncope, con-oscai 

(< *com-uss-sc^ch < *com-uss-sciiichi) is expected with appropriate delenition and devoicing o f  -c^ch- (EIV 

6). C f  3sg. pres. ind. con-oisce, Laws iv 356.15; cot-roscai, MU^ 952; proto, -ciimscaigi, Crith Gabl. 263.

See Ped ii, 294-5 , 299. Also Lewis Pedersen 1961, 262, 265.

GOI §849n.; LEIA 0 -34. For a full discussion on the form and function o f  uss in Old Irish, see Russell 

(1988, 95-126).
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bound’ are originally o f the same formation but that a semantic shift occurred resulting 

in two meanings.

Returning to N ’s variant then, I propose that the verb can be understood as *cot- 

n-oscrastar, from *com-tiss-scar- ‘jump’ (lit. ‘seperate oneself upwards)’, used here with 

a Class B reilexive infixed pronoun like, for example, in its competitor cot-eirig (OIL s.v. 

con-eirig, ‘arises, gets up; sets out. departs; in hostile sense revolts, arises to attack’). This 

verbal form represents a liapax legomenon in the text.

This incidentally makes it a 3sg. preterite {*uss already being a fixed part o f the 

verb). One might suggest that the deponent ending is a scribal innovation here.**̂  ̂But the 

use o f deponent endings with active verbs is attested in the Olr period (see GOI §675) as 

is confirmed in Broccan’s Hymn. In this poem, there are three deponent endings with 

active verbs found in one stanza, i.e. senaslar; rociglinnestar; millestar, Thes ii, 339.45- 

6, all confinned by the syllable count. Stokes and Strachan take these forms as indications 

o f ‘later origin’ {Thes ii, xxxix). However, Carney (1983, 182, n. 5) notes that these 

deponent forms are not ‘scribal’. Another instance is also noted in the Poems ofBlathmac, 

e.g. in coiindiii ro-coinsenimar, ‘the Lord whom we have keened’, Blathni. I. 534, where 

the metre requires seven syllables. Carney (1964, 138) writes that the verb coinid  is 

attested with both deponent and active endings. As a result o f the foregoing attested 

examples in the Old Irish language, one cannot rule out entirely that the deponent ending 

in N ’s cot-noscraslar is not original. But given the overall conservativeness o f the verbal 

system in the text, it may well be authentic. Thus, I tentatively leave the form as is in the 

manuscript.

LFF’s attracht is the 3sg. deut. pret. o f compound at-reig {*ess-reg) ‘rises (and 

goes)’. Although Meyer expands this verb as attraacht, the ^eJ-compendium can be 

expanded as either -cht or -aclit. A  similar instance is noted in [Id] in LFF above, i.e. 

reachliiii’ecidha also has the .vc^t/-compendium, but just as in attracht, an a can be written 

before the c o m p e n d i u m . I t  is seen here with the later vowel a representing the earlier 

vowel e in the stem -racht (for Olr -recht).^^^ It is more likely that the more common fonn

Cf. E IV 2 \6 \S n a G  III, §12.34.

See also atraacht on f. 52 v. a, line 12. This is written with suprascript uncial a and acht is written out 

in full, rhe form atraacht is an attested MidIr form and ‘may be a dissimilation-form from the p erf at- 

raracht' {DIL s.v. at-reig, 463.81).

***'’ Cf. GOI §83a. For further discussion on interchange o f  e and a see McCone (1985, 170). For the sound 

change o f  re- > ra-, see SnaG  III, §3.12.
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atrach t was added by LFF’s redactor to replace the hapax cot-n-oscmstar than the other 

way around. Thus, I follow N ’s reading.

anial bid oc teclit hi roi catho: Meyer (1906, 14) expands N ’s a m -  taking it as the 

analogical Middle Irish form amail. See further discussion in the textual note on amal in 

[5g], version A. I expand it as the Classical Old Irish depalatalized proclitic amal {GOI 

§168). 1 understand it to be the conjunction used in the sense o f ‘as if, as though’ (DIL 

s.v. amal, II (b).) As a rule, when thus construed with the past subj. it is not followed by 

a nasalizing relative clause, e .g ../. ama\ do-herrthe, ‘i.e. as though she were shorn’, Wb. 

I l c l 2  (Strachan 1949, 209).

I take bid as the 3sg. past subj. o f the copula + following prepositional phrase, and 

the expected past subj. of the substantive verb has been optionally omitted, i.e. it is a 

curtailed cleft construction amal hid oc techt ... [no heth] ‘as if it were going ... [that he 

were]’. A similar construction is found at the end oi'Eclitrae Chonnlai in and N/E/Eg, 

where omits the 3sg. pres. ind. o f the subst. verb, as against the more straightforward 

use in N/E/Eg: is de Art Oenfer de, Y^ vs. is de aid Art Oenfer, N/E/Eg (McCone 2000, 

51 and 198-9).**^

LFF’s variant ros goh\\ fxxrsin dearguil ‘and he made for the onslaught’ is seen in 

two other instances preceding this point in the same text in LFF, i.e. ro gob ianim dearguil 

Ota sin ‘he made an onslaught from thence’ and is oc in deargail iariim rogobh Conciihiir 

an laid si ‘Tis during the onslaught then that Conchobar sang this lay’. 1 suggest that LFF 

replaces the clause in N with rosgobh forsin deargail, which he has recycled from a 

previous section in the text. See further the textual note on deargail in version C, [4i].

For the meaning o f ‘before, in front o f  in the stereotyped phrase o f ar + dat. pi. 

ot'hel, see DIL s.vv. ar, 365.35-41, bel, 63.36—45.

McCone (2000, 51) also notes two other exam ples found in early sources that demonstrate this contrast 

in construction, i.e. is fricibinn cim'cir a id  teserge, ‘It is to the w est o f  a river in Cul M aige that thy 

resurrection is (to be)’, Thes ii, 242.3-4 and isara  misciiis incursachad, ‘the reproving is out o f  hatred to 

them’, Wb 7d8, with the latter show ing the optional deletion o f  the substantive verb.
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|4b | CO sesceaud asa c[h]inn an inc[h]inn M eisgedra  7 conidehilt ind ar sin. 

so that M esgegra’s brain jumped out o f  his iiead, and tiien he died there.

N: c-osesccand asaci//n aninci/zn meisged/-a 7 co/ndebiit ind ais\n

LFF: cur scein« in cin« mes gcad/;ra asa cin;; 7 con earbailt co«cub- fo .c. oir**^

CO scscainii asa chiunn a ii-incliinii Mcisse Gegrai 7 condid-cpalt ind o r  sin.

so that the brain o f  M ess Gegrai sprang out o f  his head and he died  at that time.

CO s c s c a i n n  This is the 3sg. reduplicated pret. o f  sceindid  ‘springs apart, llies o ff  (as a 

iiead from the body etc.)’.̂ **̂  In OIr, the initial radical consonant, or consonantal group, 

in the reduplicated preterite is non-palatal (GOI §687, and c f  §699), e.g. ro sescaind, 

Conn Y 698. N ’s -sc- has palatal quality. Moreover, one would expect the 3sg. suffixless 

ending to be palatal (GOI §699; EIV  72). However, N ’s -e<,- suggests a non-palatal 3sg. 

ending. It may be that a was written at a later stage, merely for clarification, reflecting 

Midlr lluctuation o f  the quality o f  the final consonant in the 3sg. o f  the suffixless pret. 

{SnaG  111, §12.59).****  ̂ If one omits -a-, this still leaves the internal unstressed e 

representing /e/ indicating a palatal -sc-. It may be that the exemplar had *sescend  which 

might have changed from the expccted original sesc{a)innhul by partial influence from 

the .v-pret. infiection, i.e. to represent *sesceind, but omitting the / in a slightly faulty 

spelling. LFF’s sceinn  is clearly late since it uses the >v-pret. formation rather than 

reduplication. Therefore, I have adopted N ’s superior reading and emend the OIr form 

sescainn.

Both manuscripts have consecutive co n- ‘with the result that, so that’ before the 

verbal forms. In LFF, the reduced form o f  ro is found attached to co {SnaG III, §11.3). 

The perfect form is common already in the OIr period after co with resultative force (c f  

EIV  95-6; e.g. contor char tar, ‘until there had fallen’, Thes ii 242.1). However, the pure

ciir'.sceiim incinn Mesgeagra as cinn 7 conearbailt Concuhur fochetdir, ‘until M esgegra’s brains 

jum ped out his head, so that Conchobar died forthwith’ {Deaih-Tales, p. 16/17, §5).

DIL  s.v. sceinnid  does not cite this example. On tiie etymology o f this verb, see McCone 1998, 465-76; 

Fortson 2009-2010, 48-78.

*** For a full collection o f  subscript a in the manuscript, see Chapter 1.4.2.
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3sg. preterite in N is beyond suspicion since it is more likely to have been in the original 

than replacing a perfect. Thus, the restored text has co scscainn.

asa chiunn a n-inchinn Mcisse Gegrai: For a discussion o f the neuter gender o f the noun 

inchinn, see [ 1 e], version A. N ’s anincinn can perhaps be taken as a n-inchinn. Given that 

N reflects an OIr original, I treat inchinn as a neuter rather than a later feni. N ’s reading 

is stylistically more sophisticated in highlighting the brain against LFF’s reading. It is 

placed after the prepositional phrase asa chiunn and used with a resumptive ‘double’ 

article (c f the resumptive inti Connie, ‘the aforesaid Connie’ in Echtrae Chonnlai 

(McCone 2000, 164). LFF rewords it, bringing forward the brain. The standard OIr dat. 

sg. spelling with <<-affection is restored in chiunn.

7 condid-epalt; N preserves a Class C 3sg. neut. infixed pronoun, which is regularly used 

with the verb at-baill. According to Thumeysen, this pronoun is sometimes omitted in 

later sources {GOI §423). It is more likely that LFF omits this infixed pronoun rather than 

N reinstating it. The form candid already became conid in the OIr period due to the 

assimilation o f pretonic nd  to nn, n {GOI §151(c)). However, nd is restored as per the 

editorial policy outlined in Chapter 1.

Note the palatal quality o f the final consonant group after the unstressed vowel in 

N and LFF (see SnaG  111, §12.45). Although N seems to have omitted the a-glide, which 

occurs in the Wb. glosses (see GOI §103.5). In Old Irish, -epalt would be expected. In 

both manuscripts, the verbal forms come after resultative co and therefore both are 

compatible here. However, similar to that discussed in the note on co scscainn, the pure 

preterite is preferable. Thus, N ’s reading is adopted.

iiid o r sin; N ’s ind ar.v,n must consist o f the art. + a form o f + demonstrative, having 

the function of an adverb o f time, usually ‘at that time’ but here ‘at that tim e’ {DIL s.v. 2 

liar, 33.80-1, s.v. indorsa] c f  indorsa, Wb. I2c35, I4d28; indorso, De Caiisis §1).**̂ ® 

LFF’s variant can also be used in this context, meaning ‘at once, immediately’ {DIL s.v. 

cetoir, 164.34-41). In this instance, however, N ’s reading constitutes a marginal lectio 

difficilior against the widely used fo  chetdir ‘at once’ in LFF.

The ar-com pendium is found in the manuscript. However, I am unaware o f  this compendium being used 

for or.

I am grateful to Jurgen Uhlich for pointing this form out to me.
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|4c| Ised ishQY{at\ dee iarum is e cet-genllide docdid hi flai([li] niinea.

This is what they say, that he was the first pagan who went into the Icingdom of 

Heaven,

N: i s -  is b -  dee iar- ise gei/;tri/iSj/; docoid hi flait// mmea

LFF: coimdli esin adb-t na g//aeid//il coii'ddh he co/;cub- c. gein//tlig//i docoid/; docu/;;

neim/n aneir-**^'

Is cd as-bcrr dee I'ariiin, is c cet-gciiitlide do-clioid hi flaith iiiiiie,

This is whal one says o f  him then, he is the first pagan who has gone into the 

kingdom o f  Heaven

Is ed: I follow Meyer in expanding the suspension stroke in N ’s « '- a s  the neut. proleptic 

ponoun ed, in periphrasis with the copula {DIL s.v. ed I (b)). LFF’s redactor rewrites the 

sentence in order to explain the original in his own words. Meyer emends l.FF’s conadh 

esin to conadh [d\esin (see footnote). The demonstrative is used anaphorically {GOI 

§475(b)). I'herefore, the phrase can be translated literally as ‘so that it is from that’, or as 

Meyer translates it, ‘hence’. The initial d  has been lost due to assimilation, i.e. final -d  is 

delenited before d-, and the spelling reflects the phonetic reality. Also, conad shows 

confusion o f reduced proclitic a and /. See also the textual note below for further comment 

on LFF’s additions. N ’s reading constitutes the lectio potior agamst LFF’s more elaborate 

sentence.

as-berr; Meyer (1906, 14/15, note b) expands N ’s ish~ io /5/?er[a/], taking it as a 3pl. and 

noting ‘the Irish is corrupt here’. Damian McManus has suggested that Meyer’s 

emendation isber[at] dee (N) is unnecessary and that ish-dee may be as-beirthe, the 

imperfect passive singular o f as-beir (see hnhoff 2012, 72 n. 82). While this is a valid 

suggestion, the emendation o f d  for th is perhaps somewhat drastic. On the other hand, 

the double e final vocalism represents /a/ suggests (stressed) length, and thereby read dee

Conadh [d]esin adhcr[a]l na Ga;idhil conadh he Concuhur cet-geinnllide docoidh  docum ueiw hi a 

nEireann, ‘Hence the Gaels say that Conchobar was the first pagan who went to Heaven in Ireland’, (The 

dcath-ta les, p. 16 / 17, §5).
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‘o f  him (it)’ (see Breatnach 2003, 135).*^^  ̂ Thus N ’s isl)- can be taken as the 3sg. pass, 

pres. ind. as-berr (G O I §578), with m inimal editorial interference.

M eyer (1906, 16/17) emends LFF’s a d b -t  to adher[ci]t, taking it as a 3pl. with the 

following agent na ghoiiilhil. LFF’s redactor rewrites the original sentence adding conadh 

he  co//cub- ‘that it is Conchobar’ for further clarification. Note that aclh-t has a petrified 

C lass B neuter infixed pronoun

cct-geintlide: M eyer readsgeit rinsin  in the N m anuscript and takes cet-gentlide  ‘gentile, 

heathen’, from version C (see M eyer 1906, 14, n. I). The text inN  is slightly faded m aking 

it difficult to distinguish the letters. It is a corrupt spelling for gentlide. L FF’s geinntlighi 

is a substantival form o f sg. gentlide  ‘a gentile, a heathen, a pagan’ {DIL s.v. gentUde, I; 

c f  GO I §284),*‘̂  ̂ showing the phonetic change o f  lenited palatal d- > -g-. 

do-choid: The two m anuscripts agree in reading docoid{\\), 3sg. deut. perfect o f  teit 

‘goes’. M eyer renders this as an English preterite in his translation. However, in context 

o f  the sentence, the perfect is used here with resultative function. Therefore, I translate it 

as a perfect ‘has gone’ corresponding to the pres. ind. as-heir. This is a cleft construction 

with the subject antecedent preceding the verb. Therefore, a leniting relative clause is 

expected here and lenition has been restored accordingly.

hi flaith niinc: LFF replaces original preposition / n- ‘in to’ + acc. sg. with dochiim  ‘to, 

tow ards’. The vocalic ending in N ’s n,mea is possibly a scribal transcription o f  the ligature 

-ce, representing /e/ {GOI §24.1), such as in the Stowe M issal, i.e. gen. sg. nimte, Thes ii 

2 5 4 .1 1. However, it may also reflect a scribal oddity. L FF’s neimi is based on the nom. 

sg. nem, with ei reflecting the spelling fo r/e / before the palatal in.

Indeed, there are other examples in this manuscript o f  the writing o f  double vowels to show length. See 

Chapter 1.5.5 fo ra  full collection.

The word genti is used referring to pi. ‘heathens, pagans’, cf. DIL  s.v. genti (a) and (b). This is similar 

to the use o f  pi. Iud(a)ei vs. sg. ludaide discussed earlier, see [3b].
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|4d| fobitlh] rohad bat{h]ais do ind fu il domscmacM  7 rocreit e do Christ. Finit. 

Amen.

because the blood which he shed was a baptism to him, and (because) he had 

bcHeved in Christ. Finit. Amen.

N; fobit robad batais [ ]i dones[.]ma[ ] -  . 7rocreit e do c r -  Finit amen 

LFF; fobith robobait/zis do infuil dolui[.]g/; as cin/?**̂ '*

fo bitli robo baithis do iiid fuil do-n-escmart 7 ro creiti do Christ. Finit Amen.

because the blood which he hud shed was a baptism to him, and (because) he had believed 

in Christ.

robo: LFF’s 3sg. perf. robo is the superior reading against N ’s robad, which I take to 

have a hypercorrect fmal -d. The context would not allow for the use o f a past subjunctive 

or secondary future here. The use o f the resultative augment ro illustrates that Conchobar 

was baptized before he went to Heaven (see E lV  99-100, for discussion o f the resultative 

augment and anteriority).

The use o f a nasalizing relative clause after the causal conjunction fo  hith is 

optional in Old Irish {GOI §§502, 505). fhus, rombo might be expected (see GOI §812). 

But as mentioned, this is not obligatory and therefore it is not restored, leaving it as a non- 

relative verb in parataxis.

baitliis; The Latin loan-word baithis ‘baptism’ ( < *batisma < Lat. baptisma (McManus 

1983, 49, note 73) is found in LFF with the expected palatal quality o f the spirant -th-{ 

cf. fobaithis, Wb. 3al5; do baithius, \2c39;fobathis, Tur. 55). 1 have not encountered any 

examples with non-palatal -th- in the Old Irish sources. Bathais is found in 11. 678, 668 

and 935 in the Poems o f  Blathmac, preserved in a seventeenth-century manuscript (see 

Carney 1964, 58; 78). In this instance the colour o f the -th- is not confimied by rhyme. 

The non-palatal form bathais is cited in /G 7’§150 alongside baithis (Bergin 1926/8, 150). 

Thus, given the date o f compilation o f N, it may be that the -/(//)- in N ’s batais represents

Comulh [d\esin adhc\ [a]l na Gceidhil conadh he Concuhiir ccl-geinnllide docoidh docum neimhi a 

nEirinn,fohJih robo hailhis do in fu il dohidg  rt.v[a] cinn, ‘Hence tlie Gaels say that Conchobar was the first 

pagan who went to Heaven in Ireland, for the blood that sprang out o f  his head was a baptism to him ’ (77;e 

dealh-lales, p. 16/17, §5).
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/h/ which is incapable o f distinguishing palatalization (see Uhlich 2009-2010, 153, n. 65). 

Therefore, LFF’s reading is adopted here.

ind fuil: This part o f N is illegible due to fading. However, Meyer (1906, 14) transcribed 

indfuil, which suggests that this part o f the manuscript was still legible at that time.

I take this as the nom. sg. o f fem. meaning ‘blood’ (see DIL s.w. fu il, (a)). 

Binchy has suggested that this word may possibly have been neuter in origin since it is 

treated as such in the legal text Bretha Dein ChechtP^ In the absence o f any attested 

forms o f fu il  as a neuter in the glosses, apart from the instances in the latter text, I have 

decided to leave fu il  as a feminine in this instance.

do-n-escinart: N ’s text is difficult to read due to f a d i n g . T h e  last letter o f the word 

appears to be the letter r with a suprascript stroke, which is likely for the acht- 

compendium, as suggested by Meyer, i.e. donescmac\\i. The formal similarity between 

the palaeographical symbols of/- and s could have lead to this confusion. If, furthermore, 

Meyer’s emendation o f this reading is correct, then N ’s variant represents the 3sg. act. 

deut. /-pret. of the compound do-essuirg {*di-ess-org) ‘sheds (blood)’, with perfective 

particle com (cf. GOI §533.2; DIL s.v. 2 do-es{s)uirg, 259.32-5). DIL cites this example 

along with another, albeit possibly a pass., from Sciiap Chrabuid: ar ecnairc ina fo la  

fincare doescmart crond isin croich sin ‘for the sake o f the generous blood that was shed 

for us on that cross’, (Meyer 1900, 97/103, §30).*^^

I have also noted the following example in the Poems o f  Blathmac\ however, in 

this instance the sense is ‘pours’, i.e. in tan don-escmart {do nescmat, MS.) o lla /ta r  Crist 

teora glantonna ‘when it poured over Christ three great pure waves’, Poems o f  Blathmac 

I. 683f. (Carney 1964, 58/59). Carney (1964, 143) suggests that the MS reading don- 

escmat can be compared with du-escmat (gl. confudit). Ml I03d4, which is indicative of 

‘a by-form rather than with two identical scribal errors’. He states ‘a by-form do-escmat 

might have arisen under the influence o f pret. forms o f the synonym do-essim'; cf. for

See Binchy (1966, 3). Binchy dates the first twenty four sections to the eighth century. H owever, B inchy  

finds the word fu il  problematic for positing such a date. In this text fu i l  is treated as a neuter against the 

other attested forms in early sources (see DIL s.v. fu il  for examples). He rightly avers that a scribe would  

not be likely to change a feminine noun into a neuter but rather the other w ay around.

This line appears at the bottom o f  the page and the text is significantly faded making legibility difficult.

The variant readings are doresm art and roliesreded. A  parallel reading is found in the following: ar  

ecnairc nci fo la  firclia ire  doresm art oraind asin ch n in d  sin, ‘for the sake o f  the truth-loving (?) blood which  

was shed on us from that tree’, Litany o f  Jesus II (Plummer 1925, 42/43).
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instance the perf. pass, in the following gloss: ./. tresinfuil sloridi doresset assathoih 

intain romhoi fricroich  ‘i.e. through the actual blood which has been poured out o f His 

side when He was on the Cross’, Wb. 20d 13.

Meyer (1906, 16/17 and n. 16) reads the variant in LFF as doluicigh and emends 

it to dohidg. It suggests that Meyer takes hi to be for b, a copying error based on fonnal 

similarity. He reads d  after the letter thereby yielding a form o f the verb do-hidci. 

DIL s.v. do-hidci (a) defmes this as ‘shoots, casts, hurls’, with the object o f  the thing cast, 

i.e. indfuil.

It is possible that the rarer original donescma[rt], with a nas. rel. marker due to 

the conjunction /o hith, and the perfect fomied with the particle com, has been replaced 

with the more commonly used verb do-hidci earlier in the line o f transmission to LFF. 

ro creiti: Meyer (1906, 14) interprets N ’s reading as rocreit e, with e being the object 

independent pronoun. However, Corthals (1989, 52) suggests reading "rocreite (= -/)’. 

The 3sg. conj. pret. -creiti (W2a) is found in Wb. but slowly gives way to the endingless 

type -creil in order to avoid confusion with pres, -creiti and coming under the influence 

o f the endingless types o f  W1 and W2b verbs {EIV 56-7; SuaG  ill, §12.32). Thus, the 

scribe interprets final -e as an independent stressed pronoun, thereby separating it from 

the verbal fomi.®̂ ^̂  I have restored the older fomi ro creiti here.

In LFF, d  normally lias a long vertical shaft or a shorter horizontal stroke curving to the left. Thus, it 

appears to my eye that the grapheme in question is a technical e n o r  in that the scribe began to write the 

letter g  but too much ink flowed from the nib o f  his pen causing a blotch where the rounded stroke o f  the 

letter g  should be. The scribe did not add the vertical stroke on top of  this blotched grapheme but moved 

on and wrote g  properly next to it. This gives the variant do lid[g\gh. This is likely a corrupt spelling.

F o ra  discussion on the analytical verbal fomis consisting o f  3sg. i pronoun, see SnaG  III, §10.19. For 

independent pronouns with active verbs in Middle Irish, see SnaG  III, §I0T7.
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V e r s io n  C : r e s to r e d  tex t

j - j  j9oo l a  g Q j  | g  [lUijij j M uig M uirtheim ne. Do-luid I'arum Bachrach, fili ocus

drill  do Laignib, dochum  na dala  I'ar tuidecht do a Laignib far foglaim filidechtae. 

Fi'afraigis C onchobar  scela Alban ocus Letha do.

[2] ‘Ata seel m or e im ,’ o lse ,‘ do-ronad isin bith toir .i. crochad n'g n im e 7 ta lm an 

la h ludeu  7 is e ro tirchansat faithi 7 drui'd. Do I'ec 7 do thesarcain dom e in dom uin  do 

phecad Adaim  do-dechaid  6 noebnim ; co roet colainn 6 Muiri oigingin cen lalhair 

ferscail, ^®co luid i crann croiche la h ludeu  do I'ce in cheineoil doenna. Imon eaisc do- 

euaid uainn 7 at-raacht isin tres 16 I'arna ch esad ’. A t-fet do Altus, crochad  Cn'st. 

A ltus, is e no-thathaiged  co coim clodaib  set 6 T liib ir  m ac Augaist, rig R om an , do 

C lio iichobiir  mac Nessa. A r ha cu m m ac hatar rcchtairi rig R om an in n-aim sir  

sin for m edon in hctho 7 for insib fuinid 7 turcbalac, '̂''^co m ba chom derh  isin nibith  

na seel n-airderc for-chnm cad ann.

[3] Ba derb didiii la C on ch ob ar  foa n-indas sin in criith for-ciiad crochad

Crist. Ar at-fet do Altus, ba he Crist do-rosat neni 7 talani 7 is airi ar-roet colainn  

ar thaithchreicc  ceineoil doendai. creitm ech  Altus, is airi ad-fet airscela Crist

cech maith imm chrochad  C hrist co creit C o n ch o b a r  i Crist.

[4] N o  is am laid so a t-caem nacair he. Boi' C onchobar  i ndail 7 maithi fer nEirenn 

imine in la ro crochad Crfst. In tan do-dechaid  teimel forsin ngrein 7 ro-sui escae i ndalh 

fola ro fiarfaig C onchobar  im m urgu do C hathbad  dus cid ro m batar  na duili. ‘Do 

chom alta -sa ’, olse, ‘ in fer ro genair i n-6enaidchi frit, innossa m artrae do-cuir the  fa ir’. ■*' 

7 do-radad i croich e 7 is e sin chanait na h( sin. A t-reig  tra  C onchobar suas la sodain 7 

gabaid  a gaisced fair 7 a s - b e r t : ‘Is e sin e im ’, ol se, ‘mo chom alta-sa  7 m o chomai's 7 is 

e ro genair i n-6enaidchi f r ium ’. 7 ro gab I'arum dergail o tha  sin co roacht isin fairrgi 7 

co luid inti conrici a fiacail. Is oc in dergail i'arum ro gab C onchobar  in lai'd-se: ‘Ba 

aprainn na hlduil co hard far n-ecaib n'g’ 7 rl.

The corresponding text o f  version B is presented in bold type. I apply the paragraph and sentence 

numbering o f  that in version B, as these also correspond to the textual notes in the edition o f  version B.
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|5 | 7 is I'aruiii as-bert Conchobar ro festais fir in betho a chuinang oc

cathugud fri ludeu crochsite Crist, ma nu bcth hi coniocus do Christ. Is lar sin 

cot-n-oscrastar anial bid oc techt hi roi catha ar belaib Crist co sescainn asa 

chiunn a n-inchinn Meisse Gegrai 7 condid-cpalt ind or sin. Is ed as-beir dee 

iaruni, is e cet-geintlidc do-choid hi flaith ninie, fo bith robo baithis do ind fuil 

do-n-escniart 7 ro creiti do Clirist. Et is annsin mead ainim Chonchobair i n-ifrenn co 

comfraiced Crist fria oc tabairt na braite a hifiurnn, '̂’ co tuc Cn'st leis ainim Conchobair 

dochum nime. Finit.

V ersion  C: translation

[ 1 ] The men o f Ulster were holding a great gathering in the plain o f Murthemne. 

Then towards the gathering came Bachrach, a poet and druid o f the men o f Leinster, 

having come out o f Leinster after learning poetry. O f him Conchobar asked tidings o f 

Alba and Letha.

[2j ‘There is great tidings indeed,’ said he, ‘which have happened in the eastern

world even the cmcifying o f the King o f Heaven and Earth by the Jews; and He it is 

wiiom seers and druids have prophesied’. To save and rescue the men o f the world from 

the sin o f Adam He came from holy heaven; and assumed flesh from the Virgin Mary 

without the presence o f a man, and to save the human race He went upon the tree o f the 

cross at the hands o f the Jews. About Easter He had gone from us and arose on the third 

day after His suffering. Altus tells to him the cruciflxion of Christ. Altus, 

moreover, used to visit Conchobar with exchanges of treasures from Tiberius, the 

son of Augustus, the king of Romans. For at that time, stewards of the King of 

Romans travelled widely, <'‘‘>so that every famous story that used to happen there 

was equally known in(to) the world.

[3] Hence, the manner in which the crucifixion of Christ had been achieved

became known to Conchobar. For Altus relates to him it was Christ who had 

created heaven and earth and it is for this purpose he had accepted human flesh, for 

redemption of the human race. Altus was a believer, therefore he relates every 

good thing about Christ’s crucifixion, so that Conchobar equally believed in 

Christ.
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[4] Or it is thus it h a p p e n e d . O n  the day that Christ was crucified, Conchobar was 

at a gathering, and tlie nobles o f  the men o f  h'eland around him. Now when darkness 

had come upon the sun, and the moon had turned into the colour of' blood, Conchobar 

asked o f  Cathbad what ailed the elements. ‘Your own foster-brother,’ said he, ‘He who 

was born on the same night as you, ju st now has been m artyred.’ and has been put on 

the cross, and that is what those things portend.’ At that Conchobar arises and arm s 

himself, and he said: ‘He is indeed my foster-brother and coeval, and it is He that was

born in the same night with m e,’ ''' and then he made an onslaught from thence until he 

reached the sea, and he went into it up to his teeth. It is during that onslaught then that 

Conchobar sang this lay: ‘It was much a pity that the Jews after a k ing’s death ’, etc.

[5] then Conchobar said that if he had been near to Christ, the men of  

the world would know what he could do in fighting the men who crucified Christ.

After that he jumped upwards, as if he were going into the battlefield in front of  

Christ, so that the brain of Mess Gegrai, sprang out o f  his head and he died at 

that time. This is what one says of him then, he is the first pagan who had gone  

into the kingdom of Heaven, because the blood which he had shed was a baptism  

to him, and (because) he had believed in Christ. And then Conchobar’s soul was 

taken to hell so that Christ m ight encounter it as He brought the captive host out o f  hell, 

so that Christ took the soul o f  Conchobar with him to Heaven. Finit.
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V ersion C: textual notes

| la |  {B]i(dh dail mor la hlJlUti a Mitigh Miiirtlniiym^ni.

The men o f Ulster were holding a great gathering in the plain o f Murthemne.

LFF: (B)ud/z^‘” dail mor lahulltu amuig// muirrt/zuini^'’̂

Boi dnil mor la liUItu i Muig Miiirthcimnc.

See above fo r  Meyer \s translation.

Boi: LFF’s {B)iul\\ could be a variant o f the copula (i.e. bad), but this would provide the 

3sg. imp., past subj. or conditional, none o f which would make sense here. Thus, this is 

the 3sg. pret./ perf. o f the substantive verb attd ‘to be’ with a following noun + prep, la 

‘with, am ongst’, expressing possession, i.e attd x la y, ‘y has x ’ (see DIL s.v. la, VI (a); 

cf. boi fled  mor la Bricrind, LU  8041, ‘I^ricriu had a feast’, FB 1. The verbal fomi is seen 

here with a hypercorrect final -dli Therefore, 1 emend budli to {-)boi. A  literal translation 

would be ‘the Ulstermen had a great gathering’.

The absence o f ro may reflect a preterite, or it may in this instance represent a 

Midir past with ro omitted (see SmiG  III, § 11.30; see also hoi, [4b]). 

dail; The dat. sg. o f a-stem dal ‘meeting, assembly’ is used for the nom. sg. {SnaG  111, 

§5.6).

la liUltu: The letter h- in hUltu is perhaps a M idlr graphic representation o f phonetic /h/ 

caused by h-mutation from the preceding preposition la ‘with’, or an Olr ‘cosmetic’ letter 

h- {GOl §25). Since it could be either case here, I leave it in the edition. The acc. pi. o f 

Ulaid ‘Ulstermen’ is written in the manuscript with double / representing delenited / 

before t.

i Muig Muirtlieimne: An /^/-stroke is missing in LFF’s imiirrthiiini. For the vocalisim in 

nniig, rather than maig, see GOI §80.

The initial rubricated letter h appears in the left margin. The vertical shaft o f  tiiis letter is partially 

illegib le because o f  heavy staining in the margin.

There is a very faint hair-stroke visible in the manuscript, above the first minim, which distinguishes the 

letter / from the follow ing n
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Ilbl DoliiiJh iariim Bochracli fili 7 cirai do Loighnihh dociim na ddla iar toidhichl do

Liiighnihh iar foghliiim fili[d\echta.

Then towards the gathering came Bochrach, a poet and druid o f the men o f

Leinster, having come out o f Leinster after learning poetry.

LFF: do luig / 2  \ar-  bocrach fili ocus draig// doloig/znib/; docuw nadala iartoidi'c//^ do

alaig/mib iarfog/zluim filic/?/a

Do-luid I'arum Bachrach, fili ocus drui do Laigiiib, doclium na data iar tuidecht do 

a Laignib iar foglaini fdidechtae.

Then towards the gathering came Bachrach, a poet and druid o f  the men o f  Leinster, 

having come out o f  Leinster after learning poetry.

Bachrach; The personal name Bachrach is seen in the manuscript with the spelling o for 

a, in stressed position. This also occurs further down in the text, e.g. ro gob, [4i] and [4j]. 

The writing o f o for a in stressed position before a neutral consonant most likely reflects 

a dialectal feature (cf. SnaG  III, §3.6; IV §2.4 (15)). 1 am unsure as to the formation o f 

this personal name. However, it most likely contains the adjectival suffix -ach denoting 

possession (see GOl §347; < *-dko/a-; Gaul, -aco-, -aca). Thus, I tentatively normalise 

the spelling to Bachrach

fili ocus drui: The conjunction ocus ‘and’ is writtenplene in the manuscript and therefore, 

it is represented as such in the edition.^"'* Note that the conjunction is written with initial 

o, rather than the later variant a-, i.e. acits. The nom. sg. o f drui is seen here with a 

hypercorrect ending (with -gh reflecting the M idlr merger o f lenited d  and lenited g, see 

SnaG  111, §3.18). Bachrach is simultaneously referred to as a f i l i  ‘poet’ and drui ‘druid’.̂ **̂ 

tuidecht; LFF has -icht, reflecting -iocht found in manuscripts at that time {cht resists 

palatalization (see GOI § 162).

This name also appears in version A as Bachrach; see Bacmch, E| [1 Ij], It also is found at the end o f  

the text in LL: hac\\rac\\, LL [13a].

Meyer (1906, 14) emends this to the tironian symbol 7 .

In comparison, these terms are used interchangeably in version A, i.e. Bachrach is referred to as a drui 

(IX ) and fd e  (E |). Forfd i  and dnd  as interchangeable terms, see Plummer (1910, clxi, clxii).
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filidechtac; The spellings filiechta  and filichta  reflect EModIr pronunciation, where 

leniled d  ceased to be a dental (SnaG  IV, §2.11).

11 c| Fiafraiges Concuhiir scela Alban 7 Leatha Mogha do.

O f him Conchobar asked tidings o f Alba and Letha Moga.

LFF: riabraid/nv.9 coA/cub- scela alban ocus leatha inogha do

Fi'afraigis Conchobar sccia Alban ocus Letha do.

Of him Conchobar asked tidings o f  Alba and Letha.

F'lafraigis: LFF’s verbal form is the 3sg. past o f Midir iarfaigid(OIr larnii-foich /-I'arfaig; 

3sg. t-pret. iarmifoacht, TBC I 612), with prosthetic f -  and metathesis, with an ,v-pret. 

ending replacing the original /-pret. fonnation (cf. iaifaigis, LU  8535 (FB)).

DIL states that the preposition do or de follows the verb, governing the person 

inquired of. Furthennore, DIL suggests that the preposition do is more commonly found 

in O lr use, while de partly replaces do in M idlr (cf. DIL s.v. iarmi-foich, 26.22-24 for 

examples). Thus, do in this instance, rather than later de, can be considered an Olr 

archaism. On the prep, do + 3sg. masc. pron. ending in a stressed long vowel, see 

Breatnach (2003, 137).

Alban ocus Letha: The placenam e/!//?«/ is used here in the original sense referring to the 

whole island o f Britain, rather than the later localised sense referring to North Britain, 

more specifically S c o tla n d .F u r th e rm o re , Meyer suggests that Mogha is a scribal 

addition and it is belter to read leatha ‘continent’ rather than Leth Moga referring to the 

South o f I r e l a n d . B a c h r a c h  has just come from Leinster and it would not make sense 

that Conchobar is asking him for news about the Southern half o f Ireland and Scotland. 

It is better to understand it as ‘[Great] Britain and the Continent’ as suggested by Meyer 

(1906, 2).

See Watson 1926, 10-1; Meyer 1906, 2; cf. ailter Leatha, lin lar A lba , ‘Armorica is nourished, Britain 

is fi lled’, Kelly 1975, 81. For further discussion on the etymology o f  A lba  and Letha  see Koch 1986, 1-28; 

Koch 1991, 17-27; Dumville 1996, 175-187.

907 Originally, Lelli M oga N uadat (or later Leth M oga) referred to the Southern half o f  Ireland or Mug  

Nuadat’s h a l f (0 'R a h i l ly  1971, 191 and 385).
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|2a| ‘Aia sgel mor e i m h o l  se, ‘dordnnadh isin hith thoir

‘There is great tidings indeed,’ said lie, ‘which have happened in tiie eastern world

LFF; a t-  sgel mor eimh olse do ron«ad/j isi/jbith toir

‘Ata seel mor eim,’ olse,‘ do-ronad isin bitli toir

See above for M eyer’s translation.

ata: The straight suspension stroke in a t-  is taken as standing for a final vowel.‘̂‘*** 

Therefore, 1 expand it as ata as per Meyer. The writing o f one t for the expected two is a 

common feature in the glosses (c f attd, Wb. 4b 11 vs ata, 2b7).

olse: The variant ol of the defective verb ol ‘says’ occurs twice in the text. The 

independent pronoun e is used to mark the pronominal subject in Old Irish, i.e olse ‘he 

said’ (cf. GO[ §408). For a comment on the long e in Old Irish, see Breatnach (2003, 

138). In Middle Irish, the pronoun is separated from the defective verb (SnaG III, §10.12), 

i.e. ol se or ol se. However, it should be noted that olse is written together in the 

manuscript.

do-ronad: This is the 3sg. p erf pass, of do-gni ‘makes, does’, but the -nn- may show 

some confusion with the active perf. stem -rign- ( > -rimi-), as is often the case in the 

Midir period due to the convergence o f the preterite active and passive stems {EIV 234).

See Breatnach (2011 , 103) for further exam ples o f  the use o f  a suspension stroke expanded as a vow el.
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|2bl . /. crochad n gh  m im hi 7 talman la hliihhdaihh 7 is e rolircham at fa idhi 7

draidhlhi.

even the crucifying o f the King o f Heaven and Earth by the Jews; and He it is 

whom seers and druids have prophesied’.

LFF: .i. crochad rig/j neim/n 7 tahn - la hiub/?daib// 7 ise rotirc/mnsat faid/;i 7 draid/zt/ii

.i. crochad rig ninie 7 talman la liludeu 7 is c ro tircliansat faitlii 7 druid.

See above fo r  M eyer’s Iranslalion.

ninie: The -ei- vocalism in the gen. sg. iieinihi is based on the nom. sg. iient, with ei 

rellecting the spelling for /e/ before the palatal /?/.

la liirulcii; The form hiiihhdaibh contains an internal hypercorrect -hh-, which represents 

the pronunciation o f the scribe {SnciG IV, §2.11 (4)). 1 emended it to hliidaih, as is 

suggested by DIL s.v. ? Itibdae. Furthermore, this is the earlier pi. fomi Iud{ci)ei (see OIL 

s.v. h'id{a)ei), rather than the later use o f ludaide as the new pi. (see DIL s.v. Iiulaide), the 

latter only referring to the sg. in the glosses.

ro tirchansat: The 3pl. perf. o f Midir simple verb tirchaiuiid ‘foretells, prophesies’ is 

used with ro and .v-pret. ending (OIr do-airchain; 3pl. pret. nadtairchechnutar, Wb. 5 a l). 

fnitlii; LFF’s /tn'c/h;, with voiced -d- instead of OIr -di-, is innovatory. There are numerous 

examples o i fd id  found in the MidIr sources (cf. Bergin 1938, 216), while the glosses 

generally retain -dj- {DIL s.v. faith). Therefore, this spelling is retained, 

drill'd; The fomi in the manuscript shows the later use o f the acc. pi. for the nom. pi. (cf. 

SnaG  III, §5.1 1). I restore the OIr nom. pi. druid.
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|2c| Do ICC 7 do teasraguin ddini an domiiin do phecadh Adhaim dodcachaid 5 
ncemneimh

To save and rescue the men o f the world from the sin o f Adam He came from holy 

heaven;

LFF: doic 7 do teasraguin daini andomuin dopecad/; adaim// do deachai donasw neim/i

Do ICC 7 do thesarcain doi'iic in domuin do phccad Adaim do-dccliaid 6 noebnini;

See above for M eyer’s translation.

Do icc: The verbal noun icc is used here in the sense o f ‘salvation, redemption’ {DIL s.v. 

icc, 1 (d)).

thesarcain; Metathesis has occuired in teasraguin, verbal noun o f do-essairg ‘saving, 

delivering, protecting’, rather than tesarcain.

Adaim: The length-mark is restored to the initial a in the personal name since it is

confirmed by rhyme, e.g. sH nAdini (: drim), Fel. July 15.

noebnini; The dat. sg. oin itn  has ei which is a variant spelling for /e/ (c f  DIL s.v. noih;

c f  do noebnini, ‘from holy heaven’, SR 312).
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|2d| CO roet coin inn o Muiri dighinghin cen lalhoir freasgui I,

and He assumed flesh from the Virgin Mary without the presence o f man

LFF: coro et coluin/; omuiri oig ingin cen latha/r freasguil

CO roct colaiiiii 6  Muiri oigingiii cen lathair ferscaii,

and assumed flesh from  the Virgin Mary without the presence o f  a man,

CO r o e t :  This is the 3sg. perf. o f either ad-cota ‘gets, obtains’ or a variant form influenced 

by ar-foim  or even uncompounded *eimid (see DIL s.v. a r f  'oun, 394.61-9). The 

manuscript reads coro el which suggests that it is treated as a disyllable (see DIL s.v. ar- 

fo im , 394.62-8; cf. the following examples where the metre requires seven syllables; d ro 

het, SR 1058, dia ro et, 5/^7510).'^“'̂  Meyer treats this as the Middle Irish use o f the perfect 

as the historical past, translating it as ‘he assumed’ and places a macron on the second 

syllable (cf. oenaidchi, [4e]).

Muiri oigingiii; The dat. sg. o f Maire ‘Mary’ is seen in the manuscript with -u- which is 

permissable in Old Irish, for which see GOI §80 (cf. rnuig and maig, dat. sg. o f mag), 

followed by the dative o f apposition oigingin (cf. DIL  s.vv. og, ingen, Mairei huag-ingen, 

‘the virgin Mary’, Cain Ad. §9 (Meyer 1908, 6)).

cen lathair ferscaii; The manuscript treats lathar as the later fem., originally neut. (see 

DIL s.v. lathar). hi this context, Idthar means ‘vigour, energy, power’, but can be 

translated more loosely as ‘presence’ (see DIL s.v. Idthar 11). Meyer (1906, 15) suggests 

that LFF’s phrase cen lathair freasguil is parallel with the phrase cen lathair ferdai, which 

DIL s.v. Idthar, II, translates as ‘without male agency (of virgin birth)’. The well attested 

examples o f the phrase cen latha{i)r ferdai are all found in relation to the conception and 

birth o f Christ: compert maic De athar uli chumachtaig i mhroind Miure oige cen Idthar 

fv.l. lathair) ferdai acht ralh 7 tinfeth in spirtu noih, ‘the conception o f the Son o f God 

the Almighty Father in the womb o f the Virgin Mary without man’s presence, but the 

grace and inspiration o f the Holy Ghost’, Cain Do?nnaig {O'Keei'i'e 1905, 198, 16). '̂®

Anotlier possibility is to take this as coro et with proclitic but not yet elided ro, o f  the otherwise 

uiiattested sim plex *eim id  ( c f  DIL  s.v. ar-foim , 3 94 .63 -8 ).

Other exam ples are: Isa C rist do geiiwnihain a M iiire cin dith n-oighe, cin la th arferrda , ‘Jesus Christ 

w as bom  from Mary without loss o f  virginity, without man’s presence’, Beathadh S ir Giii [o Bhar\ Blniic
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The adjectivefenla{e) is found in the glosses, used with reference to male virility, 

i.e. imme folngar d im dsilferdu  iarnd esfoit isin mbroin malhardi (gl. semen), ‘which is 

fomied o f the i-e/?/£?/7 virile after its emission into the matrix’, Ml. 44 a 10. The phrase cen 

ldtha{i)rferdai may have been coined at some point in the early Midlr period and is found 

only in use for the conception o f Christ by Mary.

Under the headword *fresgol, DIL cites the example from LFF only and suggests 

that it is forferscdl ‘male person, man’ (cf. DIL s.v.ferscdl)!^^^ Although the compound 

ferscdl ‘a male person, man’ is an attested form, 1 have not come across any other example 

o f the phrase cen ldtha(i)r ferscdil ‘without a man’s vigour’ used in the same context as 

seen in LFF, i.e. conception of Christ without male agency.'^'^

(Robinson 1908, 84.9); in corp on rogenair o M iiire d ig  ingine cen Jilh  n -dige cen scaiiim l n-indiiida, cen 

la th arfern la i, ‘the body which was born from the Virgin Mary without loss o f  virginity, without dispersing  

o f? , without man’s presence’, LB 251 b23 (Tract on the Eucharist as in the Stowe M issal, Tltes ii, 252).

The nominal compound fe rscd l consists o f  f e r  + sea l (opposite to DIL  s.v. hanscdl ‘w om an’). DIL  s.v. 

sea l is used here with transferred meaning ‘man, human being’, rather than its original sense ‘supernatural 

or superhuman being; phantom, giant, hero’.

See DIL s.v. fe r sc d l  for examples.
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|2e| cor ’hiidh a cratid croichi la hlndhaih do Tcc an ceinedil dtenna.

and to save the human race He went upon the tree o f the cross by the command of 

the Jews.

LFF: corluigh acrand^'^ croithi lahiud//aib doiccan ceii/eoil daen/;a

CO luid i craiin croiclie la liliidcu do icc in cheincoil doeiina.

and to save the human race He went upon the tree o f  the cross at the hands o f  the Jews.

CO luid: The -r in LFF’s cor is for coro. The loss o f the proclitic vowel in the particle ro 

features already in early Midlr (SnaG  ill, §11.3). In this case, the copyist could easily 

have added it due to the spread o f  ro in the historical past. The verb is followed by the 

prep. / seen here as reduced a, used here with the meaning ‘upon’ (cf. DIL s . v . I ,  Al ,  

(c); c f  hi crann cruche, ‘on the tree o f the Cross’, Thes ii, 253.17. 

craiiii croiche: Meyer (1906, 14) silently emends the manuscript reading croithi to 

croichi. I have also noted the following two examples by the same hand in the first volume 

of the same manuscript, i.e. na croithe, fol. 22vb33; croithi, fol. Iva8. This reflects the 

phonetic confusion o f /0/ and lyj- This spelling reflects how the guttural fricative ch was 

pronounced in the thirteenth century (see O ’Rahilly 1930, 158).

The expression crann croiche ‘tree o f the Cross’ is also found in a tract on the 

mass in the Stowe Missal, i.e. hi crann cruche ‘on the tree o f the Cross’(77/e.v ii, 253.17). 

la liludcu; Compare with hhihhdaihh in [2b], with hypercorrect -bh-. The preposition la 

is followed by non-historical use o f the dative pi. (see SnaG  111, §5.1). See also the textual 

note on [2b] for a note on the use o f the pi. Iiidae.

’ riie second a appears as suprascript a in llie manuscript.
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|2f| Imon caisc docuaidh uainn 7 atraacht isin treas Id iarna cesadh ’

About Easter He went from us and arose on the third day after His suffering,

LFF: im on ca isc  do cuaid/z uain/; 7 atraacht isi// treas lo  iar na cesadh

Imon caisc do-cuaid uainn 7 at-raacht isin tres 16 farna chesad\

About Easter He had gone from  us and arose on the third day after His suffering.

at-raacht: While one might presume that atraacht is an error for the regular 

perfect -raracht, atraacht occurs 13 times in the LL version o f the Tdin.'^^‘* There are too 

many attestations o f this form for this instance to be considered a mistake. It is a reduction 

o f ro + -recht, through dissimilation (see DIL s.v. at-reig, 463.81-3; atracht, LU  8420 

{FB 29. C f  also SnaG  111, §12.199). The use o f  the perfect here and the preceding use o f 

the 3sg. perfect o f teit makes good sense here in denoting a final result o f a chain o f events 

(cf. E lV  95-6). The manuscript contains the dat. sg. variant 16, cf. isind losa, LL 13988 

(BMMM).

At this point in the manuscript, the text corresponds with the prose narrative in N, that is 

beginning with ro-innis dono Altus ... ar tailhchreich an ceineoil da>nna ‘that is, Altus 

had also told this ... for the sake o f redeeming the human race’. It has been discussed in 

Chapter 1.6.3 that the corresponding sections in LFF and N are copied from a shared 

exemplar. The manuscript readings o f  LFF’s corresponding text are provided in the 

edition o f N in Chapter 4: version B, along with M eyer’s edition for comparison. Analysis 

and comment on individual forms are provided in that edition also. However, the restored 

text o f  that particular section in version B is included in version C ’s restored text to allow 

for a readable text. The independent text in LFF resumes with the following sentence, i.e. 

[4a]:

^'‘'O D a ly  1946, 69.
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|4a| N5 is atnlsad so alccemnacair he.

Or ’tis thus it happened.

LFF; noisa/;/l- so at csemnachair he

No is aiiilaid so at-caemiiacair he.

Or it is thus it Jwppened.

amlaid; This sentence has been added by the Middle Irish compiler. Amlaid  is the later 

form replacing earlier sanilaid + demonstrative (see DIL s.v. amlaid, (a); SnaG  III, 

§3.22)).

at-csiciiiiiacair he: The 3sg. pret. o f ad-cumaing is found here with a diphthongized - 

caem- for earlier com and deponent ending (cf. adca^mnacair, TBC I 2620; 

forcdemnacair, L U 2044 (FA)). It contains a petrified inf. pron. as well as an independent 

pron. {SnaG 111, §10.17). 1 have omitted the erroneous h since historically this c was not 

lenited (see DIL s.v. ad-cumaing). This sentence has been added by the compiler when 

bringing together the various materials. For a discussion on the date at which the compiler 

was working, see Chapter 2.2.4.
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|4bi Biidh Concuhiir i nddil 7 maithi fe r  nEirenn iiime an la rocrochadh CrTsl.

On the day that Christ was crucified, Conchobar was at a gathering, and the nobles 

o f the men o f Ireland around him.

LFF; buid// cowcub- in dail 7 maithi fer neir- ui///e anla roc/ ochad// rcr-^‘^

Boi Conchobar i ndail 7 maithi fer iiEirenn imnic in la ro crochad Crist.

On the day that Christ was crucified, Conchobar was at a gathering, and the nobles o f  

the men o f  Ireland around him.

Boi: Note the use o f hypercorrect final -dh, as seen in [la]. Concerning the use o f the 

preterite here, see the textual note on [la],

in la; The noun Id is treated as a new masc, rather than an Olr neut. (D/L s.v. Id).

sic  cr. There is a punctiim  delens beneath the first letter r.
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(4cl Anlan dodechaidh teimheal forsin  ngrein 7 rosui esga a ndathfola

Now when darkness came upon the sun, and the moon turned into tlie colour o f 

blood,

LFF: a//ta/i do dec/;aid// teim/zeal fu/'si/; ng/'ein 7 rosuig/z esga andat/z fola

In tan do-dcchaid tcinicl forsin ngrciu 7 ro-sui escae i ndath fola

Now when darkness had come upon the sun, and the moon had turned into the colour o f  

blood,

do-dechaid; The use o f the 3sg. p erf o f do-teit is somewhat ambiguous here, but it could 

correspond to the English ‘have’ pcrfect {E lV 94—5).

teimcl: DIL s.v. teimel, (b) cites this word meaning ‘darkness’, ‘considered as an 

enveloping or concealing medium’. The following glosses are found, with particular 

reference made to Mark 15:33, i.e. ./. in tan forcomnacuir ingnimso crochtha crisf 7 

dodechuid temel tarsingrein asrubartatarfir betho tiagar huain dochum hirusalem dus 

cid forchom nacuir indi indinaimso uiris ingnad linn anadciani, ‘i.e. when this deed o f the 

crucifixion o f Christ happened, and darkness came over the sun, the men o f the world 

said, “ let one go from us to .lerusalem, to learn what hath happened therein at this time, 

for we marvel at what we see’. Ml. 16c5; dintemul. Ml. 16c7 (see DIL  s.v. teimel, (b) for 

further examples).

The preposition fo r  ‘on, upon’ is used here, with implied motion, meaning ‘across’ 

{DIL s.yy. fo r, 297.49, do-tet, 381.28-35: ‘comes or falls on’), rather than the perhaps 

expected tar (see temel tarsingrein, Ml. 16c5). H ow ever,/or ‘upon, across’ in the phrase 

teimel forsin  ngrein does not change the concept, i.e. the sun being obstructed, 

ro-siii; The fomi rosuig\\ in the manuscript has a non-historical ending -gh. In Olr, the 

hiatus verb so'id ‘turns, changes’ did not have a consonantal ending but a vocalic ending 

in the 3sg. .v-pret. formation, and the 3sg. conj. o f the .9-pret./ perf. did not have an 

additional consonant ending, whence ro soi {GOI §679).*''^ The verb is used intransitively 

in the sense ‘turns’ with following prep, i ti- (see DIL s.v. so'id). Meyer takes this as an

The following examples, found in Middle Irish and Early Modern Irish sources, are cited in DIL\ ro soe, 

SR  7379; ro soi, SR  4641; niro .soi. I t /  2953; ro sae, CCath. 201; ro shoi, PH 1830; 2127; 4141
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active form, translating it as ‘turned’. For tiie use o f the perfect expressing anteriority, see 

FJV 99-\0Q.

|4d| rofiarfaigh Concitbiir /»;morro do Culhhad dilss cid romhadar na didle. 

Conchobar asked o f Cathbad what ailed the elements.

LFF: rofu/rfaid/; co/icub- im - do catZ/baid// duss cid ro«;badar naduile

ro flarfaig Conchobar immurgii do Cathbad dus cid ro mbatar na duili.

See above for M eyer's translation.

ro fiarfaig; The 3sg. perfect o f the Midir verb iarfaigid is found in LFF with a prosthetic 

f -  (see also Jiafraigis, [Ic]). The perfect functions as a MidIr historical past, 

cid ro mbatar: The interrogative cia, with affixed neuter pronoun, is seen preceding the 

substantive verb at-td meaning ‘to be angry, vexed’ {GOI §779.2; DIL s.v. attd, 473.47- 

84). For a discussion of the nas. rel. marker here, see Chapter 2.2.4.

The first u in the rel. fomi batar is seen here without a length mark. In Middle 

Irish, there was the tendency to lengthen this vowel (c f  hcitar, LU  9246).
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(4el 'Do comhalta-sa, ’ ar se, ‘in fe r  rogeanair a n-denaidchi frit, anosa inartar 

docuivlhi{?) fa ir

‘Thy own foster-brother,’ said he, ‘He who was born on the same night as you, is 

now undergoing martyrdom

LFF: do com//altasa arse infer rogeanair anaenaidchi frit anosa martar do cui/lhi Uiir

‘Do choiiialta-sa’, olse, ‘in fer ro genair i n-6ciiaidclii frit, iiiiiossa iiiartrae do- 

cuirthc fair’.

‘Your own fosler-hrolher, ’ said he, ‘He who was horn on the same night as you, ju s t now 

has been martyred. ’

ill fer ro genair i n-(>enaidclii frit; The 3sg. suffixless perfect ol'gainithir ‘born’ is seen 

here, against later use o f the active stem gein-. The use of the perfect here is pemiissable 

in dialogue (see EIV  97).

The repetition o f the phrase ro genair i n-denaidchi fr i X, seen here and further 

below, illustrates the author's intent to crcate a dialogue between Cathbad and Conchobar. 

For a more indeptli look at the stylistic practices employed by the redactor, see Chapter 

3.9.

innossa; This is understood as referring to the immediate past, i.e. ‘just now’ (c f  DIL s.v. 

imlossa). The syntax is unusual and it has been forward for emphasis, 

inartrae do-cuirtlie fair: The pass. pret. oi'do-cuirethar is used here in the sense o f ‘puts’ 

or ‘invites' {DIL s.v. do-cuirethar, 1). The verbal form in the manuscript is seen with a 

M idir use o f the 3sg. abs. pass. pret. ending -thi, instead o f the pass. pret. -ed  (see EIV  

229; SuaG  111, §12.70). The verb is preceded by martar, literally meaning ‘he has been 

martyred’. But one might expect martrae ‘martyrdom’ (see DIL s.v. martrae, (a); c f  nach 

macc dochuaid martrai, ‘every boy that has gone to martyrdom’, F d. 267). In this 

instance, later confusion has arisen on the basis that martrae and the pi. martir can be 

used for ‘relics’ (sec DIL s.vv. martir (b), martrae (c), (d)). 1 restore martrae here. 

Meyer’s translation is adhered to in this instance, i.e. ‘he had been undergoing 

martyrdom’.
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|4fl 7 donuladh a croich he 7 ise sin chaniiid cmni sin

and has been put on the cross, and that is what this portends.’

LFF: 7 do radad// acroid he 7 isesi/2 c/7anuid a«ni si//

7 do-radad i croich e 7 is e sin cliaiiait na hi sin.

and has been put on the cross, and that is what those things portend. ’

do-radad i croich e: The 3sg. masc. subj. pron. is separated from the 3sg. p erf pass. This 

is a Midir construction and Liam Breatnach provides further examples in SnaG  III, 

§10.16, e.g. 7 ra fastad ar ecin e, LL 32739 (TT); 7 ro linad do thorcaih 7 do martaib he, 

LL 38381 (Bor).

croich; On the spelling croid, see Chapter 1.5.6.

is c sin chanait; The 3sg. ind. pron. e, for Olr neut. ed, is used here. The neut. pron. ed  is 

generally preserved in Middle Irish in constructions such as this (SnaG  111, §10.13), i.e. 

copula + ed + relative verb. Since this is a cleft fronted sentence, one would expect a rel. 

clause to follow. LFF’s chaniiid is a MidIr 3pl. rel. o f time, for which see Chapter 2.2.4). 

LFF’s anni may be a Midir form abstracted from na-nni ‘anything’ (see DIL s.v. 2 ni, 

41.38-43; Hamp 1990, 175-7). However, this is sg. Therefore, 1 emend to the pi. na hi 

since it refers to the previosuly mentioned na diiili ‘the elements’ in [4d].
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|4g| Alraigi trath Concuhur suas la sodhuin 7 ga/?aid a gaisgedh fa ir  7 atherl:

At that Conchobar arises and takes his weapons upon him, and he said:

LFF: At/ aigi t/ at// co/;cub- suas lasog/;uin 7 gab- a gaisced// fair 7 alb-t

At-raig tra Conchobar suas la sodaiii 7 gabaid a gaisccd fair 7 as-bert:

At that Conchobar arises and arms himself, and he said:

at-raig: The 3sg. pres. ind. o f the compound verb at-reig is used here with a hypercorrect 

vocalic ending -i. This is a historical present.

gabaid; The medial stroke attached to the letter b is ambiguous. It could be expanded as 

-ais, reading the 3sg. .v-pret. gubais. But given that this version is datable to the Midir 

period, it is more likely to be gabaid, with a non-palatal -b-, showing the MidIr 

generalisation o f neutral gab- from outside the present stem, due to erosion o f weak and 

strong formation { E I V 2 \ 2 ) .

This demonstrates that tiie com piler was copying at a time when W2a and W 2b verbs in the 3sg. conj. 

pres, had adopted the zero endings o f  strong SI and S2 verbs to differentiate them selves from the 3sg. conj. 

pres. subj. (see EIV 205).
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|4hi ‘Is e sin eim h’ ol se, ‘mo comalla-sa 7 mo comais 7 is e rogeanair a n- 

cenoidchi frium  ’

‘He is indeed my foster-brother and coeval, and ’tis He that was born in the same 

night with me,’

LFF: is e si/? eim/i olse mo cow;altasa 7 mo co/?mis 7 is e ro geanair anae«oidc/!i frium

‘Is e sin eim% ol se, ‘mo chomalta-sa 7 mo chomais 7 is e ro genair i n-6enaidchi 

frium’.

See above for Meyer's translation.

This sentence is similar to a sentence in version A, preserved in the Edinburgh
g  I o

witnesses.

mo chomais: The use of comais shows the author’s intent to stress that Christ and 

Conchobar were born on the same day. This, including the following phrase, i.e. is e ro 

genair i n-oenaidchi frium, illustrates the author’s familiarity with the tradition of the 

synchronization o f Christ and Conchobar’s birth, as seen for instance in the Scela 

ConchohairV^ in terms o f the textual tradition o f AC, comai's would appear to be an 

addition.

See Chapter 4, version A [1 Ij]: . i .f e r  rogen ada  com ais fr it-s i, Y i\\ferseu  ro gen ar i coim gen  7 i com aisi 

f r i t  sii no com ad isin ochtm ad  Wi'adain .xx. fla ith iis Conchiibar no geinedU  O  i'st, E2 .

In the Book o f  Leinster version, Christ and Conchobar were born at the same time: ' Ba coin  tra a n- 

orddan ro genair i s u i d i i i i n t i  Conc/zobar. D eithber son dano, tiair issind I'tair ro gen a ir  O is t  iss and ro 

genair-seom . Ro bdtar  secht fd th i oca thairchetul secht Anft/i'adna riana genemain. No gein fed  gein n- 

adam ra la  gein  C rist fo rsin  chloich iiciit fo r sa  ro genair Conchobar, 7 ropad  irdairc a ainm i n-Herinn, 

‘Bright indeed was the dignity that was born in him, namely Conchobar. That then was reasonable, for in 

the hour that Christ was born, he was bom. Seven years before his birth seven prophets were foretelling 

him, (and they said that) a wondrous birth would be born, at Christ’s Nativity, on yonder stone whereon 

Conchobar was bom, and his name would be famous in Ireland.’ Stokes 1904, 22, 23. Similarly, in the 

longer version 2 o f  C om pert Conchobair, found in RIA D iv 2, Cathbad requests N essa to stay her labour 

so that Conchobar may be bom on the same day as Christ: ‘M ad d ia  m-beith a t ciimang, a  ben, o l Cathbad, 

‘in ghein f d  fa t  bruindi gan a breith c6 abhdrach, daigh ro  biidh ri V lad no Erenn iiili do  m ac 7 fo rb ia  a  

ainm f a  Eirinn co brath, uair is a  comainm in lae cetna geinfis in gein irrdairc ro leth a chi 7 a cumachtu  

da r in domun Isu C rist m ac de bithbi, ‘O would it were be in thy power,’ said Cathbad, ‘O w ife, not to 

bring forth the child that is in thy womb till to-morrow, for thy son would then be king o f  Ulster, or o f  all
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|4i| 7 rogoh iarum deargail ota sin co ro-acht isiii fa irrgi 7 cur ’liddh innli conniigi a

fiacuil.

and then he made an onslaught from thence until he reached the sea, and he went 

into it up to his teeth.

LFF: 7 r o  g o b  \ur-  d e a r g a i l  o t a s i / /  c o r o a c / z t  i s i / ;  f e r / ' g i  7 c u  l u i g / /  i n / / t i  c o / m / T u i g i  

a f i a c u i l

7 ro gab iarum dergail otlia sin co roaciit isiii fairrgi 7 co luid inti corrici a fiacail.

See above for M eyer’s translation.

ro gab iarum dcrgail: Deargail is found three times in the text, i.e. ro gob deargail, [4i]; 

is oc in deargail iarum, [4j]; rosgohh forsin deargail, see [4e] in version B. OIL s.v. 

dergail suggests it may originally be from dair ‘oak’ and caill ‘wood’, based upon a 

reading found in version A: ro gab don chaillid uinie, ‘(he) attacked the wood about him’, 

E |. However, der- would seem to speak against the use o f ‘oak’ (Oh- daur, ?/-stcm) in this 

formation.

Meyer (1906, 49) understands deargail differently, taking it as a nominal 

compound o f derg + gal, with the construction o f the verb gaihid  + verbal noun in the 

sense o f ‘takes up, sets about, begins’ (see DIL s.v. gaibid, 1, (k), translating it as ‘made 

an onslaught’.

CO roaclit isin fairrgi: The 3sg. pcrf o f  saigid  ‘goes towards, approaches’ or ro-saig 

‘reaches, comes’ is used here. It contains -oa- which presupposes Middle Irish contraction 

to -0-, e.g. co rocht, SR 3106; cf. dorochtamair, TE 174, §2; 178, §9.

The scribe employs a double er-compendium in the manuscript. In his detailed 

examination o f the compendia used in LFF, Caoimhfn Breatnach (2011, 128) notes that 

the double er- compendium is only expanded as -arr- when it is preceded by the letter t. 

Therefore, I expand this as ferrg i rather \h m  fairrgi, as Meyer (1906, 16) has done. The

Eriiin, and his name will last in Erinn for ever, for it is ... o f  the same day that the illustrious child will be 

born whose glory and power has spread over the world, namely Jesus Christ, the son o f  God everlasting" 

(M eyer 1883, 17-6 and 180).

For the meaning o f  gal, see DIL  s.v. /  gal, (a) ‘warlike ardour, fury, valour’. The editor notes that the 

form ga l may have had an original sense o f  ‘seething heat’, whose meaning then transferred into the 

em otion o f mental excitment or rage {DIL s.v. /  gal, 35.21—5).
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-e- is a spelling variant for ai Id . Thus, this word is the acc. sg. fair{r)ge ‘sea, ocean’ 

(see DIL s.v.fairrge, II).

A local relation is implied by ota and is followed in the next clause by 

coniirniigi,'^^' which I take as the complementary phrase corrici, i.e. ‘from x until he 

reaches as tar as y ’ {DIL s.vv. olhd, ro-icc, II (e); cf. olhci crich drommo nil cuglais 

famlachtce, ‘from the border o f Druimm Nit to the stream o f Tamlacht’, Thes ii, 238.8 

(Ardm. 17a2).

a fi'acail; Meyer (1906, 17) translates this as ‘his teeth’, taking the sg. Jiacal as a pars pro 

toto expression {DIL s.v.JIacail; cf. ic meilhleith a fiacal, CCath. 4959, ‘grinding his 

teeth’).

|4 j| Is oc in deargail iunim rogohh Conciihiir an laid si:

’Tis during that onslaught then that Conchobar sang this lay:

LFF: is ocin deargail \ar- ro gobh co//cub- an laigsi

Is oc in dcrgail I'ariini ro gab Conchobar in iai'd-se:

It is during that onslaught then that Conchobar sang this lay:

laid: The term laid  ‘poem, lay, metrical composition’ originally referred to a type o f poem 

that was not o f a syllabic or "hairdne' type (see Murphy 1961, 3, 12). DIL s.v. laid, (b) 

states that it is often recited by heroes or warriors in the tales. LFF’s example would lit 

into D /L’s description o f its use in such a context.

This form is found in the manuscript with tlie co/j-compendium and a superscript lu- compendium. 

For a discussion o f  /«/J corresponding to the word rose poem, see Mac Cana (1966, 76).
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|4k| ‘Ba aprainn na hldhuil co hard iar n-eguihh righ ’ 7 r i  

‘T w as a pity that the Jews after a King's death,’ &c.

LFF: ba ap/ ain/? nahid/;uill co hc// d \ar neguib/; rig/; yrl.

‘Ba aprainn na hiduil co hard I'ar n-ecaib rig’, 7 rl.

‘h  ifcM much a p ity that the Jews after a k ing’s death etc.

CO hard: Meyer (1 9 0 6 ,  17) leaves co hard  unrendered in his translation. I take the phrase

CO hard  as a Midlr adverbial fomiation o f the prep, co ‘to ’ + ace. sg. adj. ard {GOI §3 8 1).

The syntax is unusual here, witii the adverb expected after the verb. The meaning o f  ard  

here may be ‘great, extensive’ (see DIL s.v. 1 ard, 1 (g); also 386.  5 1 - 4 ) .  

iar n-ccaib; For other examples o f the dat. pi. o f ec ‘death’ referring to an individual 

death, see DIL s.v. ec, 9.24-29.^^^

This sentence echoes the opening sentence o f the rose poem uttered by Conchobar 

in LL and N, i.e. Ba huprainn nan dciil cii Artrig n-arnac, ‘Alas that I did not get to meet 

the High-King’.

At this particular point in the manuscript, the text corresponds with the prose 

narrative in N, that is beginning with: Ociis as iar sin ash-t concub-, ‘and thereupon 

Conchobar said’. The corresponding text from LFF is provided in the edition o f version 

B, together with analysis and comment on individual forms. However, the restored text 

o f these particular passages o f version B are included in version C ’s restored text to allow 

for a readable text. The independent text in LFF resumes with the following sentence, i.e. 

[5a]:

I 'o r a d iscussion  o f  Ihis w ord in the pi. for a sg., see the textual no te  on [4dJ, as well as footnote 53, in 

version A.
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|5ai Et as annsin riicaclh ainim Concohiiir a n-ifriringii comraicedCrJslfria ac le.iiir 

na hroide a hifrinn,

And then Conchobar’s soul was taken to hell until Christ encountered her as he 

brought the captive host o f hell,

LFF: Et as an / 2  sin rucad/z ai«im concob- anifnin / 2  gucomfraicead c r- friadAa act[ ]

broide ahif//Ti«

Et is annsin riicad ainiin Chonchobair i n-ifrenn co comraiced Cn'st fria oc tabairt 

na braite a hifirnn,

A m i then Conchohar’s soul was taken to hell so that Christ might encounter it as He 

brought the captive host out o f  hell,

et: The Latin et is written plene, rather than represented by the expected tironian symbol 

7  924 jg -j stylistic variation and is doubtless to be read as the conjunction ocus.

i n-ifrenn: The scribe has mistakenly written the letter / alter the er-compendium, 

possibly interpreting it as the later fomi ifrenn (see DIL s.v. ifern\ cf. ecsamla ijfrind, LU  

1951 (FA). It is restored to acc. sg. ifernn.

comraiced; The 3sg. past rt-subj. o f the M idlr simple verb comraicid ‘meets, encounters’ 

(Olr con-ricc, -comairsed. Ml. 39c 15) contains a hypercorrect prosthetic /-. The use o f 

the subjunctive makes more sense in this context than the imperfect which would imply 

a sense o f continuity which is not the case here.

fria: Meyer (1906, 17, n. 18) states that the manuscript spelling /r/«^/li« is ‘o f  the 

disyllabic //•/« “versus eam” is evidently intended to distinguish it from fr ia  “to his (her, 

its)’” . However, it is more likely that the internal dental form dh (for th) represents the 

analogical spread o f the / in Olr m te ,/«///< (cf. O ’Rahilly 1930, 165; 111, § 13.1). It

refers to Conchobar’s soul, i.e. ainim.

oc tabairt na braite: The text in the manuscript was already somewhat illegible when 

Meyer transcribed it, with further deterioration occurring to it since then because upon 

consultation now the writing is completely faded. Therefore, I follow Meyer’s reading in 

this instance. Meyer (1906, 17, esp. n. 19) suggests reading tabairt for te:uir. 1 am unsure 

what Meyer intended with perhaps a form o f the usual i«-compendium, although this

See Chapter 1.4.3.
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is hardly suitable. If indeed te:iiir originally appeared in the manuscript, with final t 

already illegible in te. uir, it must be some mispelling or corruption {te- =  The verbal 

noun lahairl of do-heir is restored here.

M eyer's hroide is the gen. sg. o f DIL s.v. /  brut, (a) ‘captive(s) as spoil’ (of. do 

thahairt hraite 7 atligaba/a esti, ‘to bring thereout booty and reprisal’, TTr^ 386), and is 

treated here as a feminine, rather than later masc.^^^

I5b] CO tiic Crist l e i s  a n i tn  Concabair docian n e im h i .  Finid.

so that Christ took the soul o f Conchobar with him to Heaven. Finit.

LFF: CO t//c c r -  leis anim co//cabair [illegiblejmi. Finid

CO tiic Cn'st Icis aiiiim Concliobair dochiiiii iiiine. Finit.

See above fo r  M eyer's transIaHon.

CO t u c :  The 3sg. perf. o f do-ucc ‘brings, leads’ is used here with resultative force, 

followed by the preposition la ‘w ith’ referring to the subject (cf. DIL s.v. do-heir, 210.79). 

The form co tuc is seen with the analogical non-palatal ending rather than -tiiic {GOI §759 

II (a); Bergin 1907, 80), however, the non-palatal form is attested early on, e.g. tuc, ‘[he] 

put’, Ml. 40c 17; rodatuc, ‘one who drove you’, TBC I 4050).

It could that leiiited b has been omitted, reflecting how the EM odlr scribe would have pronounced this 

at the time o f  writing. Neutral hh was reduced to a ‘half-vowel [w ]’ between two vowels from the 13"’ 

century onwards as is evident from written forms, reflecting pronunciation at the time o f  writing, such as 

Odude = 6  Dubda (c f  O 'R ahilly  1930, 156, 159, n. 13; SnaG  IV, §2 .11 (4)).

O ’Rahilly (1942, 169) suggests that brut as a feminine is an analogical form and was influenced by gad  

‘taking away, stealing’, wliereas hrat as a masculine goes back to *hracklo- < *hrazdo-, i.e. o-stem.
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Version D: restored text

[1] Incipit do aidid Chonchobair mac N essa inso sis. "’Cet mac M agach ro theilc in 

cloich .i. inchinn M esgegra, n'g Laigen, for Conchobhar oc Ath Daire Da Baeth. Fi'ngen 

fathh'aig Conchobair is e naro leic in cloich do thabairt asa chinn. ‘‘'M unnu  im m on’o in 

cherd is e do-rat cum tach impe fria chenn immuig. Bachrach file do Laignib is e ro innis 

do Chonchobur Cn'st do chrochad. "  I mM aig Lamraige at-chuaid do. '®Is and do-rochair 

Conchobar oc glanad in maige. FINIT.

Version D: translation

[1] Incipit o f  the violent death o f  Conchobar mac Nessa in what follows 

below. '** At the Ford o f  Daire Da Baeth, Cet mac Magach threw  the stone at Conchobar, 

viz. the brain o f  M esgegra, king o f  Leinster. Fi'ngen, the wizard-leech o f  Conchobar, it 

is he who would not let the stone be taken out o f  his head. Munna, however, the artificer, 

it is he who put a cover around it outside his head. Bachrach, a Leinster poet, it is he 

who told Conchobar that Christ had been crucified. " In M ag Lamraige he had told it to 

him. it is there Conchobar fell in clearing the plain.



Version D: textual notes

11 a| IncipH do oidhedh Conciihuir mic Nessa annso sTs.

Incipit o f the tragic death o f Conchobar son o f Ness here below.

S; INcipit do oid/zed/; eoncubuir m^^nessa annso sis.

Laud: Salt— ce-

Incipit do aidid Clionchobair mac Nessa iiiso sis.

Incipit o f the violent death o f  Coiichohar mac Nessa in what follows below.

Title: In S, the title is written in a smaller and neater script, but in the same hand as the 

main text. In Laud, the title Saltaw cecinit is written above the text. It is written in red ink 

and is very faint, it is difficult to say if it is in a different hand to that o f the text. It may 

be that a later rubricator wrote this when he was rubricating the capital letters on the 

page.^^^ In this instance, I follow S and leave the title in the restored text as it cannot be 

shown that it was added later.

aidid: I use the translation ‘violent death’ as given in DIL s.v. aided, rather than Meyer’s 

‘tragic death’. See further discussion on the meaning and interpretation o f aided in 

Chapter 3.

iiiso sis: Meyer bases his translation on and so, rather than the common fonnula used in 

titles, i.e. inso sis. This is a formation o f the prep. / //- ‘in’ + the demonst. so + the adverb 

o f  motion sis which DIL s.v. sis defines as ‘referring to what follows in writing below; 

onwards’ (see DIL s.vv. sis (d), so, II (e); c f  heim foris inso sis iiile, ‘all this below is a 

recapitulation’, Wb. 25c 18). The manuscript has ann which could show confusion o f a 

and /, as well as orthographical nn for n. Thus, inso sis can be restored literally meaning 

‘this going downwards’ + ‘in what follows below’. For the stressed long vowel in so, see 

Breatnach (2003, 137).

T he psalter in question  here is Sa lla ir  C haisil, for wliicli see  a m ore detailed  discussion  in C hap ter 1.4.4.
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Ilbl Ceat mac Madach rotheilg in cloich . i. inchind Miscedhra righ Laighen fo r  

Conciihiir hie Ath Dhaire Dd Bhceth.

At the Ford o f Dai re Da Baetii, Cet mac Magach threw the stone at Concliobar, 

viz. the brain of Mesgegra, king o f Leinster.

S: Ceat m -c madach rot/;eilg incloich .i. inchi^/d misced//ra rig// laig//en f -  concuhh-

hicath d/mire dab//aet/;.

Laud: Cet .m. magac/; roteilc incloic/? .1. inch inij mesge^^rai rig laigen icat/; da//e 

daba'^t/j

Cet mac Magach ro theilc in cloich .i. iiichiiin Messgegra, rig Laigen, for Conchobar 

oc Ath Daire Da Baeth.

See above for M eyer's translation.

Cet mac Magach ro theilc: The Middle Irish merger o f lenited non-palatal g  and d  is 

seen in S’s madach (SnaG IV, §2.1 1(3)). For further discussion o f the d in Magach, see 

the textual note on [3d] in version A.

The opening sentence deviates from the normal VSO order, with a nomiruitiviis 

pendens construction and a following leniting relative clause. The Midlr verb teilcid is 

used, rather than the OIr compound do-leci. It is used with a following preposition /?>»/• to 

express the person aimed at {DIL s.v. do-leci, II (b)).‘̂ *̂ The perfect functions as a 

historical past here.

inchinn Messgegra, rig Laigen, for Conchobar: Laud omits the phrase/or Conchobar 

‘upon Conchobar’, which is expected after teilcid. In his seperate edition o f the passage 

preserved in Laud, Meyer reads mac inn Mesgegrai.^^'^ In this, mac inn is a transcription 

error for inchinn. There is a hair-stroke visible above the first minim in the manuscript, 

distinguishing the letter i from the following nc, with a spiritus asper above the letter c. 1 

cannot explain why there is a space between inch and inn.

The proper name is treated as two separate elements in S with the first element 

possibly an later o-stem genitive rather than an expected fem. See the discussion o f this

Cf. dosleiced tathbeim forsna  heonu, AOA §2; ‘and [he would] launch a stunning shot at the birds’, 

M eyer 1904, 115.

M eyer 1921,7.
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proper name in the textual note on [Id] o f version A. The name is written together in 

Laud, and mess is uninflected. The final -ai is most likely a schwa spelling, given that 

this is an Early Modern Irish manuscript. I adopt Laud’s treatement o f the proper name 

in keeping with the Midir date o f the text, c f  ro theilc.

The gen. sg. o f ri ‘king’ stands in apposition to Messgegra and is found in both 

manuscripts with fmal lenitedg (cf. dat. sg. [Ic], version B, with loss o f final -g in N). 

oc: Although ic is attested in Middle Irish (i.e. ic, LL 38526 {Bor)), demonstrating the 

reduction o f proclitic vowels, I normalise the preposition to oc.

11 c| Finghen falhliaig Concohidr is e na roleig in cloich do thabairt asa chinci.

Fingen, the wizard-lccch o f Conchobar, ’tis he who would not let the stone be 

taken out o f his head.

S: Fing/zen fathliaig co//cob- ise naroleig i//cloich dot/;ab-t asa chi//d.

Laud: fingen fat/;liaig/; co/?qb- ise na/ oleic incloic/; dotaba/’/l asa c/;ind

Fi'iigcn faitlili'aig Cuiicliobair is c iiaro Icic in cloich do thabairt asa chiiiii.

See above fo r  M eyer's translation.

Fingen faithliaig; This sentence is also fronted by a nominativus pendens construction 

resumed by a cleft sentence. The proper name Fingen has a long / which is confimied by 

rhyme.^^** In version A, he is also referred to as fingein fathliaigh  in E2 only (see [9a]).^^‘ 

It is possible i\vdi fdithUaig is an addition inlluenced by TBC 1. 

nsiro Icic: The particle ro is unstressed and therefore it is positioned with the negative 

nd, rather than Meyer’s nd roleig. On the retention o f the unstressed -o- in ndro, 

perhaps reilecting a conservative orthography, see Chapter 2.2.5.

930 Pm- g detailed  d iscu ssio n  o f  this feature, see  the textual note on  [9a], in version  A. 

S ee  a lso  F ingin  F a ilh lia ig , ‘F ingin , tiie seer-p h y sic ia n ’, T B C  I 31 8 9 .
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Ildl Miima immorro in cerd iss e dorat citmdach impe ria cenn amuich.

Muma, however, the artillcer, ’tis he who put a cover around it outside his head.

S: Mu/j;a .h. i/zc-d isse dorat cumdach wipe riace//n amuich.

Laud: Muniu .h - incerd ise dorat c-tach i/wpe friaceriAj immuig/j

Miinnu immorro in chcrd is e do-rat cumtach impe fria chenn immiiig.

Miinmi, however, the artificer, it is he who put a cover around it on the outside o f  his 

head.

IMunnu; This sentence has the same structure as [Ic]. It consists o f a nominativus 

pendens, i.e. M unni... in cerd, resumed by a cleft construction.

Both manuscripts have copying errors for intended Munnu. This hypocoristic 

name is a formation o f wo fm nu  ‘my white one’, and is attested in the commentary to 

Fel. Oct. 21: Munna mac Telchain druad, ‘Munnu son o f Telchan the wizard’, Stokes

1905, 226.“̂^̂  S’s Mumu ‘Munster’ (or Muma?) is out o f place in this version’s context 

since it generally used as a placename and not as an individual’s name (see DIL s.v. 

Mumu). Laud’s Muniu could be for Muine, with final -iu an eccentric spelling, but again 

this generally refers to a place name (see DIL s.v. muine). I restore Munnu in this instance, 

in clierd: Cerd is an o-stem {DIL s.v. cerd\ e.g. In set arggait nddchombaig in cherd, 

‘The precious thing o f silver which the smith did not break’, Thes ii 346.4; c f  O ’ Rahilly 

1942, 159). Thus, lenition is expected after the nom. sg. art. preceding cerd.^^^  ̂ It is 

possible that the exemplar from which the scribes o f S and Laud were copying did not 

have the lenition mark. I restore in cherd here.

do-rat: The 3sg. deuter. perf o f do-beir is seen here, with do-rat used in the sense o f ‘puts, 

places’. The deuterotonic fomi is still found in the Middle Irish period, e.g. do-ratsatar, 

SR 3508, 3401; do-ratsam, LU  2331 {Seda leu hrdtha). Given the particular context in

Cf. Mimdii ./. mo a fm da ainm haide, Conn. Y 878, ‘MUNNU, i.e. mo Fhinnu, a pet name’. O ’ 

Donovan 1868, 110. The macron on mo is an error, for which this should be the poss. pron. C f Thurneysen 

(1933, 365) for a similar example o f elision in Moedoc < Mo Aeddc.

The manuscripts are generally conservative in marking lenition o f  c. For a more detailed comment on 

the scribal tendency o f  marking lenition in these manuscripts, see Chapter 1.4.4.
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which do-rat is used, the perfect may or may not express anteriority in this instance {EIV 

99).

impc: The 3sg. fern. conj. prep, impe refers to the fem. cloch in [Id], 

fria clienii immuig; The prep, fri,  expressing local relation here {DIL s.vv. fri,  I (b) 

‘against (touching), alongside, down along by’), is used with the 3sg. masc. poss. pron. 

However, the expected lenition is not seen in either manuscript. Note the later fonn ria 

in S, due to the loss o f the initial len ited /(5 /;aG  111, §13.14).

| l e |  Bacracli file do Laigltnihli ro-indis do Chonchuhar Crist do chrochad.

Bachrach, a Leinster poet, told Conchobar that Christ had been crucified.

S: bacrach file dolaig//nib/; ro i//dis do couch-  c/-ist doc/ o c h -

Laud: Bac/;rac/; file do laigm'b ise roin/ns do co//qb— c r -  doc/‘Och-

Bachracli flic do Laigiiib is c ro iiiiiis do Clioiicliobiir Crist do clirochad.

Bachrach, a Leinster poet, it is he who told Conchohar that Christ had been crucified.

is e ro iiiiiis: S omits is e. The use o f is e fits the style o f the prose passage, since the 

nominativus pendens construction followed by a resumptive cleft sentence is also used in 

[Ic] and [Id]. The 3sg. perf o f the Midlr simple verb indisid is used here, for which see 

further the textual note in [13a], version A.

Omission o f lenition seen in both manuscripts after both instances o f the prep, do 

‘to, for’. 1 restore it accordingly.
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I i f| /  Maigli Ldmrighe atchuaidh do.

In Mag Lamraige he told it to him.

S: imaig// lamrig//e atchuaid/; do

Laud: i/»maig lamraige atc/uiaid do

I iiiMaig Lamraige at-cliuaid do,

In Mag Lamraige he had told it to him.

I inlVlaig Lamraige; For a more detailed discussion o f d in Ldm}-aige, see Chapter 3.6, 

footnote 111.

at-cliuaid do: The 3sg. perf o f the OIr verb ad-fet ‘relates’ is used here with an anaphoric 

3sg. neut. inf. pron. The context indicates that this is not a Midir petrified inf. pronoun 

{ElV  1 7 2 ) . Both manuscripts contain a length-mark above the conj. prep, do, for which 

see Breatnach (2003, 137).

S ee  a lso  the d iscu ssio n  o f  tiiis verbal form  in Chapter 2 .2 .5 .
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I«gl Is aiinsiii dorocluiir Concohar ac gtanadh in mhaighe.

’Tis there Concliobar fell in clearing the plain.

S: isan/; sm daroch- concoh- acglanad// i/;m/;aig/;e.

Laud; is an/; Aorochair co//qb- ocglanad m maige F 1111

Is aim do-rochair C onchobar oc glanad in niaigc. FINIT.

See above fo r  M eyer's translation.

Is aim: It is difficult to decide whether S or Laud is the correct reading here since both

ann and aiui sin are permissable (see DIL s.vv. /, II 2; I sin, B 1 (e)). It is possible that

Laud omits the demonstrative sin. I tentatively follow S’s reading here, 

do-rochair: The inherited 3sg. p erf do-rochair is used rather than the later ro-thiiit {EIV 

202). It is seen in Laud with an innovatory palatal ending, although this is seen already in 

the glosses {EIV 54). S ’s da shows M idir confusion o f a for o {EIV 169). The perfect 

functions as the historical past here.



Appendices

I. Index to  tex tua l no tes

Ba aprainn

achto [11a], p.202

airined dom [13c], p.217

airrerinn [4b], p. 174

ar doi'ne ndi'chmairc [10b], p. 198

ar nem thuir [7a], p. 180

ar, mu ledo [13a], p.212

artreg adamrai [4b], p. 174

at-belm is [9b], p. 195

athgubae [12b], p.211

a tum - ... -c ich tis  [ 1 b], p. 162

A tum -chichlhe [5a], p. 175

Ba [4a], p. 172

ba aprainn [la ], p. 160

Ba assu nad bemm is [ 1 Oa], p. 195

ba in moo mo chorp [4b], p. 173

ba ruleim [3b], p. 170

bai'th [3b], p. 170

beinn [6a], p. 177

beofir 11 b], p. 162

cain [4b], p. 174

cain [6a], p. 177

cain [6b], p. 179

cath [7b], p. 182

ce [4a], p. 172

cecheste  [7a], p. 181

choi'ntir [4a], p. 172

chom bruth [12a], p.207

chroadchurad [ 1 b], p. 162

cia du [8a], p. 183

cloais [ 12b], p.210



coi'mthechl [5b], p. 176

coirp  chriad ci'arbo [7b], p. 182

c o n -  gaib -g e n a in n  [3a(, p. 168

con-cich lis  [2a], p. 164

crochath  fir [4a], p. 172

cro ithfinn  [6b], p. 180

cruas m ar [2a], p. 165

cruicb  coirt \ 10b], p. 198

cu A rtr ig  [ la ] ,  p. 161

cu  n-acibair a irom un [ 13b], p .216

cum ach tach  [7b], p. 183

Dee [6a], p. 178

derchoi'nteo |8 a | ,  p .184

di [1 2 a ] ,p .2 0 7

dia [6a], p. 178

dia raitb ( I ia],  p.200

d i n -  ... -rochui 'nem  [8b |,  p. 186

d o -  ... - r o o s a t  [8c], p. 189

duilem on  [13c], p .66

dui'rchoirp [8c], p. 189

dul dru ib  [13c], p.218

Iba m beba inn  [6b], p. 179

fochel n-eco [11b], p.204

for le tene [3b], p. 171

fo-reilic [1 lb ] ,  p .203

forlonn [6b], p. 179

fritum -tba [ 13b], p .215

gni'm fir [5a], p. 175

hoasal Ri ro ces [ 1 Ob], p. 197

I'ar n-artreg  ecom nart  [ 1 Oa], p. 196

innar [9a], p. 191

la [6a], p. 178

La C n 's t ... n ibu sci'th [7a], p. 180 

lain C ho im ded  [3b], p. 171
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m ’ Artreg [i2b], p.2IO

ma chuton-ocbaim m is [9b], p. 193

menman med [9a], p. 191

militiu [2a], p. 165

mo beoil [2a], p. 164

muaid [2b], p. 166

nabu ni' [I lb], p.205

nad ... nderagam [8b], p. 187

nad ndail [ la ], p. 160

nad n'g roacht [13a], p.214

nad n'g roachtmar [9a], p. 192

nad roichem [8a], p. 184

n-am ac [la ], p. 161

nDea [8b], p. 187

ndilgadach [6a], p. 178

nemthuir necht remit-teiscd 112a], p.206

m'amdai sloig serbairlech [2b|, p. 166

m'tho [2b], p. 166

no regainn bas [1 la], p.200

rad [8a], p. 184

rea [8c], p. 189

reil [8b], p. 186

ron-craidi [9b], p .193

ron-ort [9a], p. 191

soirthnigled [3a], p. 168

tinol [5a], p. 175

tn'un [5b], p. 176

uasaib [5b], p. 176

Version A

• i . ... chinaid [ l i e ] ,  p.333 

•i. [7i],p.311

.i. ... bh'adain [ 1 Ij], p. 339 

• i. eter ... [5h], p.282
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.i. na CO ciialae Cn'st [1 lb], p.330 

.i. secht mbli'adnai [I la], p.328 

7 ... lige [6g], p.300 

7 ... indala [12b], p.341 

7 as-berl [10b], p.323 

7 chon-m escthae [11], p .235 

7 CO torchair-sem  [6d], p.295 

7 in tan [Ig ], p.238 

7 na digsed [ 1 Oc], p.325 

a com airli [51], p.287 

a da trian [6cj, p.294 

a delbac [51], p.279 

a liaig [9a], p .314 

a li'n [9bJ, p.316 

a n-i sin [4bJ, p.262 

a n-inchinn [ le ] , p.234 

a n-inchinn [3a], p.245 

a n-inchinn [4c], p.264 

a n-inchinn [4f], p.268 

a oenur [5m], p.289

acht a airisium inna suidiii nam m a [ l i b] ,  p.329

A d-condarcatar [3b], p .248

Aided Chonchobair [ la ] , p.224

ailgis de [51], p.288

aini 7 immad 7 orddan [5j], p .285

airde ingantacha [13b], p .344

aithis [9d], p.320

amal [5g], p.2 8 1

and-side [11c], p .331

Ardachad [7f], p.308

arna tiscd ... do [ 1 Oc], p.324

asa chiunn [6d], p .295

asso [4a], p. 260

Atha Dairi Da Baeth [61], p.299
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ba [9c], p.318

baile [6g], p .300

beirid leis [4c], p .264

Beist as ansam [3e], p.252

berait leo [3c], p.250

bid [9d], p .320

cach a leth [3b], p.246

Cach cath 7 cach irgal no bid [4e], p.267

cein robo beo [11a], p .327

Cet mac Magach [3d], p .2 5 1

Chonchobair [la ] , p.225

chuntabairl [11a], p.328

Cia gni'm mar [1 Ig], p.335

Cid s o  [ l i t ] ,  p . 3 3 4

claethech 7 cheilg [6 g], p.301

CO ainfeta [10c], p.326

CO Gaedelaib [14], p.345

CO mbatar [6 c], p.294

CO mbeth [10b], p.323

CO n-arladar [Id], p.232

CO r o e m a i d  [ 8 b ] ,  p . 3 1 3

CO snath oir [10a], p.322

CO tarlae [6 d], p.296

CO torachtatar [5c], p .275

CO tuc [5a], p .272

comram [2 ], p.91

conicci m o thech [7d], p.306

Conid and sin [5f], p.278

conid de sin [7h], p .310

conid-rucsat [6 e], p.298

conid-tarlae [6 c], p.293

Connachta [5c], p.275

Connachta [7a], p.302

Con-acbad [8 a], p.312
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cruth  7 deilb  7 deichelt [5h], p .282

cucai [6e], p .297

cuingid  [14], p .345

cu m m ae  [10a], p .322

curaid no m arbtais  [ le ] ,  p .233

da-leici [6c], p.293

Da-n-arraid  [5b], p.273

dar eis ind n'g |8a] , p.312

dar failhchi [31], p .256

datb ind o ir 11 Oa], p .322

di inchiunn  M eisse Gegrai [4a], p .259

dl o inm it  C lionchobair [3bJ, p.248

di U llaib [4f], p .270

di'a deicsin  [5 m |,  p.289

dia ta lllar in ch loch  [9c], p . 3 18

dia thesarcain-sem  [5c], p .275

d iarbo  leacht [6g], p .301

digal [4d], p .266

dint sliiag [3b], p.247

do chuairt  ech trae  [3d], p.252

do deicsin  [51], p.279

do m arbad de [4f], p .270

do Ultaib  [Ic ] ,  p .233

do-beir-side  [71], p .307

do-be r  |7d ],  p.305

do-be rar  [9a], p . 3 14

do-bered [41], p.268

d o-be ila r  [7b], p .303

do-bertis  do ib  [ Ig ] ,  p.239

D o-cuire thar [Ic ] ,  p .228

do-foeth  ... de [4a], p.260

d o-gn ither [1 Ig], p.335

do-llu id  [3d], p.251

Do-lluid [6a], p .290
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do-llu id-sem  int-i C et [5a], p .271

don d iaid  [9b], p.316

don taig  [9b], p .3 16

donaib  [5m ], p .289

dond leith ailiu  [5c], p .275

do-ratad  [3a], p .244

do-ringni [13a], p .343

do-rochair [6 t], p .299

do-ronad [ l i d ] ,  p .333

do-ronad [3 b |, p.249

duili [1 lc ] ,p .3 3 2

dus in tetairsed [4 t], p .269

echt [2 ], p.91

echt n-am rae [4f], p .269

engnam aid [11b], p .329

eter arm  ? erriud ? ecosc [5j], p .285

eter C onall 7 C hoin C ulainn  7 L oegaire m B uadach  [ Ic], p . 229

eter gals 7 alaig  7 erlabrai [5i], p .284

eter inna m na [6 a], p .290

eter m eit 7 chorai 7 chutrum m ai [5h], p .283

eter rose 7 folt 7 gili [5i], p .284

E thaid-side [4c], p .263

Fechair [5d], p .276

Fecht and [5a], p .271

fecht n-and  [ lb ] ,  p .227

fein [5e], p.277

Fingen [9 a |, p .3 15

fo bi'th [5g], p .280

foa n -indas-sa [2], p .242

Fo-cerdat [6 e], p .297

for creich  [5a], p .272

for leth [5m ], p .289

for talam  [5g], p .280

for Ultu [ lb ] ,  p .226
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f o r U l tu [ 8 b ] ,  p.313 

forsa ibrad [3a], p .244 

fri lar [6dl, p.296 

fria druid  [111], p .334 

fr ium -sa [2], p .243 

gada ta r  . . .  do [5f], p.278 

i c iunn  tened: [3b], p .248 

i ib im lin  [10b], p .323 

i nEre [3e], p.254 

i n - im m arba ig  [ Ig], p.239 

i to rchair  [6g], p .300 

(arna ecaib  [4d], p .266 

im inach ...  di'a c lu ichiu  |3c] ,  p.250 

im m arbaga  m ora 7 chom ram a [Ic ] ,  229 

im mi [71], p .308 

im m o n  inchinn [3b], p .249 

im m urgu  [51], p .287 

in caingin  m oir  [3b], p.249 

in C el [3e], p .254 

in C he it  [51], p .287 

in deba id  [8a], p .312 

in druf [ 1 1 hj, p.336 

In fer sin dano  [ 1 Ij], p .338 

in (arm oracht [5b], p.273 

In tan batar [4a[, p .258 

ind aithis [9c], p .320 

ind inbaid sin [ le ] ,  p .233 

indala  n-ai [4c], p.264 

indiu [1 Ig], p .336 

inna [ Ig ] ,  p.239 

inna ch iunn  [6c], p .294 

inna chriss  [41], p .268 

inna com ram  [Id ] ,  p .232 

inna d iaid  [5b], p .274
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inna hEmnae [3f], p.256

inna oinmiti [4a], p.258

int-i Conchobar [5k], p.286

Is assLi dun [9e], p.320

is ed as-bert ind oinmit fri araile [4a], p.259

Is ed do-lluid-side [3f], p.255

Is e-side [9b], p.315

Is fir  on [1 Ih], p.336

Is mor in gni'm [11 i], p.337

isind laithiu-sa [ I lg ] ,  p.335

la Ii'ideu [11b], p.330

la UItu [3d], p.252

laechcenn leis di Ultaib [31], p.257

leth ind lai j7 i], p.31 1

li'athroiti criiaidi di'b [ 1 f], p.237

lochtach [5k], p.286

lomain [7f], p.308

Luid [5m], p.289

Maidid ... gillu [7g], p.309

Maidid [7a], p.302

Mani tucthar [9d], p.319

Meisse Gegrai [ Id ], p.231

mescae [ lb ] ,  p.226

mna Connacht [51], p.288

Mo brith-se ass [7c], p.304

Morand mac Main [12b], p.342

mullach [6c], p.293

mor [11c], p.331

na CO ndemat [2], p.241

na etraiged [10c], p.325

na reissed [ 1 Oc], p.326

Na-indlethar [6b], p.291

neoch nom-bera [7d], p.305

ni laimthe lag [6g], p.301
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ni rabae [5g], p .280 

nidat tuailngi [2], p.242 

no bid ... isin taig |9b], p.3 16 

no bi'tis [ IgJ, p.239 

no gattae [ le ], p.234 

no inniscd [14], p.345 

no-m beir [7f], p.308 

not-ber-sa [7e], p.306 

not-icfainn [9d], p .3 l9  

no ciiomramaib [ Ig], p.239

0  ro-fitir [4d], p.265 

oca cluichiu [4a], p .259 

oi'nfir [2], p.242

01 a gillae fadein [7c|, p. 306 

ol Cenn m Berraide [7c], p .306 

ol in dm f [1 Ij], p.339

oldas |9e], p.321

re ti'chtain creitm e [12b], p.342

rige [7d], p.305

Ro boi dano [1 la], p.327

ro chreiti [12b], p.342

ro critlinaig [ l i d ] ,  p .332

ro gabsal [51], p.288

ro genair [I Ij], p .339

ro iarfaig 113b], p.344

Ro iccad I'arum [10a], p.3 2 1

ro teacht de [6g], p .301

ro uaiged [10a], p.322

Ro-cluinedar [4b], p .262

ro-creili [12a], p .340

ro-finnad [9b], p.315

ro-innis [13a], p.343

Sciaid Aird inna Con [7a], p .302

tabaill [6b], p.291
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tain [5a], p .272  

taim giriu  [4d], p .266  

T anic [1 Ic], p .331 

Tucaid [Id ], p .231 

tuidecht for leth [5t], p .279  

on trath co  araile [8a], p .312

Version B

7 cond id-epalt [4b], p .372  

a chum ang [3a], p .365  

ad-fet [2c], p .363  

airi [2b], p.361  

A ltus [ lb ] ,  p .350

am al bid oc  techt hi roi catho [4a], p .370  

ar thaithchreicc [2b], p .361 

ar-roet [2b], p.361

asa chiunn a n-inchinn M eisse  G egrai [4b ], p .372

as-berr [4c], p .373

as-bert [3a], p .365

as-bert [3b], p .367

at-fet [2b], p .360

A t-fet do A ltus [ 1 b], p .349

ba derb didiu la [2a], p .358

baithis [4d], p .375

cech  maith im m  chrochad Cn'st [2c], p .363

cein eo il doendai [2b], p .362

cet-gein tlid e  [4c], p .374

chom derb [ l e ] ,  p .356

CO creit [2c], p .363

CO sesca inn  [4b], p .371

coi'm chlodaib [I c ] , p.351

colainn  [2b], p.361

C ot-n-oscrastar [4a], p .368

crochsite  [3b], p .366
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cu n im ae  [ Id ] ,  p .353 

do-cho id  [4c], p .374 

do-n-escm art  [4d], p .376 

do-iosat  [2b], p .360 

fechtas n-aiid [ la ] ,  p.348 

foa n-indas sin [2a], p .358 

for insib [ Id ] ,  p.355 

for m edon  [ Id ] ,  p .354 

for-chum cad [ le ] ,  p.357 

for-cuad [2a], p .359 

fri ludeu |3b],  p .366 

fuinid 7 turcbalae [ Id], p.355 

hi co m o cu s  [3b], p .367 

hi ilaith n im e [4c], p.374 

i Cn'st 12c|, p.363 

im m urgu  [Ic ] ,  p .350 

in n-a im sir  sin [ Id ] ,  p.354 

ind fuil |4d ],  p.376 

ind or sin |4bJ, p.372 

Is ed [4c], p .373 

isin m bith  [ le ] ,  p .356 

m a  nu beth [3b], p .367 

na seel n-airderc [ le ] ,  p .356 

no thalhaiged  [Ic ] ,  p .351 

rechtairi [ Id ] ,  p .354 

rig R om an  [Ic ] ,  p.3 5 1 

rig R om an  [ Id ] ,  p .354 

ro festais [3a], p .365 

robo [4d], p.375 

ro-creiti [4d], p .377 

talam [2b], p .361
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Version C

a fiacail f4i], p.400

a hifium n [5a], p.263

Adaiin [2c], p.386

Alban ocus Letha [Ic], p .383

amlaid [4a], p.391

ata [2a], p.383

at-caem nacair he [4a], p.391

at-raacht [2f], p.390

at-raig [4g], p.397

Bachrach [lb ], p.382

Boi [ la ] ,p .3 8 l

Boi [4b], p.392

cen lathair ferscail [2d |, p.387

cid ro mbatar [4d |, p.394

CO hard [4k], p.401

CO luid [2e], p.389

CO roacht isin fairrgi [4i], p.399

CO roet [2d], p.387

CO tuc [5b], p.403

comraiced [5a], p.402

crann croiche [2e], p .389

croich [41], p.396

dail [la ], p.381

Do I'cc [2c], p.386

do-dechaid [4c], p .393

do-radad i croich e[4f], p.396

do-ronad [2a], p .384

drill'd [2b], p.385

et [5a], p.402

faithi [2b], p.385

Fi'afraigis [Ic], p.383

fili ocus drill [ lb ], p.382

filidechtae [lb ], p.383



fria [5a], p.402

gabaid [4g], p.397

i M uig M uirtheim ne [la ], p.381

i n-ifrenn [5a], p.402

far n-ecaib [4k |, p.401

in fer ro genair i n-6enaidchi [4e], p.395

in la [4b], p.392

innossa [4e], p.395

is e sin chanait [4f], p.396

la hludeu [2b], p.385

la hludeu |2e], p.389

la hUlUi [ 1 a], p.3 8 1

laid |4 jl, p.400

m arlrac do-cuirtlie fair [4e], p.395

mo cliom ais [4h], p.398

M uiri oigingin [2d], p.387

nim e [2b], p.385

nocbnim  [2c], p.386

oc tabairl na braite [5a], p.402

else  [2a], p.383

ro llarfaig [4d], p.394

ro gab iarum dergail [4i], p.399

ro tirchansal [2b], p.385

ro-sui' [4c], p.393

teim el [4c], p .393

thesarcain [2c], p.386

tuidecht [ lb ] , p.382

Version D

aidid [ la ] , p.405

at-chuaid do [ I f], p.410

Cet mac M agach ro (heilc [ 1 b], p.406

do-rat [Id ], p.408

do-rochair [Ig ], p.411
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Fi'ngen faithliaig [Ic], p.407 

fria chenn immuig [Id], p.409 

1 mMaig Lamraige [It], p.4IO 

impe [Id], p.409 

in cherd [Id], p.408

inchinn Messgegra, n'g Laigen, for Conchobar [ lb] ,  p.406

inso si's [ la] , p.405

Is ann [Ig], p .4 1 1

is e ro innis [le], p.409

Munnu [Id], p.408

naro leic [Ic], p.407

oc [lb], p.407

n'gh [Ib], p.269
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II. M anuscript transcriptions

LL: TCI) MS 1339 (H 2.18; hereafter referred to as LL), p. 123b40-124b32; 13 x 9;

12“‘ century.

p. 123b

40 .Aided choncoh-.

Bai mesca nior t -  ulto fec/it na//d 

i/;emai« .m. docuridf//' d i-  i/7;ina/'ba 

ga mora 7 conm nia  eta/ro .i. e t-  c7/o//all 

7 coi/;cul- 7 Ioega//'e. Tucaid da/?;sa ar conaW i/;chi/;d

45 mess .g. coroacilliiir ocu nac//o/;;ra/;;. Babes dultaib

i/;dinbaid s\u ca-curaid noma/ bdais c//-galaib oenllr 

nogatta ani//chi/;d assacendaib 7 co/;;mesct/;a scl «//l/;ib 

Cf;/;denad liat/;roite cruadc dib. Et i/;tan nobitis 

m i/);marbaig noc/;o/?;ra/;;aib dob-tis doib co/)/bitis i/;na

50 lamaib. Mait/; a ch o n d i- ar coiiaW nacond-nat oic na

co/?;ram ec//t fon i/;nasa ar gala/» oi/zfir nidat tualhgi 

coniraiii I'rimsa. IS firon ar couch-. Doratad iar- f -  

sin forud f-a/»bid dog-s*^^^ i/zc/inc/nnd. Luid cac/; alet/n ar 

nabarac/; dia cluc/jiu. Dolluid d a -  cet m -  matac/?

55 doc/ma/z't ectra laulto. beist assandsa/?/ ro boi i/;lier-

p. 124a

1 i/;cct. IS - dolluids-e liar faidc/;i na//emna 7 tri laCcZ/ciz/d

Icis doultaib. INtan batar naoinmite co 

cluc/;iu doi//chi/;d mes .g. ISs- atb-t i/zdonmit fria 

raile. Rocluinedar cet am'si/z. Et/midsjde i;mi//

5 c/;i/;d allai/» i//dalanai 7 b—id leis. O rofit— cet ro boi

itc/nigere do mess .g. adigail iarnaecaib. Ca-cat/2 

7 c a -  irga nobi'd dochon- friulto dob-ed cet 

i/;ni7/c/;ind i/mac/;riss diis i/;te ta/l/;ad ec/;t na/;/ra 

dultaib dom arb- di. Fec/;t and d i-  dolluid seom

10 i/Uf cet sair cotuc tanai liibo aferaib ross. Do

There is a mark o f  length on the suspension stroke.
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n«/Taid i//ia/ morac/;t ill- i//adiaid. Doriac/;tal«/- 

da-co/;nac//tai dondleit// aile diatZ/essc/Z/cai/zseo/?;.

Fec//«/> cat// eta/TO. Dolluid coA/ch- lei// issi//cat//. ComA 

andsi// gadaU/r mna co//nac//t doc/ionch- tuidec/;t 

15 f-leith dodesci/j adelba doib. Fobit// nirabi

f- ta l-  delb dui//i am - dedb conch- .i. et-c//rut// 7dejlb 

7 dec//elt. et-m et 7 C o re  7 c u t r - m a e  et-rosc 7 

folt 7gile. et-gai's. 7alaig. 7erlabra. et-er 

riud 7ane 7ecosc. eW /nn 7i«/mad 70rddan. e t-  

20 gnais 7gaisced 7c//enl- Nirboloc/ztac// tra i//ti

co//ch- A comc///-]i im - i//cheit rogabsat namna 

ailgis doc//onch- Luid ia r- f-let// aoi'nur dia 

desci// donamnaib. Dolluid Cet im -co«/biii e t-  

namna i/?;med6n. NoSi//dIet//a/-cet i//chi//d mes.g.

25 isjA/tabaili. 7 nostcjlc co//idtc//la i/7/mullac// conch-.

comhkXar adat/'ian i//nac//i//d 7 cotor-seo/» isacend co tc//-la 

in\ar. Foch-ddat u l- c//uci 60//idrucsat oc//et. 

f-bru at//a da/Ve dabaCt// isand doroch- co//ch-. A 

ta alige and baiie itor- 7Cort//e friac//end 7 

30 cort/ze f/-iac//ossa. Maidid tra f-connac//ta co

sciaid «/>d nacon. Dob-t«/- u l-  s«/r doridisi coath 

duirc dabiEt//. Mo brithse ass ar conch-. Dob— 

n'ge nul-doneoc// no///b—a‘̂^̂  conn\c\ mot/zec/z. Not 

b-sa ar cend b-raide ar agilla fadei//. Dob-Side lo///ai«

35 imme 7 nowbeir f-am ui// cort/*ddac//ad slebe fuait.

Maidid ac/;ride isi// gillu. Co//iddesi// ata n'ge ci«d 

b-raide f -u l-  .i. i//r( f-amui« let// i«dlai. Co//6cbad 

t/ a i//debaid on trat// co«/-aile dareis i«r[g. 

coraimid fnulto ia r Si«. D ob-ar t/'a aliaig 

40 co conch- .i. fii/gen. ISses-e nofi//nad don

diaid notheiged dontig. iz/Kn nobi'd

A length mark appears above the contraction. 

A length mark appears above the contraction.
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ihgalur S i » t ig .  Et ce«galar nobi'd and.

Mail/; or fi/;gen d iata ltar i/?chloc/i as doc/n/;d 

biatma/'b foc/;etoir. M anituct/;ar ass i in -  not 

45 icfai/;d. 7 bidat//is duit. IS asso dun ar u l -  i//dat/;is

oldas aecso/». Roiccad ia r -  ac//end 7 rofuaged 

cosnat// oir a /  bac-m a dat// fuilt conch— 7 dat/z i/;noir.

E t a sb -t i/;Iiaig Irico /ich-co /nbeth  ifoo/ti// .i. wrnati'sad 

aferg do 7 nadigsed f—ec/? 7 naetraiged mnai 

50 CO anfeta 7 naret/;ed. Roboi d a -  isi/2c/;untaba //1

Si// cei// robobeo .i. uii. liib l-. 7 nirboehgna/»aid acht 

aairisjum i//nasuidi na/;;ma .i. nacocuala c r -d o  

cZ/rocZ/ad doiudaidib. tanic an d s-e  cril// mor f-s 

naduli 7rocZ;ritZ/naig ne/// 7 tal- lamet i//gni»/a 

55 daronad and .i. I'su c r -  m -c  de bi docZ/rochad.

p. 124 b

1 cencZzi//aid. CraCt so ar conch— f/ iadruid. Ciaoic mor do

gn ith - isj//dlat//i//.va i//diu. IS tlron em o/ i//driii. IS 

m or i//gni7// s\n ar conch-. INfersi// da-a /'i//d ru i i//oenaidcZ/i 

rogcm 7 rogenisju .i. in. uiii. kt e n -  cen copi//u//d b l -  

5 IS andsj// rocZ/rcjti conch-. Bt issesi// i//da/ a for rocZ/reti

dodia i/;iier—riatiacZ/tai// creitmi e .i. mora//d i//fer 

■̂̂’̂ aile. IMaitZ/ ira ar conch-. BaZ/ap/ ai//d nadail cuwrdn'g. 

nar nagg atu///beoir irricZ/t cZ/ruadcZ/urad cicZ/tis 

cicZ/tis mo beoil co//cicZ/lais cruas mor miled. maidm 

10 nitZ/a muaid nin/sloig serba/rlecZ/. sordnifed socrcZ/oba//'

la c r -  coiigenai//d. ga /r babl// barulei/?/ f-letZ/ ainlan 

cZ/o/7/ded lanscel cechoiz/lir crocZ/ad rig bamoo 

coirp an' a/ dracZ/ ada//;rai. tu/?;cicZ/tZ/e i/zgm'/?/ iti//ol iain  

sem treoi// uasal icoi///ded coi/7/tZ/ecZ/t congna/// cam 

15 be ladia dilgadacZ/ diacZ/oba/>. cai// f—lund iob-ai//d.

cam co/7/lund crotZ/fi//d cr-£ // ne///thuir. nipusci'tZ/ ce

.R. is found in the m argin.
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c/iessaiti's coirp c/;riad. ciarbo ar  c r -  caid c-ac/itac/; cia 

du dun nadroc/jen; rad dur derc//oi/;te runorla/- 

i/;armen mona miad nadn'g roac//tma/- roncraidi 

20 croc/md c r -  mac/?ot6cbai/?/mis ba//assu nad be/?nTiis

uimardxach eco///nart uasal n' roces croic// cruaid 

«/'doi//e digm aig diaraith ragaindse bas ac//tu 

flait// f-leccai/id foc/iil neca nabuni newthuir necht 

rem iteised doc//oimrid moc//ride cluas i/i«/ drac/i tiguba 

25 cir m udia ii/dscib nadrfg roac/it cofir f-tac/it fritu/?/

tha bron bais conatbiur ar  omun do/» dul druib. 

cendulemai/i digail. ISand doringni conch -  i/iret/io 

ricse diaroi//nis bac//rac// drul delagnib doc/ionch- 

c r -  doc/iroc/iad. diaraic/rfaig conch - ciata a/'/ de 

30 ihgantac/ia so. ?c-. 1 d a -  combad e alti/.v iA/6Y;//sul do

dec/iaid ooc/itaui« doc//ungid i/ichisa cogsedelaib 

noi//nised doc//onch- c r -  dochroc/iad..
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Ei: NLS MS Adv. 72.1.5 (formerly Gaelic V; hereafter referred to as E2), fol. 7vbl- 

8rbl2; 26 x 19.5cms. 15"' century (?).

i b i .  7 v b

I Bai meisgi mor f -  ultuib fcchtnaill anea/7/uin

m acha. Docuircd// i/»arbaid/z 7 com ram a r-n a  

curad/;aib .i. e t-c o //a ll cerndach 7 co/'»culaind 7 laegaire 

mbuadach. Tucaid/; dam sa or co/mll i//chind 

5 m esgera goraigillear icoraib// iinarbad/;a nacuraid/;

arbabcs doulltaib/z hi inbaid/; Sjii gach t/ einfer 

nom arbdais argalaib acnfir rogadaithea ai/;ci/»; 

asachind laismti romarb/;ad/; 7 naeum aiscea ail 

t'ajr lais co/zdcnad/; lialhroid c/aiaid/; de 7 i/;tan ro 

10 bidis igim arbaid/; no icomrani//aib/; doberdis qq

cum bidis nalam/zuib/;. M aith a co«chubuir or conaW 

gonderndad/; naoig nahecht com ram aso 

orgalaib aenfir mad/j tailgne com ram a ri/7;sa 

asl’ir orco/;c//ob-. Doradad iaram/; i/z inchind forsanuai/ze 

15 Ibra mbid dogres. luig/z cach alethe dontsluad a/nam aruch.

Ak'o/zcad- l/ a daoinm/zid co/zchub- cindtj/zed 

azzcaingcn m or dorig/zned/z im oncind izzoid/zche sm istig/z 

7 nosberad leo iarnam aruch amach diacluic/ze^^^

Dorala and d a -  cett m ac madach docoimachta\hh  tfl/z-tec/zta 

20 la hulluib/z .i. in f/zest asdocom la 7 isangbuid/ze an e ir-  a/z

cet Sjii. ISand doluig/z sen forfait/zche nahem na 7 t/ i 

laech chind doultaib leis. INtan iaram b a d -  nahoizzmidi 

icluit/zche doninchind .i. do inchind m esgera for 

lar nafaithche isand sui adb-ed/z i/zoinmid f/-ia araile 

25 dib Sju aso aso arizzoinm/zid fz'ia araili agalsegad/z ara

ceile doFa;th rig/z de oraraile. Rocluizz cet izznisi[.]

Robui alaim indala nai izzinchind 7 beired lais gach ec

7gech conair irg/zail iteiged nobid/z e t-cw znac 7 z/aib/z 7ulaid/z. dob-id

d a -  cet izzinchind lais i/zacris dus infuig/zed/z echt amra

There is an ink stain ab ove  the first letter c, w h icli is not to be con fu sed  w ith a p im d iim  cleleiis.
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doulltaib// do marbad// de ardoidir cet robai ata// [..]iri

dom eisgeadra adig/mil fei/j iam aeguib/r Fecht

and doluig/j cet sair for creich cotard tain bo a

fearuibros dofarraid toir m or fair 7 toigri a u l -

uile 7 rogabso/7/ jcnar fh u  gotorac/z/ad- coimachta  donleit/j

aili datesrt/'gairt seom. foc//erdat- cath m or etarda

and sin  dolu ig/i c « « c h u b - fei/j isincat//. Isan// sin sin ro

guid/jsed mna connachta conchub- xmiccht f-le/7/j da fec/isaiA;

ad/ieilbe doib a/>Tiiroibe f-talm //uin dealb con{..]

a m - delb/j co/jchub- e t-  crut// 7 deilb/i decei[ ]

7 cut/-umad// e t-  rosg[ ]

7urlabra e t-  am i 7 err[ ]

gaisged. Nirbo loch[ ]

. 8ra

ac//omc»>-le tra ceit m -c  mad/mch rocui/mig/jsi mna connacht conchuhar

luigA co/;chub- fork/// aa;na/-dafechsain donamnaib//. luig// \am ni

cet e t -  na m naib// am ed//on 7 roSin//list— cet i/;inchi/;d i^atabaille

7 rotelg/M't- co/;tarrluic im u lloch  cow ch u b - gorab ad - adatrian

i//ac//ind 7 gotarla am ullach roim /;e mantalmuiw rithaid

nafira cuca gurugsad uad f -  brii atha daire dabajth

isind idorochuir 7 ata aligi and iwabail idorochuir 7 c«//'the fo

chind 7 iraile f/i cassaib 7 is de itb -t Hand mainistrech

C oncliub-claithech  7 ceilg m -c  noithech nesa niam d-g. airdrig//

u l -  roteacht de. diarbo leacht \targ  lam /nuid//e inalecht ni

laimt/je lag fuw/r tri traig/it/ic is .uii. mod/;ad. S ra in t- tra  connachtaigh

gom uine ard nacon siar. Moigid/i d a -  f-ulltaib  guhath daire da

biEth sair. robas tra  ogandeabaig/; s,n ontrath goaraile dar

eis i/m g corm uig f-ulltaib  sair iaram/; 7 orconnac/itaih Sicir D ob-tliar

aliaig/; docum conc/ioh-  (arsiw .i. fingei/j fathliaig// iseisidei/j doinwad

dondiaig/; tig/d dontig anlin dobid/z angal-astig/? 7 inlin g a l-  inihidh

7 gach g a l-  ambid gach aen. Mait/j tra  o r  tmgei/7 datalltar asaci/;d

i/2cloch bud/; marb/; i«fersa a .c. oir manatalltwr im/j; rohicfait/zer

7 bud aithis do cena. ISusa duine o ru l-  inathis dobeth de



20 inas aeg. Rohicad/? d a -  cend  c o /;ch u b - rofuaig//ed// cosnathoir

arbaconidatha folt cow ch u b - 7 i//tor 7 isb -t  \n liaig/2 gom beth t/'i 

fonitei// fair .i. arnalisad/; fec//'g fae 7 natisad/; t -  ech  7 lisad  

gonam nai cohanfetha  7 robai d a -  c o /jch u b - isincun /;lab-t Sjii gen 

roba beo .i. uii. m bi-a 7 nirbo i/;engnam a a d i t  a iriscm  na suig/ze 

25 nay;/ma g;«'inai7??Sir inrocrochad/i c r -  lahiudaib//. Doluig d a -  cril/;

foiTia duilib/; gomor de fei/7 goracnthnaigjttte/' nem/?7ta l- lamed m 

gni/?m doronad// sund .i. isu  m -c  de bi doc/ ochad//. C id  sm orco /;ch u b -

f/‘ia ad/aiig/ztib/; c ia  gni/7; m or dognither isinlaithe SjU aniu isf/nr  

on  bar and/ irai isgn im  m or hignini m or d o g n ith - and .i. cr is t  m -c  de  

30 bi rocrochad/; lahidaib//. fer sen rogenar icoi/;;gen 7  Icom aisi IVit

su } com ad ism ochtm ad b l -  .xx . llaithus tY;/;chub- no geined// 

c r - . ISand sin 1/ a rocreid c o //c h o b -  7 ise  i/idala fer docreid//.vte/- an 

e ir -  dodia  riatiachtain cre id m e cot/io itc/jcnd  co ;;ch u b - 7 m orand  

m - c  m ain infer a ile. M aitii t/ a ol co/;chob—do fastiifad/; .c. fer narniach  

35 lim sa  og tesarga in  cr— damad/; i com lon d  } i cathdofaelfad/2.

R o lin g  ia/-sin docu/;/ aga? acloid /;im // 7 i/;t sluag// inad/naig/i go  

lid  lam raige 7 rogab d on g  ca ill g /;on d em a mad/; di .i. mad/; lam raige  

iferuib ros 7 is— itb/;eired igslu ig /;e  i/;fead/;a is a m -  so  

orse  d od igela in d  c r -  isinluc/;^ roscroch dianastaruind.

40 la [...] tl..]g'^‘*' dodeochaid/; fai roling i;;chind m esged/;ra as

[ ] tairis am ach gorbamc// b

ar sin  fo[ ] m ed/;ach c o n c /;u b - t/ iasan ]

nisin I s -  deig/;inach t/-a [ ]c h u b - cep e  nob/;erad sa gan

tairisim f -u  orse cohem ui;; [ ] nobersa rige n u l-  do

fol. 8 rb

I nod//bersa orcend biiTaigi oragilla uodei/; gabail

lum ai/i ui;/;e 7 nodbeir f-am ui/; cohardachadsleip /;e

The e,v/-conipendium wliicli looks like the Arabic numeral 2 is used here. However, it is expanded as st 

for the nom ina sacrum .

There may be a subsci ipt e but it is very faint.

This could just as likely stand for
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fuait. Moid/je and Sjii icroidAe asmgilla conaA de 

sin ata rig//i cind birraigi .i. co/;chub- f -a  mui// le a t //  \n 

5 lai. ro foilsig// dia d a -  dobuide mac bronaig// i//chind

mesged/jra go nad/; hi isadhafi buid/;e aniu?is 

nei/Hed//ach cach focabc///- cend ogtecht friabas 

7 ata ambriat/zraib abreit/z i laig/mibA aris 7 forlamus 

doib/i iardai;? f-cach  fir aid/zed// conchub-  and 

10 sin dianebrad/z. Ba sgel gach muig/zi go muir.oig/z

ead// \n rig/z coAzchub-. ba m or naenguine^'*^ gancath. dolaim 

cet m or m ac madach. r l-

It sh o u ld  b e  n o ted  th a t the  sc rib e  d e p a rts  fro m  h is  h ab itu a l use  o f  u nc ia l 11 h e re  and u ses a d iffe re n t 

g rap h ic  s ty le .
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C: RIA MS 1234 (C i 2; formerly Stowe and Ashburnhani collection; hereafter 

referred to as C), fol. 5val2-8rb30; 5 x 4 ;  15“' -  16"’ century (?).

fol. 5va

12 Bui m casca m or

f -  ulltaib fee/;/ an/; hi 

naemai/z mac/;a do cu/- 

15 itc^/-tan/) imc/rbaidu

m om  7 cuim rum a 

et«/va .i. eil/> co//all ? c6>//;q

fol. 5vb

1 lain/; 7 la;g«//-e tucaid

dam sa ar co/;all incind 

meas.g/ a. coro aigillc//- 

ocu nacu///ramau 

5 ba bes d u ll-  ininbaid

Sin c a -  curaid 1 mc// b 

dis ar galaib enf/;- no ga 

ta an incin/; asacean/; 

aib 7 cu//;asg asga a l̂ 

10 airlaib co/;denad Hat/;

roiti c/'ui/;ne cruaide 

dib 7 intan 1 bitis 

anim a/ badib no acorn 

roniaib/; dob-d is  i/;a 

15 lam/;aib W no co /;de-

Mait/; aqnqb - arco/;all 

ait oic naco/;;rama edit 

fon innd/wa a/ galaib/;

fol. 6 ra

1 enfi/' nitad tualg

in/; cumru/;;a riViu;/; 

sa W rad a in in
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IS fir on ol qnqba/ -  da 

cin/; ia r-  f-Si« forad 

f-m bid do g -s  luid 

d a -  cac/i in leait/ji ar 

nabarac/i diaclu 

ice W m agach 

Doluid d i-  ceat n i-  

do cuairt eachtra la 

u ll-  W bai aneri 

Beist is an//sam ro 

in ceat sin W illiclie 

IS -  do luig Sjd//e iar  fa 

neaman ytri laigcin/; 

lais d iu l-  i/?tan ba 

da/- na hoinmidiu

. 6rb

oc cluit/ic do incimz 

m es.gra. is -  a tb -t inoinm 

it fn a  flroile W eit//aitsidi 

Ro clu i/n tir ceat inisin 7 

in incin« alaim/z indala 

noei 7 b -id  lais oro 

fitir ceat abeit// atar 

m gaire do m eis.gra. 

adigail cirna ecaib cac/i 

cath  7 c a -  irgal nobid// 

do conachtaibli f/ia  u ll-  do 

b—ead ceat ininciniz 

ina c/-lss dus intaradh 

e d it  nad/iam ra d u ll-  do 

m«Ab- dii. Feacht and 

do luig s\m inti ceat sair 

cut»c tanaig/j mbo a



f—aib// iToiss do war

t'ol. 6va

I aid hindit/zm orac/)/ u l -

inadiaig/; W don  

d o  r ia ca t- d o -  conconaclit 

leit/7 a ile  dia {esair

5 gainsim Vichair cat/z

eta/-na W don cath 

Dolluig cw zcub- fein 

c’o/jad an/z sm gatak/r 

nina coimacht do q q b -

10 tuig(2c‘/;/ f -  Icit/z do fe

c/;sain adeaiba doib 

lb bit/; niraib/;e 1-  

dcalb duine am /;/l- 

deilb conqb- .i. e l -  crut/;

15 7 deilb 7 dcit/jceait

7 et- deilb dui/;e 7 

m eit 7 coiri 7 qd/ u 

ma e it-  rosg 7 folt 

7 gile e t-  gais 7 al

20 aig/; 7 u r la b - e t -  eair

fol. 6vb

I ad 7 aine 7 ee/ o sg  e t -

am i 7 im ad 7 ordan  

e t -  gn a is 7g a is g c -  

7 e in e li W cubar

5 Nibo loclitacli t/ a anti con

aconiairli inceit 

ro gabsat na mna

T he m anuscript is stained here.



ailgfM' do conch- W ur 

Luig \a r -  for leit/i aoe«  

dia fecsain dowam  

naib W bai amethon 

Do llu ig  ,u“. inceat com 

n os indleastfl/r ceat 

incin// m eas .gra. ismt 

aoobhaill 7 n osteilg  

coAjadas tarla \m m u ll-  

cinn co /;qb- com bada/' ada 

t/ ian ina cin« 7 co to r-  

sim asacin// cotarla 

fria lar fo c -da t

. 7ra

u l-  cucai co/j/drucsat 

ar  ceat fa/- b-t// atha 

daire dabaet// isariAj 

do Yochair conc— 7 at/m a 

lie and bail ito r-  

7 acorti fria cosau 

M oidig/; t/-a t -  connacht co 

sciaid aird na con 

Do b - t« r  u l-  sair dorid 

isi CO hat doire do 

baet/z mobreit//SiU 

as ar  coAzcub- do b -im  

righ n u l-  do n -c  

Im b -a  conicce mot 

eat/A W arraide 

N odb-sa ear ceand be 

ar  a gilla fadein 

Do b -saide lomai/A



fol. 7rb

1 ime ociis / iom b- f-amuj/? 

CO a/ 'dach- sleibe fu 

ait W g ill-  coiiade 

Moid/;i t/ a acruidi ism 

5 Sill ata rigi cin// bi

nuidi t -  u l l -  .i. in 

rig f -a  mui// leat// 

hindlai W on t/ ath 

conbaid t/ a indcabaid//

10 coroile iar eiss ce

ro nioid f— u l l-  ia/ Sj// 

d o b - t  t/ a aliaig/; co conc— 

• i. llngei// ise Si//

I fin//ad dondiaig I 

15 tcig//cad do// taig// in

lin do dainib bid 

angal— ismtaig ? 

cac g'ar 1 bid and

fol. 7va

1 Mait// or f’lngen dia

tallt//' incloc// ass do 

cin// bidat marb 

fo .c.oir W iccf 

5 Mu//a t/<cth//- ass .h. nal

uin// 7 bid ant//aiss 

duit W arull-  

1S//.VU duin// indat//ais 

oldais aegsu/// ro 

10 hicad \a r-  acean// 7 ro

fuaidcad// cosnat// 

oir a/baco///mait// 

dath fuilt fo //qb -  7dath
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indoir 7 isb - t in 

15 liaig// f/ ia c o n -  cum 

beit// afoimtin 

.i. a/Tiatisad afearg 

do 7 na d ig s -  f -

fol. 7vb

1 each 7 nah'^traig/ii

mnoui i co anf//eta 

7 na rit/jad/i W tab -t 

Roboui d i-  is\n cunn 

5 issin g e -  ro boui

beou .i. uii. m bl-i 

7 nirbou eagna/?; 

aid cicht eirgiu ina 

suigju nainau 

10 .i. cu cualaid c r -

do croc/juo diu 

iudaigiu* "̂*  ̂W crit//

Tainicc aundsin 

m aai f-snat//u 

15 dulib 7 ro crit//n -

neoam 7 taluin 

la met in gni/Ha 

do ronad and .i.

fol. 8ra

1 ih -c r -  m -c  de bin

do croc//ad ganci// 

aid W friadraig/j 

C ret so arco//cub- 

5 cia ole m ar  dognit//

There is a stain betw een  the letter a and the letter i.
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ar isiiilaitZ/i seo 

inndiu W ismc/r 

IS fir on orind/-aig// 

an gini«; c r -  do c/ o c h -  

is m or em// orco//qb— 

IS fir Sin d a n -  orin 

drai inoenoidZ/ci 

rogein 7 rogenu 

sa -i. uii kl enair 

cen CO bi// an// b l-  

IS an//Si// ro c r-  cone-  7 

ise Sin indala IV/- 

ro crcit do dia in

. 8rb

e r -  re tiac/zlain 

creidm e .i. fee//' 

eilc m orand mac 

cc///p/‘i W ciada «// di 

do fiarl'aid con\\- 

in//an//th— s o -  7 c—

} d a -  com ad e all//.v 

hi co//sal do deac// 

aid o o.uiii. fin 

do cuinc/zi in cisa 

o g a id e l- 1 in//isfed 

c r -  do croch fi//id



El: NLS MS Adv. 72.1.40 (form erly Gaelic XL; hereafter referred to as Ei), pp. 1 .1 -  

3.7; 21.5 X 16.5cnis; 15"' - 16"' century

p. 1

[ ]
7docuiret[ ] im«A-[ ]

7 loeg-i m bu-//ac//. T u c - damsa ar [ ]

ailler ocu n ac-r -a  uair ba bes do u lt- [ ]

5 marbdais a rg a l- ae//f- 1 gata arii//cin/i asa chi//dia 7 1[ ]

[ ]ta liat/ Ojt c/'uaid dj 7 i« ta //1 bitis aciw c/rb -1 aco/?;r-a do b -tis  q[ ]

f-ala/?;uib ocom m arh-. Maith a cow ch- ar co n -  cui/KierSit nahoig e,cht c - r -a  [ ]

a/-gal- ssn f-  7 nidat/; tualaing c -r -a  riwsi is fir ar con[ ] '̂*^rat- \a r -  [ ]

f-sa«uat/mi f-am bid d o g -s . Luid cach ni conair do/!tsl- do [ ]

10 o i« m - conc-  d obad- aci///j nati-/? 7 in cai/;gen mor doro/md imon \nc\nn. B -ait

Sidei/7 [ ]

amac// arnam ar-h  doclujl//i nahemna. T a n -  d a -  cet m -  m ag-/i doconnaclitaib do 

qair[]

laliu lt- pest is an//s,u/;; 7 isd o c - i-  robai anr- incet s,n isan/; robaisiu//; [ ]

ieclit Aar faitZ/Cj nahem//a 7 t/ i l-//ciA;d d o u lt- lais. Anta// b a t-  nahoi//m |...]  

c l-t[  ]iAZ7 las/jH*''**̂  Si/; m isg - 7 i s -  adt-rdis no i'oeih ri di. Ro cu a l- Cet i/2isi« dob-[ 

]
15 in dura f -  aniwcinA/ 7 rue lais docr-/mi// .G a- cath 7 i r g - } bid a connach t-  fri h u lt-

b -ed  Cet ani/jcin// [.]a^‘*‘̂ cris da fis \n xoxselh lais echt eici/; bud amra la [ ]

[ ] dir do fe it -  cet coroibi aiam g-\ do n ijsc- adigailt [.]«/ [ ]

d -  do luid cet sa/> f -  creidi cohult-^^® coUicust- tai/i bo o f-a ib  riis ia rr-  i[ ]

The manuscript is stained.

There is staining in the manuscript above the abbreviation o f a r  in arnamar, but I suspect that a 

suspension stroke should be here for the compendium ach.

There is a small hole in the manuscript due to a defect in the vellum. It appears that the scribe tried to 

write s with a superscript stroke where the hole is, but repeated it immediately. The scribe avoids writing

on this part o f the vellum on page 2. Compare with lasi/j on p.2.25.

The manuscript is smudged here and it is difficult to make out the letter. It appears to be a single letter

with a suspension stroke and a subscript a. It most likely reads iwa.

The letter / is superscript above the letter t, with the suspensions stroke. He corrected himself by adding

it.
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[....] fa/> 7 rogabso/» friu  \a r-  co ta /;cad - conacht donXeith aili dia insure- [ ]

20 [-]i[ Sin 7 d o l- c o » c - fe i«  isi« ca//?. Is an7;sj//roguid/? m /;a co/;ac/;f CO/?-[ ]

foleit// dodecliSj/; agn/w e 7 adelba do ib  oim iraib i[ ]

[ ]n conc- etai- cruih 7 ceill 7 dcicclt 7 eta>- deilb 7 nicitj 7 core 7 [.]u t[..]m a 7 

gile etar gnais 7 aU 7 urlab/ a etar arm  7 e r r -  7 h-//.vc eta/' ai/;e 7 [ ]

g a is c -  7 cei//ol 7 nirbo  Xochtndi t/-al in f -  Si/; .i. co m -.  Do c -a ir li ce il [ ]

25 mi// rogabsat coniiacht ailg//^ desiu//;. luid i t / / -  conc-  a a;//or f -  \eitli dia dech[ 

]
[,]a m //aib 7 luit cet im -  co//;bai etar na m //aib cir m edo// cet [ ]

p. 2

1 [...]abaill [ . .] te i lg - | . . .]c / / la  a m ull-C i/;d  c o n c - [ J

i//a i/;ci//[.] 7 co U//-la a m u l -  roi///e a ta lm -  Reilit na fir cuici \ars\n co 

rsc/t .h. f— [,]ru atha doire  daboet//^^^ 7 isan/; a d o re -  conc-  7 ata a \echt an// 7 a 

ligi bail a to rc -  7 cort//i f/ ia ci//d 7 <// aili fVia bon/;. S ra i/ / t-  conacht cosciaic//

5 a /  [.] na con Siar. M u id id  d j-  f - u l t -  so ir  eo b a lh  d o ire  dabit//'^^'’ u ili ro

bas t/ a a c o /;d eb - on iraih co ''a / aili dar eis i/;rig m uigid  1-  u l l -  ia/-si//. D olw //- a 

aliaig  co  conc-  .i. fi//gi// eisidej/? 7 ise iraih t H/;ded \n diaid  1 t ig -  do// tig  m 

li// \ b id  an g a l-  isintig 7 gac// g a l-  nobit// an//. M ait// t/ « t o r fi/;gin dia 

t//c t/;-  asacend  i//e l-// bid m a/ b fo cet o ir 7 m -a  t//c t//-as  ro h ic fa it//-  7 

10 b iaid  at//ais do '̂*'*. IS iisa du// a /o jlt-  anathais a//das aecso///'^”’*’. R o h ic -  \ar-

\n cent 7 ro fuaided co snait//i 6ir^‘’̂   ̂ 7 is b - t  m liaig  co/j/beit// aib id iti//

.i. cona t i s -  f -g  fai 7 n a tis -  for ec// 7 n a tis -  eo///nai 7 naro caithed biad 

coha//feta. Roboi isj// cu //tab -t s\n \n can  robo beo ' 7 nirbo he//gna///aid

acht {air\s,m i//as//Uidi am ai/; cusmuair ro c /'o eh - c r -  la iu d - .T a n -  an//Sj// e/ it/;

The letter r  is legible but this is follow ed by a stained section.

The length-mark is visible in the digitized image, but no longer visible in the original manuscript.

1'here is a length-mark above ce. As above, the length-mark is visible on the digitized image but not 

present in the original manuscript.

A s above, the length-mark is visible on the digitized image but not present in the original manuscript. 

In contrast to the above instances, the length-mark is visible in both the manuscript and the digitized  

image.

The scribe uses a small circular shaped grapheme, to indicate the reading in the margin belongs here. 

See p. 3.11 for a similar sym bol and text added in the margin.
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mor

15 f-sna  duilib 7 rocrit/;n - nem 7 ta l-  la m eit i/?gnj/7;a donjth- is i //  lait/ziusi

aniu .i. ih -u  c r -  m -  debi d oc /och - ci// ci/;aid d iu d - am airs-ha. Cid so or co n c-  

fn a  d/'uidib 7 cia ghmm  mor don ith - an/2S0  aniu is fir or nad^xiidi is gniw; 

m or donith- and .i. c r -  m -c  debi do c ro ch - la iu d - .i. fer rogenad ac-ais f/ itsi 

Bacrach f il-  dolagnjb ise ro i«dis do c o n c -  c r -  doc/'och-. IS an//Sj// docreit 

conc—

20 do c r -  7 ise andt/ra t -  tois-// m  e r -  doc/-eit do dia re tiacZ/tai// CA-eitmi he 7

moran/i m -  mai/j. Mait// t/v/tZ; or conc-  do faetsat mile fer nurmach li/??sa 

a c t/« a rc -  cr-. roli/;g iarsi/2 c-adagai 7 n/.vb-taig co t-n  g -rom u ig it-  

i/2a dori2 7 rogab i t / /-  acl-em  i//alaim 7 rogab do// ca ill-  ui///e co//de/naig 

mag doncaill .i. mag la///r-i af-aib  rus 7 is -  a tb -t isam l- so dod igo l-

25 si// c r -  f- iu d a l-  7 t-inluc7 // rocroch he daroisi//d iat Iasi// f-gsi// roli//g

\nc\nn misc— asa cin// cotai//ic ai//ci//d fei/j fair gurbo m a/ b de 7 c-o//ida//-esi// 

aderait cach is ne///edac c o n c-  t/-it andurtac/// doroi//e conc-. Ise iz/deigac// 

adub-t conc-. Gidbe no///b-asa an  iairisium  fu/// co//nuici motech arse

p .3

1 [ Jem [..] na [..] b-ai//d  rig[.] n u l-  nob-sa  ar cent beirriti [ ]

do h-iisuni lam ui///e 7 b-it// g -  ht/rdach- tsl-i fuait t-amui//. M[..]d[ ] 

isi// gillu co//ide ata rige cem// b-itj f -  u lt-  .i. i//ri f -a  mui« le[..] lai.

Ro foillsig do biiiti m -  bro//aig// i//ci//d m isc - co//idhi is ada / 1  buiti aniu

5 7 is n -edach gac cEn racha i//ci//d m isc - ic dol f/-ia bas^^^ 7 ata [ ]

b ria th - abreth fodes alagnib 7 f-tam l//i’ doib iarsi// conid hi a d -  

coA/ch- co//nuici sin

T he mark o f  length is v isib le  on the d ig itized  im age only.
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N: RIA MS 967 (23 N 10, formerly Bethani 145, hereafter referred to as IN), fol. 16.1— 

31.8 X 5 1/2. 16"' century.

Ibl. 16

b a i c o iic -  in -c  nesai I'echtiis nan/; atfel doalt/<.vs c ro c h -  c r - . alt//.v / -  ishe do 

5 t/;a t//a ig - cocloem clodaib  scd o tib ir m -c  augaist ri rom a/; do  c o n c -

m -c  nesa. arba cu/;;a b a t -  reachlarea  rig  rom an i/;nai//;s-^'^* s'ln t -  m edon 

in u c th -  7 f -  i»dsip fuinid ? t;//‘cbalai co//;baco/7;d-b \sm  m bit n a -sg e l naif- 

dire f-cu/7;cad an /;.b a  d -b  diula coiic— fo7;nin/7!/.v sm  in c/ait f-cu ad  c / 'o c h - c r -  ar 

at fet do alt».v ba  he c r -  do  ro s -  nem  7 ta lm -  7 is airi a / foit colain/; a r  

10 tatli crcicc in ci//eda doenai b a  c -tm ec // alt//.v isa//'e  atfed cec m ait

i/7 c7 'och- c r -  co77crcid conc- d o e r -  7 is i« 7 - a s n ib - t coiic- rofe.v/tais^^'^ fir in 

bc /̂7/a acu777

ang occath ug- f'/'i hjudei crocsjti c r -  manubet hico77;fog7/.v d oer- isde is

m b -t eo7/cul>- B a  hap/ ain77 nandail cuartrig n am aic atum fir hiric/// croad c//urad

c ic /z tis  6Y;77ciuc/7lis m a r  m il i t / ;a  maid777 netho  m o it//

15 njmdai sluag sCarbc/Z/ l -  soistnefcit so ir c o b -  la c r -  co77gaib ge/7an gair

bait forletenae Ia77 coi77/d- barola/7 sccl cic/7oi7/tir croc/zat fir bai7i m oo 

m ocorp  canae na7lrig  nada77/rai na77 rerin  atumcichtEe gn i /77 fir 

hj tinol tairisem  t7'iu77 uaisib  inco im dcd  c/zait/z cum aclitaigh  ca77beei/7ia/77 

dee  ndilgodag do c o b -  canf-lon77 foabcaba rin77 c a -  comlan77 croitfin/z 

2 0  la c r -  am em tir n ibuscil /7 cic/7estai a7-cr- cat// cu m a ch to d i eid  duda/7/7

du77 d-coi77ti djnreil roc/7Ui77em nadnca nderaga/7; .i. digal du ir coirp  crock  

siU rig dorearoosat ronort i77ni m -m a/7 m od nad rig  roac77/amc/7- ro77 

cra ide  c ro c h -  c r -  m ac/zutooceaibm is atbehnais bahasa art/ ag 

eco/77nart hoasal ri roees c/ o ic /7 co irt a r  doi/7e ndiema/7-c djarait no 

25 regain77 him bas atu777 flait f- le ic ib  facAel neconibai77e inm ain  a7l7 iun

do co77/rat/; m oehridea cloasi77;a/'trac/; atgubai f/7'u/77eda inscib i7/na ro 

aclu  fir f-tac/7^ c r -  f7'itombro77 bais cuadba/7- «/7 omu7( c//nniud tonidrub 

ceil duilema/7 digaii. IS ia7-Si/7 c o tn o sc ra s t-  a m -  bid oc {edit hi roi cat//ai

An abbreviation stroke is seen going tlirougli the descending shaft o f  tlie letter ,s.

The Latin abbreviation for est is written here and it resem bles the Arabic numeral two (see Breatnach 

201 2 , 127).
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ar belaip c r-  cosesccand asaci/m aninci/ni meisged/-a 7 co/;idebilt ind 

arsj/i is -  isb - dee ia r-  ise gei//tri/2SiA2 docoid hi flaith n-ea fobit robad 

batais [ ]1 doescmai[ ] 7 rocreit [ ] do c r-  Finit [ ]



LFF: R IA  IMS 476 (23 O  48, also known as Liber Flavus Fergusiorum; hereafter 

referred to as F), fol. 52ra3-52rb2; 11x 8 ,  15"' century.

f. 52ra

I

(B)ud/? mor lahiilllu amuig// murrtZ/uini do luig/; la r -  

bocrach fili ocus draig// doloig/;nib/; docu/;/ nadala iartoidic///

5 do alaig/;nib iar fog/;luim filic/z/a fiabraid/(jM’ co//cub-

scela alban ocus Leatha Mog/;a do a t- mor c\mli olse 

do ronz/ad/; isi/;bil/; toir .i. c/ochc/d rig// neim//i ytalm- la 

hiub/zdaib/z 7 ise rotirc/zansal faid//i 7 draid//t/;i doic 7do 

leasraguin daini andomuin dopecad// adai/;/// do deachai 

10 donae/;; ncim li coro et coluin// omuiri oig I'ngi'n cen

latha//- frcasguil corluig// acrand c/-oit//i lahiud//aib doiccan 

cci//eoil dasn//a imon caisc do cuaid// uain// 7 at/ aaclit isi// treas 

lo iar na cesadh .i. roin/;is do//alt//.v isse tigid conait// easguib//

7 cusedaib// 7 co mainib// olibir s//esair aug//uist rig// ro///an 

15 7 orig// andoni//ui// coco//cul>- neasa do cam//uin macha arba

cu///abadar reac7//uiread//a rig// ando/7/ui// isi// nai///sirsin f/'i meadZ/o// 

anbeatlia 7 anin//sib fuinig// g/-ei//e 7 tu/'gabala co/;/a co///di/ bh 

isi//bith uili nach sgel a ird rcc li fos c-ad// an// [an o  in//is alt//5 ] 

ba de/ b// le co//c//ub//ur fonin////.v si// anc/iith forc//uaid// crochad c//r-.

20 dobahe c r- dorin//id// ncam// 7 talum// et is aire  arro et

colan// omuiri oig// artaithc/'eich ceincoil da;n//a ba 

crcidm/zeach do-alt//.v lein \saire atfet ar sgela cr— co///aith co//c/'cid 

co//cub— acr- noisa///l- so at cscnmachair he. buid// co//cub- in 

dail 7 maithi f/ i neir- ui///e anla roc/ ochad// rcr-^ ’̂** a//ta// do 

25 dec//aid// teim//eal t'/isi// ng/'ein 7 rosuig// esga andat// Ibla rofia/'

faid// co//cub- im - do cat//baid// duss cid ro///badar naduile 

do com//altasa arse infer rogeanair anaenaidc//i f/ it anosa 

martar do c/'oithi fa ir  7 do radad// ac/'oidhe 7isesi// canuid 

a//nf si// At/ aigi Co//cub- suas lasog//uin 7 gab- a gaisced//

There is a dot under the first r to sltow that the scribe lias w rongly entered this.
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30 lair 7 atb-t is e si// eiin// o lse mo coA//altasa 7 mo co///ais

7 is e ro geanair anae// oidc//i f/'iu/// 7 ro gob la r-  deargail o

tasi/j coroac//t isi// fa/'/vgi 7 cu luig// in//ti co//u/ruigi afiacuil is 

ocin deargail \a r-  ro co/;cub- an laigsi ba aprain// nahid// 

iul coh«/-d ia/neguib// rig// rl //cu/z/ang accathug- 

35 Ocus as \ar sin a sb -t concuh-  ro feasdais fir \n beat/za mo

irith hiugZ/aidZ/bZ/ t/-e c/-ochad// c r -  dia mbein// acomfogus do is uir si// 

attracht son 7 rosgob// f/-isiu dearguil cur scein// in cin// mesg 

ead//ra asa cin// 7 con ea/'bailt co //cub- fo .c. oir conadh esin 

adb-t na g/;aeid//il conadh he co //cub- c. gein«tlig//i docoid// docu/?/

40 neim//i aneir- fobith robobait//is do infuil dolui[ ]g// as

cin// Et as an// sin rucad// ai//im concoh-  anif/>in// guco///f/ aic

Col. b

I ead c r -  friad//a act[ Jbroide ahil'/Vn//

CO tuc c r -  leis anim co//cabair [ ]mi. Finid.
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Laud: MS. Laud Misc. 610, Bodleian Library (hereafter referred to as Laud); fol.

42vdl-42vdl3; 33.5—34 x 24.5-25cm; 15"' century.

fol. 42vd

1 S a ll-c c - ‘̂ ‘̂

Cet .m. magac/; roteilc 

incloic// .i. I'nc/nn/; mesge^/ai 

rig laigen icat// dc/Z/e daba'^t/;

5 fingen fat/;liaig/z conqh- ise

n«/'oleic incloic/; dotaba//! asa 

c/;ind Mum'u .h-. incerd ise 

dorat c-lach i/?;pe f/ iacen/; im 

muig/; Bac/zrac/; file do laig

10 nib isc roin/;is do co//qb- c r-

docroch- i/»niaig lamraigc at 

c/;uaid do is an/; dovochair conqb- 

ocglanad in maige F // //

Salt—cc  is writ ten in red ink above the text. It is slightly faded.
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S: RIA MS 1224 (D iv 2: formerly Stowe collection, hereafter referred to as S), fol.

52 (54) rb l-52 (54) vb6; 1 1 x 8  l/2cm ; 15"' century (?).

fol. 52.

I INcipit do oid/;ed// concubuir m'‘̂ nessa annso sis.

Ceat m -c madach rotAeilg incloich .i. 

inchi«d misced//ra rig/z laig/;en f -  co«cub- 

hicath d/;aire dab/;ast/L Fing//en fath

5 liaig concoh- ise naroleig i//cloich dot//ab-t asa

chi«d. Muwa .h. i/zc-d isse dorat cuwdach impe 

riace«n amuich. bacrach file dolaig/znib/? ro 

i//dis do conch- CA'ist doc/-och- imaig// lamrig/je at 

chuaid// do isan// sin daroch- concoh- acglanad/i

10 i/mi/migAe.
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